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Abstract. We propose a duality in the relative Langlands program.
This duality pairs a Hamiltonian space for a group G with a Hamiltonian
space under its dual group Ǧ, and recovers at a numerical level the
relationship between a period on G and an L-function attached to Ǧ;
it is an arithmetic analog of the electric-magnetic duality of boundary
conditions in four-dimensional supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory.

This is a draft. We anticipate making another round of changes before
submitting it for publication. All comments are very welcome! In particular,
if we have failed to attribute or properly reference a work it is most likely
due to either ignorance or forgetfulness - please tell us.
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1. Introduction

One of the fundamental properties of automorphic forms is that, when
integrated against certain distinguished cycles or distributions, they give
special values of L-functions. The study of these integrals, or “periods,” has
a long history starting at least with the 1937 work of Hecke [Hec37]. Now,
the Langlands program posits that automorphic forms correspond to Galois
representations, and Hecke’s formulas and their sequels can be expressed as
a commutative diagram:
(1.1)
automorphic forms //

period

**

Galois representations

L-functiontt
complex numbers.

That is to say, “periods” and “L-functions” are specific ways to extract
numerical invariants from the two sides of the Langlands program; and in
interesting cases, they match with one another. We are going to propose
that:

(i) We should index both periods and L-functions by suitable Hamilton-
ian spaces, i.e., smooth algebraic varieties with a group action.

(ii) The passage from Hamiltonian space to period or L-function can be
considered as (an incarnation of) quantization.

(iii) “Relative Langlands Duality:” when viewed from this point of view,
the relationship between L-functions and periods becomes symmet-
ric.

(iv) Similar structures exists at all “tiers” of the Langlands program (global,
local, geometric, arithmetic, etc.). In the local tier, point (ii) is fa-
miliar: it is the philosophy that one can construct representations of
Lie groups by quantization.

For example, two of the earliest and best-studied periods are the Godement-
Jacquet integral and the Rankin-Selberg integral, both for the groups G “
GLnˆGLn. They are switched under the duality of (iii); let us sketch what
this means in the global context. Firstly, to these periods will be associated
certain Hamiltonian spaces MGJ and MRS for G, explicitly

M “ T ˚
“

Gˆ∆GLn An
‰

and M̌ “ T ˚ rnˆ n matrices.s .

Now, the group G being self-dual, it plays a symmetric role on the auto-
morphic and spectral (Galois) sides of the Langlands program. We will see
that, when considered on the automorphic side, the dataMGJ orMRS index
periods – distributions on the space of automorphic forms; and when placed
on the Galois side they index certain L-functions. For φ an automorphic
form on G we will then have

MGJ -period of φ “ L-function for φ indexed by MRS .

MRS-period of φ “ L-function for φ indexed by MGJ .
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Unwinding these statements, they are exactly the results proved in [GJ72,
JS81a, JS81b]; however, what is made clear by this phrasing is that there is
a duality between the two results. Thus, we can regard the “L-function for
φ indexed by MRS” as the “spectral period for MRS .”

A simpler but conceptually significant example is the duality of Whittaker
and trivial periods. Manifestations of this duality account for the central role
of the Whittaker model in many contexts; from our point of view it should
not be distinguished from other dual pairs of periods. A more interesting
example is the duality between the Gan–Gross–Prasad period [GGP12] and
the θ-correspondence between equal rank orthogonal and symplectic groups
[Ral84b]. Other examples are given in §1.5.

Although much of the ultimate payoff may be investigating periods whose
duals are not currently known, our focus here is to formulate carefully the
duality at least in a certain restricted setting, spell out what it predicts, and
see how it unifies a large class of phenomena in the Langlands program.

Overview of the introduction: The complexity of our situation warrants
a longer explanation of what we are trying to do, and how we think about
the situation. To that end, we will first review in §1.1 various objects that
enter into the relative Langlands program. These objects are the analogues
of periods/L-functions in other “tiers” of the Langlands program. The dis-
cussion of §1.1 organizes the situations of the paper into a tesseract, rendered
in figures 1.1.1 and 1.1.2. These figures invoke a great variety of different
mathematical structures and therefore may seem very confusing at first; for-
tunately, the ideas of quantum field theory give rise to a very appealing
metaphor with which to organize them, as we explain in §1.2 and §1.3 – skip
forward to Table 1.3.1 to get a sense of what this discussion aims at. Finally,
in §1.4, we will spell out what we actually accomplish in this paper.

1.1. What is a “period?” As mentioned above, the current subsection
§1.1 spells out some of the data on the automorphic and spectral sides of
the relative Langlands program. On both sides, the data will be organized
into diagrams – Figures 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 – and the proposal, is, of course, that
these diagrams should match. More organized ways of thinking about these
diagrams will be given in subsequent subsections.

1.1.1. The automorphic side of the Langlands program. Take G a reductive
group — split, for simplicity.

Some key objects of study in the Langlands program are:
‚ the trace formula for G (output a complex number);
‚ automorphic functions for G (a vector space);
‚ representations of GpRq or GpQpq (a category).

The geometric Langlands program, in the setting of curves over alge-
braically closed fields, adds to these objects “categorified” analogs:

‚ automorphic sheaves for G – that is, sheaves on the moduli BunG of
principal G-bundles on a curve (a category);
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‚ categorical representations of the loop group LG (a 2-category).
There is a rich web of interconnections between these objects, and we will

examine how to organize all this information in §1.2 and §1.3 (see in partic-
ular Table 1.3.1). We preview the discussion of §1.3 in particular by noting
that the “categorical complexity” of the output is tied to the “arithmetic
dimension” in a way reminiscent of topological field theory: global fields
(which should be considered as 3-dimensional objects) are attached vector
spaces, arithmetic local fields and geometric global fields (of dimension 2) are
attached categories, and geometric local fields (of dimension 1) are attached
2-categories.

A core goal of the Langlands program is to give a “dual description” of all
these objects in terms of Galois theory and the dual group Ǧ, compatible
with these various connections. In all cases the key player is the space of
representations of a Galois group into Ǧ.

1.1.2. Relative Langlands: Automorphic Side. Now let X be an algebraic
variety with G-action. It produces objects of study in the various “tiers” of
the Langlands program, whose unified study forms the topic of the relative
Langlands program. Some of the most familiar are:

‚ the X-theta series, or X-period functional (a vector in the space of
automorphic functions), and

‚ functions L2pXpF qq (a representation of GpRq or GpQpq, and a clas-
sical object of harmonic analysis)

These objects are often studied through their “squares” or self-pairings,
after the insertion of Hecke operators:

‚ the relative trace formula for X, the self-pairing of the X-theta series
(output in C, or generally functional on the global Hecke algebra);

‚ the Plancherel formula for spherical functions on X, obtained from
the self-pairing of the basic spherical vector with Hecke modifications
(output a functional on the spherical Hecke algebra).

As we detail in this paper, the geometric Langlands program also admits
categorified counterparts of these objects, which have not been studied before
in a uniform fashion:

‚ theX-period sheaf (an object in the category of automorphic sheaves);
‚ the category of sheaves on LX (a categorical representation of LG);
‚ the RTF algebra: an associative algebra in the global Hecke category
which (conjecturally) encodes maps between Hecke functors applied
to the period sheaf;

‚ the Plancherel algebra: a commutative algebra1 in the spherical Hecke
category, which encodes all maps between Hecke functors applied to
the basic spherical sheaf on LX.

1As we discuss at length, the Plancherel algebra is a derived object which is commu-
tative only on the level of cohomology, and its structure is closely related to that of little
3-disc algebras in topology.
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These objects and some of their relations are captured schematically in
the diagrams of Figure 1.1.1 below. Here, as elsewhere in the paper, we
focus on the unramified settings (arithmetic and geometric) over function
fields – see Remark 1.1.3. In particular, we replace the GpF q-representation
L2pXpF qq by its GpOq-invariants, a module for the spherical Hecke algebra.
Our conventions for these diagrams are:

‚ the top row lives in geometric Langlands, the bottom row lives in
arithmetic Langlands over a finite field; the left hand column is local,
and the right column is global.

‚ vertical arrows come from “trace of Frobenius.” Dashed horizontal
arrows suggest that the right-hand object has the nature of an “Euler
product” or “integrated version” of the left-hand object.2

‚ The diagrams come in pairs: first “states”, then “observables.” The
relation between the two is analogous to that between states and
observables in quantum mechanics (or between geometric and defor-
mation quantization), a recurrent theme in the paper. In each case,
the “observable” diagram arises from self-pairings or endomorphisms
of the “states” diagram. See also Remark 1.1.6.

Remark 1.1.3 (Number Fields and Ramification). These diagrams cover
many interesting tiers of the Langlands program, but also omit many impor-
tant ones. For example, we do not discuss the case of number fields, local
fields of characteristic zero, or ramification.

However, we wish to emphasize here that we anticipate the general picture
should apply equally to these cases. That is, as we see it, the story we tell
here is not one specific to geometric Langlands or to the case of function
fields, but a general feature of the paradigm of Langlands duality.

Consider, for example, the study of periods of automorphic forms. If one
is content with relatively crude predictions (for example, to figure out which
L-function is represented by a given period integral) the structure developed
in this paper already suffices, but to achieve the same level of precision as our
§14 (where we attempt to pin down all constants) require – at an absolute
minimum – the development of the theory over an archimedean local field,
which involves similar issues to a general development of the ramified theory.
To examine these questions is therefore a very interesting open problem.

An important principle underlying this work is the microlocal nature of
periods. One manifestation of this principle is that many of the above struc-
tures can be thought of as associated not to the G-variety X, but to the
Hamiltonian G-varietyM “ T ˚X. For example, the question of reconstruct-
ing L2pXpF qq from T ˚X has a standard name: it is the question of geomet-
rically quantizing the symplectic space T ˚X. This passage from G-varieties
to their cotangents as Hamiltonian G-spaces encodes important symmetries:

2In each case, there are precise statements formalizing this, but we don’t need this level
of precision here.
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(a) Automorphic States:

Local Global

Geometric
Sheaves on XF {GO

§7

��

X-period sheaf
§10 esp. §10.3

��

Arithmetic
Functions on XF {GO

§9.4
X-period function
§10 esp. §10.3

(b) Automorphic Observables:

Local Global

Geometric
Plancherel algebra,

§8

��

§16 X-RTF algebra
§16, §16.3

��

Arithmetic
Plancherel measure

§9
[SV17] (a part of) X-RTF

§16.3.5

Figure 1.1.1. Automorphic states and observables

for example, in Tate’s thesis (independently due to Iwasawa: [Iwa92, Tat79])
the functional equation of abelian L-functions derives from the Fourier trans-
form, corresponding to a symmetry of the Hamiltonian G “ Gm-space T ˚A1.

Another manifestation of the microlocal nature is that there are many
important examples of periods (such as the Whittaker periods and the Θ-
correspondence) that carry structures that resemble the above, but arise not
from a G-space X but rather from a Hamiltonian G-space M which is not
a cotangent bundle. We shall think broadly of the passage from M to the
list of data above as a form of quantization. To avoid getting into it at the
moment, however, let us continue to work with the “polarized case” where
one has a G-variety X (or its cotangent bundle T ˚X) rather than a general
Hamiltonian action.

1.1.4. Relative Langlands: Spectral Side. We now wish to propose a spec-
tral, or Galois, side for the relative Langlands program that matches the
structures enumerated above. The experience in the study of periods is that
the collection of X for which one has a satisfactory theory has rather large
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overlap with the set of spherical varieties for G. We shall eventually extend
our setting to include a slightly larger class of examples, the “hyperspherical
varieties” of §3. In any case the main goal of this paper is to propose that

For favorable G-spaces X (or Hamiltonian G-spaces M), the
various structures of the X-relative Langlands program are
simultaneously encoded, on the dual side, by a Hamiltonian
Ǧ-variety M̌ .

We have already asserted that the passage from M to its associated au-
tomorphic data should be seen as a quantization. Similarly, the passage
from M̌ to the associated spectral data should be seen as a quantization. If
we want to distinguish the two, we will say “automorphic quantization” and
“spectral quantization”. Thus the philosophy pervades the paper, sometimes
implicitly and sometimes explicitly, can be summarized as saying

The automorphic quantization of a favorable Hamiltonian G-
variety is Langlands dual to the spectral quantization of a
dual Hamiltonian Ǧ-variety M̌ .

The notion of spectral quantization incorporates a new geometric per-
spective on the notion of L-functions of Galois representations, mirror to
the microlocal perspective on periods: we propose to think of an L-function
Lpρ, V q as associated to the Hamiltonian Ǧ-variety T ˚V by a form of geomet-
ric quantization. This is not completely achieved in this paper, but ideally
speaking the situation is as follows:

‚ We first attach L-functions to Ǧ-varieties X̌, rather than linear rep-
resentations3 of Ǧ— the familiar L-functions arise by linearization
at Galois fixed points on X̌ as in e.g. (14.7).

‚ We then view the L-functions as attached not to X̌ but to the Hamil-
tonian Ǧ-variety T ˚X̌. This encodes additional symmetries, such as
the functional equation.

‚ Finally we seek to attach L-functions to Hamiltonian Ǧ-varieties that
are not necessarily polarized – in particular, to extract square roots of
L-functions associated to symplectic representations (see, e.g., (14.9),
where we leave the signs unspecified, and compare with [AV22]).

As with automorphic quantization, spectral quantization has aspects in
every tier of the Langlands program, which we predict match the corre-
sponding automorphic objects under Langlands duality. An informal flavor
of what is studied in this paper is captured by matching the two automorphic
diagrams above with two spectral counterparts, which will follow the same

3A motivation for this passage, from a classical point of view, is that the local factor
of an L-function has the form of the trace of Frobenius on a symmetric algebra – i.e., on
the ring of functions on a vector space. This suggests, at leasts, that what one needs is
not the vector space but only its function ring.
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conventions as for the previous diagrams. 4 To avoid getting into details of
quantization we restrict to the case when M̌ is polarized, i.e., M̌ “ T ˚X̌.

(a) Spectral states

Local Global

Geom.
coh. sheaves on

M̌{Ǧ, §7

��

L-sheaf for X̌,
§11

��

Arith.
functions on Frobenius
fixed points of M̌ , §9.4

L-function for X̌
§11

(b) Spectral Observables

Local Global

Geom.
regular functions

on M̌

��

§17 L-observable algebra,
§12.8, §18.2

��

Arith.
twisted character
of Ǧ on M̌ §9

L-function for M̌
§14 esp. (14.9)

Figure 1.1.2. Spectral states and observables

New in this diagram, and of particular importance to this paper, are the
L-sheaves, new counterparts of L-functions in the setting of geometric Lang-
lands. These are objects of the categories of sheaves on moduli of Langlands
parameters given by considering algebraic volume forms on fixed point spaces
of Galois representations on X̌. They have not been systematically studied
in the literature, but in specific cases have been considered, most notably
the “Whittaker sheaf” and work of Lysenko (e.g. [Lys08, Lys11]).

1.1.5. Matching automorphic and spectral. In Figures 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 we have
summarized some data on the automorphic and spectral side of the rela-
tive Langlands program. The proposal, of course, is that each automorphic
square should match with the corresponding spectral square!

4It might be better to picture two matching cubes, or a single tesseract. We leave it as
an open problem to develop better visualizations of this dictionary.
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Precise conjectures to this effect are contained in the text (most impor-
tantly in §7, §12, §14 and §15). In the arithmetic setting – i.e., in the bottom
row of both squares – many of these conjectures, for specific choices of X, X̌,
are theorems in the relative Langlands program. In the geometric setting
they are mainly conjectural; we regard the lower row as being evidence for
them on the level of Frobenius traces.

Remark 1.1.6 (Squares and square-roots). Note that we see some appear-
ances of X̌ and some of M̌ . This is related to a more general phenomenon,
which will occur throughout this paper: frequently the “square” expressions
(the observables) on both sides can be formulated with reference only to M
or M̌ , but to extract their “square-roots” (the states) requires extra struc-
ture. The “squared” version of the conjectures can be formulated without
reference to extra choices such as polarization. This reflects the fact that
the geometric quantization V of a symplectic manifold requires some extra
structure (such as a polarization), but its “square”, i.e., V b V̌ , is much
more directly related to the symplectic manifold itself and its deformation
quantization.

For example, in relation to the square of a global period, such ideas will
be a running thread in this paper, discussed in §11.10, §12.8, §14, and §17.

1.2. Electric-Magnetic Duality and Topological Field Theory. The
picture that we just described has been very much influenced by ideas of
topological field theory. We will now explain this point of view in more de-
tail, before returning to our main goals in §1.4. At the moment (§1.2) we will
use the language of topological field theory, and then in §1.3 we will relate
this language to our arithmetic setting. (An apparently different analogy
between the Langlands correspondence and topological quantum field the-
ory was proposed by Kapranov in [Kap95], and closely related “arithmetic
topological field theories” have been proposed by Kim [Kim18].)

The seminal work of Kapustin and Witten [KW07] and subsequent de-
velopments demonstrated that the geometric Langlands correspondence can
be profitably seen through the lens of four-dimensional topological quantum
field theory (TFT), specifically as an aspect of electric-magnetic duality in
gauge theory. The idea of TFT, although formally inapplicable, remains a
powerful metaphor to structure discussion of the arithmetic Langlands pro-
gram, as we shall see in §1.3, and for this reason we will review it now.

Recall that (in the mathematical viewpoint) an extended 4d TFT is a
representation of the higher category of bordisms of manifolds of dimension
ď 4, with its symmetric monoidal structure given by disjoint union. It
assigns data to manifolds of dimension ď 4, as follows:

‚ 4-manifolds are assigned numbers;
‚ 3-manifolds are assigned vector spaces;

a bounding 4-manifold produces a vector in the space.
‚ 2-manifolds are assigned categories;

a bounding 3-manifold produces an object in the category.
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‚ 1-manifolds are assigned 2-categories;
a bounding 2-manifold produces an object of the 2-category.

In practice only the invariants associated to manifolds of dimension less
than 4 can be made to fit this rigid algebraic formalism; defining partition
functions, numerical invariants of 4-manifolds (possibly with boundaries or
corners) requires analytic renormalization procedures, which are closely anal-
ogous to the issues one encounters in handling the trace formula.

Before proceeding any further let us note the analogy with the data on
the automorphic and spectral sides of the Langlands program:

Kapustin and Witten study a specific pair of 4d TFTs sometimes called
the 4d A-model and B-model, associated to a compact Lie group (or its
complexification, a complex reductive group G). A special case of a fun-
damental conjecture in gauge theory, “electric-magnetic S-duality of N “ 4
super-Yang-Mills”, implies an equivalence of 4d TFTs

AG » BǦ
associated to Langlands dual groups.5 When evaluated on a 2-manifold Σ
we obtain an equivalence of categories AGpΣq » BǦpΣq, which Kapustin and
Witten then interpret as identifying the automorphic and spectral sides of
the geometric Langlands correspondence.

The structure of a topological field theory imposes strong relations be-
tween its outputs, and can be used to constrain – and sometimes charac-
terize – the values on higher dimensional manifolds in terms of those of
lower dimension. A crucial part of this package is the study of defects —
roughly speaking, field theories living on embedded submanifolds of space-
time. Defects of dimensions 2,1, and 0, known respectively as surface, line
and local operators, account in the physical interpretation for much of the
rich structure of the geometric Langlands program (ramification [GW06],
Hecke operators [KW07] and singular support [EY19], respectively). The
duality AG » BǦ of field theories implies a duality for defects of all dimen-
sions, which in the case of line operators was interpreted by Kapustin and
Witten as recovering the geometric Satake correspondence.

The most subtle and interesting defects are those of dimension 3 (i.e., of
codimension one) – these form boundary theories or more generally interfaces,
the natural class of morphisms between TFTs. Indeed a crude paraphrase
of the Cobordism Hypothesis [Lur09b] is that the collection of interfaces
completely determines a fully extended topological field theory. Among the
many structures induced by a boundary theory, we may now formally view
every n-manifold M (n ă 4) as bounding a new n` 1-manifold (M ˆ r0, 1s
withMˆt0u marked by the boundary theory), thus defining a distinguished
element of the invariant ofM . The study of boundary theories in the physical
setup for the geometric Langlands correspondence, and in particular the

5This can be considered as a 4-dimensional counterpart to the celebrated mirror sym-
metry identifying the 2d A-model associated to a real symplectic manifold and the 2d
B-model of a holomorphic mirror manifold.
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effect of electric-magnetic (Langlands) duality on such boundary theories,
was pioneered by Gaiotto and Witten [GW09b, GW09a], explored further
in [Gai18, FG20], and studied mathematically recently in [HY].

The study of boundary theories is a natural generalization of geometric
quantization – by which a symplectic manifold M defines a quantum me-
chanical theory, i.e., 1-dimensional quantum field theory – and the orbit
method – by which a Hamiltonian G-action on M upgrades this quantum
mechanics to a representation of G, i.e., a boundary theory for a suitable 2d
QFT (a gauge theory with gauge group G). In the higher-dimensional set-
ting of Gaiotto-Witten, the quantization of a hyperkähler manifoldM defines
a 3d QFT (an N “ 4 supersymmetric sigma model), while an action of G
by isometries upgrades this 3d QFT to a boundary theory for a 4d G-gauge
theory (4d N “ 4 super-Yang-Mills). If we are interested in the underlying
topological field theories we only need M as a holomorphic symplectic mani-
fold, and the G-action as a holomorphic Hamiltonian action. (On the B-side
the 3d TFTs are the well-studied Rozansky-Witten theory, while the A-side
theory – the 3d analogs of the A-model in mirror symmetry – are much less
understood.)

Thus the work of Gaiotto and Witten suggests that

‚ one should study a higher form of geometric quantization for holo-
morphic Hamiltonian G- and Ǧ-spaces which outputs boundary con-
ditions for the topological field theories AG and BǦ, respectively;
and

‚ the electric-magnetic duality AG » BǦ implies an identification of
boundary conditions for the two theories, which we might expect to
lead to a correspondence between Hamiltonian actions of the two
dual groups.

Not all boundary theories come from Hamiltonian actions. However, any
boundary theory can be approximated by one coming from a Hamilton-
ian action – the “Higgs branch” of its moduli space of vacua – and it also
gives rise directly to a Hamiltonian action of the dual group – the “Coulomb
branch”, mathematically described by the “relative” variant [BFN19] of the
construction of Braverman-Finkelberg-Nakajima [BFN16].

Thus the electric-magnetic duality for boundary theories of Gaiotto and
Witten suggests a correspondence (or partially defined duality) between
Hamiltonian actions of Langlands dual groups. We propose in this paper
that the dual of a boundary condition coming from a hyperspherical action
is again of the same type, so that we obtain a duality between hyperspher-
ical varieties for Langlands dual groups. In fact, we are proposing that the
hyperspherical actions have the feature that the “approximation” alluded to
above is exact – the boundary theory is entirely determined by the Hamil-
tonian action. Moreover we explain how the structure of boundary theories
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for the field theories AG and BǦ provide a geometric counterpart to the rela-
tive Langlands program and a new perspective on the theory of periods and
L-functions, respectively.

1.3. Arithmetic Field Theory. We now explain that the zoo of data from
§1.1 looks very structured when viewed through the lens of topological field
theory.

The central metaphor of arithmetic topology (as suggested by Mazur and
developed by Kapranov, Reznikov, Morishita and others [Maz73, Rez97,
Mor02]) is that objects of number theory are analogous to manifolds of a
suitable dimension. In our case, the “manifolds” of interest are global6 and
local fields, or their geometric analogues, i.e., the function fields of curves
over an algebraically closed field F, or the Laurent series field Fpptqq. In the
arithmetic topology metaphor, then, global fields are akin to 3-manifolds,
local fields and geometric global fields to 2-manifolds, and geometric local
fields to 1-manifolds.

Now observe that the various items in our discussion of the Langlands
program (§1.1.1) loosely resemble the structure of a topological field theory
evaluated on manifolds of different dimensions, while the items in the rela-
tive Langlands program (§1.1.2) resemble the data provided by a bounding
manifold – or more precisely, the extra data of a boundary theory.

Let us then informally say that an “4-dimensional arithmetic quantum
field theory” is a mechanism that associates to arithmetic j-manifolds (for
1 ď j ď 3) vector spaces, categories or 2-categories as appropriate, satisfying
various natural compatibilities with reference to the arithmetic analogue of
one manifold bounding another. 7

The duality posited by the Langlands correspondence can be described
as an equivalence of two 4d arithmetic quantum field theories associated to
Langlands dual reductive groups G, Ǧ:

automorphic theory AG » spectral theory BǦ.
Thus we think of the arithmetic correspondence as the same duality as in
the Kapustin-Witten interpretation of geometric Langlands, but where we’ve
extended the possible inputs into the arithmetic regime.

The descriptions of the automorphic and spectral theory are “mirrors” of
each other: the automorphic theory studies the topology of moduli spaces of
algebraic G-bundles (or arithmetic locally symmetric spaces), while the spec-
tral theory studies the algebraic geometry of moduli or deformation spaces of
topological Ǧ-bundles (local systems or Galois representations). For exam-
ple, in the everywhere unramified geometric setting, the automorphic theory

6More precisely, instead of talking of a global field, we should talk about its ring of
integers or a curve with this function field, but for brevity we will not do so.

7By comparison, the “arithmetic Chern-Simons theory” that has been proposed by Min-
hyong Kim [Kim18] should be understood rather as a “3-dimensional arithmetic quantum
field theory,” assigning numbers to arithmetic 3-manifolds (global fields) and vector spaces
to arithmetic 2-manifolds (local fields).
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attaches to a smooth projective curve the constructible sheaves on the space
of G-bundles of Σ, and the spectral theory attaches the coherent sheaves on
the space of G-local systems on Σ; the basic structure of both sides is the
same, but different topologies have been used in defining sheaf theory, the
notion of bundle, and on G itself. This parallel is much more visible in the
geometric than the arithmetic aspects of the Langlands program. Indeed one
of the great advantages of the physical setting of electric-magnetic duality is
that provides complete symmetry between the two sides. In this paper, we
have tried to systematically take this perspective in studying the spectral
counterpart of the theory of periods.

Our proposal is that the theory of periods attached to a sphericalG-variety
X (or its cotangent M , as Hamiltonian G-variety) can profitably be viewed
as defining a boundary theory ΘM for the automorphic field theory AG.
Informally this means for any arithmetic j-manifold N we have a new kind
of arithmetic j ` 1-manifold bounding N (the product of N by an interval
with one end labelled by ΘM ), producing an object in AGpNq. Moreover we
explain that various structures in the theory of periods fit naturally into this
framework.

In Table 1.3.1 we explain what the automorphic theory for G attaches to
various arithmetic manifolds, both without and with “boundary.” In partic-
ular the relative trace formula and the period functionals on automorphic
forms arise as partition functions of the automorphic theory on what can be
considered “arithmetic 4-manifolds.” Now, there are no genuine 4-manifolds
in the arithmetic analogy, but nonetheless we can build objects from the
available arithmetic 3-manifolds that behave like 4-manifolds insofar as our
arithmetic TQFT goes. For example, the trace formula arises as the in-
variant associated to a 3-manifold times the circle, while the relative trace
formula for a X arises as the invariant associated to a 3-manifold times an
interval, with ends both marked by X (see also Remark 1.1.6).

Likewise, a Hamiltonian Ǧ-space M̌ indexes a boundary theory LM̌ for
the spectral theory BǦ, which (in the polarized case M̌ “ T ˚X̌) encodes
the structure of Galois fixed points on X̌ and associated L-functions. Our
proposed duality (*) can be understood in terms of a meta-conjecture (for-
mulated more precisely, in the function field case, in Conjecture D.7.1):

Conjecture 1.3.1 (Meta-conjecture). Under the conjectural Langlands cor-
respondence of arithmetic quantum field theories AG » BǦ, we have an iden-
tification of boundary theories

ΘM P AG ÐÑ LM̌ P BǦ
associated to dual hyperspherical varieties G œ M Ø Ǧ œ M̌ .

This meta-conjecture encodes, in particular, all the matching of data be-
tween Figures 1.1.1 and Figures 1.1.2.

1.4. Aims and outline of the current paper. Informally, the aim of this
paper is
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Table 1.3.1. F a global field, X,Y spherical varieties, Fv a
local field; F̄ a geometric global field e.g. Fqptq, F̄v a geomet-
ric local field e.g. Fqpptqq.

Ref. Dim. “Manifold” “boundary” Field theory
4 global F sph. var. Xi Relative trace formula(X1, X2) P C

§5.1 4 global F sph. var. X X-period functional P H
3 global F H=Hilbert space of automorphic forms
3 local Fv F aut. forms with ramification at v P C

§5.1 3 local Fv X functions on XpFvq P C
2 local Fv category C of GpF q-representations

§10 3 geom. global F̄ X period sheaf P A
2 geom. global F̄ A “ category of automorphic sheaves
2 geom. local F̄v X cat. of aut. sheaves w/ ramification P C

§7 2 geom. local F̄v Σ cat. of sheaves on XpF̄vq P C
1 geom. local F̄v 2-category C of GpF̄vq-categories

to put the meta-conjecture just described on a rigorous foot-
ing, at least in a certain subset of the phenomena it covers.

That is: we shall try to formulate precise conjectures in both arithmetic
Langlands (everywhere unramified over a function field) and geometric Lang-
lands in a reasonable level of generality, clarify their relation to existing
(proved or conjectural) numerical statements in the relative Langlands pro-
gram, and provide where possible other supporting evidence for them. The
primary contribution of this paper, then, is in finding what we hope are
appropriate definitions and formulations.

To describe things more formally we need to introduce some more precise
notation.

Let G be a split connected reductive algebraic group over a local or global
field F , with dual group Ǧ, which we will regard as a split reductive group
over a coefficient field k in characteristic zero (for example, k “ Q`).

In this paper, by a graded Hamiltonian G-space we will mean a smooth,
symplectic varietyM over F , equipped with an action of G and a commuting
“grading” action of Gm, such that

(1) there is a G-moment map

µ : M Ñ g˚

(i.e., a map such that the vector field induced by Z P g is the Hamil-
tonian vector field associated to the function M Q x ÞÑ 〈Z, µpxq〉);

(2) the action of Gm scales the symplectic form by the square of the
tautological character, i.e.,

a˚ω “ a2ω.

In particular, the moment map is Gm-equivariant when Gm acts by the
square of the tautological character on g˚. The spaces M that we consider
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will satisfy certain other conditions, involving “parity” and “anomaly”, which
we will discuss later e.g §2.6, §4.6, §5.1. The Gm-factor in the condition
above will be a component of the “extended reductive group” that we will
define in 2.7. This is a group that appears naturally on the spectral side
of the Langlands correspondence, and, in order to distinguish it from other
instances ofGm we will denote it throughout this paper byGgr, and call it the
“grading group.” Its action on the spectral side is related to a cohomological
grading in a geometric setting, and to the Frobenius in an arithmetic setting.

The paper is organized as follows. (We give here a high-level description;
each section begins with a detailing of its contents.)

‚ Part 1: Structure theory (§3 – §5): In §3 we introduce the hy-
perspherical varieties, a convenient class of graded Hamiltonian G-spaces
that is closely related to the class of cotangent bundles of spherical varieties.
Formally, they are are affine Hamiltonian varieties with a suitably normal-
ized commuting Ggr-action whose invariant functors Poisson-commute (for
example, cotangents to affine spherical varieties), which also satisfy mild
conditions on the moment map and generic stabilizers.

We establish a rigid structure theorem for hyperspherical varieties, The-
orem 3.6.1 – they are all given by Whittaker-twisted symplectic induction
from symplectic representations of reductive subgroups H ď G.8

We then introduce the notion of “distinguished polarization” for a hyper-
spherical variety, and show that it is essentially unique when it exists. Here
the notion of distinguished polarization is slightly weaker than requiring
that M be equivariantly a cotangent bundle, and in particular it includes
the Whittaker case.

In §4 we attach a dual Hamiltonian Ǧ-space to a polarized hyperspheri-
cal variety. This dual is built explicitly as a Whittaker-twisted symplectic
induction using three main ingredients:

‚ the dual subgroup ǦX Ă Ǧ associated to a sphericalG-variety [GN10,
SV17, KS17];

‚ the commuting SL2 Ñ Ǧ of [SV17, KS17], and
‚ a symplectic representation of ǦX , denoted SX .

Finally, §5 discusses our expectations concerning the exact domain of the
duality M Ø M̌ (see in particular Expectation 5.2.1) and also tentatively
discusses issues of rationality, i.e., what the “split” form of a hyperspherical
variety is when the ground field is not algebraically closed.

In summary, this part of the paper produces an explicit and readily com-
putable class of pairs pM, M̌q that are candidate pairs for relative Langlands
duality. They are all “Whittaker induced” from symplectic representations –
which allows us to reduce many questions to the case where M or M̌ is in
fact a symplectic representation.

8Note that, although all hyperspherical varieties arise thus, the converse is not the
case - it is, in general, not obvious when a Whittaker-twisted symplectic induction will be
hyperspherical.
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‚ Part 2: Local Theory. (§6 - §9) In these sections we formulate and
study our general story in the local unramified setting. That is to say, given
pM, M̌q as above, we will spell out the matching between “automorphic”
and “spectral” data corresponding to M and M̌ under certain restrictions –
in particular, the existence of a polarization on M – starting from a finite
characteristic local field such as F “ Fqpptqq, or its “geometric” analogue
F “ Cpptqq. As we have explained in §1.3, this matching takes the form of
an equivalence of categories in the geometric case, and an isomorphism of
Hilbert spaces in the Fqpptqq case.

‚ In §6 we discuss the notion of shearing, or shifting cohomologically
graded vector spaces according to their weights. This basic opera-
tion is familiar from Koszul duality (or from considerations of Tate
twists), as reviewed in this section, but thanks to the machinery of
higher category theory [Gai15c] it can be carried out in very general
settings. The widespread systematic use of shearing is an underlying
current in our work, especially in describing the spectral sides of our
conjectures; in particular it will be used in §7.

‚ In §7 we attach a category of “spherical sheaves on a spherical variety”
- the automorphic quantization of M “ T ˚X over F a geometric
local field. We formulate a spherical counterpart to the geometric
Satake correspondence, identifying this category with the spectral
quantization (a category of coherent sheaves) associated to the dual
hyperspherical variety M̌ . This conjecture encounters many technical
complications related to sheaf theory on infinite dimensional spaces;
these are important issues for further study. We also spell out various
constraints this equivalence is expected to satisfy.

‚ In §8 we explicate a part of the local conjecture from §7 that avoids
most of the intricacies of sheaf theory from the previous section. By
studying the internal endomorphisms of a certain basic object – the
so-called Plancherel algebra – we deduce a version of the conjecture
that is simultaneously related to the study of the Coulomb branch
by Braverman, Finkelberg and Nakajima [BFN16], and, as we see in
the next section, very closely related to the study of the Plancherel
measure.

‚ In §9 we establish the conjecture of §8 at the level of Frobenius
traces, in many cases, by relating it to the known description of the
Plancherel measure for spherical functions (as computed in [Sak13,
SWb]). This also accounts for our name “Plancherel algebra,” which
we have used in preference to “Coulomb branch” for our purposes
because it is more evocative of its arithmetic role.

‚ Part 3: Global Theory (§10 - §14) We study the global story, by
which we mean the story over a curve over either a finite field or the complex
numbers, with function field F . Just as in Part 2, we will start with pM,M̌q
as in Part 1, and useM to construct additional data on the automorphic side
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of the global Langlands program (as in §1.1.2) and we use M̌ to construct
corresponding data on the spectral side. The central proposal is that they
match; for example, in the “arithmetic” case, this amounts to the diagram
(1.1).

‚ §10 constructs an automorphic quantization (here, a automorphic
sheaf or an automorphic function, depending on context) when M is
polarized and F is a global field or a geometric global field. These
are “periods” or “period sheaves.”

‚ §11 constructs a spectral quantization (here, an object of the spectral
category – a sheaf on the moduli space of local systems) when M̌ is
polarized and F is a geometric global field. These are termed L-
sheaves and we will explain how their stalks recover L-functions.

‚ §12 formulates the geometric matching statement: “period sheaf matches
L-sheaf” in the settings specified in the prior two sections. Interest-
ing subtleties arise here, for the sheaves do not always live in the
most natural categories for the Langlands correspondence, and have
to be forced into them. We then study various formal properties of
the conjecture as well as some examples, and formulate a conjecture
in some unpolarized cases.

‚ §13 performs a useful reality-check by studying the matching of pe-
riod and L-sheaves in the case of the projective line P1.

‚ §14 passes to the arithmetic setting of everywhere unramified forms
over a global field of finite characteristic. We formulate the match-
ing of automorphic and spectral quantizations in this context – this
amounts to (1.1), that is, to the matching of a period and an L-value.
This is part of the “classical” setting for relative Langlands duality
and so can be compared with numerical predictions. Our analysis
gives evidence for the Conjecture of §12. We study several phenom-
ena of independent interest in passing, in particular the star-period.

‚ Part 4: Local-to-Global and Factorization Aspects (§15 - §18)
In Part 4, we work in a geometric setting and relate the local theory

from Part 2 with the global theory from Part 3. This gives rise to rich
algebraic structures of interest in their own right. A key role here is played
by factorization.

‚ §15 introduces the (one-point, unramified) Θ-series functors on the
automorphic and spectral sides, and formulates the local-global com-
patibility conjecture: the Θ-series intertwine the local and global
period conjectures of §7 and §12.

‚ §16 describes the role of factorization structures on the automorphic
side. In particular we explain how the Plancherel algebra (categori-
fying the Plancherel measure for spherical functions) extends to a
factorization associative algebra on any curve, closely related to the
relative trace formula, and also to a factorizable form of the Θ-series
construction.
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‚ §17 describes factorization structures on the spectral side with much
greater precision but at the cost of restricting to the Betti setting.
We formulate the notion of a “spectral deformation quantization,”
producing the spectral counterpart to the factorizable Plancherel al-
gebra, and construct one when M̌ is a (possibly twisted) cotangent
bundle.

‚ §18 studies the algebra of L-observables and its action on the L-sheaf,
a geometric counterpart of the L-function of M̌ and its square root
given by the L-function of X̌, via coherent sheaf forms of microlo-
calization and quantization. We also explain a spectral construction
of “geometric Arthur parameters” using the tools of shearing and
L-sheaves.

We refer here to page 309 and the section introductions for lengthier and
more motivated discussions of the contents of this part.

‚ Part 5: Appendices In Appendix §A we collect basic properties of
Koszul duality that appear repeatedly in the text. We also introduce a simple
gadget, the “spectral exponential sheaf”, which underlies our approach to
Whittaker-type constructions on the spectral side.

§B we survey the menagerie of sheaf theories that we use throughout.
§C gathers background regarding the geometric Langlands correspondence

in its various forms.
§D contains a discussion of structures coming from topological field theory.

After reviewing factorization and En-algebras we sketch a formal approach
to the definition of algebraic quantum field theory on curves, capturing part
of the rich structure predicted by the metaphor of arithmetic quantum field
theory. We explain how this formalism conjecturally houses many features
of the Langlands program and its relative version.

§E is a garbage can full of miscellaneous computations, which we could
neither bring ourselves to discard entirely, nor to leave in the main part of
the file.

1.5. Some examples. The following tables give a list of sample examples
of hyperspherical dual pairs pM,M̌q. Many of these examples are discussed
in some more detail in the paper, and the notation explained in more detail.
This list is very far from comprehensive, and are chosen to some extent to
reflect examples discussed in the paper. Not all examples are, to our knowl-
edge, studied in the automorphic literature; but some cases have been so
extensively studied that is impossible to even begin to summarize the work.
We have at least tried to give representative citations to papers discussing
the associated global period, from which precise details can be extracted.

We have separated them into three general classes. The first are the sim-
plest class, where both M and M̌ are polarized by G-varieties. The second
are also polarized but now allowing “twisted” polarizations, as indicated by
the presence of Ψ. Finally, in the third class, one side does not admit a
polarization; in the examples we present, these cases have vectorial M̌ with
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Table 1.5.1. Examples of hyperspherical dual pairs

attribution/name G{H or pG,Xq Ǧ{Ȟ or pǦ, X̌q attribution/name
Hecke PGL2{A pSL2,A2

q normalized
Eisenstein

Iwasawa–Tate pGm,A1
q pGm,A1

q Iwasawa–Tate
[LM15] H ˆH{∆H H ˆH{∆1pHq [LM15]
[JR96] GL2n`1{GLn ˆGLn`1 GL2n`1{Sp2n

[JR96] GL2n{GLn ˆGLn`1 GL2n ˆSp2n std

[GJ72] GLn ˆGLn,Mn ǦˆGLn An [JPSS83]
[Wan20] SO4n`1{GL2n Ǧˆ

Sp2
2n

std2

point G{G G{pU,ψq Whittaker, [LM15]
[JS90] GL2n{GLn.pMn, ψq GL2n{Sp2n [JR92]

“std. L-function” pGLn, Stdq. pGLn,GLn{Gm ¨ pU,ψqq [JS81a, JS81b]
“sph. harmonic” SO2n{SO2n´1 SO2n{SO3.pU,ψq Bessel

SO4n{GL2n SO4n ˆSp2npU.ψq
std2

[BG92] GSp6 ˆGL2.pU,ψq
A2

pGSpin7, spinˆ Gmq
[Gin95] GE6 ˆGL3.pU,ψq

A3
pGE6, std27 ˆ Gmq

attribution/name G{H or pG,Xq M̌ , not X̌ attribution/name
[GGP12] SO2n ˆ SO2n`1{SO2n SO2n ˆ Sp2n, stdb std [Ral84a]

Gan–Gross–Prasad Rallis’ inner product
[GR00] pPGL6, pGL2q

3
¨ pV, ψq{Gmq pSL6, M̌ “ ^

3
q

[WZ] GSp6 ˆGSp4{pGSp4 ˆGSp2q
0

pǦ, M̌ “ spin7 b spin5q

[WZ] E7{PGL2 ¨ pU,ψq pǦ, M̌ “ ω7q

[WZ] GSO12{GL2 ¨ pU,ψq pǦ, half ´ spinˆ T˚Gmq

Ggr action by scaling, which corresponds to an automorphic period which
squares to the central value of an L-function. We also warn that, although
we often listed X and not M , it is really the latter and not the former that
is intrinsic, cf. Examples 4.3.11, 4.3.12.

The generality we propose above is certainly far from the end of the story;
we have many interesting examples of duality-type phenomena when M is
either:

‚ a graded Hamiltonian space that is hyperspherical except for the
connectedness condition (4) in the definition therein, or

‚ not affine, or
‚ not smooth, or
‚ not even a variety (e.g., a stack or derived scheme),

and indeed some of the most interesting consequences for number theory
may reside in such instances.

A simple but already important example is the case ofM “ T ˚pUzGq, con-
sidered as a space under T ˆG; its putative dual should be M̌ “ T ˚pǓ´zǦq
considered as a space under Ť ˆ Ǧ. This example is related to the theory of
Eisenstein series, but does not fall in our general framework because M is
not affine. See in particular Example 12.3.5. 9

1.6. Some open questions. Put charitably, this paper leaves open many
more questions than it answers. Some of these are formulated as conjectures

9In this connection it is interesting to observe that the Whittaker model, which is
related to a bundle over UzG, is very well behaved; and this is precisely because the
associated M , which is a twisted cotangent bundle of T˚pUzGq, in fact is affine.
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throughout the paper; but we also take the opportunity to draw attention
to some that are perhaps less clearly formulated but seem important.

‚ Can we extend the theory of spherical varieties to a theory of hyper-
spherical Hamiltonian spaces? Many of the Knop’s techniques for
studying spherical G-varieties X already go through the cotangent
bundle T ˚X; many of his results have been generalized to Hamil-
tonian spaces by Loseu [Los09]. The ideas of Knop and Loseu are
used heavily in §3. It would be particularly desirable if the duality
pG,Mq Ø pǦ, M̌q could be read off from matching combinatorial
invariants.

‚ From the point of view of supersymmetric quantum field theory, one
should consider not just symplectic varieties with Hamiltonian G-
action, but hyperkähler manifolds with isometric actions of the com-
pact real form of G. So it is natural to ask if complex hyperspherical
varieties admit such metrics. This is known in the abelian case (the
theory of hypertoric varieties) as well as for cotangent bundles of flag
varieties and symmetric spaces.

‚ What is the precise role of (hyper-)sphericity? In the local setting,
our conjectures (for M “ T ˚X) predict strong rigidity for the cat-
egories of spherical sheaves HX of spherical sheaves on LX. In
particular, we predict they are generated by the basic sheaf, admit
a “graded” lift in the spirit of Koszul duality [BGS96], and admit
a locally constant factorization structure (an algebraic analog of a
braided monoidal structure in topology), see Problem 16.2.11. These
properties appear to be strongly tied to sphericity, and it would be
very useful to have a formal statement to this effect.

‚ The singularities present in local loop spaces pose a number of in-
teresting questions that are important for a better understanding of
the local conjecture. This is discussed at varoius points in §7, see for
example Remark 7.5.4 and §7.3.2 for some specific problems.

‚ The papers [Sak13], [SWb] of the second-name author, the second
in collaboration with J. Wang, provide a computation of spherical
Plancherel measure for a large class of spherical varieties. This is
the numerical form of the local conjecture (cf. §9); so is it possible
to categorify the proof of [SWb] to give a parallel proof of the local
conjecture ?

‚ What is the dual version of the theory of asymptotics and boundary
degenerations of spherical varieties, as in [SV17]?

‚ A crucial question for applications is to extend the applicability of
the theory past the split case (and indeed to study more carefully
the properties of the split form of a Hamiltonian space) cf. §5.3.

‚ Extend the global story to number fields, and to ramified situations.
For example, to do so, one should – starting from pG,Mq – specify
for each local field F , a representation ΩM of GpF q; and for each
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global field F with ring of adeles A, a specified morphism Θ from the
restricted tensor product of the ΩM,v to the space of automorphic
functions, and (the hard part) give compatible descriptions of both
data on the spectral side in terms of M̌ .

‚ The star-period, discussed in §10.3.1, is obviously also an important
numerical object, and deserves further examination.

‚ Clarify the global quantization of non-polarized M :
– On the automorphic side, the theory of the Weil representation

does this, but one needs to systematically understand the split-
ting in order to have a fully satisfactory theory (see Remark
10.9.3 for a suggested answer).

– On the spectral side, one needs to construct a spectral analogue
of the Weil representation, which would be sufficient to spec-
trally quantize general pairs pǦ, M̌q. We have carried this out
in the Betti case and will present it separately.

‚ Develop spectral quantization (§17, §18) in the positive characteristic
setting. What is the counterpart of E2-algebras and braided tensor
categories as the algebraic structure underlying locally constant fac-
torization algebras? What takes the place of shifted differential op-
erators and relative flat connections in the description of the global
Hecke category and L-observables?

‚ An extremely intriguing direction is to find new “exotic” examples of
dual pairs pG,Mq and pǦ, M̌q that are outside the framework of this
paper. Already many Rankin-Selberg integrals seem to require that
we allow M or M̌ to be singular, or stacks, to properly fit into this
framework. In some cases these Rankin-Selberg integrals are still
related to spherical varieties, but which fail some of our assumptions
– for example they are singular [Sak12], or they possess roots of type
N . See also [CV] for some preliminary work in this direction.

‚ The field theory perspective suggests a higher categorical structure to
the collection of periods for G. In particular it is natural to consider
morphisms of periods, given by (quantizations of) Lagrangian corre-
spondences of Hamiltonian G-spaces. Examples of this appear in the
theory of unfolding, and it would be interesting to place these exam-
ples in a more structured framework, in particular to study duality
on morphisms of periods.

‚ Periods for product groups G ˆ H are closely related to instances
of Langlands functoriality. The field theory setup suggests that it
may be interesting to consider an expanded notion of functoriality:
to study linear maps from the vector space of automorphic forms
for H to the vector space of automorphic forms for G which arise
from Hamiltonian actions of ǦˆȞ rather than only homomorphisms
Ȟ Ñ Ǧ.
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2. Notation and conventions

We are going to summarize here some of the notation and conventions
used throughout the paper. Since we will endeavor to also define notation
where it is used, the reader should refer to this section only as needed.

2.1. The coefficient fields F and k. There will be two base fields used in
the paper.

The field F will usually be the base field on the automorphic side. It will
(most of the time) either be the algebraic closure of a finite field, or the field
of complex numbers, according to context.

By k we will denote a (usually algebraically closed) coefficient field of
characteristic zero, which will be the base field on the spectral side. When
F “ Fq , this coefficient field will be taken to be Ql, for some l different
from the characteristic of F. Moreover, in this case, we will fix once and
for all a square root ?q of the order of Fq inside k, which will permit us
to think about half-Tate twists. In particular, we assume the existence of
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such a square root, when half-integral Tate twists appear. Our conjectures,
however, will not depend on this choice, and we discuss at various points
how to formulate statements in an invariant fashion, see in particular §C.7.

2.2. Curves and their fundamental/Galois groups. We fix a smooth
projective curve Σ over the field F. The symbol F will we will be used
to denote a variety of fields, depending on the setting, loosely related to
functions on Σ. This includes:

‚ the function field of Σ;
‚ the completion of the above at a point of the curve;
‚ when Σ is equipped with a model over Fq, the function field of ΣFq ;
‚ occasionally, we will also use F to denote number fields and their
completions.

2.2.1. Global setting. When F is a global field, i.e. the function field of a
curve over Fq or a number field, we denote by A its ring of adeles, and for a
linear algebraic group G over F we set rGs “ GpF qzGpAq.

There is an adelic norm

(2.1) Aˆ{Fˆ Ñ kˆ, x ÞÑ |x|

which sends each uniformizer in the adeles to the inverse of the associated
residue field cardinality.

Let Γ “ ΓF be the Weil group of F when F is a function field of a curve
over Fq. This comes with the cyclotomic character:

(2.2) $ : ΓF ÝÑ Qˆ

which sends a(n arithmetic) Frobenius element to q P Qˆ. The chosen square
root of q in k defines in particular a square root $1{2 : ΓF Ñ kˆ.

2.2.2. Local setting. Let F “ Fpptqq, with integer ring O “ Frrtss.
In the case when F “ Fq and we need to distinguish, we will use the

notation f, o for the same objects defined over the finite field Fq:

f “ Fqpptqq and o “ Fqrrtss.

We will also use the following notation for arc and loop spaces: For X a
scheme, we shall write XO for the formal arc space, representing the functor

R ÞÑ Rrrtss-points of X,

a scheme over F; and XF for the formal loop space, representing

R ÞÑ Rpptqq-points of X,

which for X affine is represented by an ind-scheme over F, see §7.2.1.
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2.3. Shifting, super-vector spaces and Frobenius traces. For V a vec-
tor space over k the dual of V will be denoted by V _, pronounced “vee-vee,”
and the symmetric algebra on V will be denoted by Sym˚V or simply SymV
to keep typography simple. We denote by

detpV q or }V } “ ^dimV V

the top exterior power of V . If V is equipped with an action of the Galois
group of a finite field Fq, we define

rV s “ trace of geometric Frobenius on V

where the geometric Frobenius is inverse to x ÞÑ xq. The geometric Frobenius
will be denoted by Fr. The notation r. . . s will also be used for shifts (see
below), but we hope this will not cause too much trouble.

2.3.1. Sheaf-function correspondence. We record the normalization of sheaf-
function correspondence to try to clarify signs.

For X a variety over a finite field Fq and a étale sheaf F over X with
coefficients in k, the associated trace function is, by definition, that function

XpFqq Ñ k

whose value at x is given by rFx̄s, with the bracketed vector space the stalk
F at a geometric point SpecFq Ñ X above x, and GalpFq{Fqq is acting by
pullback (note that this is a left action, because the association from fields
to their spectra is contravariant).

2.3.2. Shifting. For a complex of vector spaces V with a Frobenius action,
we denote by

V pa, bs “ V rbs bk kpaq,

the combination of a cohomological shift by b and a Tate twist by a. The
latter means that we twist the Frobenius action by q´a; note this is well-
defined for a P 1

2Z because we have fixed ?q P k.
In particular, we have

(2.3) rV pb, b{2ss “ p´1qbq´b{2rV s.

The sign p´1qb that appears here comes from the fact that trace on a complex
is an alternating construction.

2.3.3. Multiplication by ?q is super. Throughout this paper we will have to
deal with supervector spaces, and it is important to clarify why this is.

There are many contexts in number theory over Fq where one wants to
multiply by ?q or q´1{2. This requires supervector spaces to properly ge-
ometrize! Indeed, equation (2.3) can be considered as a first attempt to do
this categorically, while preserving purity (thus, the cohomological shift).
However, this has the unfortunate feature of introducing the sign p´1qb.
To have a way of multiplying trace by q´b{2, without any sign, we want to
include in our twist a change of parity.
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More formally, following [BD], we work with supercallifragalisticexpialodocious-
vector spaces over k, which will be abridged for typographical reasons to
“supervector spaces.” That means we consider Z{2-graded vector spaces, but
with the symmetric monoidal structure given by the Koszul rule of signs. As
a formal result of the theory of traces, the trace of an endomorphism (such
as Frobenius) in this context becomes the supertrace, and we will use the
extra freedom to fix the signs.

Let us now introduce a special notation for the pure twisting with the
right sign:

(2.4) V xby “ ΠbV rb, b{2q

where Π is the shift of parity functor. We then have

(2.5) rV xbys “ q´b{2rV s

and r}V xby}s “ q´bdimpV q{2r}V }s. We will also use the notation V xby in
contexts where there is no Frobenius action to mean the super-analog ΠbV rbs
of the shift.

For obvious practical reasons, we will not refer to the super-grading every
time that such shifts are introduced, i.e., we will often write V xby “ V rb, b{2q,
recalling the super-grading when it is relevant.

Remark 2.3.4 (Super-vector spaces and Galois descent). The role of super-
vector spaces in this paper can be nicely encapsulated in the idea [JF17] that
Vectsuper is a Z{2-Galois extension (in fact algebraic closure) of Vect in the
world of tensor categories. Various constructions, most notably shearing
(§2.3.7, §6.1), are naturally defined as operations on super vector spaces
which we descend to less evident operations involving ordinary vector spaces.

2.3.5. Shifting of complexes and super signs. To avoid any confusion, and to
illustrate the role of super-vector spaces, we are going to describe carefully
various signs that occur in shifting of complexes, deriving from the “super”
symmetric monoidal structure on complexes (the Koszul rule of signs). The
reader may want to skip this discussion on a first reading.

Let kras be the complex consisting of a copy of k in degree ´a. There
are “evident” identifications kras b krbs » kra ` bs, which are not naively
compatible with the symmetric monoidal structure, in that the composite

kra` bs Ñ krbs b kras Ñ kras b krbs Ñ kra` bs

is not the identity.
For a complex of k-vector spaces M , we denote by M ras the shift, which

is convenient to regard as the tensor product

M ras “ kras bM

with respect to the symmetric monoidal structure on complexes. With this
convention the differential is multiplied by p´1qa. We may then identify

(2.6) M ras bN rbs » pM bNqra` bs
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using the symmetric monoidal structure and the noted identification kras b
krbs » kra ` bs. The identification is associative, i.e., the two resulting
identificationsM rasbN rbsbOrcs Ñ pMbNbOqra`b`cs coincide. However
as before there is a sign that enters into the commutativity. Similarly, we
may identify

HompM ras, N rbsq » HompM,Nqrb´ as,

in a fashion that is compatible with composition. Here one must take care
with sign; these can be handled abstractly using the fact that complexes
form a closed symmetric monoidal category, and are therefore enriched over
themselves, and then considering the convolution action of the invertible
objects kras.

On the other hand, if we consider instead the superlines tkxayuaPZ (with
kxay in super-parity p´1qa and in cohomological degree ´a) then these sign
issues disappear, and the composite of natural maps

kxa` by Ñ kxby b kxay Ñ kxay b kxby Ñ kxa` by

is the identity.

Remark 2.3.6. A formal way to encode these signs can be expressed as
follows (see [Kap21, Dug14] for more comprehensive accounts of the under-
lying issues). The tensor-invertible graded vector spaces – the full subcat-
egory tkrasuaPZ – form the Picard groupoid (commutative group object in
groupoids) of Z-graded lines, which is a nontrivial extension of Z by BGm,
even though on the level of monoidal categories (and underlying group ob-
jects) this extension does split. In other words in a suitable higher-categorical
sense the action of Z by shifts is only a projective action, but lifts to a gen-
uine action of a BGm (or in fact BZ{2) extension. By contrast the Picard
groupoids formed by the coreresponding super-lines form the trivial exten-
sion ZˆBGm, and we have a genuine action of Z by shifts.

Thus if we denote
Mxay “ kxay bM,

we again have identifications

Mxay bNxby » pM bNqxa` by

and
HompMxay, Nxbyq » HompM,Nqxb´ ay,

but now without any signs modifying the commutativity.

2.3.7. Shearing. Given a Gm-equivariant complex N P ReppGmq of k-vector
spaces, we define its shear as a Gm-equivariant complex of super k-vector
spaces by combining the cohomological and Gm-grading of N , and modifying
the parity accordingly:

N “
à

i

Ni ÞÑ N( :“
à

iPZ
Nixiy

(2.4)
“

à

iPZ
ΠiNiris

ˆ

i

2

˙
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HereNi is the component upon whichGm acts by λ ÞÑ λi. Here and below, as
remarked after (2.5), our convention is that the Tate twist pi{2q embedded
in the definition of xiy is to be ignored for the moment since we have no
Frobenius action; but we will continue to write it because it is very helpful
to keep in mind for settings where a Frobenius will be present.

Note that even shifts don’t involve parity shifts, so that even iterates of
the shearing operation don’t require super vector spaces. In general when
the symmetric monoidal structure is not needed we can apply the forgetful
functor from super to ordinary vector spaces, and abuse notation to write

N ÞÑ N(

for the resulting endofunctor of ReppGmq.
The process of shearing will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.

2.3.8. Shearing in the presence of a Frobenius action. In the case that N
has an action of Frobenius (or other Galois or Weil groups) the Tate twist
included in the shear modifies the Frobenius action.

In particular, observe that:
‚ If N is pure, the action of Frobenius on the sheared vector space N(

is obtained by introducing half-integral Tate twist to preserve purity;
‚ In particular, for N in degree zero with trivial Frobenius action,
the action of Frobenius on N( will be very easy to remember and
reconstruct from the shearing: vector spaces in cohomological degree
p´nq will be twisted by kpn2 q. In particular, for odd cohomological
degrees, this will depend on the choice of a square root kp1

2q, i.e., on
the fixed choice of square root q

1
2 P k.

Example 2.3.9. Take G to be a split reductive group over a finite field.
Then there is an isomorphism in the derived category of Q`-vector spaces
with Frobenius action:

H˚pBG,Q`q » pG-invariant regular functions on Lie algebra gQ`q
( ,

where on the left we have geometric etale cohomology, and on the right we
regard the functions on the Lie algebra to have trivial Frobenius action and
grade according to the squaring action of Gm on the Lie algebra. Thus, for
example, quadratic functions lie in degree ´4, and are sheared to cohomo-
logical degree `4 and with a Tate twist ´2, so the statement says:

H4pBG,Q`q » (invariant quadratic functions on g)p´2q.

2.3.10. Shifting of vector bundles. V continues to be a vector space over k,
which we shall consider now as an affine scheme over k. The “shifted vector
space V r´1s” is understood to be the derived scheme with ring of functions
O “ SymV ˚r1s, which is abstractly an exterior algebra (note that there is
no parity shift on the right).
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By contrast, when we attempt to apply positive shifts to V , we encounter
coordinate rings such as SymV ˚r´2s which are cohomological (i.e., cocon-
nective rather than connective or homological) graded rings, and thus are no
longer affine objects in derived algebraic geometry – we will use them only
as convenient placeholders for their rings of functions and the corresponding
categories of modules. We warn the reader that another possible interpre-
tation of V r2s is the coaffine stack represented by this coconnective ring,
which has the same ring of functions, and this is never what we refer to: its
category of quasicoherent sheaves is different from the category of modules
for the ring.

For a variety Y , we denote by TY and T ˚Y its usual tangent and cotangent
bundle (or (co)tangent complex for V singular). We will denote by T r´1sY
the shifted tangent bundle, i.e. if T is the tangent sheaf, then T r´1sY
is the relative spectrum of the symmetric algebra of T ˚r1s. Similarly we
define other shifts; particularly important for us will be T ˚r2sY , the formal
placeholder object whose ring of functions is the symmetric algebra of T r´2s
and whose quasicoherent sheaves are modules over this ring. Note that
T r´1sY is a derived scheme, whereas T ˚r2sY is graded in cohomological
degrees, and in both cases there are no parity shifts unless explicitly stated
otherwise.

As an example of our notation, suppose that Ggr acts on the vector space
V by scaling. Then:

‚ We do not use the object T ˚r2sV directly, but will allow ourselves to
refer to its ring of functions OT˚r2sV : this is the symmetric algebra
on V ˚ ‘ V r´2s.

‚ The sheared ring O(
T˚r2sV is (therefore) the symmetric algebra on

V ˚r´1s ‘ V r´1s where both factors are put in odd parity; thus this
“symmetric algebra” is infinite-dimensional.

2.4. Inner products of functions and sheaves. The following lemma
relates sheaf homomorphisms to inner product of trace functions. It will be
used at various points in the text to connect sheaf-theoretic and function-
theoretic considerations.

Lemma 2.4.1. Given two Weil sheaves F ,G on an Fq-variety X, let f and
ǧ be the trace functions associated to, respectively, F and DG; then

ÿ

xPXpFqq
fpxqǧpxq “ (geometric) Frobenius trace on HompF ,Gq_.

Here, and in what is written below, we will keep denoting by HompF ,Gq
the (derived) homomorphisms over the base change of schemes and stacks
to F “ Fq – not on the corresponding stacks over Fq, even if the sheaves
descend there.

The same holds true replacing X by a quotient stack X{G of X by a con-
nected linear algebraic group (hence, F ,G are Weil sheaves in the equivariant
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derived category), where, on the left, we understand each point Fq-point x of
X{G to be counted with weight equal to 1

#GxpFqq .

Note that if G is pure of weight zero, then the left hand side is (up to a
power of q) the usual inner product

ř

x fpxqgpxq. Then the statement says
precisely that “inner product” corresponds to sheaf Hom under the function-
sheaf dictionary. Taking F “ G “ k and X smooth, the equality of the
Lemma is the assertion

q´dimX |XpFqq| “ (geometric) Frobenius trace on H˚pX, kq_

which follows readily from the Grothendieck–Lefschetz trace formula and
Poincaré duality.

Proof. We first take the case where G is trivial. Writing x´y for “trace of
Frobenius on”, and writing underline for the Hom-sheaf rather than its global
sections, the right hand side above equals

xDHompF ,Gqy “ xH˚cDHompF ,Gqy

“
ÿ

xPXpFqq
xi˚xDHompF ,Gqy “

ÿ

xPXpFqq
xi˚xpF bDGqy,

where we used the canonical isomorphism DHompF ,Gq » F bDG.
In the case of nontrivial G we observe that the dual of G as a usual sheaf

on X is obtained by shifting via x`2dimpGqy its dual as an equivariant
sheaf (i.e., a sheaf on X{G); thus, the trace function ǧeqvt associated to DG
dualized as an equivariant sheaf differs from the same function computed as
a regular sheaf:

ǧeqvt “ qdimpGqǧ

On the other hand we have a spectral sequence

H ipBG; kq b ExtjXpF ,Gqqx´2dimGy ùñ Exti`jX{GpF ,Gq,

from which we see that the right-hand side (2.4.1) is altered from the corre-
sponding non-equivariant computation by the factor

Frobenius trace on H˚pBG, kq_ “
qdimpGq

#GpFqq
,

the equality verified by passing from G to its reductive quotient (since the
cohomology of connected unipotent groups is trivial), where one can explic-
itly compute in a standard way. On the other hand, by the connectedness of
G (Lang’s theorem), the Fq-points of X{G coincide with XpFqq{GpFqq. �

Remark 2.4.2. Note that, in the equivariant setting, the graded vector
space HompF ,Gq is, in general, infinite dimensional. The lemma above en-
tails the assertion that the corresponding series of Frobenius traces converges.

2.5. Reductive group notation.
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2.5.1. Let G be a split reductive group over F. (Our reductive groups will be
understood to be split by default, unless otherwise stated). We will usually
use

U Ă B Ă G

to denote a maximal unipotent subgroup and Borel subgroup of the reductive
group G. A pinning of G is as usual a choice of T Ă B and an isomorphism
Ga » Uα of each root space. In this situation there is a distinguished char-
acter B Ñ Gm (descending to the torus quotient), given by the sum of all
positive roots. We will denote it by e2ρ or by 2ρ at the Lie algebra level.

We denote by Ǧ the Langlands dual group to G, which we take as a split
pinned group over k.

The exponents G of a reductive group are, by definition, the dimension
of homogeneous polynomials generating the polynomial ring of G-invariant
regular functions on g. For example, the exponents of SLn are 2, 3, . . . , n.

2.5.2. The duality involution. There are two closely related involutions de-
fined for a pinned reductive group, which we review now. The first version is
the Chevalley involution, and we will denote it by c. It is uniquely character-
ized by the fact that it preserves the pinning and acts on the torus according
to t ÞÑ wpt´1q.

The second is what D. Prasad has called the duality involution [Pra19],
and we will denote it by d. It is the composite of the Chevalley involution
with conjugation by eρp´1q, i.e., it is uniquely that it negates the pinning
and acts on the torus according to t ÞÑ wpt´1q.

For example, for SLn, the duality involution is given by

g ÞÑ Adpwqpgtq´1,

where w is the matrix with all entries 1 on the anti-diagonal, and other
entries zero.

We will use a superscript d for various involutions induced by the duality
involution. For example, forX a G-variety we denote byXd the same variety
but with G-action twisted by means of d.

2.5.3. The notation H and ǦX ; the Arthur SL2s. Let G, Ǧ be a pair of dual
reductive groups as above. We will often deal with a Hamiltonian G-space
M and Hamiltonian Ǧ-space M̌ that will be, in a suitable sense, in duality
with each other. Because of Theorem 3.6.1, we will be particularly inter-
ested in a cases where both sides are determined by linear-algebraic data:
an SL2 in the group, a commuting reductive subgroup, and a symplectic rep-
resentation of that subgroup. The notation we will use for this data will be,
however, somewhat asymmetric, reflecting notation used in the automorphic
literature, where the symmetry of the two sides is not apparent:

(a) On the G side, we will use the notation

(2.7) pH Ă G, sl2 Ă g, S a symplectic H-representation)

for the data defining M .
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(b) On the spectral side, in the case when M̌ is in duality withM “ T ˚X,
we will rather use the notation

(2.8) pǦX Ă Ǧ, sl2 Ă ǧ, SX a symplectic ǦX -representationq

for the corresponding data defining M̌ .

Remark 2.5.4. (Whittaker and Arthur role of SL2): This linear-algebraic
data for M and M̌ play an important role in shaping the automorphic and
spectral quantizations in the sense of §1.1. The role of sl2 is quite different
on the two sides: informally, automorphically it measures the involvement
of “Whittaker characters,” whereas spectrally it relates to the “Arthur” SL2

that quantifies the failure of temperedness.

2.6. Analytic versus arithmetic normalization. Parity. In many areas
of mathematics we see arising half-twists – square roots of various types –
when we pass from functions to half-forms. The latter manifestly have a
unitary structure and the former are often easier to manipulate because of
the absence of a twist. In our context we will often use the words

analytic and arithmetic
or occasionally

normalized and un-normalized
to denote, respectively, the “unitary picture” and the “untwisted picture.”

The origin of these terms is the theory of L-functions, where are two
standard conventions as to how to index an L-function. One, which is often
called “analytic normalization”, has the property that the center of symmetry
of the L-function lies at s “ 1{2, and is commonly used in analytic number
theory. The other, which differs from it from a half-shift, and could be
called “motivic” or “arithmetic’ normalization, has the property that the
points of arithmetic interest are always integral s P Z. Mathematically,
these conventions are entirely equivalent.

Correspondingly, all the principal conjectures of this paper can be ex-
pressed in two forms:

‚ Analytic normalization – better suited to L2-theory, tends to be nat-
urally self-dual, but involves taking square roots (e.g. ?q is chosen).

‚ Arithmetic normalization – better suited to arithmetic situations, no
need to choose ?q.

We have chosen the analytic normalization as our primary way to formu-
late statements, although we have also included in the text discussions of
the arithmetic reformulations. Both pictures have benefits:

‚ The analytic picture corresponds to a geometrically naturalGgr grad-
ing on the hyperspherical spaces.

‚ The arithmetic picture interacts better with parity considerations.
In any case, however we choose to express things, there are various half-

twists of various sorts embedded in the story. This brings us to the concept
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of parity. Informally, when we refer to “parity” conditions, they all have the
following feature:

(2.9) Parity is extra structure that causes all half-twists to cancel out.

Our conjectures a priori depend on square roots (square roots of q, square
roots of canonical bundles...). The validity of the conjectures is in fact in-
dependent of these choices; this is not a formality, but follows from certain
constraints – which we call “parity” constraints – on the data entering into
them. Such parity constraints exist, of course, in either the analytic or arith-
metic version, but they look more transparent in the latter.

Here are some places in the paper where the reader will find versions of
the analytic/arithmetic dilemma:

‚ the arithmetic version of geometric Satake is discussed in §6.5.3 and
§6.6; more generally, the distinction between analytic and arithmetic
is discussed extensively in §6.5 and §6.7.

‚ the arithmetic version of the local conjecture is stated in Remark
7.5.5.

‚ In the discussion of the global conjecture, “normalized” periods cor-
respond to the analytic picture, and unnormalized periods to the
algebraic picture;

‚ the arithmetic formulation of the global conjecture is given in §12.6.

2.6.1. The grading Ggr. Throughout this paper, we will frequently encounter
objects that have both aG-action and a commutingGm-action. We will often
use the word “graded” to connote or remind the existence of this Gm-action.

Now, the Gm has nothing to do with G; it is auxiliary, and we will use a
special name for it:

Ggr = an “auxiliary” copy of Gm often used to shear or regrade.

From a formal point of view, then, Ggr means exactly the same thing as Gm,
i.e., the multiplicative group GL1. However, the notation is meant to hint to
the reader that this plays a different role to the reductive group G or Ǧ.

Frequently, the parity considerations and the arithmetic/analytic dilemma
mentioned above will be encoded by this Ggr. For example, parity will be
related to the action of´1 P Ggr, and passage from analytic to arithmetic will
often be effected by modifying the Ggr action through a central co-character
of G or Ǧ.

2.6.2. Parity and superspaces. Analytic formulations involve half-twists and
?
q, and, as we discussed in §2.3.3, the appearance of super-vector spaces is

essential to the algebraic formulation of such half-twists.
The super-structure can, however,often be forgotten – it needs to be re-

membered only for certain specific purposes.
Here is a simple example. The shearing operation

E ÞÑ E(
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briefly discussed in §2.3.7 and examined at more length in §6 can be used to
define two closely related equivalences of categories:

(a) a monoidal functor from the dg category of complexes ofGm-representations
to itself, or

(b) a symmetric monoidal functor from the same category, to the cate-
gory Repsuperε Gm of Gm-representations on super vector spaces with
the property that their parity coincides with the action of ´1 P Gm

(§6.1).
We obtain version (a) from version (b) simply by forgetting the super-

structure. Version (b) is appropriate if one is interested in issues involving
the symmetric monoidal structure; for us, the most important such issue is
involving traces, for shearing preserves traces only in the sense (b), as we
already noticed. However, if one is not interested in such computations, it
is perfectly fine to work with version (a).

In our text, all our equivalences of categories can be formulated in the
general form of (b). However, (b) is admittedly something of a mouthful, and
to avoid weighing down our discussion with super-vector spaces we will often
formulate the equivalences in the form (a), and then describe the relevant
information for form (b) in subsequent remarks.

2.7. Extended dual group. The material here is related to the considera-
tions of parity mentioned above in §2.6. We will sometimes use an extended
version of the Langlands dual group – called the C-group in [BG14], and the
Langlands-data group in [Ber20b]. See §C.7 for a more thorough discussion
of the role of the extended group in defining a cleaner form of the Langlands
correspondence.

Let CG be the quotient of GˆGgr by the central element pe2ρ̌p´1q,´1q.
We remind that Ggr denotes the group Gm, but we use different notation in
order to refer to this distinguished instance of the group, and sometimes refer
to it as the “grading group”. The canonical map CGÑ Gm descending from
pg, tq ÞÑ t2 will also be called the cyclotomic character. For example, if G “
SL2, then CG

„
Ñ GL2 via pg, λq ÞÑ λg, and the “cyclotomic character” just

defined is the determinant. With this notation we have an exact sequence

1 Ñ GÑ CGÑ Gm Ñ 1.

We apply the same definitions to the Langlands dual group Ǧ of G to define
the C-group CǦ, though note that the C-group is not the Langlands dual of
the group CG.

For a G ˆ Gm-space (such as the graded Hamiltonian spaces that are
the main concern of our paper), the condition that the G ˆ Gm-action on
M descend to CG is the condition that e2ρ̌p´1q P G acts the same way
as ´1 P Gm. This condition, or variants of it, will arise often as parity
conditions in the sense of §2.6. To keep track of these variants, we will want
to use to other central elements besides e2ρ̌p´1q and accordingly given a
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central involution z P G, we will occasionally use the following notation:

(2.10) CGz :“ quotient of pGˆGgrq by the central element pz,´1q.

The notation is regrettably heavy, but will be used only in a very few points.

2.8. Langlands parameters, extended Langlands parameters, and
their L-functions. In what follows, we restrict k to be an algebraic closure
of Q` and we fix an isomorphism k » C, and F will be a global function
field.

A Langlands parameter φ is a Frobenius-semisimple morphism ΓF Ñ

Ǧpkq. A Langlands parameter into Ǧ “ GLn gives rise to an L-function
Lps, φq, defined by the analytic continuation of the usual Euler product with
factors the inverse characteristic polynomial of geometric Frobenius on in-
ertial invariants. For example if φ is trivial the resulting function is the
zeta-function of the field F and has poles at s “ 0 and s “ 1.

We will usually use the term extended Langlands parameter to mean

‚ a Langlands parameter with the role of Ǧ replaced by ǦˆGm, pro-
jecting to the positive square root of the cyclotomic character in Gm

(“positive” with reference to k » C),
In practice, all that matters will be the projection of this parameter to a

C-group CǦz » Ǧ ˆ Gm{µ2 of §2.7, i.e. a homomorphism from ΓF to CǦz
projecting to the cyclotomic character under Gm{µ2 » Gm, and we will also
allow ourselves occasionally to use “extended Langlands parameter” in this
context. However, since the relevant parity element z will vary, it is more
convenient for us to work with the less intrinsic form above.

Our convention will be that:

‚ φE , ψE . . . will denote an extended Langlands parameter, and
‚ φL, ψL, . . . will denote usual Langlands parameters, and
‚ φA, ψA, . . . will denote Arthur parameters.
‚ fφ will denote an automorphic form attached to a parameter φE{φL{φA.
When φ is fixed or clear from the situation we will abridge this simply
to f .

Given an extended Langlands parameter

φ : Γ Ñ ǦˆGm

and a representation ǦˆGm Ñ GLpV q, we define the associated L-function
to be the composite Langlands parameter into GLpV q. We denote this by10

Lpφ, V(, sq or LpV(, φ, sq or LpV(, sq :“ L-function of the composite ΓF Ñ ǦˆGm Ñ V .

10We will use the notation LpV(, sq in situations where there is no ambiguity as to
what φ could be.
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The( in the notation reminds us that the Gm action is relevant here. More
explicitly, the Gm action on V grades it as V “

À

Vk, and then

(2.11) LpV(, sq “
ź

k

Lps`
k

2
, Vkq.

Indeed, we can think of LpV(, sq as either:
‚ an Euler product, whose local factors come from characteristic poly-
nomial of Frobenius on the sheared local system V(, or

‚ the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on pH˚V(q “ pH˚V q(,
where H˚V denotes the étale cohomology of the curve associated to
F with coefficients in the local system defined by V , and pH˚V q(
denotes its shearing with respect to the grading induced by that on
V .

In both cases it is important that we take account of the super-structure on
shearing in considering determinants, e.g. the characteristic polynomial of
Frobenius on V x1y equals detp1´ q´1{2Fr|V q and not its inverse.

Other notation on L and ε-factors is set up in §11.2.1.

2.9. Function spaces, left and right actions. We will want the freedom
to use both left and right actions for G ˆ Ggr acting on X or M . To pass
between the two we shall use equivalence of categories

(2.12) left GˆGgr spacesØ right GˆGgr spaces

wherein we invert the G action but not the Ggr action.
In Parts 2 and 3 of the paper (local and global theory), our convention

about these will be

(2.13) Automorphic actions on right, spectral actions on left.

That is to say, when considering the role of pG,Mq on the automorphic side,
we will use right actions, and when considering the role of pǦ, M̌q on the
spectral side, we will use left actions. The switch is somewhat unfortunate,
but the former is more in line with conventions about automorphic periods,
and the latter is more in line with conventions about L-functions.

In any case, for the action of G and Ggr on functions, sheaves, forms etc.
derived from this we will always use left actions, derived in the standard way
from the left or right actions of G on M , and the action of Ggr.

For a a symplectic vector space pV, ωq, the identification ι : V » V ˚ is
defined by contraction in the first variable, i.e., 〈ιpvq, w〉 “ ωpv, wq. Similarly,
for a symplectic manifold M the isomorphism TxM » T ˚xM is defined by
contraction in the first variable, so that the Hamiltonian vector field XH

associated to a function H satisfies dHpY q “ ωpXH , Y q.
Given G acting on the right on M , a moment map for the G-action will

then be a map µ : M Ñ g˚ with the property that the vector field X : f ÞÑ
d
dtfpm ¨ expptXqq satisfies

(2.14) ωpX,Y q “ dµXpY q.
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where dµX is the pairing of µ with X. In particular:
- For M “ T ˚X such a moment map is given simply by dualizing the
orbit map g Ñ TxX. To make this valid, we adopt the following
normalization for the symplectic form: writing θ for the tautological
1-form on T ˚X, which pairs tangent and cotangent directions, we
take the symplectic form to be

ωT˚X :“ ´dθ.

- For a symplectic vector space pM,ωq, the moment map paired with
Z P spM is the function

(2.15) M Q m ÞÑ
1

2
ωpZm,mq.

- The cotangent bundle T ˚G has a right action of GˆG which arises
from the action px, yq : g ÞÑ x´1gy of GˆG on G. Let us label the
two copies of G acting as GlˆGr to distinguish “left” and “right.” If
we identify TG “ gˆG according to the rule where

(2.16) pX P g, g P Gq

is sent to the derivative of the curve etX ¨ g at t “ 0, and correspond-
ingly identify T ˚G “ g˚ ˆG, then the moment map for the Gl ˆGr
action on T ˚G just mentioned is

pξ P g˚, gq ÞÑ p´ξ,Adpgqξq P gl ˆ gr

and the action of Gl ˆGr on T ˚G is given by

pgl, grq ¨ pξ, gq “ pAdpg´1
l qξ, g

´1
l ggrq.

Here, Ad denotes the left (co)adjoint action of G, which we will
also denote by AdpgqZ “ gZ. We will denote the corresponding right
action by Zg :“ Adpg´1qZ.

2.9.1. Inner products. We will abuse the terminology and notation for inner
products, and use them for the corresponding bilinear forms instead. That
is, for measurable functions f, g on a measure space E,µ, we set

xf, gy :“

ż

E
fpeqgpeqdµe.

This will make it easier to pass between algebraic considerations and analytic
ones.

2.10. Categorical background. We will make use of higher categories
throughout the paper. We will give details in §B.2; at the moment we just
point out some key features.

First of all, some words to orient the reader (particularly those whose
background is the arithmetic Langlands program) as to why we are using
such language. Loosely speaking, in the geometric statements that we study,
categories play the role of function spaces; and then:
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‚ The fact that there are several different options for categories of
sheaves on, e.g., the space of G-bundles should be thought of as
related to the fact that there are many reasonable topological vec-
tor spaces incarnating the space of functions on an adèlic quotient
GF zGA. As in the latter case, this type of detail is important
to make a mathematically precise statement, but probably
should be ignored at a first reading, for it does not carry
the essential content of the conjecture.

‚ Why not work with triangulated categories? Unfortunately it is a
well-known problem that it is not easy to perform natural categorical
operations on triangulated categories, so for internal arguments it
is extremely convenient to work with dg enhancements. Again, the
reader can ignore this at a first reading, for the distinction between dg
and triangulated categories is of a nature orthogonal to the essential
content of our conjectures.

Unless otherwise specified, category will always mean a differential graded
(dg) category over a field k of characteristic zero. Moreover our dg cat-
egories will always be stable (i.e., pre-triangulated) – such categories are
equivalently described as stable k-linear 8-categories, and are closed under
finite (homotopy) limits and colimits. Moreover, dg categories are consid-
ered up to quasi-equivalence, i.e., we work in a suitable 8-category of dg
categories (again see §B.2 for details).

2.11. Categories of sheaves. Categories of sheaves will play an important
role. As just mentioned, all our categories of (coherent or constructible)
sheaves on various spaces will be, by definition and without extra mention,
k-linear dg-categories. These come in a variety of flavors, but a few general
words about the notation:

Our notation for “coherent” sheaves is straightforward: For X a (derived)
stack over k, QCpXq and QC !pXq denote, respectively, quasi-coherent and
ind-coherent sheaves on a scheme or stack. These are large versions of the
categories PerfpXq and CohpXq of perfect complexes and bounded coherent
complexes. In between lie the categories QC !

ΛpXq (and CohΛpXq) in which
we specify singular support in the sense of [AG15]. For details see §B.3.

Constructible sheaves will come with a depressing number of variants.
These are described in more detail in §B.4 and §B.5 and we will summarize
some important points. For Y a (derived) stack over F,

Shv?
¿pXq or SHV?

¿pXq

will denote a LARGE (=presentable, see Appendix B.2) or small 11 dg-
category of “constructible” sheaves on X with k-coefficients, and ?, ¿ will be
various adornments modifying the category. The options are:

11In some situations where a category of sheaves is denoted by calligraphic font, e.g.
H, we use the notation H for the corresponding large category.
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‚ ? “ B, dR, et: records whether we are in the Betti, de Rham, or étale
settings:
– Betti, see §B.4.3: only applies when F “ C, but with k arbitrary.

Sheaf theory is built from sheaves of k-vector spaces on Y pCq
for the complex analytic topology, and in particular contains
constructible complexes.

– de Rham, see §B.4.2: only applies when F “ C, k “ C. Sheaf
theory is built from D-modules on Y .

– et, see §B.4.1 applies for any F, with coefficients k “ Ql. Sheaf
theory is built from constructible l-adic étale sheaves.

‚ ¿ “ s denotes “safety,” and its absence denotes that we work with
the ind-finite category, see §B.6.

‚ ¿ “ Λ records that we consider sheaves with fixed singular support
in the sense of [KS94].

2.11.1. Notation for automorphic sheaves. To avoid having to keep track of
this bewildering array of notation, we will specify in Appendix C a stan-
dardized set of options for “automorphic sheaves.” Thus, when we write
e.g.

AutpBunGq

in the body of the paper, we actually have implicitly chosen various adorn-
ments ?, ?, which depend on the context (Betti versus de Rham versus finite)
in which we are working; the reader should refer to Appendix C as necessary
to recall.

2.12. Index of notation. The Index at the end of the book contains many
of the notations we use; some of the more persistent ones include the follow-
ing:

PX ,LX : Period and L-sheaves (§10.3, 11.4).
PX , LX : Period and L-functions (§10.3, 11.8).
k: Coefficient field (§2.1).
F: (Algebraically closed) field of definition of the curve (§2.1).
Σ: Curve.
{{{: Hamiltonian reduction (§3.3).
�: GIT quotient.
AˆH B: Contracted product, i.e., then A is a space with a right action

of a group H, and B is a space with a left H-action, this is the
quotient of A ˆ B by the equivalence relation pah, bq „ pa, hbq (for
a P A, b P B, h P H). Equivalently, it is the quotient of AˆB by the
diagonal right H-action pa, bq ¨ h “ pah, h´1bq. Often, A and B will
be given with right actions (in which case it is the quotient by the
diagonal H-action), and typically they will be schemes, in which case
the quotient is understood as a stack-theoretic quotient (although,
in almost all cases, the action will be free and the quotient is again
a scheme).
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Part 1. Structure theory

In the next couple of sections, we discuss reductive groups and Hamil-
tonian spaces defined over an algebraically closed field F in characteristic
zero.

However, at the end of each section, we will discuss various issues related
to the general case where the field of definition is not algebraically closed, in
particular §3.9, §4.8, and §5.3. We are particularly interested in the case of
F “ Fq, with the varieties defined over Fq. 12

3. Hyperspherical Hamiltonian spaces

3.1. Introduction. Let M be a Hamiltonian G-space, by which, in this
paper, we will always mean a smooth, symplectic variety with a moment
map µ : M Ñ g˚. Sign conventions related to moment maps and symplectic
spaces have been discussed in §2.12. Our Hamiltonian spaces will almost
always be graded: equipped with a commuting action of the grading group
Ggr (cf. §2.6.1) compatible with the action on g˚ and on the symplectic form
by the square character.

Example 3.1.1. If X is a smooth G-variety, we can grade its cotangent
bundle T ˚X by letting Ggr act on the fibers by the square character.

The goal of this section is to explicate a class of such graded Hamiltonian
G-spaces that is well-adapted to relative Langlands duality. We do not claim
this is the correct generality for the story, only that it seems to be a context
where the relative Langlands duality plays out nicely. It is plausible that
relative Langlands duality in fact gives an exact duality on a slight restriction
of this class, and we formulate our preliminary expectations on this issue in
§5.2.

In more detail:
‚ § 3.2 describes a class of “model examples” to motivate the later
reasoning.

‚ § 3.3 gives background on the processes of Hamiltonian (also known
as symplectic) reduction and induction.

‚ § 3.4 describes the process of Whittaker induction, which constructs
a Hamiltonian G-space from a datum

(3.1) pH Ă G, sl2 Ñ gH , S : a Hamiltonian H-spaceq.

Whittaker induction carries vector spaces S to vector bundles over
HzG as is explained in § 3.4.8.

The class of Whittaker inductions, and even the subclass of spaces
Whittaker-induced from symplectic representations ofH, contains all

12Note that by general spreading out arguments, one can pass results from character-
istic zero to “large enough” characteristic: the spaces that we consider will admit models
over the S-integers of an algebraic number field, where S is a finite number of places, and
can then be reduced to finite fields; but we will be more precise where possible.
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spaces of interest to us in this paper, but is too big; the remainder
of the section addresses this.

‚ § 3.5 axiomatically describes a subclass of Hamiltonian actions, the
class of “hyperspherical ” Hamiltonian spaces, which is most relevant
for our story.

‚ § 3.6 proves that all hyperspherical spaces arise as Whittaker induc-
tions.

‚ § 3.7 examines when a hyperspherical space can be polarized.
‚ § 3.8 discusses volume forms on a polarized hyperspherical space.
‚ § 3.9 discusses rationality issues.

Remark 3.1.2. There is one important feature of graded Hamiltonian spaces
whose discussion is deferred to the next section (§ 4.6), and that is the issue
of parity, cf. (2.9), §2.6, and the discussion above (2.10): It will be important
in our later examples that there is a central involution z P G which acts on
M as the element ´1 P Ggr. But we will not impose this explicitly as part
of the definition.

Remark 3.1.3. Many of our constructions, both here and in later sections,
are conveniently expressed in terms of “the category of Hamiltonian spaces
and Lagrangian correspondences.” Unfortunately, for reasons of transversal-
ity, this does not form a category in the classical setting; see [Wei81] for dis-
cussion. This problem can be resolved by passing to derived geometry: the
language of shifted symplectic geometry [PTVV13, Saf21], specifically the
higher category of Lagrangian correspondences of shifted symplectic stacks
constructed in [Hau18] (see [Cal21]), give a convenient setting in which to
work. In this language, g˚{G “ T ˚r1spt{G has a 1-shifted symplectic struc-
ture and Hamiltonian G-spaces M are identified with Lagrangians in this
space – more precisely with the structure of shifted Lagrangian (see [Cal15])
on the equivariant moment map

M{GÑ g˚{G.

We will not explicitly use this language in the current section, but it is often
helpful later in the paper when we come to consider quantizations.

3.2. Some motivating examples. Here are three important examples of
graded Hamiltonian G-spaces:

(a) Spherical case. Recall that a normal G-variety X is spherical if a
Borel subgroup of G acts with a Zariski open orbit of G. Attached
to a smooth spherical variety X, we have the Hamiltonian G-space

M “ T ˚X

with Ggr-action squaring along the fibers.
(b) Whittaker-type cases.

The basic example here is obtained by twisting T ˚pUzGq (where
U is a maximal unipotent subgroup) by an additive character ψ :
U Ñ Ga: we take M to be the Hamiltonian reduction of T ˚G by the
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character ψ, which is to say, we consider the preimage of dψ P u˚

under the moment map T ˚GÑ u˚, and take its quotient by U . The
action of λ P Ggr composes left translation by λ2ρ̌ on UzG with the
squaring action along fibers.

(c) The vectorial case; here

(3.2) pM,ωq

is a symplectic vector space, G Ă SpM , and the moment map M Ñ

g˚ factors throughM Ñ sp˚M sendingm PM,X P spM to 1
2xXm,my.

Here, Ggr acts on M by linear scaling.
The earlier work of Y.S. and A.V. [SV17] focused entirely on the first

2 cases. However, this class is certainly not closed under the conjectural
duality that we want to introduce, and it does not include many important
examples in the theory of automorphic forms, such as the theory of the theta
correspondence; as was observed in [Sak17], the conjectures of [SV17] extend
to that case.

3.2.1. Twisted cotangent bundles. It will be useful to reformulate case (b) in
a setting that is closer to that of (a), by considering twisted cotangent bundles
associated to affine bundles. Although this will be a special case of a more
general construction, we single it out here for its recurrent appearance in
this paper, and point the reader to § 3.3, 3.4 for more general constructions,
and a recollection of notions such as “Hamiltonian reduction.”

Let
Ψ Ñ X

be an equivariant Ga-torsor over a GˆGgr variety X, where Ggr acts on Ga

by the character x ÞÑ x2. To spell out, this means:
‚ Ψ is a Ga-torsor over X, which is to say that it is equipped with an
action of Ga over X and is étale locally (on X) isomorphic to GaˆX;

‚ The action of Ggr lifts to an action of Ga¸Ggr on Ψ, both commuting
with G.

The Ggr-action on Ψ induces an action on T ˚Ψ; this is equivariant for the
moment map where Ggr acts on g˚a by the character λ ÞÑ λ´2. We modify
this Ggr-action by composing it with the commuting Ggr-action wherein
λ P Ggr scales fibers of T ˚Ψ by λ2. The resulting Ggr-action is equivariant
for the moment map

T ˚Ψ Ñ g˚a

wherein Ggr acts trivially on the target. We now define the graded Hamil-
tonian G-space, the “twisted cotangent bundle” of pX,Ψq,

M :“ T ˚pX,Ψq :“ T ˚ΨX :“ T ˚Ψ {{{1 Ga

to be the Hamiltonian reduction of the cotangent bundle of the total space
Ψ Ñ X of Ψ under the action of Ga, at the moment map value 1 P g˚a.
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Example 3.2.2. Here is how the Whittaker case fits into this framework.
We may take X “ UzG (where U is a maximal unipotent subgroup), and
Ψ “ U0zG where U0 is the kernel of a generic additive character U Ñ Ga;
and the Ggr-action is given by left multiplication by 2ρ̌. The Ga-action arises
from left multiplication by U{U0 » Ga.
Example 3.2.3. The twisted cotangent bundle M above is a torsor under
the usual cotangent bundle T ˚X; the transition functions are obtained from
differentials of the transition functions for the Ga-bundle Ψ. A situation
more commonly encountered in representation theory is the twist of a cotan-
gent bundle associated to a line bundle, wherein the transition functions are
obtained by d log of the transition functions of a Gm-bundle.
3.3. Hamiltonian reduction and induction. We review the operations of
reduction and induction of Hamiltonian spaces, usually called symplectic re-
duction/induction – but we will use the termHamiltonian reduction/induction,
to emphasize the dependence on the Hamiltonian structure, i.e., on the mo-
ment map.

The Hamiltonian reduction of the Hamiltonian G-space M “ T ˚X given
as the cotangent bundle to a G-space X is the cotangent bundle of the
quotient X{G (assuming the quotient exists in the desired category; for the
purposes of this paper, it is enough to consider quotients which are schemes).
Modelling on this example, we define Hamiltonian reduction in general as

M {{{G “M ˆGg˚ t0u,

the quotient of the fiber of 0 under the moment map by G. More generally,
we may reduce at a different element f P g˚, by the formula

M {{{f G “M ˆGg˚ Of ,

where Of is the G-orbit of f . (In particular, this operation depends only on
the coadjoint orbit of f .) In general, the Hamiltonian reduction is a derived
symplectic stack, but we will only use it in cases where the action is free,
hence is a symplectic variety.

Similarly, suppose H Ă G is an inclusion13 of algebraic groups and S a
Hamiltonian H-space, the Hamiltonian induction of S to G is the semiclas-
sical version of induction of unitary representations. In the case when S
is the cotangent bundle T ˚Y of a smooth H-variety then the Hamiltonian
induction is simply the cotangent bundle of the G-space Y ˆH G induced
from Y .

Modelling on this example, we define the “Hamiltonian induction”

h-indGHpSq :“ pS ˆ T ˚Gq {{{H,

the Hamiltonian reduction of S ˆ T ˚G under H. Here, T ˚G is considered
as a right Hamiltonian H-space, with the action induced from the action
h : g ÞÑ h´1g of H on G.

13We may also replace the inclusion H Ă G by an arbitrary morphism but will have
no need of this.
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Equivalently, we can consider the left action of H by left multiplication
on G, h ¨ g “ hg, and the induced Hamiltonian left structure (note that this
changes the H-moment map by a factor of p´1q), and then the right-hand
side is given by the contracted fiber product

(3.3) M “ S ˆHh˚ T
˚G,

that is, the fiber product over h˚, divided by the equivalence relation psh, ξq „
ps, hξq (for s P S, ξ P T ˚G, h P H, such that sh has the same moment image
as the left-H-action moment image of ξ). Taking account of our identifica-
tions of T ˚G, see (2.16), we see that this can also be written as

(3.4) M » pS ˆh˚ g˚q ˆH G,

where H acts on g˚ by the right coadjoint action h : ξ ÞÑ Adph´1qξ, and the
moment map for M is induced by the right coadjoint map g˚ ˆH GÑ g˚.

In particular, the Hamiltonian induction comes with the structure of a
fiber bundle h-indGHpSq Ñ HzG. If S carries the structure of graded Hamil-
tonian H-space (§3.1), then so does the Hamiltonian induction, using the
diagonal Gm-action on S ˆ T ˚G, which commutes with H and the moment
map (whenGgr acts on the fibers of T ˚G by the square character). A relevant
notion to Hamiltonian induction is that of the symplectic normal bundle to
a G-orbit O in a symplectic manifoldM : It is a vector bundle over O, whose
fiber over x P O is equal to the space S “ TxOK{pTxOK X TxOq. This is a
symplectic vector space, equipped with an action of the stabilizer H “ Gx
of x, hence with a quadratic moment map S Ñ h˚. When M “ h-indGHpSq,
where S is a symplectic H-vector space with the quadratic moment map, the
symplectic normal bundle construction at the orbit O “ t0u ˆH G ĂM re-
covers S. See Remark 3.3.2 for the closely related operation of Hamiltonian
restriction.

3.3.1. Recognizing Hamiltonian induction. We spell out a property, analo-
gous to Frobenius reciprocity, that will be used later to recognize a Hamil-
tonian induction. Write L “ S ˆh˚ g˚; then, by (3.4), L is embedded in
M “ h-indGHpSq as the fiber above the identity of M Ñ HzG. The symplec-
tic form restricted to L is pulled back from S; said differently, L defines a
Lagrangian correspondence

(3.5) M˝ Ð LÑ S

where M˝ is the space M with the opposite symplectic form.
Now take any Hamiltonian G-space M equipped with such an H-stable

Lagrangian correspondence L as in (3.5), and with the property that the
composites

LÑM Ñ g˚ Ñ h˚, LÑ S Ñ h˚

coincide.
Then, there is an induced Lagrangian correspondence

(3.6) M˝ Ð LˆH GÑ h-indGHpSq,
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compatible with the moment maps of M and h-indGHpSq. Indeed, consider
first the case H “ t1u, and define the map as

LˆG Q pl, gq ÞÑ pmplqg, splq, µplq, gq PM˝ ˆ S ˆ g˚ ˆG.

Here, mˆs is the given correspondence, and µ is the pullback of the moment
map from M . It is easily verified that this is a Lagrangian. In the presence
of an H-action, this map is equivariant for the diagonal H-action on LˆG
(by the given action on L, and left multiplication on G), and the H-action
on M ˆ S ˆ T ˚G which is trivial on M , the given one on S, and induced
by left multiplication on T ˚G; moreover, by our assumption on the maps
to h˚, it lives over the kernel of the moment map for H, and the existence
of the Lagrangian correspondence (3.5) follows from Hamiltonian reduction
by H and dimension counting. In favorable circumstances, one can argue
(e.g., by studying tangent spaces) that this correspondence comes from an
isomorphism between the symplectic spaces.

Remark 3.3.2 (Hamiltonian restriction). In the language of Remark 3.1.3,
a Hamiltonian space S is encoded by the shifted Lagrangian S{H Ñ h˚{H
(i.e., a Lagrangian correspondence from a point to h˚{H), and Hamiltonian
induction amounts to composing this map with the Lagrangian correspon-
dence g˚{GÐ g˚{H Ñ h˚{H. Composing with this Lagrangian in the oppo-
site direction gives an adjoint operation of Hamiltonian restriction, through
which one can formulate the relevant Frobenius reciprocity above.

3.4. Whittaker induction. In this section we introduce the operation of
Whittaker induction of Hamiltonian spaces, associated to a homomorphism
H ˆ SL2 Ñ G and a Hamiltonian H-space:

(graded) Hamiltonian H-spaces ÝÑ (graded) Hamiltonian G-spaces,

reducing to ordinary Hamiltonian induction when the SL2-homomorphism is
trivial. The class of Whittaker inductions of vectorial representations of sub-
groups H Ă G will subsume the examples of § 3.2, and have many favorable
properties; as G-spaces, they are simply vector bundles over homogeneous
G-varieties – see further Examples 3.4.3, 3.4.6.

3.4.1. The notion of an sl2-pair. For what follows, one can think of a fixed
invariant identification

(3.7) g » g˚,

and a morphism
sl2 Ñ g,

expressed via a triple ph, e, fq of elements in g.
More canonically, the construction that we are about to describe depends

only on an element f P g˚, and a cocharacter $ : Gm Ñ rG,Gs, such that
$ normalizes f , and the pair ph “ d$p1q, fq belongs to an sl2-triple ph, e, fq
under some (equivalently, any) invariant identification (3.7). Such a pair
p$, fq will be called an “sl2-pair.” Notice that the centralizer of the triple
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ph, e, fq does not depend on the identification (3.7), thus, it is a subgroup
(or sub-Lie algebra) associated with the sl2 pair. Throughout the discussion
that follows, the subgroup H Ă G is a subgroup of the centralizer of such an
sl2-triple.

3.4.2. The Hamiltonian space pu{u`qf . Let p$, fq be an sl2-pair as above.
When there is no danger of notational clash with a subgroup H, we will also
denote the cocharacter $ by λ ÞÑ λh.

Decompose

(3.8) g “ j‘ u‘ u0 ‘ u,

where j is the centralizer of sl2 and u‘u0‘u is the sum of all nontrivial sl2-
subrepresentations, decomposed into the sum of negative, zero, and positive
weight spaces for the left adjoint action of h; thus, f P ū. We denote by
Ū , U the associated unipotent subgroups. Observe that the Gm-action λh

normalizes U , i.e., we consider u as a graded Lie algebra.
Let

(3.9) u` Ă u

be the sum of all h-eigenspaces of weight ě 2. Then u “ u` exactly when
all the weights of the adjoint SL2-action on the Lie algebra are even, i.e.,
when ´1 P SL2 is central in G. This situation is somewhat simpler, and we
recommend that the reader assume at first reading that all weights of u are
even, i.e., u “ u`.

Example 3.4.3. Suppose that S is trivial and there are no odd weights. In
this case,

Whittaker induction of trivial space from H to G “ T ˚pHUzG,Ψq,

with the notation as in §3.2.1. Here, the element f defines an additive char-
acter HU Ñ Ga, which gives rise to a Ga-bundle Ψ over X “ HUzG. Equiv-
alently, it is the Hamiltonian induction from ptf , the trivial HU -symplectic
space with moment map ptÑ f P ph` uq˚.

Let u` be as in (3.9) and let U` be the associated unipotent group. We
now treat f , restricted to u`, as a Lie algebra homomorphism u` Ñ ga. The
quotient u{u` carries an H-invariant symplectic form

(3.10) px, yq P uˆ u ÞÑ xf, rx, ysy.

Indeed, it descends to u{u` in both factors by weight arguments; also, the
right-hand side equals xrf, xs, yy, and if x ‰ 0 has weight 1, then rf, xs
is necessarily nonzero of weight ´1 and therefore there is a y P u with
〈rf, xs, y〉 ‰ 0. Now define

pu{u`qf “ pu{u`q considered as a Hamiltonian HU -space

where
‚ the H-action is through the adjoint action;
‚ U acts by translation via U{U` » u{u`;
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‚ the moment map on the H factor arises from the structure of sym-
plectic representation, i.e., through (3.2);

‚ on U we use the f -shifted moment map

u{u`
„

(3.10)
// pu{u`q

˚
X ÞÑX`f // u˚ ,

3.4.4. Whittaker induction. For S a Hamiltonian H-space we put

(3.11) S̃ “ S ˆ pu{u`qf ,

which we consider as a Hamiltonian HU -space (with U acting trivially on
S). The Hamiltonian G-space giving the Whittaker induction will be, by
definition, the Hamiltonian induction

h-indGHU S̃

of S̃ from HU to G defined as in § 3.3. Explicitly, by (3.3),

(3.12) h-indGHU S̃ “
´

S ˆ pu{u`qf

¯

ˆHUph`uq˚ pg
˚ ˆGq,

where, as before, g˚ˆG stands for T ˚G via (2.16). The Whittaker induction
comes with a natural basepoint, namely, the point corresponding to p0, 0q ˆ
pf, idGq in the above presentation.

Note that, when we choose an invariant identification g˚ » g, identifying
u˚ » ū (opposite nilpotent subalgebra), the moment image of pu{u`qf is
f ` u´1.

3.4.5. The Ggr-action on a Whittaker induction. For S a graded Hamilton-
ian H-space the Whittaker induction inherits a natural grading. But the
definition of this grading is slightly more complicated than for symplectic
induction of a graded space; the space pu{u`qf is not naturally graded, be-
cause of the f -shift. We will write a formula below but the reader might
want to skip to the more conceptual reformulation outlined in § 3.4.7 and
use the formula only in case of emergency.

Before we proceed to the formula we give an example:

Example 3.4.6. As described in Example 3.4.3 the Whittaker induction in
the case of S trivial and even weights isM “ T ˚pX,Ψq arising from an affine
bundle Ψ Ñ X “ HUzG.

The action of Gm via left multiplication by $, on G descends to an action
on Ψ Ñ X, and thereby to an action of Gm on T ˚Ψ; but this action does
not descend to M . We modify this action by multiplying it by the action
on T ˚Ψ which scales by the squaring character along fiber. The resulting
Gm action on T ˚Ψ is now equivariant for the moment map T ˚Ψ Ñ g˚a and
descends to T ˚pX,Ψq; this is the desired grading on T ˚pX,Ψq.

Explicitly, the fiber over T ˚pX,Ψq over the identity coset in X is identified
with the elements of g˚ that restrict to f P h˚ ‘ u˚, i.e. f ` phuqK. The
action of G then defines an isomorphism

(3.13) T ˚pX,Ψq » HUz
`

f ` phuqKq ˆG
˘
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and the Ggr action is given by left multiplication by $ on the G factor, and
by the composition of the left adjoint action of $ and squaring on the first
factor.

In the general case, referring to (3.12), we let Ggr act as follows:
(1) by the given grading on S;
(2) by the tautological character (scalar action) on the symplectic vector

space pu{u`qf ;
(3) by the square character composed with the left coadjoint action of

$ on g˚;
(4) by left multiplication by the left action of the cocharacter $ on G

(i.e., λ : g ÞÑ $pλqg).
In the next subsection we explain a more conceptual viewpoint on this action,
which in particular implies that it scales the symplectic form appropriately.

3.4.7. Shearing. Suppose that $ : Ggr Ñ AutpGq is an action of Ggr » Gm

on G by automorphisms, i.e., G is a “graded group” – this terminology seems
most natural when G is e.g., unipotent, but we will be applying it to more
general affine groups, thinking of the grading of their coordinate rings. 14 It
is most convenient to denote this here as a right action. We let Ggr act on
g˚ by the induced action, composed with dilation by the square character.
Then:

A sheared Hamiltonian G-spaceM (relative to the grading on
G) will be a Hamiltonian G-space with Ggr-action compatible
with the grading on G and g‹.

In other words, to give a Hamiltonian G-space M (with moment map µ)
the structure of a sheared space means that we should give a Ggr-action on
M with the following properties for x PM, g P G,λ P Ggr:

(3.14) x ¨ g ¨ λ “ x ¨ λ ¨ g$pλq and µpx ¨ λq “ λ2µpxq$pλq.

To avoid confusion, we emphasize that a graded Hamiltonian G-space, de-
fined in § 3.1, is the same as sheared Hamiltonian G-space for the trivial
grading (i.e., Ggr-action) on G.

Here are some examples:
(i) If $ is trivial, this recovers the notion of a graded Hamiltonian space.
(ii) IfM is a graded Hamiltonian G-space, and $ : Gm Ñ G is a cochar-

acter, we can alter the Ggr-action by composing it with the (right)
action of $ onM , and this gives a sheared Hamiltonian space, where
G is graded through the right inner action of $.

(iii) The point as a space under Ga (as a graded group with Ggr-action
by the square character), but with moment map image 1 P g˚a, is a
sheared Hamiltonian space.

14In our applications the grading will be either on a unipotent group or inner, in fact:
by left conjugation composed with a cocharacter $ : Ggr Ñ G.
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(iv) Let W be a symplectic vector space over F; then W is a sheared
Hamiltonian space under the Heisenberg group W ˙ Ga, where the
Heisenberg acts on W through translation; the Ggr action is by scal-
ing on W , by square scaling on the center of the Heisenberg group,
and the moment map is given by W ÞÑ W ˚ ‘ g˚a where the first
coordinate is the identification through the symplectic form and the
second coordinate is 1.

(v) The Hamiltonian space pu{u`qf defined in § 3.4.2 is a sheared Hamil-
tonian space for U , when Ggr acts by left conjugacy on U via the
cocharacter $ associated to the sl2-triple (= right conjugacy through
$´1). The Ggr-action on u{u` is the induced left adjoint action,
namely, scaling by the tautological character. Combined with the
square action on u˚, this causes the f -shifted moment map defined
in § 3.4.2 to be equivariant under the Ggr-action. Finally, this ex-
tends to the structure of sheared Hamiltonian space on HU , where
H is graded trivially.

Using this terminology, we can describe the Whittaker induction process
as follows: Fix the “sl2-pair” p$, fq or, if desired, an isomorphism g » g˚

and an sl2-triple, and fix a subgroup H Ă G of the centralizer of the sl2-
triple. We use the action induced by right conjugation action via $ to define
shearing below. Whittaker induction is the process of assigning to a graded
Hamiltonian H-space a (non-sheared) graded Hamiltonian G-space, via

(3.15)

graded Hamiltonian H-spaces
ˆpu{u`qf
ÝÑ sheared Hamiltonian HU -spaces

h-ind
Ñ sheared Hamiltonian G-spaces Ñ graded Hamiltonian G-spaces.

For the last arrow, we use the fact – inverting (ii) above – that for the $-
grading on G, any sheared Hamiltonian space arises from a usual one by
twisting the Ggr-action through $.

This point of view on the Ggr-action is more conceptual, and parallel
constructions will be very useful later on in describing L-sheaves and spectral
quantizations of Whittaker inductions.

3.4.8. The vector bundle structure of a vectorial Whittaker induction. We
shall now prove that, ignoring the symplectic structure, any Whittaker-
induced linear space (i.e., for S a symplectic H-representation, equipped
with the scaling action of Ggr) is simply a vector bundle over the homoge-
neous space HzG. More precisely, as a G-space, we may identify

(3.16) M » V ˆH G, V :“
“

S ‘ phK X geq
‰

.

Here ge is the kernel of e acting on g˚.
Moreover, the resulting isomorphism (3.16) respects Ggr actions, where

Ggr acts on G through left multiplication by $, and where the action on V
is as follows:
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‚ Ggr » Gm acts by linear scaling on S, and
‚ it acts with weight 2` t on the weight-t component of ge under the
left adjoint action of $.

This isomorphism is in some ways a little artificial –M is more canonically
an affine bundle over HzG, and some choices are required to make the above
identification – but in any case it is very convenient for our purposes. It
is in the form (3.16) that the space M previously appeared in the theory
of automorphic forms. Moreover, the isomorphism (3.16) has the following
perhaps surprising consequence:

Lemma 3.4.9. In the setting of § 3.4.8, if H is reductive, then M is affine.

Proof. It is enough to show that the natural map from the stack quotient of
V ˆG byH to the invariant-theoretic quotient pV ˆGq�H is an isomorphism.
Both live over HzG (which is affine since H is reductive), and by reductivity
the restriction map F rV ˆGsH Ñ F rV ˆHsH is surjective. In other words,
the map is an isomorphism over the fibers of HzG, and by homogeneity it is
an isomorphism everywhere. �

From (3.4) the Whittaker induction is identified with

(3.17) S̃ ˆHUph`uq˚ pg
˚ ˆGq, with S̃ :“ S ˆ pu{u`qf .

Projecting to the S- and g˚-coordinates defines an HU -equivariant iso-
morphism

(3.18) S ˆ pu{u`qf ˆph`uq˚ g˚ » ts P S, t P f ` uK` : µpsq “ t|hu.

Next, by the theory of Slodowy slices [GG02, Lemma 2.1], the action of U on
f`uK` is free, and admits a transversal section equal to f`ge (considered as
a subspace of g˚ under an identification g˚ » g – the space ge doesn’t depend
on the choice of such identification). Note that this section is invariant under
the action of the group H, since this is contained in the centralizer of sl2,
and the action of U does not affect the projection f ` uK` Ñ h˚, by a simple
weight argument. Correspondingly, the map ps, zq ÞÑ ps, f ` zq, together
with the identification g » g˚, gives rise to an H-equivariant identification

“

S ˆh˚ ge
‰

ˆ U Ñ ts P S, t P f ` uK` : µpsq “ t|hu

In particular, (3.17) is identified with

(3.19)
“

S ˆh˚ ge
‰

ˆH G.

We emphasize that the isomorphism (3.19) depends only on the data of
H and the sl2-pair p$, fq. Now, fixing an H ˆ SL2-equivariant splitting
of g˚ Ñ h˚, we get an identification of S ˆh˚ ge with the vector space V
appearing in (3.16). Our description of the Ggr action follows from § 3.4.5
(see in particular after (3.13)).

Note, in particular, that when we embed

(3.20) Gm
$´1ˆId

ãÑ ǦˆGgr
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this Gm fixes the identity coset of HzG, and provides a grading on VX ; we
will sometimes denote this copy of Gm by G1gr (reminding the reader of this
convention).

Example 3.4.10. Consider the case when H and S are both trivial, and
all weights of the SL2 on the Lie algebra are even. Then the Whittaker
induction M “ T ˚pUzG,Ψq is the Whittaker twisted cotangent bundle, and
our above considerations reduce to the isomorphism

M » ge ˆG.

Moreover, if we choose H commuting with SL2, this M can also be iden-
tified with the Whittaker induction from H of T ˚H, and correspondingly
acquires an an H-action and moment map. The H-action is, explicitly, the
action arising from left multiplication on UzG, and the moment map is iden-
tified with the projection ge Ñ h˚.

In other words (a point of view that will be useful later) we may identify
M{pH ˆGq » ge{H as spaces over h˚{H ˆ pt{G.

3.5. Hyperspherical Hamiltonian spaces. In this section we shall de-
scribe a class of graded Hamiltonian spaces, which we will call “hyperspheri-
cal.” This class contains the cotangent spaces of smooth, affine spherical va-
rieties satisfying a certain connectedness condition on stabilizers, see Propo-
sition 3.7.4, and seems suitable for our conjectural duality. The most im-
portant property is the coisotropic property, which in representation theory
is closely related to the “multiplicity one” property, and plays an important
role in the theory of automorphic forms.

As a matter of notation, we will often refer to a “hyperspherical G-space
M .” In other words, we do not explicitly include the Hamiltonian structure
and grading in the notation, even though it is understood to be part of the
structure.

3.5.1. The conditions. Consider graded irreducible (and smooth, by defini-
tion) Hamiltonian G-varieties M satisfying the following conditions (which
we discuss in detail in the following sections); these spaces will be referred
to as “hyperspherical” in this paper:

(1) M is affine;
(2) the field FpMqG of G-invariant rational functions on M is commuta-

tive with respect to the Poisson bracket (i.e., M is “coisotropic”);
(3) the moment map image has nonempty intersection with the nilcone

in g˚;
(4) the stabilizer (in G) of a generic point of M is connected;
(5) the Ggr-action is “neutral” (to be defined in § 3.5.4).
Neutrality will be introduced after we have seen some consequences of the

other conditions: the rest of the conditions imply the existence of a unique
closed G ˆ Ggr-orbit M0 Ă M , whose moment map image is a nilpotent
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orbit, and neutrality essentially means that the Ggr-action near M0 is de-
termined by an sl2-triple associated to that nilpotent orbit. It is the most
subtle condition, and perhaps least satisfying. The neutral Ggr-action is ge-
ometrically natural and quite rigid. It has one main drawback, namely, it
does not not always satisfy the even parity condition described in § 1.4, i.e.,
that the action of GgrˆG factors through the extended dual group CG. For
this reason, we will sometimes modify it for specific purposes, but it is very
convenient as a general definition.

Any Whittaker-induced linear symplectic space will satisfy (1) (3), and
(5). What we will show below implies, more precisely, that if we add (2) the
converse is also true: any such space must in fact arise from the construction
of § 3.4.4.

3.5.2. Some consequences of the conditions on M . Passing to the invariant-
theoretic quotient

g˚ Ñ c˚ :“ g˚ �G “ a˚ �W,

we obtain the invariant moment map µG : M Ñ c˚. Following Knop, Loseu
[Los09] introduces a Stein factorization of the invariant moment map

(3.21) M
µ̃G
ÝÝÑ c˚M Ñ c˚,

such that the first map is dominant with connected generic fiber, and the
second map is finite. The space c˚M is defined as the spectrum of the integral
closure (normalization) of the image of Frc˚s inside of the function field
FpMq.

The condition ofM being coisotropic is defined by either of the equivalent
criteria of the following proposition:

Proposition 3.5.3. The following are equivalent:
(i) the field FpMqG is commutative with respect to the Poisson bracket;
(ii) the generic G-orbit on M is coisotropic;
(iii) the generic fiber of µ̃G contains an open G-orbit.

Proof. The equivalence (i) ðñ (ii) is essentially [Vin01, II.3, Proposition
5], except that there it was stated in the differentiable setting. We repeat
the argument, with the details necessary for the algebraic setting:

It is known that, for any action of an algebraic group on an irreducible
variety M , a finite number f1, . . . , fr of elements of the field FpMqG of ra-
tional invariants separate generic orbits [Ros56, Theorem 2]. In particular,
there is an open dense G-stable subset M 1 where the fi’s are defined, and
the fibers of the resulting morphism M 1 Ñ Ar are G-orbits (if nonempty).
If c1 Ă Ar is the spectrum of the subalgebra spanned by the fi’s, we may, by
further restricting M 1 and c1, assume that the morphism M 1 Ñ c1 is smooth
and surjective. In particular, the differentials of the fi’s span the orthogonal
complement to the image gx of g˚ Ñ TxM

1, at every point x PM 1. It follows
easily from the definitions, now, that these functions Poisson-commute iff gx
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is a coisotropic subspace of TxM 1, for all x P M 1. The equivalence of the
first two statements follows.

To prove their equivalence with the third statement (iii), we use [Los09,
Theorem 1.2.4], which states that FpMqG is the fraction field of FrM sG;
equivalently, the generic fiber of M Ñ M � G contains a dense G-orbit.
Moreover, [Los09, Proposition 5.9.1] identifies regular functions in the image
of µ̃G as the intersection of FrM sG with the Poisson center of FpMqG. Hence,
if FpMqG is Poisson-commutative, we have a dense embeddingM �G ãÑ c˚M ,
and the generic fiber over c˚M contains an open G-orbit. Vice versa, if the
generic fiber of µ̃G contains an open G-orbit, the fact that the elements of
Frc˚M s Poisson-commute in FpMq implies, by the same argument as before,
that the generic G-orbit is coisotropic. �

To emphasize some corollaries of the preceding proof, under the equiv-
alent conditions of Proposition 3.5.3, [Los09, Proposition 5.9.1] states that
the invariant-theoretic quotient M � G is equal to the image of µ̃G, and
[Los09, Theorem 1.2.4] identifies FpMqG with the quotient field of FrM sG “
FrImµ̃Gs.

Next, condition (3) that the moment map image meet the nilcone is equiv-
alent to asserting that 0 P a˚ �W is in the image of the invariant moment
map µG. This has several important consequences:

(i) c˚M contains a unique point (also to be denoted by 0) over the point
0 P c˚. Indeed, the Ggr-action lifts to c˚M by functoriality, and the
points over 0 will be the closed Ggr-orbits. Hence, they are the points
in the spectrum of the 0-th graded piece of Frc˚M s. By finiteness of
the morphism c˚M Ñ c, the latter is an integral extension of F “ the
0-th graded piece of Frc˚s, and therefore equal to F.

(ii) The image of µ̃G is all of c˚M . Indeed this image is open by [Los09,
Theorem 1.2.2], so its complement is a closed set that is stable by
Ggr; since it cannot contain the unique point over 0 P c˚, it must be
empty.

(iii) There is a unique closed G ˆ Ggr-orbit M0 Ă M . Indeed, this is
equivalent to FrM sGˆGgr “ F, which follows from FrM sGˆGgr “
pFrM sGqGgr “ Frc˚M sGgr “ F.

Note a special case of this is when M is conical (of degree 2), in
the language of [Los09], which, in our setting, is the case where the
image of M0 is the origin of g˚.

(iv) The closed G ˆ Ggr-orbit M0 is in fact a single G-orbit. This is
because all of them map to 0 in c˚M “ M � G, whose preimage
contains a unique closed G-orbit; but, by Ggr-transitivity, if one of
those orbits is closed, all of them are.

3.5.4. Neutrality. Choose x PM0 (the closed GˆGgr-orbit), and let f be its
(nilpotent) image in g˚. (It is easy to see that the definition of neutrality that
follows will be independent of choice of x.) Since M0 is affine, the stabilizer
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H :“ Gx of x inside G is reductive. A priori, it may be disconnected, i.e.,
we are only asserting the identity component is a connected reductive group;
we do not know of examples where H is disconnected.

Now, H fixes f under the coadjoint action, and the moment map onM0 »

HzG is given by Hg ÞÑ fg. The Ggr-action on M0 commutes with G and
therefore is given by left multiplication by a cocharacter$ : Gm Ñ NpHq{H,
such that f$pλq “ λ2f .

This cocharacter can also be thought of as a cocharacter

$ : Gm Ñ ZGpHq{ZpHq

(where ZGpHq is the centralizer of H in G, and ZpHq is the center of
H). Indeed, both H and NpHq are reductive groups, hence at the level
of Lie algebras we have nphq “ zgphq ˆ

zphq h; therefore, the embedding
ZGpHq{ZpHq Ñ NpHq{H is an isomorphism on identity components.

Definition 3.5.5. With notation as above, the Ggr-action on M will be
called neutral when both of the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) The pair p$, fq lifts to an sl2-pair for G (§ 3.4.1), that
is, under an invariant identification g » g˚, the cochar-
acter $ lifts to a cocharacter of the form λ ÞÑ λh, for
an sl2-triple ph, e, fq.

(ii) (i) implies that the action of pλ´h, λq P GˆGgr stabilizes
x; write

(3.22) $x : λ ÞÑ pλ´h, λq P GˆGgr

for this one-parameter subgroup. Then $x acts by the
identity cocharacter (i.e., by simple scaling) on the fiber
S of the symplectic normal bundle (cf. § 3.3) to the orbit
M0 ĂM .15

Let us observe that:
‚ The lift h of $ has image in ZGpHq. Indeed, otherwise, by the theory
of sl2-modules, adpfqphq ‰ 0; however, the intersection of adpfqpgq
with the centralizer of f is normal in the latter, and nilpotent [Kos59,
Theorem 3.6], while H does not contain a normal unipotent sub-
group, a contradition.

‚ Since H centralizes both f and h, it commutes with the correspond-
ing sl2-triple (obtained by an identification g » g˚) in full.

‚ The sl2-triple occurring here is unique. Indeed, for a given f , any
other choice necessarily has the form h1 “ h`z where (by definition)
z lies in the center of H. By [Kos59, Theorem 3.6], however, z
necessarily has negative weight under h, contradicting the fact that
h centralizes H.

15Since the moment map for the fibers of the symplectic normal bundle is quadratic,
this requirement is compatible with our condition that Ggr act on g˚ by squares.
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‚ The unique sl2 will sometimes be called the Arthur-sl2 attached to
M , for reasons motivated by the role it will play when M is placed
on the spectral side of the Langlands correspondence.

In other words, we have extracted from M a commuting pair H ˆ sl2 in
G, as well as a symplectic H-vector space S; we will prove in Theorem 3.6.1
that, in fact, M can be identified with the Whittaker-induction of S.

3.6. The structure theorem. Let M be a Hamiltonian G ˆ Ggr-space
satisfying the conditions of § 3.5.1. Recall that it admits a unique GˆGgr-
closed orbit M0. Fix a point x P M0 as above, with stabilizer Gx “ H
and image f under the moment map, and recall from the discussion after
Definition 3.5.5 that its image f P g˚ (under the moment map) belongs
to a unique sl2-pair p$, fq (or, after fixing g » g˚, an sl2-triple ph, e, fq),
commuting with H and describing the action of Ggr near M0.

Theorem 3.6.1. Let M be a Hamiltonian G-space satisfying the conditions
of § 3.5.1. Let x P M0 be a point in the closed G ˆ Ggr-orbit M0, with
stabilizer H, and let S be the fiber of the symplectic normal bundle to M0 at
x. Then, there is a unique GˆGgr-equivariant isomorphism of Hamiltonian
G-spaces

(3.23) M »Whittaker induction of S from pH, sl2q

which carries x to the basepoint of the Whittaker induction (see discussion
after (3.12)) and induces there the identity on symplectic normal bundles.

Remark 3.6.2. The inducing space S̃ of (3.11) is coisotropic for H, and in
fact also for a smaller subgroup – see Proposition 3.6.3 below.

The idea of the proof is as follows. Recall, from the discussion of § 3.3.1,
that one can “recognize” M as a Hamiltonian induction from HU by produc-
ing an HU -stable Lagrangian correspondence betweenM and a Hamiltonian
HU -space. Fix x PM0 and let Gm act by (3.22); the Hamiltonian HU -space
S̃ of (3.11) will be the weight-one subspace of TxM0; the Lagrangian corre-
spondence will have image the set of points that contract to x under (3.22).

Proof. We use the sl2-pair to decompose g as in (3.8) and use notation as
described there. Let Gm act by the cocharacter

$x : pλ´h, λq P GˆGgr

on M , so that it stabilizes x, by condition (5).
Let M` Ă M be the subscheme of points that this Gm-action contracts

to x; as a functor, for a test scheme T , M`pT q is the set of Gm-equivariant
maps m : A1 ˆ T Ñ M such that mpt0u ˆ T q “ x. In particular, there is a
morphism

m : Ga ˆM` ÑM,

classified by the identity morphism of M`. By the theorem of Bialynicki-
Birula [BB73],M` is a smooth scheme, whose tangent space at x is identified
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with the sum of positive weight spaces for Gm on TxM . Moreover, M` is
(non-canonically) Gm-equivariantly isomorphic to this tangent space. M` is
fixed under HU because H fixes x, and Gm contracts U ; that is to say, for
z PM,λ P Gm, u P U we have

(3.24) z ¨ u ¨$xpλq “ z ¨$xpλq ¨ rλ
huλ´hs.

(For example, in the setting of Example 3.4.6, if we take x to be the
basepoint f ˆ idG, then M` is identified with a single cotangent fiber of
T ˚pX,Ψq.)

Repeating the same considerations for the coadjoint representation g˚,
where Gm is now acting through the product of the scaling square action
and the left coadjoint action of λh, we see that the map m lives over a
correspondingly defined

Ga ˆ pf ` g˚ě´1q Ñ pf ` g˚ě´1q.

Here, g˚ě´1 is the sum of weight spaces with weights ě ´1 for the left coad-
joint action of h, so that pf ` g˚ě´1q is the subset of points contracting to f
under the Gm-action.

Let us study the tangent space TxM . It contains TxM0, which is the
tangent space to the G-orbit through x and so identified with g{h. The
orthogonal complement to this orbit is the kernel of the derivative of the
moment map at x. Recalling the convention d 〈Z, µ〉 “ ωpZ, ‚q for the mo-
ment map, we see that TxM0 X pTxM0q

K “ gf{h (with gf the stabilizer of
f P g˚). We get a filtration

(3.25) 0 Ă TxM0 X pTxM0q
K

loooooooooomoooooooooon

V1“gf {h

Ă g{h
loomoon

TxM0

Ă TxM0 ` pTxM0q
K

loooooooooomoooooooooon

V2“V K1

Ă TxM,

about which we know the following:
(1) The orbit map gives an injection g{h ãÑ TxM , and the restriction of

the symplectic form to g{h is given by

ωpZ1, Z2q “ 〈ad˚pZ1qpfq, Z2〉 “ ´ 〈f, rZ1, Z2s〉 .
(2) The quotient V2{V1 is symplectic, and g{gf , endowed with the sym-

plectic form above, injects into it. Let S be the orthogonal com-
plement of g{gf inside V2{V1; hence, S is a symplectic vector space,
and

V2{V1 “ S ‘ g{gf ,

an isomorphism of symplectic vector spaces.
(3) The Gm-action via $x on the embedded g{h is given by λ ÞÑ Adpλhq

(left adjoint action), and the restriction of this to V1 “ gf{h has
weights ď 0. Since Ggr acts on the symplectic form through squaring,
the weights of $x on V1 are ď 0, and its weights on its dual, TxM{V2,
are ě 2.

(4) The weights of Gm on TxM{TxM0 are, by the discussion above, all
ě 1, since they are all either weights on S or on TXM{V2.
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It follows that the weight-1 subspace of TxM` can be identified with the
weight-1 subspace of V2{V1, which in turn is identified with the symplectic
space

S̃ :“ S ‘ u{u`

Claim: There is a unique HU ¸Gm-equivariant morphism

(3.26) Λ : M` Ñ S̃

(where Gm is embedded in GˆGgr by$x), sending x to 0 and
such that the differential at x induces the natural projection
TxM Ñ S̃ to the weight one subspace. It has the properties
that the restriction of the symplectic form to M` is obtained
by pullback, and is compatible with moment maps, in the
sense that the diagram

(3.27) M`
Λ //

µ

��

S̃

��
g˚ // ph` uq˚

commutes; the right vertical arrow here is the moment map
for HU acting on S̃, defined as in (3.11). The induced map

(3.28) M` Ñ S̃ ˆph`uq˚ g˚

is an isomorphism.
Proof of claim: Set Λ : M` Ñ TxM` to be the partial differential of m at

0 P Ga,
dGam : ga ˆM` Ñ TxM`

evaluated at 1 P ga. Clearly, Λ takes image in the weight-1 space S̃ :“ S‘u1.
Then the differential dΛ : TM` Ñ S̃ Ă TxM` can also be computed as the
limit limtÑ0 λptq where λptq : TM` Ñ TM` is induced by the $x-action
on M` multiplied by the inverse of the scaling action on the fibers – this
can easily be inferred from the existence of a (noncanonical) Gm-equivariant
isomorphism M` » TxM`, guaranteed by the theorem of Bialynicki-Birula.
Clearly, λptq preserves symplectic forms, so Λ also preserves symplectic pair-
ings. Uniqueness of Λ follows from the fact that the coordinate ring of M`

is graded by the Gm-action, with the 1-graded piece identified with the dual
vector space to S̃.

The map Λ is H-equivariant because the H-action on M` commutes with
the Gm-action. It is also U -equivariant with reference to the natural action
of U on S̃ – trivial on S, and translation on u1 via U Ñ u{u` » u1; this
follows from (3.24). Since any two moment maps for the action of HU differ
by translation, to verify that the diagram (3.27) commutes it is enough to
show that they agree at a single point. Taking x to be that point, we see
that both routes evaluate to the image of f in ph` uq˚.
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The induced map (3.28) is an isomorphism because its differential at x
induces an isomorphism (because there are compatible Gm-actions on both
sides with unique fixed point x and its image). In more detail, given the fact
that the moment map S Ñ h˚ is quadratic, the tangent space of S̃ˆph`uq˚ g˚

at the image of x is naturally identified with S̃‘phuqK; hence, the differential
at x is a map

TxM` Ñ S̃ ‘ phuqK.

The projection to S̃ is the natural projection to the weight-1 subspace, whose
kernel is the sum pTxM`q

ě2 of weight spaces on TxM` with weight ě 2, or
equivalently the corresponding definition pTxMqě2 for M . The differential
of the moment map gives TxM Ñ g˚; the image of this map is hK and its
kernel is TxMK

0 . The weight ě 2 subspace of this kernel is however trivial,
because it is a subspace of the weight ě 2 subspace of of pTxM{TxM0q

˚.
Therefore, pTxM`q

ě2 is identified identified by means of the moment map
with the weight ě 2 subspace of hK, which is the same as ph ` uqK. This
concludes the proof of the claim.

We are now in the situation discussed in (3.5) and the subsequent discus-
sion, namely, we have a Lagrangian correspondence as in (3.5):

(3.29) M`

��

// M

S̃˝

where as before the superscript ˝ means that the symplectic form has been
negated. Then, as in (3.6), M` ˆ

HU G gives a Lagrangian correspondence
between M and the Hamiltonian induction of S̃, and the induced map to
this Hamiltonian induction is an isomorphism, by what we just proved in
(3.28). That is to say, we get a G-equivariant map

$ : h-indGHU S̃p“M` ˆHU Gq ÑM

preserving symplectic forms. Since – examining (3.25) – both sides have
the same dimension, $ is an isomorphism on tangent spaces everywhere.
Therefore $ is an unramified morphisms between smooth varieties of the
same dimension; it is then automatically étale.

We will now argue that $ is an isomorphism. To do so it is enough to
argue that $ is finite; it is then a finite étale cover, and its degree is constant
on the target; then use the fact that the preimages of points in M0 under $
have size 1, which will follow from inspection of what is happening on the
closed orbit.

To verify the desired finiteness, we invoke a lemma of Luna [Lun73,
Lemme, p89] deduced from Zariski’s main theorem. Set M 1 to be the source
h-indGHU S̃ of $; so we have a morphism

$ : M 1 ÑM
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of G ˆ Gm-varieties. Luna’s lemma shows that finiteness is assured if both
varieties are affine and $ has finite fibers, carries closed orbits to closed
orbits, and induces a finite map on invariant theoretic quotients.

That M 1 is affine follows from the structure theorem (3.16) for vectorial
Whittaker induction. The only G ˆ Gm-invariant functions in FpMq are
constants. Therefore, FpM 1q being algebraic over FpMq, the same is true for
M 1. Therefore, FrM 1sGˆGm “ F; so M 1 has a unique G ˆ Gm-closed orbit,
which by construction is carried to the closed G ˆ Gm-orbit on M , and
moreover the invariant theoretic quotients are both points. By inspection,
the map $ : M 1 Ñ M is an isomorphism on these closed orbits. This
concludes our proof that $ is finite, and therefore, as argued above, that it
is an isomorphism.

Regarding uniqueness, take any GˆGgr-equivariant automorphism of M
as a Hamiltonian space preserving x and acting trivially on the symplectic
normal bundle S. This induces an automorphism of M` that is necessarily
trivial by the uniqueness statement of the Claim above. Thus the original
automorphism ofM is also trivial onG¨M`, which contains an open subset of
M (e.g., by consideration of tangent spaces at x), and so the automorphism
is trivial. �

The following proposition provides sufficient and necessary conditions for
a Whittaker induction as in the Structure Theorem 3.6.1 to be coisotropic.

Proposition 3.6.3. For a Whittaker-induced space M as in (3.12), if the
subgroup H is reductive, the quotient Y “ HUzG is quasiaffine. The Whit-
taker induction (3.12) is coisotropic if and only if Y is spherical, and the
inducing symplectic space S̃ (in the notation of 3.11) is coisotropic for the
generic stabilizer of G on T ˚Y . It is hyperspherical under the Ggr-action
described in § 3.4.5 iff, in addition, it satisfies (4).

Proof. To prove that Y is quasiaffine, it is enough to show thatH is contained
in the kernel of a P -regular dominant character of L, where P “ LU is the
parabolic defined by the nonnegative eigenspaces for the element h of the
sl2-triple. (We call a character P -regular if it does not extend to a larger
Levi subgroup.) Such a character is provided by the element h itself, which
becomes the differential of a character by means of an invariant isomorphism
g˚ » g (restricted to the Lie algebra of L). This character is trivial on H
because h belongs to an sl2 ãÑ g that commutes with h. This proves the
quasiaffine property.

By Proposition 3.5.3,M is coisotropic iff the general nonempty fiber of the
invariant moment map M Ñ c˚ contains an open (not necessarily dense) or-
bit. In our arguments, we will repeatedly use partial “Springer–Grothendieck
resolutions” of g˚, determined by classes Q of parabolics, and defined as

rgQ˚ “ tpZ,Qq|Z P uKQ Ă g˚u,

that is, pairs consisting of a coadjoint vector and a parabolic in the given
class whose nilradical is orthogonal to the given vector. We recall that the
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forgetful map rgQ˚ Ñ g˚ is surjective and proper, and that it is finite over
the set of Q-regular elements – this can be taken as a definition of Q-regular,
but under g˚ » g this is also the set of all Z that belong to a finite number of
parabolic Lie algebras LiepQq, Q P Q. Choosing a representative Q P Q, the
space rgQ˚ can also be written uKQ ˆ

Q G. It lives over c˚Q “ the analog of c˚

for the Levi quotient of any representative Q P Q (as they are all canonically
isomorphic).

Therefore, if the Hamiltonian space M is such that its moment image
consists, generically, of Q-regular elements, it is coisotropic iff the general
nonempty fiber of the base-change map M̃Q Ñ c˚Q contains an open orbit,
where

M̃Q “M ˆg˚ rg
Q˚ “MuKQ ˆQ G.

Closely related to this construction is the polarized cotangent bundle,
defined as

(3.30) M̂ “M ˆc˚ a˚.

By (3.12), the space M is fibered over Y . By [Kno90, Satz 2.3], there
is a parabolic Q, a Levi decomposition Q “ RUQ, and an open Q-stable
subvariety YQ with

(3.31) YQ » R0zQˆ V

as a Q-variety, where R0 Ą rR,Rs, and V is a variety with trivial Q-action.
We will use the presentation (3.12) forM , and, without loss of generality, the
coset of 1 in Y “ HUzG belongs to YQ, which means that UQ is “opposite”
to U , i.e., YQ lives over the open Q-orbit on P zG. Note that Y is spherical
iff V is 0-dimensional (hence, by connectedness, a point).

Set AY “ R{R0. From (3.31) it is clear that the generic stabilizer for the
Q-action on Y is conjugate to R0. It is known from a construction of Knop
that this is also the generic stabilizer for the action of G on T ˚Y . More
precisely, Knop [Kno94, § 3] produces polarized cotangent vectors on Y by
using the Q-moment map on YQ. Namely, the isomorphism (3.31) implies

that T ˚Y
uKQ
Q “ T ˚AY ˆ T

˚V ˆ UQ, in such a way that the diagram

T ˚Y
uKQ
Q

//

��

T ˚Y

��
a˚Y Ă a˚ // c˚

commutes, where the projection to a˚Y is trivial on T ˚V , and the natural
projection on T ˚AY . Since Y is quasiaffine, [Kno94, Lemma 3.1] implies
that the generic element of a˚Y is Q-regular, and this implies that the map

ĆT ˚Y
Q
Ą T ˚Y

uKQ
Q ˆQ GÑ T ˚Y
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(where the embedding on the left is open) is generically finite and that the
G-stabilizer of a generic element in T ˚Y is conjugate to the Q-stabilizer of
a generic element in ĆT ˚Y

Q
, hence conjugate to R0.

We can adapt Knop’s construction to the Whittaker-induced space M , as
follows: Recall, first, the structure of M as a Whittaker induction (3.12),

M “ S̃ ˆHUph`uq˚ T
˚G.

It maps naturally to Y , and we can restrict it to the open set YQ. If we denote
by GQ the preimage of YQ under the action map, we have GQ “ UH ˆR0 Q,
equivariantly under the left-HU - and right-Q-action, hence

T ˚GQ “ T ˚pUHq ˆR0

r˚0
T ˚Qˆ T ˚V,

compatibly with the left moment map to ph`uq˚ and the right moment map
to q˚ (where the T ˚V -factor does not affect the moment map). Hence,

M |YQ “ S̃ ˆR0

r˚0
T ˚Qˆ T ˚V,

compatibly with the moment map to q˚. Hence, the open subset pM̃Qq1 “

M |YQ
uKQ ˆQ G of the Q-cover M̃Q is equal to

(3.32) pM̃Qq1 “ S̃ ˆR0

r˚0
T ˚Rˆ T ˚V ˆR G.

We have a natural action of a˚Y on the affine space c˚R (descending from
its action on a˚), with quotient c˚R0

. The presentation (3.32) shows that
the invariant moment image of pM̃Qq1 in c˚R is equal to the preimage of
the invariant moment image of S̃ (considered as an R0-space) in c˚R0

. In
particular, by theQ-regularity of the generic element of a˚Y , mentioned above,
the invariant moment image consists generically of Q-regular elements, and
M is coisotropic iff the general nonempty fiber of pM̃Qq1 Ñ c˚R contains an
open G-orbit. Clearly, again by (3.32), this is equivalent to requiring that
dimT ˚V “ 0, and the generic nonempty fiber of S̃ Ñ c˚R0

contain an open
R0-orbit; that is, that Y be spherical and S̃ be a coisotropic R0-space.

If, in addition, we assume (4), then all the defining conditions for “hyper-
spherical” are satisfied (the affine property by Lemma 3.4.9). �

Remark 3.6.4. A neutral Gm-action on such a Hamiltonian G-space M is
clearly quite rigid and it is likely that it is in fact unique; it would be nice
to prove this.

3.7. Polarization by twisted cotangent bundles. We now discuss the
question of polarizing M in a fashion that is compatible with the G-action
and our later needs. When such a polarization exists there is a distinguished
class of them – “up to the question of polarizing a symplectic vector space.”

We continue to consider a hyperspherical Hamiltonian G-space, i.e., one
that satisfies the conditions of § 3.5.1. As in the discussion after Definition
3.5.5, any point x P M0 (the closed G ˆ Ggr-orbit) gives rise to an sl2-pair
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commuting with the stabilizer H “ Gx, and via Theorem 3.6.1 we get a map
M Ñ HUzG. Let S be, as before, the symplectic normal bundle to M0.

Definition 3.7.1. We say that M admits a distinguished polarization if the
weight-1 component u1 Ă u vanishes, and there is a Lagrangian H-stable
decomposition

S “ S` ‘ S´,

In this case we will also call the choice of such a decomposition a distin-
guished polarization of S.

Remark 3.7.2. The assumption that the weight-1 component of u vanishes
can be replaced, for many purposes of this paper, by the assumption that
there exists anH-stable Lagrangian space in u1. We have not done so, largely
because this would add the additional complication of verifying independence
of Lagrangians at various stages. We do not foresee any difficulty in doing
this.

Note that, by the theory of sl2-modules, the vanishing of u1 is equivalent
to evenness, i.e., h acts on g with even weights only.

In this setting, notice the following:

Lemma 3.7.3. Assume that h acts on g with even weights. Then, the ad-
ditive character f of u is generic; that is, it lies in the open L-orbit on
HomLiepu, gaq, where L is the Levi quotient of the parabolic whose unipotent
radical is U .

Proof. By the theory of sl2-modules, the abelianization u{ru, us is isomorphic
to the weight-2 eigenspace u2 under the canonical projection. Indeed, all
eigenspaces of u of weight ą 2 are generated by the 2-eigenspace under the
adjoint action of e, and, vice versa, all weight 2 vectors commute up to
vectors of weight ą 2.

The dual u˚2 decomposes as an L-module into a direct sum
ř

αP∆r∆L
u˚2,α,

where ∆, ∆L denote the simple roots of G and L, respectively, and the center
of L acts on u˚2,α by the character ´α [ABS90].

We claim that the character f has nontrivial projections to all summands
u˚2,α, i.e., nontrivial restrictions to all the irreducible L-submodules u2,α of
u2. Indeed, the adjoint action of f sends u2,α injectively into l, therefore
for every nonzero x P u2,α there is a y P l such that (under the invariant
symmetric bilinear form identifying g with g˚)

0 ‰ xrf, xs, yy “ xf, rx, ysy,

hence f does not vanish on the L-module generated by x.
By the equivalent conditions of [SV17, Lemma 2.6.1], the nonvanishing of

f on all u2,α means that it is generic. �

In this case, M has the structure of twisted cotangent bundle: Take

(3.33) X “ S` ˆHU G, Ψ “ S` ˆHU
1

G,
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with U 1 the kernel of U Ñ Ga. We may identify M “ T ˚pX,Ψq, in the
notation of § 3.2.1. We can also write this as

(3.34) pX,Ψq “ IndGP pXL,ΨLq,

where P is the parabolic with unipotent radical U (and Levi quotient L,
IndGP Y denotes the variety Y ˆP G, and pXL,ΨLq denote the pair of P -
varieties pS`ˆHUP, S`ˆHU 1P 1q. Since the additive character U{U 1 „ÝÑ Ga is
generic by Lemma 3.7.3, we are in the setting of “Whittaker-type reduction,”
as introduced in [SV17, § 2.6].

The neutral Ggr-action on M , described in § 3.4.5, is induced by one on
X that is covered by an action on Ψ; namely, the action of λ P Ggr on X is
given by λ ¨ ps`, gq “ pλs`, λhgq, and the same formula on Ψ. The Ga- and
Ggr-actions on Ψ combine to a left action of Ga ¸ Ggr, where Ggr acts on
Ga by λ ¨ x ¨ λ´1 “ λ2x.

We now examine what conditions on X are forced by the conditions of
§ 3.5.

Proposition 3.7.4. When a hyperspherical varietyM admits a distinguished
polarization M “ T ˚pX,Ψq, then

(a) X is a spherical G-variety, and
(b) the B-stabilizers of points in the open B-orbit on X are connected.

In particular, X has no roots of type N (for this terminology, see §4.3.3).
Vice versa, a Whittaker-induced Hamiltonian space M which admits a polar-
ization of the form (3.33) (with H reductive) is hyperspherical if it satisfies
these conditions.

We recall that a (normal) G-variety is spherical if a Borel subgroup of G
acts with a Zariski open orbit. See also Remark 4.2.1 for an interpretation
of condition (b) in terms of the combinatorial data attached to a spherical
variety.

Proof. The equivalence of (a)–(b) with the hyperspherical property follows
from Proposition 3.6.3, if we prove that the connectedness of generic stabi-
lizers on M (Condition 4) is equivalent to Condition (b).

If the generic Borel stabilizers on X are disconnected, since X is quasi-
affine (again by Proposition 3.6.3, by [Kno90, Korollar 8.2], whose proof also
applies to the twisted case, the generic stabilizer of G on T ˚X is disconnected
– contradicting our assumptions.

The statement about roots of type N is a consequence of (b), see Remark
4.2.1. �

3.8. Eigenmeasures. Given a distinguished polarization M “ T ˚pX,Ψq
there is a further condition on X that is important:

We may ask that X admits a nowhere vanishing eigen-volume form, i.e.,
a nowhere vanishing algebraic differential form of top degree, with the prop-
erty that, up to scaling, it is preserved by G. Such a form is then also
automatically preserved up to scaling by Ggr; for its translate by Ggr gives
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another form ω1 with the same G-eigencharacter, and then ω1{ω is a nowhere
vanishing G-invariant function on X, so constant (since X admits an open
G-orbit, by Proposition 3.7.4).

In particular, having fixed such a form ω, it determines a character η :
GÑ Gm and an integer γ P Z with the property that

(3.35) pg, λq˚ω “ ηpgqλγ ¨ ω.

To appreciate the relevance of this condition, we note that the conjectures
that we are about to formulate in this paper are best “calibrated” by working
with half-densities on X, rather than functions. However, half-densities are
a little awkward geometrically and arithmetically, and we would like to have
the possibility to translate to functions. The existence of such an eigenform
allows us to do so.

3.8.1. Translation in terms of H. Although the above definition makes sense
for an arbitrary G ˆ Ggr-space X with open G-orbit and eigenform, let us
specialize to the case of (3.33) and explicate the situation.

Let η be the character by which H acts on the top exterior power of
the tangent space at the point p0, 1q P S` ˆHU G “ X. Then X admits a
nowhere vanishing eigen-volume form ω if and only if η extends to a character
of G (to be denoted by the same letter); for any such extension, there is a
unique, up to scaling, eigen-volume form on X with eigencharacter η. (To
help with signs, it may be helpful to observe that that the action of H on
the tangent space is defined as a right action, via pushforward v ÞÑ h˚v of
tangent vectors, while the action on functions and differential forms is defined
as a left action.) In this situation we readily compute that the quantity γ of
(3.35) is given by

(3.36) γ “ dimpS`q ´ x2ρ,$y,

where $ is the character associated to the SL2 for pG,Mq, and 2ρ is the sum
of roots on U . Later on we will frequently encounter the following expression,
which we also compute for later reference

(3.37) βX :“ dimpGq ` γ ´ dimpXq “ dimpHUq ´ x2ρ,$y.

3.8.2. Why we allow ourselves to often assume that X has an eigenmeasure.
The assumption that X admits an eigen-volume form is innocuous for us.
Most of the issues we consider in this paper can be reduced to that case,
although we have not at present written this out in all cases; and, moreover,
the choice of eigen-volume form makes no difference.

First of all, even if X does not have such an eigen-volume form, there is a
Gm-cover of it that does: Indeed, replace H by the kernel H0 of the character
η above.16 Consider the variety X̃ “ S`ˆH0U G, as a G̃ “ H{H0ˆG-space.
By this technique, many issues studied in this paper can be reduced to the
case when X has an eigenmeasure.

16Note that η is necessarily nontrivial, for otherwise X would have an eigen-volume
form, and so H0 is a proper subgroup of H.
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Example 3.8.3. Take G “ GL3 and X “ Gm ¨UzG, where Gm is embedded

in the p1, 1q entry and U is

˜

1 0 ˚

0 1 ˚

0 0 1

¸

; we equip X with the Ga-torsor

defined by the homomorphism U Ñ Ga defined by the p2, 3q entry. Then X
does not have an eigenmeasure; however,

X̃ “ UzG as a GˆGm-space

does have an eigenmeasure, where Gm is again acting through the p1, 1q-
entry, and X̃{Gm “ X as a G-space. The space X̃ represents the standard
L-function of GˆGm.

Secondly, an eigenmeasure is not unique. What actually plays a bigger
role for us is the character η, and it too is therefore not uniquely defined.
However, the resulting ambiguity is again essentially irrelevant for us. From
the point of view of our later duality theory, two eigenmeasures ω and ω1 in-
duce characters η, η1 with the following property: the dual of η1{η, considered
now as a central cocharacter Gm ÝÑ Ǧ, will act trivially on the Hamiltonian
space dual to X. Our local and global conjectures will apparently use the
choice of η, but this fact means that the choice does not matter.

3.9. Preliminary discussion of rationality. Throughout this chapter we
have worked with hyperspherical varieties pG,Mq over the algebraically closed
field F.

It is, of course, desirable to have a theory over general fields or rings.
For this purpose we will introduce in Definition 3.9.3 below the notion of
“hyperspherical datum over rings.” This very limited notion is far from
satisfactory, but it gives a convenient way of producing examples sufficient
for our current purposes.

Our primary motivation to understand the theory over general F arises
from automorphic forms. We will discuss this motivation in §3.9.6. Perhaps
the main take-away is that, for F not algebraically closed, the hyperspherical
datum over F best adapted to automorphic phenomena is not always the
most obvious one.

3.9.1. Forms of a hyperspherical datum over a ring. How should we define
the notion of “hyperspherical variety pG,Mq over a ring R?”

The theory of reductive group schemes, mentioned again below, gives a
satisfactory notion of a form of G over R. For M , the most optimistic and
pleasing interpretation would be a smooth affine R-scheme equipped with
an action of GR ˆ Ggr and a Poisson bracket of degree ´2 relative to the
Ggr-action, which arise in fact from a symplectic structure on each geometric
fiber. Ideally speaking, we would then formulate the definition from §3.5.1
in a way that made sense relative to Spec R, and then develop our structure
theory in that context.

We have not proceeded in such a systematic way. Rather we will content
ourselves with a simple way of constructing useful examples over rings.
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Our Structure Theorem 3.6.1 asserts that, over C, a hyperspherical variety
is defined by a linear-algebraic datum D:

(3.38) D “ ι : H Ñ G, commuting sl2-pair ph, fq, and ρ : H Ñ Sp2g.

Here we note that h is a cocharacter Gm Ñ G, and not merely an element
of the Lie algebra.

A distinguished polarization pX,Ψq of a hyperspherical variety M is also
specified by linear-algebraic data, namely

(3.39) D` “ ι : H Ñ G, commuting sl2-pair ph, fq, and ρ` : H Ñ GLg.

whose restriction to SL2 is even, in the sense that g is a sum of odd-
dimensional SL2-representations. The associated datum D is obtained by
replacing ρ` by its composition ρ with the standard inclusion GLg Ñ Sp2g.

Remark 3.9.2. For later use, we observe that, given a datum D with asso-
ciated ρ : H Ñ Sp2g, any two choices of ρ` – say ρ`1 and ρ`2 – must differ in
the following way: The ρ`i factor as αi ˝ ρ, with

H
ρ
Ñ

ź

GLgi
αi
Ñ GLg

where
ř

gi “ g and αi is obtained by taking the direct sum of either the
standard or the dual of the standard representation of each factor GLgi . This
amounts to the simple fact that, for a reductive group H and representation
V “

À

Wi‘ (with Wi irreducible), any polarization of T ˚V is isomorphic as
H-representation to

À

(Wi or W ˚
i ).

It is very easy to define the notion of a “form of D over a ring,” by using the
existing satisfactory theory of reductive group schemes developed in [DAG70]
(see also [Con14, §3, §5]); in particular, the geometric fibers of such a group
scheme are reductive, the isomorphism class of the associated root data is
locally constant on the base, and there is a notion of a split reductive group
scheme, obtained by base change from the Chevalley group scheme over Z.
(See also the discussion surrounding [Con14, Definition 5.1.1].)

We note that, following the usual convention, “reductive group schemes”
are required to have connected geometric fibers. Therefore, the following
definition only models hyperspherical varieties where H is connected. We
know of no examples where H is not connected, but do not have a proof that
this is implied by hypersphericity.

Definition 3.9.3. Let R be a subring of C, and G a reductive group scheme
over R.

(i) A sl2-pair over R is a pair

ph : Gm Ñ G, f P g˚Rq

arising from a homomorphism ρ : SL2 Ñ G of group schemes over
R, where h comes by restriction to the maximal torus, and f arises
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from dρ

„

0 0
1 0



by means of a G-equivariant isomorphism gR Ñ g˚R.

(See below for discussion.)
(ii) Given data D as in (3.38) an R-form of D (for any ring R) consists

in reductive group schemes H,G over R, a homomorphism ρ : H Ñ

Sp2g of R-group schemes, and an sl2-pair ph, fq over R centralized
by H, such that ι|H is a closed immersion and one recovers D after
base change via RÑ C.

(iii) We say that D{R is split if HR, GR are split, i.e., they are the Cheval-
ley forms over R. Similar language will be used for a “polarized da-
tum” as in (3.39).

Remark 3.9.4. (The bilinear forms in the definition of sl2-pair): Our use of
a G-equivariant isomorphism gR Ñ g˚R in (i) (equivalently, a nondegenerate,
G-invariant bilinear form on gR) is, certainly, a little crass. We leave to
future work a more intrinsic formulation. Such a bilinear form as above
always exists if 17

(3.41) NG “
ź

pP2YB

p

is invertible in R, where B ranges over the set of all primes that are not very
good for G. Explicitly, the primes in B are divisors of n`1 for type An, 2 for
other classical types, t2, 3u for all exceptional types except E8, and t2, 3, 5u
for E8. We will only use the above definition when NG is invertible in R.

Remark 3.9.5. Suppose in particular that R Ă C is a field. Then, given
the split R-form D{R, the formula (3.12) defines a smooth scheme M over
R, whose geometric fibers are symplectic varieties; the pair pG,Mq can then
be reasonably called a hyperspherical variety over R.

Note that the same reasoning also applies when R is not a field (e.g. R
a suitable localization of Z), but it is not obvious that the quotient defined
by (3.12), a priori a stack, is represented by an affine scheme: Our analysis
used the theory of Slodowy slices (§3.4.8) and to use this argument one
must assume that a certain list of “bad” primes, relative to the sl2-pair, is
invertible. See [Ric17, Theorem 4.3.3] for the case of the principal sl2; it
should be routine to formulate an explicit list of bad primes.

It is entirely possible, however, that the quotient of (3.12) is in fact rep-
resented by an affine scheme under weaker conditions. This is an interesting

17When G is the Chevalley form of a semisimple group the existence of such a form is
proved in [Ric17, Lemma 4.2.3]; see also [SS70, §4]. The general case reduces to this one,
as follows: We have an isogeny Z ˆ Gsc

Ñ G where Z is the connected center of G, and
Gsc is the simply connected cover of the derived group of G. The kernel of this isogeny is
isomorphism to a subgroup of the center of Gsc, and in particular has order divisible only
by “bad” primes excluded above. It follows that we have an isomorphism of Lie algebras

(3.40) zR ‘ gsc
R Ñ gR.

which permits us to extend an invariant bilinear form from gsc
R to gR.
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and important question to investigate, and seems to be the case in some
simple examples we examined.

3.9.6. Some automorphic examples and motivation. The following discussion
presupposes some familiarity with the conjectures in the remainder of the
paper; it is motivational and can be skipped. The main takeaway from the
section is that the “best” form of pG,Mq may not be the most obvious one.
A related discussion, but on the spectral side, is given in §4.8.

In the Langlands program we are concerned with reductive groups G over
arithmetic fields F of several types – for example, F could be the function
field of a projective curve Σ over a finite field, or a number field, or a local
field. Correspondingly, we want to be able to work with pG,Mq over the
same types of fields. Now, the automorphic data corresponding to M is
sensitive to the form of M over F , and not only to its isomorphism class
over F̄ . Here is an example:

Example 3.9.7. Let F be a local field. The space Xd of 2 ˆ 2-matrices of
determinant d P Fˆ, under the action of G “ SL2 ˆ SL2, is isomorphic to
the space X “ X1 “ SL2 over the algebraic closure, but not necessarily over
F . The set of X-distinguished irreducible representations π ãÑ C8pXpF qq
consists of those of the form π “ τ̃ b τ , while for Xd they are of the form
τ̃dbτ , where τ̃d is the twist of τ̃ (= the contragredient of τ) by the automor-
phism given by conjugation by diagpd, 1q. For the purposes of the Langlands
parametrization, this automorphism does not change the L-parameter, but
can act nontrivially on the elements of an L-packet.

In the language just introduced, both X,Xd are defined by polarized hy-
perspherical data, with trivial SL2; what differs is the F -form of the embed-
ding H Ñ G.

A point of crucial interest to us is that the form of M or X that interacts
in the cleanest way with the local Langlands conjecture may not be the
obvious one. The following example can be considered a generalization of
the d “ ´1 case of the previous one:

Example 3.9.8. Consider the group G “ H ˆH, where H is a quasisplit
reductive group, and both copies of H are assumed to carry the same pinning
fH P h˚. Let X be the G-space H, i.e., X is the quotient ∆HzH ˆH and
let X 1 be the following form of X:

X 1 “ ∆1HzpH ˆHq,

where

∆1H “ graph of the inner automorphismp´1qρ̌H : H Ñ H.

(The half sum of positive coroots ρ̌H is considered as a cocharacter into
the group of inner automorphisms of H via the pinning fixed.) Note that
this inner automorphism (let us denote it by ι) is the one connecting the
Chevalley and duality involutions (see § 2.5.2): hd “ phcqι.
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As we now explain, it is functions onX 1, rather than functions onX, which
look more natural on the spectral side of the Langlands correspondence:

Consider a tempered local L-parameter φ for H; according to the local
Langlands conjectures as refined by Vogan [Vog93], the choice of a Whit-
taker model for H (which is afforded by a combination of the pinning with a
character of the additive group of the field) is supposed to be fixing a base-
point in the Vogan L-packet associated to φ, and a parametrization of the
elements τ of this L-packet by the irreducible representations η of the com-
ponent group of the stabilizer Ȟφ of φ in Ȟ. The pair pφ, ηq can be called
the Langlands–Vogan parameter of τ . The (pinned) Chevalley involution
c of the dual group acts on the set of Langlands–Vogan parameters, and a
naive hypothesis would be that pφc, ηcq is the Langlands–Vogan parameter of
the contragredient representation τ̃ . This is wrong, however, and in [Pra19,
Conjecture 2] Prasad corrected this naive hypothesis by postulating that this
is the Langlands–Vogan parameter of τ̃ ι, the twist of τ̃ by the involution ι.
But the set of tempered representations τ b τ̃ ι is precisely the set of repre-
sentations appearing in the Plancherel formula for the space L2pX 1q, where
T ˚X 1 is the pinned hyperspherical space as above!

In terms of the language just introduced, both X and X 1 are defined by
polarized hyperspherical data, with trivial SL2 and ρ, and with H “ G;
what differs is the embedding ι : H{F ãÑ G{F . As we just saw, X 1 is in
some respects more natural, although the associated embedding ι1 involves
a “strange” conjugation by an involution.

To conclude discussion of this example, let us observe that X and X 1 are
distinguished from one another in the following abstract way: pfH ,´fHq lies
in the F -points of the image of the moment map for T ˚X, but the point
f “ pfH , fHq may not be in the image; on the other hand M 1 “ T ˚X 1

contains f in the (F -point) image of the moment map. This notion will be
formalized later in §4.8: we will say thatM 1 is a pinned hyperspherical space.

4. The dual Hamiltonian space to a polarized hyperspherical
variety

4.1. Outline and motivation. In the previous section §3, whose notation
will be used here, we introduced a certain class of “hyperspherical” Hamilton-
ian G-spaces (see § 3.5) over an algebraically closed field F in characteristic
zero. Throughout this section, we continue to assume thatM satisfies the as-
sumptions of § 3.5, but we assume, in addition, that it admits a distinguished
polarization, in the sense of § 3.7:

M “ T ˚X or M “ T ˚pX,Ψq.

In this polarized case, the theory is quite a lot better developed, and, in the
current section, we will construct an explicit candidate for its Hamiltonian
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dual M̌ in terms of the geometry of spherical varieties.18 This M̌ will be
defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero (although in
§ 4.8 we will also discuss the case where k is not algebraically closed). The
construction will depend on a conjecture (4.3.16), which we have confirmed
on all examples that we checked. We anticipate that the dual will not depend
on the choice of polarization of M (i.e., on the choice of polarization of the
symplectic vector space S, in the notation of § 3.7).

In this way, we will have constructed a class of pairs

pG,Mq and pǦ, M̌q,

with M a polarizable hyperspherical Hamiltonian space, and M̌ satisfying
at least conditions (1), (3), (5) of § 3.5.1.

- We expect M̌ to be a hyperspherical Hamiltonian space, i.e., to sat-
isfy all the conditions of § 3.5.1, but we cannot prove this. (The local
conjecture of § 7.5 implies that it satisfies condition (2).)

- We anticipate that much of the discussion that follows can be gener-
alized to avoid the “polarizability” condition. Indeed, the most ideal
state of affairs would be that the duality

pG,Mq Ø pǦ, M̌q

can be constructed on all hyperspherical Hamiltonian spaces, sat-
isfying suitable auxiliary conditions. A more precise expectation is
formulated in Expectation 5.2.1.

4.1.1. The hyperspherical data for M and M̌ . We now explain what we do
in slightly more detail. We fix a distinguished polarization, thus realizing M
as a twisted cotangent bundle

M “ T ˚pX,Ψq.

In particular, by Proposition 3.7.4 X is spherical and Borel stabilizers in
the open orbit are connected. We also assume that X admits a nowhere
vanishing eigen-volume form with eigencharacter η, which we fix (see § 3.8);
the general situation will be reduced to that case (Lemma 4.4.1 (a), just as
in § 3.8.2).
For notational simplicity we will use X as a symbol for the space

together with the bundle Ψ in what follows. All invariants to be
associated to X, such as its dual group, are, in general, different from the
invariants that would be associated to the space X without the extra data.

Let us recall from Theorem 3.6.1 that our general class of hyperspherical
spaces all arise from triples (fixing g » g˚, for notational simplicity),

(4.1) pH Ă G, sl2 Ă g, S a symplectic H-representation.q

18Several of the invariants associated to spherical varieties and more general G-spaces,
that we are using, have been generalized by Loseu [Los09] to general Hamiltonian G-
spaces. However, several essential elements of our construction of M̌ , such as the dual
group of a spherical variety, are still missing in the general case.
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where the sl2 and H commute.
In the polarized case, as explained in § 3.7, S “ S`‘S´ asH-representation

and M is a twisted cotangent bundle over the space X “ S` ˆHU G. In
more detail, the nilpotent element f of the sl2-triple defines a character of
the Lie algebra u, normalized by H, and integrates to an additive character
U Ñ Ga whose kernel we will denote by U 1. Thus, we have a Ga-bundle (or
trivial bundle, if f “ 0) Ψ :“ S` ˆHU

1

G over X; then, M is the twisted
cotangent bundle associated to Ψ.

We are going to construct the dual M̌ of X from a corresponding datum
on the side of Ǧ:

(4.2) pǦX Ă Ǧ, sl2 Ñ ǧ, SX a self-dual representation of ǦXq

where the sl2 and ǦX commute, which should be understood as dual to
(4.1). We conjecture (Conjecture 4.3.16) that SX admits a ǦX -invariant
symplectic form. This is valid in all cases we have checked, and we can prove
it in the strongly tempered case when Ǧ “ ǦX (Lemma 4.3.17). Assuming
the conjecture, we define the Hamiltonian GˆGgr-space dual to M to be

(4.3) M̌ “Whittaker induction (§ 3.4) of SX from pǦX , sl2q.

Remark 4.1.2. (a) (Notational warning): As remarked in §2.5.3, al-
though ǦX plays a role dual to H, we will not denote that group by
Ȟ, to avoid confusion with the Langlands dual group of H.

(b) In discussing the twisted case it is often convenient to write in the
notation of 3.33:

(4.4) X “ XL ˆ
P G, with XL “ S` ˆH L

where L Ă P are the Levi and parabolic determined by the sl2-triple,
and XL is an affine spherical L-variety. Moreover, the unipotent rad-
ical U comes equipped with an additive character, which by Lemma
3.7.3 is generic.

4.1.3. Contents. With reference to the general outline above, the contents
of the remainder of the section are as follows.

- § 4.2 constructs ǦX and sl2.
- We will construct the ǦX -representation SX in § 4.3 (in a special
case) as well as §4.4 (general case). The reader might want to look
directly at Definitions 4.3.7 and 4.4.3 to get a sense of what ingre-
dients go into the pot: the highest weights are explicitly determined
in terms of B-stable divisors on X.

- §4.5 is not used elsewhere in this section. It discusses a certain ǦX -
representation VX derived from SX . It is VX , rather than SX , which
is most visible in number theory. It helps motivate how we found the
formula for SX .

- § 4.6 examines the issue of “parity” (cf. §2.6).
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- § 4.7 considers the image of the moment map for M̌ ; this is useful in
our study of rationality issues.

- § 4.8 studies certain issues of rationality, both for M and M̌ :
- WhenM is defined over a finite field, we will, in favorable cases,
endow M̌ with a Frobenius action.

- WhenM “ T ˚X (and Ψ is trivial) we will construct a preferred
“split” form of M̌ even over a field k that is not algebraically
closed.

The section has a quite liberal sprinkling of examples which, we hope, will
help the reader digest the general constructions.

4.2. The dual group of a spherical variety. We will start by recalling
some notions from the structure theory of spherical varieties. In particular,
we shall begin by describing the dual group, assuming at first that f “ 0
(i.e., no Whittaker induction). X will therefore be a spherical G-variety over
the algebraically closed field F whose generic B-stabilizers are connected (cf.
Proposition 3.7.4) and admitting a G-eigenmeasure (§3.8); cf. §3.8.2 as to
why this assumption is inocuous.

If B Ă G is a Borel subgroup, the spherical variety X has an open B-orbit
X˝. Let P pXq Ą B be the stabilizer of X˝, and UpXq its unipotent radical.
It is known that UpXq acts freely on X˝, and that the Levi quotient LpXq
acts on X˝{UpXq through a faithful action of a torus quotient LpXq� AX ;
this torus is the universal Cartan of the spherical variety X. More precisely,
there is a choice of Levi subgroup LpXq ãÑ P pXq such that we have an
isomorphism of P pXq-spaces

(4.5) X˝ » TX ˆ UpXq,

where TX is a torsor for AX .
The existence of an eigenmeasure with eigencharacter η means that

(4.6) η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq P X
˚pAXq,

where we use additive notation for the group of characters of A, 2ρ denotes
the sum of positive roots of G, and similarly for 2ρLpXq for the Levi LpXq.
Indeed, the difference 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq is the modular character of the parabolic
P pXq, so the condition above is the condition for the existence of P pXq-
eigenmeasure with eigencharacter η on the open orbit (4.5). To see this we
recall from §3.8.1 that the restriction of η to a point stabilizer is simply the
determinant of its right adjoint action on the tangent space at that point,
which gives the inverse of the modular character.

For any character χ : AX Ñ Gm, there is a unique up to scalar pP pXq, χq-
eigenfunction fχ on X˝, whose logarithmic differential d log fχ

fχ
defines a sec-

tion of the cotangent bundle T ˚X that is independent of the choice of fχ.
Taking linear combinations of those (over F ), we obtain a map

a˚X ˆX
˝ Ñ T ˚X˝,
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where a˚X is the character group of AX tensored with F . Allowing now the
parabolic P pXq to vary in its conjugacy class P, we obtain a G-equivariant
map

a˚X ˆ pX ˆ Pq˝ Ñ T ˚X,

where pX ˆ Pq˝ denotes pairs px, P q with x in the open P -orbit.
Knop shows that the image of this map is dense, and descends to an

isomorphism
T ˚X �G „

ÝÑ c˚X ,

where c˚X “ a˚X �WX for a reflection group WX , the little Weyl group of X,
acting on a˚X . This c˚X is the spectrum of the integral closure of F rg˚sG in
F pT ˚Xq, mentioned in § 3.5 and denoted there by c˚M .

Moreover, Knop shows that this Weyl group WX is the same as the one
constructed by Brion [Bri90], a fundamental chamber of which on aX,R :“
X˚pAXq bZ R is the cone of G-invariant valuations VX Ă aX,R, where a
G-invariant valuation on the function field F pXq is considered as an ele-
ment in the dual of the character group X˚pAXq by restriction to the Borel-
eigenfunctions F pXqpBq. (It is known that this restriction completely iden-
tifies a G-invariant valuation, see [Kno91].)

The data above play a role in the construction of the dual group of X,
which we will think here as a reductive subgroup ǦX Ă Ǧ, with a canon-
ical maximal torus ǍX Ă Ǎ dual to A Ñ AX . The cone VX of invariant
valuations turns out to be the negative Weyl chamber for ǦX , i.e., the one
corresponding to a Borel subgroup opposite to ǦX X B̌, where B̌ is the dis-
tinguished Borel subgroup of Ǧ. The group ǦX was constructed by Knop
and Schalke [KS17], and we expect it to be the same as the one constructed
via the Tannakian formalism by Gaitsgory and Nadler [GN10]. At this point,
we will consider ǦX as a subgroup of Ǧ, unique up to conjugation by the
maximal torus Ǎ; later, in § 4.8.1, we will describe a precise choice of con-
jugate, compatible with the pinning of Ǧ, in order to define the L-group of
the spherical variety.

Remark 4.2.1. For clarity, we emphasize that condition (4) of 3.5.1 ensures
that the group denoted by ǦX in [SV17] is a subgroup of Ǧ, and does
not differ from the one of Gaitsgory–Nadler. Moreover, the same condition
ensures thatX does not have any “spherical roots of type N ,” in the language
of [SV17, § 3.1] which will be recalled in §4.3.3. Indeed, if X has spherical
roots of type N , which by definition means that there is a simple root α
such that the corresponding PGL2-variety X˝Pα{RpPαq is isomorphic to
N pGmqzPGL2 (see also § 4.3), then generic stabilizers for the Borel orbit
are disconnected, contradicting Proposition 3.7.4. Spherical varieties with
roots of type N (a standard example being SOnzSLn for n ě 3) are not
contained in our conjectural duality of Hamiltonian spaces, as we expect
their Hamiltonian dual to be a stack, rather than a smooth variety. This is
an issue that needs to be understood in future work.
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As was shown in [KS17, Proposition 9.10] (see also [SV17, § 3.6]), the
embedding ǦX ãÑ Ǧ commutes with a principal SL2 into the Levi dual to
P pXq:

(4.7) ι : ǦX ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ.

In particular, we observe for later use that the “h” of the associated sl2 Ñ ǧ
is given by

(4.8) h “ 2ρLpXq,

the sum of positive roots for LpXq, considered as a coweight for Ǧ; in the
notation of §3.4.2, this is the differential of the cocharacter denoted $.

4.2.2. The dual group in the case of nontrivial Ψ. In the case of Whittaker
induction, it was explained in [SV17, § 2.6] how to attach a dual group,
that differs from the dual group of the space X, considered without the
Whittaker character. Namely, if pX,Ψq is as in (3.34), we will consider the
abstract based root system of L as a subset of the abstract based root system
of G via the opposite of the parabolic P from which it is Whittaker-induced,
and let ǦX,Ψ be the reductive subgroup of Ǧ generated by ǦXL and all the
simple root spaces corresponding to ˘α, for α P ∆ r ∆L. The simple roots
of ǦX,Ψ are the union of the simple roots of ǦXL and the set ∆ r ∆L.

Under a slightly restrictive condition called the “wavefront” property of
XL, it was proven in [SV17, Proposition 2.6.2] that the Weyl group of ǦX,Ψ
is the one attached by Knop [Kno94] to the Ga-bundle Ψ, viewed as a (non-
spherical) G-space – see also [Sak08, § 5.4]. It would be desirable to extend
this result to the general case; if it does not hold, our definition of ǦX should
be changed, for it to have the Weyl group defined by Knop. However, in this
paper we will proceed with the definition above.

As remarked in §4.1.1, in this situation we will be using X to denote not
just the space but also the data of this Ga-bundle, hence will be denoting
this dual group and its Weyl group simply by ǦX ,WX , etc., keeping in mind
that this is different from the dual group of X without the Ga-torsor.

4.3. The ǦX-representation SX in the case of affine closures. In the
following subsections, we give an ad hoc description of the ǦX -representation
SX , which in all examples that we have considered matches results of [Sak13,
SWa] in a sense to be described in §9.3, and is conjecturally symplectic
(Conjecture 4.3.16).

It is likely that we are “working too hard” here – for example, in the exam-
ples we have examined, all the weights of SX are minuscule, which greatly
simplifies things. This might always be the case, for X affine, spherical, and
smooth; in principle, this could be checked “by hand,” based on the clas-
sification of such varieties by Knop and Van Steirteghem [KVS06]. Until
such simplifications are established, or the reader should take the general
definition with a grain of salt, as a working hypothesis.
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4.3.1. The canonical affine open within X.

Lemma 4.3.2. If X is an affine spherical G-variety, and X‚ denotes the
open G-orbit, the canonical map X‚aff

Ñ X is an open embedding; in par-
ticular, if X is smooth, so is X‚aff .

Here, X‚aff
:“ SpecFrX‚s is the affine completion of the homogeneous

part of X, which we will call the canonical affine open subset of X, and
denote by Xcan. (The spherical condition implies that the coordinate rings
FrXs is finitely generated, since B-eigenspaces are 1-dimensional and the
monoid of B-eigencharacters is finitely generated.) Here, we assume that X
is untwisted, but we will extend the definition to the twisted case below.

Proof. LetX1 Ă X be the complement of all G-stable divisors. It is an affine,
open, and normal (actually smooth, since X is smooth) subvariety, where
the complement of the open G-orbit is of codimension ě 2. By normality,
every regular function on X‚ extends to X1, identifying it with its affine
closure. �

In the twisted case, i.e., when X is endowed with a Ga-torsor Ψ, by (3.34)
we can write pX,Ψq “ IndGP pXL,ΨLq, with XL a smooth, affine, spherical
L-variety, where L is the Levi quotient of a parabolic P , and ΨL is a P -
equivariant Ga-torsor defined by a generic character of the unipotent radical.
In this case, we will define the canonical affine open of X to be

(4.9) Xcan “ IndGP pX
‚
L

aff
q Ă X,

endowed with Ψcan :“ the pullback of the torsor Ψ to it.
In the current section, we will give the definition of SX in a special case,

namely, when pX,Ψq “ pXcan,Ψcanq and satisfies a certain additional combi-
natorial condition, namely, freeness of the color monoid (to be explained). As
it will turn out, this condition is automatically satisfied under our smooth-
ness assumptions, but we will see this when discussing the general case,
in §4.4. For notational simplicity, we will only be referring to X, but the
discussion will apply verbatim to the twisted case.

4.3.3. Colors. When X “ Xcan, the ǍX -space SX will be determined (up
to isomorphism) by the colors of X.

By definition, colors on a spherical variety X are the irreducible B-stable
divisors19 that are not G-stable; when X “ Xcan, these are all the B-stable
divisors in X‚. (The choice of a Borel subgroup is immaterial, since B-orbits
on X are the same as G-orbits on X ˆ B, where B is the flag variety.)

Let ∆ denote the set of simple roots of G, and ∆pXq the subset of those
belonging to a Levi subalgebra of the parabolic P pXq. There is a crucial

19If F were not algebraically closed, these should be considered geometrically, i.e., over
the algebraic closure
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diagram:
colors

v̌
��

r // subsets of ∆ r ∆pXq

X˚pAXq

The horizontal map associates to each color D the set of α P ∆ for which
the associated parabolic Pα of semisimple rank one satisfies DPα Ą X˝. The
vertical map v̌ takes a color D to the corresponding valuation, restricted to
rational B-eigenfunctions fχ on X; this gives as homomorphism X˚pAXq Ñ
Z, or, what is the same a cocharacter v̌D P X˚pAXq. We will often abuse
language and talk of the v̌D’s as the “colors”, considered as a multiset in
X˚pAXq.

For each α P ∆r∆pXq, the preimage has either size 1 or 2. More precisely,
for every such α, taking the (geometric) quotient of X˝Pα by the radical
RpPαq of Pα, we obtain a homogeneous spherical varietyXα for PGL2, which,
under our current assumptions can only be isomorphic (over the algebraic
closure) to one of the following:

(type U) RUzPGL2, where, U » Ga is a unipotent subgroup, and R is a finite
subgroup in its normalizer.20

If X is equipped with a nontrivial affine bundle Ψ, this splits into
two types: The G-equivariant Ga-torsor Ψ Ñ X also admits a similar
reduction Ψα Ñ Xα and – following the terminology of [Sak13]) –
we say that the root has type U or type pU,ψq according to whether
Ψα is trivial or not.

(type N) N pGmqzPGL2. This is excluded by our assumptions – these are the
“roots of type N ,” see Remark 4.2.1.

(type T ) GmzPGL2

(type G) PGL2zPGL2.
We will say that a simple root α is of a certain type, if the PGL2-variety
above is of that type.

We will now identify a distinguished subset of the colors, which we will
call of even sphere type (for reasons that we will explain). The main repre-
sentatives of those are the colors belonging to simple roots α of type T . For
those roots, there are precisely 2 colors D,D1 contained in X˝Pα (these will
also be called “colors of type T .”) Their valuations satisfy

(4.10) v̌D1 “ ´wαv̌D, and v̌D ` v̌D1 “ α̌,

and in particular xv̌D, αy “ xv̌D1 , αy “ 1; see [Lun01, § 1.4]. Here, in the first
equality, wα is regarded as an automorphism of X˚pAXq because α is itself
a spherical root, see op. cit. These colors play (whose set is denoted by AX

in [Lun01]) play an important role in the classification theory of spherical
varieties. It can be shown that if a color D is of type T , then every simple

20the case where R » Gm is excluded, because X‚ is quasiaffine.
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root in its image under the horizontal map r above is of type T . (This is an
easy exercise, based on [Lun01, § 1.3], and is left to the reader.)

Simple roots of type T can be considered as a special case of the follow-
ing phenomenon: a parabolic P Ă G, such that X˝P {RpP q is isomorphic
to SO2nzSO2n`1. We want to include here the case of the spherical vari-
ety SL3zG2, which is isomorphic as a variety to SO6zSO7 “ Spin6zSpin7

(via the embedding G2 ãÑ Spin7) so we adopt the following formal defini-
tion: a standard parabolic P is of “even spherical type” when the associated
spherical variety pP {RpP q, X˝P {RpP qq is isomorphic either to pSOp2n `
1q,SOp2nqzSOp2n ` 1qq or to pG2,SL3zG2q. When n ě 2, the geometry of
colors is different (in fact, there is a unique color meeting X˝P in those
cases), but those varieties also need to be considered alongside roots of type
T , because they contribute to the definition of the space SX ; in terms of
number theory, their periods contribute an L-value at 1

2 .

Definition 4.3.4. The colors which meet X˝P , for some parabolic P of
even sphere type as above, will be called colors of even sphere type. Some-
times, we will identify them with their valuations, i.e., we will say “colors of
even sphere type” for the corresponding (multi)set of elements of X˚pAXq.
The corresponding spherical root (see Remark 4.3.6 below) will be called a
spherical root of even sphere type.

Remark 4.3.5. The spherical varieties occurring in the definition are, by
inspection, the spherical varieties of rank 1 whose “associated L-value,” ac-
cording to the recipe of §9.3 for the unramified Plancherel formula, contains
a factor evaluated at 1

2 . We will recall more details about this recipe in §9.3.
In a future paper, we will give a more conceptual interpretation of the special
role that these colors play, at least for those of type T when ǦX “ Ǧ; see
[Sak, Theorem 6.2.2] for a statement.21

Remark 4.3.6. Except for the “type T ” case (SO2zSO3), which was already
discussed around (4.10), in all other cases there is a unique color D in X˝P
– see [Sak13, 6.14], and a similar diagram can be calculated when the action
is restricted to G2. Moreover, except in type T , that color satisfies

(4.11) v̌D “
γ̌

2
,

where γ is the spherical root and γ̌ is the associated coroot. The spherical
root, in those cases, is the short root which is the sum of all simple roots in
the case of SO2n`1, and the sum of the long simple root with twice the short
simple root in the case of G2. Those are orthogonal to all simple roots but
one (the one furthest, in the Dynkin diagram, from the short root in SO2n`1;
the short root, in the case of G2), and all those roots that are orthogonal to
γ will be contained in the Levi of P pXq. See Example 4.3.13 below.

However, we hasten to clarify that the unique associated color in this
case is just a placeholder for a B-orbit of larger codimension, or rather for

21This was previously observed, in examples, by V. Lafforgue (unpublished).
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a “formal difference” of such B-orbits – see the discussion of Galois actions
preceding Definition 4.8.9. This is a pedantic detail that the reader can safely
ignore in most cases, but it is necessary in order to get the Galois actions
right.

Let us denote by CX the set of colors of X of even sphere type, considered
as a multiset of elements of X˚pAXq. Let us first consider the case where
the valuations v̌D P CX freely generate a direct summand of X˚pǍXq. This
need not be the case; indeed, it is not necessary that the images of distinct
colors under v̌D are distinct, as the example of GmzPGL2 shows, and is also
not necessary that these valuations generate the subgroup of X˚pAXq which
lies in their Q-span, as the example of GmzpGmˆPGL2q shows. But we will
explain how to reduce the general case to this one in §4.4.

Let DX Ă X˚pAXq denote the dominant WX -translates of elements of
CX (just as a subset, without multiplicity), and let Dmax

X denote the subset
of maximal elements of DX with respect to the standard coroot ordering:
v̌1 ě v̌2 ðñ v̌1 ´ v̌2 can be written as a linear combination of positive
coroots of ǦX with integral, non-negative coefficients.

Definition 4.3.7. When pX,Ψq “ pXcan,Ψcanq and the elements of CX
freely generate a direct summand of X˚pAXq, we let SX be the representation
of ǦX with highest weights Dmax

X .

Remark 4.3.8. (1) We do not know if Dmax
X is actually ever strictly

smaller than DX . In fact, it may well be that in the smooth affine
case all elements of DX are minuscule. In that case, the weights
of the representation SX are precisely the WX -translates of colors.
We do not currently know an example with non-minuscule weights,
but we also do not know how to prove that they should always be
minuscule. In [SWa, Corollary 7.3.4], it was asserted that this is the
case when X “ HzG is affine, but the claimed proof is incomplete
and leads to a weaker conclusion.

(2) In Lemma 4.4.1 we will see that there is always a finite cover Y of X
which satisfies the condition about the colors. This means that we
could omit it from our definitions (at the expense of working with
multisets, not sets of valuations), if we knew that Dmax

X “ DX – in
principle, this can change when passing from X to Y .

Hence, we may be “working too hard:” it is entirely possible that,
when X “ X‚

aff is smooth, SX can be defined simply as the rep-
resentation with highest weights the WX -translates of the colors –
but note that, when colors give the same valuations, they have to be
included with the corresponding multiplicity, as Example 4.3.9 below
shows.
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Example 4.3.9. We consider the case of X “ GmzGL2 where Gm is em-
bedded in GL2 via e_1 in standard notation. We have

X˝{U » Gm
2,

ˆ

a b
c d

˙

ÞÑ pc, a´1 detq

and the corresponding map B Ñ Gm
2 is given by pe1, e2q. In particular,

the function fχ of §4.2 corresponding to χ “ xe1 ` ye2 P X
˚pBq is given by

cxa´ypdetqy. The two B-stable divisors are defined by c “ 0 and a “ 0, and
the valuations correspondingly are given by px, yq ÞÑ x and px, yq ÞÑ ´y, i.e.,
CX “ te_1 ,´e_2 u It follows from this that

SX “ std‘ std˚

as a representation of the dual GL2.
Note that, if we replace GL2 by PGL2, both colors give valuation α̌

2 ,
failing to satisfy the “free generation” condition of Definition 4.3.7. This case
will be treated in the next subsection by considering the cover GmzGL2 Ñ

GmzPGL2, resulting in essentially the same answer for SX (but, now, as a
representation of the dual group SL2 of GmzPGL2).

Example 4.3.10. A particularly trivial case is the Whittaker case X “

UzG, together with the affine bundle Ψ arising from a nondenerate (generic)
homomorphism U Ñ Ga. Here the set DX is empty, and SX is trivial.
Accordingly we in fact have M̌ trivial.

Example 4.3.11. Consider “Hecke periods for GLn.” Let Vn “ V1 ‘ V 11 ‘
Vn´2 be an n-dimensional vector space with a decomposition of the indicated
dimensions, let U Ă G :“ GLpVnq be the unipotent radical of the parabolic
stabilizing Vn´2, and let ψ be a generic character of U stabilized by the
subgroup Gm » GLpV1q of G. This gives some Whittaker-type induction,
in the sense of [SV17, § 2.6], of the “Hecke period” XL “ GL1zGL2, for
which the dual Hamiltonian space is M̌L “ SXL “ the cotangent space of
the standard representation of GL2. For general n ě 2, the corresponding
period is known to represent the standard representation of Ǧ – hence, we
would like to say that M̌ “ SX “ the cotangent space of the standard
representation of GLn.

As a warning, this X is not a distinguished polarization of M “ T ˚X; we
will see the distinguished polarization in Example 4.3.12 below. From the
automorphic point of view, both represent the same period (cf. [JPSS79,
(4.1.1)] and following discussion).

Example 4.3.12. (“How to construct Rankin–Selberg integrals”): We con-
sider the case X “ An under the right action G “ GLn.

The only B-stable divisor is defined by x1 “ 0 and its stabilizer is the
parabolic P pXq “ P1,n´1 (in usual notation: upper triangular with 1 and
n ´ 1 blocks). The only root α P ∆z∆pXq is the simple root e1 ´ e2, and it
has type U . Therefore SX is the trivial representation of ǦX “ Gm. The
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associated SL2 into Ǧ is principal for the Levi of type p1, n´1q; the morphism
Gm ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ “ GLn factors through GL1 ˆGLn´1 in the evident way.

For n even the dual space is

M̌ “ T ˚pX̌, Ψ̌q, X̌ “ GLn{GmpU,ψq,

for suitable pU,ψq derived from the SL2. (For n odd it is does not admit
a distinguished polarization, but it can be polarized as in Remark 3.7.2.)
In the automorphic situation, this pX̌, Ψ̌q indexes a (a slight variation – see
below) of the standard integral representation of the standard L-function
for GLn, as in the example just studied; thus we have derived this integral
representation from our general recipe. Our general proposal is that all
Rankin–Selberg integrals representing V for which T ˚V is hyperspherical
can be derived from first principles this way. Note, however, that many
examples of interesting Rankin–Selberg integrals fall outside this class, and
we will discuss them elsewhere (see e.g. [CV]).

To clarify the relation between this and [JPSS79] consider the example for
n “ 4: X̌ is the quotient of GL4 by the subgroup

(4.12)

¨

˚

˚

˝

˚ 0 0 ˚

˚ 1 x ˚

0 0 1 y
0 0 0 1

˛

‹

‹

‚

and the character to Ga defining Ψ is given by x`y. The integral of [JPSS79]
corresponds to X̌ 1 wherein the p2, 1q-entry has been replaced by the p1, 3q.
The corresponding spaces are not GL4-equivalent, but their cotangent bun-
dles are equivalent, as follows from the fact that the two spaces are both
inductions from a certain Heisenberg group. In other words, from the point
of view of this paper, the integral of [JPSS79] is not the “standard” one that
one would derive from a hyperspherical presentation, but rather something
equivalent to it.

Example 4.3.13. (See [Sak13, § 6.9].) We consider the case of X “

SO4zSO5. Then ǦX “ SL2 with spherical root γ “ α ` β “ the sum of
the two simple roots of G, while P pXq is the parabolic that has the short
root in its Levi; correspondingly,

ǦX ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ “ Sp4

is the direct sum of standard representations on either factor.
If we present X as the sphere qpx1, . . . , x5q “ 1 inside the 5-dimensional

quadratic space with form given in an orthogonal basis νi by qp
ř

xiνiq “
x1x5` x2x4` x

2
3, and we take the Borel subgroup to be the stabilizer of the

isotropic flag ν1 Ă xν1, ν2y Ă xν1, ν2, ν3y Ă xν1, ν2, ν3, ν4y Ă V , with roots
e1, e2 corresponding to the action on ν5, ν4 respectively. The positive simple
roots are e1 ´ e2 and e2. Then x5 gives a U -invariant function on X and
indeed

X˝{U » Gm, pxiq ÞÑ x5.
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The function fχ of §4.2 corresponding to χ “ ae1 P xe1y “ X˚pAXq Ă X˚pBq
is given by xa5 and its order of vanishing along the color x5 “ 0 is given by
ae1 ÞÑ a. This gives an element of X˚pAXq whose pairing with the spherical
root is equal to 1. Considered inside X˚pA_Xq this is a weight for ǦX “ SL2

whose pairing with the coroot is 1, i.e., the highest weight of the standard
representation. Correspondingly we find

SX “ standard repesentation of ǦX “ SL2.

4.3.14. Symplecticity of SX . For the rest of this subsection, we assume that
the assumptions of Definition 4.3.7 are satisfied. Note that SX is self-dual,
by construction, since its multiset of weights is invariant under t˘1u; this
follows from (4.10). If it admits a symplectic structure, that structure is
unique up to isomorphism, in the sense that any other is obtained by applying
a ǦX -automorphism of SX . This is a general fact about representations of
reductive groups over algebraically closed fields, which we record for clarity:

Lemma 4.3.15. Let W be an irreducible representation of the reductive
group Ξ over the algebraically closed field k, such thatW is abstractly isomor-
phic to its dual representation W ˚. Any two Ξ-invariant symplectic forms
on Ξ differ by an element of AutΞpW q.

Proof. We reduce to the following basic cases: W “ pσ ‘ σ˚q b E, where σ
is irreducible and not self-dual, and E has trivial Ξ action; and W “ σbF ,
where σ is irreducible self-dual and F has trivial Ξ-action. In the latter
case, symplectic forms on W correspond to nondegenerate symmetric or
skew-symmetric pairings on F , and these are all conjugate under GLpF q Ă
AutΞpW q. In the former case, symplectic forms on W correspond to (not
necessarily symmetric) perfect pairings EˆE Ñ k, all of which are conjugate
under GLpEq ˆGLpEq Ă AutΞpW q. �

Therefore, for our purposes, the only question regards existence. Let us
denote by BX the multiset of weights of SX .

Conjecture 4.3.16. The ǦX-representation SX is symplectic. Moreover,
the multiset BX has the following properties:

(1) The valuations v̌D associated to colors of even sphere type appear
with multiplicity one22 in BX ; hence, we can consider CX as a subset
of BX .

(2) There is a decomposition BX “ B`
X \B´

X such that the weights of
B`
X lie in X˚pAXqD and the weights of B´

X lie in ´X˚pAXqD. Here
X˚pAXq

D Ă X˚pAXq is the monoid generated by 23 valuations v̌D
attached to colors D of even sphere type and the simple roots γ̌ of
ǦX .

22For the multiplicity statement, we are relying on the assumptions of Definition 4.3.7;
when different colors induce the same valuation, as in Remark 4.3.8.(2), the multiplicities
should be adjusted accordingly.

23There is redundancy in this generating set, as by (4.10) we could omit the γ̌’s of even
sphere type.
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(3) For every simple root γ̌ of ǦX , the negative root space ǧX,´γ̌ maps
the weight spaces with weights in B`

X to each other, except when γ

is a spherical root of even sphere type and CγX Ă B`
X is the set of

valuations of the corresponding colors of even sphere type, in which
case the CγX-weight spaces are mapped onto the p´CγXq-weight spaces
by ǧX,´γ̌:

(4.13) ǧX,´γ̌pSXqCγX
“ pSXq´CγX

.

Lemma 4.3.17. If Ǧ “ ǦX then Conjecture 4.3.16 holds, except perhaps
for the multiplicity statement when Dmax

X ‰ DX .

Proof. Since SX self-dual, for the symplectic property it is enough to show
that any irreducible self-dual subrepresentation of SX is symplectic. This,
in turn, is equivalent to the condition that the central element p´1q2ρ P Ǧ
acts by ´1 on it. It is enough to show that xv̌D, 2ρy is odd for all colors D
whose valuation appears in the subrepresentation under consideration, and
this follows from the existence of a G-eigenmeasure on X, as follows:

When ǦX “ Ǧ, for any α P ∆ the open Pα-orbit X˝Pα is isomorphic to
GmzPα, whereGm is embedded into Pα (up to conjugacy) via the cocharacter
v̌D corresponding to a color inX˝Pα. (Which color is chosen does not matter,
because of (4.10).) For there to exist an eigen-volume form on GmzPα with
eigencharacter η, arguing as in (4.6) gives

xv̌D, η ` 2ρPαy “ 0,

where 2ρPα is the sum of roots in the unipotent radical of Pα (i.e., its modular
character). In other words,

(4.14) xv̌D, η ` 2ρy “ xv̌D, αy “ 1,

by (4.10).
On the other hand, since η is a character of G, xv̌D, ηy must be zero,

if v̌D is to be the weight of an irreducible self-dual representation. Thus,
xv̌D, 2ρy “ 1 for all such colors.

When Dmax
X “ DX , the statement on the multiplicities of elements of CX in

BX is obvious by construction; namely, they appear with multiplicity one,
since they are WX -translates of the dominant weights, which also appear
with multiplicity one (under our current assumptions).

Ignoring multiplicities, our multiset BX is the same as the multiset of
weights of a crystal (in the sense of Kashiwara), denoted by the same symbol
in [SWa, 7.1.4]. The claims about its decomposition into B`

X \B´
X (and the

action of ǧX,´γ̌) are then contained in [SWa, Theorem 7.1.9]. Note that B`
X

can be directly characterized by (4.14) by the property that its elements θ
satisfy xθ, η ` 2ρy ą 0.

�

We mention here that all smooth affine spherical varieties have been clas-
sified (“modulo center”) by Knop and Van Steirteghem [KVS06]; thus, it is
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possible to check Conjecture 4.3.16 “by hand” – but we haven’t done so.
Our local conjecture gives a conceptual reason to expect symplecticity, as we
discuss in §7.5.11, §8.5 and more at length in §17.

4.4. The ǦX-representation SX in the general case. We are now going
to define SX in the general case. We will start with the untwisted case,
M “ T ˚X, where SX is described in Definition 4.4.3, and will treat the
twisted (Whittaker-induced) case, by a straightforward generalization of this
definition, in § 4.4.6.

We first use the following statement:

Lemma 4.4.1. Let X‚ be the open G-orbit on the smooth spherical affine G-
variety X. There is a central extension G1 Ñ G, whose kernel is a torus T ,
and a homogeneous G1-variety Y which is (equivariantly) a T -torsor Y Ñ X,
with the following properties:

‚ the valuations v̌D associated to colors of Y are distinct, and they
freely generate a direct summand of the group of cocharacters of AY .

‚ Y admits a G1-eigenmeasure.

Proof. This is [SWa, Lemma 5.3.3] except for the statement concerning eigen-
measure; that follows, taking a further central extension if necessary, as in
§3.8.2. �

Remark 4.4.2. One can show that the map Y
aff
Ñ X‚

aff between affine
completions is also a T -torsor; in particular, Y aff is also smooth. This is not
stictly needed for what follows, but since we have so far been associating
invariants to affine closures, it is reassuring to know that we are not leaving
the world of smooth varieties.

Following the notation of the Lemma, the colors of Y are in bijection
with colors of X under the quotient map. Also, the dual group of X is a
subgroup of the dual group of Y (with quotient equal to the dual of the torus
T acting on Y Ñ X‚), and therefore, assuming Conjecture 4.3.16, we can will
consider the representation24 SY as a representation of ǦX . To make sure
that it is independent of Y (which could, in principle, happen if valuations
whose dominant WX -translates are comparable for one cover, but not for
another),25 we note that for a pair Y1, Y2 of such covers (for groups G11, G12),
the space Y1 ˆX‚ Y2 (for the group G11 ˆG G

1
2) is also such a cover, so we

can, and will, choose Y large enough so that any two color valuations whose
dominant translates become incomparable in some cover are incomparable
in Y .

Definition 4.4.3. Let DGpXq be the set of valuations associated with G-
stable prime divisors in X, considered, by restriction to F pXqpBq, as elements

24Note that the definition of SX in the previous paragraph only used the colors in X‚,
and thus makes sense for Y , as well, even if it is not affine.

25We have no examples where this happens.
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of X˚pAXq. Let Y and SY be as above. We define

(4.15) SX “ SY ‘
à

λ̌PDGpXq
T ˚Vλ̌,

where Vλ̌ denotes the irreducible representation of ǦX of lowest weight λ̌.

Example 4.4.4. A fairly trivial example of this situation is provided by
taking X “ Ar to be affine r-space considered as a variety under G “ Gr

m.
Then X “ Y ; there are no colors of even sphere type, but there are r
G-stable divisors, the coordinate planes in X “ Y , corresponding to the
standard basis of co-characters for the dual Ǧ “ Gr

m. Correspondingly,

SX “ T ˚pArq.

Example 4.4.5. Consider the Godement–Jacquet case, X “ Matn under
the (right) action of G “ GLn ˆ GLn, that is to say, A ¨ pg1, g2q “ g´1

1 Ag2.
We have Y “ GLn and

ǦX “ ǦY “ GLn
CˆI
ãÑ Ǧ “ GLn ˆGLn,

where C “ the Chevalley involution. The colors are precisely the simple
positive coroots of Y ; none of them have even sphere type. The set DGpXq
that appears above arises from the valuation induced by the divisor X r Y
of singular matrices.

This valuation, identified with an element of X˚pAXq, is the lowest weight
of the standard representation (the standard coweight ε̌n into the last diag-
onal entry of the upper triangular Borel). To see this, we may compute
as follows: taking the reference Borel of G as the lower triangular Borel
in the first GLn and the upper triangular entry in the second, the iden-
tity matrix lies in the open Borel orbit X˝. Write mj for the function on
Matn given by the determinant of the upper n ˆ n block; then mj{mj´1

transforms under the Borel character p´ej , ejq P X˚pAXq Ă X˚pAq. In
particular, writign χ “ p´

ř

xjej ,
ř

xjejq, we have in the notation of §4.2
that fχ “ mx1´x2

1 . . .mxn
n . The valuation along the divisor X r Y precisely

extracts the coefficient xn, i.e., corresponds to the cocharacter ěn.
From this we deduce

SY “ trivial, SX “ cotangent bundle of standard representation,

with grading 1.

4.4.6. Whittaker induction. Thus far we have considered the case M “

T ˚pX,Ψq where Ψ was trivial.
Now we examine the case of twisted polarizations, that is to say, when Ψ

is nontrivial; in fact, Definition 4.4.3 applies without change, but we need to
clarify the nature of the elements that comprise it.

Write pX,Ψq as a parabolic induction of pXL,ΨLq, as in (3.34). Recall
that we have already defined the analog of “affine closure of the open G-orbit”
in the twisted case by (4.9). We now apply Lemma 4.4.1 to XL, obtaining a
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homogeneous L-space YL, and we let ΨY
L denote the pullback of the Ga-torsor

to it. We define Y by the analogous induction from YL; it comes equipped
with an induced Ga-torsor ΨY . To the pair pY,ΨY q, we have associated
by Definition 4.3.7 a ǦY -representation SY , which we restrict again to the
subgroup ǦX . Note that ǦY , ǦX , here, denote the dual groups associated
to the Ga-bundles, not just to the spaces Y,X.

The space SY is the first ingredient of the definition of SX , and the rest will
come from G-stable divisors. We observe that there is a bijection between
G-stable divisors on X and L-stable divisors on XL, that is to say we have
DGpXq “ DLpXLq, where the equality is not merely of sets of divisors but
as subsets of X˚pAXq.

Lemma 4.4.7. In the setting above, the elements of DGpXq are antidomi-
nant as weights of ǦX .

Proof. A priori, these AX -coweights are nonpositive on the spherical roots
of XL, so, by the definition of ǦX in § 4.2.2, it suffices to check that they
are also nonpositive on the simple roots that lie in the opposite of the Lie
algebra u of U , or, equivalently, nonnegative on the simple roots in u. We
will, in fact, argue that they vanish on those simple roots.

Indeed, XL is a smooth affine spherical variety, hence fibered over some
homogeneous space HzL. Let H0zL denote the open L-orbit on XL, with
H0 Ă H. We have AX “ AXL “ pH0 X BLqzBL{NL, where BL Ą NL are a
Borel subgroup of L and its unipotent radical, assumed in general position
with respect to H0 (i.e., H0BL is open in L). The valuation v̌D associated to
an L-stable divisor D has the property that v̌DpGmq Ă AXL is the image of
H1 XBL, where H1 Ă H is the stabilizer of a point of D in general position
(in the fiber over H1 P HzL). In particular, v̌D has image in the kernel of
the canonical map AXL Ñ AHzL.

We claim that all roots α P ∆ r ∆L vanish on the kernel of this map.
Indeed, H normalizes the additive character U Ñ Ga, and these roots are
spherical roots for the Whittaker-induction of this character from the variety
HzL to G, hence elements of X˚pAHzLq (by [SV17, Proposition 2.6.2]).

�

We may now define the space SX by the same formula (4.15).

4.4.8. This concludes our definition of SX in the case at hand. However,
we would like to clarify the relationship of this definition to the results of
[BNS16] (for certain reductive monoids), and [SWa] (when ǦX “ Ǧ). This
will be accomplished by the discussion below and Proposition 4.4.9.

Namely, we consider the AX -toric variety X�N ; it corresponds to the sat-
urated submonoid cX Ă X˚pAXq of all cocharacters µ̌ such that limtÑ0 µptq
exists in X � N . The valuations of colors generate a submonoid cDX Ă cX ,
and the intersection of cX with the antidominant cone of ǦX is another sub-
monoid c´X . We define a set of antidominant weights DG

satpXq (following the
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notation of [SWa], where “sat” stands for “saturation”), as consisting of those
nonzero elements of c´X which

‚ are primitive in c´X , i.e., cannot be written as sums of two nonzero
elements of if;

‚ cannot be written as θ̌ ` v̌, with θ̌ P c´X (possibly zero) and v̌ a
nonzero element of cDX .

Note that the monoid that is generated by cDX and DG
satpXq contains c´X ,

although it may not be equal to cX , for a general spherical variety.26

Proposition 4.4.9. Assume that X is a smooth, affine spherical variety.
Then DG

satpXq “ DGpXq, that is to say, DG
satpXq is the set of valuations

associated with G-stable prime divisors in X, considered, by restriction to
F pXqpBq, as elements of X˚pAXq.

It is the set DG
satpXq, instead of DGpXq, that appears in [SWa]; but this

proposition shows that the two coincide, for X smooth affine. Note that,
unlike the case of colors, for valuations induced by G-stable divisors (and for
G-invariant valuations, more generally), the map

valuation ÞÑ its restriction to F pXqpBq

is injective; see [LV83, Proposition 7.4], [Kno91, Corollary 1.8].

Proof. Recall that a spherical variety is called simple if it has a unique closed
G-orbit; an affine spherical variety is always simple. By [Bri, § 5.1], a simple
spherical variety is locally factorial iff the set of valuations of all B-stable
divisors which contain the closed G-orbit (restricted to F pXqpBq) forms part
of a basis of X˚pAXq. Let us, for the purposes of this proof, denote the set
of those valuations by ∆X . Let us also denote by ∆1

X the valuations corre-
sponding to colors that don’t contain the closed G-orbit (in their closure).
The rational cone in X˚pAXq b Q spanned by cX is the same cone as that
spanned by ∆X Y∆1

X .
If, in particular, X is a vector space with a linear G-action, then every B-

stable divisor contains the origin, therefore DG
satpXq consists of the elements

of ∆X that are do not come from colors, i.e., come from G-stable divisors.
This proves the proposition in the case of vector spaces.

For the general smooth affine case, where X is a vector bundle over an
affine homogeneous spaceHzG, we let x0 P HzG be the pointH1, and denote
by L Ă H the stabilizer of a generic point on hK Ă g˚. (This is defined up
to conjugacy in H, and its conjugacy class in G is a generic stabilizer for the
G-action on T ˚X.) By [KVS06, Lemma 5.2], if B is a Borel subgroup such
that x0B is open in HzG, then BXH is a Borel subgroup of a representative

26The latter was incorrectly asserted in the introduction of [SWa]; the example of
GmzpGmˆPGL2q shows that it doesn’t have to be true. The definition of the set DG

satpXq
suffered a lot in that paper, with an incorrect description given in [SWa, Corollary 5.1.4];
however, the correct definition appears before Corollary 5.6.5, and is the one that is being
used consistently in all proofs.
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for L. Now, the variety X is spherical iff BL :“ B X H acts with an open
orbit on the fiber V of X Ñ HzG over x0; that is, iff V is L-spherical.
Moreover, the closed G-orbit in X being HzG, we have a clear bijection, by
inclusion:

tBL-stable divisors in V u Ø tB-stable divisors in X that contain the closed orbitu.

Moreover, by [Kno91, Theorem 6.7], X being affine implies that there is
a χ P X˚pAXq such that χ is strictly negative on ∆1

X (the valuations of
colors that don’t contain the closed G-orbit), and zero on c´X . Therefore,
in the definition of DG

satpXq we could have replaced cDX by the submonoid
generated by the colors that belong to ∆X (i.e., contain the closed G-orbit).
This reduces us to the case of the spherical L-module V , where the claim
has already been proven. �

4.5. The space VX ; how we arrived at the formula for SX . In arith-
metic applications, what plays a more important role than SX is the ǦX -
representation

(4.16) VX “ SX ‘ rg
K
X X ǧes

– which is naturally graded by the action of a group G1gr » Gm with SX in
degree 1 and the remainder graded by 2` the weight under the action of h
of the sl2-triple. It is self-dual, but not necessarily symplectically self-dual.

There is, by § 3.4.8, an identification of Ǧ-spaces

M̌ “ VX ˆ
ǦX Ǧ

respecting the Ǧ ˆ Ggr action. With reference to this identification, the

G1gr corresponds to the image of Gm
p´2ρLpXq,Idq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ǧ ˆ Ggr, see (3.20). It

is to avoid any confusion with the Ggr action on M̌ that we have used the
notation G1gr above.

Moreover, as was remarked after (3.19), while the isomorphism above
depends on the choice of a splitting of the canonical map ǧ˚ Ñ ǧ˚X , the map
M̌ Ñ ǦXzǦ is intrinsic, i.e., determined by the data pǦX , sl2, SXq of the
Whittaker induction.

The space VX , rather than its subspace SX , is what appears naturally in
the theory of automorphic forms: it is the ǦX -representation that appears
in the local Plancherel formula ( § 7) as well as the theory of global periods
(e.g., as in (14.26)). These interpretations lead to a candidate combinatorial
description of VX by extrapolating from results of [Sak13] (whenX “ HzG is
affine homogeneous), and their extension to non-homogeneous affine varieties
by [BNS16] (for certain reductive monoids) and [SWa] (when ǦX “ Ǧ).
However, such a description is quite involved, and not very enlightening.
Nonetheless, by studying these candidate descriptions, we arrived at the
conjectural description of SX that has been presented in this chapter.
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Example 4.5.1. Consider the Shalika model of GL2n, which is by defini-
tion the Whittaker induction of the variety XL “ GLdiag

n zGL2
n along the

homomorphism
GLn ˆ SL2 Ñ GL2n

arising from the tensor product of the standard representations. We have
ǦXL “ GLn (embedded Chevalley-diagonally as in Example 4.4.5), and
ǦX “ Sp2n. Moreover, SXL and SX are both trivial; and VXL “ gln “
ga ‘ pgln, and VX “ ^2, the exterior square of the standard representation
(which includes the trivial representation ga as a direct summand).

4.6. Parity. Now we discuss the parity of M̌ ; see §2.6 for a general discus-
sion that this plays in the paper. We continue to assume the existence of
a nowhere vanishing eigen-volume form on X with eigencharacter η, as in
(3.8). We will be using additive notation for characters, and exponential
notation when we want to think of their images in Gm.

We define the following central element of Ǧ,

(4.17) zX :“ p´1qη`2ρ.

Proposition 4.6.1. The action on M̌ of the central involution zX may be
identified with that of the involution p´1q P Ggr.

For example, if we take the case X “ A1 of Tate’s thesis (G “ Gm), we
have zX “ ´1 P Ǧ “ Gm and indeed the action of ´1 P Ǧ on the dual space
T ˚A1 coincides with the scaling action of ´1 P Ggr.

There is a reformulation of the Proposition using the following

Definition 4.6.2. Suppose that pG,Mq and pǦ, M̌q is as above. The arith-
metic Ggr-action on M̌ is the product of the neutral action, and the action
through Ggr

η
Ñ Ǧ dual to the eigencharacter η of the eigen-volume form on

X.

Then the Proposition says that the arithmetic action of G ˆ Ggr factors
through the extended group CGz of (2.10).

Proof. (of the Proposition) First, we will confirm that zX and p´1q P Ggr

act the same way on ǦXzǦ.
Let us consider the Gm action from (3.22), that is to say, Gm acting

diagonally via the embedding

pid,´2ρLpXqq : Gm Ñ Ggr ˆ Ǧ,

where we recall that the character 2ρLpXq is the datum $ of Whittaker
induction in the definition of M̌ (see (4.8)). This action preserves the coset
of 1 in ǦXzǦ; in particular, this is the case for the element ´1 P Gm, which
is embedded as p´1, p´1q´2ρLpXqq in Ggr ˆ Ǧ.

Now, from (4.6), we have that η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq is a cocharacter into ǦX ;
thus, the action of p´1, zXq P Ggr ˆ Ǧ also preserves the coset ǦX ¨ 1; since
this element is central, it acts trivially on ǦXzǦ.
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Next, we will show that p´1, zXq acts trivially on the space VX of (4.16).
The action on the summand ǧKX X ǧe is clearly trivial, since it is induced (see
§ 3.4.5) by a combination of the square action of Ggr (which is trivial on ´1)
and the coadjoint action of Ǧ on ǧ˚ (which is trivial for the central element
zX). Finally, we are left with showing that the action of p´1qη`2ρ´2ρLpXq P

ǦX is odd on SX .
Note that the element p´1qη`2ρ´2ρLpXq is central in ǦX , since zX is central

in Ǧ and 2ρLpXq commutes with ǦX . Therefore, it suffices to show that it is
odd on a set of representatives for the WX -orbits of weights on SX . By the
construction of SX in § 4.3, such representatives consist of

‚ valuations of colors of even sphere type;
‚ the weights in DGpXLq, where XL is the Whittaker-inducing variety
S`ˆH L. (Here we recall that L is the Levi centralizing the element
h of the sl2-triple defining X.)

We first deal with the colors of type T (a subset of the colors of even
sphere type). We claim that, for every color D of type T , we have

(4.18)
〈
v̌D, η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq

〉
“ 1.

The argument is very similar to that we have already given in Lemma
4.3.17. Indeed, let α be a simple root such that DPα contains the open
Borel orbit X˝, then the Pα-stabilizer of a point in DXX˝Pα is of the form
T ¨ NLpXq, where NLpXq is the unipotent radical of LpXq X Pα, and T is a

torus such that the image of T Ñ A is the preimage of Gm
v̌D
ãÑ AX under

the quotient map A Ñ AX . 27 The existence of an eigen-volume form with
eigencharacter η, now, restricted to the open Pα-orbit, implies that〈

v̌D, η ` 2ρ´ α´ 2ρLpXq
〉
“ 0 ðñ

〈
v̌D, η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq

〉
“ 〈v̌D, α〉 ,

which, by (4.10), is 1.
By a similar argument, we can show that the remaining valuations of

colors associated to spherical roots γ of even sphere type have odd pairing
with η`2ρ´2ρLpXq. Namely, if P is the parabolic whose Levi has simple roots
the simple roots in the support of γ, so that the adjoint group of the Levi
is SO2n`1 with n ě 2 or G2, as we noted in Remark 4.3.6 there is a unique
corresponding color with valuation v̌D “ γ̌

2 , and the Levi of P pXq contains all
but one of the simple roots of the Levi of P (namely, those that are orthogonal
to γ). We can now calculate

〈
v̌D, η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq

〉
as follows: Let P1 be the

parabolic generated by P pXq and P . Then 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq “ 2ρP1 ` 2ρLXP pXq,
where L X P pXq is the intersection of P pXq with the Levi of P . Since γ̌
maps into the derived group of that Levi, its pairing with η and 2ρP1 is zero,
and we are left with computing

〈 γ̌
2 , 2ρLXP pXq

〉
, which is equal to 2n ´ 1 in

the case of SO2n`1 and 5 for the case of G2.

27This follows from the description of the open P pXq-orbit in (4.5), and the isomor-
phism X˝Pα{RpPαq » GmzPGL2.
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Finally, we show that the pairing of η ` 2ρ ´ 2ρLpXq with the elements
of DGpXLq is odd. Let XB be the complement of the union of colors. It is
stable under the parabolic P pXq. By the local structure theorem of [BLV86]
(see also [Kno94, Theorem 2.3]), the isomorphism (4.5) extends to an isomor-
phism XB » TX ˆ UP pXq, where TX is a smooth toric embedding of TX . In
particular, G-stable divisors in X are in bijection with TX -stable divisors in
TX . The non-vanishing eigen-volume form on X, now, restricts to a volume
form ωTX bωUpXq on XB, where ωUpXq is a Haar volume form on UpXq. The
eigencharacter for the action of TX on ωTX is η ` 2ρ ´ 2ρLpXq. For that to
be the eigencharacter of a nonvanishing volume form in the neighborhood of
a TX -stable divisor D on the toric variety TX , the corresponding valuation
must satisfy, again, 〈

v̌D, η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq
〉
“ 1.

This completes the proof of the proposition. �

4.7. Regular nilpotent elements in the image of the moment map.
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following:

Proposition 4.7.1. Let X be an untwisted spherical G-variety satisfying our
standard assumptions. Assume Conjecture 4.3.16, and let µ : M̌ Ñ ǧ˚ be
the dual Hamiltonian space with its moment map. The image of µ contains
a regular nilpotent element in ǧ˚.

This statement will be useful in our discussion of rationality. It also plays
an important philosophical role, which will be discussed in a sequel to this
paper (some related remarks here: Proposition 4.8.10, Example 8.4.5).

Proof. The definition (4.3) of M̌ as Whittaker induction of the space SX
(§ 4.3) with respect to the sl2-pair p$, fq defined by the parabolic P pXq
means that we have a map M̌ Ñ UǦXzǦ, where U is the unipotent radical
of the parabolic associated to the cocharacter $ (as in the definition of
Whittaker induction, § 3.4); moreover, the fiber of this map over the identity
coset in UǦXzǦ is (in the notation of (3.11))

pSX ˆ pu{u`qf q ˆpǧX`uq˚ g˚.

In particular, taking only the zero point of the vector space u{u`, the image
of the moment map contains

(4.19) pf ` µpSXqq ˆpǧX`uq˚ ǧ˚,

where µ : SX Ñ pǧX`uq˚ denotes, here, the moment map for SX , considered
orthogonal to u.

Let us first explain how to deal with the case when no simple root of G is
a spherical root, i.e., there are no colors of type T (see § 4.3). In most cases,
this means that SX “ 0, but, in any case, the space (4.19) contains

f ` pǧX ` uqK.
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Choose also an invariant identification ǧ “ ǧ˚, for ease of description; then
f – which, we recall, arises from a principal SL2 into LpXq – can be written
as

ř

αP∆LpXq
u´α̌, where ∆LpXq denotes the set of simple roots for the Levi

LpXq of P pXq, and the u´α̌ are basis vectors in the opposite root subspaces
in ǧ. (We refer, here, to the root decomposition with respect to the standard
maximal torus Ǎ and Borel of Ǧ.) The regular nilpotent element of M̌
that we will construct will belong to the space above and have the form
m “

ř

αP∆G
u´α̌, a similar sum but over the entire set of simple roots of G.

The issue is to show that we can choose the remaining basis vectors u´α̌, for
α P ∆G r ∆LpXq, so that their sum is orthogonal to ǧX ` u.

Regarding u, this is automatic for any choice of basis vectors in these
negative root spaces. Indeed, since $ “ 2ρLpXq is a sum of positive roots of
LpXq, we have x$, α̌y ď 0 for every α P ∆G r ∆LpXq, and that means that
the simple root spaces ǧ´α̌ belong to u; under the identification ǧ » ǧ˚, they
are orthogonal to u.

Thus, to finish with the case when there are no spherical roots which are
simple roots of G, there remains to show that the sum

ÿ

αP∆r∆LpXq

u´α̌

can be taken to be orthogonal to ǧX . For this we will recall some of the
details of the Knop–Schalke construction.

Recall from [KS17, §6] that we have inclusions ǦX Ă ĜX Ă Ǧ, for some
intermediate reductive subgroup ĜX that contains Ǎ, and that ǦX is ob-
tained by a process of “folding” of the roots of ĜX . This means that the
simple coroots of ǦX are either coroots of ĜX (and, therefore, roots of G),
or sums γ “ α ` β of two simple coroots of ĜX . Moreover, by inspection
of [KS17, Table (6.1)], in the latter case either both or none of α and β are
simple roots of G. Finally, such roots α, β are associated, in this sense, to
a unique simple coroot γ of ǦX ; this follows from [KS17, Lemma 6.4] which
shows that, given a simple root α of G which is associated to a simple spher-
ical root γ, that spherical root γ is characterized, among simple coroots of
ǦX , by the property that xγ, α̌y ě 0.

Now, if no simple root of G is a spherical root, then each α P ∆Gr∆LpXq

either is not a root of ĜX , in which case the entire root space ǧ´α̌ will be
orthogonal to ǧX ; or, there is another simple root β of G, such that α, β are
associated to a spherical root γ, in which case we should choose u´α̌, u´β̌
so that it is orthogonal to “the” simple root space ǧX,γ̌ of ǧX . (Of course,
here, we have chosen an embedding ǧX ãÑ ǧ, together with a commuting
sl2 Ñ ǧ; in the Knop–Schalke construction, these data are determined up to
Ǎ-conjugacy.)

Finally, we deal with the case of simple spherical roots of type T . It is
enough to assume that X is the affine closure of its open G-orbit; indeed, in
the general case, the space SX , and hence also the image of the moment map,
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only gets larger, by (4.15). Using the identification ǧ » ǧ˚, which restricts
to ǧX » ǧ˚X , let us write the space (4.19) as

f ` µpSXq ` pǧX ` uqK.

Now, we can still choose basis vectors uα̌ as above for the simple root spaces
ǧ´α̌, for those α P ∆G r ∆LpXq that are not spherical roots. Let ∆T

X Ă ∆G

be the set of simple roots of G that are also spherical roots. We will show
that there is an element s P SX with

µpsq K pb̌´Xq

where b̌´X Ă ǧX denotes the opposite of the standard Borel subalgebra and
moreover, for all simple roots γ̌ of ǦX ,

xǧX,γ̌ , µpsqy ‰ 0 ðñ γ P ∆T
X .

The resulting element

f ` µpsq `
ÿ

αP∆Grp∆LpXqY∆T
Xq

u´α̌

will then be the desired regular nilpotent element in the image of the moment
map.

Let SX “ S`X ‘ S´X be the decomposition into a sum of Lagrangians,
corresponding to the decomposition BX “ B`

XYB´
X of the weight multisets

of Conjecture 4.3.16. Recall that B`
X contains BC

X :“ the set of valuations
associated with colors of type T . Choose basis vectors sb, b P BC

X , for the
corresponding weight spaces, and set s “

ř

bPBCX
sb P S

`
X .

Recall that the moment map µ : SX Ñ ǧ˚X for a symplectic representation
is defined by xZ, µpvqy “ 1

2ωpv, v ¨Zq, for Z P ǧX . By construction, the space
S`X is stable under the action of the negative Borel subalgebra b̌´X of ǧX .
(Indeed, recall that ǦX is acting on the right, so the action of the p´γ̌q-root
space adds γ̌ to the weight.) Moreover, Conjecture 4.3.16 implies that, for a
simple root γ̌ of ǦX and a basis element eγ̌ P ǧX,γ̌ , we have

s ¨ eγ̌ P

#

S`X , if γ̌ R ∆T
X ;

c1s´v̌1 ` c2s´v̌2 ` S
`
X , if γ̌ P ∆T

X ,

where, in the latter case, v̌1, v̌2 are the valuations of the two colors associ-
ated to γ̌, and c1, c2 are two nonzero constants and s´v̌1 , s´v̌2 have weights
´v̌1,´v̌2 respectively.

The symplectic pairing ωps, s ¨ eγ̌q is then nonzero, as follows from the
nondegeneracy of the symplectic form on SX and the fact that the weight
spaces for ˘v̌i are each one-dimensional, again by Conjecture 4.3.16. This
shows that

xǧX,γ̌ , µpsqy

#

“ 0, if γ̌ R ∆T
X ;

‰ 0, if γ̌ P ∆T
X ,

as desired.
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Remark 4.7.2. In the twisted case, Proposition 4.7.1 is generally (likely
always) false. For example, if the dual M̌ is polarized, M̌ “ T ˚Y̌ , and our
duality is involutive, as predicted, then the Arthur-sl2 defining the twisting
for M is dual to the parabolic P pX̌q, which is therefore not minimal. By
[Kno90, Satz 5.4], the moment image of T ˚X̌ only contains vectors which are
perpendicular to rp, ps for some parabolic P in the conjugacy class of P pX̌q,
and the largest nilpotent orbit in this set is the Richardson orbit associated
to P pX̌q, which is not regular. It would be interesting to examine if that
Richardson orbit is in the image of the moment map for M̌ – but, already,
extracting the parabolic P pX̌q out of our description of M̌ does not seem
straightforward, and we will not attempt to make any progress on these
questions here.
4.8. Rational and Frobenius structures on M̌ . For M “ T ˚X a po-
larized untwisted hyperspherical space over F, we have constructed a dual
Hamiltonian space M̌ over an algebraically closed field k in characteristic
zero. In this section, we will discuss the following two issues:

Rationality: Is there a “distinguished” form of the dual M̌ , if k is not
algebraically closed?

Galois action: IfM (along with its polarization) is defined over a field
F0 which is not algebraically closed, so that F is the algebraic closure
of F0, is there a natural action of Γ “ GalpF{F0q on M̌?

In this paragraph we will describe a “simple” action of the Galois group
on M̌ as well as a distinguished class of k-rational structures, where k is
an arbitrary field in which 2 is invertible (see footnote 28); the k-rational
structure will be uniquely specified in the absence of even sphere roots not
of type T . The Galois action is compatible with the standard, “analytic”
Galois action on Ǧ (§6.7) according to which the action of Γ preserves a
pinning, corresponding to a choice of basis vectors eα̌ P ǧα̌, for all simple
roots α̌ of Ǧ, or dual basis vectors fα̌ P pǧ˚q´α̌; set f “

ř

α̌ fα̌. Also, this
simple action will be used later on (§6.8) to produce Frobenius actions on
the sheared coordinate ring of M̌ .

The principle guiding many of our constructions is that we should seek
pinned hyperspherical varieties. Recall from Proposition 4.7.1 that, when
M̌ is the dual of an untwisted spherical variety, there is a regular nilpotent
element f in the image of the moment map M̌ Ñ ǧ˚. Such a nilpotent
element was actually described, in the proof of that proposition, in terms of
the structure

(4.20) M̌ “ pSX ˆ pu{u`qf q ˆ
UǦX
pǧX`uq˚

T ˚G.

We will now take this regular nilpotent element f to be the canonical one
coming from the pinning on Ǧ, and we postulate:

Guiding principle: When M̌ is the dual of an untwisted spher-
ical variety X the “simple” action of Γ on M̌ should preserve
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an element m P M̌ with image f under the moment map.
When k is not algebraically closed, there should be a distin-
guished rational form of M̌ such that m P M̌pkq.

We will refer to the pair pM̌,mq as a pinned hyperspherical G-space, relative
to the pinned quasisplit reductive group G. Certainly, not all hyperspherical
spaces admit a pinned form; indeed, the moment map need not even meet
the regular locus, and it is not clear to us that a pinned form is always
unique up to unique isomorphism. Nonethelss, the above definition is useful
particularly for duals to (untwisted) polarized hyperspherical space.

‚ In §4.8.1 and Example 4.8.2 we discuss some motivation coming from
the theory of automorphic forms, in particular, the consideration of
“stable” versus “unstable” base change.

‚ In §4.8.3 we construct the split form and Galois action in the case
when X is untwisted, i.e., no Ga-torsor. The definition in the case
SX “ 0 is completed by Definition 4.8.4; the symplectic form in SX
is constructed in Lemma 4.8.6, essentially by specifying it on some
distinguished basis elements, and then we use the same basis elements
to pin down the Galois action thereafter.

‚ In Proposition 4.8.10, we verify that the construction just given does
in fact have the property quoted in the “guiding principle” above.

4.8.1. Motivation from the theory of automorphic forms. The question we
are discussing here is related to one that has been studied in the theory of
automorphic forms. Namely, it is related to the question of extending the
dual group ǦX of a spherical variety to an L-group of the form ǦX ¸ Γ,
together with an embedding to the L-group of G over Γ. This has been
addressed in the literature [KS17, § 10], but does not have a definite answer
yet; presumably, one could recover the correct Galois action by extending the
work of Gaitsgory–Nadler [GN10] to a curve over a non-algebraically closed
field.

To begin with, wheneverX is defined over a field F that is not algebraically
closed, the set of its simple spherical roots (i.e., simple coroots of ǦX) admits
an action of the Galois group Γ. The easiest way to see this is to notice that
the abstract Cartan AX , introduced in § 4.2, is defined canonically up to
unique isomorphism over F (as is the abstract Cartan A of G – even if G
is not quasisplit!), giving rise to an action of the Galois group on aX,R “
HomFpGm, AXq b R, which preserves the cone VX of invariant valuations.
This suggests a naive action of Γ on ǦX – namely that there is a pinning
on the triple ǍX Ă ǦX X B̌ Ă ǦX which is preserved by the action of Γ.
However, this proposal does not interact well with the role of ǦX in the
Langlands program, as the following example shows.

Example 4.8.2. Let E{F be a quadratic extension, G “ the Weil restriction
of scalars to F of GLn,E, H “ GLn over F, andX “ HzG. Then, the “correct”
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L-group of X is known to be the subgroup
LGX Ă

LG

described as follows: First, recall that LG » pGLn ˆGLnq ¸ Γ, with Galois
conjugation for E{F switching the two copies of GLn (and preserving their
pinning, which we will take to be the standard pinning defined by upper
triangular matrices with 1’s on the pi, i`1q-entries). Now, LGX » GLn¸Γ,
where ǦX » GLn ãÑ GL2

n is embedded as g ÞÑ pg, gdq, where the exponent
d denotes the unpinned duality involution introduced in § 2.5.2. Explicitly,

gd “ w ¨ tg´1w,

where w is the matrix with 1’s on the antidiagonal and 0’s elsewhere.
The reason that this is known to be the “correct” L-group has to do with

poles of the Asai L-function, which are detected by the H-period in G, see
[Fli88]. When n is odd, this L-group is Ǧ-conjugate to the one that one would
obtain from the pinned embedding g ÞÑ pg, gcq of GLn into GL2

n, therefore the
difference does not matter for the purposes of Langlands duality; thinking
of the latter as the L-group of the unitary group Un, this embedding is
the standard, so-called “stable” embedding LUn ãÑ LG. However, when n
is even, although LGX is still abstractly isomorphic to LUn, its embedding
into LG is not Ǧ-conjugate to the standard one; it is customary to call it
the “unstable” embedding of LUn (or, more often, to talk of “unstable base
change” of automorphic representations from Un to G.

Our interpretation of the example above, and other examples that we will
discuss below, is that the appropriate Galois-fixed pinning should not be on
the subgroup ǦX itself, but on the Hamiltonian space M̌ , in the sense we
have discussed after (4.20).

4.8.3. Construction of the Galois action and split form, untwisted case. The
construction of this action goes through the following steps:

(1) Recall that in § 4.2 we considered the dual group ǦX as a subgroup
of Ǧ, unique up to Ǎpk̄q-conjugacy. We will start here by describing
a precise Ǎ-conjugate ǦX Ă Ǧ, with a commuting sl2 Ñ ǧ, largely
following [KS17, § 10]. Once we have done this, the rational structure
and Galois action on Ǧ will then give rise to a compatible rational
structure and Γ-action on ǦX . We will call this the “simple” or
“analytic” action of Γ on ǦX .

(2) The map sl2 Ñ ǧ will map the standard nilpotent e P sl2 to
ř

αP∆LpXq
eα̌.

We will call this the “pinned” sl2.
(3) The subgroup ǦX is determined by its simple root spaces ǧX,γ̌ . Each

spherical root γ is either a root of G, or the sum of two strongly or-
thogonal roots, γ “ α ` β. (This includes the twisted case, see
§ 4.2.2.) In the first case, the simple root space ǧX,γ̌ will map iso-
morphically onto the corresponding simple root space for ǧ. In the
second case, there is a choice to be made. However, [KS17, Lemma
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10.4] shows that there is a unique 1-dimensional subspace of ǧα̌` ǧβ̌
that commutes with the pinned sl2, unless α and β are simple (as
roots of G). If α̌, β̌ are simple, our desideratum that the moment
image of the fiber of M̌ Ñ UǦXzǦ over the coset of 1 contains f im-
plies that ǧX,γ̌ ãÑ ǧα̌` ǧβ̌ is antidiagonal with respect to the pinning
of ǧ, that is, its image is spanned by eα̌ ´ eβ̌ .

Definition 4.8.4. Let ǦX ãÑ Ǧ be embedded as described above.
This embedding being stable under the action of Γ “ GalpF{Fq on Ǧ,
we define the L-group of X as the semidirect product

(4.21) LGX :“ ǦX ¸ Γ.

(4) Finally, to complete the definition of the rational structure and action
of Γ on M̌ , we need to define these on the symplectic vector space
SX , compatibly with the rational structure and Γ-action on ǦX .

Denote by BS
X the set of colors of even sphere type, and by BD

X its
union with the set of G-invariant divisors, or equivalently (by Propo-
sition 4.4.9): BD

X “ BS
X\DGpXq. The symplectic representation SX

is determined by these colors (§ 4.3, 4.4), but, when k is not alge-
braically closed, the symplectic form on SX is not necessarily unique
up to k-isomorphism. For example, scaling SX scales the symplec-
tic form by squares, which leaves us with the problem of choosing a
square class for it.

In order to do so, note that for every simple root α of G which is
also a spherical root of type T , the pinning of Ǧ gives us generators
eα̌ of the associated root spaces in ǧX . We would also like to pick
generators of the root spaces associated to the rest of the simple
spherical roots γ of even sphere type (“of type SO2nzSO2n`1” with
n ě 2). By [KS17, Lemma 10.4], one can choose such generators
eγ̌ so that they are preserved by the action of the Galois group of
Definition 4.8.4. Let us fix such a choice.

Remark 4.8.5. The choice of eγ̌ introduces an ambiguity into the
rational structure on SX that we are about to describe. This ambi-
guity exists, of course, only when there are roots of even sphere type,
and moreover the choice of eγ̌ matters only up to square in kˆ. One
could prescribe the generators eγ̌ more precisely, starting from the
pinning of Ǧ, but we have no compelling evidence in order to make
this choice.

Lemma 4.8.6. There is a unique (up to isomorphism) form of the
symplectic ǦX-vector space pSX , ωq over k, with the following prop-
erty:

There is a “subbasis” (i.e., a linearly independent subset) psbqbPBSX ,
with sb in the weight space corresponding to the color b (cf. Conjec-
ture 4.3.16 and Lemma 4.3.17) such that
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‚ for every simple root α such that pX,αq is of type T , with asso-
ciated colors b1, b2 P BC

X , the symplectic form satisfies

(4.22) ωpsbi , fα̌sbj q “

#

1, if i ‰ j;

0, otherwise;

‚ for every other other color b P BS
X of even sphere type, corre-

sponding to a spherical root γ, we have28

(4.23) ωpsb, fγ̌sbq “ 1.

Note that the span of sb1 , sb2 is necessarily isotropic, since they
are both highest-weight vectors for the copy of sl2 associated to the
root α̌.

Definition 4.8.7. A subbasis as in the lemma will be called stan-
dard. The same term will be used for any enlargement of it to a
subbasis indexed by the set BD

X .

Proof. In the notation of (4.15), we have an orthogonal decomposi-
tion

SX “ SY ‘
à

λ̌PDGpXq
T ˚Vλ̌,

the subspace SY is generated under the ǦX -action by the subspaces
indexed by BS

X , and the sum of isotropic subspaces Vλ̌ is generated
by the rest of the elements of BD

X . The k-isomorphism class, as
symplectic vector spaces with a ǦX -action, of all summands of the
form T ˚Vλ̌ is uniquely determined. There remains to determine the
k-isomorphism class of SY , hence we will now assume that SX “ SY .

Start with any ǦX -invariant symplectic form ω on SX . We will
now use the same construction as in the proof of existence of an ele-
ment of M̌ with regular nilpotent image, Proposition 4.7.1. Namely,
choose a subbasis ps1bqbPBSX , and note that the basis elements corre-
sponding to two colors b1, b2 associated to a simple root α of type T
satisfy relations analogous to (4.22), but with nonzero constants cα
rather than 1,

ωps1bi , eα̌s
1
bj
q “

#

cα, if i ‰ j;

0, otherwise.

A similar relation, with a constant cγ̌ , holds for the rest of the colors
of even sphere type, each associated to a unique spherical root γ.

Since the α̌’s and γ̌’s above are all simple roots of ǦX , there is an
inner automorphism ι : ǦX Ñ ǦX , defined over k, which acts on sim-
ple root spaces ǧα̌ (resp., ǧγ̌) as above by multiplication by c´1

α (resp.

28 Note that this equation implies that the moment map evaluated at sb involves 1
2
;

this is why we needed 1
2
P k here.
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c´1
γ ). The representation ι˚SX , now, satisfies (4.22). Uniqueness is
clear, since the subspaces associated to elements of BS

X generate
SX “ SY . �

Now we discuss the action of the Galois group Γ “ GalpF{Fq
on SX . Note that Γ acts on the sets BS

X and DGpXq, hence on
their valuations, compatibly with its action on the cocharacter group
X˚pAXq.29 We would roughly like to say that the Galois group should
act on the aforementioned basis elements sb as it acts on their indices;
however, this is not quite right for varieties such as SO2nzSO2n`1,
n ě 2, with SO2n nonsplit. (We know that this is not right by
comparison with the results of [Sak13]; see § 9.3.) The “reason” is that
the unique associated color b, in that case, is really just a placeholder
for a “formal difference of B-orbits of higher codimension.” More
precisely, for every spherical root γ of even sphere type, there are,
over the algebraic closure, two B-orbits bγ`, b

γ
´ of minimal dimension

inX˝P , where P is the associated parabolic P (so thatX˝P {RpP q »
SO2nzSO2n`1). If n “ 1, these B-orbits are colors, but if n ě 2, they
are of codimension ą 1. Choose an arbitrary labeling bγ`, b

γ
´ of these

two orbits, for each spherical root γ of even sphere type that is not
of type T (i.e., such that n ą 1), and let BD

X
1 denote the disjoint

union of: (a) the set of colors of type T , (b) the disjoint union of the
sets tbγ`, b

γ
´u, over all other spherical roots of even sphere type, and

(c) the G-invariant divisors on X. The Galois group Γ acts naturally
on the set BD

X
1, and hence on the free k-module on its elements.

Denoting by sb1 the basis element of this free module corresponding
to an element b1, we now define sb :“ sbγ` ´ sb

γ
´
, when b is the unique

color of even sphere type associated to a spherical root γ as above.
We let SDX be the k-submodule spanned by those elements sb, as
well as by the elements sb1 associated to colors b1 of type T and
G-stable divisors. The Galois group, then, acts on SDX ; moreover,
we can identify SDX as a subspace of SX via a standard subbasis of
Definition 4.8.7.

Conjecture 4.8.8. There is an action of Γ on SX by k-rational
symplectomorphisms, compatible with its action on ǦX (Definition
4.8.4), which extends its natural action on the subspace SDX .

Although we have not been able to prove this conjecture directly,
using the combinatorics of spherical varieties, there are geometric
reasons to believe that it is true. The conjecture is trivial, of course,

29We do not need the Galois group to fix a Borel subgroup here, although this, of
course will be automatic over a finite field. In general, we can think of colors as G-
invariant divisors on pB ˆX‚qF, where B is the flag variety of Borel subgroups of G, and
this description makes clear that the Galois group acts on them.
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when for all spherical roots of even sphere type the associated sub-
quotients are of the form SO2nzSO2n`1 with SO2n and SO2n`1 split
(i.e., when the Γ-action on SDX is trivial).

Definition 4.8.9. A symplectic action of Γ on SX as in Conjecture
4.8.8 will be called a simple action. The Γ-action on M̌ induced from
its analytic action on the pair ǦX Ă Ǧ and its simple action on SX
will also be called simple.

It is immediate that – having chosen eγ for even sphere roots as
in Remark 4.8.5 – the resulting symplectic ǦX ¸ Γ-representation
SX , and the resulting LG-Hamiltonian space M̌ are unique up to
isomorphism.

This completes the description of the k-rational structure and the simple
action of Γ on M̌ , conditionally on Conjecture 4.8.8 – which we will from
now on assume. The resulting k-rational form of M̌ will be called its split
form. We conclude by verifying that this indeed is a “pinned hyperspherical
variety,” a notion described at the start of this subsection § 4.8.

Proposition 4.8.10. Assume Conjecture 4.8.8. Then there is an m P M̌pkq
which is stable under the Γ-action, and whose moment image is the distin-
guished element f P g˚ of the pinning.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.7.1, we start by choosing an element
m1 P M̌pkq, ofo the form (after choosing an invariant identification ǧ » ǧ˚,
which here we also need to require to be Γ-invariant)

m1 “
ÿ

bPBCX

sb `
ÿ

γP∆Xr∆G

fα̌γ`β̌γ `
ÿ

αP∆LpXq

fα̌,

where the first sum ranges over all the colors of type T , the second sum
ranges over all simple spherical roots γ which are not simple roots of G, with
associated roots αγ and βγ , and the third sum ranges over the simple roots
of the Levi of P pXq.

The element above is evidently defined over k, and fixed under the action
of Γ. Moreover, it was shown in Proposition 4.7.1 that is has regular nilpotent
image under the moment map, of the form f ` f 1, where f 1 belongs to the
simple root spaces indexed by roots p´α̌q, with α positive but not simple. In
particular, f ` f 1 P Ad˚pŇ´qf , where Ň´ denotes the “negative” maximal
unipotent subgroup of Ǧ. Since both f and f ` f 1 are Γ-stable and defined
over k, and Ň´ is unipotent, it follows easily that there is an n P pŇ´pkqqΓ
with f ` f 1 “ Ad˚pnqf . Then, the element m “ m1 ¨ n´1 is k-rational,
Γ-fixed, and with moment image equal to f .

�

5. Towards hyperspherical duality

The current section, which is tentative or speculative at several parts, dis-
cusses how the results thus far obtained may fit into a future “ideal picture.”
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‚ § 5.1 introduces an important mod 2 characteristic class associated
to a Hamiltonian space, the anomaly, whose vanishing should remove
all “metaplectic obstructions” to quantization. Our definition here is
a provisional one; further study of examples is required.

‚ In §5.2 we describe what an ideal statement of “hyperspherical dual-
ity”

pG,Mq Ø pǦ, M̌q

would be, and recall how the previous sections give partial results
in this direction. We also describe what some consequences of this
ideal statement would be.

‚ In §5.3 we propose that hyperspherical pairs pG,Mq without anomaly
should admit a distinguished “split” form over Z, and in particular
over any ring R, where the form G{R is the Chevalley split form of G.
We will formulate in §5.3.6 a working definition of a certain class of
hyperspherical dual pairs that is well-suited for Langlands program
– for motivation, see prior discussion in §3.9, §4.8.

We emphasize again that this section should be regarded as providing
starting or working definitions, which we leave open to being revised as
further computations are carried out – the main goal being to motivate
further research into these questions.

5.1. Automorphic quantization and anomaly. As mentioned in §1.2,
we should like to equip each pG,Mq with an “automorphic quantization”
and a “spectral quantization.” As is usual in the theory of quantization,
there can exist an “anomaly” (and here we follow language that is used in
the physics literature) which means that the automorphic quantization does
not exist without the passage to a metaplectic cover of G. For example,
the automorphic quantization of pG “ Sp2n,M “ A2nq does not exist over
a local field without passing from G to its metaplectic cover. There is a
similar phenomenon on the spectral side that we do not discuss in this pa-
per: spectral quantization requires, in general, the consideration of twisted
sheaves.

The notion of “metaplectic cover” is not an algebraic one: e.g. the meta-
plectic cover of Sp2gpRq is not the real points of an algebraic group. Since
our framework of hyperspherical varieties pG,Mq is entirely algebraic, we
should like to find a purely algebraic condition that eliminates the appear-
ance of metaplectic covers and twisted sheaves. Again we stress that our
chosen condition of Definition 5.1.2 below is highly provisional : roughly, we
are confident it is the correct condition “up to isogeny issues,” but we have
not carefully analyzed these issues; see also §5.1.11.

We will make free use of Chern classes of representations. Namely, to
any complex representation V of a topological group H we can associate a
Chern class cipV q P H2ipBH,Zq. This is, by definition, the Chern class of
the vector bundle over the classifying space BH defined by V . We are using
topological (Betti) cohomology here, but if H is an algebraic group defined
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over a field F , and the representation V is defined over F , we can replace
Betti cohomology by étale cohomology, by substituting the coefficients with
Zlpiq. (The case l “ 2 is particularly relevant for our discussion here.)

In what follows, we will define an “anomaly” criterion of algebraic nature
for hyperspherical spaces defined over a separably closed field (actually, we
will work with C), but we motivate it by the following proposition, which
gives an algebraic criterion for the splitting of metaplectic covers over local
fields:

Proposition 5.1.1. Suppose that F is a local field. Let H ď SppV q be an
algebraic F -subgroup of a symplectic group over F such that there exists a
character θ : H Ñ Gm with

(5.1) c2pV q “ c1pθq
2 in H4

etpBH,Z{2q,

where the right hand side denotes the étale cohomology of the classifying stack
BH considered as an algebraic stack over SpecF . 30 If F is nonarchimedean
and doesn’t have residue characteristic 2,31 the metaplectic cover of Sp2rpF q
splits over HpF q.

This proposition will not be used in any significant way so we give the
proof in an appendix, § E.3. We use it only as a potential motivation for the
following definition:

Let G be a reductive group over C, and M a symplectic G-variety. The
invariant we shall use is the G-equivariant second Chern class of (the tangent
bundle of) M , considered mod 2:

c2 P H
4
GpM,Zq b Z{2.

Definition 5.1.2. We shall say that M is:
‚ strongly anomaly free, if c2 “ 0 (mod 2), and
‚ anomaly free, if there exists β P H2

GpM,Zq such that c2 ” β2 (mod
2). (Note that β is an integral cohomology class, not just mod 2. The
analogy of this condition with (5.1) will become clear in the proof of
Proposition 5.1.5 below.)

Our expectation is that ifM is anomaly-free, it will admit an automorphic
and spectral quantization. Partial justification for this expectation comes
from Proposition 5.1.1 on the automorphic side and Remark 12.8.2 on the
spectral side. Our definition was motivated by these facts, and also a rather
loose parallel with the idea of a spin-c structure.

Remark 5.1.3. (Rationality issues in defining anomaly:) The above defini-
tion of “anomaly-free” is over C, and one can formulate it over any separably

30We emphasize that this is absolute étale cohomology, and not geometric étale
cohomology.

31There is an analogous statement without this restriction, if one first pushes out the
metaplectic cover to S1.
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closed field F, replacing Betti cohomology with étale cohomology with Z2-
coefficients. It does not automatically imply that the corresponding state-
ments hold in absolute étale cohomology when pG,Mq are defined over a
subfield F Ă F. It is the latter statement that is more directly related to
metaplectic splitting, as in Proposition 5.1.1. Sometimes one can deduce
results over F from those over F̄ ; see e.g. [Del96a, 1.10] for the semisim-
ple, simply connected case or Lemma E.3.1 for an explicit result when the
situation is defined over Z. As with other issues concerning rationality, we
do not understand the situation well, and simply wish to point to this as an
important question for further study.

Remark 5.1.4. Besides Proposition 5.1.1 there are other reasons to expect
that this c2 plays an important role. The reduction of c2 mod 2 arises in the
work of the third-named author with A. Abdurrahman on a closely related
topic [AV22]; and in physics, the reduction of c2 mod 2 is again known in cer-
tain contexts to be an obstruction to quantization (see in particular [Wit82]).

At the same time, we leave open the possibility that our definition is not
the optimal one. For example [BDF`22] formulate a different but related
condition, which we will discuss in § 5.1.11 below. There are relatively few
examples to check for hyperspherical varieties, and a thorough study of them
should reveal the best definition; we are presently not aware of an example
where the two conditions differ.

The condition of being anomaly-free admits a readily computable reformu-
lation in the case of hyperspherical varieties. Let pG,Mq be a hyperspherical
variety over C, associated to a datum H ˆ SL2 Ñ G and H Ñ SppSq, as in
Theorem 3.6.1. Recall that, in addition to S, there is a second symplectic
H-representation of interest, namely, u{u` in the notation of §3.4.2, that is,
the weight one space of Gm Ă SL2 acting on the Lie algebra of G.

Proposition 5.1.5. With notation as described, let T be a maximal torus
of H, let V be the H-representation u{u` ‘ S, and let

Ξ “ the nonzero weights of T acting on V .

In what follows, c2pV q refers to the second Chern class of V in H4pBH,Zq,
and X˚ to the character lattice for T .

(a): M is strongly anomaly free if c2pV q “ 0 modulo 2, equivalently,

(5.2)
ÿ

χPΞ{t˘1u

χ P 2X˚

(b): M is anomaly free if and only if there is a character θ : H Ñ Gm

such that c2pV q “ c1pθq
2 modulo 2, equivalently,

(5.3)
ÿ

χPΞ{t˘1u

χ P pX˚qW ` 2X˚

i.e., the sum of (5.2) is congruent modulo 2X˚ to a character that
extends to H.
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Here the notation in (5.2) means that we sum over an arbitrary set of
representatives for Ξ modulo ˘1, noting that Ξ “ ´Ξ because the repre-
sentation in question is symplectic; we observe that the resulting class in
X˚{2X˚ does not depend on the choice of representatives.

Proof. The inclusion of G{H into M (as the closed G ˆ Ggr-orbit) is a ho-
motopy equivalence and correspondingly the G-equivariant cohomology of
M is identified with the cohomology of BH. Under this identification, the
Chern class of the tangent bundle is carried to the Chern class of the H-
representation

(5.4) pg{hq ‘ pg{hqe ‘ S

as an H-representation; we used (3.16) to identify the tangent space. De-
compose pg{hq as an SL2ˆH-representation as

À

rmsbWm with rms the m-
dimensional irreducible representation. Then, as an H-representation, (5.4)
is identified with

À

mW
‘m`1
m ‘S, and this has the same H-equivariant sec-

ond Chern class (mod 2) as
À

mP2ZWm ‘ S » u{u` ‘ S, i.e. the V defined
in the statement of the proposition.

This proves the first statement of (a). For the first statement of (b) we note
that H2

GpM,Zq is similarly identified with H2pBH,Zq, which is identified by
the Chern class map with HompH,Gmq. Consequently, the condition that
the second Chern class of the tangent bundle is a square of a class in H2

G
is equivalent to the condition that c2pV q is the square of c1pθq for some
character θ : H Ñ Gm.

To prove the second statements of (a) and (b), that is to say, the numerical
criteria (5.2) and (5.3), we use the following Proposition 5.1.6 to reduce to
computing in the maximal torus, where the computation is straightforward
and left to the reader. �

Proposition 5.1.6. Let H be a reductive group over C with maximal torus
T .

(a) The restriction map

H4pBH,Zq Ñ H4pBT,Zq

identifies the source with the Weyl-fixed part of the target.
(b) The maps

Sym2X˚pT q Ñ Sym2H2pBT,Zq Ñ H4pBT,Zq

are isomorphisms. The first map is induced from X˚pT q Ñ H2pBT,Zq
that attaches to a T -representation its first Chern class. The second
map is the cup product.

(c) With reference to these isomorphisms, the second Chern class of a
symplectic H-representation with nonzero weights Ξ Ă X˚pT q, is
given by

ÿ

χPΞ{t˘1u

p´χ2q P Sym2X˚pT q,
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Proof. (a) is proved in [Hen17, Theorem 6]. (b) reduces to the case T “ Gm

by the Künneth formula where it is standard. (c) arises from computing the
total Chern class of the restriction of the representation to T as

ś

χPΞp1 `

tχq (with t the grading variable), and noticing that the coefficient of t2 is
ř

χPΞ{t˘1up´χ
2q. �

Example 5.1.7. If M admits a distinguished polarization, it is anomaly-
free: In the notation established prior to Proposition 5.1.5 the representation
u{u` vanishes and S “W ‘W ˚ as H-representation. Then the sum of (5.2)
coincides with the character of the determinant of W .

Example 5.1.8. IfH has the property that its distinguished central element
p´1q2ρ̌H P H acts trivially on the symplectic H-representation W , then
automatically the condition (5.3) is satisfied: any such representation has
no symplectic irreducible factor, and so is isomorphic to the sum of an even
number of orthogonal H-representations, and a number of representations of
the form E ‘ E˚.

The example G “ SppV q and M “ V is not anomaly-free, but it can
happen that the restriction of the SppV q action on M “ V to a subgroup
of SppV q is anomaly-free. By Proposition 5.1.5 this question can be readily
computed in terms of weights.

Example 5.1.9. Some interesting anomaly-free hyperspherical examples
where M is a vector space, taken from the table of [Kno06], are the fol-
lowing:

(5.5) SO2n ˆ Sp2m Ñ Sp4nm, E7 Ñ Sp56,SL3 Ñ Sp20,

given, respectively, by the tensor product of defining representations, the 56-
dimensional fundamental representation and the exterior cube of the stan-
dard representation; similarly, also, the spin or half-spin representations

(5.6) Spin10 Ñ Spp16q, Spin11 Ñ Sp32, Spin12 Ñ Sp32

are nonanomalous. 32 In all these cases except the final one the dual M̌ is
known at least in an isogenous example (some are listed in §1.5, see also the
tables of C. Wan and L. Zhang in [WZ]).

Example 5.1.10. Several other examples in Table 1.1 of [Kno06] are, how-
ever, anomalous, for example the standard representation of SO2n`1ˆSp2m,
and the 14-dimensional representation of SL2 ˆ G2. An interesting non-
anomalous example that fails to be hyperspherical, because it fails the con-
nectedness criterion, is the action of G “ SLp2q on M “ Sym3pstdq.

32Note that the fact these examples are hyperspherical requires some verification. The
quoted reference shows these examples are coisotropic; but we must also verify that the
stabilizer of a generic point is connected, which appears to be known in all cases: see
[SK77, p 81], [GG17, Table 1], and the splendid [GL, Table 3].
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5.1.11. Relation with the anomaly condition of [BDF`22]. Proposition 5.1.5
explicates the anomaly condition in terms of the symplectic representation
V of the subgroup H Ă G (of the structure theorem). The paper [BDF`22]
introduces a different “anomaly vanishing” condition for a symplectic H-
representation V ; without going into much detail, we reformulate their con-
dition as follows:

Definition 5.1.12. M satisfies the anomaly-vanishing condition of [BDF`22]
if the pullback of V to the simply-connected cover Hsc of the derived group
of H is anomaly-free in the sense of Proposition 5.1.5, that is to say, c2pV q
vanishes mod 2 in the cohomology of Hsc.

It might as well be that this is the “correct” anomaly-vanishing condition;
we presently do not know any examples of hyperspherical varieties where the
two conditions differ. In any case, we can directly confirm that the dual of
a tempered spherical variety is anomaly-free in the sense of (5.1.12):

Proposition 5.1.13. Assuming Conjecture 4.3.16, if P pXq “ B, the dual
Hamiltonian space of the spherical variety X satisfies the anomaly-vanishing
condition of Definition 5.1.12.

Proof. In the notation of Proposition (5.1.5), but with ǦX in place of H, it
is enough to show that the sum

ř

χPΞ{t˘1u χ (mod 2) vanishes on the coroots
of ǦX . Indeed, its pullback to the simply connected cover of the derived
group of ǦX will then be trivial (mod 2).

Since we have assumed that P pXq “ B, the symplectic representation V
coincides with the representation SX of Definition 4.4.3. The only summand
of (4.15) for which this could fail is the summand SY . In the notation of
Conjecture 4.3.16 (but replacingX by Y ), the sub-sum of Ξ that corresponds
to SY can be written as χY “

ř

bPB`Y
wtpbq. Finally, we have, for every simple

coroot γ of ǦX , with wγ the corresponding Weyl reflection, that

χY ´ wγχY “ xχY , γyγ̌.

By Conjecture 4.3.16, wγχY “ χY , unless pY, γq is of type T with associated
valuations v̌1, v̌2, in which case wγχY “ χY ´ 2pv̌1 ` v̌2q “ χY ´ 2γ̌. In
particular, xχY , γy P 2Z. �

5.2. Hyperspherical dual pairs over C. The most ideal form of hyper-
spherical duality would be:

Expectation 5.2.1. There exists a duality

pG,Mq Ø pǦ, M̌q,

switching anomaly-free hyperspherical pG,Mq over C with anomaly-free hy-
perspherical pǦ, M̌q over C, with the following property:

If M admits a distinguished polarization M “ T ˚pX,Ψq, as
in Definition 3.7.1, then M̌ arises from pX,Ψq via the proce-
dure of §4.
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We must admit at the moment that this expectation remains somewhat
tentative: we would not formulate it as a “conjecture,” but we believe that
something like it should be true, perhaps after slight modifications of the
definitions of “anomaly-free” or “hyperspherical.”

In the remainder of this paper, we will use the phrase hyperspherical dual
pair (over C) to mean either a pair as pG,Mq, pǦ, M̌q which arises via the
construction of §4, or its reverse. We anticipate, however, that all the state-
ments of the paper will apply to the class of dual pairs of Expectation 5.2.1.

5.2.2. Some consequences of Expectation 5.2.1. We will explicitly note sev-
eral consequences of the expectation. They are are valid in examples that
we have checked, but we have no general proof:

(i) The construction of §4 is independent of distinguished polarization.
It is likely this is provable using ideas from the theory of spherical
varieties.

(ii) Any pǦ, M̌q arising via the procedure of §4 from pG,M “ T ˚pX,Ψqq
is non-anomalous. For what we have proved in this direction, see
Proposition 5.1.13.

(iii) If pG,Mq and pǦ, M̌q are a distinguished hyperspherical pair, where
both sides admit distinguished polarizations, and pǦ, M̌q arises from
pG,Mq via the procedure of §4, then the reverse is also true: pG,Mq
arises from pǦ, M̌q from the procedure of §4.

(iv) In the setting of M “ T ˚pX,Ψq and M̌ as in §4, we have proved in
Proposition 4.6.1

(5.7) parity: e2ρ̌ηp´1q P Ǧ acts trivially on M̌ .

where η : G Ñ Gm is the character of a G-eigenmeasure on X,
identified with a dual central cocharacter in Ǧ.

Expectation 5.2.1 implies that the parity condition (5.7) also holds
“in reverse” for a hyperspherical dual pair if M̌ also admits a distin-
guished polarization:

(5.8) dual parity: e2ρ̌η̌p´1q P G acts trivially on M .

where η̌ : ǦÑ Gm is the character of a Ǧ-eigenmeasure on X̌, again
identified to a cocharacter for G.33

Remark 5.2.3. Although we have often used them as a crutch, no special
role in the duality should be played by the existence of eigenforms as in §3.8.
A typical example of a dual pair, where one side has no eigenmeasure, is
given by

pG, pX,Ψqq “ pPGL3,Gm ¨ pGa
2, ψqzPGL3qand pǦ, X̌q “ pSL3,A3q.

This is related to the Example 4.3.11. One can, in such cases, still apply the
local and global conjectures by reducing them to a case with an eigenform,

33This statement doesn’t depend on the choice of eigenmeasure, cf. §3.8.2 .
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as described earlier in §3.8.2 ; but it would be good, in a further elaboration
of this work, to do this in a more intrinsic way. See e.g. Remark 12.6.5.

Remark 5.2.4. (a) The putative duality requires some kind of anomaly
vanishing condition, unless one modifies the nature of the duality; in
the classical theory of automorphic forms the appearance of meta-
plectic groups necessitates a modification even for the duality on
reductive groups, cf. [Wei14]. It is an important problem to study
anomalous examples –there are many in the automorphic literature,
that is to say period integrals involving covering groups; let us point
only to Shimura’s integral [Shi75] – and extend the proposals here to
that context.

(b) We do not know of examples of dual pM,M̌q where neither side
admits a twisted polarization, but there seems to be no reason for
such examples not to exist. It would interesting to exhibit one.

5.3. Hyperspherical dual pairs over arithmetic fields. We have al-
ready seen in our previous discussions of §3.9 and §4.8 that it is important
to consider models for pG,Mq over other fields. We propose that in the
non-anomalous case, at least, there is a best one:

There exists a distinguished “split” form of each hyperspheri-
cal pG,Mq, defined over Z.

In this subsection, after discussing this proposal, we will use it to give a
working definition of a class of dual pairs pG,Mq{F Ø pǦ, M̌q{k where F is
either a finite field or C, and k is either C or the closure of an `-adic field.

At this point, we should remind the reader that some preliminary dis-
cussion of rationality issues has already taken place in § 3.9 and 4.8: In the
former, we used the structure theorem to define a notion of “split hyperspher-
ical datum,” while in the latter we used the structure theorem to describe a
split form of the dual Hamiltonian space of a spherical variety, depending on
some mild choices. Here, we will combine these discussions into a wishlist
for the “split form of M ,” that will also make some forward references to our
local conjecture. At the moment we remind the reader, as we have seen in
Example 3.9.8, the “split” form ofM may not be the most obvious candidate
that presents itself.

It seems reasonable to formulate the following expectation regarding the
putative distinguished split forms of pG,Mq; for discussion as to why, see
Remark 5.3.2 after the statement. We fix a pinning in order to rigidify G
(thus, the notion of split form ofM is really to be understood with reference
to a pinned group G).

Expectation 5.3.1. Each nonanomalous hyperspherical pG,Mq over C ad-
mits a distinguished Z-form pG,MqZ with the following properties.

(a) Write Z1 for the ring obtained from Z by inverting NG, as in (3.41).
Then pG,MqZ1 is obtained from a split Z1-form of the linear algebra
datum DpG,Mq (see Definition 3.9.3).
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(b) Suppose that pG,Mq, pǦ, M̌q form a hyperspherical dual pair over C,
with M̌ “ T ˚X polarized. Then the the split form pG,MqZ1 belongs
to the distinguished class of forms constructed in §4.8, replacing the
role of k by Z1 and switching pG,Mq and pǦ, M̌q in that discussion.
(cf. also Proposition 4.8.10).

(c) Suppose that M,M̌ form a hyperspherical dual pair, with M̌ “ T ˚X
polarized; then ZrM̌ s is the local Plancherel algebra, see Remark
8.1.10.

Remark 5.3.2. - Points (a) and (b) are suggested by the study of
examples known to us. The word “split” in (a) is suggested by the
work [GN10] wherein a maximal torus of H – the reductive subgroup
of G appearing in the structural data for M , as in (3.1) – appears
from degenerating to a horospherical variety.

- We are perhaps being overly cautious in (a) and (b); perhaps it is
unnecessary to invert all primes dividingNG. An example illustrating
the difficulties at p “ 2 is the case G “ Sp4 whenM is defined by the
datum pH “ SL2, S “ A2q and the auxiliary SL2 is the centralizer of
H in G.

- The strongest reason to believe in this expectation is the one of point
(c), namely, the local conjecture that we are about to formulate in
§7. In favorable circumstances, it gives rise to an explicit ring with
Poisson bracket which should be the coordinate ring of the split form
of M over Z.

Indeed, recall that one way of constructing the split form of a group
is provided by the geometric Satake correspondence: the split form
of G over Q and even over Z, can be reconstructed from the category
of sheaves of the affine Grassmannian of Ǧ. Point (c) is an analogous
proposal – we will see in §8.5 that M can be conjecturally recon-
structed as a G ˆ Ggr-space given access to a polarized dual space
M̌ “ T ˚pX̌, Ψ̌q by considering a suitable category of constructible
sheaves. This category of constructible sheaves can be defined with
Z coefficients when Ψ is trivial (simply by considering sheaves of
abelian groups), in particular giving a Z-structure to M . 34

Remark 5.3.3. For the purposes of applications to automorphic forms, the
very best situation would not be to try to cherry-pick our favorite form, but
rather find an enhanced version of the duality

pG,Mq Ø pǦ, M̌q

that took into account rational structures on both sides. In the case of
G Ø Ǧ, a form of G over a non-separably closed field F provides an action
of the absolute Galois group of F on the dual group Ǧ; this datum is used
to define the L-group. An analogous discussion in the case of the duality

34In fact, a similar argument applies when Ψ is nontrivial. However, it does not give
rise to models over Z, but rather over completions of various cyclotomic integer rings.
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M Ø M̌ , is provided, in part, by the analysis of §4.8.1. Although these data
are surely part of the picture, we do not have a complete picture of this at
the moment.

5.3.4. Some consequences of Expectation 5.3.1. Expectation 5.3.1 has var-
ious explicit consequences which, again, we do not know how to prove in
general, but are valid in those cases we have examined.

(i) The existence of a Z1-form proposed in Expectation 5.3.1 implies that
the isomorphism class of pG,Mq is stable by any field automorphism
of C, and in particular pG,Mq can be unambiguously transferred to
any algebraically closed field of characteristic zero by the Lefschetz
principle.

(ii) Point (c) also has very strong implications (perhaps too strong?)
The local conjecture relates the ring of regular functions on M to
certain constructible cohomology groups; thus, for ZrM̌ s to be flat
over Z, these particular cohomology groups should have no torsion.
See Remark 8.1.10 for further discussion.

5.3.5. Characteristic 2 subtleties, quadratic refinements. Let us consider the
case when M “ V is a vector space and look at what we expect about the
integral model of M ; in this case, we expect, of course, this to be simply a
Z-lattice VZ equipped with its standard symplectic form, equipped with an
action of the Chevalley form GZ.

However, we expect (hope?) this to have a further property, namely:

(*) the associated representation of F2-algebraic groupsGF2 Ñ

SppVF2q should preserve a quadratic refinement of the sym-
plectic form,

i.e., GF2 preserves a quadratic function Q on VF2 such that Qpx`yq´Qpxq´
Qpyq gives the symplectic form.

There are two reasons to expect this. Firstly, this allows one to construct
a moment action for the action of GZ on VZ. The second is topological,
arising from the existence of extra mod 2 operations on the the cohomology
of E3-spaces (cf. §17).

Not all hyperspherical G-representations will admit a Z-lattice with this
property. For example, the standard representation of G “ SL2 on M “

A2 does not have this property. However, it is plausible that all anomaly-
free examples have property (*), and in some cases it helps distinguish the
appropriate form.

For example, take G “ SL2 acting onM “ A2ˆA2, there are two possible
Z forms. Namely take

MZ “ pZ2, ωq b pZ2, Bq

with ω the standard symplectic structure, and for some symmetric bilinear
unimodular form B. The only possibilities for B are, up to equivalence,
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represented by the matrices
„

0 1
1 0



and the identity matrix; the first pos-

sibility satisfies (*) and the second does not.

5.3.6. Working definition of hyperspherical dual pairs over pF, kq. Although
it is not clear that the different desiderata in Expectation 5.3.1 are compat-
ible with one another, they are quite restrictive when they apply. We will
focus here on (a) of that expectation. The following Proposition will be used
to show that it uniquely specifies pG,Mq in a certain subset of cases.

Proposition 5.3.7. Let pG ˆ Ggr,Mq be a hyperspherical variety over C,
in the sense of §3.5, defined by a datum DC as in Definition 3.9.3. Let NG

be as in (3.41) and let Z1 “ Zr 1
NG
s. There are integers p0, N such that:

For p ě p0 and for any F containing FpN , there is at most one, up to
isomorphism, datum DF as in Definition 3.9.3 which fits into a diagram

(5.9) DF Ð DZ1 Ñ DC.

Moreover, if the automorphisms of DC are connected35, then we may take
N “ 1, i.e. the above statement is valid for all fields F of sufficiently large
finite characteristic.

Proof. Suppose first that F is the algebraic closure of a finite field. One first
checks that any two choices of data DF which fit into a diagram (5.9) are
conjugate so long as p is sufficiently large. This follows for pH ˆ Gm Ñ

G,H Ñ Sp2gq via standard constructibility arguments, using “rigidity” of
homomorphisms between reductive groups (see Appendix E.4 for a spelling
out). Then (again, in large enough characteristic) any two choices for f P g˚F
are conjugate under the centralizer of H ˆGm by the same reasoning as in
[Kos59, Theorem 4.2].

Consequently, once we fix one choice of DFp , the other choices are indexed
by a Galois cohomology group H1pGalFp , Zq, where Z is the automorphism
group of D, considered as an algebraic group over Fp.

We now use the following fact: the restriction map

(5.10) H1pFp, Zq Ñ H1pFpk , Zq

vanishes identically whenever k is divisible by the product of #π0pZq and
#Autpπ0Zq, where π0pZq denotes the component group of ZFp . In fact by
Lang’s theorem the map from H1pFq, Zq to H1pFq, π0Zq is injective which
permits us to replace Z by π0Z, considered as a finite étale group scheme over
Fp. Let us do so. Then a 1-cocycle for the Galois group of Fp is determined
by the image of Frobenius g P ZpFpq; the image of the kth power of Frobenius
is then given by the product

g ¨ gF ¨ gF
2
. . . gF

k
,

35By this we mean that the centralizer of HˆSL2 in G and the centralizer of H Ñ Sp2g

are both connected.
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where the superscript F denotes the Frobenius action on ZpFpq; and this
product is automatically trivial when k is divisible by the product of the
order of Z and the order of the automorphism group of Z.

Given this statement about vanishing of the restriction morphism (5.10),
the desired conclusion follows because the set of possibilities for π0pZq is
finite – this is deduced by means of general constructibility arguments, see
e.g. [Gro66, 9.7.9]. Similarly, if the automorphism group of DC is connected,
we see by general constructibility arguments that the same is true for Z so
long as the characteristic p is large enough. �

Based on Proposition 5.3.7, we offer the following working definition of a
class of split forms; it does not capture all forms that should be considered
split forms, but where it works, it should give the correct form. However,
first, a

Suggestion to the reader: rather than using the definition
below, take the more practical attitude that, in most exam-
ples, the split form is either obvious or can be determined
from its expected properties and the conjectures of this pa-
per by a small amount of experimentation.

Definition-Lemma 5.3.8. (Working definition of a class of split forms of
hyperspherical varieties): Let pGˆGgr,Mq be a hyperspherical variety over
C, in the sense of §3.5, defined by a datum DC as in Definition 3.9.3. Let
NG be as in (3.41), let Z1 “ Zr 1

NG
s and F any field of characteristic not

dividing NG.

(a) A “split form” pG ˆ Ggr,MqF over F is one satisfying the following
two conditions:
(i) It arises from DF which fits into a diagram DF Ð DZ1 Ñ DC;
(ii) DF is the unique (up to isomorphism) datum that fits into such

a diagram.
(b) A “split form” pG ˆ Ggr, pX,ΨqqF over F of a twisted polarization

pX,Ψq for M is one arising from a polarized datum D`F (see (3.39))
polarizing some DF that satisfies the conditions of (a).

Let us summarize what Proposition 5.3.7 says about the existence of such
forms:

‚ In (a), assuming that DC admits a lift to DZ1 , such a form exists and
is unique when F “ Fp for all sufficiently large p, or when F “ Fpk
for all sufficiently large p and all sufficiently divisible k. 36 In the
favorable case when the automorphism group of DC is connected,
such forms exist for all finite fields of sufficiently large characteristic.

36Both “sufficiently large” and “sufficiently divisible” arise from the general con-
structibility arguments in the proof of Proposition E.4.1; with enough work, this could
probably be made explicit.
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‚ In (b), such split forms exist under the same conditions as in (a), and
are unique up the ambiguity in polarizing a symplectic vector space,
as specified in Remark 3.9.2.

This does not follow directly from Proposition 5.3.7: we need to
show that a datum DF arising in (a) can in fact always be polarized.
The datum DZ1 involves a homomorphism ρ : H Ñ Sp2g over Z1
and, here, ρC can be polarized, by assumption. Extension of scalars
gives a bijection between irreducible reprsentations of H{Q and H{C,
and this preserves both symplectic self-duality and orthogonal self-
duality. From this, we deduce that ρQ, too, can be polarized, and
choosing an arbitrary integral lattice we see that ρFp can be polarized
for all sufficiently large p. Uniqueness here follows as in Remark
3.9.2 so long as we assume the characteristic is sufficiently large that
everything is semisimple, in particular so that there are no Exts
between simple factors of the representation underlying ρ (which is
readily seen in large enough characteristic; for instance it follows
from [Jan03, §4.13]).

We presume this definition will be rendered obsolete by a more sophisti-
cated study of rationality questions. But we write it down because it gives
at least some foundation, cracked though it may be, for actually using the
concept of “split forms” in some later statements. In particular, it permits us
to traspose the notion of hyperspherical dual pairs, as in §5.2, to pairs over
arithmetic fields, suitable for our applications to the Langlands program:

Suppose that pGˆGgr,Mq and pǦˆGgr, M̌q is a hyperspherical dual pair
over C, in the sense of §5.2. Let F be either Fq,Fq or C, and let k be either
C or the closure of an `-adic field. Then, by a split form of the above pair
over pF, kq, we shall mean

pGˆGgr,Mq{F and pǦˆGgr, M̌q{k

where, if F ‰ C, the left hand side is a split form as defined in (a) above,
and the right hand side is obtained from pǦ ˆ Ggr, M̌q by means of an
isomorphism k » C.37 In the case that M or M̌ come with distinguished
polarizations, we can similarly define a split form of the pair equipped with
their polarizations.

Part 2. Local theory

In Part 2 of this work we formulate and study the local form of our con-
jecture in the unramified setting. For an overview of this part, see page
19.

37It would follow from §5.3.4 (i) that this is independent of choice of isomorphism.
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6. Shearing and geometric Satake.

In this section we discuss the operation of shearing with respect to Gm-
actions, in which the weights of the Gm-action are paired with cohomological
shifts. This concept will arise throughout the paper; it already arises in
the geometric Satake isomorphism, as we will recall in §6.6. Shearing is
implicitly present throughout the Koszul duality literature. It is studied
explicitly in the work of Arinkin and Gaitsgory – see [AG15, Section A.2],
but note that [AG15] shear by 2, while we shear by 1, hence the appearance
of super-signs.

The contents of the section are as follows:

‚ §6.1 discusses shearing of vector spaces.
‚ §6.2 discusses shearing of algebras.
‚ §6.3 discusses shearing of categories.
‚ §6.4 discusses various examples of shearing on categories of geometric
or representation-theoretic origin.

‚ §6.5 discusses abelian geometric Satake by way of example. Although
shearing does not appear in the usual formulations of this, we take
the opportunity, by way of illustration, to explain how some of the
subtle features there can be expressed in terms of shearing. We will
separately discuss an “analytic” and an “arithmetic” form, cf. §2.6.

‚ §6.6 discusses derived geometric Satake, again, presented as an ex-
ample of the shearing language.

‚ §6.7 discusses both abelian and derived Satake when the base field is
replaced by a finite field.

‚ §6.8 discusses the example of shearing the coordinate ring of a hy-
perspherical variety. This could be subsumed in the previous section,
but we isolate it because of its later use in the paper.

6.1. Shearing of vector spaces. There is an autoequivalence of the cat-
egory ReppGmq of Gm-equivariant complexes of k-vector spaces (i.e., com-
plexes of graded vector spaces), called shearing defined by

M “
à

i

Mi ÞÑM( :“
à

iPZ
Miris

where Mi is the i-isotypical space, upon which λ P Gm acts by λi; this has
inverse (unshearing)

N “
à

Ni ÞÑ N) :“
à

iPZ
Nir´is

Note that) has the property that it takes an ordinary graded vector space
(i.e., a graded dg-vector space concentrated in cohomological degree 0) to
a dg-vector space for which the weight on the cohomology agrees with the
cohomological degree.
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The equivalence M ÞÑ M( is a monoidal autoequivalence, i.e., there is a
natural identification

pM bNq( »M( bN(

using the corresponding property of translation (§2.3.5). We moreover have

HompM,Nq( » HompM(, N(q,

if we impose e.g. N finite-dimensional (the Homs here are notGm-equivariant,
hence carry a natural Gm-action, besides the cohomological grading).

The even iteratesM ÞÑM2n( of the shearing have the natural structure of
symmetric monoidal autoequivalences. The shearing operation itself M ÞÑ

M( is not symmetric monoidal (nor are its odd iterates), because of the
Koszul rule of signs. Thus we “correct” the shearing functor as in §2.3.7
by replacing the shift ris with the parity-corrected shift Πiris, giving an
endofunctor of RepsuperpGmq,

M “
à

i

Mi ÞÑM( :“
à

iPZ
Mixiy

which does admit a natural symmetric monoidal structure. Restricting to
even complexes ReppGmq Ă RepsuperpGmq (applying “Galois descent”, see
Remark 2.3.4) we find a symmetric monoidal equivalence

p´q( : ReppGmq ÝÑ Repsuper
ε pGmq Ă RepsuperpGmq

with the full subcategory of those super graded chain complexes in which
the parity is given by the action of ε “ ´1 P Gm (i.e., representations of odd
Gm-weight are odd vector spaces, and those of even Gm-weight are even).

With this convention, shearing preserves traces: given an automorphism
α : M Ñ M of a bounded complex M , the super-trace trpMq satisfies
trpMq “ trpM(q, since, in shearing the ith graded piece by i, we get a
factor of p´1qi by the cohomological shift, and another factor of p´1qi from
switching between even and odd vector spaces. As usual, the trace of an
automorphism on a super-vector space is understood to be the even trace
minus the odd trace.

Remark 6.1.1. In §2.3.7 we introduced a convention that, in a Frobenius-
equivariant context, the shift operation x1y “ Πr1sp1{2q also includes a Tate
twist, and hence so does shearing. In the current context we would formalize
this as follows: there is a monoidal autoequivalence of the category of repre-
sentations of Ggr ˆ xFrobeniusy where we additionally twist the action of
Frobenius on the n-th graded piece by q´

n
2 . One can readily transpose the

discussion in this chapter to that setting.

6.2. Some motivation for shearing. By way of motivation for what fol-
lows, let us describe a situation where shearing of algebras naturally arises
(which indeed reflects the way it occurs in the main text), and also why it is
natural to shear categories too. The experienced reader can skip this section
without loss.
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We will often encounter situations where there is an equivalence of trian-
gulated categories

(6.1) a suitable category of constructible sheaves on a variety X “ DpAq,

where we have, on the right, a derived category of modules for some differ-
ential graded k-algebra A – e.g., A may arise as endomorphisms of a suitable
object. Now, in a situation where X is over a finite field, one often obtains a
weight decomposition on the Hom-spaces on the left, and in favorable cases,
this arises from a grading on A itself, i.e., a decomposition A “

À

Aiw with
differential increasing i but preserving w. In this situation one often has
“purity,” that is to say,

H ipAq has weight grading entirely in degree w “ i

In this case, the shear B :“ A( by the weight grading is entirely in degree
zero, and therefore can be considered as a usual graded ring (“usual” means
that there is no differential to worry about). We may then seek to describe
the category of sheaves on X in terms of the usual ring B.

At the level of graded derived categories the answer is quite simple: there
is an equivalence of the graded derived category of A and B:

(6.2) DgrpAq » DgrpBq,M ÞÑM(.

To be explicit, this takes a graded A-module M “
À

M i
w, where w is the

grading variable so that again the differential increases i and preserves w,
and then associating it to the graded B-module given by M( “

À

M i
wrws,

i.e., regrading M i
w to be in degree i´ w.

In the geometric situation described above, DgrpAq will typically describe
a category of mixed sheaves on X. Correspondingly, this mixed category
can be described as the category of graded modules for a (usual, underived)
ring.

Note HomDpAqpM,Nq and HomDpA(qpM
(, N(q do not coincide – the latter

is the shear of the former. Indeed the ungraded categories DpAq and DpBq
need not be equivalent. They can be recoved from each other by an abstract
categorical process of “shearing,” which will be described in the next section,
and will be written like this:

DpBq “ DpAq(.

In other words, there is an operation C ÞÑ C( on dg categories (whose effect
we’re describing on underlying triangulated categories) which reflects the
shearing operation on rings, informally obtained by

passing to graded objects, shearing all Hom-spaces, and then
passing back to all objects,

and thus the category of constructible sheaves in (6.1) becomes, under the
purity assumption above, the shear of the derived category of a usual ring.
We now turn to formally constructing this shearing operation on categories;
please fasten your seatbelts.
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6.3. Shearing of categories. In this section we discuss different variants
of the shearing operation on the level of categories. All categories in this
section will be “large” (=presentable) dg categories §B.2. This is es-
sential for the frequent use of de-equivariantization and 1-affineness starting
from §6.3.5 (though in practice the categories we encounter are compactly
generated so one can pass back to small categories).

6.3.1. Shearing graded categories. We can use the shearing autoequivalence
of ReppGmq to shear graded categories, i.e., module categories over the rigid
symmetric monoidal tensor category ReppGmq. Model example of such cat-
egories are:

(i) Gm-equivariant sheaves QCpX{Gmq on a variety X with Gm action;
(ii) Graded modules A´modgr for a graded ring A.
Such categories are automatically enriched in graded vector spaces, and

the shearing operation does not change the underlying category but shears
the graded Hom spaces in the sense of §6.1.

Definition 6.3.2. We define an autoequivalence38 p´q( œ ReppGmq-mod of
the category of graded categories by twisting the ReppGmq-action on a given
category by the monoidal autoequivalence p´q) of ReppGmq. Explicitly, the
new action of M P ReppGmq corresponds to the old action of M).

In other words,
D( “ D bReppGmq ReppGmq

(

where ReppGmq
( denotes ReppGmq considered as a ReppGmq-bimodule, with

left action of Y given by Y(b and right action given by bY .

For example, in our model example we have

(6.3) pA´modgrq( » A( ´modgr,

i.e., shearing of graded categories extends the notion of shearing of graded
algebras.

In particular, for a graded category D as above, there is a tautological
equivalence of underlying categories D Ñ D(, which we will denote by X ÞÑ

X(, which has the property that

(6.4) HompX(, Y(q “ HompX,Y q(

where the Hom is the enriched hom into graded vector spaces. We write out
the argument for (6.4) to verify signs: The enriched HompX,Y q has graded
degree n component given by HomCpXpnq, Y q, with pnq denoting twisting by
theGm-representation of weight n. By definition, X(pnq “ pXpnqq(r´ns, and
the corresponding graded degree n component of HompX(, Y(q is therefore
given by HomCpXpnq, Y qrns.

38As a model example for the definition that follows (and to normalize signs) that for
X a complex of graded vector spaces, we have X(

b Y “ pX b Y)
q
(; that is to say, the

action of Y P ReppGmq on X( corresponds to the action of Y) on X.
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6.3.3. Monoidal structure of shearing. Recall that modules over a commu-
tative ring have a functorial symmetric monoidal structure. In our 8-
categorical setting [Lura] this provides the category ReppGmq-mod of graded
categories with a natural symmetric monoidal structure. Since we will have
occasion to consider the interaction of tensor structures with shearing, we
note the following:

Proposition 6.3.4. ‚ The autoequivalences p´q2n( œ ReppGmq-mod
given by even shears naturally lift to symmetric monoidal autoequiv-
alences of ReppGmq-mod.

‚ The autoequivalence p´q( lifts to a symmetric monoidal autoequiva-
lence of RepsuperpGmq-mod.

‚ The autoequivalence p´q( and its odd iterates lift to symmetric monoidal
equivalences

ReppGmq-mod ÝÑ Repsuper
ε pGmq-mod

(as do its odd iterates); see §6.1 for the notation Repsuper
ε pGmq.

6.3.5. Shearing categories with Gm-action. Next, we want to carry out a
corresponding shearing for categories with a Gm action.

We briefly recall the notion of categorical representation of an algebraic
group G (sometimes called a “weak action” of G), see [FG06] and [Gai15c]
for a thorough study. Morally, an action of G on a dg category C is a
family of autoequivalences of C labelled by elements g P G, satisying coherent
associative composition laws and varying algebraically with g. Formally, this
is captured by the notion of module category for the category pQCpGq, ˚q
of quasicoherent sheaves on G equipped with the monoidal structure given
by convolution39, or (thanks to the general formalism of descent) to the
notion of quasicoherent sheaf of categories on the stack BG. We denote
the category of G-categories by CatG. The main result in the subject is
Gaitsgory’s 1-affineness theorem [Gai15c], which (when applied to the stack
BG) asserts that the notion of G-category (i.e., pQCpGq, ˚q-module) for G
affine is equivalent to that of module category for the symmetric monoidal
category pReppGq,bq.

Let us focus on Gm-categories, i.e., module categories for the convolution
monoidal category pQCpGmq, ˚q. Model examples of such categories are:

(i) Sheaves QCpXq on variety X with Gm action;
(ii) (All) modules A-mod for a graded ring A.
The relationship between this and our previous examples:

A-mod Ø A-modgr, QCpXq Ø QCpX{Gmq.

39Thanks to the self-duality of QCpGq, this is equivalent to the notion of comodule
category for QCpGq with the convolution coalgebra structure, which is more immediately
parallel to the notion of algebraic representation of an affine group scheme.
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is a general one relating

(6.5) categories with Gm actionsØ graded categories.

We detail this relationship in general; the discussion that follows is a cate-
gorical version of the passage from a Gm-space X to pX{Gm Ñ BGmq and,
in the other direction the passage from a space Z over BGm to the Gm-space
Z ˆBGm pt.

Given a category C with Gm action we can apply equivariantization, i.e.,
pass to the category of equivariant objects

C ÞÑ CGm “ HomQCpGmqpVect, Cq

using the “augmentation module”, i.e., the pushforward functor QCpGmq Ñ

Vect, which upgrades to a symmetric monoidal functor. The result has
the natural structure of graded category, expressing the familiar fact that
(nonequivariant) Hom spaces between equivariant sheaves carry representa-
tions of the group. Thus equivariantization defines a functor

CatGm ÝÑ ReppGmq-mod.

Applying this construction to Vect itself we find

VectGm “ EndQCpGmqpVectq » ReppGmq,

so that in particular we may consider Vect as a pQCpGmq,ReppGmqq-bimodule
category. Equivariantization has a left adjoint construction of de-equivariantization

ReppGmq-mod ÝÑ CatGm , D ÞÑ D “ D bReppGmq Vect.

Gaitsgory’s 1-affineness theorem [Gai15c] (applied to the stack BGm) as-
serts that the bimodule Vect produces a Morita equivalence between the
monoidal categories pQCpGmq, ˚q and pReppGmq,bq, i.e., equivariantization
and deequivariantization define inverse equivalences between CatGm and
ReppGmq-mod. (Indeed this entire discussion holds with Gm replaced by
any affine algebraic group G.)

We use this equivalence to transport the shearing operation from graded
categories to Gm-categories:

Definition 6.3.6. The shear of categories with Gm-action is the autoequiv-
alence

p´q( œ CatGm , C ÞÑ C( “ pCGmq( bReppGmq Vect.

It’s important to note that shearing Gm-categories does change the under-
lying category. However, it does not change the category of Gm-equivariant
objects: it induces an equivalence of categories

(6.6) ( : CGm Ñ pC(qGm .

It is useful to think of the equivalence( above – which arises out of the
construction – as part of the data of a sheared category.
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Example 6.3.7 (Model example). If A is a graded dg-ring, then shearing
carries A-modules to A(-modules,

pA´modq( » A( ´mod.

The associated equivalence (6.6) is the equivalence 6.3 constructed after (6.2)
and is given simply by naive shearing.

Example 6.3.8 (Trivial action). Any linear category C can be regarded as
carrying a trivial Gm-action. Shearing of graded objects (defined just as in
§6.1) defines an equivalence

(6.7) ) : pCGmq( Ñ CGm ,

which we will often denote later by the “unshear” symbol) as it identifies
the sheared with the usual category.

For X an object of CGm , this equivalence sends the object X( on the left to
the object regrettably40 also denoted X( on the right: On the left, we use the
notation described after (6.4), i.e. X( is the image of X by the equivalence
of underlying categories which arises whenever we shear a graded category;
on the right, X( means the shear of the graded object X defined in a way
parallel to §6.1, i.e. we cohomologically regrade X using its Gm-action.

In any case, (6.7) induces
C( » C.

Remark 6.3.9 (Monoidal structure of shearing). As in §2.6.2, the sheared
category comes also in a super-version, i.e., as a Vectsuper-linear category,
which we will allow ourselves to denote by the same notation:

(6.8) C ÞÑ C( “ pCGmq( bRepεpGmq Vectsuper.

It is better to use the super- version for considerations involving symmetric
monoidal structure, and in particular considerations involving traces.

Indeed, just as representations of a group have a tensor product lifting the
tensor of underlying vector spaces, CatGm has a symmetric monoidal struc-
ture lifting the (Lurie) tensor product of categories, and the equivariantiza-
tion equivalence CatGm » ReppGmq-mod is naturally symmetric monoidal.
Then (6.8) describes a symmetric monoidal equivalence of Vectsuper-linear
Gm-categories.

Example 6.3.10 (Functoriality of shearing). A formal feature of shearing
that will be useful in our applications is that shearing objects commutes with
equivariant morphisms. Suppose π˚ : C Ñ D is a morphism of Gm-categories

π˚ P HomGm´catpC,Dq » HomReppGmq´modpC
Gm ,DGmq.

Then we get a commuting square

40It could be worse.
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CGm

π˚

��

( // pC(qGm

π
(
˚

��
DGm ( // pD(qGm

A case which will arise later is the situation when Gm acts trivially on
D. In this case we can augment the square by means of the equivalence of
Example 6.3.8.

(6.9) CGm

π˚

��

( // pC(qGm

π
(
˚

��
DGm ( // pD(qGm

„ // pDqGm

where „ comes from (6.7). The functor from CGm to the far right copy of
DGm is, therefore, given by X ÞÑ pπ˚Xq

(: usual pushforward, followed by
shearing of a graded object through the Gm action.

Example 6.3.11 (Automorphic shearing). We present another point of view
on the foregoing discussion which can be seen as “Cartier dual,” and which
appears as an automorphic counterpart to shearing. Here we replace the role
of Gm by that of its Cartier dual Z.

We will apply the equivalences of symmetric monoidal categories

pReppZq,bq » pQCpGmq, ˚q and pVectpZq, ˚q » pReppGmq,bq.

where VectpZq means simply the category of Z-graded vector spaces; e.g.,
the second equivalence arises from the fact that a representation of Z over
the field k is equivalent to a krt, t´1s-module. It follows from (6.5) that
pReppZq,bq and pVectpZq, ˚q are Morita equivalent. ModulesD over pVectpZq, ˚q,
i.e., categories with Z-action, are identified with local systems of categories
over S1 “ BZ. On the other hand, the global sections C “ HomCatZpVect,Dq
of such a local system of categories is a module forEndCatZpV ectq “ pReppZq “
LocpBZq,bq. (Equivalently, C carries a Gm-action where λ P Gm acts by
tensoring by a rank one local system on S1 with monodromy λ.) The Morita
equivalence C Ø D then establishes the 1-affineness of BZ, i.e., that we can
recover a local system of categories D over the circle from its global sections
C as D “ C bReppZq Vect.

As was the case for (de)equivariantization of Gm-actions (see (6.5)) this
Morita equivalence is a categorical shadow of the equivalence

spaces X over S1 Ø spaces Y with Z-action
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(where a space X Ñ S1 determines a homotopy fiber Y “ X ˆBZ pt with
Z-action, while in the reverse direction, we pass from Y to X by taking
homotopy quotient by Z).41

Finally we ask, how does shearing look from this viewpoint? If we consider
Gm-categories as (global sections of) local systems of categories over BZ,

shearing = composing the monodromy automorphism with
the shift x1y.

Explicitly, for a sheaf of categories over BZ with fiber D with monodromy
automorphismM : D Ñ D, we obtain a sheared automorphismM( “M˝x1y

of D. This defines a sheared local system of categories D( over BZ, whose
global sections C( are the shear of the pReppZq,bq » pQCpGmq, ˚q-category
C “ DZ .

Example 6.3.12 (Automorphic shearing of categorical representations). We
now explain a general pattern of shearing categorical representations as a
categorical analog of twisting representations by characters: Given a group
G and a homomorphism ι : G Ñ Z, there is a way to shear a categorical
representation C of G, which amounts to

Cι( “ C with the action of g P G sheared by xdegpgqy

We will apply it to loop groups (and Hecke categories) in defining the nor-
malized action of GF on SHVpXF {GOq in §7.4. Because this will come up
for us often it will be useful to have a couple of different ways to think about
it:

Schematically, a categorical representation ofG is a sheaf of categories over
BG in a suitable sheaf theory. The category SHV CAT pBGq of G-categories
is linear over SHVpBGq. Tensoring by an invertible sheaf of categories defines
an autoequivalence of the category of categorical representations. A natural
source of such invertible categorical representations is homomorphisms ι :
G Ñ Z: we pull back to BG the sheaf of categories on BZ given by the
categorical representation Vectx1y of Z – this is the representation which,
under the identification pVectpZq, ˚q » pReppGmq,bq. corresponds to the
sheared fiber functor on ReppGmq. This defines the operation denoted C Ñ
C(ι on categorical representations of G.

Another way to describe this shearing operation (along the lines of [BZG17])
is as follows. Let’s describe categorial representations of G as modules for
a monoidal category pSHVpGq, ˚q of sheaves on G under convolution in our
fixed sheaf theory. Then the linearity of categorical representations over
SHVpBGq amounts to a (braided monoidal) central functor pSHVpBGq,bq Ñ
ZpSHVpGqq, which lifts the trivial monoidal functor pSHVpBGq,bq Ñ pV ect,bq Ñ

41Note that these operations are opposite to those defining the Morita equivalence
of ReppGmq and QCpGmq, in that the role of b and Hom or equivariantization and de-
equivariantization are exchanged. This is made possible by the fact that Vect is canonically
self-dual, allowing us to exchange tensors for Homs.
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pSHVpGq, ˚q, i.e., the action factors through the augmentation. This ex-
presses the presentation G » pt ˆBG pt of G as a groupoid over BG. Now
given ι : GÑ Z, we obtain a tensor functor

pReppZq,bq » pQCpGmq, ˚q Ñ pSHVpBGq,bq ÝÑ ZpSHVpGqq,

which again is trivial (factors through the augmentation) as a plain monoidal
functor. In other words, G-categories acquire functorial Gm-actions, which
are trivial as actions on the underlying categories. The operation C Ñ C(ι
above is given by shearing by this Gm-action.

6.4. Shearing in geometry. We give several examples of shearing of cat-
egories of quasicoherent sheaves.

Remark 6.4.1 (Shearing and coaffine stacks). For any stack X with Gm-
action we obtain a Gm-action QCpXq P CatGm and consider the sheared
category, which we denote QC(pXq. We begin with a general warning about
interpreting this category geometrically.

In general for X “ SpecpAq with A a non-negatively graded (discrete)
algebra, we can think of the category QC(pXq “ A(-mod as a variant of
the category of sheaves on the “coaffine stack” X( “ SpecpA(q, the object
of derived algebraic geometry represented by the coconnective commutative
dga A(. The category of sheaves on the latter can be defined, following the
general formalism of derived algebraic geometry, as a limit over maps from
affines into X(, i.e., in terms of connective cdgas.

To illustrate how the two differ, take A1 with squaring Gm action and A
the ring of functions on A1. We denote the coaffine stack represented by
A( as A1r2s. The category of quasicoherent sheaves on this stack, which is
equivalently described as B2Ga, does not coincide with the category

QC(pA1q “ A(-mod “ OppA1q(q-mod.

In terms of the Koszul dual exterior algebra of functions on the derived
affine scheme A1r´1s, we have QC(pA1q » QC !pA1r´1sq while, thinking
of A1r2s as a coaffine stack, we have instead QCpA1r2sq » QCpA1r´1sq »
OpA1r´1sq-mod.

Example 6.4.2 (Shearing of G-representations). A cocharacter $ : Gm Ñ

AutpGq gives an action of Gm on BG, hence on QCpBGq “ ReppGq; it makes
krGs into a graded Hopf algebra, g into a graded Lie algebra and G into a
“graded algebraic group” in the sense of §3.4.7. We obtain a sheared category
of representations D “ ReppGq$( which can be described as comodules for
the sheared Hopf algebra kpGq$(,

(6.10) C Ñ C b krGs$(.

In particular, such a comodule inherits an action of the sheared Lie algebra
g(, i.e. a map

g( b C Ñ C.
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If we grade the Lie algebra g “
À

gj via $, then X P gj decreases degree by
j (for X P gj corresponds to an element of g( in cohomological degree ´j).
That is to say, we can think of ReppGq( as being

“complexes with a non-degree-preserving action of G,”
(For a model example of such a complex, see Example 6.4.3 below.)

The graded category obtained by equivariantizing ReppGq is the category
ReppG¸Gmq, with its natural ReppGmq action: tensoring by representations
inflated from Gm.

Example 6.4.3 (Inner shearing of G-representations.). Continue with the
prior example but now assume that $ in fact lifts to $ : Gm Ñ G. Then we
have in fact

(6.11) ReppGq » ReppGq($.

Indeed given C P ReppGq the shear C( through $ : Gm Ñ G defines an
object of the category D above. Note that in the presentation (6.10) of
ReppGq( as comodules, this category comes with a fiber functor; the resulting
(pulled back) fiber functor on ReppGq via (6.11) is not the usual fiber functor
on ReppGq under (6.11), but rather a shear of it. 42

Alternately we can see (6.11) as arising from an equivalence of the asso-
ciated graded categories, which in turn arises from the group isomorphism

(6.12) pg, tq P G¸Gm ÞÑ pg$ptq, tq P GˆGm.

compatible with projection to Gm.

Example 6.4.4. We generalize the foregoing example from the case of a
point to a general G-space: Suppose that G acts on a space X and λ :
Gm Ñ G is a one-parameter subgroup, which we regard as acting on G via
the adjoint action, and on X through G. Then

(6.13) QCpX{Gq( » QCpX{Gq.

This recovers (6.11) when X is a point. Again, it can be deduced from the
equivalence of stacks X{pG¸Gmq » X{pGˆGmq where Gm on the right is
acting trivially; this equivalence arises from (6.12) on the acting groups and
the identity on X.

We make the equivalence more explicit when X “ SpecpRq is affine.
The category QCpX{Gq is the category of pG,Rq-modules, that is to say

(complexes of) R-modules with compatible G-action. Gm acts on the pair
pG,Rq via

x : g ÞÑ λpxqgλpxq´1, r ÞÑ λpxq.r,

and correspondingly acts on the category of pG,Rq-modules. The category
QCpX{Gq( is now the category of pG(, R(q-modules, i.e., complexes with
an R(-action and an action of G that does not preserve degree (just as in

42To say a different way: for inner actions the resulting action of Gm on BG can be
trivialized; but the trivialization of the action on BG doesn’t preserve basepoints.
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(6.4.2)). Just as discussed after (6.11), regrading a pG,Rq-complex by means
of λ exhibits the equivalence with pG(, R(q-modules.

6.5. Abelian geometric Satake. We will now discuss the geometric Satake
equivalence, both for reference in the rest of the paper, and because it is a
convenient example of shearing.

Let G be a reductive group over F. For now, we assume that F is alge-
braically closed. We will discuss the case of F a finite field in §6.7. Attached
to G is the affine Grassmannian GrG, an ind-variety over F. We call the
Satake category of G the abelian category

SatG :“ PervkpGOzGrGq

of GO-equivariant perverse sheaves on the Grassmannian with coefficients
in k. This is a full subcategory of the abelian category PervkpGrGq of all
perverse sheaves on the Grassmannian, characterized by constructibility with
respect to the stratification by GO-orbits. (The entire derived category of
GO-equivariant sheaves on GrG will be called the Hecke category in this
paper, in order not to have to distinguish between “perverse” and “derived”
Satake categories.)

This category has a monoidal structure defined by convolution, and a
non-obvious commutativity structure that can be defined by fusion. These
definitions can be found in [MV07]. As usual, there are several choices for
sheaf theory. For our current purposes, we will follow [MV07] and use étale
sheaf theory (see [MV07, §14]).

6.5.1. Abelian Satake. Roughly speaking, the abelian geometric Satake iso-
morphism identifies SatG, viewed as a Tannakian category with the fiber
functor to V ectk given by total (non-equivariant) cohomology over GrG, with
the category of representations of the dual group Ǧ. However, this is slightly
imprecise due to a fundmental parity issue. Namely, the cohomology functor
from SatG to vector spaces is a monoidal functor, but the commutativity
constraint on SatG is not compatible with that on vector spaces. Rather,
considering cohomology as a functor to graded vector spaces, the commu-
tativity constraint on SatG is intertwined with the “Koszul” commutativity
constraint on graded vector spaces by [MV07, Lemma 6.1].

This parity issue is handled in Proposition 6.3 of op. cit. by modifying the
geometric commutativity constraint on the Satake category. One can instead
modify the representation category in the following way, parallel to §6.1:
let us replace ReppǦq with the symmetric monoidal category RepsuperpǦq of
representations on super-vector spaces. Concretly, objects are pairs pV`, V´q
of representations of Ǧ, and when one swaps the tensor product of two odd
vector spaces, one incurs a ´ sign. Then the abelian Satake correspondence
gives a symmetric monoidal equivalence

(6.14) Satsuper
G » RepsuperpǦq
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between the super-version of the Satake category of perverse sheaves on
the Grassmannian and super-representations of Ǧ. Under this equivalence
(applying descent, Remark 2.3.4) even sheaves on the left correspond to
representations whose parity is given by the central element p´1q2ρ P Ǧ. We
thus get a symmetric monoidal equivalence for the usual Satake category in
the form
(6.15)
SatG » Repsuper2ρ pǦq :“ super-representations of Ǧ whose parity is given by p´1q2ρ.

(Compare with the appearance of Repsuperε pGmq in §6.1 and §6.3.3.) While
this might seem overly elaborate, we have already discussed in §2.3.3 and
§2.6.2 why it is essentially inevitable to consider super-vector spaces if one
wants to study numerical questions.

In the following sections, use the following notation: For every represen-
tation V of Ǧ, define TV to be

(6.16) TV “ the correspondent to V under (6.14)

Hence, TV is “analytically normalized,” that is to say, it is Verdier self-dual,
where the notion of Verdier duality on the affine Grassmannian is normalized
to preserve the unit object.43

Example 6.5.2. (a) Take λ P X˚pT q, a cocharacter of the maximal
torus of G. Under this equivalence, the IC sheaf of the closure Sλ of
the GO-orbit represented by tλ (considered as a super-vector space
with parity 〈2ρ, λ〉), is mapped to the representation with highest
weight λ.

(b) Specializing further the example of (a), consider the case G “ PGL2,
and take the first nontrivial stratum S Ă GrG (the closed orbit on
the “odd” or non-neutral component of the Grassmannian) is a copy
of P1, corresponding to an elementary modification of a rank 2 vector
bundle.

The constant sheaf kSx1y, placed in degree ´1, defines an object
of the Satake category, and under the above equivalence

kSx1y ÞÑ standard representation of SL2 in even parity,

that is to say, Tstd is simply kSx1y. The associated trace function
equals q´1{21S . Note there is no minus sign despite the fact that the
sheaf is in odd degree, for the notation x. . . y includes a shift of super
parity, according to our conventions.

43We make a couple of normalization comments to avoid sign confusion later. TV is
the IC sheaf of a certain stratum in GrG. If that stratum is k-dimensional, then TV ,
restricted to the smooth locus, will be the constant local system shifted by xky, i.e., in
cohomological degree ´k and with weight ´k{2. Moreover, as is relevant when computing
trace functions, TV is regarded as a super-sheaf whose parity is given by the action of
e2ρ
p´1q on V .
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6.5.3. Arithmetic shearing. There is another way of formulating the geomet-
ric Satake equivalence, using shearing, rather than modifying the commuta-
tivity constraint or using super-vector spaces.

To explicate, we introduce a(n even) cohomological grading on krǦs that
is equal to the grading by the cocoharacter $ “ 2ρ , i.e., by the following
action of Gm:

(6.17) pt ¨ fqpgq “ Innpt2ρqpfqpgq :“ f
`

Innpt´2ρqpgq
˘

,

where Inn is the left action of Ǧ on itself by conjugation. The resulting
graded Hopf algebra, considered as a dg-algebra with trivial differentials,
will be denoted by krǦs( (as in §6.4.2); we will call this the “arithmetic
shear” of krǦs (or of Ǧ, by abuse of language). Explicitly, if t ¨ f “ taf , then
f defines an element of krǦs( in cohomological degree ´a.

Recall that the sheared category ReppǦq( of § 6.3 from Example 6.4.2,
can be described as complexes of vector spaces with a comodule structure
for krǦs(. The element e P g has weight ´2 for the action Innpt´2ρq and
therefore raises degree by 2.

Now, inside the dg-category ReppǦq( we can consider the full abelian
subcategory Rep2ρpǦq

( which comes from transporting the complexes sup-
ported in degree zero under the equivalence( : ReppǦq Ñ ReppǦq( of (6.11).
Equivalently, Rep2ρpǦq

( coincides with the category of krǦs(-comodules on
finite-dimensional graded vector spaces, where grading and the action of 2ρ
coincide. Then, Rep2ρpǦq

( is an abelian tensor category, with monoidal
structure and commutativity inherited from ReppǦq(, and there is an equiv-
alence of abelian tensor categories

(6.18) SatG » Rep2ρpǦq
(

compatible with tensor functors to graded vector spaces (cohomology over
GrG on the left, forgetting the Ǧ(-action on the right).

In other words, the action of Ǧ on V “ the cohomology of a perverse
sheaf on GrG is upgraded to a coaction krV s Ñ krǦs( b krV s respecting the
cohomological grading. We will sometimes denote this coaction, by abuse of
notation, as Ǧ( ˆ V Ñ V .

Example 6.5.4. We continue with Example 6.5.1 part (b). In the same no-
tation, the functor of (6.18) sends kS to its total cohomology, i.e. the complex
k‘kr´2s with zero differential, or equivalently the object of Rep2ρpSL2q ob-
tained by starting with stdr´1s P ReppSL2q, the standard representation in
cohomological degree one, and then shearing through 2ρ.

6.6. Derived Geometric Satake. We now turn to the derived setting and
discuss the full dg spherical Hecke category

HG :“ ShvpGOzGrGq,HG “ SHVpGOzGrGq

of sheaves with k-coefficients on the affine Grassmannian defined over an
algebraically closed field F.
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As discussed in §B, this comes in two versions, a small version HG of
constructible sheaves, and a large version which we will denote by HG. We
note only here that while the small version is almost certainly what you think
it is (if you think about such matters); the large version involves a choice
about the order in which one takes certain limiting operations, and we use
the ind-finite (i.e., renormalized) version, see §B.6.

For F “ k “ C the different sheaf theories from §B – constructible sheaves,
D-modules, Betti sheaves or all sheaves – give rise to equivalent small sheaf
categories which we denote simply by Shv (i.e., GO-equivariant coherent D-
modules are forced to be regular holonomic, GO-equivariant Betti sheaves are
forced to be locally constant on the GO-orbits and the compact objects con-
structible, and the two are identified by the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence
compatibly with the various functors we consider). We will also be interested
in the case F “ Fq, with k “ Ql where l is different from the characteristic
of F, in which case Shv refers to l-adic étale constructible complexes.

We now state a mildly strengthened version of the derived geometric Sa-
take theorem of Bezrukavnikov and Finkelberg [BF08, Theorem 5]. First,
the original theorem is stated in the setting of triangulated rather than dg
categories. However the technique of the proof extends to prove the stronger
dg statement, and it is stated as such in [AG15, Theorem 11.3.3, Proposition
11.4.2]. Next, the original theorem [BF08, Theorem 5] was stated for F “ C,
k “ C, but it is observed in [BF08, Proposition 5] that it extends to the
case F “ Fq, with k “ Ql, where l is different from the characteristic of F.
We will outline below why the arguments of [BF08] work to establish it also
with k “ Ql, together with the action of Frobenius that follows (when G is
defined over Fq).

Theorem 6.6.1 (Derived Geometric Satake). For the shearing in the fol-
lowing statements, we regard ǧ‹ as a Gm-space via the squaring action, and
Gm is acting trivially on Ǧ.

‚ Small version: There is an equivalence of monoidal dg categories

pHG, ˚q » Perfpkrǧ‹s({Ǧq,

where the right hand side denotes dg derived category of Ǧ-equivariant
perfect44 dg-modules over krǧ‹s( and with monoidal structure given by
tensor product.

‚ Large: There is an equivalence of monoidal large categories

pHG, ˚q » QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq

where the right hand side denotes the shearing of the category QCpǧ‹{Ǧq
of Ǧ-equivariant coherent sheaves on ǧ‹.

44At the level of homotopy categories, this corresponds to the smallest triangulated
subcategory containing O(.
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Remark 6.6.2. ‚ Note that the theorem asserts an equivalence only
of monoidal categories, even though the spectral side has an evi-
dent symmetric monoidal structure. This accounts for the absence
of any “parity” correction. The derived substitute for the symmetric
monoidal structure on the abelian spherical category is an E3- or
factorization structure on H, see §17.1.

‚ (As discussed in §2.6.2): For issues involving symmetric monoidal
structure or traces, it is preferable to take the point of view – as
in §6.5.1 – that this is an equivalence of categories of super-vector
spaces, wherein even sheaves in HG are carried to sheaves of parity
determined by the central element p´1q2ρ P Ǧ.

And just as in §6.5.1, one can eliminate this issue by use of a 2ρ-
shearing on Ǧ itself; this has the advantage of being better suited
to questions of rationality over a finite field; we will describe this
“arithmetic version”, in the terminology of §2.6, in §6.7.4.

‚ The large version is stated in [AG15, Corollary 11.4.5].45. We can
pass to large categories simply by applying the monoida”or“Ind” to
the two categories in the small version. On the automorphic side this
produces the ind-finite category of sheaves (§B.6) on GOzGrG (again
independent of sheaf-theoretic setting).

Remark 6.6.3 (Compatibility with Cartier duality of (co)characters). Con-
sider the data of a character η : GÑ Gm, dual to that of a central cocharacter
η_ : Gm Ñ ZpǦq.

Working over a local field, one classically knows that twisting an unrami-
fied representation by η˚λval, for λ P Cˆ, has the effect of twisting its Satake
parameter through η_pλq P Ǧ (up to sign). We now describe a corresponding
compatibility of the geometric Satake correspondence with Cartier duality
for the center of Ǧ (an “opposite” compatibility, for the center of G, is men-
tioned in Remark C.3.7). This will take the form of corresponding actions
of pQCpGmq, ˚q on the two sides of the Satake isomorphism.

On the automorphic side the action of pQCpGmq, ˚q » pLocpBZq,bq comes
from the map

GOzGF {GO // BGF
Bη // BpGmqF // BZ

which provides the spherical Hecke category the structure of sheaf of monoidal
categories over the circle. This results in a central action of pLocpBZq,bq »
pQCpGmq, ˚q on HG. Compare Examples 6.3.11 and Example 6.3.12.

On the spectral side, the cocharacter η_ defines a braided monoidal func-
tor from pQCpGmq, ˚q to the Drinfeld center QCpǦ{Ǧq of ReppǦq (coming
from pushforward along the map η_ : Gm Ñ Ǧ{Ǧ), or better to the Drinfeld
center QCpLpǧ‹{Ǧqq( of the Hecke category.

45Note that [AG15] also describes an unrenormalized form of the spherical category,
which corresponds spectrally to the imposition of nilpotent singular support.
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The fact these two actions correspond follows from the results of [BZG17]:
the automorphic action is part of a larger central action, the Ngô action
of [BZG17], by all of pLocpBGF q,bq. The results of [BZG17] identifying
this categorical action with Ngô’s spectral action of the group scheme of
regular centralizers imply in particular the compatibility above.

6.7. Geometric Satake over a finite field. Let us now consier the anal-
ogous story when the group G is defined over a finite field.

We start by recalling the “standard” action of Frobenius on the dual group
Ǧ, which we will term “analytic” in terms of the general division of §2.6, as
well as an action that will be termed “arithmetic”:

Analytic Frobenius action on Ǧ. When G is defined over Fq, we have a
Frobenius automorphism on the character group of its (universal) Cartan A,
which gives rise to an action of Frobenius on the dual Cartan Ǎ Ă Ǧ. By
construction (A is defined as the torus quotient of any Borel subgroup), this
action preserves the set of positive coroots, which define the standard Borel
B̌ Ă Ǧ. The classical definition of the dual group Ǧ (over k)46 requires it to
be pinned, allowing for a unique extension of the Frobenius action to Ǧ, by
pinned automorphisms.

Definition 6.7.1. The analytic action of Frobenius on Ǧ is the pinned action
dual to the Frobenius action on the root datum of G.

Now, we continue to denote by GrG the affine Grassmannian over the
algebraic closure F “ Fq, and by F,O the rings of Laurent and Taylor series
over F, and we will use f, o to denote Fqpptqq, Fqrrtss. Then, the category
SatG comes with an extra structure, which is the action of Frobenius by
pullback of sheaves, F ÞÑ Fr˚F . We then have the following:
Proposition 6.7.2. The equivalences (6.15) and (6.18) of abelian tensor
categories are compatible with Frobenius actions, using respectively analytic
and arithmetic Frobenius actions on Ǧ:

(a) In the equivalence (6.15) we take the Frobenius action on Ǧ to be the
analytic action noted above.

(b) In the equivalence (6.18) SatG » Rep2ρpǦq
( “ krǦs(-comodfd we

endow krǦs with the shear of the analytic Frobenius action as in
§2.3.8 and Remark 6.1.1.

Remark 6.7.3. (a) Explicitly, the “arithmetic” Frobenius action of (b)
on krǦs( is the analytic action, multiplied by the the (left) inner
automorphism obtained from the cyclotomic character Fr ÞÑ q´1

composed with the cocharacter p´ρq into Ǎad Ă Ǧad. Thus we have

krǦs( “
à

krǦsixiy,

46Note that, if k is not algebraically closed, Ǧ will always be taken to be split over k,
as is necessary for the existence of the pinning.
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where the grading i is via the left inner action of 2ρ as in (6.17), so
the Frobenius action on the i-th (cohomologically) graded piece of
krǦs( will be the analytic action twisted by kp´ i

2q. Note that, since
the grading is even, this does not require choosing a square root of
the Tate twist.

The resulting sheared Lie algebra ǧ( possesses an element “e”,
which is in cohomological degree 2 and is sent to qe by Frobenius.
Tensoring with any generator of kp1q, e therefore defines a Frobenius-
invariant element of ǧ(p1q,

(b) In the current context, one motivation (see also §2.6) for introducing
an arithmetic action is that the analytic action is not the action on
Ǧ that arises from the canonical isomorphism of fiber functors

(6.19) H‚pGrG,Fq “ H‚pGrG,Fr˚Fq.

To see this, recall that, in the geometric Satake isomorphism, the
pinning comes from cup product with the Chern class c of the deter-
minant line bundle; that is to say, c acts on the cohomology of per-
verse sheaves in a way that corresponds to the action of a principal
nilpotent element e P ǧ in the associated Ǧ-representation. However,
this Chern class lives in H2pGrG, kp1qq

Fr; thus, without trivializing
the Tate twist kp1q, this Chern class gives rise to an element of ǧp1q.
This is the element noted in (a) above.

The natural action of Frobenius on Ǧ, that comes from the nat-
ural action on SatG and the canonical isomorphism (6.19) via the
Tannakian formalism and preserves this “twisted pinning,” has been
described in [Zhu15, Zhu17], where it is called “geometric,” and cor-
resopnds to our arithmetic action of Frobenius.

6.7.4. Statement of derived geometric Satake. We now consider the action of
Frobenius in the derived Satake correspondence. We will leave the somewhat
more straightforward “analytic” statement to the reader and describe the
arithmetic version. In the arithmetic version the shearings are as follows:

‚ As before, Ǧ is sheared by the left adjoint action of e´2ρ.
‚ On ǧ‹ we use the twist of the previous Gm action (through squaring)
through the product of squaring and the left adjoint action of e´2ρ.

Just as in the statement of Proposition 6.7.2 we consider the shears

krǧ‹s( and krǦs(

as coming with the “arithmetic” Frobenius action, which is to say, the shear
of the standard (“analytic”) action on ǧ‹ and Ǧ. We then have the following
strengthened version of Theorem 6.6.1 (we will restate the equivalences just
to make shearing clear):

Theorem 6.7.5. (Arithmetic normalization of derived Satake, with Frobe-
nius structures).
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‚ There is an equivalence of monoidal dg categories

pHG, ˚q » pPerfpkrǧ
‹s(qǦ

(
,bq

between the spherical Hecke category and Ǧ(-equivariant perfect dg-
modules over krǧ‹s(.

‚ There is an equivalence of monoidal dg categories

pHG, ˚q » pQCohpǧ‹{Ǧq(,bq

between the large spherical Hecke category and the shear of quasico-
herent sheaves on the coadjoint representation.

‚ For G defined over a finite field, this equivalence is Galois-equivariant,
i.e., identifies the Frobenius action on the spherical category with the
arithmetic Frobenius action on the shears.

Explicitly, Frobenius acts on Ǧ(-equivariant dg-modules over krǧ‹s( by pre-
composing the krǧ‹s(-action by the inverse arithmetic Frobenius action on
krǧ‹s(, and post-composing the krǦs(-coaction by the arithmetic Frobenius
action on krǦs(.47

The first two assertions are equivalent to those of Theorems 6.6.1 by the
generalities of § 6.3. Namely, for every Ǧ(-equivariant dg-module N over
krǧ‹s(, we use the cocharacter p´2ρq into Ǧ(, in order to consider N as a
graded krǧ‹s(-module. The equivalence (6.2), then, gives rise to the unshear
N), which is naturally a Ǧ-equivariant krǧ‹s-module. Explicitly, we recall
that if N “

À

wNw is the decomposition of N into weight spaces for p´2ρq,
then N) “

À

wNwx´wy.
As stated, however, the above formulations of the Satake equivalence are

not sufficient to pin it down uniquely. The theorem comes from a construc-
tion, which has the following additional properties:

(1) For every dominant coweight µ of G, the IC sheaf of the closed µ-
stratum on GrG (with its natural GO-equivariant structure) corre-
sponds to Vµ b krǧ‹s(, where Vµ is the irreducible Ǧ-module with
highest weight µ (considered, in the formulation of Theorem 6.7.5,
as a krǦs(-comodule in degrees determined by the cocharacter 2ρ.

(2) There is a choice of Kostant section c “ č˚ “ ǧ˚ � Ǧ Ñ ǧ‹, such
that the functor of GO-equivariant cohomology F ÞÑ H‚GOpGrG,Fq,
which is valued in modules48 for H‚pBGO, kq “ krcs(, is given by the
Kostant–Whittaker reduction. (The shear on krcs will be described
below.)

More precisely, ǧ‹ contains a regular nilpotent element e˚ which
is fixed by the p2 ´ 2ρq-action of Gm (i.e., scaling by squares com-
posed with the coadjoint action via p´2ρq). Therefore, the resulting

47Here “arithmetic” is referring to the distinction of §2.6 and not the distinction between
arithmetic and geometric Frobenius.

48Of course, we could also consider it as valued in modules for H‚GO pGrG, kq, but we
defer to [BF08] for a description of this structure.
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Kostant section, which, under an isomorphism ǧ‹ » ǧ sending e˚ to
a nilpotent e of an sl2-triple p2ρ, e, fq, identifies c with e` gf , is pre-
served by this Gm-action. Hence, at the level of sheared algebras it
defines a homomorphism krǧ‹s( Ñ krcs(, where the shearing on krcs
is the one corresponding to this Gm-action.

In the setting of Theorem 6.7.5, now, the restriction of a given
krǧ‹s(-module to this Kostant section is identified with the functor
H‚GO . Moreover, once such an identification of functors is fixed, the
equivalence of the theorem is unique, by [BF08, Theorems 2 and 5].

Remark 6.7.6. Regarding the action of Frobenius, we again have canonical
isomorphisms

(6.20) H‚GOpGrG,Fq » H‚GOpGrG,Fr˚Fq,

which are compatible with the action of Frobenius on H‚pBGO, kq. The
latter is the analog of the arithmetic Frobenius action on krcs(, which simply
combines the classical (“analytic”) action on c (arising from its action on the
root datum of G) with the twist by p´ i

2q on the i-th cohomologically graded
piece. This is compatible with the action of Frobenius on the Kostant section
described above.

As in the abelian case, we could also describe an action of Frobenius in
the setting of Theorem 6.6.1 using the classical action on ǧ˚, but we would
again need to twist the canonical isomorphism (6.20) by an operator that
involves a choice of q

1
2 , in general.

We outline how the statement of Theorem 6.7.5 (with the compatibilities in-
dicated afterwords) follows from the arguments of [BF08]: The first step in the
construction of op. cit. is the abelian Satake isomorphism (6.18), which holds for
arbitrary k. (“Arbitrary,” in the setting of F “ Fpr , should be interpreted as some
ring suitable for l-adic cohomology, l ‰ p.) Theorem 2 of op. cit. (specialized to
~ “ 0) extends this to a full embedding of the category of Ǧ(-equivariant krǧ˚s(-
modules of the form V b krǧ˚s(, V P Rep2ρpǦq

(, into H; this also immediately
extends to arbitrary coefficients. (Note that here we are slightly reformulating by
shearing, in order to keep track of cohomological degrees.) When G is defined over
a finite field, as (6.18) is equivariant with respect to the canonical identification
of (non-equivariant) cohomology of a sheaf and its Frobenius pullback, the result-
ing functor of op. cit. is Frobenius-equivariant with respect to the identification of
equivariant cohomology with the Kostant–Whittaker reduction. Indeed, for a GO-
equivariant perverse sheaf F on GrG, the equivariant cohomology can be recovered
from the non-equivariant one, i.e., we have

(6.21) H‚GO pGrG,Fq “ H‚pGrG,Fq bH‚pBGq

as Frobenius-equivariant H‚pBGq-modules. The extension of these isomorphisms
to the entire derived category of Ǧ(-equivariant perfect dg-modules over the dg-ring
krǧ‹s(, performed in Section 6 of op. cit., applies verbatim to arbitrary coefficient
rings, and is unique, hence compatible with the action of Frobenius.
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6.8. The sheared coordinate ring of a hyperspherical varieties. In
our local conjecture, there will be a particularly important role played by
shearing a hyperspherical variety by its associated neutral Ggr action, as well
as the associated Frobenius structure. We explicate this as a a convenient
reference for later parts of the paper.

Let pǦ, M̌q be a hyperspherical variety over an algebraically closed field
k of characteristic zero. (We use the notation pǦ, M̌q rather than pG,Mq
simply to be suggestive: the discussion that follows will be applied on the
spectral side.) We also note that the discussion that follows in the case of
Ǧˆ Ǧ acting on T ˚Ǧ, where the Gm action is by squaring along cotangent
fibers, is closely related to the discussion of the past sections §6.5.3 – §6.7.

6.8.1. Analytic story. We may form the shear of krM̌ s by the neutral Ggr-
action, explicitly,

krM̌ s( “the algebra krM̌ s considered as a super-dg-algebra
with trivial differentials, in degrees and super-parity deter-
mined by the inverse of the action of Ggr.

To avoid any sign confusion, we emphasize that the action of Ggr on OpM̌q
is defined via the rule

λ ¨ fpmq “ fpλ´1mq or fpmλ´1q

depending on whether that action is written on the left or right on M̌ (this
looks wrong but recall our left/right conventions from §2.9).

Now let us moreover suppose that M̌ is endowed with a finite order Frobe-
nius action commuting with Gm. For example, this could be taken trivial
– or, in § 4.8.1 we described an action of Frobenius49 for the dual M̌ of an
untwisted polarized hyperspherical space, i.e., the dual of a spherical variety.
In that case, we define the Frobenius action on krM̌ s( according to our gen-
eral conventions on shearing – that is to say, xny incorporates a Tate twist
pnq.

Therefore, if fpλmq “ λjfpmq, then f lies in degree ´j for the Gm action;
then it defines a class f( in OpM̌q( that occurs in cohomological degree j; and
if f P krM̌ s is fixed by the finite order Frobenius action, then the geometric
Frobenius acts on f( by the scalar qj{2.

Example 6.8.2. If M̌ is a symplectic vector space, in which case the neutral
Ggr-action is the scaling by the tautological cocharacter, then:

‚ Ggr acts on krM̌ s “ S‚pM̌˚q by negative powers;
‚ krM̌ s( lives in positive cohomological degrees, and
‚ The Frobenius action on krM̌ s( is pure with non-negative weights i.e.
eigenvalues of absolute value qk{2 for various k ě 0.

Note, however, that that the degree 1 subspace of krM̌ s( is regarded as a
super-vector space with odd parity, and as such krM̌ s( is indeed identified

49or, for that matter, of the absolute Galois group of the field of definition of M
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with symmetric powers of its dual. Here, and also more generally, the
symplectic structure on M̌ manifests itself in a shifted symplectic structure, in
the sense of [PTVV13] – in particular, of a Poisson bracket krM̌ s(ˆkrM̌ s( Ñ
krM̌ s( of degree ´2 (a P3 algebra).

Moreover, all this structure is compatible with the action of (non-sheared)
Ǧ on M̌ , i.e. Ǧ acts on krM̌ s( by transporting its action on the coordinate
ring of M̌ . Assuming that Ǧ comes with a Frobenius action compatible with
that on krM̌ s, the same is true for this action; in other words, we have a
Frobenius-equivariant coaction of coalgebras

(6.22) krM̌ s( Ñ krM̌ s( b krǦs.

6.8.3. Arithmetic shearing. The above shearing by the neutral action is the
“analytic” shear of M̌ in the parlance of §2.6. The arithmetic version uses
a different action of Gm to grade, which is defined in the situation where
M̌ arises as the dual of a hyperspherical variety pG,M “ T ˚pX,Ψqq. In
this situation, after choosing an eigenmeasure on X, we get a cocharacter
η : Gm Ñ Ǧ by dualizing the eigencharacter. In Definition 4.6.2 we defined
the arithmetic action to be the twist of the neutral action by Gm, that is to
say, the arithmetic action of λ in Gm on m P M is given by the composite
of its neutral action and the action of λη P Ǧ.

We correspondingly define the arithmetic shear of the coordinate ring:

krM̌ s( “ the shear of krM̌ s by the twist of the neutral Gm action by η ` 2ρ..

The arithmetic shearing has a very nice parity property. It follows from
Proposition 4.6.1, or from the reinterpretation given directly thereafter: the
degrees of of krM̌ s( are all even. Just as before, a Frobenius action on M̌

translates to one on krM̌ s(; but here we observe that no choice of ?q is
required because of this even-ness.

Now Ǧ does not act on krM̌ s( “but Ǧ( does,” where the shearing on Ǧ is
through the right adjoint action of the cocharacter e2ρ : Ggr Ñ Ǧ (equiva-
lently, the left adjoint action of e´2ρ, i.e., same as in §6.5). Formally, this
means that krM̌ s lies in the sheared category ReppGq2ρ(, or, equivalently, it
admits a coaction of the associated Hopf algebra:

(6.23) krM̌ s( Ñ krM̌ s( b krǦs(.

Example 6.8.4. Let us take the case Ǧ “ Gm, M̌ “ T ˚A1, which we think
of as arising from the dual of G “ Gm, X “ A1.

The eigenmeasure character is the tautological character of G, and cor-
responds thereby to the tautological cocharacter of Ǧ. Consequently, if
A1 Ă M̌ is the eigenspace for the tautological character of Ǧ, the arith-
metic action of Ggr on M̌ acts by squaring on A1 and acts trivially on the
cotangent fiber.
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Thus, writing x for the coordinate on A1 and ξ for the coordinate on the
cotangent fiber, the pǦ ˆ Ggrq degrees of x and ξ are given, respectively,
by p´1,´2q and p1, 0q. For later use in checking signs, the component of Ǧ
degree 1 is spanned by ξ, ξ2x3, . . . and lies in Ggr degrees 0,´2, . . . .

7. Unramified local duality

7.0.1. Setup. Let F be either the complex numbers C or the algebraic closure
Fq of a finite field. In this section we will work with a dual pair as in §5:
pG,Mq will be a split hyperspherical pair defined over F, for whichM admits
a distinguished polarization M “ T ˚pX,Ψq, and pǦ, M̌q its dual defined
over k; this coefficient field k will be almost always be taken to be C or the
algebraic closure of an `-adic field according to whether F is C or of finite
characteristic.

Occasionally, we will implicitly assume that everything is defined over
Fq, and will introduce Weil structures that the reader can ignore over the
algebraic closure. In particular, the appearance of kx1y :“ kr1sp1

2q suggests
that we have chosen a square root of the cyclotomic twist, and the twist by
p1

2q can be ignored by readers interested in statements over C or Fq.
As in §2.2.2, let F “ Fpptqq, with integer ring O “ Frrtss. As before, when

F “ Fq, we will be using f, o to denote Fqpptqq, Fqrrtss. We will be using XO

for the formal arc space, representing the functor R ÞÑ XpRrrtssq, and XF

for the formal loop space, representing R ÞÑ XpRpptqqq. For X affine, these
are schemes and ind-schemes respectively.

7.0.2. In this part we introduce and study the local conjecture, Conjec-
ture 7.5.1, a counterpart of the geometric Satake correspondence for spherical
varieties. The conjecture asserts an equivalence

SHVpXF {GOq » QC(pM̌{Ǧq

between the categories ofGO-equivariant sheaves onXF and Ǧ-equivariant
quasicoherent sheaves on M̌ , but with the latter category sheared (i.e., co-
homologically regraded) using the Ggr-action on M̌ . We also state a version
for “small” categories, matching constructible sheaves and perfect complexes.
The equivalence is required to respect various structures on the two sides:

‚ the basic object (structure sheaf of the arc space XO) is taken to the
structure sheaf of M̌ (§7.5.2);

‚ the Hecke action on XF {GO is matched (under derived Satake) with
the moment map M̌{ǦÑ ǧ‹{Ǧ (§7.5.3);

‚ the action of Frobenius on XF is matched with the action of the
grading group Ggr on M̌ (§7.5.6); and

‚ the loop rotation structure on XF is matched with the Poisson struc-
ture on M̌ (§7.5.11, §8.5).

Some significant aspects of the conjecture are discussed elsewhere. We
defer to §8 the discussion of the various aspects of the local conjecture which
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are most concretely understood in terms of the Plancherel algebra (or relative
Coulomb branch), a ring object in the spherical Hecke category. In §16 and
§17 we discuss a crucial additional structure on the local conjecture, namely
compatibility with factorization structures on the two sides (and the action
of changes of coordinates) as well as with the global conjecture.

‚ In §7.1 we describe the local category on the spectral side.
‚ In §7.2 we discuss loop spaces and their singularities and describe
the local category on the automorphic side (using infinite type sheaf
theory as in Appendix B.7).

‚ In §7.3 we study the concrete description of the category of con-
structible sheaves on XF {GO in the “placid” case.

‚ In §7.4 we discuss the geometric analogue of “unitary normalization”
of the G-action on X, which simply involves including appropriate
Tate and cohomological shifts.

‚ §7.5 formulates the local conjecture and some of its consequences,
and

‚ §7.6 discusses some examples in which the conjecture is known, in-
cluding pointers to the recent literature on the subject.

Remark 7.0.3. On the side of X, it is interesting to relax the requirement
that X be smooth, and work within the broader class of affine spherical
varieties. In this setting, calculations of “IC functions” in [BFGM02, BNS16,
SWb] suggest a generalization of the conjecture that follows, by dropping
the coisotropic condition on M̌ on the spectral side. However, we do not
know how to formulate the categorical conjecture at this point – or whether
singular spherical varieties are even the correct objects to consider. (In the
singular toric case, for example, it seems that one could replace singular toric
varieties by smooth toric stacks.)

7.1. The spectral local category. In this section we highlight some fea-
tures of the local category QC(pM̌{Ǧq on the spectral side. Recall (§7.0.1)
that we are considering a smooth affine variety M̌ equipped with a graded
Hamiltonian Ǧ-action, with Ggr-equivariant moment map µ : M̌ Ñ ǧ‹. We
will default to using the neutral grading on M̌ (see §3.5.4), and comment
later (§7.5.5) on the effect of changing the grading. Correspondingly, as is
appropriate for the neutral grading, the Ggr action on Ǧ itself is trivial.

We will make free use of the notions of shearing from §6; see in particular
§6.8, which we briefly recall: The Ggr-graded ring OM̌ can be sheared to give
O(
M̌
, a differential graded ring with zero differentials. When it is relevant

(for example, in taking traces, cf. §2.6.2), we always consider OM̌ as a
super- DGA whose Z{2 grading is the reduction of the integral Gm grading.
With this convention, O(

M̌
is commutative as a super-DGA; it may not be

be commutative as a DGA if we naively ignored the super-structure.
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The local spectral category QC(pM̌q can be described as the associated
category of differential graded modules, which by the discussion and nota-
tions of §6, can also be described as the sheared category of modules for OM̌

itself. Again, there is a shearing functor E ÞÑ E(: a Ggr-graded complex E of
OM̌ -modules gives a complex E( of O(

M̌
-modules, by shifting the cohomolog-

ical grading by the Ggr-grading; and the same is true adding Ǧ-equivariance
everywhere.

Remark 7.1.1. Recall (§3.4.8, §4.5) that M̌ has the structure of vector
bundle over Ǧ{ǦX with fiber VX , a certain graded ǦX -representation that
has been discussed in the cited sections. It follows that the local category
may be described in terms of pVX , ǦXq rather than pM̌, Ǧq,

(7.1) QC(pM̌{Ǧq » QC(pV̌X{ǦXq.

where the grading on V̌X has been defined e.g. at the start of §4.5.

7.1.2. Hecke action. The equivariant moment map µ : M̌{ǦÑ ǧ‹{Ǧ endows
the category of equivariant sheaves on M̌ with a tensor action of sheaves
on the coadjoint representation. The Ggr-equivariance of the moment map
allows us to shear this structure, so we find that QC(pM̌{Ǧq is a module
category for pQC(pǧ‹{Ǧq,bq – i.e., for the spherical Hecke category as it
appears on the spectral side in Theorem 6.6.1.

7.1.3. Affineness. The affineness of M̌ ensures that M̌{Ǧ is affine over ǧ‹{Ǧ.
It follows that QCpM̌{Ǧq is identified with the category of modules for the
algebra object µ˚O P QCpǧ‹{Ǧq, and similarly for the sheared version:

QC(pM̌{Ǧq » µ˚O(-modQC(pǧ‹{Ǧq.

Another perspective on this is that QC(pM̌{Ǧq is generated by the struc-
ture sheaf as a Hecke-module category. More concretely, a representation V
of Ǧ defines a Ǧ ˆ Ggr-equivariant sheaf V on M̌ , i.e., we tensor V (with
trivial Ggr-action) with the structure sheaf of M̌ . The affineness then guar-
antees that the resulting objects generate QC(pM̌{Ǧq. Moreover the spaces
of morphisms are explicit and readily computable:

HompV ,W q » HomǦpHompV,W q,O(
M̌
q

» HomǦX pHompV,W q,O(
V̌X
q,

cf. (7.1).

7.2. The automorphic local category. In this section we will assign to
a (untwisted) polarized hyperspherical variety M “ T ˚X, a category

HX
G :“ “GO-equivariant sheaves on XF ”

that we will call the “X-Hecke” or “X-spherical” category; sometimes we will
write this simply as HX , although formally it depends both on X and G as
well as the specifics of the sheaf theory. As usual it will have a small version
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HX and a large version HX . This category will be equipped with a basic
object and a Hecke action (§7.2.7).

Caveat: some of the features of these sheaf cate-
gories, in particular safety/renormalization, are not
adequately covered in the literature and should be
taken as being provisional.50

The Caveat above is not “serious,” that is to say, we anticipate that the
relevant definitions and formalism can be filled in with existing technology.
However, it is adjacent to a “serious” issue: we have given definitions that, in
general, are completely impractical to compute with. The main issue is that
XF is defined as a union of limits of schemes that are singular; this problem
arises in much work on arc spaces, when X is singular, but it also appears
for smooth X when one considers strata in the loop space of X. Although,
as we will see below, there is a reasonable formal definition of the category of
sheaves on XF , this issue prevents us from having a concrete description of
it, as well as access to Verdier duality and the function-sheaf dictionary (see
§7.3.2 for some specific expectations which it would be good to prove). We
do not know how to resolve these issues and regard them as a fundamental
question for further study.

There are two situations where many of these issues go away. Firstly,
as described in the subsequence §7.3, XF is “placid” in many situations of
interest, which permits a much more explicit analysis of the sheaf categories.
And, secondly, as we shall explain in the following section §8, a substantial
part of the general conjecture (namely, everything related to the basic object)
can always be reduced to a placid situation: arc spaces of smooth affine
varieties.

The contents of the current subsection are as follows:

‚ §7.2.1 discusses arc and loop spaces and in particular illustrates by
example the singularities of XF .

‚ §7.2.3 we outline the formal properties of categories of sheaves on
loop spaces XF for X an affine G-variety. These sheaf categories are
defined formally, see Appendix B.7.

‚ §7.2.4 describes the category of equivariant sheaves of interest, i.e.,
sheaves on XF {GO.

‚ Definition 7.2.8 and §7.2.7 construct, respectively, the basic object
and the Hecke action on sheaves on XF {GO.

These are consequences of the general functoriality of sheaf cate-
gories on infinite type schemes and stacks [Ras17d], which we review
in Appendix B.7.

50At present, our reference for this material is the paper [Ras17d]. However, it is not yet
published, and it does not discuss either étale/Betti contexts or safety and renormalization.
We have formulated the Caveat simply to encourage further explication and study of the
foundations of the theory.
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‚ In §7.2.11 we will briefly discuss the case of twisted polarizations and
the unpolarized case.

7.2.1. Arc and loop spaces. For the moment let X be an arbitrary affine G-
variety defined over F, although our case of primary interest is when X arises
from polarizing a hyperspherical G-variety.

The arc space XO is the scheme representing the functor that sends a test
F-ring R to XpRrrtssq, see [KV04, 2.2.1]. This is represented as an inverse
limit of the schemes

XO “ lim
ÐÝ

Xn,

where Xn represents the functor XpRrts{tnq. For X affine, XO and the Xn

are all affine. For X smooth, XO is pro-smooth: the morphisms Xn`1 Ñ Xn

are in fact vector bundles of dimension pdimXq.
The loop space XF is the ind-scheme representing the functor that sends

a test F-ring R to XpRpptqqq, see [KV04, §2.5]. We can write it as a colimit
of schemes X l, l P Z, by fixing a G-equivariant embedding X ãÑ V into the
space of a G-representation, and taking X l to be the points of XF that lie
inside t´lV rrzss (where we write V rrzss for the Rrrzss points of V ).

Unfortunately the behavior of the X l is in general much less nice than
XO, even if X is itself smooth. In particular, the natural presentation of X l

as a projective limit is not placid: if we write

X l “ lim
ÐÝ

X l
n

whereX l
n is analogously defined i.e., as elements t´lv where v P V rrzss{tn`1V rrzss

satisfies the equations defining X l, rewritten in terms of v, modulo terms of
order n ` 1. Typically, X l are not smooth and the transition maps are not
smooth, no matter how large n is. To illustrate both the complexity and
interest of the situation we discuss a simple example.

Example 7.2.2. Consider the case of X a sphere inside a vector space V ,
i.e., the level set Q “ 1 of a quadratic form. Taking a basis e0, . . . , en we
take Q to be given by Qp

ř

xieiq “ x2
0 ` qpx1, . . . , xnq, for a nondegenerate

quadratic form q in n variables. Then X´1
n is identified with the locus of

pv0, . . . , vnq P V satisfying

(7.2) Qpv0 ` v1t` . . . vnt
nq “ t2 `Optn`1q.

For n “ 1 we get simply pairs pv0, v1q where Qpv0q “ 0 and v0 K v1, in
particular, a smooth variety, but the situation becomes more complicated at
the next stage: The fiber of X´1

2 Ñ X´1
1 is pdimXq-dimensional over each

pv0, v1q with v0 ‰ 0. Over the fiber with v0 “ 0, however, the map is not even
surjective at the level of points: its image is the locus Qpv1q “ 1, and each
fiber above this codimension 1 set is now pdimX`1q-dimensional. The same
general pattern for transition maps holds at each higher stage X´1

n`1 Ñ X´1
n

– they fail to be surjective, and the fibre dimension jumps along the image.
Nonetheless, there are nice features to the situation. As proved in [GK00,

Dri20] the singularities are “locally finite dimensional”. For example, look at
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the singularity of X´1 at the constant arc γptq “ te0, which projects in (7.2)
to v0 “ 0, v1 “ first coordinate vector, v2 “ v3 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 0. It can be checked
that

(7.3) formal neighbourhood of γ in X´1 » A8 ˆ tq “ 0u,

that is the local singularity structure is a quadric cone in one fewer dimension.
It is not a coincidence that this singularity is the same as the singularity of
the variety we get if we set v2 “ v3 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 0, i.e., if we look just at
tv0, v1 : Qpv0 ` v1tq “ t2u. This is a simple example of a global model (in
this case, maps from A1 to X of degree ď 1) modelling the singularities of a
local situation (in this case, maps from the formal disc to X). It is possible
that such techniques could provide concrete methods of accessing the sheaf
theory on XF {GO in the situations of interest to us.

7.2.3. Sheaves on XF . As elsewhere in the paper, there are different choices
for sheaf theory. Of relevance for us in the current discussion are de Rham
and étale, although in practice which one we choose makes very little dif-
ference in the local setting, and for this reason we will not formally include
superscripts “dR, ét” to indicate which one we are working with.51

As explained in Appendix B.7, working with either de Rham or étale
notions of sheaf theory, we have – by formally extending from the case of
finite type schemes –

‚ Assignments

Z ; SHVpZq “ SHV!pZq,SHV!
spZq, Shv!pZq

for any scheme, stack or prestack of infinite type. Here we use !-
sheaves by default and omit the !-notation when convenient. Recall
that the categories of ˚-sheaves is canonically dual to those of !-
sheaves whenever they are dualizable.

‚ this is a contravariant functor under !-pullbacks, and covariant under
ind-proper morphisms. We denote the pushforward functor as f˚ and
note it is identified as a left adjoint of f !.

‚ These functors satisfy base change, in the strong sense that they
define a functor out of the correspondence category of prestacks (with
one leg ind-proper).

‚ For schemes X and affine groups G the category is compactly gener-
ated by finite objects (i.e., equivariant constructible sheaves) SHV!pZq “

IndpShv!pZqq where Z “ X{G.
In particular this formalism can be applied to Z “ XO or Z “ XF . The

former setting of Z “ XO is particularly nice. Since X is smooth, XO

is pro-smooth in particular placid (see Appendix B.7.3); it follows that !-

51As mentioned in §B.7 the Betti sheaf theory presents challenges in infinite type,
though in practice for stacks such as XF {GO the Betti theory is expected to be well
defined and produce the same categories as the de Rham theory.
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and ˚-sheaves on XO are identified, in such a way that the dualizing sheaf
ωXO P SHV!pXOq is sent to the constant sheaf kXO P SHV˚pXOq.

7.2.4. Sheaves on XF {GO. The loop group ind-scheme GF acts on XF . We
will primarily be interested in the quotient XF {GO by the arc-group, and
specifically when X is an affine spherical variety. Let us first discuss what
kind of object XF {GO actually is.

There are [at least] two distinct objects that deserve to go by the name
XF {GO: the quotient prestack and the quotient stack. Recall that a prestack
is merely a functor on derived commutative rings valued in simplicial sets (or
synonymously, at the 8-category level at which we work, topological spaces
or higher groupoids). There is a natural notion of quotient prestack of a
functor such as XF by a group functor such as GO, which is described as
pointwise taking the simplicial set determined by the GOpRq on XF pRq.

On the other hand, we have the quotient stack, which is the (fppf) sheafi-
fication of this functor. Both objects are attached categories of !-sheaves
by the general mechanism of right Kan extension. However it is reassur-
ing to point out that categories of sheaves which satisfy descent for a given
topology (say fppf) are not affected by replacing a prestack by its fppf sheafi-
fication. Thus in fact it follows from the results of [Ras17d] - specifically the
h-descent theorem for !-sheaves ( [Ras17d, Proposition 3.8.1]) that the two
notions agree.

From our point of view, the fundamental object of interest is the ac-
tion itself and the resulting category of equivariant sheaves SHVpXF q

GO

(as discussed in particular in [Ras17d, Section 3.9]). One can verify (ex-
tending [Ras17d, Proposition 3.9.2]) that this category agrees with that at-
tached to the prestack or stack quotients XF {GO. Note that the morphism
XF Ñ XF {GO is not itself finitely presented, but by factoring it as a quo-
tient by a prounipotent group (for which equivariant D-modules form a full
subcategory) and a reductive group (which is fppf) one can establish descent
along this morphism directly.

In summary, sheaves on XF {GO are understood to be (!-)sheaves on the
quotient prestack XF {GO, and this agrees with all other reasonable ways of
defining the same concept:

HX “ SHVpXF {GOq,HX “ ShvpXF {GOq.

As we discuss in Remark 7.5.4, we expect the theories of ˚- and !-sheaves
on XF {GO to be equivalent, and indeed such an equivalence is implied by
Conjecture 7.5.1. However we do not know how to see this directly.

Remark 7.2.5. Despite the fact that objects appearing seem (indeed, are)
enormous, the problem of describing the entire category SHVpXF {GOq is
actually rather concrete and has very little of infinite nature in it. Namely,
each of the countable strata of XF {GO has the form BG for a certain pro-
group Gi which can be replaced (for the purpose of sheaf theory) with a finite
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dimensional reductive quotient Gi. Thus the sheaf theory on each stratum
is extremely simple; the only question is how these are to be glued.

Remark 7.2.6. From the point of view of classical harmonic analysis, we
might loosely think of ShvpXF {GOq categorifies Gpoq-invariant Schwartz
functions, whereas SHVpXF {GOq categorifying distributions or generalized
functions. See Example 7.3.6.

A crucial feature of this setting is the discreteness of GO-orbits, (see
e.g. [GN10]:

Discreteness of GO-orbits: For an affine spherical G-variety
X, there are only countably many GO-orbits on XF .

Thanks to this, we expect all D-modules on XF {GO to be ind-holonomic
and all Betti sheaves to be ind-constructible, and we expect the de Rham and
constructible sheaf theories to give equivalent categories (all three settings
Shv,SHV,SHVs). Moreover, although we did not define Betti categories
in Appendix B.7, it is reasonable to use the constructible categories here
as the definition of the Betti category. Finally, we have access to the full
functoriality of constructible sheaves, which makes the situation considerably
more tame than for example sheaf theory on XF itself.

7.2.7. Basic object and Hecke actions. We now describe some basic proper-
ties of the category HX namely the basic object and the Hecke action.

Definition 7.2.8. The basic object δX P ShvpXF {GOq is the pushforward to
the loop space of the dualizing sheaf52 on the arc space, i.e., for i : XO{GO ãÑ

XF {GO we have
δX “ i˚ωXO .

Let us recall some general formalism about Hecke actions. The Hecke
stack

Hecke :“ BGO ˆBGF BGO “ GOzGF {GO

can be considered as an ind-proper groupoid over BGO (see [GR17, Sections
II.2.5.1, III.3.6.3, V.3.4]). Recall that a groupoid object over S is a simplicial
object G‚ satisfying a Segal condition resulting in an identification of the
simplices with iterated fiber products:

¨ ¨ ¨
// //////// G ˆS G ˆS G //////// G ˆS G ////// G //// S

The Hecke groupoid is an ind-proper groupoid, meaning that all of the struc-
ture maps involved are ind-proper. For any prestack Z with GF -action, the
quotient Z{GO Ñ BGO carries a tautological action of the Hecke groupoid
(the descent data describing Z{GO Ñ Z{GF ). Our three flavors of sheaf
theory (Shv, SHVs, and SHV) evaluate on Hecke to produce three flavors of
Hecke categores.

52Equivalently, with reference to the equivalence of !- and ˚-sheaves on the placid
scheme XO, the constant ˚-sheaf
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The G-action on X induces an action of the group ind-scheme GF on
XF , and thus the quotient stack XF {GO Ñ BGO carries an action of
the Hecke groupoid. Again the functoriality of SHV automatically endows
SHVpXF {GOq with the structure of HG-module category.

Remark 7.2.9 (Self-adjointness). It is useful to note that the action of the
Hecke category on any module category, in particular on SHVpXF {GOq, is
self-adjoint, in the sense of isomorphisms

HompTV ‹ F ,Gq » HompF , TV ˚ ‹ Gq
for V P ReppGq, this isomorphism being natural in F and G. This is a formal
consequence of the dualizability of the objects TV (with duals TV ˚) and more
generally is part of the powerful duality package available for modules over
rigid tensor categories such as HG (see e.g. [GR17, Section 1.9]).

Remark 7.2.10 (Signs). The Hecke action corresponds, under sheaf func-
tion correspondence when applicable, to the action arising from the actionof
Gf on functions on Xf wherein g P Gf sends f to the function x ÞÑ fpxgq.

7.2.11. Generalizations. It is our expectation that one can make satisfactory
definitions analogous to HX in the twisted case or in the unpolarized case
using existing technology. We briefly discuss these in turn.

Remark 7.2.12. (The case of twisted polarizationsM “ T ˚pX,Ψq). In the
case of the Whittaker model, Gaitsgory [Gai, §2] has defined a local derived
category of Whittaker sheaves on the affine Grassmannian (and, more gen-
erally, at quotients of arbitrary level of the loop space of G). The same defi-
nitions make sense in the general case of Whittaker induction. Namely given
a Ga-bundle Ψ Ñ X one begins by constructing the category SHVpΨF {GOq
of equivariant sheaves on Ψ; and then, following [Gai], takes “twisted coin-
variants” for the GaF -action on this category.

Remark 7.2.13. The non-polarizable case: it is evidently important to
extend the construction X ; SHVpXF {GOq to non-polarizable anomaly-
free hyperspherical varieties M . Note that it is our expectation that the
normalized Hecke action, a twisting of §7.2.7 to be described in §7.4, will
extend to this situation, rather than the action of §7.2.7 itself.

In the case whenM is a symplectic vector space, this amounts to studying
“the unramified part of the geometric Weil representation.” The possibility
of such a construction is well-known to experts, although we do not know of
an entirely satisfactory reference for our purposes. We describe two relevant
works:

For G “ the dual pair Sp2n ˆ SO2n (with M “ the tensor product of
their standard representations), the category analogous to ShvpXF {GOq was
constructed by Lafforgue and Lysenko [LL09] (with an emphasis on the per-
verse objects), by geometrizing the Schrödinger model and the canonical in-
tertwining operators. On the other hand, Raskin [Ras20, §10] has developed
a general framework for describing GF -actions on categories as (geometric
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analogs of) Harish-Chandra modules; this was applied in [BDF`22, §2.3,
4] to modules for the Weyl algebra W associated to the symplectic space
MF , in order to define an action of HG on W-modGO ; here, G can be any
subgroup of SppMq.

7.3. Sheaves on loop spaces: the placid case.

7.3.1. Setup. In many cases, the geometry of XF {GO is particularly nice,
and it admits the following presentation, enabling one to avoid the subtle
issues of singularities discussed in §7.2. There is:

‚ an exhaustion XF “ lim
ÝÑ

X l of the ind-scheme X, and a GO-stable
presentation of each X l as lim

ÐÝn
X l
n, where

‚ the X l
n are of finite type, and the transition maps X l

n`1 Ñ X l
n are

torsors for a unipotent group scheme, and
‚ the GO-action on X l

n factors through an action of some quotient GN
on each X l

n.
Let us collectively refer to these properties as the placid case, although

a priori it is slightly stronger than XF being placid in the sense of the
Appendix.

For example, in the case of X “ a vector space, the X l
n were constructed

in §7.2.1.53When X is a reductive group H (and G is a subgroup of H ˆH
acting by left and right multiplication) we can take the X l to come from
strata of the affine Grassmannian, and the X l

n to arise from the cover arising
from the kernel of GO Ñ Gn`1. Although these conditions are a priori quite
restrictive, a surprising number of hyperspherical cases satisfy them:

‚ The Godement-Jacquet and Iwasawa–Tate periods, X “ Mn as a
G “ GLn ˆGLn-space;

‚ More generally, any vectorial case, e.g. the Hecke period X “ A2 as
a G “ SL2-space;

‚ The group period, X “ H as an H ˆH-space (possibly twisted by
an automorphism in one factor).

‚ The Rankin-Selberg period, X “ GLn as a GLn ˆGLn´1 space;
‚ the case of X “ GLn ˆ An as a GLn ˆGLn-space;
‚ the Gross-Prasad period, X “ SOn as a SOn ˆ SOn´1-space.

The restriction to this placid setting allows us to describe the entire sheaf
theory just in terms of the notion of sheaves on Artin stacks. The discus-
sion of this section can be carried out in any of our sheaf-theoretic contexts,
though we will be primarily concerned with the étale sheaf theory of XF {GO,
since this version can be readily compared with numerical statements in the
finite characteristic case. Accordingly, we restrict the discussion to that
setting to simplify notations. Thus the notation Shv denotes, by default,

53One should note that the situation is quite rich even in the case when X is a vector
space, because GO-orbit closures can be singular even though XF is very simple, cf.
Example 7.3.7.
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“étale sheaves,” with constructibility or boundedness conditions to be spec-
ified. However, we will freely use at later points that the same discussion
transposes to the de Rham theory.

Caveat: We expect the proofs of the statements that
follow in this section – i.e. various properties of the
sheaf theory developed in §7.2, but restricted to the
placid case – to be straighforward. However, we
don’t state them as theorems, because of the fact,
already noted, that sheaf theory in these contexts is
not clearly documented, and we prefer to leave the
credit for such statements to a paper which also de-
velops the relevant foundations in detail, across the
various types of sheaf theory that we would like to
access.

7.3.2. Duality and integration. The following properties should be straight-
forward to establish in the placid case. In fact, we expect that they hold in
the general context of spherical varieties, but we don’t know how to estab-
lishing them because of the issues of singularities mentioned.

‚ (Duality): The sheaf theory on XF {GO is equipped with a Verdier
duality satisfying DδX “ δX that is moreover compatible with that
on the spherical category, i.e. DpT ‹ Fq » pDT q ‹ pDFq (where
the duality on the affine Grassmannian is normalized to preserve the
identity of convolution).

‚ (Integration): In the case where F is the algebraic closure of a finite
field, if F , DG are Weil sheaves with trace functions f, g : Xf{Go Ñ k
we have

(7.4) rHompF ,Gq_s “
ż

Xf{Go

fpxqgpxq|ω|,

for motivation see Lemma 2.4.1; we follow the convention that ω is
a G-eigenmeasure (§3.8), and normalized according to

(7.5) µpXpoq{Gpoqq “ q´dimpXq`dimpGq |XpFqq|
|GpFqq|

,

We will sketch below an explicit model for objects in the sheaf category and
explain, with reference to this explicit model, why duality and integration
statements hold.

7.3.3. Explication of HX
G . In the placid case, both objects and morphisms

of HX
G can be described in terms of finite-dimensional computations, as we

now recall.
With notation as in §7.3.1 write X̄ l

n for the Artin stack

X̄ l
n “ X l

n{GN
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where N is chosen so large that the GO-action factors through it – the
constructions that follow will formally speaking depend on this choice, but
will be independent of it up to equivalence. Write Shvln for the category
of constructible l-adic sheaves on this Artin stack. While the notion of
sheaves on an Artin stack can be of course derived from the general formalism
described in the Appendix, it is also accessible in more direct ways as sheaves
for the lisse-étale topology, see [LO08].

Placidity implies, as in Appendix B.7.3, that the category ShvpXF {GOq
constructed previously is equivalent to the corresponding category defined
via ˚-pullbacks. Therefore, in what follows, we will freely work with the
˚-version.

The formal construction of the category of ˚-sheaves ShvpXF {GOq implies
the existence of functors

(7.6) Shvln ÝÑ ShvpXF {GOq.

Explicitly, these functors are given by applying the functoriality of ˚-sheaves
(these are dual to the already noted functoriality for !-sheaves, namely, ˚-
pullback over arbitrary morphisms and !-pushforward over ind-proper mor-
phisms) to the diagram

X l
n{GN X l

n{GOoo X l{GOoo // XF {GO

This permits us to think of objects of Shvln as objects in ShvpXF {GOq. In
fact, the morphisms can also be computed in Shvln, as we will explain. There
are functors

(7.7) Shvln Ñ Shvln`1, Shvln ãÑ Shvl`1
n .

which arise from pullback, and from pushforward-pullback, along the dia-
grams of (space, group acting)

pX l
n`1, GN 1q Ñ pX l

n, GN q, pX
l
n, GN q Ð pX l

n, GN2q Ñ pX l`1
n , GN2q,

where N 1, N2 are chosen so that the relevant GO-action factors through these
quotients. Because the kernel of maps Gn`1 Ñ Gn are abelian unipotent
group schemes, the functors of (7.7) are in fact fully faithful, so long as
N,N 1, N2 are chosen sufficiently large. The space of maps, computed in
ShvpXF {GOq, between (the image of) a sheaf F on X̄ l

n and (the image of) a
sheaf G on X̄ l1

n1 is obtained by pulling back both to some common X̄K
N and

then considering
lim
ÝÑ
K

lim
ÝÑ
N

HomX̄K
N
pF ,Gq.

Here “lim
ÝÑ

” refers strictly to the homotopy colimit of representing complexes;
however in the inner limit all the maps are eventually quasi-isomorphisms
and similarly for the outer colimit; therefore, this can be computed simply
by a termwise direct limit of representing complexes.

In terms of this discussion, the desiderata above correspond to the follow-
ing constructions:
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‚ The Verdier duality functor on HX
G is compatible with the Verdier

duality on each Shvln (where n is sufficiently large relative to n), up to
shift. The shifts are determined up to an overall dimension constant
fixed by requiring

DδX “ δX .

‚ Also the integration formula (7.4) follows, when F ,G arise from Shvln,
by applying Lemma 2.4.1 applied to suitable X̄K

N .

7.3.4. Examples.

Example 7.3.5. Take X “ A1 and G “ Gm (the “Iwasawa–Tate case”).
For a test ring R, we have X l

npRq “ t´lRrts{tn and the GO “ Rrrtssˆ-action
on it factors through pRrts{tn`lqˆ, with the transition maps in n being the
obvious projections.

Lett δl denote the constant sheaf (with its trivial GO-equivariant struc-
ture) on X l, twisted by 〈l〉, i.e.,
(7.8) δl “ kXl 〈l〉 ,
By this, we mean the ˚-sheaf arising from the constant sheaf on any one of
the truncations X l

n, by means of (7.6). The twist by 〈l〉 is, of course, the
standard weight-zero perverse normalization of the sheaves, if we declare the
zeroth stratum to have “dimension 0.”

We then compute:

(7.9) Hompδl1 , δl2q » H˚pBGmqx´dy,

where d :“ |`1 ´ `2| is the absolute value of the difference. Indeed, without
the normalizing twist by xly, the Hom-space would be H˚pBGmq for `1 ą `2
and H˚pBGmqx´2dy otherwise.

Example 7.3.6. (HX as distributions).
Continue with the notation of Example 7.3.5. There are morphisms

kXl Ñ kXl´1 , kXl Ñ kXl`1x2y,

the second arising from the inclusion of dualizing sheaves, which are trivial
here (up to shifts). There are corresponding maps of GO-equivariant sheaves.
Let δ0 be the object of HX corresponding to taking the colimit along the first
system, and µ the object that corresponds to colimit along the second system.
Then δ0 and µ (with their evident Frobenius structures) are analogues of the
Dirac delta function at 0, and the Lebesgue measure, respectively.

Indeed, for a sheaf F on X l{GO considered in HX by means of (7.6), with
corresponding function f on X lpoq, we get by an application of (7.4)

rHompF , δ0q
_s “ fp0qµpXpoq{Gpoqq and rHompF , µq_s “

ż

Xpfq{Gpoq
fpxqdx,

where the latter measure is normalized according to (7.5). (Of course, the
price of this enlargement is that the large category SHV also contains many
other “large” objects that are much less familiar from harmonic analysis.)
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Example 7.3.7. We consider the case of

X “Mn “ nˆ n matrices, G “ GLn ˆGLn,

with action map x ¨ pg1, g2q “ g´1
1 xg2. This is, in the theory of automorphic

forms, the “Godement–Jacquet” period.
Fix 0 ď j ď n and let Tj be the Hecke sheaf for GLn that corresponds

to the representation ^jstd˚ on the dual group, i.e. it is the intersection
complex of the stratum of the affine Grassmannian for GLn that indexes
subspaces of t´1On{On of dimension j. Of course, “intersection complex,”
here, just means the constant sheaf twisted by xjpn´ jqy.

We think of it as a sheaf on the second copy of GLn in G. Then we readily
compute

(7.10) Tj ‹ δX “ Ijxjpn´ jqy

where Ij is a GLnˆGLn-equivariant sheaf on Mn,F , supported on Mn,O and
pulled back from Mn,O{tMn,O “ Mn, whose fiber at a matrix S P Mn is
given by the cohomology of the space of j-dimensional subspaces E Ă kn

such that S|E “ t0u.

7.4. Normalized action of GF . In order that our main conjecture match
appropriately with the neutral grading on M̌ (see §3.5.4), we need to intro-
duce a cohomological shift to the action of GF on ShvpXF q which, at the
level of functions, corresponds to a normalized, unitary action on L2-spaces.
We will introduce this normalized version first, before explaining how to
“twist away” the normalization by modifying the Ggr-action.

Recall from the structure theorem (in the notation of §3.7) that X is an
equivariant vector bundle over a homogeneous space of the form HUzG:

X “ S` ˆHU G.

We will assume, as in §3.8, that X admits a nowhere vanishing eigen-volume
form ω with eigencharacter

η : GÑ Gm.

When G,X are defined over a finite field Fq, taking complex absolute values
induces a positive eigenmeasure |ω| on the points of X over the local field
f “ Fqpptqq. This gives rise to a Hilbert space completion L2pXpfq, |ω|q of
the Schwartz space SpXpfqq, which furnishes a unitary representation of Gpfq
under the normalized action

(7.11) g ¨ fpxq “
a

|ηpgq|fpxgq.

We lift this normalized action to the level of loop spaces, as follows: the
character η gives a “degree” or “valuation” map

(7.12) deg “ degη : GF Ñ GmF
val
ÝÝÑ Z

To be clear here about the convention: t P GmF has valuation 1. At a
categorical level, the normalized action can be described as the automorphic
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shearing C ÞÑ Cdeg( of categorical GF -representations C defined from the
homomorphism deg as in Example 6.3.12.

More explicitly, this normalized action of GF on ShvpXF q is defined by
twisting the translation action of g P GF by 〈degpgq〉, i.e.,
(7.13) g ¨ F :“ g˚F 〈degpgq〉 ,
where g˚ denotes pullback by the (right) translation action, and x. . . y is as
in our standing conventions (cf. e.g. §2.3.3). This induces a similar twisted
action of the Hecke category HG on HX

G . 54

This twisted action is compatible with the numerical version. If we are
working over Fq, and F is a Weil sheaf on XF {GO with associated trace
function f , then

trace function for TV ‹ F “ TV f

where TV is as in (6.16), TV is the corresponding Hecke operator obtained by
sheaf-function correspondence; on the right TV f is obtained by integrating
the unitary action (7.11) of Gpfq on SpXpfqq.
Example 7.4.1. In the Iwasawa–Tate case, let Vn be the representation
z ÞÑ zn of Ǧ; then

TVn ‹ δX “ δn
the latter object being described in Example 7.3.5.

The associated function (under sheaf-function correspondence) is q´n{21t´no;
it has L2 norm independent of n. Note in order to have this be valid with-
out a sign p´1qn the parity shifts embedded in xny are important: δn is a
super-sheaf in parity p´1qn.

By contrast, under the unnormalized action we would find instead that
TVn ‹ δX is the sheaf kt´nO.

Example 7.4.2. In the Godement-Jacquet case of Example 7.3.7 the charac-
ter η is given by ηpg1, g2q “ pdet g1q

´npdet g2q
n. Then we have deg Tj “ ´jn

and for the normalized action

(7.14) Tj ‹ δX “ Ijx´j
2y

compare with (7.10).

Remark 7.4.3. The foregoing definitions depend on the choice of eigenmea-
sure ω. As discussed more generally in §3.8.2, the validity of the conjectures
that we will formulate does not depend on this choice of extension. Indeed,
any two eigenmeasures ω, ω1 will differ by ν : X Ñ Gm, and this defines

54The twisting of Hecke actions can be directly described as a shearing operation as in
Example 6.3.12 and Remark 6.6.3: Namely deg defines a map GOzGF {GO Ñ BZ, hence
endows a central action

pLocpBZq,bq » pQCpGmq, ˚q ÝÑ ZpHGq

of Gm on HG, for which the underlying monoidal functor QCpGmq Ñ HG is trivial.
It follows that we obtain a shearing operation on HG-modules, which doesn’t change
the underlying category. Applying this operation to the HG-category HX recovers the
normalized action.
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an equivalence of categories between sheaves on XF with the η-normalized
GF -action and sheaves on XF with the η1-normalized GF -action, given by
applying a twist by 〈val ν〉.

7.5. The local unramified conjecture. In this section we introduce the
local conjecture. We are in the setting of §7.0.1, with M “ T ˚X polarized
and the dual M̌ is endowed with the neutral Ggr-action.

Conjecture 7.5.1. There is an equivalence of categories55:
‚ (small version):

LX : ShvpXF {GOq ÝÑ perfect Ǧ-equivariant modules for O(
M̌

‚ (large version):

LX : SHVpXF {GOq ÝÑ QC(pM̌{Ǧq.

The equivalence is required to be compatible with pointings (§7.5.2), Hecke
actions (§7.5.3), Galois actions (§7.5.6) and Poisson structures (§7.5.11,
§8.5).

We now enumerate and briefly discuss a sequence of structures we require
to match on the two sides and some of the immediate consequences. Note
that the left hand side of the conjecture depends on a choice of de Rham or
étale sheaf theory, but the conjecture says that this depends on that choice
only through the coefficient field k.

7.5.2. Pointings. The first requirement we make of the conjecture is a match-
ing of basic objects on both sides, i.e., a “pointing” of the equivalence:

‚ [Pointing.] There is an identification LXpδXq » O(
M̌{Ǧ

between the

image of the basic object and the sheared structure sheaf of M̌{Ǧ.
For instance if we compute HompδX , δXq inside the category of sheaves on

XO{GO, we should have

(7.15) sheared algebra of functions on M̌ � Ǧ ?
“ EndpδXq “ H˚GpXq,

the G-equivariant cohomology of X; the grading on the left hand side is by
the Ggr-action on M̌ . This can be readily verified by hand in many examples.
56 See also Example 8.5.4 where an elaboration of this calculation, combined

55As per our general conventions, “small categories” are smallk-linear idempotent com-
plete stable categories with exact functors, and “large categories” are k-linear presentable
stable categories with colimit preserving functors.

56Note that this includes a claim on the formality of the endomorphism dg-algebra, i.e.,
the fact that it is quasi-isomorphic to its cohomology. In the homogeneous case, X “ HzG,
this is the same as the cochain complex of BH, which is well-known to be formal, and
canonically isomorphic to the ring of Ȟ-invariant polynomial functions on ȟ˚, the dual
Lie algebra of the dual group. The general case reduces to the homogeneous case, using
the structure of a vector bundle X Ñ HzG, i.e., EndShvpX{GqkX “ EndShvpBHqkBH “

H˚pBHq “ H˚GpXq.
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with the compatibility of the local conjecture with Poisson structure, forces
the multiplicity-freeness of the Hamiltonian space M̌ .

7.5.3. Hecke actions. Perhaps the most important requirement of the local
conjecture is that it matches actions of the spherical Hecke category on both
sides. We first state a “normalized” form:

‚ [Hecke actions] LX has the structure of equivalence of module cat-
egories for the spherical Hecke category HG, where HG acts on the
automorphic side by the normalized action as in §7.457 and on the
spectral side via the derived Satake isomorphism LG, and the mo-
ment map

M̌{Ǧ ÝÑ ǧ{Ǧ.

The Hecke-equivariance implies a very explicit knowledge of the automor-
phic category. Given a representation V of Ǧ we have an equivariant vector
bundle V P QC(pM̌{Ǧq, and as noted in §7.1.3, these objects generate and
have explicitly computable Hom spaces. The matching objects on the au-
tomorphic sides are the sheaves TV ‹ δX on XF {GO obtained by applying
the corresponding Hecke operator to δX (under the unitarily normalized ac-
tion). Under the sheaf-function correspondence, TV ‹ δX matches with the
function fV obtained by applying the corresponding Hecke operator TV to
1Xpoq. Thus the conjecture implies isomorphisms of complexes

(7.16) HompTV ‹ δX , TW ‹ δXq » HomǦpV,W bO(
M̌
q,

where the degree grading on the right hand side corresponds to the weight or
cohomological grading on the left. Moreover these explicit Hom spaces (and
their compositions) capture the entire automorphic category. In particular
all sheaves on XF {GO can be generated from the basic object through the
action of Hecke functors.

Note that the arc space XO is placid, and hence sheaf theory there is well
behaved (for example satisfies Verdier duality). Thus the local conjecture
guarantees that all sheaf theory on XF {GO can be reduced using the Hecke
action to inherently finite-dimensional calculations on XO, and the potential
subtleties of sheaf theory in the non-placid setting disappear. This is most
succinctly expressed using the inner endomorphisms of the basic object –
Plancherel algebra, see §8.

Remark 7.5.4 (!- vs ˚-sheaves). Conjecture 7.5.1 provides an equivalence
between the categories SHV˚pXF {GOq and SHV!pXF {GOq of ˚- and !-sheaves
on XF {GO, since the two sheaf theories are canonically dual and the cate-
gory QC(pM̌{Ǧq is canonically self-dual. In fact this equivalence is naturally
Hecke-equivariant, since the self-duality of QC(pM̌{Ǧq is linear over ǧ‹{Ǧ.
It would be very interesting to have a direct proof of this equivalence, i.e.,

57In particular, we are assuming a choice of square root of q in k, whenever half-Tate
twists appear. We will later present an unnormalized variant of our conjecture.
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a construction of a GO-equivariant renormalized dualizing sheaf on the (po-
tentially) non-placid ind-scheme XF . As we will discuss in §16 the ˚-sheaf
theory is much more natural for the construction of the geometric form of
Θ-series and loca-global compatibility for the (!-)period sheaf.

7.5.5. Changing Ggr-actions and the unnormalized conjecture. The local con-
jecture posits that the local automorphic category with the normalized Hecke
action SHVpXF {GOq

deg( — sheared by the degree character ofGF as in 6.3.12
— matches the local spectral category QCpM̌{Ǧq( where we shear using the
neutral Ggr-action on M̌ .

This conjecture is “analytic” or “normalized” in the parlance of §2.6. We
can pass to the “arithmetic” or “unnormalized” version using the compatibil-
ity under geometric Satake between characters of G and central cocharacters
of Ǧ (see Remark 6.6.3). In particular, in this way, we deduce forms of the
conjecture where the action of GF on ShvpXF q is given by usual translations
(i.e., the unnormalized case).

For explicitness in what follows, let us write the neutral action explicitly
as neut, so that the neutral shear will be denoted QCpM̌{Ǧqneut(. Shear-
ing by η to undo the degree shift in the conjecture, we find an identifica-
tion of SHVpXF {GOq with QCpM̌{Ǧqpneut`η̌q(, where on the right where we
have modified the Ggr-action by the central cocharacter η̌, i.e., we define a
non-neutral action by letting z P Ggr act instead by the neutral action of
pη̌pzq, zq P ǦˆGgr. 58

Now, on the right hand side, we can further shear by the action of 2ρ on
both M̌ and Ǧ by (6.13) to get

SHVpXF {GOq » QCpM̌{Ǧqpneut`η̌q`2ρ(.

Note that, above, the Ggr action on M̌ is through neut ` η̌ ` 2ρ – that is
to say, the arithmetic shear described in §6.8.3 – and the Ggr action on Ǧ is
through 2ρ. So we can abridge the above statement to:

SHVpXF {GOq » QCpM̌{Ǧqarith.(,

which is the unnormalized form of the local conjecture, written in a form
to be compatible with the arithmetic form of geometric Satake. Again, we
emphasize that on the right Ggr is acting on both M̌ and Ǧ. We remark that
the shearing operations above do not change the underlying categories – just
the Hecke actions on them.

7.5.6. Galois-linearity. If F is the algebraic closure of a finite field of size q,
then we require that LX is Galois-linear:

58Here is a sign check. In the Iwasawa–Tate example of Example 7.3.5, let V be the
standard representation, then TV is the Hecke operator corresponding to a uniformizer, and
the unnormalized TV ‹ δ0 “ δ1x´1y with our previous notation; thus HompTV ‹ δX , δXq “

Hompδ1x´1y, δ0q » H˚pBGmq. On the other hand, we can compute HompV,OpM̌q(q with
the arithmetic shearing as in Example 6.8.4: it is again in Ggr degrees 0, 2, . . . .
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‚ [Galois linearity] LX has the structure of Frobenius-equivariance, i.e.,
it intertwines the autoequivalence of HX induced by Frobenius with
the “analytic” action of Frobenius (§6.8.1) on the spectral side.

Note that, since we are supposing that pG,Mq is the “split form” hypoth-
esized in §5, the expectation is that this analytic action on O(

M̌
is simply

the action which scales by qi{2 in cohomological degree i. In the general
case – that is to say, even if pG,Mq is not split – this analytic action is a a
finite order twist of this action, as constructed in §4.8. We proceed with our
discussion in the split case, leaving the modifications to the reader.

The Galois-linearity implies that LX takes Weil sheaves to q1{2 P Ggr-
equivariant sheaves, and for Weil sheaves F ,F 1 the Frobenius action on the
left hand side of

HompF ,F 1q » HompLXpFq,LXpF 1qq

corresponds to the action of q´1{2 P Ggr on the right hand side. 59

In fact, the spectral side of the conjecture admits a natural graded lift
QCpM̌{ǦˆGgrq, in which we impose in addition equivariance for Ggr. On
the automorphic side, it is natural to expect this to match the category of
constructible graded sheaves on XF {GO, as has been defined in the finite-
dimensional setting in [HL22b]. The latter is roughly speaking obtained from
the category of Weil sheaves by formally imposing that Frobenius acts by
powers of q. This enhanced version of the Galois-linearity of the conjecture
would generalize the “Tate” form of geometric Satake (as in [Zhu17]), and
imply that the geometry of spherical varieties enjoys some of the very special
mixed geometry (or “Tate-ness”) of flag varieties.

7.5.7. Parity and spin structures. Following the general discussion of §2.6.2
the conjecture has a version where, on both sides, we take sheaves of super-
vector spaces. The parity constraint, where we use the parity element zX
from (4.17), should be the following:

‚ [Parity]: even sheaves on the left side are carried to sheaves of parity
zX (i.e., super-sheaves whose parity coincides with the action of zX).

That is to say: we consider Ǧ-equivariant sheaf on M̌ whose super-grading
coincides with the grading defined by the central involution zX P Ǧ.

Here are some examples:
‚ The basic sheaf δX . It is itself even, and it is sent to OM̌ ; the parity
condition of §4.6 implies that pzX ,´1q acts trivially on it; that says
precisely that it has parity coinciding with the action of zX .

59As a sign check consider the situation of §7.5.2 when F “ F 1 “ δX , the basic object
with its trivial Frobenius-equivariant structure; the assertion is then that the (geometric)
Frobenius action on H˚GpXq coincides with the action of 1{

?
q on Ǧ-invariant functions

on M̌ . The inverse seems strange but is in line with our conventions on shearing: degree
k functions on M̌ are sheared via a cohomological shift rks and a Tate twist of pk{2q.
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‚ The parity of TV ‹ δX is determined by the action of zX on V , e.g.
if zX acts as 1 on V then TV ‹ δX is even.

To see this, recall that the parity of TV itself is, by our conventions,
described by the action of p´1q2ρ on V , and the convolution intro-
duces a twist xdeg TV y which alters the parity through the action of
p´1qη on V .

On the spectral side, the action of zX on V bO(
M̌

is the diagonal
action. If zX acts by 1 on V , its diagonal action here then coincides
with the action of ´1 P Ggr, as desired.

Remark 7.5.8 (Dependence on spin structures.). We have formulated the
local conjecture in the presence of a local coordinate, i.e., an identification
O “ Frrtss. It is natural to ask for a version that is independent of the choice
of coordinate, i.e., equivariant for actions of the group of automorphisms of
the disc D “ SpecpOq. Perhaps surprisingly, we do not expect the most
straightforward coordinate-independent formulation of the local conjecture
to hold in general. This is due to a need to twist by spin structures on
the curve which we will encounter globally in the definitions of both period-
(§10.2 and 10.7) and L-sheaves (§11.5 and 11.7). We defer to §15 for a precise
formulation of this spin-twisted and coordinate-independent local conjecture.

7.5.9. Arthur Parameters. A striking feature of the L2 theory of spherical
varieties is that they are expected (see [SV17] and also [Clo04]) to contain
only unitary representations of a single Arthur type, that is, they are all
associated to a single conjugacy class of maps SL2 Ñ Ǧ. This SL2 is the one
from which the dual M̌ is Whittaker-induced, see (4.7).

Let us examine some related phenomena im the local conjecture. Denote
by p$, fq the corresponding sl2-pair (§3.4.1).

(a) The moment map for M̌ misses Năf , the union of nilpotent orbits
smaller than f . Therefore, the local conjecture implies that

SHVpXF {GOq is f -antitempered as a HG-module category,
by which we mean that it is annihilated by the sheared structure
sheaf O(

Năf P QC
(pǧ‹{Ǧq.

(b) The second point is a more direct parallel to the fact, in the classical
setting, that the archimedean size of Hecke eigenvalues is essentially
controlled by $. The ReppǦq-action on SHVpXF {GOq, by means
of the Hecke action, factors through the sheared forgetful functor
p´q$( : ReppǦq Ñ ReppZǦp$qq, obtained by restricting along the
inclusion ZǦpϕq ãÑ Ǧ and then shearing by $.

Point (b) comes from the construction of the Ggr-action on the Whittaker
induction. It is for example familiar from the usual Satake isomorphism
when X is a point. In that case, the assertion amounts to the fact that the
cohomology functor on GrG corresponds to the forgetful functor, taking a
representation of Ǧ to its underlying vector space, but sheared through the
action of 2ρ.
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7.5.10. Singular support. We can also formulate a “safe” or “nilpotent singu-
lar support” version of the local conjecture. This version predicts an equiv-
alence of categories

SHVspXF {GOq ÝÑ QC(
N pM̌{Ǧq

where we consider ind-safe sheaves on the automorphic side and sheaves sup-
ported over the nilpotent cone in ǧ‹{Ǧ on the spectral side. This equivalence
is required to be linear for the “safe / nilpotent singular support” form of
the derived geometric Satake correspondence described in [AG15]. Indeed
this version follows from the Hecke compatibility of the local conjecture as
in Appendix §C.3.3. Namely, we restrict both sides of the conjecture to the
full subcategories which are torsion with respect to the action of the algebra
Z of endomorphisms of the unit in the Hecke category.

7.5.11. Poisson structure. We will describe two closely related structures
on the automorphic side which are expected to reflect the induced Poisson
bracket on functions on M̌ : loop rotation and factorization. We formulate
the simpler statement about loop rotation here (namely that the deformation
given by loop-rotation equivariance recovers the Poisson structure on M̌),
spell it out more concretely in §8.5, and defer to §16 and §17 for a discussion
of factorization.

Remark 7.5.12. The local conjecture implies that the the entire automor-
phic category SHVpXF {GOq carries a variant of a braided tensor structure:
the category generated by the basic object carries a locally constant fac-
torization structure, which in the Betti setting is equivalent to a braided
monoidal (E2) structure, or balanced braided structure (framed E2-algebra)
when combined with loop rotation.

The loop spaces XF and GF carry compatible actions of Gm, which arise
from the action of Gm on Fpptqq via rescaling of the parameter t. These
actions fix the arc spaces XO and GO, and induce compatible actions of Gm

on the monoidal category HG and its module category SHVpXF {GOq.
Thus we may consider the Gm-equivariant category

SHVupXF {GOq :“ SHVpXF {GO ¸Gmq “ SHVpXF {GOq
Gm ,

i.e., the strongly Gm-equivariant objects in the X-spherical category. This
is a H˚Gmppt, kq » krus-linear category, where u has cohomological degree
two, which specializes at u “ 0 to a full subcategory (the equivariantizable
objects) of the original category,

SHVupXF {GOq bkrus k ãÑ SHVpXF {GOq.

(The fullness is a consequence of the Koszul duality of [GKM98], see e.g. [BZCHN23,
Proposition A.6].) In other words, we have a canonical deformation of a full
subcategory of the X-spherical category.
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Lemma 7.5.13. Conjecture 7.5.1 implies that all of SHVpXF {GOq is equiv-
ariantizable,

SHVupXF {GOq bkrus k » SHVpXF {GOq.

Proof. For the spherical Hecke category HG itself the full subcategory of
equivariantizable objects is the entire category. Since the basic object is
naturally Gm-equivariant, it follows that the full subcategory it generates
under the Hecke action is equivariantizable as well. The Lemma follows
from the observation (§7.5.3) that in the presence of the local conjecture,
the entire automorphic category is generated in this way. �

We now require that under the local conjecture this u-deformation defines
a deformation quantization of M̌{Ǧ with its (sheared) Poisson bracket. We
formulate here a very weak form of this requirement:

‚ [Poisson structure] The Hochschild cohomology class of SHVpXF {GOq
defined by the first-order data of the u-deformation SHVupXF {GOq

is matched with the Hochschild cohomology class of QC(pM̌{Ǧq de-
fined by the (sheared, 2-shifted) symplectic form.

Note that the Hochschild classes in question are in fact in degree 0. Au-
tomorphically, the u-deformation is a deformation over krus where u has
cohomological degree 2. Spectrally, since the symplectic form on M̌ has
Ggr-weight 2, the sheared bracket on O(pM̌q has degree ´2 (i.e., defines a
P3-structure) whence again a degree 0 Hochschild class.

The structure theory of hyperspherical varieties can be used to prescribe
a canonical global krus-deformation quantization of M̌{Ǧ. A stronger form of
this compatibility requires this entire deformation to match the u-deformation
of the automorphic category. This is formulated (using the language of
Plancherel algebras) as Conjecture 8.5.1 in the next section.

7.6. Examples. Let us discuss several examples where at least some parts
of Conjecture 7.5.1 are known.

Example 7.6.1. We return to our “easy” running example of X “ A1 (see
Example 7.3.5, 7.3.6, 7.4.1). In this case one can verify the equivalence “by
hand,” as we will essentially do below; we will also see what happens to the
“Dirac delta” and “Lebesgue” sheafs from Example 7.4.1.

Here M̌ “ T ˚A1. In the normalized action, the G_ “ Gm action on M̌
scales the A1-direction and antiscales the dual T ˚A1-direction. Let x be a
coordinate on A1 and ξ a dual coordinate on T ˚A1, so that the G_ action
is given by λ ¨ x “ λ´1x, λ ¨ ξ “ λξ and the Ggr action antiscales both; both
x, ξ are in cohomological degree 1.

We will write rns for the representation z ÞÑ zn of Ǧ; the sheaf δn in-
troduced in Exanple 7.3.5 corresponds to rns b O(

M̌
. We have computed

Hompδn, δmq in (7.9); on the spectral side the same computation yields

Homprns bO, rms bOq “ HomG_prm´ ns,Oq.
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The invariants in question are spanned by monomials xaξb where a, b ě 0
and b´ a “ n´m. This lies in cohomological degree a` b. That is to say,
the Hom-space is one-dimensional in degrees |n´m|, |n´m| ` 2, . . . , which
matches with (7.9).

Let us also discuss what happens in the limit, to see where the objects
δ0, µ of Example 7.3.6 go. The unnormalized sheaf kXl corresponds, on the
spectral side, to rls bOx´ly, which we can formally think of as x´lO. The
skyscraper at 0 corresponds to taking a limit as l Ñ ´8, which gives a O-
module which can be identified with krx, x´1, ξs. We can also take the limit
of sheaves kXlx2ly as l Ñ 8, corresponding to rls b Oxly or ξlO, and get
the object krx, ξ, ξ´1s. It might be quite interesting to study the images of
other natural distributions on X, under the local conjecture, in more general
instances.

7.6.2. The group case. Here the space X is a reductive group H with a left
and right action of G “ H ˆ H; and the dual symplectic variety is now
M̌ “ T ˚Ȟ as a Hamiltonian Ȟ ˆ Ȟ-space where the action of one factor is
twisted by the duality involution. In particular, we have ǦX “ Ȟ and the
space VX is the dual Lie algebra ph_q˚, placed in Gm weight 2; thus, the
conjecture is precisely the derived Satake theorem of [BF08], in the case of
F “ C, which was recalled as Theorem 6.6.1.

Let us talk through the various desiderata: pointings (§7.5.2) follows from
the construction. The statement about the equivalence, and Hecke actions
(§7.5.3 almost follows from the monoidal nature, but there is a subtlety: one
needs to know that the action of inversion map H Ñ H is induced on the
spectral side of LH by the duality involution Ȟ Ñ Ȟ defined in §2.5.2, for
which we don’t know a reference. (This assertion has content even in abelian
Satake if we work over coefficient field k “ Q.)

The statement about Poisson structure ((§7.5.11 but even the stronger
statement discussed in §8.5). was also proven by Bezrukavnikov and Finkel-
berg [BF08]. Finally, the statement about Galois actions does not appar-
ently appear in the literature, but we have sketched a proof after §6.7.5; see
also [Zhu17], [RS19], and [Bez06].

7.6.3. The trivial period. We now takeX to be the point. ThusHX is simply
the category of constructible sheaves on BG. That is to say (see [BL94]),
taking into account the formality of the cohomology of BG, HX is simply
the category of perfect modules under H˚pBGq.

In this case, M̌ is the Whittaker model, that is to say, the Hamiltonian
Ǧ-space obtained by Whittaker indcution of the point under the principal
SL2 Ñ Ǧ; and M̌{Ǧ » cG is the Kostant slice. The equivalence as abstract
categories follows from the identification of the equivariant cohomology ring
H˚pBGq with the shear of the ring of invariant polynomials Opǧ‹qǦ. The
equivalence as module categories for the Hecke category is a theorem of
Bezrukavnikov-Finkelberg [BF08] (the same paper also proves the compati-
bility of the Poisson bracket with loop rotation equivariance).
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7.6.4. The Whittaker period. Dually, we consider the Whittaker model on
the automorphic side. In other words, we take M “ T ˚G{{ψU . In this
case the Hecke category HM is the category ShvpGF {GOq

UpF q,ψ of Whit-
taker sheaves on the Grassmannian. The dual period is M̌ “ pt, so that
QC(pM̌{Ǧq » ReppǦq(. The resulting equivalence of categories is due to
Frenkel-Gaitsgory-Vilonen [FGV01] (see also [ABB`05]).

7.6.5. Other examples. Several other instances of the local conjecture have
been proved recently – verifying at least the “Hecke” desideratum of the
statement, although it is likely that the proofs give more.

The paper [HR23] proves a fully ramified, de Rham version of the local
conjecture for the Iwasawa–Tate period.

The paper [BDF`22] discusses geometric counterparts to the Weil repre-
sentation and the formulation of the local conjecture in unpolarized settings.

The paper [CMNO22] proves the local conjecture in the caseX “ GL2n{Sp2n

and M̌ “ T ˚pGL2n{GLn ˙ U,ψq » GL2n ˆ
GLn Mn (in automorphic termi-

nology, the “symplectic period” studied by Jacquet and Rallis [JR92]).
The papers [BFGT21] and [BFT20] prove versions of the local conjec-

ture in cases corresponding to X “ GLn as G “ GLn ˆ GLn´1-space and
X “ SOn as G “ SOn ˆ SOn´1-space. In automorphic terminology, these
correspond to the Rankin-Selberg period for GLn ˆ GLn´1 and the Gross-
Prasad period for SOn ˆ SOn´1. These papers (cf. [BFGT21, §2]) also for-
mulate and study a conjecture ascribed to D. Gaiotto giving a different
spectral dual of the automorphic local category for a family of subgroups of
G “ GLn in terms of representations of quantum supergroups. Crucially,
these conjectural descriptions are equivalences of monoidal categories, with
the monoidal structure coming from factorization. These conjectures have
now been proven [BFT22], [TY22] and [TY23]. It would be very interesting
to compare these spectral models with ours, and to apply the techniques
developed in these papers to construct monoidal (or even braided monoidal)
structures on the categories HX in general, see § 16.2 and Problem 16.2.11.

Finally, Sanath Devalapurkar recently shared with us a draft of an up-
coming paper [Dev], which contains the proof of the local conjecture for the
case of homogeneous affine spherical varieties of rank 1.

8. The Plancherel algebra and the Coulomb branch

In §7 (whose notations we follow), we studied the category of constructible
sheaves on XF {GO as a module category for the spherical Hecke category,
and formulated the local conjecture identifying this structure in terms of
coherent sheaf theory on M̌ and the moment map. In this section we will
study a more concrete and less categorical manifestation of local geometric
duality, connecting the local conjecture to the study of Coulomb branches,
as pioneered in the mathematical literature by Braverman, Finkelberg and
Nakajima [BFN16, BFN19]. This concerns, roughly speaking, the affine
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aspects of the story, or “the part of the local conjecture that has to do with
the basic object.” 60

The key object here is what we call the Plancherel algebra (or relative
Coulomb branch):

PLX “ “endomorphisms of the basic object inside the Hecke category”

The Plancherel algebra is an algebra object in the Hecke category – that is
to say, it is equipped with an associative multiplication PLX ‹PLX Ñ PLX ,
where ‹ is convolution of sheaves on the affine Grassmannian. The definition
will be explicated and spelled out in §8.3 – it can be viewed as a gadget
encoding not just endomorphisms of the basic object, but all Hom spaces
between Hecke functors applied to the basic object. The local conjecture
predicts that, under the geometric Satake equivalence, PLX corresponds to
the ring of functions O(

M̌
, as a representation of Ǧ, and compatibly with the

moment map (i.e., as an algebra object in sheared Ǧ-equivariant sheaves on
the coadjoint representation ǧ‹). See §8.1 for more discussion of this point
of view.

The Plancherel algebra PLX is a more concrete object than the local cat-
egory SHVpXF {GOq, and also enjoys an important technical advantage. As
we saw, “constructible sheaf theory” in the local conjecture involves seri-
ous subtleties related to the fact that loop spaces are singular; this makes
it extremely difficult to actually compute anything. However, PLX can be
computed solely in terms of computations on smooth arc spaces and (there-
fore) its definition reduces entirely to computations on finite-dimensional
varieties, as described in Proposition 8.3.1. As a result, it is possible to
compute explicitly in examples, see e.g. §8.4.

We derive this essentially finite-dimensional description of the Plancherel
algebra from the general sheaf theory formalism. That sheaf theory formal-
ism is subject to the caveat noted in §7.2, namely, it is not well-documented
in the literature at the current time. However, one could take the point of
view that the finite-dimensional explication is the definition of the Plancherel
algebra and bypass the categorical prerequisites. Moreover, thanks to the
affineness of M̌ , the local conjecture implies that one can recover the entire
automorphic category from the Plancherel algebra (see Section 7.5.3).

The name “Plancherel algebra” emphasizes the fact, to be further ex-
plained in §9, that it categorifies an object with a long mathematical his-
tory: the Plancherel measure; and the known numerical evaluations of the
Plancherel measure provide supporting evidence for our categorical conjec-
ture – this will be explained in §9.

60From the point of view of boundary conditions in topological field theory, we are
passing from categories of line operators to vector spaces of local operators
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In the case whenX is a vector space, PLX is precisely the relative Coulomb
branch algebra, the ring object in the Hecke category introduced by Braver-
man, Finkelberg and Nakajima in [BFN19] in the course of their mathemat-
ical study of Coulomb branches of 3d supersymmetric gauge theories. This
ring object (or rather, its spectrum µ : M̌ Ñ ǧ‹) is a relative version of the
Coulomb branch, corresponding physically not to a 3d field theory but to a
boundary condition for 4d N “ 4 supersymmetric gauge theory. From the
point of view of [BFN19], perhaps the most novel part of the present chap-
ter is to formulate a precise conjecture description of the relative Coulomb
branch (and its noncommutative deformation) associated to a spherical va-
riety.

We have included a liberal sprinkling of examples. Some of these examples
correspond to already-proven cases of the local conjecture; our purpose in
putting them here is, rather, “for fun” – that is, to illustrate the pretty
geometry and invariant theory underlying the story.

‚ §8.1 motivates and defines the Plancherel algebra, and then formu-
lates the “Plancherel algebra conjecture,” Conjecture 8.1.8, identi-
fying it with the ring of functions on M̌ . As explained above this
is a “reduced” version of the full local conjecture which avoids the
intricacies of sheaf theory on XF .

‚ §8.2 introduces the “relative Grassmannian” which will play a useful
role; in the case of X “ HzG it is essentially the affine Grassmannian
for H.

‚ §8.3 presents an explicit description of the Plancherel algebra, which
in particular reduces to finite-dimensional calculations.

‚ §8.4 discusses several examples of Plancherel algebras.
‚ §8.5 studies loop rotation and formulates a conjecture on the cor-
responding noncommutative deformation of the Plancherel algebra.
This explains, in particular, how the symplectic structure on M̌ is
relevant to the local conjecture.

We follow general notations as in the last section §7. In particular, pG,Xq
will be defined over F, either C or the algebraic closure of a finite field,
and the dual pǦ, M̌q is defined over a coefficient field k. In line with our
conventions in §2.1, k will generally be taken to be algebraically closed of
characteristic zero, although we will comment on more general settings at
points.

8.1. The Plancherel algebra.

8.1.1. Motivation: the ring of functions on M̌ . As motivation, let us examine
how to recover M̌ from the coherent side of the local Conjecture 7.5.1, that
is to say, from the category of Ǧ-equivariant sheaves on M̌ (for simplicity,
let us ignore the shearing).
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Since M̌ is affine it is determined by its ring OM̌ of globally regular func-
tions. If we were not working with Ǧ-equivariant sheaves, this can be recov-
ered by taking endomorphisms of the (coherent) structure sheaf of M̌ . But,
working instead in the category of sheaves on M̌{Ǧ, the endomorphisms of
the structure sheaf recovers notOM̌ but rather only the Ǧ-invariant elements.
This can be remedied by computing endomorphisms as a ReppǦq-enriched
category. In other words, the category of Ǧ-equivariant sheaves is a module
category for the rigid tensor category ReppǦq, which permits us to compute
“internal endomorphisms in ReppǦq.” (The phrase “internal endomorphisms”
is most commonly used in the case of a monoidal category acting on itself
though it applies more generally.) This is analogous to the discussion in
Section 6.3 of ReppGmq-categories as categories enriched in graded vector
spaces (representations of Gm).

Work, for a moment, with ordinary (underived) categories, and take an
object F in the category of coherent sheaves on M̌{Ǧ. Its internal endomor-
phisms, relative to ReppǦq, is the Ǧ-representation EndpFq characterized as
such by the property

(8.1) HompV,W b EndpFqq “ HompV b F ,W b Fq,
for V,W finite-dimensional Ǧ-representations; the evident composition law
on the right hand side, if we work with three representations V,W, S, gives
on EndpFq the structure of Ǧ-algebra.

Remark 8.1.2 (Categorical definition of inner endomorphisms). A more
formal and categorical point of view, well adapted to the 8-categorical
setting, is based on the theory of rigid tensor categories briefly reviewed
in Appendix B.9.5 (see also [GR17, Section 1.9]). Namely, given a mod-
ule category M for a rigid tensor category C and a compact object F , let
actF : C Ñ M denote the C-module functor given by action on F . Then
rigidity implies that actF admits a C-linear right adjoint , which is by def-
inition the inner hom from M , actRF “ HompF,´q. The algebra object
EndpF q “ HompF, F q P AlgpCq represents the monad actRF ˝ actF on C. Ap-
plying this to M “ QCpM̌{Ǧq and C “ ReppǦq recovers the construction
above. In particular Equation 8.1 applies in this generality (as a combina-
tion of the C-linearity of and adjunction between actF , actRF ), i.e., the internal
endomorphism object of F collects the data of all Hom spaces between the
objects V bF and W bF for compact (hence dualizable) objects V,W P C.

Yet another formulation is that we can recover the category QCpM̌q with
its Ǧ-action by de-equivariantization of QCpM̌{Ǧq with its ReppǦq action
thanks to 1-affineness (as discussed in Section 6.3 for Gm): i.e., we are
computing endomorphisms of the Ǧ-equivariant structure sheaf in the de-
equivariantized category QCpM̌q » QCpM̌{Ǧq bReppǦq V ect.

8.1.3. The Plancherel algebra. We have just explained how to reconstruct
M̌ from the coherent sheaf category of the local conjecture 7.5.1– namely,
by taking internal endomorphisms of the structure sheaf of M̌ relative to
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ReppǦq. Since that conjecture predicts that this is the same as the “automor-
phic” sheaf category SHVpXF {GOq, it also predicts that we can reconstruct
M̌ by taking internal endomorphisms of the basic object in SHVpXF {GOq
relative to the spherical Hecke category.

To spell out: we use that the X-spherical category is a module category
under the (large) Hecke category HG » QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq, and just as above we
can compute internal endomorphisms of an object and produce an algebra
object in the Hecke category. Spectrally, this corresponds (after shearing) to
thinking of µ˚OM̌ as an algebra object in QCpǧ‹{Ǧq, i.e., remembering both
the moment map and Ǧ-action.

This motivates that we consider the following.

Definition 8.1.4. (Plancherel algebra): The Plancherel algebra of the G-
variety X is defined as the inner endomorphism algebra in the Hecke category
of the basic object δX inside the Hecke module category61 HX :

(8.2) PLX :“ EndHG
pδXq P AlgpHGq

Via the derived Satake equivalence, Theorem 6.6.1, this PLX defines (uniquely,
up to homotopy) a differential graded algebra over Opǧ‹q( equipped with a Ǧ-
action, and we will equally well use PLX to denote this algebra. 62

Here “internal endomorphisms” are defined as explained after (8.1), now
working relative to the Hecke category rather than ReppǦq; in particular,
PLX is a unital algebra object of the Hecke category for G. As we have
noted, the Plancherel algebra defined above is entirely reducible to finite-
dimensional computations, see §8.3.

Remark 8.1.5. Just as with the previous section, we should strictly speak-
ing fix a choice of sheaf theory (de Rham or étale) and include this in the
notation, but, again since it matters very little, we don’t do it that way.
A formal expression of this irrelevance is Proposition 8.3.1, which computes
PLX in terms of cohomology groups, which can be compared in a standard
way between étale and de Rham versions.

Remark 8.1.6. We have only defined the sheaf category in the case when
there is no A1-bundle Ψ Ñ X. However, once the foundational definitions
have been suitably extended (cf. §7.2.11) the same definition should be
adopted in both twisted and unpolarized cases (indeed, the paper [BDF`22]
already amounts to a definition of PLX for X a symplectic vector space).

8.1.7. The Plancherel algebra conjecture. Let notation be as in 7; in particu-
lar, we take pG,M “ T ˚pX,Ψqq and pǦ, M̌q a split hyperspherical pair as in
5 defined over F and k respectively. We will now spell out the consequence
of the local conjecture for the Plancherel algebra PLX :

61Recall that the superscripts over H refer to the large versions of the categories.
62In the cases of interest, the local conjecture predicts that this differential graded alge-

bra is formal, i.e., equivalent to its cohomology. Thus, at least in principle, no information
would be lost by passing to cohomology here.
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Conjecture 8.1.8. (A consequence of Conjecture 7.5.1):
The Plancherel algebra PLX is isomorphic as a Ǧ-equivariant algebra over

Opǧ‹q( with the ring of functions on OpM̌q(:

(8.3) PLX » OpM̌q(

(where the shearing on OpM̌q is through the Ggr-action, and the sheared
moment map Opǧ‹q( Ñ OpM̌q( corresponds to the unital structure on PLX .)
Moreover, if F is the algebraic closure of a finite field, this isomorphism
is Frobenius-equivariant, where the Frobenius action on the left hand side
arises from its natural action on HG and the trivial Frobenius structure on
δX ; and Frobenius is acting on the right hand side according to the shear of
the analytic action (§6.8.3).

In particular, PLX , a priori a differential graded algebra, is in fact formal
and commutative. On the level of cohomology, the commutativity follows
(again, bearing in mind the general caveats of §7.2) from the compatibility
of the product with factorization, as in Section 16, and convolution. We also
remark that the statement (8.3) is using analytic normalization of PLX and
the analytic shear on OM̌ (§6.8.1). The corresponding assertion with the
arithmetic normalization of PLX , as in Remark 8.3.4, is that the normalized
version of PLX is isomorphic to the arithmetic shear on OpM̌q, §6.8.3.

Remark 8.1.9. As a sanity check on signs let us compute the case when
G “ Gm, X “ A1, so that M̌ “ T ˚A1 with scaling action of Ggr. Frobenius
structures were discussed in Example 6.8.2.

In this case, we have (cf. (7.9)) that for a character λ ÞÑ λj the corre-
sponding isotypical component PLpjqX , the component by which Ǧ acts by
λ ÞÑ λj , is identified with H˚pBGmqx´|j|y.63 This is one-dimensional ex-
actly in degrees j, j`2, . . . , and the geometric Frobenius eigenvalue in degree
s is given by qs{2.

On the other hand, writing x, ξ for the coordinates on M̌ , the isotypical
space for λ ÞÑ λj on OpM̌q is exactly xjpxξqm,m ě 0 or ξ´jpxξqm,m ě 0 de-
pending on whether j is positive or negative. Again, this is one-dimensional
exactly inGgr degrees´j,´j´2, . . . , corresponding to cohomological degrees
j, j ` 2, . . . (cf. Example 6.8.2), thus matching the geometric computation.

Remark 8.1.10. (Rationality issues:) We would also conjecture that Con-
jecture 8.1.8 remains valid if k is not algebraically closed, and even if k is
not a field, where M̌ is taken to be the distinguished split form that was
postulated in §5.3. In the case where Ψ is trivial we can even take k to equal
Z. Indeed, in §5.3, we noted that compatibility with this Plancherel algebra
conjecture should be considered a defining property of this split form.

63we emphasize that we have used the analytic normalization in this computation,
i.e., the Hecke operator Tj corresponding to λ ÞÑ λj is supported in valuation j and
degpTjq “ j, cf. Example 7.4.1.
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Note that even in the group case that the predicted Q-form of M̌ arising in
the conjecture is not the “pinned” version; that is to say, M̌ is the cotangent
bundle of Ǧ as Ǧˆ Ǧ-space, but the action is twisted, on one factor, not by
the Chevalley involution but rather by the duality involution (§2.5.2) which
does not preserve a pinning.

It is extremely interesting to study these issues when k has small char-
acteristic. Work over F “ C and consider, for example, the case when
X “ G{H is homogeneous; we will see that, in this case, the invariants PLǦX
are given simply by the cohomology H˚pBH, kq, the cohomology of the clas-
sifying space of H with coefficients in k. Now, if the characteristic of k is a
bad prime for H, this cohomology can behave quite irregularly. On the other
hand, the invariants PLǦX can also behave badly: in finite characteristic, tak-
ing Ǧ-invariants is not exact, and one should use instead derived invariants.
It is plausible that these pathologies match up with one another. Again, this
is not even obvious in the group case, or in the case when X “ pt.

8.2. The relative Grassmannian. The following object (known as the
“variety of triples” in the Coulomb branch literature [BFN16]) will play a
key role for us. We use the term “relative Grassmannian” and we have
emphasized the intuition arising from the homogeneous case X “ HzG.
where it is essentially the affine Grassmannian of the stabilizer H.

Let X be a quasi-affine G-variety. Informally, the relative Grassmannian
GrX is the closed subscheme of XO ˆGrG classifying

pairs x P XO, g P GF {GO for which xg P XO.
where we identify GrG with GF {GO. In particular, it will come with a
morphism

(8.4) iGr : GrX Ñ XO ˆGrG

Formally, we can define GrX as the pullback

(8.5) GrX
b //

a

��

XO ˆGO GF

��
XO

i // XF

of the action of GF over the inclusion of the arc space. This pullback is taken
in the category of schemes,64 see §8.2.1 for further explication.

It should be noted that the top horizontal arrow b is not the same mor-
phism (indeed, does not even have the same codomain) as iGr from (8.4).
Rather, the embedding iGr of (8.4) is given by ι “ pa, b´1

2 q, where b2 : GrX Ñ
GF {GO is the second coordinate of b. Said differently, the horizontal arrow b
is represented, in terms of pairs px, gq with xg P XO, by “px, gq ÞÑ pxg, g´1q.”

64where GF ˆGOXO is the scheme that represents the functor assigning to a ring R the
G-bundles on the formal disc Rrrtss which are trivialized on Rpptqq and moreover equipped
with a section of the associated X-bundle.
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Next, GrX is equipped with an action of GO. If we consider GrX via (8.4)
as classifying pairs px, gq, the action of h P GO sends this to pxh, h´1gq; if
we think in terms of the pullback diagram (8.5) GO acts both on XO at the
bottom left, and acts by XO ˆGO GF by right multiplication on GF .

The quasi-affineness ofX guarantees (see below) that GrX defines a locally
closed subscheme of XO ˆ GrG. In the notation before (8.4), the maps
px, gq ÞÑ g, px, gq ÞÑ x, px, gq ÞÑ xg, define

(8.6) Γ : GrX Ñ Gr, p1 : GrX Ñ XO, p2 : GrX{GO Ñ XO{GO

(note that p2 is only defined after quotienting by GO).

8.2.1. Explication as a (representable) functor. We will describe explicitly
the functor represented by GrX , and why it is represented by a locally closed
subscheme of XO ˆGrG.

One can describe GrX as classifying a G-bundle G on P1 with a trivial-
ization outside of 0 and an arc in X satisfying the condition that the arc,
restricted to the punctured disc at 0, extends to a section of the associated
X-bundle of G on the disc.

To say this symbolically, XO ˆGrG is the functor assigning to a test ring
R the data of

(i) a G-bundle G on P1
R trivialized on A1

R;
(ii) an element x P XpRrrtssq.

Then, GrX is the subfunctor defined as follows: Let X be the X-bundle
on P1

R associated to G. The trivialization of G on A1 gives a corresponding
trivialization of X . Therefore, x determines a section xG of X over Rpptqq,
and GrX is determined by the condition that xG extend to an Rrrtss-point of
X . Such an extension is unique for X affine since Rrrtss Ñ Rpptqq induces an
injection on points, and moreover the resulting functor is, in the case when
X is affine, in fact representable by a (ind-)closed subscheme of XO ˆ GrG
(in what follows, we will omit the “ind-”).

To verify closedness, we reduce this to the case where G “ GLn and
X “ An by choosing an equivariant embedding of X into a vector space;
and in that case the R-points of XO ˆGrG are pairs:

- a locally free Rrrtss-submodule M Ă Rpptqqn such that M rt´1s is all
of Rpptqqn;

- and x P Rrrtssn.

The condition defining GrX is then that x P M , and this is readily verified
to define a ind-closed subscheme.

If X is quasi-affine, the functor noted above remains representable by a
locally closed subscheme. Indeed, as before, the above construction for the
affine closure Xaff of X yields a closed subscheme of Xaff

O ˆ GrG; we then
impose the additional open condition that xG reduce at the special point
Rrrtss Ñ R to a point of XaffpRq that in fact lies inside XpRq.
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8.2.2. The equivariant relative Grassmannian. In the homogeneous caseX “

HzG, we have an equivalence

(8.7) GrX{GO » HOzHF {HO,

i.e., considered equivariantly relative toGO, GrX recovers theHO-equivariant
affine Grassmannian of H. 65

More generally the equivariant version GrX{GO can be described as the
moduli stack of:

‚ pairs of G-bundles on the disc, together with
‚ sections on the associated X-bundles on the discs, and
‚ an identification of the bundles and sections on the punctured disc.

Or, to put another way, it is the groupoid object over XO{GO obtained by
restricting the Hecke action of the equivariant Grasmannian onXF {GO. This
explains formally why the relative Grassmannian appears when studying the
inner endomorphisms of the basic object (the constant sheaf on XO{GO)
with respect to the spherical Hecke action.

8.2.3. The twisted case. If X is equipped with an A1-torsor Ψ Ñ X then we
get a morphism

(8.8) A : GrX Ñ A1,

Given a point of GrX represented by px P XO, g P GF q, we lift x to
x̃ P ΨO, and then consider x̃g P ΨF ; since it lies above xg P XO it defines a
canonical point in F {O by comparison to an arbitrary lift Ăxg P ΨO. Using
the “residue” morphism F {O Ñ A1 we get the desired map (8.8). For later
use we observe the cocycle property of the map A from (8.8).

(8.9) Apx, g1g2q “ Apx, g1q `Apxg1, g2q

8.2.4. Essential finite-dimensionality. The relative Grassmannian is essen-
tially a finite-dimensional construction, in the following sense. Suppose we
replace the role of the affine Grassmannian above by some sufficiently large
stratum Grďn. We obtain a corresponding locally closed subscheme GrXďn.
The resulting GrXďn Ñ XO ˆ Grďn is pulled back from a locally closed im-
mersion of (finite dimensional!) varieties

(8.10) iGr,N : GrXďn;N Ñ XN ˆGrďn

(for some N ; here XN “ XO{tN is the jet scheme of order N). All this says
is, if we fix the “denominators” of g, the question of whether xg P XO is
entirely determined by the reduction of x modulo a fixed power of t. In all
computations where we use GrX its role can be replaced by one of these
finite-dimensional truncations.

65This example perhaps motivates our name “relative Grassmannian.”
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8.3. Explication of the Plancherel algebra. We are ready to give our
explicit and inherently “finite-dimensional” description of the Plancherel al-
gebra.

We describe the Plancherel algebra as a direct sum

PLX “
à

V b PLpV qX

of multiplicity spaces for irreducible representations V of Ǧ, which we will
describe individually.

Let V be a representation of Ǧ, let TV be as in (6.16) the associated
perverse sheaf on GrG. Fix a sufficiently large closed GO-invariant subset
Grďn on the affine Grassmannian containing the support of TV . We present
the formula for the analytically normalized Hecke action (see Remark 8.3.4
below for modifications in the other case). Thus deg TV is defined as in §7.4
in terms of the eigenmeasure on X, or equivalently is the weight by which
η̌ : Gm Ñ Ǧ acts on V . Finally, recall from (8.10) that ι : GrX Ñ XOˆGrG is
pulled back from a finite type ι : GrXďn;N ãÑ XNˆGrďn, whereXN is the mod
tN truncation of XO and ι a locally closed immersion. Let p : GrXďn;N Ñ XN

be the second coordinate of this truncated map.

Proposition 8.3.1. (Multiplicity spaces of the Plancherel algebra): With
notation as above, we have

(8.11) PLpV qX x´ deg TV y “ HomGpT V
X , p

!kXN q » H˚GpDT V
X qx´2dimXNy

where we compute the Hom- on the right G-equivariantly66 on the finite type
scheme GrXďn;N ; T X

V is the ˚-pullback of the Hecke operator TV to GrXďn;N ,
and D is computed for ordinary (not equivariant) sheaves on GrXďn;N .

67

We will give the proof in §8.3.6 and examples in the next section §8.4. At
the moment we make several remarks.

Remark 8.3.2 (Comparison with [BFN19]). The above statement was writ-
ten in a way that was evidently finite-dimensional, that is to say, it involves
computing cohomology on a finite-dimensional algebraic variety, equivari-
antly for the action of a finite-dimensional algebraic group. To facilitate
comparison with [BFN16] we can rewrite the right hand side of (8.11), up
to a shift that we will not explicate, in the following way:

(8.12) PLpV qX x´deg TV y “ HomGrX pT
X
V , ωren

GrX
q » HomGrpTV ,Γ˚ωren

GrX
q

Here Γ is the projection from GrX to GrG. Strictly speaking, we first choose
a stratum Grďn containing the support and compute everywhere on the
corresponding restricted spaces, so the Homs are taken in GO-equivariant

66More naturally, we would say GO-equivariantly; but since the map GÑ GO induces
a homotopy equivalence it amounts to the same thing, and this way the computation
visibly only involves finite-dimensional data.

67More properly, of course, H˚G should be replaced by a chain-level model, since PLVX
is formally a chain complex, well-defined up to homotopy.
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˚-sheaves on GrXďn and Grďn, respectively; and ωren is the renormalized
dualizing sheaf, which, in the case at hand, is the system of sheaves ωx´2dimy
on the various truncations GrXďn;N .

68

In [BFN19], it is shown that [a suitable shift of] A :“ Γ˚ωGrX has the
structure of ring object in the spherical Hecke category, with V -isotypic
components therefore given by (8.12). In fact [BFN19] discuss only the case
of X a vector space; their construction applies, however, without change for
X a smooth affine variety (although not to the quasi-affine case).

It is natural to expect, and would be interesting to prove, that this ring
structure agrees with the algebra structure that arises via the definition of
the Plancherel algebra as inner endomorphisms of the basic object (and such
an identification should be completely formal, up to potential issues arising
from subtleties of sheaf theory in infinite type).

Remark 8.3.3. If X is equipped with a A1-bundle Ψ Ñ X and we work in
either de Rham or étale sheaf theory, the formulas (8.12) or (8.11) still make
sense by twisting p!kXn or ωren

GrX
by Lψ, the pull-back of an Artin-Schreier

sheaf via (8.8).
This will, presumably, coincide with Definition 8.1.4 after it is extended

to cover the twisted setting. In the absence of this extension, let us take
(8.12) as the definition of PLpV qX in the twisted case.

We note that the direct construction of the product from [BFN19] does
not apply in the case of twisted polarizations because a certain map fails to
be proper in the quasi-affine case. One expects that the twisting provided by
the Artin-Schreier sheaf makes it behave, from a cohomological standpoint,
as if it were proper, but this remains to be worked out.

Remark 8.3.4. (Normalized versus unnormalized version:) Note that (8.12)
is an analytic normalization, in the sense of §2.6. For the “unnormalized”
or “arithmetic” Plancherel algebra we use the same definition, but omit the
shear xdeg TV y. By default, statements that follow will use the analytic
normalization except where otherwise noted.

Remark 8.3.5 (Trace of Frobenius). Restricting to the case of F the al-
gebraic closure of a finite field Fq, let us compute the trace of geometric
Frobenius on the dual of PLpV qX using Lemma 2.4.1. The result of this com-
putation will be used in the study of Plancherel measure. As before, we work
with the analytic normalization; for the arithmetic version one ignores the
?
η.

68Recall that sheaf theory on infinite type schemes comes in two variants, ˚ and !,
according to whether one takes, informally speaking, a system of sheaves on finite type
truncations that are compatible with respect to ˚-pullbacks or with respect to !-pullbacks.
In the prior Section we used by default !-sheaves; in the current situation they are equiv-
alent by the placidity of GrX , whch follows from (8.10).
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The trace-function associated to T X
V is the pullback of the usual Hecke

function TV associated to TV from the affine Grassmannian. The trace func-
tion associated to the Dp!kXN “ p˚ωXN is the pullback of the function
q´dimXN from XN .

Applying Lemma 2.4.1, the trace of Frobenius on the dual of PLVX equals

the sum, over px, gq P GrXďn;N pFqq, of qdimpGq TV pgq
?
ηpgq

qdimXN#GpFqq
, where the order

of GpFqq in the denominator arises from the corresponding term in Lemma
2.4.1, and qdimpGq arises from the difference between G-equivariant duality on
GrXďn;N , which is what appears in Lemma 2.4.1, and ordinary non-equivariant
duality which is what appears in the formula (8.11).

Recall our notations o, f for Fqrrtss and Fqpptqq respectively. Then GrXďn;N

consists of pairs px, gq, where x P Xpo{tN q, g P pGf{Goq
ďn, and xg is integral.

Rewriting in terms of o-points, we get

(8.13)

trace of Frobenius on dual of PLpV qX “
qdimpGq

#GpFqq
¨

ż

XoˆGf{Go

a

ηpgq1XpoqpxgqTV pgqdg,

and the measure normalizations assign mass 1 to Gpoq Ă Gpfq, and assign
mass #XpFqq{qdimpXq to Xpoq.

In the case when X is equipped with an affine bundle Ψ, the same formula
holds when we modify the definition of PLX according to Remark 8.3.3, and
including in the integrand the twisting factor ψpApx, gqq where Apx, gq :
XoˆGf{Go Ñ F is obtained from the F-points of (8.8), and ψ is an additive
character of F.

8.3.6. Proof of Proposition 8.3.1. At a formal level we want to rewrite HompT‹
δX , δXq by regarding δX as the ˚-pushforward along i : XO Ñ XF , and use
pi˚, i˚q adjunction and base change in the diagram (8.4). However, we have
to proceed with caution because we can only use the adjunctions available
in our infinite-dimensional !-sheaf theory. Let us introduce some notation.
Along with GrX it will be convenient to define:

GrXF,O “ XO ˆ
GO GF and GrXF “ XF ˆ

GO GF .

We consider the Hecke action groupoid on XF {GO and its restrictions (one
leg at a time) to XO{GO.

XO{GO

i

��

GrX{GO
p2oo

iGr

��

p1 // XO{GO

i

��

XO ˆ
GO GF {GO

rp2

ww
ri
��

rp1

77

XF {GO XF ˆ
GO GF {GO

pF2oo
pF1 // XF {GO
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We use the notation indicated in the diagram and the additional notations
Γ, rΓ, and ΓF for the projections to the Hecke stack GOzGF {GO from GrX ,
GrXF,O, and GrXF , respectively. Recall that we work in the formalism of !-
sheaves in infinite type as in Appendix B.7, and that, correspondingly, the
Hecke action is given by

T ˚ δX :“ ppF2 q˚ppΓ
F q!T b! ppF1 q

!δXq

where the basic object δX is the pushforward of the dualizing (!-)sheaf on
XO. We then calculate (using only base change, ind-proper adjunction, the
projection formula and the unit for the !-tensor product) as follows– where
all Homs are computed GO-equivariantly, but we drop this from the explicit
notation after the first line:

HomXF {GOpT ˚ δX , δXq » HomXF {GOppp
F
2 q˚pΓ

!
FT b! ppF1 q

!δXq, δXq

» HomGrXF
pΓ!
FT b! ppF1 q

!i˚ωXO , pp
F
2 q

!δXq

» HomGrXF
pΓ!
FT b!

ri˚ωGrXF,O
, ppF2 q

!δXq

» HomGrXF
pri˚prΓ

!T b! ωGrXF,O
q, ppF2 q

!δXq

» HomGrXF
pri˚rΓ

!T , ppF2 q!δXq

» HomGrXF,O
prΓ!T ,ri!ppF2 q!δXq

» HomGrXF,O
prΓ!T , prp2q

!δXq

» HomGrXF,O
prΓ!T , iGr

˚ ωGrX q

We will now descend to a finite-type computation. Choosing a sufficiently
large stratum Grďn of the affine Grassmannian which supports T , one can
replace the role of GrX and GrXF,O by the corresponding cut-off versions GrXďn
and GrXF,O,ďn. The pullback functor from sheaves on the truncated version

(8.14) XN ˆ
GO Grďn

to GrXF,O,ďn is fully faithful. Therefore, we may compute the Hom on (8.14).
Γ̃!T corresponds to the ordinary sheaf Γ̃!

NT on (8.14), where Γ̃N is the
analogous projection to Grďn. Similarly (as explained in [Ras17d, Remark
3.9.1]), thanks to base change the !-sheaf pushforward iGr

˚ ωGrXďn
is pulled back

from the ordinary sheaf iGr
N˚ωGrXďn;N

on (8.14), where iGr
N : GrXďn;N Ñ (8.14)

is the level N truncation of the top horizontal arrow of (8.4). 69 Therefore,

69Note that this is not the same as the truncation defined earlier, in §8.2.4. Namely,
this truncation identifies elements px, gq P GrX when the first N “digits” of xg agree,
whereas our previous truncation identifies elements px, gq P GrX when the first N digits
of x agree. However, it will make no difference, because we can pass to a common smooth
cover of both of the truncations – indeed, either truncation after sufficiently increasing N
provides such a smooth cover.
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the Hom-group in question becomes

HompΓ̃!
NT , iGr

N˚ωGrXďn,N
q,

computed in GO-equivariant sheaves on (8.14). Upon using adjunction on
the finite type schemes involved and the isomorphism Γ̃!

ďn » Γ̃˚ďnx2dimXny,
this becomes

HomGrXďn,N
piGr˚
N Γ̃˚NT , ωGrXďn

q.x´2dimXny

which agrees (recalling that we are working GO-equivariantly everywhere)
with (8.11). As noted earlier, this truncation GrXďn,N does not coincide with
that considered before but the results coincide, because one can pass to a
common smooth cover.

8.4. Some examples. The following examples are not given in the spirit
of evidence, but rather to illustrate that the objects appearing in the Con-
jecture are interesting and computable. Everywhere here we will, for the
purpose of computing, work at the level of cohomology, i.e., PLVX refers to
the cohomology of the underlying chain complex.

Example 8.4.1. In the homogeneous case the discussion is particularly sim-
ple: we have for X “ HzG, with H reductive, the eigenmeasure character is
trivial, and after (8.7) we have the equality

(8.15) PLpV qX » H˚HOpGrH ,DTV q,

i.e., we take the Hecke operator on the G-affine Grassmannian, ˚-restrict to
GrH , dualize, and take equivariant cohomology. “Duality” is normalized to
preserve the basic object of GrH , and then no further shifts are required;
thus, for example, when V is trivial, PLpV qX gives the HO-equivariant coho-
mology of GrH itself.

Here is a simple example where one can compute everything. Take G “
PGL3

2 and X “ PGL3
2{∆PGL2. Take V “ Va b Vb b Vc an arbitrary irre-

ducible of the dual SL3
2. Then PLpV qX is the cohomology of the PGL2-affine

Grassmannian with coefficients in the tensor product of the perverse sheaves
associated by geometric Satake to Va, Vb, Vc. This tensor product is zero
unless a, b, c all have the same parity; and in that case it is the constant
sheaf kxa ` b ` cy on the m-dimensional stratum of GrPGL2 indexed by
m “ minpa, b, cq. Geometric Satake here tells us that the cohomology of k
on this stratum is identified with the cohomology of Pminpa,b,cq. Dualizing
and computing cohomology we find a noncanonical isomorphism of graded
vector spaces (with Frobenius action when F is of finite characteristic)

(8.16) PLpV qX » H˚pPminpa,b,cqq bH˚pBPGL2qx2 minpa, b, cq ´ a´ b´ cy,

– the noncanonicity arises from the fact that we used the degeneration of
the pertinent spectral sequence. Now let us check the VabVbbVc-isotypical
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component of Conjecture 8.3 including the statement about Frobenius struc-
tures. Here we have Ǧ “ SL3

2 and M̌ the standard representation, i.e., the
tensor product of the three standard representations, and so

(8.16) ?
» HompVa b Vb b Vc, krA2 b A2 b A2sq,

On the right hand side, considering kr. . . s as polynomial on an 8-dimensional
vector space, the Frobenius action on degree d polynomials is through a twist
x´dy, i.e. by qd{2 (note that d is, by our conventions, negative to the Ggr

grading). To compute this we note that the SL2-action on A8 has a unique
(up to scaling) quartic invariant. This is well-known, particularly to those
people who know it well. The zero-locus of this semi-invariant has the form
U0zSL3

2 where U0 is the subgroup of upper triangular unipotent matrices
ux,y,z satisfying x` y ` z “ 0; the action of scaling corresponds here to the
left action of the diagonal element p1{t, tq. From this one can deduce an
isomorphism of graded vector spaces with SL2-action

krA8s » krQ4s b krU
0zSL3

2s,

where SL2 acts trivially on Q4 in degree 4. The factor krQ4s with its grading
matches with H˚pBPGL2q above. The VabVbbVc-isotypical component of
U0zSL3

2 is just the U0-invariants on VabVbbVc, which are readily computed
to be a minpa, b, cq` 1-dimensional space, spanned by polynomials of degree

a` b` c´ 2j, 0 ď j ď minpa, b, cq,

which matches (8.16).

Example 8.4.2. We take the Whittaker case X “ UzG with its affine
bundle Ψ. In this case – taking (8.12) as the definition as in Remark 8.3.3,

PLX “ k,

i.e., PLpV qX is one-dimensional for V trivial and zero otherwise. The compu-
tation that PLpV qX is trivial for any nontrivial V representation is precisely
the geometric version of the Casselman–Shalika formula [FGV01].

Example 8.4.3. For V “ 1, the trivial representation, we have a distin-
guished morphism k Ñ PLp1qX . This corresponds to the unit of the algebra
PLX . With reference to (8.3.1), it comes from the morphism T X

1 Ñ p!δX
that comes from the identification p!T X

1 » δX .
There is always a map from HomGrG{GOpTV , T1q to PLpV qX (unnormalized

version; for the normalized version add the shifts everywhere); this encodes
the Opǧ‹q(-module structure on PLX . Again, from the point of view of
(8.3.1), this arises as follows: a homomorphism f : TV Ñ T1 on GrG gives a
map T X

V Ñ T X
1

unit
Ñ p!δX , i.e., a class in PLpV qX .

Example 8.4.4. (Product, in the homogeneous case): Let us spell out what
the product looks like in the homogeneous case X “ G{H (again, explicating
only at the level of cohomology).
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By (8.15) we get PLpV qX “ H˚HOpGrH ,DTV q, where the dualization D takes
place on GrH and is normalized to fix the basic object; equivalently, HO-
equivariant homomorphisms from TV to the dualizing sheaf on GrH . Here
there is a morphism

(8.17) TV ‹G TW |GrH Ñ pTV |GrH ‹H TW |GrH q,

arising from a restriction map in cohomology; on the left, ‹G denotes convo-
lution on the affine Grassmannian for G, and on the right, ‹H denotes the
same on the affine Grassmannian for H.

Now we dualize on GrH (thus reversing the arrow) and takeHO-equivariant
cohomology on both sides. On the left hand side we get PLpVbW qX . On
the right hand side we first of all get the HO-equivariant cohomology of
pDTV q|GrH ‹H pDTW q|GrH (because the convolution of sheaves involves only
descent along a smooth map and a proper pushforward and thus is compat-
ible with D); and in turn we have a convolution product in HO-equivariant
cohomology H˚pAq bH˚pBq Ñ H˚pA ‹H Bq which shows that this admits
a map from PLpV qX b PLpW qX .

For example, consider the case of X “ PGL2{T , and take Vn the n ` 1-
dimensional irreducible representation of the dual group Ǧ “ SL2; then
T1 :“ TV1 is the constant sheaf kx1y on P1 Ă GrPGL2 cf. §6.5.1. Label the
points of GrT as xn, where xn corresponds to the cocharacter t ÞÑ diagptn, 1q
and write e.g. kn for the skyscraper on GrT with value k at xn.

First of all, the restriction of TVn to GrT is the sum pkn ‘ kn´2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘

k´nqxny, from which we deduce that PLpVnqX is n` 1-dimensional, with basis
indexed by the points xi with |i| ď n and i having the same parity as n.
In particular, we get bases d0 for PLpV0q

X , e˘1 for PLpV1q

X , and f´2, f0, f2 for
PLpV2q

X , where the index is the same as the indexing of points of GrT , We
claim that the product PLpV1q

X b PLpV1q

X Ñ PLpV2q

X is given by

(8.18) e2
1 “ f2, e

2
´1 “ f´2, e1e´1 “ f0 ` ξd0.

where ξ is a generator in H2pBTOq. To see this, we compute

T1|T “ pk1 ‘ k´1qx1y,

T1|T ‹ T1|T “ pk2 ‘ k0 ‘ k0 ‘ k´2qx2y,

T0 ‘ T2|T “ pk0q ‘ pk2 ‘ k0 ‘ k´2qx2y.

The morphism (8.17) here, for V “W “ V1, gives pT0‘T2q|T Ñ T1|T ‹T1|T .
This gives a morphism of TO-equivariant sheaves on the points txiu, and is an
identity over x˘2. Over x0, the map comes from the map of Cˆ-equivariant
sheaves on a point:

(8.19) k0 ‘ k0x2y Ñ pk0 ‘ k0qx2y,

where all sheaves have trivial equivariant structure. Explicitly, this is the the
restriction map from Gm-equivariant cohomology of P1 to Gm-equivariant
cohomology of the poles ˘8, where we consider both cohomology groups
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(via pushforward) as Gm-equivariant sheaves on a point. Thereore, in (8.19),
the induced map on k0x2y is the diagonal, and the induced map on k0 is the
map given by pξ,´ξq, where ξ is a generator of H2pBGmqp1q, considered as
a map k0 Ñ k0x2y. We recover (8.18) from this, after taking Verdier dual
and passing to cohomology.

Now, let us sketch how (8.18) matches with the other side of Conjecture
8.1.8 In this case, Ǧ “ SL2, M̌ “ M2, the space of 2 ˆ 2-matrices with its
natural Ǧ-action by left multiplication, and with Ggr acting by scaling, and
the conjecture says

PLpV qX “ HompV, krM2sq,

where M2 is the space of 2 ˆ 2 matrices, with coordinates pa, b; c, dq say.
Taking V “ V1, the standard representation, the basis e˘1 for PLpV1q

X corre-
sponds to the two embeddings E˘1 sending the coordinate vectors u, v of V1

to pa, bq and to pc, dq respectively.
Now, we may write V1 b V1 “ V0 ‘ V2, where the factors are spanned

by u b v ´ v b u and u b u, v b v, u b v ` v b u respectively. We deduce
that the V0 component of E2

˘1 equals zero, and the V0 component of E1E´1

corresponds to the embedding of V0 to krM2s given by the determinant; the
determinant on M2 corresponds to ξ in the notation of (8.18). On the other
hand, E2

1 , E1E´1, E
2
´1 give maps V2 Ñ krM2s that correspond to f2, f0, f´2

in the notation of (8.18).

Example 8.4.5. (The regular locus and the scheme of regular centralizers):
In our prior computations we can replace the role of TV with the constant
sheaf on GrG; this leads to the original definition of Coulomb branch in
[BFN16]. The corresponding object in the Satake category, by [BF08], is the
pushforward of the structure sheaf from the Kostant slice.

Specialize now to the case X “ G{H. The computation of (this analogue
of, replacing TV by the constant sheaf) PLpV qX is well-known: it is the equi-
variant Borel–Moore homology of the affine Grassmannian for H, which, as
computated by Bezrukavikov-Finkelberg, is precisely the ring of functions
on group scheme of regular centralizers JH . Working out the details leads
to the following consequence of the conjecture, which we will study in later
work:

fiber of M̌ above the Kostant slice for ǧ‹ » JH .

8.5. Noncommutative deformations; the symplectic structure on
M̌ . In Section 7.5.11 we discussed the canonical deformation of the auto-
morphic category that arises from the structure of loop rotation, and which
is required to relate to the Poisson structure on M̌ . We now formulate a more
precise form of this compatibility in terms of a noncommutative deformation
of the Plancherel algebra.

Recall that we are considering the H˚Gmppt, kq » krus-linear category
SHVupXF {GOq “ SHVpXF {GOq

Gm of Gm-equivariant sheaves for the loop
rotation action of Gm on Fpptqq. The object is naturally Gm-equivariant
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for this action. We may thereby carry out the definition of PLX in Gm-
equivariant cohomology. This produces, in place of a k-algebra, a krus-
algebra PL~

X (with u in cohomological degree 2), specializing to PLX when
u “ 0.

The rigid structure of M̌ provides a natural candidate for this algebra.
Namely, M̌ is built out of (twisted) cotangent bundles and symplectic vector
spaces, which have canonical deformation quantizations. These deforma-
tion quantizations are filtered, i.e., their Rees algebras form Gm-equivariant
sheaves of algebras over A1, and hence may be sheared to define krus-
algebras, which we propose to identify with the deformed Plancherel algebra:

Conjecture 8.5.1. Write, as per the construction (cf. §4.1.1), M̌ as a
Whittaker induction of the symplectic ǦX-representation SX along a mor-
phism ǦX ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ, and let U be the unipotent radical of the parabolic
associated to the Gm Ă SL2.

Then PL~
X is isomorphic to the sheared Rees algebra of the quantum Hamit-

lonian reduction of

A :“ differential operators on ǦbWeyl algebra of SX ‘ u{u`

by the twisted action of ǦXU ; that is to say, we first quotient by the ideal
generated by the natural embedding ǧX ‘uÑ A, and then take invariants by
ǦXU .

As usual, a noncommutative deformation gives rise to a Poisson bracket,
i.e., a bilinear mapping satisfying the Leibniz rule, as follows: If A is a F-
algebra, and Ã is a flat deformation of A over Frus, then, for any a, b P A “
Ã{u, the commutator of any lifts ã, b̃ to Ã{u2 is of the form ux, where the
reduction x̄ P A is independent of choices. In particular, we formulate the
following expectation, which is a corollary to the above conjecture, and plays
for us a more important role:

Conjecture 8.5.2. (A consequence of Conjecture 8.5.1.)
PL~

X is flat over Frus; the associated Poisson bracket, explained above,
is identified with the reference to (8.3) with the Poisson bracket on OpM̌q(
induced by the given symplectic structure on M̌ .

We will revisit this from the point of view of factorization in §17, see in
particular Remark 17.2.4.

Example 8.5.3. (Noncommutative deformation in the Iwasawa–Tate case).
Let us compute in the caes of G “ Gm, X “ A1, already discussed in Exam-
ple 7.3.5; we will sketch why the “Weyl algebra” of Conjecture 8.5.2 appears.
70 First of all,

PLptrivq,~ “ H˚pBpGO ¸Gm
loopqq “ kr~, τ s.

70This example presents a glorious number of confusing possibilities for sign normal-
ization, and the reader should be sceptical of every single sign that follows.
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where we understand the first coordinate τ P H2pBGq and the second co-
ordiante ~ P H2pBGm

loopq. Above, and in what follows, we will be able to
harmlessly replace GO ¸ Gm

loop by its commutative subgroup G ˆ Gm
loop

because the inclusion of one into the other is a homotopy equivalence.
More generally, for any character λ ÞÑ λn of the dual group, the associ-

ated isotypical component PLpnq,~ is free over this algebra, i.e., PLpnq,~ “
kr~, τ sxn, where xn is in degree n and (viewed as internal endomorphisms of
the basic object) represents a generator for the degree n map of sheaves

xn : kO Ñ ktnOx´ny.

Then we have xn “ xn1 , x´n “ xn´1, and

(8.20) x1x´1 “ τ, x´1x1 “ τ ´ ~.

From this we see we can identify the whole algebra with krx, y, ~s with xy´
yx “ ~ and xy “ τ ; xn corresponds to xn and x´n to yn.

The key computation (8.20) follows from the following analysis in the
finite dimensional model:

(i) Given an inclusion Y Ñ X of a divisor into a variety X, we have a
restrction map kX Ñ kY and also a map kY Ñ kXr2s coming from
the natural map ι!ι!kX Ñ kX . The composites kX Ñ kXr2s, kY Ñ
kY r2s, which represent classes in H2pXq and H2pY q respectively, are
given by (respectively) by the fundamental class of Y inside H2pXq,
and its restriction to Y .

(ii) The equivariant fundamental class of t0u ãÑ A1 inside H2
GmpA

1q »

H2pBGmq “ krrtss is given by nt if Gm acts by t ÞÑ tn on A1. In
particular, the fundamental class of tn`1O inside tnO, computed in
GO ˆGm

loop-equivariant cohomology, is given by τ ` n~.

Example 8.5.4. (Multiplicity freeness): We can readily compute the Ǧ-
invariants on PL~

X : they arise from the loop-equivariant cohomology of
XO{GO. But the map XO{GO Ñ X{G induces a cohomology isomorphism
whereX{G has trivial loop action. That is to say, PL~

X is the trivial deforma-
tion of H˚pX{Gq, and (therefore, under Conjecture 8.5.2) all Ǧ-invariant
functions Poisson-commute in M̌ , i.e., M̌ is a “multiplicity free” Hamiltonian
G-space.71

This is precisely in line with our conjecture: it is condition 2 in our def-
inition of hyperspherical (§3.5). In the theory of automorphic forms, the
central role of multiplicity one is well-known on the automorphic side, and
on the spectral side has also been observed experimentally.

71This Poisson commutativity can also be seen from the point of view of factorization.
Namely for a closed embedding i : Z Ñ X the endomorphisms of the constructible complex
i˚k have a natural commutative (E8) algebra structure (the ring structure of cochains on
Z). In our case it follows that the endomorphisms of the basic object form a commutative
(E8) algebra compatibly with factorization, i.e., a commutative factorization algebra,
whence the induced P3 structure on cohomology is trivial.
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9. The Plancherel algebra and the Plancherel formula for
spherical functions

In this section we describe our primary evidence for Conjecture 7.5.1 – via
its derivative Conjecture 8.1.8 – by explaining the relation to the numerical
version. Namely, working in the same setting as the previous section, we will
show that the Frobenius trace on Conjecture 8.1.8 recovers the Plancherel
formula for spherical functions on Xpfq, where f is a nonarchimedean local
field; indeed (somewhat informally)

the Plancherel algebra categorifies the Plancherel measure.

More precisely, the Plancherel algebra is a Ǧ-representation, and we will
see that we obtain the Plancherel measure essentially by taking its char-
acter (in the sense of distributions, and weighting by an element of Ggr).
The Plancherel measure encodes the inner products of all Hecke operators
applied to the basic vector, while the Plancherel algebra encodes the Hom
spaces between all Hecke functors applied to the basic object. The Plancherel
measure for spherical varieties has been explicitly computed in many cases
by the second-named author, partly in collaboration with Jonathan Wang
[Sak13, SWa], and we will see that this computation matches with the Frobe-
nius trace of the local conjecture.

We will now outline what we prove, although deferring precise issues of
normalization to the later subsections.

In general, the Plancherel formula – for f a nonarchimedean local field, o
its ring of integers, and pG,Xq defined over o with G, for simplicity, split
reductive – gives the decomposition of L2pXpfqq as a Gpfq-representation,
i.e., L2pXpfqq

„
Ñ

ş

λ πλ. Restricting to Gpoq-invariants gives a corresponding
direct integral representation over spherical representations, i.e. representa-
tions with a Gpoq-fixed vector. We fix the “basic vector”,

e “ characteristic function of Xpoq,

and consider its Plancherel density µ. This is a measure on the set of ir-
reducible unitary, unramified representations of G (that we identify with a
subset of Ǎ{W via the Satake isomorphism),72 characterized by the property
– for Hecke operators TV , TW indexed by representations V,W P ReppǦq –

(9.1) xTV e, TWeyL2pXpfqq “

ż

tPǍ{W
χV ptqχW ptqµptq.

where χV , χW are the characters of V and W respectively.
We have already seen the left hand side of (9.1) arise geometrically, in

(8.13) – at least for W trivial, which is all that is needed to characterize µ.
Namely, an application of Lemma 2.4.1 identifies it (see Proposition 9.2.1

72In this section, we take the dual group to be defined over k “ C, and use Ǧ, Ǎ, etc.,
to denote the corresponding groups of C-points.
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below) with

(9.2) rHompTV ‹ δX , δXq
_s “ rHompV,PLXq_s,

where we have used the “trace of Frobenius” notation as in the proof of
Lemma 2.4.1, the left side denotes homomorphisms in ShvpXF {GOq, and
the right hand side denotes homomorphisms of Ǧ-modules; here PLX is the
Plancherel algebra introduced in Definition 8.1.4.

Since PLX corresponds, under Conjecture 8.1.8, to O(
M̌

under geometric
Satake, a simple computation will extract µ from the local conjecture.

The contents of this section, then, are as follows:
‚ §9.1 sets up notation.
‚ §9.2 we will prove Proposition 9.2.1, which computes the Plancherel
density for Xpfq{Gpoq conditional on Conjecture 8.1.8.

‚ §9.3 we will review the Plancherel formula for spherical functions on
spherical varieties; in Proposition 9.3.3 it is shown to agree, under
conditions on X, with the prediction of Proposition 9.2.1.

‚ §9.4 goes in a slightly different direction and discusses the algebraic
(rather than unitary) aspects of the Hecke module structure of func-
tions on Xpfq{Gpoq.

9.1. Setup: X,SX and VX . We will work now in the following setup.
Let Fq be the finite field with q “ p? elements, k be the algebraic closure

of Ql (l ‰ p), and let f “ Fqpptqq be the associated nonarchimedean local
field, with ring of integers o “ Fqrrtss. Much of the numerical part of the
discussion would apply to a general nonarchimedean local field, but this
setting is where we can compare with the local geometric conjecture. For
the purposes of comparison, we also need to fix an isomorphism k » C; in
particular, this fixes a choice of q

1
2 P k, corresponding to the positive square

root in C.
In this section, we take G to be a split connected reductive group defined

over Fq, with dual group Ǧ defined over k. As in the prior sections, we will
work with a dual pair

M “ T ˚pX,Ψq and M̌,

where we now suppose that T ˚X is a hyperspherical variety over Fq (see
§ 3.9), and X is “as split as possible,” which we now formulate more precisely.

We already had a discussion of “split forms” for the dual of a spherical
variety in § 4.873 the conditions that we will impose on X here are simi-
lar, but not necessarily identical: What we require is that, for every simple
spherical root of even sphere type (§ 4.3.3), the associated rank-one subquo-
tient X˝P {RpP q is isomorphic to SO2nzSO2n`1 with SO2n split. This, in
particular, implies that all colors of X are defined over Fq. (Indeed, if colors
of type T – corresponding to the subquotient SO2zSO3 – are defined over Fq,

73cf. also Expectation 5.3.1 for a discussion in the broader setting of hyperspherical
varieties
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then it is easy to see that all colors are defined over Fq, given our assumption
that G is split.) We make these assumptions, in order for the “simple” action
of the Galois group of Fq on the symplectic representation SX of Definition
4.8.9 to be trivial; however, this is just a simplifying assumption, and the
more general Galois actions of that definition, together with the modified
“analytic” and “algebraic” actions on M̌ , described in § 6.8, should produce
the correct answer in every case.

We recall, again, in the notation of §3.7, that

X » S` ˆHU G,

where S` is a representation of the reductive subgroup H. Assuming, as in
§ 3.8 and § 7.4, that the modular character by which Hpfq acts on the Haar
measure on S`pfq extends to a positive character η : Gpfq Ñ Rˆ`, which we fix
(hence, here, η is the absolute value of what was denoted by the same letter
in §7.4), the space Xpfq carries a unique up to scalar pGpfq, ηq-eigenmeasure
with factorization

ş

X fpxqdx “
ş

HzG

ş

S` fpsgqdsdg, for ds “ a Haar measure
on S` and dg an eigenmeasure valued in the appropriate line bundle over
HzG. We normalize this measure in such a way that the measure of Xpoq
equals

(9.3) vol Xpoq “
|XpFqq|
|GpFqq|

qdimpGq´dimpXq,

and normalize the action of Gpfq on L2pXpfqq to be unitary, as in (7.11).
We recall that M̌ was constructed in §4.1 as the Whittaker induction of

a triple

(9.4) pǦX Ă Ǧ, sl2 Ñ ǧ, SX a self-dual representation of ǦXq

where the sl2 and ǦX commute, and defined over k. What is more important
for our considerations in this section is the space VX defined in §4.5 as

VX “ SX ‘ rg
K
X X ǧes

Recall that this space carries an action of the group ǦX ˆ Gm for which
the Gm degrees on VX are all positive. See discussion after §4.5, where the
Gm was denoted by G1gr for reasons mentioned there.

9.2. Categorical to numerical. In this section we will prove the following.

Proposition 9.2.1. Assume the Plancherel Algebra Conjecture 8.1.8. Let
UX Ă ǦX be a maximal compact subgroup.

Then, with measures normalized as in §9.1, and using the notation recalled
above, the unramified Plancherel measure of (9.1) can be written as follows,
for f a continuous function on Ǎ �W :

(9.5) µpfq “ |WX |
´1

ż

Ǎ
p1q
X

fpq´ρLpXqtq
detpI ´ t|ǧX{ǎXq

detpI ´ pt, q´
1
2 q|VXq

dt,
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where Ǎp1qX is the maximal compact subgroup of the maximal torus ǍX Ă ǦX ,
WX the Weyl group for ǦX , dt is the probability Haar measure and ρLpXq is
as in e.g. (4.6).

In particular, µ is supported on the image of the coset UX ¨ q´ρLpXq Ă
Ǧ under Ǧ Ñ Ǎ � W . It admits the following alternate description: Let
µ0 be the character of UX ˆ q´1{2 Ă ǦX ˆ Gm acting on the symmetric
algebra SymVX ; that is to say, the function on UX ˆ q´1{2 whose value
at pu, q´1{2q is the sum

ř

χnpuqq
´n{2, with χn the trace of u acting on

the degree n component of SymVX ; this defines a smooth measure on the
compact manifold UX . Then we have

(9.6) µ “ pushforward of µ0 by ǦX ˆGm
Id,2ρLpXq
ÝÑ Ǧ,

Proof. µ is uniquely characterized by (9.1), and is indeed characterized by
only the cases when W is trivial. Taking into account the normalized action
of G, we have

xTV e, ey “

ż

Xpoq

ż

Gpfq

a

ηpgqTV pgq1Xpoqpxgqdgdx.

This was computed in (8.13) to equal the trace of geometric Frobenius on
the linear dual of PLpV qX . (Note that we have modified the measure on Xpoq
here, to absorb an extra factor from (8.13).) Assuming Conjecture 8.1.8 this
is the trace of Frobenius on HompV,O(

M̌
q_, where the relevant shear is the

analytic sheaf of § 6.8.1, that is to say:

xTV e, ey “ rHompV,O(
M̌
q_s.

Now, we compute more explicitly using the isomorphism M̌ “ VX ˆ
ǦX Ǧ;

see §4.5. The representation O_
M̌

– by which we mean the space of Ǧ-finite
linear functionals on OM̌ , i.e., the “algebraic” dual – is thereby induced
as an algebraic Ǧ-representation from the ǦX -representation O_VX “ the
symmetric algebra on VX . Ignoring for a moment the Ggr-action (and the
shear), we have isomorphisms of vector spaces

HompV,OM̌ q
_ “ pV bO_

M̌
qǦ “ pV b SymVXq

ǦX .

One can easily check that the Ggr “ Gm-action on the right hand side
corresponds to the G1gr “ Gm-action on VX , and the action on V via the
cocharacter 2ρLpXq.

A vector in degree n for this Gm action (i.e., λ ¨ v “ λnv) will correspond
to a vector in the sheared space with Frobenius eigenvalue q´n{2. Using the
fixed isomorphism k » C, and taking UX “ a maximal compact subgroup of
ǦX , we can employ the Weyl character formula to compute invariants. This
gives

ż

χV dµ “ xTV e, ey “

ż

UX

χV pq
´ρLpXqgqtrppg, q´

1
2 q|SymVXqdg
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(with q´
1
2 acting on SymVX via G1gr), which is (9.5).

�

9.3. Known computations of the Plancherel density. In this section
we explain the role of the ǦX -representation VX in the unramified Plancherel
formula for X over a non-Archimedean local field.

The density µ was computed in many cases by the second-named author
[Sak13] and extended in joint work with J. Wang [SWb]. These papers are
not restricted to the smooth case (indeed, the main objective of [SWb] was to
study the “IC functions” of possibly singular spherical varieties), but in the
smooth case we can summarize the findings as follows (still, with G split):

Suppose that X is a spherical affine G-variety such that T ˚X
is hypespherical. If X is homogeneous or ǦX “ Ǧ, and un-
der some combinatorial assumptions that are true in every
example that we know (see Proposition 9.3.3), the unramified
Plancherel measure for X is given by (9.5); that is to say,
the “Frobenius trace of the local conjecture” is correct.

To see this, we must recall the setup of the quoted papers and translate
it a form where it can be readily compared with (9.5). As we shall recall
here, the papers [Sak13, SWb] prove (under assumptions on the spherical
variety) that the Plancherel measure is given as the pushforward, under
Ǎ
p1q
X Q χ ÞÑ χq´ρLpXq P ǍÑ Ǎ �W , of a measure of the form

(9.7) dµptq “ |WX |
´1 detpI ´ t|ǧX{ǎXq

detpI ´ pt, q´
1
2 q|V 1Xq

dt,

where V 1X is a graded representation of ǍX , equivalently, a representation of
ǍX ˆGm. The multiset of weights of the representation V 1X is WX -invariant
and will be described below. It is not manifest in the general situation
of[Sak13, SWb] that this is the restriction of ǦX -representation. Hence, to
compare with (9.5), we need to recall the conditions under which (9.7) is
proven, and to compare the graded ǍX -representations VX |ǍX and V 1X .

Let us first mention the conditions on X – in fact, also on twisted cases
pX,Ψq addressed in the aforementioned papers, in which case the assump-
tions below apply to the Whittaker induction datum: X is a spherical affine
G-variety, or “Whittaker-induced,” in the sense of (3.34), from one satisfying
the following assumptions:

‚ M “ T ˚X is hyperspherical. This, in particular, implies that X
is smooth and affine and has no “roots of type N ” (see Proposition
3.7.4) – the latest being a necessary assumption for the validity of
(9.7) in the aforementioned papers.

‚ X is either homogeneous, with the support of every spherical root
having the type of a classical group, or ǦX “ Ǧ. Moreover, in the
first case, there is a combinatorial condition [Sak13, Statement 7.1.5]
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on certain data that will be recalled in § 9.3.5 below; under this con-
dition, (9.7) is [Sak13, Theorem 9.0.1]. In the second case, it is [SWa,
(1.11)]. We expect the condition on the support of spherical roots
to be removed, once a few more cases of simple spherical varieties
are checked along the lines of [Sak13, § 6], and the combinatorial
condition [Sak13, Conjecture 7.1.5] to always be true.

For the remainder of this subsection, we assume the conditions above, and
compare the ǍX-representations VX |ǍX and V 1X . The reader who is not
familiar with the aforementioned papers is advised to read the statement of
Proposition 9.3.3, and skip its proof.

Remark 9.3.1. The conditions of [Sak13, Theorem 9.0.1] are a little bit
more permissive than our current assumptions: they allow for spherical roots
of even sphere type, where for the associated subquotient SO2nzSO2n`1 the
subgroup SO2n is not split. The results from that paper motivated the
painful definition of the “simple” Galois action that we provided for those
cases in Definition 4.8.9. However, we will leave it to the reader to compare
with the results of [Sak13] for those cases.

9.3.2. The space V 1X . For the proposition that follows, and for a given multi-
set A in a set B (i.e., function B Ñ N), where B carries an action of a group
W , we understand “the multiset of W -translates of A” to be the smallest
multiset that is W -stable and contains A. In other words, its elements are
the W -translates of elements of A, and the multiplicity of each element is
the maximum multiplicity of a W -translate in A. Many natural questions
about multiplicities, in the discussion that follows, are easily resolved by ap-
plying Lemma 4.4.1 to eliminate multiplicities, and we will not make further
comments on those.

Proposition 9.3.3. Assume the conditions above for X, so that the Plancherel
density is given by (9.7), for a graded ǍX-representation V 1X described in
[Sak13, Theorem 9.0.1] or [SWa, (1.11)]. The space V 1X admits a decomposi-
tion V 1X “ S1X‘V

2
X , which compares to the decomposition VX “ SX‘rg

K
XXǧes

of (4.16) as follows:
‚ When X is affine homogeneous (or Whittaker-induced from such), the
multiset of weights of the space S1X is the multiset of WX-translates
of valuations associated to colors of even sphere type, with grading
1; in particular, S1X Ă SX . If those weights are minuscule, we have
S1X “ SX .

‚ When X is the affine closure of its open G-orbit, and ǦX “ Ǧ,74

the multiset of weights of the space S1X contains, with the same mul-
tiplicities and grading 1, the multiset of WX-translates of valuations

74The first two cases intersect for affine homogeneous spherical varieties, with ǦX “ Ǧ.
In those cases, the corrected version of [SWa, Corollary 7.3.4] implies that the weights of
SX and the WX -translates of colors coincide (without counting multiplicities, except for
the highest weights). Thus, our two statements about S1X agree in those cases.
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associated to colors of type T , and, ignoring multiplicities, coincides
with the set of weights of SX . Again, if those weights are minuscule,
we have S1X “ SX .

‚ In the general case (with ǦX “ Ǧ), both SX and S1X are obtained
from the corresponding spaces SY , S1Y associated to the affine closures
of their open G-orbits by the recipe of Definition 4.4.3.In particular,
if S1Y “ SY then S1X “ SX .

‚ Finally, the graded ǍX-representation V 2X can be identified with the
smallest WX-invariant subspace of gKX X ǧe which contains its zero-
weight subspace, as well as its intersection with the span of the sup-
port of every spherical root. (Here we identify ǧ with ǧ˚.)

We clarify the meaning of the last condition: Every (simple) spherical root
γ can be written as a sum of simple roots of G; those appearing nontrivially
in the sum form its support. The support of each spherical root defines a
standard Levi subgroup of Ǧ, and since the dual group ǦX is defined, as
a subgroup of Ǧ, uniquely at least up to conjugation by Ǎ, its intersection
with that Levi is well-defined up to conjugation by Ǎ. Choosing an invariant
bilinear form to identify ǧ with its dual, the image of that Levi subalgebra
in ǧ does not depend on the choice of form, and its intersection with gKX X ǧe
gives rise to a sub-ǍX -representation of gKX X ǧe. The smallest subspace
invariant under the action of the normalizer, in ǦX , of ǍX is what is meant
by “smallest WX -invariant subspace” in the last item.

Remark 9.3.4. In all examples of smooth affine spherical varieties that we
know, the weights associated to colors are minuscule (hence, S1X “ SX), and
V 2X “ gKX X ǧe. Of course, we expect that VX “ V 1X , always.

9.3.5. Recollection of [Sak13] and proof of Proposition 9.3.3 in the homo-
geneous case. We start with the unramified Plancherel formula of [Sak13,
Theorem 9.0.1], for the cases of homogeneous affine spherical varieties satis-
fying the conditions recalled in the beginning of § 9.3. To write the formula
given in [Sak13] in the form (9.7), one needs to take a number of steps, which
we detail here.

First of all, one needs to modify the measures; since we are talking about
the case when X “ HzG with H reductive (or a Whittaker-induction of
such), we will be working with G-invariant measures. The normalization
(9.3) means that the measure on X is Tamagawa measure divided by the
factor q´dimG|GpFqq|, where by “Tamagawa measure” we mean the measure
obtained by a G-invariant, residually nonvanishing, integral volume form on
X (and the probability Haar measure on o).

Remark 9.3.6. For usage later in the proof, we will reformulate this volume
when X is a point. In that case, volpXpoqq “ qdimpGq

|GpFqq| , which is the reciprocal
Tamagawa measure of Gpo). The formula of Steinberg [Ste68, Gro97] states
that this is equal to detpI´Fr|VXq

´1, where Fr is the (geometric) Frobenius
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element, and VX is the Galois representation

VX “
à

i

pT0cqipiq,

where c “ ť˚ �W , T0 is the tangent space at the image of 0 P ť˚, the index
i denotes its i-th graded piece by of the natural Gm-action descending from
the action on t, and pdq denotes the d-th cyclotomic twist (multiplying the
action of Fr by q´d).

In our setting, c is interpreted as the quotient M̌{Ǧ, where M̌ is the
Whittaker cotangent space for the dual group, M̌ “ pf ` ǔKq ˆŇ Ǧ. By the
Kostant section, c can also be identified with ǧe, the centralizer of a principal
nilpotent e, and the double of the above grading is obtained by the action
of the element h of a corresponding principal sl2-triple plus 2 :

(9.8) volpXpoqq “
qdimpGq

|GpFqq|
“ detp1´ Fr|ǧeq

´1.

We now return to our main concern. On the other hand, the formula of
[Sak13, Theorem 9.0.1] is using on X p1´ q´1q´dimAX times the Tamagawa
measure (see the remark at the end of Section 9 there). In particular, writing
vol1 for the volumes of that paper and vol for our current normalization, and
taking Φ “ e, equation (9.2) of [Sak13] reads:

vol1pXpoqq “
1

Q|WX |

ż

Ǎ1
X

vol1pXpoqq2LXpχqdχ,

hence, in our current normalization,

}e}2 “ volpXpoqq “
1

Q|WX |

ż

Ǎ1
X

vol1pXpoqqvolpXpoqqLXpχqdχ “

“ qdimG p1´ q
´1qdimAX

|GpFqq|
1

Q|WX |

ż

Ǎ1
X

vol1pXpoqq2LXpχqdχ,

Thus the Plancherel density of e has the form

qdimG p1´ q
´1qdimAX

|GpFqq|
1

Q|WX |
vol1pXpoqq2LXpχq,

(where we omit the implied probability Haar measure dχ on Ǎ1
X). Now, we

combine the definition of LX given in op.cit. 7.2.3 with Theorem 9.0.3 which
computes vol1pXpoqq. The former has the form

LXpχq “ c2 detp1´ t|ǧX{ǎX q
ś

θPΘp1´ q
´rθeθq

(we will comment on the set Θ below, but we mention that the simplifying
assumption that all colors are defined over F means that we can ignore the
signs σθ of loc.cit.), and the latter has the form

vol1pXpoqq “ Qc´1.
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This simplifies the Plancherel density of e to

(9.9)
qdimGQ ¨ p1´ q´1qdimAX

|GpFqq|
¨

detp1´ t|ǧX{ǎX q

|WX |
ś

θPΘp1´ q
´rθeθq

.

The constant Q depends on the parabolic P pXq, and is equal to

Q “
volpGpoqq

volpP pXq´poqP pXqpoqq
,

where P pXq´ is opposite to P pXq (and the volume appearing above expli-
cated e.g. in the statement of op. cit. 9.0.3.) One then computes the first
factor (the first fraction) of (9.9) is equal to

p1´ q´1qdimAX

volLpXqpoq
“

1

vol kerpLpXq Ñ AXqpoq
,

where the volumes are taken with respect to Plancherel measure.
Hence, we can write the Plancherel density of e as

1

|WX |
¨

detp1´ t|ǧX{ǎX q

vol kerpLpXq Ñ AXqpoq
ś

θPΘp1´ q
´rθeθq

.

Note that the kernel of the map LpXq Ñ AX is connected (by condition
4 on hyperspherical varieties, § 3.5.1 and examining the proof of Proposition
3.7.4 ) and its dual is the cokernel of the map ǍX Ñ ĽpXq. By Remark
9.3.6, and in particular (9.8), vol kerpLpXq Ñ AXq is the (alternating) trace
of q´

1
2 P Gm acting on the exterior algebra of

ľpXqe{ǎX ,

where ľpXqe denotes the part of the Levi algebra ľpXq dual to P pXq annihi-
lated by the element e of the sl2-triple; equivalently, we could have written
this as ľpXqe, the centralizer of e in ľpXq. This part is graded by the action
of the element h of the sl2-triple plus 2. In particular, its 2-graded piece is
zp̌lpXqq{ǎX , and its ą 2-graded piece is řlpXq, ľpXqse.

Hence, we arrive at the following Plancherel density for e.

(9.10)
1

|WX |
¨

detpI ´ t|ǧX{ǎX q

detpI ´ pq´
1
2 q|̌lpXqe{ǎXq ¨

ś

θPΘp1´ q
´rθeθq

.

The denominator is what is denoted by detpI ´pt, q´
1
2 q|V 1Xq in (9.7). The

product over Θ expresses the nonzero ǍX -weights of V 1X , while the factor
detpI ´ pq´

1
2 q|̌lpXqe{ǎXq contains its zero weights. To arrive at the claim of

Proposition 9.3.3, we need to recall the definition of the pairs prθ, θq. The
reader is warned that there is nothing pleasant about their description.

The set Θ of [Sak13] consists of pairs prθ, θq (although, for notational
simplicity, we write θ P Θ), comprised of a half-integer rθ and an element θ
of the cocharacter lattice of AX . For our purposes, 2rθ should be interpreted
as the Ggr-weight. This set is WX -stable, and stable under multiplication of
the θ’s by ˘1, hence corresponds to a graded representation of the dual torus
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ǍX , where each graded piece is self-dual (as an ungraded representation), and
isomorphic to itsWX -conjugates. Its multiset of weights is the smallestWX -
and p˘1q-invariant multiset of pairs prθ, θq containing the “virtual colors”
introduced in [Sak13, § 7.1]; we will repeat the definition, for convenience of
the reader. Note that in [Sak13] there was a third piece of data for virtual
colors – a sign – that here we may ignore, because we are for simplicity
working with the “split form” of the space.

The virtual colors are the smallest multiset Dv of pairs prθ, θq that
‚ contains the pairs defined by colors, as follows: if D is a color, then
θ “ v̌D P X˚pAXq, the valuation defined by D, and 75

(9.11) 2rD “
〈
v̌D, 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq

〉
;

in the cases of Whittaker induction, in the notation of (3.34), this
applies only to the colors induced from XL – the rest of the B-stable
divisors on X are ignored;76

‚ if γ is a root of G which is also a simple coroot of ǦX (i.e., γ is a
spherical root which also happens to be a root of G), and prθ, θq P Dv

with 〈θ, γ〉 ą 0, then there is a distinct prθ1 , θ1q P Dv with θ1 “ ´wγθ,
where wγ is the simple reflection associated to γ, and

(9.12) 2rθ1 “ 〈2ρ̌, γ〉´
〈
θ, 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq

〉
.

This pair prθ1 , θ1qmay or may not come from another color; if not, it is
added to the multiset artificially, hence “virtual” colors. We observe
that the grading of all virtual colors is positive, as follows (at least) by
the case-by-case analysis of rank-one and rank-two spherical varieties
in [Sak13].

We should specifically discuss the case of colorsD of type T (see § 4.3.3): If
D,D1 are two colors of type T and α is a simple root such thatD,D1 Ă X˝Pα
(recall that X˝ denotes the open Borel orbit), then prθ, θq “ p1

2 , v̌Dq and
prθ1 , θ

1q “ p1
2 , v̌D1q. This follows from (4.10) and (4.18). (Note that in the

affine homogeneous case, η can be taken to be trivial.)

Example 9.3.7. We revisit Example 4.3.13. Here there is only one color
D with v̌D “

γ̌
2 , so rD “ 3

2 , but we also have a virtual color D1 with
v̌D1 “ v̌D and rD1 “ 1

2 . The representation VX is two copies of the standard
representation of SL2, one with grading 1 and the other with grading 3.

We can now divide the (multi)set Θ into a disjoint union Θ1 \Θ2, where
Θ1 consists of those pairs prθ, θq with rθ “ 1

2 . We define S1X to be the graded
representation of ǍX with weights in Θ1, and V 2X to be the direct sum of
ľpXqe{ǎX with the one with weights in Θ2.

75The formula for the grading 2rD of a color needs to be modified in the non-
homogeneous case; see Remark 9.3.10.

76This point is not stated in [Sak13], making the definition of relevant colors imprecise
in the cases of Whittaker induction; however, it readily follows from the arguments that
this is the correct definition.
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Lemma 9.3.8. Θ1 consists precisely of the WX-translates of
‚ colors of type T ;
‚ virtual, but not actual, colors associated to spherical roots of even
sphere type SO2nzSO2n`1 with n ě 2.

Note that, here, we don’t need to additionally say “p˘1q-translates,” be-
cause the set ofWX -translates as in the lemma is automatically closed under
p˘1q, by (4.10), (4.11).

Proof. This is by inspection of the cases of rank-one spherical varieties listed
in [Sak13, Theorem 6.11.1], and the subsequent calculations in that paper.

�

Hence, the representation S1X satisfies the statement of Proposition 9.3.3.
To prove the statement on V 2X , we check the zero- and nonzero-weight spaces
for ǍX separately. The zero weight space clearly coincides with the zero
weight space of gKX X ǧe, since ľpXq is the centralizer of ǎX in ǧ.

For the nonzero-weight spaces, we have unfortunately been unable to iden-
tify them with those of gKX X ǧe, but one can check the statement of Propo-
sition 9.3.3 about the support of spherical roots, as follows: Let γ be a
(simple) spherical root, and Pγ the parabolic defined by the support of its
spherical roots. One can then consider the variety X˝Pγ , and its quotient
Xγ by the unipotent radical of Pγ , which is a homogeneous spherical vari-
ety for the Levi Lγ . Colors of X contained in X˝Pγ are in bijection with
colors of Xγ , and one can easily check by hand, for each of the cases of
such simple roots (appearing in Section 6 of [Sak13]) that VXγ “ V 1Xγ . In
particular, V 2Xγ “ lγ X gKX X ǧe, and therefore V 2X can be identified with the
smallest WX -invariant ǍX -subrepresentation of gKX X ǧe which contains its
intersections with lγ , for every simple spherical root γ.

9.3.9. Recollection of [SWa] and proof of Proposition 9.3.3 in the non-homogeneous
case. In the cases considered in [SWa], we have Ǧ “ ǦX , and therefore (since
this does not include twisted – i.e., Whittaker-induced – cases) every simple
root is of “type T ,” and M̌ “ SX . In that case, the formula [SWa, (1.11)]
on the Plancherel density of the basic function is of the form (9.7), with
V 1X “ S1X described by a multiset BX of weights – a crystal – with the
following properties (see [SWa, Theorem 7.1.9]):

(1) It is obtained from the corresponding crystal of the affine closure of
the open G-orbit, according to the recipe of Definition 4.4.3. We
are employing, here, Proposition 4.4.9, to identify the set DG

satpXq of
op.cit. with the set DGpXq of G-invariant divisors.

(2) In the case of X “ X‚
aff , without counting multiplicities, the weights

in BX coincide with the weights of SX ; moreover, WX -translates of
colors appear in BX with the same multiplicity as the corresponding
colors. (This is unambiguous, because Lemma 4.4.1 reduces us to
the case where all color multiplicities are 1.)
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The Ggr-grading of the space S1X is equal to 1.

Remark 9.3.10. To compromise the recipes for the grading, here and in
the previous case, we remark that the formulas (9.11) and (9.12), in the
non-homogeneous case where there is an eigenmeasure with eigencharacter
η, need to be shifted by the character η of (3.8); that is, (9.11) should become

(9.13) 2rD “
〈
v̌D, η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq

〉
,

and (9.12) should become

(9.14) 2rD1 “ 〈2ρ̌, γ〉´
〈
v̌D, η ` 2ρ´ 2ρLpXq

〉
.

Note that, by (4.6), η ` 2ρ ´ 2ρLpXq is a character of AX , hence these
definitions make sense. The fact that (9.13) gives 2rD “ 1 when ǦX “ Ǧ
follows, as in the homogeneous case, from (4.10) and (4.18).

9.4. Questions about the Hecke module structure of spherical func-
tions. The Plancherel formula describes the structure of L2pXfq

Go . One
may also be interested in more algebraic versions of the same question: in
particular, the module structure of the space of functions Xf Ñ k (with
k a coefficient ring) that are invariant by Go; this question becomes par-
ticularly interesting for k of finite characteristic. We now sketch what our
conjecture suggests about this, assuming throughout that the residue char-
acteristic should be invertible in k.

One hopes that a suitable “trace of Frobenius” on the category of sheavees,
recovers the vector space of Go-invariant functions on Xf. This is studied in
the group case in [Zhu18]; we do not know it is true for Xf{Go. Nonetheless,
it is reasonable to believe it is so.

On the spectral side, the trace of an automorphism F on a category of
coherent sheaves is the space of functions on the fixed locus of F ; or, more
abstractly, the (derived) intersection of the diagonal and the graph of F . In
the case of an automorphism of M̌ commuting with Ǧ, the fixed locus of F
on M̌{Ǧ is then the twisted inertia stack: tpg P Ǧ,m P M̌q : gm “ Fmu{Ǧ.
This reasoning suggests, then, that

(9.15) C8c pXf; kq
Go ?
“

ˆ

k
”

g P Ǧ,m P M̌ : pg, q´1{2q ¨m “ m
ıǦ

˙(

On both sides we take invariants in the derived sense – that is to say,
each Go-orbit Gox Ă Xf contributes not a copy of k, but of the cohomology
H˚pGo,x, kq of the stabilizer. The right hand side should also be interpreted
in a derived sense.

If k “ C, these derived phenomena are irrelevant, and we get simply the
usual function space of k-valued Go-invariant functions on Xf. Then (9.15)
follows from the work [Sak13] of the second-named author in the situations
to which that work is applicable. Indeed, we can rewrite the right hand
side as k

“

g P ǦX , v P VX : g ¨ v “ q1{2v
‰ǦX . Now for any g P ǦX the space

of solutions to gv “ q1{2v corresponds to the 1{
?
q-eigenspace for g, and a
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g-invariant function on this space is clearly constant. Therefore, the ring
on the right is simply the ring of class functions of ǦX , and one can apply
the results of [Sak13]. In particular, for k “ C, the module structure is
insensitive to VX , but this is presumably false for general k. This is an
interesting point to study further.
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Part 3. Global theory

In this Part we study the global story – that is, starting from a dual pair
pG,Mq and pǦ, M̌q of hyperspherical varieties, we examine the matching of
associated automorphic and spectral quantizations in the setting of global
Langlands – more specifically, for a curve over either a finite field or the
complex numbers.

We refer to page 19 for a summary of the contents of the various sub-
sections. To briefly reprise: we begin in §10 by examining automorphic
quantization in global geometric Langlands, giving “period sheaves” and “pe-
riod functions.” The spectral side of the story will be entirely parallel, giving
what we call the L-sheaf; it will be treated in §11; and in §12 we will put
the two together and formulate the geometric form of the conjecture, which
asserts that period and L-sheaves match under geometric Langlands. After
carrying out some sanity checks for the case of P1 in §13, we then turn in
§14 to the arithmetic manifestation of the same phenomena – that is, the
corresponding statements concerning equalities of numerical periods with
L-values.

10. Period functions and period sheaves

According to the general picture explained in §1.3, periods should give
objects in the categories on the two sides (automorphic and spectral) of the
global geometric Langlands conjecture, just as they give vectors in the vector
space of automorphic forms in global Langlands and objects of the category
of local representations in local Langlands.

In the current section we shall describe the global automorphic objects
and the global automorphic vectors arising from a polarized hyperspherical
G-varietyM - we will be more specific about the setting in a moment. These
will be called “period sheaves” and “period functions.” For example, when
M “ T ˚X (that is to say, there is no twist in the polarization), we get a
morphism

π : X{G ÝÑ BG,

By taking maps from an algebraic curve Σ, and then pushing forward the
constant sheaf along the maps induced by π, we obtain the “period sheaf” on
the space of G-bundles. Frobenius trace extracts the usual period function.

The contents of the present section are as follows:
‚ §10.1 sets up the considerable amount of notation needed.
‚ §10.2 introduces the space of bundles with an X-section, together
with the necessary twists needed for our conjecture.

‚ §10.3 defines the basic period sheaf and period function.
‚ §10.4 introduces a crucial “unitary” (analytic) normalization of the
period sheaf. The normalization process is a half-twisting that de-
pends on the Ggr-action.

‚ §10.5 describes the modifications needed when M admits a twisted
polarization (§3.7).
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‚ §10.6 gives a number of examples, emphasizing the roles of the various
twists.

‚ §10.7 discusses how the statements can be reformulated to be mani-
festly independent of spin structure.

‚ §10.8 explains the compatibility of period sheaves with Whittaker
induction of Hamiltonian spaces, reducing their study to the vectorial
case.

‚ §10.9 explains why the construction is independent of the choice of
polarization – an incarnation of the Fourier transform. (Therefore,
the period sheaf can indeed be viewed as attached to M , rather than
X; we have however preferred to denote it as PX rather than PM ).

10.1. Notation: Σ, G and M .

10.1.1. Coefficient fields. We work over an algebraically closed base field F,
which is either the algebraic closure of Fq, or C. We fix a smooth projective
curve Σ over F. For any statement that entails a Frobenius morphism (e.g.,
any mention of Weil structures on sheaves), or adeles, it is understood that
Σ is defined over Fq; in those cases “adeles” and “function field” of the curve
will always mean over Fq.

We also have a ring of coefficients k, which we take to be Q` or C according
to whether F is of finite characteristic or complex. In the finite case, we fix
a square root ?q P k of the cardinality of Fq. As in the local case, we will
present “normalized” or “analytic” versions of our conjectures, which make
use of this choice, and arithmetic versions, which do not.

10.1.2. Spin structure on the automorphic side. It will be convenient to
choose a spin structure on Σ, i.e., a square root K1{2 of its canonical bun-
dle (though we will keep track of the dependence of our constructions on
the choice and indicate how to formulate statements independent of it, see
in particular §10.7.). For convenience, we will fix a rational section of this
square root as well. Squaring this gives rise to a meromorphic differential
form ω whose zero divisor (the “different”)

(10.1) d :“
ÿ

nvv,
ÿ

nv “ p2g ´ 2q.

has all even multiplicities; we put d1{2 “
ř nv

2 v and write K1{2 “ Opd1{2q

for the associated line bundle. We also write B for an idèle associated to d
so that B “ pBvqv with Bv “ πnvv and πv a local uniformizer.

Let F be the function field of Σ, AF its ring of adeles, and po Ă AF its
integral subring. In the finite field setting, ω gives rise to a homomorphism

(10.2) ψ : AF {F Ñ Fq,

whose restriction to the copy of Fv inside AF comes from the pairing pf, ωq ÞÑ
Resvpfωq. Fixing once and for all an additive character ψ of Fq valued in kˆ,
we get a character of AF {F , also to be denoted by ψ. Notice that varying
the choice of rational section while fixing the spin structure K1{2 varies ψ
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by a square in Fˆ. From our definitions, the character x ÞÑ ψpxq of AF has
the property that on each completion Fv it is trivial on B´1

v ov but not on
$´1
v B

´1
v ov; thus xv ÞÑ ψpB´1

v xvq is an unramified character of Fv.

10.1.3. G,M , and polarizations. pG,M “ T ˚pX,Ψqq will be a split form over
F, in the sense of §5.377, of a hyperspherical variety admitting a distinguished
polarization; where we recall G is to act on the right. See §10.9 for discussion
of independence of polarization as well as removing the assumption that M
is polarized.

We will frequently allow ourselves to assume that X admits an eigenmea-
sure, see §3.8. This assumption is “harmless” for global applications, for
reasons outlined in §3.8.2, and it should also be possible to formulate the
discussion to avoid it entirely, see preliminary discussion along these lines in
Remark 12.6.5. However, we find it extremely helpful in thinking about how
to normalize to maintain this assumption.

We will make use of the quantity

(10.3) βX “ pg ´ 1qpdimG` γX ´ dimXq.

where γX is, as in (3.35), the character through which Ggr scales the eigen-
measure. This will appear as a normalizing shift in our period sheaf; a
corresponding shift will also intervene on the spectral side.

Remark 10.1.4. Note that, while we make the hyperspherical assumption
for global coherence of the paper, all the considerations of this chapter can
be applied to an arbitrary G ˆ Ggr-space X with an eigenmeasure, or for
that matter the same situation allowing a A1-torsor Ψ Ñ X, and there
are certainly examples where duality theory seems to work well that land
outside our hyperspherical framework. A particularly important example is
the “Eisenstein case” X “ UzG considered as a T ˆG space, which we will
at times consider by way of contrast.

10.1.5. Context for the Langlands program and sheaf theory. We briefly recall
the main outline of the geometric Langlands program and the underlying
sheaf theory, see Appendices B and C for a more thorough overview.

Attached to Σ there are two basic spaces of interest for the geometric
Langlands story:

‚ The space BunG of coherent G-bundles on Σ.
‚ The space LocǦ of Ǧ-bundles on Σ.

We have used the word “space” loosely; more precisely, BunG is an al-
gebraic stack over F and LocǦ is a derived algebraic stack over k. The

77The word “split” is relevant here only in the context where F has finite characteristic,
and there because we did not define a notion of hyperspherical in finite characteristic. For
the purposes of this chapter, the reader can ignore the word “split” entirely, and instead
take the data of pX,Ψq{F as a starting point, as in Remark 10.1.4.
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dimensions of these spaces will often come up, and we abridge them in the
following way:

(10.4) bG “ dimBunG “ pg ´ 1qdimG, bH “ dimBunH “ pg ´ 1qdimH, . . .

and so on, where g is the genus of the curve Σ; the dimensions of the corre-
sponding Loc spaces are obtained by doubling these.

The geometric Langlands correspondence posits an equivalence between a
category of “constructible”-type sheaves on the former space, and a category
of “coherent” sheaves on the latter. This general vision has been formulated in
at least three different contexts, with varying specifics. BunG is the space of
algebraic G-bundles in all cases, but the category of sheaves on it varies, and
the definition of LocǦ also varies. We give a résumé of these constructions in
Appendix C; for now we summarize sheaf theory on the automorphic side.

In all cases, we will write simply

(10.5) ShvpBunGq Ą AutpBunGq, SHVpBunGq Ą AUTpBunGq,

for the “small” and “big” categories Shv or SHV of sheaves on BunG, and,
inside it, the “spectrally decomposable” subcategories Aut or AUT i.e. the
largest category on which it is reasonable to think about Hecke actions. We
describe ShvpBunGqmore explicitly in each case, but refer again to Appendix
C for details.

‚ Finite context: F “ Fq and k “ Q`. ShvpBunGq consists of étale
constructible sheaves on BunG with coefficients in k. This has a
Frobenius action (when Σ is defined over Fq); Frobenius-equivariant
objects are then Weil sheaves, and here we can talk about “Tate
twists.”

‚ Betti context: F “ C, and k “ an algebraically closed field of char-
acteristic zero.78 ShvpBunGq consists of (certain) sheaves on BunG
with coefficients in k and Lagrangian singular support. In many ways
this is technically the simplest setup.

‚ De Rham context: F “ k “ C. Objects of ShvpBunGq are coherent
D-modules on BunG.

Remark 10.1.6. Still another context, closely related to the “finite” setting,
is to take F “ C but to use constructible sheaves for the classical, instead
of the étale, topology (and arbitrary coefficients), which also affects the def-
inition of LocǦ on the spectral side. We will, somewhat abusively, use the
“étale setting” to describe either this setting or the finite setting, since many
of the same conclusions will apply in both cases.

An important technical point is that we will work in all cases with the
ind-finite or renormalized category of sheaves; see §B.6 and Appendix C for
discussion; while this is important in trying to get various categories to line
up, the reader unfamiliar with this notion will not lose a lot by ignoring
these words at a first reading (and this choice can be adjusted at the cost of

78Betti sheaves, actually, make sense over any coefficient ring
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adding “nilpotent singular support” requirements to the sheaf theory on the
spectral side).

The constructions presented will have slightly different interpretations ac-
cording to context. We will explain most constructions in the Betti context,
where they are particularly simple to describe. When the translations to
other contexts are not straightforward we will add a description of them.

In each context we will use the twist notation Fxdy following §2.3, and
in particular (2.4). Recall that this means three simultaneous twists (which
may or may not apply, according to context): a cohomological twist rds, a
Tate twist pd{2q, using the fixed choice ?q inside our field of coefficients k,
and a parity twist.

10.2. The space BunXG of bundles with an X-section. We discuss first
the case of untwisted cotangent bundles,M “ T ˚X, with the twisted case to
be discussed in §10.5. The space of primary interest for defining the period
sheaf is informally

BunXG :“ “G-bundles with a section of the associated X bK1{2-bundle.”

For example, when G “ GLn and X its standard representation with scaling
Ggr action, the fiber of BunXG over a vector bundle V is the space of sections
of V bK1{2; when X “ HzG with trivial Ggr action then BunXG Ñ BunG is
identified with BunH Ñ BunG.

Formally, BunXG – or BunX when the group G is clear – is the algebraic
stack defined as the pullback of mapping stacks

(10.6) BunXG
//

��

MappΣ, X
GˆGgr q

��
BunG

idbK1{2
// BunGˆGgr

.

This is in fact an Artin stack, cf. [Ols06, Theorem 1.1] or see (a) below
for a sketch. Note that, for the considerations that follow, it does not matter
whether we consider these as classical or derived stacks. The reason is as
follows: Although one can meaningfully enrich BunXG to a derived stack, this
will have no effect on constructible sheaves – in particular the period sheaf
– which are sensitive only to topology.

Remark 10.2.1. (a) BunXG and the geometry of BunXG Ñ BunG is quite
tame, as we now explain:

BunG is a union of open substacks, each of which is a global quo-
tient of a scheme; we exhibit the global quotient structure by “adding
level structure,” i.e. fixing a point on the curve and trivializing the
bundle up to some order at that point, and then descending; the
group involved is thus a pro-unipotent extension of G. Upon pull-
back to each such open substack, the morphism BunXG Ñ BunG is a
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global quotient of a morphism of schemes, as we can see by choos-
ing a G-equivariant embedding of X into a vector space and thus
reducing to the case when G “ GLn, X “ An.

(b) For X homogeneous, BunXG is smooth (although its morphism to
BunG need not be smooth). This is true more generally forX smooth
on the locus of maps which generically land in the open G-orbit on
X. For an example of nonsmoothness see §10.6.2.

10.3. The period sheaf and the period function. The compactly sup-
ported (i.e., !-) pushforward of the constant sheaf along BunXG Ñ BunG will
be called the unnormalized period sheaf PX .

PX “ compactly supported pushforward of constants along BunXG Ñ BunG.

We emphasize that this is a ! pushforward; a dual ˚ pushforward will appear
on some rare and interesting occasions e.g. Remark 10.3.1 and §14.8; and in
that case we will use ˚ explicitly in the notation.

In the finite context PX is considered as a Weil sheaf, i.e., with a Frobenius
equivariant structure. We take the trivial Frobenius action on the constant
sheaf here, to be “corrected” later, when we introduce the normalized period
sheaf.

Let us compute the function associated to this Weil sheaf.
Recall that we can uniformize BunGpFqq as the quotient GpF qzGpAq{Gppoq;

the sections of the bundle parameterized by g P GpAq are identified with the
elements of x P GpF q with the property that xg P Gppoq. Thus, for example
in the case G “ Gm, the element of GmpAq that is given by the uniformizer
$x at a single point x of the curve Σ parameterizes the line bundle Opxq (we
spell this out to avoid possible sign confusion). With reference to these adelic
uniformizations the chosen spin structure of §10.1 can be identified with the
class of B1{2 “

ś

v$
nv{2
v in FˆzAˆF {

ś

v o
ˆ
v “ BunGmpFqq, and the set of

Fq-points in the fiber of BunXG over the G-bundle represented by g P GpAF q
is identified with

(10.7) XpF q X
ź

v

Xpovq ¨ pg
´1, B´1{2q.

The Frobenius trace on the period sheaf recovers the period function (or
theta series) associated to X, to be denoted by regular font,

PX : BunGpFqq Ñ k,

which sends a G-bundle to the number of sections of the associated XbK1{2-
bundle, equivalently:

(10.8) PXpxq : g P GpAq ÞÑ
ÿ

xPXpF q

pg, B1{2q ¨ Φpxq.

Here, Φ is the characteristic function of Xppoq inside the adelic points of X,
and the action of G ˆ Ggr on such functions is understood as pg, λqΦpxq “
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Φpxpg, λqq (i.e., it is an unnormalized action, as opposed the normalized
action that we will introduce in (10.11) below).

As is often the case (see §2.6), it will be convenient to also have a version
of PX that incorporates half-twists, because it will relate more clearly to
unitary structures in the theory of automorphic forms. We turn to this next,
in §10.4.

Remark 10.3.1. (The star period) There is a second variant of the period
sheaf, which is of great interest, although it will not play such a role in this
paper. This is the ˚-variant P˚X – understood as the *-push-forward of the
dualizing sheaf from BunXG . Equivalently, this is the “naive Verdier dual” of
PX ; that is to say, a sheaf on BunG being a compatible system of sheaves on
a system of open truncations, we apply usual Verdier duality at each level;
note however that [DG15] (cf. §B.8, §C.5) this naive Verdier duality is not
an equivalence of categories. The classical meaning of this sheaf is not so
easy to understand, and its existence is an interesting puzzle in the classical
theory. See §14.8.

Remark 10.3.2. Let us discuss technical issues in the de Rham context. As
we have seen (§10.2.1), the map BunXG Ñ BunG has a very simple nature.
In particular, there is no difficulty in defining either ! or ˚ pushforward of
the constant sheaf along these maps in any of our sheaf-theoretic contexts.

Indeed (by definition, cf. §B.6) a sheaf on BunG is a compatible system
of sheaves on open quasicompact substacks of BunG; and in turn, on each
open quasicompact substack, sheaves are defined as the ind-completion of the
category obtained by taking the limit of small sheaf categories over maps of
an affine Y into that open quasicompact substack. When pulled back to
such Y , the map BunXG Ñ BunG becomes a morphism of schemes.

Therefore, PX and P˚X are, locally on BunG, even compact objects of the
automorphic category, i.e., objects of the small category of sheaves, though
they are not compact themselves since they don’t have quasicompact sup-
port. By means of the functor (B.3) from the ind-finite to the usual category,
they can also be considered elements of the latter.

10.4. Normalized periods and normalized period sheaves. PX has an
important variant. This is the normalized period sheaf, which corresponds
to formula (10.8) using the unitarily normalized action of G. To define a
normalized period sheaf we assume the existence of an eigen-volume form as
in (3.8) with eigencharacter η : GÑ Gm.

The normalized version of (10.8) is

(10.9) P norm
X : g P GpAq ÞÑ q´βX{2

ÿ

xPXpF q

g ‹ pB1{2 ¨ Φpxqq,

(10.10) “ q
g´1

2
pdimX´dimGq

ÿ

xPXpF q

pg, B1{2q ‹ Φpxq.
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where ‹ denotes normalized actions, defined thus:

(10.11) g ‹Ψ “ |ηpgq|1{2pg ¨Ψq, pg, λq ‹Ψ “ |ηpgq|1{2|λ|γX{2pg, λq ¨Ψ

are the unitary βX is as in (10.3), and γX is as in (3.35). That is to say,
(10.9) uses only unitary normalization of G, whereas (10.10) uses unitary
normalization of both G and Ggr; to deduce (10.10) from (10.9) we use
|d1{2| “ q1´g and the definition (10.3) of βX .

To make the sheaf version note that η : GÑ Gm induces BunG Ñ BunGm
and in particular a degree function deg : BunG Ñ Z. We put

(10.12) Pnorm
X :“ PXxdeg`βXy.

Note that Pnorm
X is not, in general, a global twist of PX because of the non-

constant function deg. The star period sheaf of Remark 10.3.1 also has a
normalized variant, obtained by taking naive Verdier duality, or equivalently
P˚norm
X “ P˚Xx´deg´βXy.
Let us try to describe the origin of the two twists in (10.12), by degree

and by βX . 79

- The twist by xβXy appears already in the homogeneous case X “

HzG, in which case BunXG “ BunH , and splits the difference be-
tween the constant and the dualizing sheaf of BunH ; in this case,
the period sheaf can be thought of as the push-forward of the inter-
section complex of BunH , but we emphasize that our definition does
not agree with the intersection complex of BunXG in general. The
numerical explanation of the βX twist is that the factor q´βX{2 is an
attempt to render P norm

X approximately L2-normalized

(10.13) }P norm
X }L2 « 1.

- On the other hand, the degree twist xdegy has to do with the lin-
ear fiber S`, and is a standard twist in the geometrization of the
Weil representation [Lys06]. If S` is nontrivial, this twist cannot be
interpreted through the intersection complex of BunXG (which is, in
general, singular), but can be thought of as the sheaf-theoretic analog
of half-densities in the Schrödinger model of the Weil representation.

Remark 10.4.1 (The degree sheaf). It will be convenient to represent the
degree shift F ÞÑ Fxdegy as tensor product with a sheaf. Namely, this is
achieved (in any of our contexts) by the (η-pullback of the) locally constant
sheaf

deg P ShvpBunGmq,

79A better, but notationally cumbersome, way to separate the twists is to split off the
term pg ´ 1qγX from βX ; this term plays exactly the same role for Ggr as the degree
plays for G – remember from (10.6) that BunXG is defined as a fiber over K

1
2 P BunGgr .

In the discussion that follows, references to βX really are meant for the remaining terms
pg ´ 1qpdimG´ dimXq.
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which is given by kxdy on Picd; in the language of §6, deg is the shear of
the constant sheaf by the Gm-action on ShvpBunGmq corresponding to the
Z-grading by degree. Under the sheaf-function correspondence (see §2.3)
this corresponds to the function L ÞÑ q´degL{2. If we uniformize line bundles
adèlically via (11.5) this matches with x P Aˆ ÞÑ |x|

1{2
A . In other words, deg

is an automorphic avatar of the square root of the cyclotomic character $1{2

under class field theory.

Remark 10.4.2. It is worth noting that there are three shifting processes
appearing implicitly in the above discussion.

(a) the shift by K1{2 embedded in the definition of BunXG , which reflects
the Ggr action;

(b) the twist by xdegy in (10.12); this reflects the failure of X to be
unimodular;

(c) the twist by xβXy.
Roughly speaking, the first twist is related to a translation on the auto-
morphic side, whereas the second twist is related to a translation on the
spectral side – see Remark 11.5.2. As such, these twists do not commute
with one another: as is usual in Fourier analysis, spectral and automorphic
translations do not commute. In physics automorphic and spectral trans-
lations correspond to shifts of magnetic and electric flux, respectively, and
the lack of commutativity is an aspect of the “uncertainty of fluxes” studied
in [FMS07b, FMS07a]; see also Remark C.3.7.

10.4.3. Changing the grading. The following remarks are not essential to
understanding the main conjecture but will be used later in analysis of parity
issues. Given a central cocharacter λ : Gm Ñ ZpGq we denote by Xrλs the
G ˆ Ggr-space X with Ggr-action twisted by λ. The effect of passing from
X to Xrλs is to translate the unnormalized period function/sheaf by the
translation action of the ZpGq-torsor λpK1{2q (or numerically by the central
element λpd1{2q of G):

PXrλs “ λpK1{2q ˚ PX .
Here, to normalize signs, “translation by λpK1{2q” means that the delta
function at a point would be sent to the delta function at its translate by
λpK´1{2q. We will prove that the normalized period sheaf is transformed
similarly:

Lemma 10.4.4. The operation X ÞÑ Xrλs affects the normalized period
sheaf as follows:

Pnorm
Xrλs » λpK1{2q ˚ Pnorm

X .

Proof. Observe first of all that, see (10.3),

(10.14) βXrλs “ βX ` pg ´ 1qxλ, ηy.

If we translate the sheaf xdegy on BunGm by K1{2 we get xdeg`pg ´ 1qy.
Correspondingly, since we understand xdegy on BunG as the pullback of the
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Gm sheaf via η : GÑ Gm,

(10.15) TpFxdegyq “ pTFqxdeg`pg ´ 1qxη, λyy.

where T refers to a translation by λpK1{2q. Thus, from the definition (10.12),

Pnorm
Xrλs “ pTPXqxdeg`βXrλsy,TPnorm

X “ TPXxdeg`βX ` pg ´ 1qxη, λyy.

and comparing with (10.14) we deduce the lemma. �

10.5. Modification for the twisted case. We are now going to explain
how to define the period sheaf and its variants in the case of twisted polar-
izations pX,Ψq (see §3.2.1). At a high level, the modification is simply

twist by a rank one “Artin–Schreier” local system on BunXG .
Here, the Artin–Schreier sheaf is pulled back from a sheaf on Ga in the

finite and de Rham context, and a slight modification in the Betti context.
We start by defining it on Ga, and then explain how it is to be pulled back
to BunXG .

Definition 10.5.1. We understand the “Artin–Schreier sheaf” on thus:
(a) In the finite context, it is the étale sheaf of rank one k-modules on

Ga whose trace function is the fixed additive character Fq Ñ kˆ,
obtained, in the usual way, from the covering xq´x, see e.g. [Del77,
Sommes. trig.].

(b) In the de Rham context, it is the exponential D-module on Ga, i.e.,
the sheaf associated to the differential equation f 1 “ 2πif .

(c) In the Betti context we understand the “Artin–Schreier sheaf” to be a
locally constant sheaf in the analytic topology on Ga{Gm, where Gm

acts by squaring on Ga, defined as
`

j!k
´ ‘ j˚k

˘

r´1s

where j : Gm ãÑ Ga, and k, k´ are respectively the trivial and non-
trivial one-dimensional local systems on Gm{Gm » Bµ2.

The point in (c) is that although we cannot make sense of a Artin–Schreier
sheaf on Ga itself, its pushforward to Ga{Gm makes sense (cf. [NY19a, Sec-
tion 2.5.2]), and this will be sufficient for our purposes. To compare with
[NY19a], note that in our case the action of Gm on Ga is the squaring action;
computing the pushforward of the sheaf used in op.cit. leads to the formula
above.

Now, in our current situation,M “ T ˚pX,Ψq with Ψ a Ga-bundle over X,
and the Gm action scales Ga via squaring. Recall from §10.2 that we define
BunXG as the fiber of MappΣ, X

GˆGm q over K
1
2 . An affine bundle Ψ Ñ X as

in §3.7 defines a map X Ñ BGa equivariant for the action of GˆGgr where
the Ggr-action scales Ga by the square character, and G acts trivially. In
particular, we have a map

MappΣ,
X

GˆGm
q Ñ MappΣ,

pt
Ga ¸Gm

q,
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wherein the action of Gm on Ga is by squaring.
Correspondingly, BunXG maps to the stack of Ga¸Gm torsors reducing to

K1{2; said differently, this is the stack of torsors for K “ pK1{2qb2 considered
as a vector bundle; this stack is identified with the quotient of H1pΣ,Ω1q »

Ga by the trivial action of H0pΣ,Ω1q, and in particular maps to the affine
line Ga. This gives us a (non-schematic) morphism:

(10.16) BunXG ÝÑ Ga

which measures the obstruction of lifting the X-section to a Ψ-section. This
already suffices to define the Artin–Schreier sheaf on BunXG in the de Rham
and finite contexts as the pullback of the corresponding sheaf on Ga,80 and
we define PX as the compactly supported pushforward of this sheaf:

PX “ !-pushforward of the Artin–Schreier sheaf along BunXG Ñ BunG.

We also define the ˚-period sheaf P˚X as the ordinary pushforward of the
Verdier dual of the Artin–Schreier sheaf.

In the Betti context we note that we get also

BunXG {Gm Ñ Ga{Gm

where the Gm action on the left arises from that on X; and on the right
it is squaring. We can correspondingly define the Artin–Schreier sheaf on
BunXG {Gm by pullback. Since the morphism BunXG Ñ BunG factors through
the quotient BunXG {Gm we then define PX by pushing forward this Artin–
Schreier sheaf via BunXG {Gm Ñ BunG.

We introduce normalized versions of these sheaves according to precisely
the same shift xdeg`βXy that occurred previously in (10.12).

10.5.2. Period function. We will now describe explicitly the associated pe-
riod function, i.e., trace of Frobenius, which recovers well-known “Fourier–
Whittaker periods” in the theory of automorphic forms.

Let ψ1 be the character of A given by ψ1pxq “ ψpB´1xq. This need not be
trivial on F ; as we have seen however it is “unramified” on each Fv. Recall
that Ψ is the total space of a A1-bundle over X. Consider then the induced
space of functions

(10.17) Φ : ΨpAF q Ñ k, Ψpx̃ ¨ tq “ Ψpx̃qψ1ptq px̃ P ΨpAF q, t P GapAF qq,

and inside it consider the “basic function” which is characterized by satisfying
(10.17), being supported on the preimage of Xppoq, and being identically 1
on Ψppoq.

For such a function Φ the translate B1{2 ¨ Φ : ΨpAF q Ñ k satisfies

pB1{2 ¨Φqpx̃tq “ ψ1ppB1{2q2tqΦpx̃Bq “ ψptqpB1{2 ¨Φqpx̃q px̃ P ΨpAq, t P GapAqq,

80Or, to only use a schematic morphism, one first notes that the Artin-Schreier sheaf
on Ga descends to its quotient by the trivial action of H0

pΣ,Ω1
q, and then pulls back to

BunXG .
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and therefore equalling B1{2 ¨ Φpxq if t P F . In particular, for x P XpF q, the
value of B1{2 ¨Φ on any lift x̃ P ΨpF q is independent of choice of x̃; let us call
this simply B1{2 ¨ Φpxq. With these conventions (10.8) still holds.

Example 10.5.3. For later usage, we will write out a formula in the Whit-
taker case, i.e., X “ UzG with the Ga-torsor defined by the sum U Ñ Ga

of identifications of the simple root spaces with Ga. There is nothing novel
here, but it will be useful to have explicit formulas for the various shifts and
constants. Let f be a function on BunGpFqq. We will compute

(10.18)
ÿ

BunGpFqq
PXpgqfpgq “

ż

GpF qzGpAq
PXpgqfpgq,

where the sum is taken over G-bundles weighted by inverse size of their
automorphism group (i.e., the sum over BunGpFqq considered as a groupoid),
and the latter integral is taken with respect to the measure with volpGpôqq “
1.

Unfolding via (10.8), taking into account the prior discussion, the above
equals

ş

UpF qzGpAq fpgqpg, B
1{2q ¨ Φpgq. Now, B1{2 is acting on X “ UzG by

means of (see §3.4.5) left translation through the element a´1
0 , where

(10.19) a0 :“ e´2ρ̌pB1{2q P T pAF q

and correspondingly B1{2 ¨ Φ is is supported on UpAqa0 ¨Gppoq. Write du for
the measure on UpAq where Upoq has measure 1; it assigns to UpAq{UpF q
the measure qpg´1qdimU . The measure dpa´1

0 ua0q assigns to a0Upoqa
´1
0 the

mass 1, and equals du multiplied by |e2ρpa´1
0 q| “ q´pg´1qx2ρ,2ρ̌y. Thus (10.18)

equals

q´pg´1qx2ρ,2ρ̌y

ż

UF zUA

ψpuqfpua0qdu “ qpg´1qpdimU´x2ρ,2ρ̌yq

ż

UF zUA

ψpuqfpua0qd
1u.

where in the latter integral we use the Haar probability measure. Observe
that the exponent of q is simply βX “ pg ´ 1qpdimU ´ x2ρ, 2ρ̌yq (compute
via (10.3) and (3.36)), so we get

(10.20)
ÿ

BunGpFqq
PXpgqfpgq “ qβX

ż

UF zUA

ψpuqfpua0qd
1u,

and the analog for the normalized period where we replace βX by βX{2, see
(10.9). In the last formula, d1u is again the invariant measure with total
mass 1.

10.6. BunXG and the period sheaf : examples. The following collection
of examples are intended to give some indication of the geometry involved
with both period sheaves and the spaces BunXG . Note that we will sometimes
consider examples of X with non-neutral Ggr-action, i.e., with a Ggr-action
that differs from that specified in §3.7; the point to note here is that the
choice of Ggr-action really affects BunXG !
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10.6.1. Homogeneous spaces: We consider the case ofX with trivial vectorial
and SL2 component, i.e., X “ HzG for H reductive. Here we will use the
neutral Ggr action, as specified in §3.7; what makes this case particularly
easy think about is that

the neutral Ggr action is trivial.
Also, in this case, there exists a G-invariant volume form on X with η and
γ both trivial.

The map BunXG Ñ BunG is simply identified with the natural map BunH Ñ
BunG; the period sheaf PX assigns to a G-bundle the compactly supported
cohomology of the space of reductions to an H-torsor, and the period func-
tion PX counts the number of such reductions (i.e., the size of the fibers
of BunH Ñ BunG). The normalized period sheaf twists by xbHy, and the
normalized period function takes the value

(10.21) P norm
X pxq “ PXpxq ¨ q

´bH{2.

10.6.2. The Iwasawa–Tate period. Take X “ A1 as a G “ Gm-space, and
let us start by considering the trivial Ggr-action. The unnormalized period
function is equal to

PX : LÑ qh
0pLq ptrivial Ggr-actionq

(for L a line bundle on Σ). The star period P ˚X is more interesting and is
described in §14.8.3.

Let us describe the geometry of BunXG and the period sheaf in this case.
There is a tautological map

πr : SymrΣ Ñ BunGm , pQ1, . . . , Qrq ÞÑ Op
ÿ

Qiq.

The fiber of πr above a line bundle L is the space of such effective divisors
tQiu together with an isomorphism Op

ř

Qiq » L, which is the same as the
space of nonzero global sections of L; that is to say, the fibers of πr are
punctured affine spaces. Note here that we are really regarding BunGm as a
stack; if, in our discussion, we were to replace its role by the Picard scheme,
the analogous fibers would be projective spaces.

With this in hand, we can describe

tBunXG Ñ BunGu “ partial compactification of πr
where we allow the zero sections of line bundles, i.e., omitting the phrase
“nonzero” in the above description. Note that, unlike §10.6.1, BunXG is not
smooth.

Now let us switch to the scaling Ggr-action, i.e., the “neutral” action. Now
BunXG Ñ BunG parametrizes line bundles L with a section of LbK1{2 (and
its geometric description is exactly parallel to that given in the previous
paragraph). The normalized period function is

(10.22) P norm
X with scaling Ggr : L ÞÑ qh

0pLbK1{2q´ 1
2

degpLbK1{2q.

Observe this now has a pleasing symmetry LØ L´1.
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Let us spell out the twists. Here, βX as in (10.3) is given by pg´1q and the
factor q´βX{2 of (10.9), coincides with q´

1
2

degpK1{2q; also, |ηpgq|1{2 contributes
q´1{2 degpLq. Geometrically, the normalized period sheaf twists the period
sheaf by xd` g ´ 1y on the component where degpLq “ d, categorifying the
factor q´

1
2
pd`g´1q. We can think of g ´ 1 as the dimension of BunG and d

as the Euler characteristic of LbK1{2, i.e. the expected dimension of fibers
of BunXG Ñ BunG, so that all in all this is the analog of the twist by bH
appearing in the case §10.6.1.

10.6.3. The Eisenstein case UzG. For G arbitrary take

X “ UzG

as a G ˆ T -space i.e., pg, tq : Ux ÞÑ Ut´1xg. This case does not fall in
our general setup, for X is not affine, but nonetheless our definitions of
period sheaf and period function make sense, and it will be valuable for us
to examine them.

There are two Ggr-actions we shall consider in this paper; one is trivial,
and the other, which we shall examine here, is where Ggr acts via the restric-
tion of the Gˆ T -action via p1, e´2ρq. (A discussion of the relation between
these two actions is given, in a more general context, in §12.6). Explicitly in
the latter action λ P Ggr acts through left multiplication on UzG by λ2ρ P G.

For example, in the case G “ SL2, this X is the punctured affine plane
via g P SL2 ÞÑ p0, 1qg; if we take the nontrivial action of Ggr it amounts to
inverse scaling on this punctured plane. Then the fiber BunXG Ñ BunG over
a rank 2 unimodular vector bundle V is the space of everywhere injective
maps K1{2 Ñ V , equivalently, the space of extensions

K1{2 Ñ V Ñ K´1{2.

The total space of BunXG can thereby identified with the affine spaceH1pΣ,Kq »
A1 modulo automorphisms H0pΣ,Kq.

More generally, if the base curve has genus ě 2, and we take X “ UzG
with the nontrivial Ggr action just described, we may identify

(10.23) BunXG “ Ar{U

as the quotient of the affine space Ar (where r “ the semisimple rank, and
the coordinates are indexed by simple roots for G) by a trivial action of a
certain unipotent group scheme U . The map BunXG Ñ BunG is not a closed
immersion, but rather factors through the quotient of BunXG by the action
of a torus in G; as a result, at the level of points over an algebraically closed
field, the image of Gr

m Ă pA1qr is a single point of BunG.

10.6.4. The Whittaker case. The Whittaker case was already discussed in
Example 10.5.3 and we just make a couple of minor additional remarks. With
reference to the presentation (10.23), the period function is given by pushing
forward ψp

řr
i“1 xiq on Ar to BunG, and the period sheaf the geometrization
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of that construction via Artin–Schreier sheaves. By definition and (3.37),
the normalized period function is related to the unnormalized one by

(10.24) P norm
X “ q´βX{2PX , βX “ pg ´ 1qr´x2ρ, 2ρ_y ` dimU s.

Remark 10.6.5. The quantity βX is closely related to dimension of BunXG ;
this is easy to see in the homogeneous case HzG, but also remains true in the
twisted case. For example the Whittaker case just described, the dimension
of BunXG , i.e., the space of (10.23), is the sum of negated Euler characteristics
of bundles xα, ρy ¨K over positive roots α, with K the canonical divisor;

(10.25) dimBunXG “ pg ´ 1q
ÿ

α

r1´ 2xα, ρys “ pg ´ 1qr´x2ρ, 2ρ_y ` dimU s “ βX .

10.7. Dependence on spin structure. As mentioned, we have felt free to
choose a spin structure. However, it is sometimes desirable to have a for-
mulation which is manifestly independent of spin structure. We will discuss
such a formulation now, which will use the extended dual group (§2.7, §C.7).
Note, however, we will make little use of this formulation and include it for
completeness.

For the discussion that follows, we assume that M satisfies the parity
condition discussed in (5.8). Namely, we assume that we specify a

central involution z P G whose action on M coincides with
´1 P Ggr.

As we observed in the discussion surrounding (5.8), if M admits a dual
hyperspherical pair pǦ, M̌q with M̌ polarized, then z is the product of e2ρ

with the dual of the character by which Ǧ acts on an eigenmeasure on X̌.
Assuming (10.7), the action of GˆGgr then factors through its quotient

by pz,´1q, which is precisely the extended group CGz, (§2.7,C.7). Now
define zBunG as the fiber of BunCGz Ñ BunGm above the canonical bundle.
Equivalently we can write

zBunG » BunG ˆ
BunZ{2 SpinΣ,

where SpinΣ denotes the stack of spin structures (square roots of K) on Σ,
and the group stack BunZ{2 of Z{2-torsors on Σ acts both on BunG via the
central embedding z : Z{2 Ñ ZpGq, and simply transitively on the SpinΣ.
The choice of a spin structure K1{2 gives rise to an identification

(10.26) zBunG » BunG

and changing this choice K1{2 ÞÑ K1{2bL by a 2-torsion line bundle changes
the identification by the translation action of L on BunG.

Next we define a period sheaf on zBunG by replacing pushforward along
BunXG Ñ BunG by pushforward along its twisted version that renders the
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following square Cartesian:

zBunXG
//

��

MappΣ, X
CGz

q

��
zBunG // BunCGz

.

Our above definition of BunXG is obtained from this one by transporting via
(10.26) after fixing a spin structure. An equivalent way of formulating this
is that the period sheaf is (independently of the choice of spin structure)
defined as an object in a twisted version of sheaves on BunG:

(10.27) PX P HomBunZ{2pSpinΣ,ShvpBunGqq

where BunZ{2 acts on BunG via the central homomorphism t˘1u Ñ ZpGq
sending the nontrivial element to z.

10.8. Reduction to the vectorial case. Hyperspherical varieties are built
(as in Theorem 3.6.1) by a process of Whittaker-induction from the special
case of M a vector space. This gives rise to a corresponding structure for
period sheaves:

the period sheaf for general M is a Whittaker induction for
the period sheaf in the case of M a vector space.

We will make this explicit. This explication is completely straightforward,
and can be referred to only as necessary; we note it mainly for reference and
as a comparison point for a similar (but less straightforward) discussion in
the spectral case. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to unnormalized period
sheaves in this section.

Recall that, in the case F “ C, a polarized hyperspherical variety M has
the structure (see Theorem 3.6.1) of a Whittaker-induction along HˆSL2 Ñ

G of a polarized symplectic H-representation T ˚S, with associated twisted
polarization X “ S ˆHU G with Ga-bundle Ψ Ñ X. In what follows,
the fact that M is hyperspherical will not matter; all that matters is the
homomorphism HˆSL2 Ñ G and the H-space S. Let us review the notation
in more detail.

We fix a homomorphism H ˆ SL2 Ñ G with underlying cocharacter $ :
Gm Ñ G. We will also restrict to the situation (automatic in the polarized
case by Definition 3.7.1) where all the $-weights on the Lie algebra are
even.81 Let U “ U` Ă G be the unipotent subgroup defined by the positive
part of the grading. To this data we can associate the A1-bundle pΨ ÝÑ

UzGq where Ψ “ U0zG, U0 being the kernel of U Ñ Ga.
These are GˆH-spaces: GˆH acts on compatibly on Ψ and UzG by the

rule pg, hq : U0x ÞÑ U0h
´1xg. Correspondingly, the twisted cotangent bundle

81There is an analogue of the construction that follows without this requirement, but
now involving a geometric version of a Jacobi θ function. To simplify our life, we simply
exclude this situation.
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T ˚ΨpUzGq (see §3.2.1 for definition) is a graded Hamiltonian G ˆ H-space,
cf. Example 3.4.10; it can be regarded as the Whittaker induction along
H ˆ SL2 Ñ G of T ˚H.

Associated to the the GˆH-space UzG, endowed with the affine bundle Ψ,
we obtain the Whittaker period sheaf PUzG,Ψ P ShvpBunGˆBunHq following
§10.5, explicitly, the pushforward under BunHU Ñ BunG ˆ BunH of the
corresponding pulled-back Artin–Schreier sheaf; this can be regarded as the
quantization of T ˚ΨpUzGq. We use this sheaf as an integral transform to
define automorphic Whittaker functoriality. To avoid difficulties with *-
pullback and !-pushforward in the de Rham setting, we restrict to étale or
Betti settings, although it would be interesting to give a uniform treatment
along the lines of §12.3.2.

Definition 10.8.1. The automorphic Whittaker induction functor

WI : SHVpBunHq ÝÑ SHVpBunGq

is the integral transform given by the Whittaker period sheaf PUzG,Ψ:
WIpFq “ π1!pπ

˚
2F b PUzG,Ψq.

By the projection formula, Whittaker induction is equivalently described
as the integral transform given by the Artin–Schreier sheaf on BunHU (as
a correspondence between BunG and BunH). It follows that the Whittaker
induction of the constant sheaf on BunH recovers the period sheaf associated
to the G-space pX “ HUzG,Ψq. More generally, using base change and the
projection formula one checks that Whittaker induction commutes with the
formation of period sheaves:

Lemma 10.8.2. Given a homomorphism H ˆ SL2 Ñ G, where Gm Ă SL2

has only even weights in its action on the Lie algebra of G, and S “ T ˚Y a
polarized Hamiltonian H-space, the period sheaf of the Whittaker induction
pX “ Y ˆHU G,Ψq of S is naturally identified with the Whittaker induction
of the period sheaf of S:

WIpPY q » PX,Ψ.

This Lemma allows us to reduce certain questions about period sheaves
to the case of symplectic representations, see for example the next section
§10.9.

Remark 10.8.3. For later use, it would be useful to compute the (left?)
adjoint of WI in terms of a “Jacquet-Whittaker” construction. This would
hopefully justify the heuristic discussion of §14.6.5. This seems technically
nontrivial because of the absence of smoothness or properness above.

10.9. Independence of polarization. We have described the construction
of period sheaves for polarized hyperspherical varieties M . This leaves two
natural questions: show that the period sheaf is independent of the polar-
ization, i.e., depends only on pGˆGgr,Mq – and extend the definition to M
which don’t admit a polarization.
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In the case F “ C , we can reduce these problems to the case where M
is a symplectic representation of G: once we have defined a period sheaf
on BunH for a symplectic H-representation, we induce that sheaf to BunG,
in the sense of Lemma 10.8.2, to define the period sheaf for the Whittaker-
twisted Hamiltonian induction of the representation. The same argument, or
its numerical version, should be valid for general F, but requires an examina-
tion of rationality issues (e.g. one should generalize the structure theorem,
Theorem 3.6.1, to fields of general characteristic).

Below in Example 10.9.1 and Example 10.9.2 we will sketch independence
of polarization in the vectorial case, which, as just noted, implies it for
general hyperspherical varieties at least when F “ C, noting that (after
passing to suitable direct factors) the only ambiguity in polarizing a vector
representation amounts to replacing X by X˚ as polarizations of X ‘X˚.

In Remark 10.9.3 we will discuss the unpolarized setting, where, in short,
the ingredients all exist but a more detailed study of certain technical issues
is required to formulate them in the level of generality considered in this
paper. See §11.10 for the spectral counterpart of this discussion.

Example 10.9.1. (Numerical independence of polarization, vector case):
Suppose that X is a vector space. Then the Poisson summation formula
implies that

(10.28) P norm
X “ P norm

X˚ ,

that is to say, the period function is invariant under the replacement of X
by its dual. Indeed, our choice of ψ induces a Fourier transform map

Schwartz functions on XpAq Ñ Schwartz functions on X˚pAq

obtained by integrating with reference to the self-dual measure the kernel
ψpxx, x˚yq. Now in the notation of (10.9) B1{2 ¨Φpxq is precisely the charac-
teristic function of a self-dual compact subgroup and in particular it is fixed
by the Fourier transform. The Poisson summation formula in its abstract
form for locally compact groups – see e.g. [Wei64, Théorème 4]) – implies
(10.28).

Example 10.9.2. (Sheaf-theoretic independence of polarization, vector case)
Now let us sketch independence of polarization for the period sheaf for
G œ M “ X ‘ X˚ a symplectic representation. In that case the in-
dependence of the period sheaf follows from a geometric version of the pre-
vious argument, as has been given in the work of Braverman and Gaitsgory
([BG02, Lemma 7.3.6] where it is related to the (sheaf-theoretic) functional
equation for Eisenstein series. We note that this argument is given in the
finite case, where it uses properties of Artin-Schreier sheaves. Probably a
version works in the other contexts too, but we did not check.

Specificially, the quoted Lemma is to be applied to a 2-term complex on
BunG computing the cohomology of the vector bundle associated to X; we
can find such a complex at least on any quasicompact open substack, and
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the resulting isomorphisms can be glued by Lemma 7.3.7 (b) of the same
reference. We thank Tony Feng and Jonathan Wang for explaining this
reference and argument.

Remark 10.9.3 (Unpolarized periods). Of course, we would like to define
the period sheaf and period functions without recourse to a polarization, in
particular, for M that do not admit a polarization. In general terms, this
should follow from the theory of θ series or its geometric analogue, Lysenko’s
geometrization of θ-series [Lys06]. (A related topic is the recent construc-
tion of Coulomb branches for general symplectic representations [BDF`22].)
However, to carry this out in a way that is sufficiently detailed for our needs,
one needs an analysis of the issue of splittings, which should be closely related
to the issue of the anomaly.

Let us restrict, for what follows, to the case when F has finite charac-
teristic; we suppose (as we expect, see Expectation 5.3.1) that pG,Mq{F
arises from the base change to F of some split hyperspherical datum, as in
Definition 3.9.3 , defined over some subring R Ă C.

In that case – using the notations of Part 1 – we begin by constructing a
θ-function on HU associated to the symplectic space S‘u{u`; this depends
on the choice of spin structure, through the choice of the additive character
ψ. At the level of functions, Weil’s theory constructs a “Jacobi” θ-function in
the space of automorphic forms for the semidirect product of the metaplectic
group ĂSp and the Heisenberg group on which it acts. Fixing a splitting of
ĂSp Ñ Sp over H permits us to pull back this θ-function to HU ; we then
use the Θ-series associated to

ř

HUzG to construct an automorphic form on
G. At the level of sheaves, the geometrization of the θ-series (at least on
ĂSp, rather than the larger semidirect product by the Heisenberg group) was
carried out by Lysenko [Lys06].

To carry this out one must have a splitting of the extension ĂSp Ñ Sp
over the adèlic points of H. It is our hope that the vanishing of anomaly
– understood in the sense of Definition 5.1.2 applied to pG,MqC – should
provide, in fact, a distinguished splitting (this is a reasonable hope at least
for the distinguished split form postulated in §5.3; otherwise one may need
to modify the anomaly vanishing condition to take into account issues of
rationality). The most favorable case is where H is simply connected; in
that case, the vanishing of anomaly for pG,MqC as in Definition 5.1.2 implies
that the metaplectic cover of SppAF q splits uniquely overHpAF q, in a fashion
that is compatible with the splitting of the metaplectic cover on F -points:

(a) The splitting of the cover can be deduced from §5.1.1. Here one
uses the fact that H is simply connected to pass statements from an
algebraically closed field to Fq as in [Del96a, 1.10].

(b) The resulting splitting is unique, because HpAF q has trivial abelian-
ization – again, this uses that H is simply connected.
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In general – that is to say, when H is not simply connected – both points
become less clear. Lemma E.3.1 is a partial result in the direction of (a).
More interesting, however, is (b): the question of choice of splitting. In the
classical theory of θ correspondence Kudla [Kud94] has introduced a certain
set of functional splittings, whose significance on the dual side is understood;
what is needed is to abstract these examples.

Our local conjecture suggests the following proposal for how to split meta-
plectic covers over local fields: For V a representation of the dual group Ĥ
with associated Hecke operator TV , we should have

(10.29) xTV δX , δXy ě 0

when δX is a spherical vector in the metaplectic representation. If such a
splitting exists it is unique.

Remark 10.9.4. Implicitly, the condition (10.29) depends on a choice of
q1{2, which enters through the definition of the metaplectic representation;
by default we take the positive choice. If we used its negative, the splitting
is modified through HpF q θ

Ñ Fˆ
val
Ñ Z{2Z, where θ is a character of H as in

Lemma 5.1.5.

11. L-functions and L-sheaves

This section is the spectral analogue of §10: starting with a hyperspherical
pǦ, M̌q, with M̌ polarized, we will define an “L-sheaf” on the spectral side
of the Langlands program, and explain the sense in which it geometrizes an
L-function.

‚ §11.1 sets up some general notation supplementing that of §10.1.
‚ §11.2 sets up notation on ε-factors.
‚ §11.3: we define the space LocX̌

Ǧ
of Ǧ-local systems with X̌-section,

which is an analogue of BunXG defined previously.
‚ §11.4: we define the L-sheaf, which again comes in normalized and
unnormalized forms; the normalized form will be discussed in §11.5.

‚ §11.6 defines the L-sheaf in the case of a twisted polarization, which
is quite subtle and requires the idea of shearing (§A). Roughly, the
role of twisting is to shift cohomological degrees in the L-sheaf. In
particular, the role of the Artin–Schreier sheaf on the automorphic
is played on the spectral side by the spectral exponential sheaf intro-
duced in §A.2.

‚ §11.7 discusses the role of spin structures.
‚ §11.8: we compute fibers of the L-sheaf and show that these give
(geometrizations of) L-functions, thus the name “L-sheaf.”

‚ §11.9 explains the process of spectral Whittaker induction, which
can be used to reduce the study of L-sheaves to the vectorial case
(parallel to §10.8).
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‚ §11.10 explains independence of polarization, a categorified form of
the functional equation for L-functions (parallel to §10.9 but the
computations are less familiar).

11.1. Setup. We will follow the general notation set up in §10.1, but will
fix some extra notation related to the spectral side.

11.1.1. Derived stacks. Since the L-sheaf involves algebraic rather than topo-
logical constructions, it is sensitive to the derived structures on the spaces
involved. Therefore, although these ideas are similar to those of the last
chapter, the level of technicality involved in implementing them is greater.
The foundational theory is quite involved, and we will have to use it as a black
box, most notably the theory of quasi-coherent sheaves (and their variants,
ind-coherent sheaves) on such spaces. A standard reference for this material
is the book [GR17] of Gaitsgory and Rozenblyum. To avoid being buried in
a mountain of technicality, and to help preserve the sanity of the authors,
we will often take the liberty of either sketching certain constructions, or
proving them under specific assumptions, with the understanding that we
expect their extension to other cases to be routine for the experts, and that
we will clearly flag any issues that do not seem to be straightforward.

A prestack over k means a functor of 8-categories from “derived commu-
tative rings” to anima (the homotopy theory of simplicial sets, topological
spaces or 8-groupoids). There are different models for “derived commu-
tative rings”; since we work in characteristic zero it is convenient to take
differential graded commutative rings which are connective (in degree ď 0
with degree-increasing differential). A derived stack is a prestack satisfying
a sheaf condition. Most of our derived stacks will be in fact quotients of
derived schemes by an affine algebraic group.

We briefly recall informally some features of sheaf theory, and refer to
§B.3 in the Appendix for more details. A “quasicoherent sheaf” on a derived
stack means, informally, a compatible system of quasi-coherent sheaves on
affines SpecpAq Ñ X mapping to X – i.e., the 8-category of quasi-coherent
sheaves is defined as the limit of (the 8-derived category of) A-modules over
all affines over X. On singular schemes and stacks X (such as the stacks
of local systems arising as Langlands parameters) it’s crucial to enlarge the
category QCpXq of quasi-coherent sheaves to that of ind-coherent sheaves
QC !pXq, which account more fully for the singularities (by replacing the role
of perfect complexes by that of arbitrary coherent complexes). See [GR17,
Part II] for a detailed study. The definition of QC ! is more subtle than that
of QC, and in particular requires that X satisfy finite type assumptions. See
§B.3.2 for a summary.

The theory of ind-coherent sheaves is the natural home for Serre duality
on singular spaces, and in particular the dualizing sheaf ωX P QC !pXq is
naturally ind-coherent, as are the L-sheaves we introduce in this section as
pushforwards of dualizing sheaves. These sheaves may lose crucial informa-
tion if we try to project them to QC (in fact this projection vanishes in
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the presence of a nontrivial Arthur SL2.) We will use the !-tensor product
structure b! on QC ! (for which ω is the unit) but also the tensor product
action of QC on QC !, which we denote by a plain b.

11.1.2. LocǦ in the different contexts. We continue the discussion of §10.1.5,
now on the spectral side, and again pointing to Appendix §C for details. In
all cases LocǦ will be a derived stack over k.

‚ Finite context: F is the algebraic closure of a finite field and k “ Q`.
The space LocǦ is taken to be the space of “restricted local systems”
(or local systems with “restricted variation”), defined as a pre-stack
in [AGK`20b, §1.3]. It classifies a certain class of representations of
the geometric fundamental group of Σ and in particular comes with
a Frobenius action, when the curve is defined over Fq. (Again, any
mention of Frobenius in the text will, naturally, assume this.) In
op. cit. Theorem 1.3.2 various geometric properties are given; it is
in particular “locally of finite type” and one can talk of ind-coherent
sheaves as in [GR17].
Warning: This situation comes with technical details not encoun-

tered in the situations below. We have not examined these issues in
detail but will flag them at relevant points in the text, e.g. (ii) of
§11.3.

‚ De Rham context: F “ k “ C. We take LocǦ to be the space of
de Rham local systems (i.e., Ǧ-bundles with flat connections); this
is defined as a mapping stack (from the de Rham space ΣdR to BǦ)
in [AG15, 10.1.1] and also studied in [BD, §2]. As observed in the
later reference [BD, 2.11.2], if the genus is ě 2 and Ǧ is semisimple,
this is a classical stack, i.e., it is representable by the quotient of a
(non-affine!) underived scheme by Ǧ.

‚ Betti context: F “ C, k “ an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic zero. Here, LocǦ is the space of Betti Ǧ-local systems on
Σ, which can be again defined as a mapping stack, now from the
homotopy type ΣBetti of Σ to BǦ. In the case of genus ě 1 (see
§13 for the other case) we fix a basepoint and can consider this as
a space parameterizing π1pΣq-representations, where we retain stack
and derived structure; it can therefore be presented for a curve of
genus g as the conjugacy quotient of the space of representations of
π1 into Ǧ

(11.1) RepǦ :“ tpx1, y1, . . . , xg, ygq P Ǧ
2g : rx1, y1s . . . rxg, ygs “ eu.

Observe that its algebraic structure does not depend on the algebraic
structure of Σ. As in the de Rham case, if g ě 2 and Ǧ is semisimple,
RepǦ is in fact a locally complete intersection affine ring, and LocǦ
is a classical(=underived) Artin stack.82

82This can be deduced from the corresponding assertion in the de Rham case.
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Remark 11.1.3. The space LocǦ of local systems with restricted variation
that we use in the finite context in fact makes sense for any field, and for F “
C sits inside both the Betti and de Rham spaces of local systems (see §C.2).
This space only sees formal neighborhoods of irreducible representations. In
general, restricted variation means the semisimplification of a local system is
fixed in any family, see [AGK`20b, 0.5.3]. Still, this is sufficient to compare
with numerical predictions, and, more to the point, there is no known way
to go beyond formal neighborhoods of semisimple parts in the finite setting.

11.1.4. Cohomology of Σ. We understand H˚pΣ,´q to mean singular coho-
mology of a Betti local system, de Rham cohomology of a de Rham local
system, or (geometric) étale cohomology of an étale sheaf, according to con-
text. (Recall “geometric” means that, even if our curve is defined over Fq,
we base change to F “ Fq.)

11.1.5. The Frobenius action on Loc. In the finite context (with Σ defined
over Fq Ă F “ Fq), there is an action of Frobenius on LocǦ:

(11.2) Fr : LocǦ Ñ LocǦ.

We will write it out as part of our running battle with signs. We will under-
stand this to be defined by means of (equivalently):

‚ pullback of étale sheaves by the morphism

(11.3) idb pλ ÞÑ λqq˚

on ΣF “ ΣˆSpec F Spec F, or
‚ The inverse to the pullback by geometric Frobenius acting on étale
sheaves. Recall that geometric Frobenius is the morphism which
raises coordinates to the qth power with respect to a fixed F-projective
embedding.

A k-point of LocǦ fixed by this action amounts to giving a Ǧ-local system
ρ with k coefficients equipped with an isomorphism Fr ρ » ρ. Suppose in ad-
dition that F is a Frobenius-equivariant coherent sheaf on LocǦ. Then there
is an induced “Frobenius” on the ρ-fiber Fρ. By definition, we understand
this to mean the composite

(11.4) Fρ “ FFrρ “ Fr˚Fρ
„
Ñ Fρ,

where the first map uses the Frobenius-equivariant structure on ρ, i.e. the
structure that renders it fixed by Frobenius, and the final map uses the
Frobebius-equivariant structure on the sheaf F ; moreover, in (11.4), Fr is as
in (11.2), and should not be confused with the geometric Frobenius on Σ
itself.

For example, if Ǧ “ GLn, the the cohomology (or rather cochains) of the
n-dimensional local system associated to each ρ P LocGLn can be regarded
as the fibers of a certain coherent sheaf F on LocǦ. With our conventions,
the action of Frobenius on Fρ is naturally identified with the pullback action
of geometric Frobenius on H˚pΣF̄, ρq.
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11.1.6. Tate twists. As explained in (2.4), x1y denotes the simultaneous ap-
plication of the following three shifts:

‚ a cohomological shift r1s;
‚ a Tate twist by 1{2, where applicable (e.g., if we are dealing with
Frobenius equivariant objects);

‚ a change of parity, where applicable (i.e., if we apply it to a sheaf,
we regard that sheaf as a super-sheaf and change its parity).

11.1.7. Conventions for arithmetic class field theory. We will use class field
theory, i.e., the Langlands correspondence for GL1, and again we will try
to get signs right, for which reason we briefly recall it here. Suppose we
are in the finite context. We normalize local and global class field theory
so that geometric Frobenius elements in the Galois group are carried to
uniformizers in the local fields or adeles. In this version, the cyclotomic
character of a nonarchimedean local field with residue characteristic q, which
sends geometric Frobenius to q´1, is matched with the normalized valuation
character x ÞÑ |x| (sending a uniformizer to q´1). Globally the cyclotomic
character is also matched with x ÞÑ |x|Aˆ . This convention coincides with
Tate’s in [Tat79]. As discussed in §10.3, the adelic uniformization

(11.5) Aˆ Ñ PicpΣqpFq

carries the adele corresponding to a uniformizer $x at a closed point x P Σ,
to the line bundle Opxq.

11.1.8. Conventions for geometric class field theory. Continue in the setting
of §11.1.7, i.e., we are in the finite context. To each Gm-local system ρ on Σ is
associated a Hecke eigensheaf χρ on BunGm , which

83 for r " 1 descends from
ρbr via Σr Ñ BunGm , pP1, . . . , Prq Ñ Op

ř

Piq. In particular, the function
BunGmpFqq Ñ kˆ, attached to χρ (the trace of geometric Frobenius), after
pullback to the idèles Aˆ, gives the idèle class character associated by class
field theory to ρ.

The construction just described gives rise, more generally, to an equiva-
lence of categories:

(11.6) GCFT : AUTpBunGmq » QC !pLocGmq

which holds in all contexts, but with appropriate conditions for sheaf the-
ory on both sides. In the de Rham setting, the equivalence GCFT is a
mild extension of the Fourier-Mukai transform of Laumon [Lau96] and Roth-
stein [Rot96] identifying D-modules on the Jacobian of Σ with quasicoher-
ent sheaves on the moduli scheme of flat line bundles on Σ; in the Betti
case [BZN18, 4.3] it is a simple consequence of the identification of the first
homology of Σ and the fundamental group of its Jacobian. The étale version
is likewise elementary but currently missing an explicit reference. See the

83We use BunGm as opposed to PicGm to emphasize that we are interested also in the
stacky aspect of its structure - the notation Pic is often used to refer to a scheme.
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discussion of Conjecture C.3.1 for more details on the geometric Langlands
conjecture of which this is the GL1 case.

We take the opportunity to fix some signs. The Hecke operator Tx at
x P Σ is “translation by x” arising the map D ÞÑ D ` x on divisors. It acts
by pullback on sheaves, thus sending a sheaf supported on Pic0 to a sheaf
supported on Pic´1. The action of Tx on χρ corresponds, on the right hand
side of (11.6), to tensoring with the fiber ρx of ρ at the point x.

Remark 11.1.9. As a (rather minor) warning, while this normalization of
geometric class field theory is (up to sign) the standard one, it will not
coincide with the normalization of the Langlands correspondence for G “

Gm posited in the global geometric duality conjecture Conjecture 12.1.1.
Including these twists here would be needlessly heavy for the minor way in
which we use it.

11.1.10. Ǧ and M̌ . Ǧ and M̌ will be hyperspherical over k; since k is al-
gebraically closed of characteristic zero, there are no issues of rationality to
consider – this is defined as in Part 1.

We will moreover restrict in the current section to the case that pǦ, M̌q
is polarized, possibly with a twisting (see the end of §11.10 and further
discussion for discussion of the general case). That is to say,

M̌ “ T ˚X̌ or T ˚pX̌, Ψ̌q,
where X̌ is a Ǧ ˆ Ggr-space, and, if applicable, Ψ is a Ǧ ˆ Ggr-equivariant
Ga-torsor over X̌, where Ǧ acts trivially on Ga and Ggr acts by squaring
on Ga. We will write the Ǧ ˆ Ggr action on M̌ on the left. We
recall that the convention for passing from left to right actions is
to invert the action of Ǧ but not of Ggr, cf. §2.9.

Finally, we will allow ourselves to assume that X̌ has an eigenform. As
previously discussed (see §3.8.2, and §10.1.3 for the corresponding computa-
tion for period sheaves) this should be considered a matter of convenience.

11.2. Epsilon factors. In this section we set up basic notions regarding
ε-factors that will be used to define normalized L-sheaves.

11.2.1. Recollections on L and ε-factors. Now, restrict to the case of Σ de-
fined over Fq, and let T be an étale local system of k-vector spaces on Σ.
Recall that we denote by Γ the Weil group of the function field of the curve.
In this setting we have an L-function and an ε-factor

Lps, T q and εps, ψ, T q P kpqsq,

defined using ψ as in (10.2), which, we recall, depends in particular on a
fixed spin structure on Σ. We follow the conventions of number theory in
writing this as a function of qs, although it would be more reasonable in our
current situation to treat qs as a formal variable. The spin structure being
fixed, we abridge εps, ψ, T q to εps, T q.
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We understand the ε-factor to be as defined by Tate [Tat79, §3.6] taking
the measure dx therein to be self-dual Haar measure. We then have

(11.7) εps, T q “ detpT qpBq ¨ qp1{2´sqp2g´2qdimT ,

where, in writing detpT qpBq, we identify the determinant of T with an idèle
class character via class field theory, and the element B was defined after
(10.1). We will also use notation such as εp0, T(q in a way similar to the use
(2.11) for L-functions. Thus, if T is a representation of ΓˆGgr then we set

εps, T(q :“
ź

k

εps` k{2, Tkq

with Tk the kth graded component.
Now, our choice of a square root of the different distinguishes a square

root
a

εps, T q associated to the spin structure, namely

(11.8)
a

εps, T q “ pdetT qpB1{2q ¨ qp1{2´sqpg´1qdimT .

We have Lps, T q “ εps, T qLp1 ´ s, T_q and εps, T qεp1 ´ s, T_q “ 1. In par-
ticular the “normalized L-function”

(11.9) Lnormps, T q :“ Lε´1{2ps, T q :“ εps, T q´1{2Lps, T q

is actually invariant under pT, sq Ø pT_, 1´ sq.

Remark 11.2.2. Let us note that the Grothendieck–Lefschetz trace formula
interprets Lps, T q as the alternating product

ś

i detp1 ´ q´sFr|H iqp´1qi`1 ,
with H i the cohomology of the geometric curve ΣFq with coefficients in
T , and Fr the pullback action of geometric Frobenius, which gives us the
interpretation

(11.10) εp0, T q “
ź

i

detpFr|H iqp´1qi`1
,

that is to say, the inverse of the trace of Frobenius on the determinant of
cohomology.

11.2.3. Geometric class field theory for line bundles. We will next introduce
the analogue of this

a

εps, T q in the geometric setting. It will be a line bundle
on LocGm denoted by ε1{2, depending on a choice of spin structure K1{2 (see
§11.7 for a formulation independent of this choice). Although our numerical
discussion of ε was restricted to the finite context, ε1{2 will be defined in all
contexts.

The construction is based on the following basic feature of geometric class
field theory, which we describe from several perspectives:

Proposition 11.2.4. There is a unique homomorphism of groups84 (to be
denoted L ÞÑ rLs)
(11.11) PicpΣq ÝÑ PicpLocGmq, L ÞÑ rLs.

84In this statement, Pic is to be understood as a “mere” abelian group, i.e., isomorphism
classes of line bundles, without additional algebraic structure: this is all we need.
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for L a line bundle on Σ, with the property that Opxq is sent to the line
bundle whose fiber over ρ P LocGm is the fiber of ρ at x.

Indeed, the definition uniquely specifies what rOpDqs is, and one checks
independence of D using the fact that, for fixed L0, the space of D for
which OpDq » L0 is a projective space and in particular simply connected
if nonempty. The map is easy to describe concretely in each context.

– In the de Rham setting this homomorphism comes from the pullback
of the Poincaré line bundle (expressing the self-duality of Pic) under
the projection LocGm Ñ BunGm from rank one flat connections to
degree zero line bundles.

– In the Betti context the bundle rLs is obtained by taking the bundle
associated to the representation z ÞÑ zdegL on BGm and pulling it
back via the map LocGm Ñ BGm given by taking fiber at a fixed
point of Σ

– In the finite context, the bundle rLs is again pulled back from BGm

just as in the Betti case.85

Note that in the Betti and finite cases the class of rOpxqs is actually
independent of x.

In the finite case, if we suppose that L to be defined over Fq, then there is
a natural way to equip rLs with the structure of Frobenius-equivariant line
bundle on LocGm ; if, for example, L “ Opxq for x P ΣpFqq, then this arises
from the tautological identification of the fibers of ρ and Frpρq at x.

For ρ a Gm-local system defined over Fq, in particular defining a Frobenius
fixed point on LocGm , we have for this equivariant structure

trace of geom. Frobenius on rLsρ “ χρpLq

where χρ : PicpΣq Ñ kˆ is the character associated to ρ by class field theory,
normalized as in §11.1.7. For example, if L “ Opxq for x P ΣpFqq, then trace
of geometric Frobenius on rLsρ is then the trace of geometric Frobenius on
the fiber of ρ at x, i.e. by the normalization of class field theory (§11.1.7),
χρ evaluated at the uniformizer πx, which by (11.5) uniformizes L.

Remark 11.2.5 (Construction via geometric class field theory). A more
structured approach to the homomorphism r´s is given by categorical geo-
metric class field theory – that is to say, the abelian case of the geometric
Langlands correspondence.

We discuss first the de Rham situation. In that case, with our normaliza-
tions (cf. §11.1.8) to each L P PicpΣq we may consider the skyscraper sheaf
iL´1,˚k at L´1 (the inverse is an artifact of our normalizations). We take
its image under geometric Langlands correspondence (11.6), one version of

85This does not depend on the point at which we take fiber.
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which is an equivalence of symmetric monoidal categories86

pDpBunGmq, ˚q » pQCpLocGmq,bq.

where the monoidal structure on the source is given by convolution; and the
skyscraper is an invertible object of the source with respect to this monoidal
structure. Therefore, the resulting sheaf on LocGm is an invertible object
of the category of quasi-coherent sheaves, i.e., a line bundle; this is just our
rLs.

In the Betti and étale settings, we must first apply the spectral projection
before applying geometric Langlands. We will discuss the notion of spectral
projection at more length in §12.4. For example in the Betti setting, we
simply replace Pic by its homotopy type, and replace D-modules on Pic
by local systems. In particular we replace the skyscraper iL´1,˚k by the
corresponding “universal cover local system”, where the inclusion of L´1 is
replaced by the path fibration at tL´1u.

11.2.6. The spectral bundle ε1{2.

Definition 11.2.7. The half-epsilon line bundle associated to a choice of
spin structure K1{2 is defined as

ε1{2 “ line bundle rK1{2s on LocGm associated to K1{2 via (11.11).

Having fixed a half-different d1{2 “
ř

vPΣ
nv
2 v, we have an explicit descrip-

tion

(11.12) fiber of ε1{2 at L »
â

vPΣ

Lnv{2v

We will sometimes write, for T a local system of vector spaces,

ε1{2pT q :“ fiber of ε1{2 at detpT q.

ε1{2 categorifies the square root of a central ε factor, i.e., a ε-factor as in
§11.2.1 evaluated at its center of symmetry s “ 1{2. On the other hand, the
square root of an ε-factor at s “ 0 is categorified by

(11.13) ε1{2pT qxp1´ gqdimpT qy.

From our comments above, in the finite context, the trace of geometric Frobe-
nius on the line ε1{2pT q resp. ε1{2pT qxp1 ´ gqdimpT qy is given by

b

εp1
2 , T q

resp.
a

εp0, T q, where the choice of square root is determined as in (11.8)
via the spin structure.

Remark 11.2.8. These constructions are closely related to determinant of
cohomology, cf. (11.10): ε1{2 is, up to a global twist by a line, identified with
the inverse square root of the determinant of cohomology on LocGm .

Let us explicate this as directly as possible in the de Rham case. Take a
vector bundle E equipped with flat connection. Computing its cohomology

86Here, in contrast to (11.6), it is convenient to take the ind-safe category on the left,
and quasi-coherent rather than ind-coherent sheaves on the right.
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by the de Rham complex, we find that the determinant of cohomology D
for the associated local system is then the product of the determinant of
cohomology for E, and the inverse of the determinant of cohomology for
E b Ω1:

D » detH˚pEq b
`

detH˚pE b Ω1q
˘_
,

where on the right we have coherent cohomology. Fixing a rational section
s of Ω1 with divisor

ř

i niPi gives rise to an isomorphism of line bundles
Op

ř

niPiq
ˆs
ÝÑ Ω1. We compute detpE b Ω1q by repeatedly using the exact

sequence E Ñ Eppiq Ñ Epi b Kpi , where Epi is the stalk of E at pi, and
Kpi the stalk of the canonical bundle. This leads to an identification D »
Â

pdetEpiq
´ni b `, where the line ` depends on the tangent spaces at the

various pis, but not on E – in fact, it is identified with the determinant of
cohomology for the trivial local system. Therefore, if all nis are even, the line
bipdetEq´ni{2 gives a square root of D, at least up to a line that depends
only on the curve and choice of section s, but not on the local system.

11.3. LocX̌
Ǧ
and the L-sheaf. Let X̌ be a ǦˆGgr-space as in §10.1.3. The

discussion that follows will largely apply unchanged to a general Ǧ ˆ Ggr-
space X̌ but, with very rare and clearly noted exceptions, we will only use
it in the narrow situation just quoted, that is to say, spaces derived from
hyperspherical varieties.

We define the spectral analogue of “G-bundles with X-section,” namely,
we define LocX̌

Ǧ
to be the moduli space of Ǧ-local systems together with a

(flat or locally constant) section of the associated X̌-bundle. In all cases, if
X̌ “ ǦXzǦ, then this space LocX̌

Ǧ
will be LocǦX together with its natural

map to LocǦ.
Before giving a precise definition we note that in the Betti and de Rham

cases the geometry is quite tame: LocX̌
Ǧ
Ñ LocǦ is a global quotient by Ǧ of

a morphism of derived schemes. In the finite context the morphism remains
schematic, but the geometry of LocǦ itself is complicated, as we have already
noted.

(i) We will discuss the Betti context in the most detail, as it is most
explicit.

One can construct LocX̌
Ǧ

as a mapping stack in derived algebraic
geometry (as in [AG15, Appendix B]) from the Betti space associated
to Σ (its homotopy type) to X̌{Ǧ:

LocX̌
Ǧ
“ MappΣBetti, X̌{Ǧq ÝÑ LocǦ “ MappΣBetti, pt{Ǧq.

This LocX̌
Ǧ

is in fact representable as the quotient of an affine
derived scheme by an algebraic group, as we shall explicitly sketch
now in the case when the genus of Σ is ě 2 and Ǧ is semisimple (for
the case when Σ has genus zero, see Remark 13.4.1).
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Let RepǦ be the space of representations of π1pΣq into Ǧ. Specif-
ically, after fixing a basepoint ‹ P Σ, homomorphisms π1pΣ, ‹q Ñ
ǦpSq for S a k-algebra correspond to S-points on the the fiber of
the “product of commutators” mapping Ǧ2g ÝÑ Ǧ, considered as a
map of k-varieties. We take RepǦ to be this fiber; a priori one this
could be taken as a derived scheme, but since we suppose that Ǧ is
semisimple and the genus is ě 2, it coincides with a usual scheme.
Let R be the ring of functions on the affine k-variety RepǦ; then we
get a universal representation π1pΣq Ñ ǦpRq.

The product X̌ˆRepǦ correspondingly carries an action of π1pΣq,
using this universal representation, and we can consider the derived
fixed points, i.e., we take derived π1pΣq-coinvariants on the ring of
functions OrX̌ ˆ RepǦs.

87

Call the resulting scheme pX̌ ˆ RepǦq
π1 ; and explicitly we may

present
LocX̌

Ǧ
:“ pX̌ ˆ RepǦq

π1{Ǧ

as the quotient of the resulting derived scheme by Ǧ.
An even more explicit presentation when X̌ is a vector space will

be given in §11.10.
The fiber of LocX̌

Ǧ
above a classical local system ρ : π1pΣq ÝÑ Ǧpkq

is then the “space of flat sections” of ρ. When the genus of Σ is
ě 1, so that Σ is topologically a Kpπ1, 1q, this can be equivalently
described as the derived locus of fixed points of the π1-action of ρ
on X̌. These “derived fixed points” represent the functor sending a
differential graded k-algebra A to the homotopy fixed points of π1

acting on the simplicial set X̌pAq by means of ρ.
(ii) In the étale context the definition of Loc is more complicated. We

will define LocX̌
Ǧ

only in the homogeneous case (i.e., trivial vectorial
part) where, if we have X̌ “ Ǧ{ǦX , we take LocX̌

Ǧ
“ LocǦX with its

natural map to LocǦ.
We do not expect any essential difficulty in transposing defini-

tions similar to (i) or (iii) to this setting, which has been studied
by [AGK`20b], in greater generality, but we have not checked the
details.

(iii) In the de Rham context, the space of flat sections is similarly con-
structed as a mapping space replacing the role of ΣBetti above by the

87The model example is as follows: π1 acts on a vector space X̌, then the derived
invariants of π1 on the ring of functions krX̌s will be the symmetric algebra on the complex
computing homology of π1 with coefficients in X̌. An explicit model for derived invariants
in general can be given as follows: Use the equivalence between commutative connective
differential graded k-algebras and simplicial commutative algebras over k, then pass to a
“free resolution” replacing O with a cofibrant simplicial k-algebra, and then finally passing
to ObEπ1 , where Eπ1 is the usual contractible simplicial set with π1-action, and taking
levelwise π1-coinvariants.
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de Rham functor ΣdR so that the fiber over a flat Ǧ-bundle is the
space of flat sections of the associated flat X̌-bundle.

Again, this stack is representable as the quotient of a derived
scheme by an algebraic group. The construction of this scheme can
be carried out using the theory of jet schemes (thought of as com-
mutative DΣ-algebras or equivalently commutative chiral algebras)
which we explain pointwise: associated to X̌ and a de Rham Ǧ local
system ρ is a commutative DΣ-algebra, the sections of the jet scheme
for the associated flat X̌-bundle, and the construction of spaces of
horizontal sections (the commutative case of chiral homology, see
[BD, §2.4.1 and §4.6]) provides a dg ring representing the space of
flat sections of ρ. We expect this discussion to extend to families
without difficulty.

The definition as mapping stack in the Betti and de Rham context formally
implies a computation of the tangent complex, as in [AG15, Appendix B]. We
will use the following case: for a k-point of LocX̌

Ǧ
, the pullback of the tangent

complex of LocX̌
Ǧ

to Specpkq is given by the cochain complex of (Betti or de
Rham) Σ with coefficients in the pullback of the tangent bundle of X̌{Ǧ.
For example, in the Betti case, take a representation ρ : π1 Ñ Ǧpkq and a
k-point x P X̌pkq fixed via ρ; the pair px, ρq gives rise to a k-point of LocX̌

Ǧ
lifting ρ. The cohomology of the tangent complex, pulled back to Specpkq,
computes

(11.14) H˚pΣ, rǧÑ Txsρq,

where the subscript ρ indicates that both the Lie algebra of Ǧ and the
tangent space Tx are considered as π1pΣq-representations by means of the
representation ρ, and rǧ Ñ Txs is referring to a 2-term complex with Tx
in degree zero. In the finite context, a similar result can be deduced in
the homogeneous case using the computation of [AGK`20b] of the tangent
complex.

11.4. The L-sheaf. The spectral analog of the period sheaf is the push-
forward of the dualizing sheaf along π : LocX̌

Ǧ
Ñ LocǦ; we define the unnor-

malized L-sheaf as the sheared ˚-pushforward of the dualizing sheaf along
π:

(11.15) LX̌ :“ pπ˚ωLocX̌
q( P QC !pLocǦq.

Here the shear( is obtained by shifting cohomological degrees thus:88 the
Ggr-action on X̌ induces a Ggr-action on LocX̌

Ǧ
covering the trivial action

on LocǦ. Accordingly, the ˚-pushforward of the dualizing sheaf obtains a
Ggr-action that can be used to shear it. That is to say, we may write π˚ω as
a direct sum

À

npπ˚ωqn of weight spaces, where Ggr acts by the character

88Again, signs: we regard the Ggr action as a left action, and the shearing on the
dualizing sheaf arises from regarding sections as equipped with the left Ggr action.
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x ÞÑ xn on p. . . qn, and the shear is then defined as
À

npπ˚ωqnxny. For the
meaning of the angle bracket notation see §11.1.6; for much more than you
want about shearing, see §6.

Remark 11.4.1. Let us try to compare this definition with the automorphic
period sheaf in §10.3. The automorphic period sheaf involves the stack BunXG
whose definition in (10.6) involves a twist by K1{2, reflecting the Gm-action
on X. A parallel definition might be to define LocX̌

Ǧ
not as we have in §11.3,

but instead a “sheared” version where its ring of functions is cohomologically
sheared by means of the Gm-action. Such a construction will land us in
general outside of ordinary derived algebraic geometry, which is built on
affines given by connective (nonpositively graded) commutative dg algebras,
and much care needs to be taken because naive generalizations of usual
constructions often fail. However, one can reasonably define the relevant
category of sheaves on such a space, using the general formalism of shearing
categories. So, one might think of the construction above as a substitute for
actually constructing the shear of LocX̌

Ǧ
.

In fact, in this spirit, we can reinterpret the above definition in the fol-
lowing way. Let p

LocX̌
: LocX̌

Ǧ
Ñ pt be the morphism to a point; then the

L-sheaf is the image of the dualizing sheaf of a point under the following:

(11.16) QC!pLocX̌
Ǧ
q(

π
(
˚

''
QC!pptq(

pp!

LocX̌
q( 88

QC!pLocǦq
( ) // QC!pLocǦq

The last map) refers to the identification of sheared and ordinary categories
arising from the trivialization of the Gm-action on LocǦ, as in Example 6.3.8.
To see this actually gives the same result as (11.15), we use functoriality of
shearing, as in Example 6.3.10, and apply the discussion of (6.9) to the
diagram:

(11.17) QC!pptqGm
( //

π˚p!

LocX̌��

QC!pptqGm(

pπ˚p!

LocX̌
q(

��
QC!pLocǦq

Gm // QC!pLocǦq
Gm( ) // QC!pLocǦq

In our setting, the “explicit” construction of (11.15) seems to be the correct
one, but it may be in more general situations (for example, the study of more
general boundary conditions, in the language of §1.3), that the appropriate
way to proceed is through some sheared nonconnective geometry of this kind.
This may also be related to puzzling unexplained shifts that we find when
we pass outside the case of X affine, cf. §E.1.
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11.5. Normalized L-sheaf. As in §10.4, the L-sheaf has a normalized ver-
sion. We give a definition that depends on a choice of spin structure; see
§11.7 for an invariant definition.

Again we suppose that X̌ admits a Ǧ-eigenform with scaling character
defined by (3.35), which we will denote here by η̌ to avoid confusion with
the automorphic side

(11.18) η̌ : ǦÑ Gm,

This gives a map η̌ : LocǦ Ñ LocGm and we will denote also by ε1{2 the
pull-back line bundle pη̌q˚ε1{2 on LocǦ (see §11.2.6). We put

(11.19) Lnorm
X̌

“ pπ˚ωq
( b ε_1{2x´βX̌y.

This can be compared with (10.12) – see Remark 11.5.2 below. As we will
see in §11.15, the L-sheaf itself can be regarded as a geometric version of
the L-function; and, with respect to this, Lnorm

X imitates the “normalized
L-function” Lnorm “ Lε´1{2 discussed after (11.8).

Remark 11.5.1. Sign warning! Our conventions about left and right
become confusing at this point. We define η̌ via (3.35), but we are now
using a left action of Ǧ. It may be helpful to note, in tracking signs, that
η̌ coincides with the determinant of the Ǧ-action on the tangent space to
any fixed point, with Ǧ acting by pushforward of tangent vectors. This
conclusion is very similar to the discussion before (3.36); the difference is
that various left- and right- actions have been switched.

Remark 11.5.2. (Compare also to Remark 10.4.2). The normalized L-sheaf
involves three twists, which are:

‚ the shearing twist(, which depends on the Ggr action on X̌;
‚ the ε1{2-twist, which reflects the failure of X_ to be unimodular;
‚ the twist by x´βX̌y.

These are roughly analogous to the three twists of Remark 10.4.2 but with
the order of the first two twists reversed. The negative sign of the third
one contrasts with the corresponding sign in Remark 10.4.2; this is due to
the fact that, before, we were shifting the constant sheaf, while here we are
shifting the dualizing sheaf.

11.5.3. Change of grading. We now discuss the effect of changing the grading
(Ggr-action) on X̌ through a central modification λ : Gm Ñ Ǧ, in parallel
with §10.4.3. Again, these remarks are not essential to understanding the
main conjecture. Recall that, starting from a fixed Ggr-action, we denote
by X̌rλs the space X̌ with the Ggr-action twisted by λ, which now denotes
a central cocharacter into Ǧ. We will prove in analogy with Lemma 10.4.4
that

(11.20) Lnorm
X̌rλs

» ŤLnorm
X̌
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with Ť a suitable spectral translation. To express this translation we first
digress back to geometric class field theory, cf. §11.1.8. (Note that, while
geometric class field theory is very helpful in interpreting the result, the proof
will not use it in any essential way; the reader can simply read the formal
proof starting from (11.23).)

Recall the degree sheaf deg on BunGm (Remark 10.4.1); it is an avatar of
the square root of the cyclotomic character. Since deg is locally constant,
we may directly apply the equivalence of geometric class field theory from
(11.6).

We will now identify GCFTpdegq. Let ι : pt Ñ LocGm be the inclusion of
the trivial local system. The skyscraper δ0 “ ι˚k at the trivial local system
carries an inertial action of Gm by automorphisms – it corresponds to the
regular representation of Gm under the identification of the trivial bundle
locus with the closed immersion BGm Ă LocGm . This corresponds under
class field theory to the decomposition of the constant sheaf on BunGm by
components — except with component of degree n corresponding to the
weight λ ÞÑ λ´n.89

Therefore, we can shear ι˚k by this inverted Gm-action obtaining an object
δ
(
0 corresponding to the Gm-representation W :“

À

n k´nxny, wherein k´n
is in Gm-weight ´n. This matches the description of the degree sheaf as a
shear of the constant sheaf, so that we obtain

(11.21) GCFTpdegq » δ
(
0.

Thanks to the symmetric monoidal property of GCFT, the spectral coun-
terpart to tensoring with deg is given by convolution δ(0 ‹´ with the sheared
skyscraper. For example, since ε1{2 is in Gm-degree pg ´ 1q and ε_1{2 in
Gm-degree 1´ g we get:

(11.22) δ
(
0 ‹ ε

_
1{2 “ ε_1{2xpg ´ 1qy,

The shift xg ´ 1y at the level of functions corresponds to the value of the
square root of cyclotomic on K1{2, which equals qp1´gq{2.

Let us now return to the nonabelian situation with a given central cochar-
acter λ : Gm Ñ Ǧ. Note that λ induces an action of the group object LocGm
on LocǦ, with respect to which we shall consider the convolution action Ť
of the inverse of δ(0, that is to say
(11.23)
Ť “ Ťλ : F ÞÑ pushforward of pδ(0q

´1 b F via LocGm b LocǦ Ñ LocǦ,

89To see why the sign arises with our normalizations, note that translation by the Hecke
operator Tx for x P Σ carries sheaves on Bun

pnq
Gm to sheaves on Bun

pn´1q
Gm , cf. §11.1.8, and

on the automorphic side tensors by the sheaf that sends a local system ρ to its fiber ρx,
which is in Gm degree 1. Correspondingly, increasing the degree in BunGm corresponds
to reducing the Gm-weight on Loc.
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Equivalently, we observe that BGm Ă LocGm also acts on LocǦ through
the embedding λ, and we may write

(11.24) Ť :“ convolution action of pδ(0q
´1, as a sheaf on BGm, on LocǦ

Then Ť has the effect of regrading sheaves on LocǦ according to the action
of λ : Gm Ñ Ǧ. In particular, this describes the action of the substitution
X ÞÑ Xrλs on pπ˚ωq(:

LXrλs “ ŤLX .

Now by (11.22), taking account that we now have inverted δ(0, and that
ε_1{2 is pulled back via η̌ (see before (11.19)), we get for an arbitrary sheaf F
on LocǦ the equality

Ť pF b ε_1{2q “ Ť pFq b ε_1{2xp1´ gqxη̌, λyy.

For the normalized L-sheaf we find

Lnorm
Xrλs “ LXrλs b ε_1{2x´βX̌rλsy “ pŤLXq b ε

_
1{2x´βX̌rλsy

“ Ť pLX b ε_1{2qx´βX̌rλs ` pg ´ 1qxη̌, λyy “ ŤLnorm
X

for just as in (10.14) we have βX̌rλs “ βX̌ ` pg ´ 1qxη̌, λy. This confirms
(11.20).

11.6. L-sheaves for twisted polarizations. We now discuss the construc-
tion of L-sheaves for twisted cotangents and Whittaker inductions, a spectral
counterpart to the twisted period sheaves in §10.5. Let us recall that the
construction of these twisted period sheaves amounted to “twist by a rank
one Artin–Schreier local system on BunXG ,” and moreover that Artin-Schreier
sheaf was pulled back from the space of torsors for the canonical bundle K.
We will do something similar, now, on the spectral side.

Let Ǧ ˆ Gm œ pX̌,Ψq be as in §3.2.1. The affine bundle Ψ Ñ X̌ defines
a Ǧ ˆ Gm-equivariant map from X̌ to the classifying space BGa (with the
squaring action of Ggr and trivial action of Ǧ), whence a map

LocX̌
Ǧ
Ñ LocGa .

Our goal is to define the L-sheaf by twisting the previous construction by
the pullback to LocX̌

Ǧ
of a “spectral exponential” (or spectral Artin–Schreier)

sheaf on LocGa . The discussion will be parallel to the corresponding discus-
sion of period sheaves, but much more confusing, because

(i) of the presence of shearing in the definition of the L-sheaf, and
(ii) it is not clear what the spectral exponential sheaf on LocGa should

be.
The key point is that difficulty (i) and (ii) cancel each other out: our con-
struction of the spectral exponential sheaf (spelled out in §A.2) exists only
after shearing.
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Remark 11.6.1. In the case X̌ “ ǓzǦ with the standard Ψ, the only work
that we are aware of is due to V. Lafforgue [Laf09] – it can be checked that our
definition matches with that suggested therein – and work in preparation of
Hilburn-Yoo [HY]. In fact, Lafforgue’s computation makes clear the following
striking point: the Whittaker sheaf is an object of ind-coherent category QC !

whose projection to QC is not bounded below.

11.6.2. Construction of the spectral exponential sheaf. We will describe the
construction in the Betti case, leaving the modifications to the reader. A
choice of orientation on Σ determines a map

(11.25) LocGa Ñ A1r´1s

which will play a role similar to (10.16). Here A1r´1s is the derived scheme
whose ring of functions is krx´1s, see §2.3.10.

Here is how the map (11.25) arises. Given a complex V ´1 Ñ V 0 Ñ . . .
of vector spaces over k, we can functorially associate a derived stack over
k, which can be understood as the quotient of the derived scheme whose
ring of functions is the dual symmetric algebra on rV 0 Ñ V 1 Ñ . . . s by
the action of V ´1 considered as a vector group. The isomorphism class
of the resulting derived stack depends only on the quasi-isomorphism class
of the original complex. (For the functor of points in more generality see
[Tofrm[o]–4, Section 3.3].) Now the space of local systems LocGa for Ga is
the vectorial derived stack associated, in this fashion, to the cochain complex
C˚pΣqr1s; mapping this complex to its truncation H2pΣqr1s in degrees ě 1
gives a morphism from LocGa to H2pΣ, kqr´1s » A1r´1s.

For example, in the Betti case, the morphism (11.25) follows immediately
from the presentation (11.1), taking into account that the commutator is
trivial and that the conjugation action is trivial; namely, the generator x´1

is sent to the degree ´1 element of the ring of functions associated to the
relation from (11.1).

On A1r´1s there is an object that plays the role of the exponential sheaf,
but exists only after some fiddling:

exp P QC !pA1r´1sq(

It is defined in §A.2; the shearing is for the squaring action of Gm on A1.
Roughly, it is “Koszul dual to a skyscraper at 1” and the various adornments
!,( are formal adjustments to the category that allow this to make sense:

‚ By Koszul duality, the category QC ! for A1r´1s is identified with the
“category of sheaves on A1r2s,” which, formally speaking, is defined
as a sheared version of the category of sheaves on A1.

‚ The shearing has the effect of replacing A1r2s by A1.
‚ Finally, exp corresponds to the skyscraper at 1 P A1.

11.6.3. Construction of the L-sheaf. Before reading the following, the reader
may want to glance at the reformulation of the untwisted definition given in
(11.16). It is this reformulation that the twisted definition will parallel.
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Let ΨC denote the compositeGm-equivariant morphism LocX̌ Ñ LocA1 Ñ

A1r´1s (squaring action on A1). The resulting diagram

(11.26) LocX̌

ΨC

zz

q

##
A1r´1s LocǦ

is also Gm-equivariant, with respect to the trivial action on LocǦ. It induces
Gm-equivariant functors on categories of ind-coherent sheaves and then (by
the functoriality of the shearing process) also on sheared categories (see §A
for background)
(11.27)

QC!pLocX̌q
(

q
(
˚

''
QC!pA1r´1sq(

pΨC
!
q(

77

QC!pLocǦq
( ) // QC!pLocǦq

The last map) refers to the identification of sheared and ordinary categories
arising from the trivialization of the Gm-action on LocǦ, as in Example 6.3.8.

We are finally ready for the definition.

Definition 11.6.4. Let Ǧ œ pX̌,Ψq. We define the associated L-sheaf by
pushing forward the Whittaker-exponential sheaf from LocX̌

Ǧ
along the se-

quence (11.27). In symbols,

(11.28) LX̌,Ψ “) ˝ q
(
˚ ˝ pΨ

!
Cq

(pexpq.

The normalized L-sheaf is defined by twisting the definition of exp by ε_1{2
and shifting the end result by ´βX̌ , cf. (11.19).

In the case X̌ “ Ǧ{Ǔ with Ψ a nondegenerate character of U this ob-
ject can be reasonably termed the spectral Whittaker sheaf, i.e., a spectral
analogue of the automorphic Whittaker sheaf that, in turn, geometrizes the
Whittaker period in the theory of automorphic forms. Unfortunately, it is
quite difficult to compute with. Our primary evidence that is the right defini-
tion comes – besides the parallel with the automorphic definition – from our
computations in the P1 case (see §13) since we do not do any direct numeri-
cal computations. See §18.5 for further discussion of the spectral Whittaker
construction in the context of Arthur parameters.

11.7. Dependence on spin structures. In this short subsection, parallel
to §10.7, we collect a few observations on the dependence of constructions
on spin structures. See also §C.7. Again, we emphasize we will make little
use of this formulation and include it for completeness.

Let us first say what we are not doing. One can argue that the spectral
analogue of a spin structure, i.e., the spectral analogue of a square root of
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the canonical bundle, is given – at least in the finite context – by a square
root of the cyclotomic character. To make our discussion parallel to that
of periods, then, we might like to more systematically choose a square root
of the cyclotomic character, which roughly speaking will index a choice of
?
q that “varies over Σ,” and with such a choice we could treat spectral spin

structures and automorphic spin structures on precisely the same footing.
However, we have chosen not to do so – in effect, the choice of ?q P k leads
to a specific choice of a square root of the cyclotomic character, which in the
notation of §11.1.7 corresponds to the square root |x|1{2 fixed by the given
choice of ?q. To our knowledge other choices are never considered in the
automorphic literature.

The remarks below are, therefore, not about this question, but about spin
structures in precisely the same sense as §10.7, that is to say, square roots
of the coherent dualizing bundle. We will use the same notation as in §10.7.

First, let us discuss the dependence of the half-epsilon line bundle ε1{2

on spin structures. Changing K1{2 ÞÑ K1{2 b L for L P BunZ{2 replaces
ε1{2 “ rK1{2s by

rK1{2 b Ls » ε1{2 b rLs

where rLs is a 2-torsion line bundle on LocGm . In other words, if we consider
BunZ{2 as acting on QCpLocGmq via the homomorphism r´s of (11.11), then
we have a canonically defined object in a twisted version of sheaves,

ε1{2 P QCpLocGmq
Spin :“ HomBunZ{2pSpinΣ, QCpLocGmqq

(note that this fomulation requires defining r´s in a structured fashion rather
than just the level of isomorphism classes – see Remark 11.7.1 below).

Next, the map η̌ : LocǦ Ñ LocGm allows us to pull back the SpinΣ-
twisted object ε1{2 P QCpLocGmq

Spin just defined, to give a twisted sheaf
on LocǦ, which we can tensor with the unnormalized L-sheaf to account for
dependence on spin structures:

Lnorm
X̌

“ LX̌x´βX̌ybε
_
1{2 P QC

!pLocǦq
Spin :“ HomBunZ{2pSpin_Σ , QC

!pLocǦqq

where BunZ{2 acts on QC !pLocǦq by tensor product with 2-torsion line bun-
dles pulled back from LocGm . The duality exponent on Spin reflects the fact
that ε1{2 is dualized in the definition of the normalized L-sheaf. Compare
with (10.27).

Remark 11.7.1. For later use, we note that the action of BunZ{2 onQC !pLocǦq
that has just appeared can be described directly in terms of double covers
of Ǧ (see also Remark C.3.7 in the Appendix). For this, we describe in the
Betti or de Rham case an explicit version of the map r´s for Z{2-torsors.
The map Gm Ñ BpZ{2q classifying the double cover of Gm determines a
cover of LocGm with Galois group H1pΣ,Z{2q, whose fiber at a local system

consists of its lifts along Gm
x ÞÑx2

ÝÑ Gm. Cup product with the class of a
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Z{2-bundle (i.e., the Weil pairing self-duality of H1pΣ,Z{2q) then gives us a
map from

(11.29) BunZ{2 ÝÑ Z{2-local systems on LocGm

Pullback via η̌ gives the desired morphism BunZ{2 Ñ PicpLocǦq.

11.8. L-sheaves and L-functions. In order to better understand the mean-
ing of the definitions, we are going to compute some fibers of the L-sheaf,
and see that the resulting vector spaces categorify L-funtions. The main
results are summarized in Table 11.8.1. The results here are not used in any
formal way in the study of the geometric conjecture, but they are part of the
motivation for the numerical conjecture enunciated later.

Let ρ be a Ǧ-local system with coefficients in k. In order to discuss
simultaneously the geometric and the arithmetic contexts, in the finite case
we will be thinking of ρ as a representation

ρ : π1pΣq ÝÑ Ǧpkq,

where π1pΣq is the étale fundamental group (with respect to a fixed geometric
base point) of the curve Σ over Fq, and we will write ρgeom when we need
to emphasize that we restrict ρ to geometric π1. From ρ we get a k-point of
LocǦ,

ιρ : ptÑ LocǦ,

which depends only on ρgeom in the finite context.
In what follows we will describe two types of results. Firstly, we will

compute various stalks of the L-sheaf; these results are valid in all contexts.
We will then compute Frobenius traces on these stalks; these results should
be understood as applying only to the finite context. When we talk about
Frobenius trace, here, we are implicitly using an extra structure, namely, the
fact that the L-sheaf has a natural equivariant structure for the action of
Frobenius on Loc described in §11.1.5.

The main takeaways are, firstly, that these traces are L-functions, and, sec-
ondly, that the Ggr-action shifts the point of evaluation of those L-functions.
The reader accustomed to arithmetic settings will note with some bemuse-
ment the signs p´1qd that occur below due to cohomological shifts by d;
somewhat surprisingly, these reflect numerical phenomena that are quite
complicated, see §14.8!

11.8.1. Notation and the conditions (a), (b), (c). ρgeom defines a k-point of
LocǦ, and let

δρ “ ιρ˚pkq

be the associated skyscraper sheaf. ρgeom may have automorphisms; we write
Zpρq for this algebraic group, i.e., the centralizer of ρgeom in Ǧ, and put

d “ dimension of Zpρq.
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Consider the following three restrictions (a), (b), (c) that can be placed
on the situation. We will always (in the current section §11.8) impose (a)
and (b) below, and sometimes also (c) which will force d “ 0:

(a) We assume that M̌ “ T ˚X̌, i.e., the affine bundle Ψ is trivial. How-
ever, our analysis will apply to arbitrary smooth G ˆ Ggr-spaces X̌
(e.g. not necessarily affine, or satisfying any other conditions). 90

(b) The classical fixed point locus of ρgeom on X̌ is a singleton x0 – that
is to say,

X̌ρgeom “ tx0u,

where we consider x0 as a reduced scheme. This implies also – in
the finite context – that x0 will be fixed by ρ. We write T for the
tangent space at x0; then our assumption entails that

(11.30) H0pΣ, T q “ H2pΣ, T q “ 0,

where T is regarded a local system of vector spaces on Σ via ρgeom,
and (see §11.1.4) cohomology in the finite case is always geometric
étale cohomology. See also Remark 11.8.3.

(c) ρ is a smooth point of the moduli space LocǦ, equivalently,

H0pΣ, ad ρgeomq “ H2pΣ, ad ρgeomq “ 0,

with ad the adjoint action of Ǧ on its Lie algebra, i.e., ad ρgeom is a
local system of vector spaces of dimension dimpGq.

Now, the Ggr-action on X̌ fixes x0 P X̌pkq by the assumed uniqueness in
(b). Therefore, ΓF fixes x0 not only through its action via ρ, but through
its action via the corresponding extended Langlands parameter:

π1pΣq
pρ,$q
ÝÑ ǦˆGm Ñ GLpT q, T “ Tx0X.

Wemay therefore define the L-function Lps, T(q according to the prescription
of (2.8); thus explicitly if T “

À

k Tk we have Lp0, T(q :“
ś

k Lpk{2, Tkq and
if T has trivial grading we get just Lp0, T q. We have similarly defined the
normalized L-function, see (11.9), and will e.g. talk of Lnormp0, T(q defined
similarly.

To keep the typography simple, we define

H˚T :“ cohomology of Σ with coefficients in the local system defined by T ,

(again, geometric étale cohomology). Moreover, we define H˚T( to be the
sheared version of this cohomology, which coincides with the cohomology of
T( “

À

k Tkxky. Thus, for example, if H˚T is concentrated in degree 1, so
H˚T “ H1T r´1s, we have pH˚T q( “ H˚pT(q “

À

H1Tkrk ´ 1spk{2q.

90In §13 we will carry out an analysis of the general type performed here in cases that
allow twisted polarization, but restricted to the case of the base curve P1.
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Remark 11.8.2. Recall that, in the finite context, we have not defined LocX̌
Ǧ

in all cases; for the purpose of interpreting the results, one may either restrict
to the case in which X̌ is defined, or assume that there exists a definition for
which the analysis below goes through (the only key points is that it should
satisfy base change and has the correct tangent complex). We do not see
any essential difficulty in establishing these points, but we have not done so.

Remark 11.8.3. In the finite context we are supposing that the fixed locus
of ρ restricted to geometric π1 is a singleton. However, one may hope that
a similar result remains valid under the restriction only to arithmetic π1,
because of “localization.”

Remark 11.8.4. The results that follow, in the case when ρgeom has positive
dimensional centralizer Zpρq, will refer to certain “completions” where we
replace a sum over Zpρq-isotypical components by a product. More precisely,
for T a representation of Zpρq, decomposed into isotypical components as
T “

À

Tα, we write T ^ for the “completion”

(11.31) T ^ “ HompkrZpρqs, T q “
ź

Tα.

Let us describe where this infinitude arises from in a simple example, just so
as to emphasize that it does not reflect any actual pathology of the situation.
Take Ǧ “ Gm and X̌ “ Ǧ. In this case, the L-sheaf is the push-forward ιρ˚k
from ρ “ trivial and corresponds, automorphically, to the constant sheaf.
Then

Hompδρ,LX̌q,

for ρ trivial, corresponds to the automorphic computation of Hompk, kq on
BunGm , i.e., we are computing H˚pBunGmq, which is a product over the
infinitely many connected components. For this reason, the above Hom-space
is an infinite direct product. This infinitude reflects the non-compactness of
BunGm , and can be avoided by restricting the computation above to a finite
collection of connected components of BunGm .

Table 11.8.1. The L-sheaf and which L-function it categori-
fies. In the case d ą 0 the results must be “completed”; see Re-
mark 11.8.4. Also detH1padρq is placed in degree dimpadρq.

assumption computation result trace of Frobenius on dual
(ab) Hompδρ,LX̌q

`

Sym˚H˚pT(q
˘

r´ds p´1qdLp1, T(_q

(ab) Hompδρ,Lnorm
X̌

q psameq b ε_1{2pT qx´βXy p´1qdq´bǦ{2Lnormp1, T(_q.
(abc) HompLX̌ , δρq pSym˚H˚T(q_ b detH1padρq q´bG{2Lp0, T(q

(abc) HompLnorm
X̌

, δρq psameq ε1{2pT qxβXy q´bG{2Lnormp0, T(q.
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11.8.5. Results. We summarize the results that follow in Table 11.8.1. It lists
(under the assumptions listed in the far left) what Homs from L-sheaves to
and from skyscrapers are. The final column is relevant only in the finite
context, and computes the trace of Frobenius on the dual of this Hom-space,
which will help guide us in our later numerical discussions. We now spell
out what the table says a little more carefully.

First two lines of the table: Assuming conditions (a), (b) from §11.8.1,
and that the centralizer of ρ is d-dimensional we will compute below that

(11.32) Hompδρ,LX̌q “ completion of
´

Sym H˚pT(q
¯

r´ds and

runcompleted RHS above_s “ p´1qdLp1, T(_q.

The first isomorphism is an isomorphism of Frobenius modules in the finite
case. The completion is discussed above in Remark 11.8.4 but is necessary
only in the case d ą 0. The meaning of the notation r. . . s is to take the
trace of geometric Frobenius, see §2.3. The reason that we are computing
with the dual space on the second line of (11.32) comes from Lemma 2.4.1,
which expresses the inner product of two functions in terms of the dual of a
Hom-space of sheaves; we anticipate, therefore, that it is not Hompδρ,LX̌q
but its dual whose trace corresponds to a meaningful numerical computation
on the automorphic side.

This and the definition (11.19) of the normalized L-sheaf will imply cor-
responding results in the normalized case:

(11.33)
Hompδρ,Lnorm

X̌
q “ completion of pSym˚H˚pT qq r´dsbε_1{2pT qx´βXy and

runcompleted RHS above_s “ p´1qdq´bǦ{2Lnormp1, T(_q.

Note that the symmetric algebra here simply amounts to the exterior algebra
on H1 since assumption (a) entails that H0 and H2 is zero.

Second two lines of the table: Additionally supposing (c) from §11.8.1, we
will also compute:

(11.34)
HompLX̌ , δρq “ pSymH˚T(q_bdetH1padρq ùñ rHompLX̌ , δρq

_s “ q´bGLp0, T(q.,

(11.35) HompLnorm
X̌

, δρq “ psameq ε1{2pT qxβXy ùñ

rHompLnorm
X̌

, δρq
_s „ q´bG{2Lnormp0, T(q.

Remark 11.8.6. It is an important and interesting question to relax re-
striction (c) of §11.8.1, i.e., to prove versions of (11.34) and (11.35) when
ρ is not a smooth point. The reason is that it is understood that “! period
paired with an automorphic form gives L-function” is valid not merely for
cusp forms: it remains valid in the Eisenstein case, away from the polar locus
of the L-function. What happens at the polar locus of the L-function is a
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subtle question, even at the purely numerical level – relaxing (c) would help
understand this.

11.8.7. Proofs of the statements about fibers. We now give the proof of the
above statements about fibers of the L-sheaf that were stated in §11.8.5; the
numerical statements will be proved separately below in §11.8.7.

We will compute this in the Betti model, the analysis of the other cases
being similar (see Remark 11.8.2). We shall consider the pullback diagram

LocX̌ρ
ιX̌ //

πρ

��

LocX̌
Ǧ

π

��
pt

iρ // LocǦ

Now we observe that the fiber of LocX̌
Ǧ

above ρ is the derived scheme
H1pΣ, T qr´1s. Indeed, by our assumption (b), this fiber is an affine de-
rived scheme with just one classical point, and its tangent complex is H1pT q
concentrated in degree 1.

Now, in QC ! one has base change for ˚-pushforward and !-pullback, with-
out restrictions. On the other hand, the ˚-pullback of ind-coherent sheaves,
satisfying base-change with ˚-pushforward, is only defined for morphisms
which are eventually co-connective [GR17, 4.3.2]; this is certainly the case
for the inclusion ιρ of a smooth point of Loc.

Suppose first that ρ has finite centralizer, so that d “ 0, iρ is proper and
piρ˚, i

!
ρq form an adjoint pair; we then compute by base change that

(11.36) Hompδρ,LX̌q “ Hompiρ˚k,LX̌q “ ι!ρLX̌ “ πρ˚ω
(
LocX̌ρ

so we get sheared sections of the dualizing sheaf of LocρX . As we saw LocρX
is simply the vector space V “ H1pT q shifted via r´1s to a derived scheme;
as a derived scheme its ring of functions is Sym pV_r1sq and forms are the
dual of functions:

(11.37) sections of ω “ Sym pVr´1sq “ Sym pH1T r´1sq “ Sym pH˚T q.

The symmetric algebra is taken in the graded sense, i.e. at the level of
underlying vector spaces this is the exterior algebra on V. In combination
with (11.36) this establishes (11.32) in the case when ρ has finite centralizer,
i.e., d “ 0; we will discuss the numerical version below.

Now we examine the case when ρ has d-dimensional centralizer Z. Here
we will use the completion from (11.31). Now we can factor ιρ as pt

a
Ñ
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pt{Z
b
Ñ LocǦ with b proper. Observe

Hompb˚a˚k,LXq “ Hompa˚k, b
!LX̌q(11.38)

¨
“ pa˚b!LX̌q

^(11.39)

“ pa!b!LX̌r´dimZsq^(11.40)

“ pi!ρLX̌r´dimZsq^,(11.41)

where we identified sheaves on pt{Z with Z-representations. The dotted
equality arises as follows: the sheaf a˚k is identified with the regular rep-
resentation krZs of Z, and then we use HompkrZs,W q » W^ for any Z-
representation W , with W^ as in (11.31). We also used a! “ a˚rdimZs
for the smooth morphism a. Equation (11.36) therefore holds with a fur-
ther shift of ´dimZ, giving again (11.32) in this case. The version with the
normalized L-sheaf follows at once from the definitions.

Next, let us impose assumption (c), so that Loc is smooth at the point ρ.
In this case the map iρ is “eventually co-connective” and also LCI; so i!X and
i˚X differ by a shift. By adjunction we have

HompLX , δρq “ Homptpι
˚
ρLX , δq

Then i˚ρπ˚ω “ πρ˚i
˚
ρω (here and below ω is dualizing on LocX) ; canonically

i!ρ “ i˚ρ b pdetTρq where Tρ is the determinant of the tangent space at ρ,
which we understand to be placed in dimension dimTρ; and – since i!ρ carries
dualizing to dualizing – i˚ρω “ ωX,ρpdetTρq

´1 where ωX,ρ is dualizing of
LocXρ . We deduce that

HompLX , δρq “
”

sections of ω(X,ρ
ı_

b detTρ.

Note that Tρ “ H1padρq. This in combination with (11.37) proves (11.34)
and again (11.35) follows simply by taking into accounts the shift in the
definition of the normalized L-sheaf.

11.8.8. Proofs of statements about Frobenius traces. Now we examine the
trace of Frobenius statement from (11.8.5), restricting, of course, to the finite
context. Our conventions about Frobenius morphisms have been given in
§11.1.5. In the case d ą 0 we are going to be computing Frobenius traces only
on the duals of the uncompleted spaces, see Remark 11.8.4; we anticipate
these to be the relevant quantities that will match with the computation of
automorphic inner products.

For (11.32) we note that the external shift by r´ds has no effect except
multiplication by a factor p´1qd. We will therefore compute without it. In
what follows, the cohomology space H1 is considered as a vector space in
cohomological degree 1 (in particular, its symmetric powers, in the graded
sense, are exterior, in the ungraded sense). We assume, at first, that the Ggr
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action on T is trivial. For (11.32), we have:

trpFr|Sym H1pT q_q “ detp1´ Fr|H1pT q_q

“ detp1´ q´1Fr|H1pT_qq “ Lp1, T_q,

since by assumption T has no H0 or H2 and we have a perfect pairing
H1pT q ˆ H1pT_q Ñ kp´1q, where Fr is acting by q´1 on the target. For
(11.34), we use

trpFr|Sym H1pT qq “ detp1´ Fr|H1pT qq “ Lp0, T q,

using again vanishing of H0 and H2. We additionally use the fact that
the determinant of Frobenius on H1padρq equals qbG , by (11.7) and (11.10);
indeed, the relevant orthogonal ε-factor is trivial since adρ has trivial de-
terminant; moreover, the dimension of H1padρq is even, so there is no sign
shift.

The modifications for nontrivial action of Ggr are immediate, as the shears
“come along for the ride.”

For (11.33) and (11.35) we use the fact that ε1{2 geometrizes the square
root of the central ε factor, see discussion before (11.13). We will now
pay more attention to the shears when computing. Decompose T “

À

Tk
according to the Ggr-grading. We get

(11.42) εp0, T(q “
ź

εpk{2, Tkq
11.7
“ εp1{2, T qqppg´1qα,

(11.43) εp1, T_(q
(11.7)
“ εp1{2, T_qq´pg´1qα

where α “
ř

p1´ kqdimpTkq “ dimpXq´ γ, because Ggr is acting on detpT q
by the character

ř

kdimpTkq, and this must equal γ, cf. the discussion
preceding (3.36). For (11.33) we reason thus using (3.37) (and recalling that
we are dualizing at the start!)

r

´

`

Sym˚H˚pT q
˘

r´ds b ε_1{2pT qx´βXy
¯_

s “ p´1qdq´βX̌{2rε1{2pT qsLp1, T
(_q

“ p´1qdq´βX̌{2rε1{2pT
_qs´1Lp1, T(_q

“ p´1qdq´βX̌{2q´pg´1qpdimX´γq{2εp1, T(_q´1{2Lp1, T(_q

(11.9)
“ p´1qdq´bG{2Lnormp1, T(_q,

where we used βX̌ ` pg ´ 1qpdimX ´ γq “ pg ´ 1qdimG, see (10.3), and the
square root of ε is chosen based on the fixed spin structure. For (11.35) we
reason thus:

(11.44) rpghastly messq_s “ q´bGqβX{2εp1{2, T q´1Lp0, T(q

“ q´bGqβX{2qpg´1qpdimX´γq{2Lnormp0, T(q “ q´bG{2Lnormp0, T(q.

�
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11.9. Reduction to the vectorial case. We now consider the spectral
counterpart of §10.8: L-sheaves in general can be expressed as “Whittaker
inductions” of L-sheaves in the vectorial case. We set up this functor as
in the automorphic case, with the spectral exponential sheaf replacing the
Artin–Schreier sheaf.

Our notation will be parallel to that of §10.8. Thus we fix a homomorphism
Ȟ ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ with underlying cocharacter $ : Gm Ñ Ǧ, which we assume
to have even weights on ǧ. Let U “ U` Ă Ǧ be the unipotent subgroup
defined by the positive part of the grading. Just as in §10.8 we then consider
the graded Hamiltonian Ǧˆ Ȟ-space T ˚ΨǦ{Ǔ associated to

(11.45) pX̌ “ UzǦ,Ψ : U ÝÑ A1q

and its L-sheaf LǦ{Ǔ ,Ψ P QC !pLocǦ ˆ LocȞq following Definition 11.6.4.

Definition 11.9.1. (Compare with Definition 10.8.1): Let notation be as
above. The Whittaker induction functor

WI : QC !pLocȞq ÝÑ QC !pLocǦq

is the p!´qintegral transform given by the Whittaker L-sheaf:

WIpFq “ π1˚pπ
!
2F b! LǦ{Ǔ ,Ψq.

Let us spell this out. First note we are applying throughout the general
functoriality of QC ! from [GR17] (see §B.3.2 for a summary), in particu-
lar the !-tensor product for which !-pullbacks are symmetric monoidal and
pushforwards satisfy the projection formula [GR17, III].

The stack LocX̌ in the setting of (11.45) is identified with LocȞU with its
natural map to LocǦ ˆ LocȞ . Then using the morphism

ΨC : LocȞU
ΨC // LocA1 // A1r´1s ,

we can identify the Whittaker induction as

WIpFq “
´

q
(
˚ppΨ

!
Cq

(pexpq b! p!
Ȟ
Fq

¯)
.

with q the projection to LocǦ, and pȞ the projection from LocȞU to LocȞ .
The Whittaker induction of ωLocȞ

recovers the L-sheaf associated to
pX̌ “ Ǧ{ȞǓ ,Ψq, and more generally Whittaker induction commutes with
the formation of (polarized) L-sheaves:

Lemma 11.9.2. Given a homomorphism Ȟ ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ (with even SL2)
and S “ T ˚Y̌ a polarized Hamiltonian Ȟ-space, the L-sheaf of the Whittaker
induction pX̌ “ Y̌ ˆȞU Ǧ,Ψq of S is naturally identified with the Whittaker
induction of the L-sheaf of S:

WIpLY̌ q » LX̌,Ψ.
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Proof. The identification comes from considering locally constant maps from
Σ into the following commutative diagram with Cartesian diamond:

pt{Ga X̌{Ǧoo

{{ ""
pt{ȞU

OO

##{{

Y̌ {Ȟ

||
pt{Ǧ pt{Ȟ

�

We remark here on an issue to be encountered later: It would be useful
to compute the (left?) adjoint of WI in terms of a “Jacquet-Whittaker”
construction, in order justify the heuristic discussion of §14.6.5. This seems
technically nontrivial because of the absence of smoothness or properness
above.

11.10. Independence of polarization. We now discuss the spectral coun-
terpart of §10.9. An ultimate goal is to reformulate our entire study in terms
of pǦ, M̌q and as in §10.9 we can think of this in two parts: independence
of polarization (a form of the functional equation for L-functions), and con-
structing the L-sheaf even if a distinguished polarization does not exist.

We will now examine independence of polarization in the Betti case and
we shall prove independence of polarization after projection via QC ! Ñ QC
under condition (11.46). These restrictions are to make the discussion as
simple and explicit as possible: it is likely that a suitably framed version of
the same argument works in the other contexts, applies to QC !, and does
not require (11.46).

The reader can compare these points with the corresponding constructions
in §10.9. From the point of view of the classical theory of periods, the parallel
between these situations is quite surprising. As in the automorphic case, we
will only briefly discuss here the unpolarized situation, §11.10.4.

We now put ourselves in the polarized vectorial setting, thanks to the
discussion of §11.9. We are also going to assume that

(11.46) Ǧ is semisimple and the genus is ě 2.

There should be no difficulty in removing this assumption (in fact, the cor-
responding assertion in genus 0 follows from our computations in §13).

Under this assumption and working in the Betti context we are going to
construct an isomorphism (as mentioned, inside QC):

(11.47) LX̌ » LX̌_ b detH˚pX̌q´1

(11.48) Lnorm
X̌

» Lnorm
X̌_
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where detH˚pX̌q denotes the determinant of cohomology, considered as a
line bundle on LocǦ. These isomorphism could be seen, in light of §11.8,
as categorifying the functional equation of the L-function, but the situation
is a bit more subtle: the point is that the L-sheaf is only a reasonable
geometrization of the L-function over a certain nice locus in the moduli
space, but this “categorical functional equation” for the L-sheaf nonetheless
holds everywhere.

We will prove (11.47) in a very straightforward way: we write down a
presentation for the left hand side that is manifestly invariant under duality
(up to the twist). Before we do that, let us see how to go from (11.47) to
(11.48). Note that β for X̌ and X̌_ coincide by definition, see (10.3). On
the other hand, by definition (§11.5), ε1{2 for X̌ and for X̌_ are pulled back
from the same bundle ε_1{2 via (respectively) η̌ and η̌´1. Taking into account
(see Remark 11.2.8 for the argument in the harder de Rham case) that ε_1{2
on LocGm is a square root of the determinant of cohomology line bundle, we
get

ε_
1{2,X̌

b ε1{2,X̌_ » determinant of cohomology for X̌,

and so from (11.47) we will get the desired invariance under duality for the
normalized L-sheaf (11.48).

Remark 11.10.1. The identity that we are about to see is analogous to the
following simple numerical fact. Given a complex of finite dimensional vector
spaces V with endomorphism F , the formal L-value LpV q :“

ś

k detp1 ´

F |HkV qp´1qk`1 can be categorified in two different ways, namely both by
SymV and SymV _ b pdetV _q – the determinant is regarded as placed in
cohomological degree equal to the dimension of V . This amounts to the
identity

ÿ

kě0

xk “
1

1´ x
“ ´

x´1

1´ x´1
“ ´

´1
ÿ

k“´8

xk

Nonetheless, the reader may like to convince themselves before reading fur-
ther that (11.47) is not a formality, i.e, the definitions of both sides do not
obviously align.

11.10.2. The vectorial L-sheaf. Let R be the ring of functions on homomor-
phisms from π1pΣq to Ǧ, as in §11.1. It is an affine complete intersection
ring; we have

LocǦ “ SpecpRq{Ǧ,

and sheaves on LocǦ are then identified with Ǧ-equivariant sheaves on the
spectrum of R. It is in this model that we will compute the L-sheaf.

As we are supposing the genus of Σ is 2 or greater, this R is a usual
(underived) ring, which is even a complete intersection; some readers may
follow the example of some authors and sigh with relief.

We have a representation

π1 Ñ ǦpRq Ñ GLX̌pRq,
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i.e., a local system of free R-modules on Σ. Proceeding, a cell decomposition
of the Riemann surface associated to Σ gives a complex of free Ř-modules
that computes the cohomology of Σ with coefficients in this local system;
explicitly, we lift this cell decomposition to a universal cover Σ̃ and take the
complex of π1-invariant cochains. The result is a complex of finite rank free
R-modules in degrees 0, 1, 2:

(11.49) C : QÑ Y Ñ P

with bases indexed by 0, 1- and 2-cells; differentials are the usual differentials
of singular cohomology, but twisted by the universal local system.

We can think of Q,Y, P as sections of vector bundles over SpecpRq, to be
denoted by the same letters. The pullback of LocX̌

Ǧ
to SpecpRq is “the kernel

of the map from Q to kerpY Ñ P q,” except we interpret this in the derived

sense. To make this more precise, let us call ĄLoc
X̌

Ǧ this pullback of LocX̌
Ǧ

to
the spectrum of R, so that we have a diagram, where the horizontal arrows
take quotient by Ǧ:

ĄLoc
X̌

Ǧ

π

��

// LocX̌
Ǧ

π

��
SpecpRq // LocǦ

Then ĄLoc
X̌

Ǧ is the spectrum of the dual symmetric algebra to the complex
C of (11.49). Above, Q,Y, P are in degrees 0, 1, 2 respectively; the dual
symmetric algebra is thereby in degrees ď 0; ignoring differentials, it is
identified with

SymC_ “ Sym Q˚ b Sym Y ˚r1s b Sym P ˚r2s,

where the symmetric algebras are taken in the graded sense so that, for
example, Y is in fact contributing an abstract exterior algebra. Also the
Ggr-action scales Q,Y, P by the tautological character and acts dually on
the ring of functions.

To compute the L-sheaf, we will factorize the map π as

ĄLoc
X̌

Ǧ
π0
Ñ QÑ SpecpRq

where Q is now considered as a vector bundle over the spectrum of R. Let

ω “ dualizing sheaf of ĄLoc
X̌

Ǧ .

We have

(11.50) L “ ΩX̌r´dimGs(,

where
ΩX̌ :“ sections of π˚ω on SpecR,
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as a Ǧ-equivariant R-module. This ΩX̌ is equivalently described as sections

of ω on ĄLoc
X̌

Ǧ , i.e., as homomorphisms O Ñ ω computed there, and this can

bee computed by adjunction along the proper map π0 : ĄLoc
X̃
Ñ Q:

ΩX̌ “ Hom
ĄLoc

X̌

Ǧ

pO, π!
0ωQq “ HomQpπ0˚O

ĄLoc
X̌

Ǧ

, ωQq.

Here, as above, we are by an abuse of notation regarding Q as a vector
bundle over SpecpRq. Now, the dualizing sheaf of ωQ is identified with

ωQ » ωSpec R b SympQ_q b pdetQq_rdimQs

(the fact that R is LCI implies that ωR :“ ωSpecR is in fact locally free of
rank 1) and ignoring differentials at the moment we have an identification of
complexes

ω´1
R ΩX̌ b pdetQqr´dimQs » HomSym Q_pSym C_, Sym Q_q

which, after shearing everything in sight, becomes

ω´1
R Ω

(
X̌
b pdetQq » HomSymQ_r´1spSymC_r´1s,Sym Q_r´1sq.

Recall here that the shearing includes a parity shift on C_, so that the
shear of the symmetric algebra coincides with the symmetric algebra of the
shear, that is to say, there is no funny business switching between exterior
and symmetric algebras upon shearing. Now C_r´1s is the complex P_ Ñ
Y _ Ñ Q_ in degrees ´1, 0, 1, and forgetting differentials we get

(11.51) ω´1
R Ω

(
X̌
b pdetQq » ^˚Y b SympP r´1s ‘Q_r´1sq.

Here, to avoid unwarranted suffering, we write simply ^˚Y where Y is now
regarded as a usual module in even parity and degree zero, in place of than
SymY where Y is regarded as a fermionic module in degree zero.

By Poincaré duality, fixing an orientation, the corresponding construc-
tion, replacing X̌ by X̌_, arises from the complex C_r´2s, that is to say,
P_ Ñ Y _ Ñ Q_; and then we would similarly obtain after tensoring by the
determinant of Y , again forgetting differentials

(11.52) ω´1
R Ω

(
X̌_
b pdetP_q b pdetY q » ^˚Y b Sym˚pP r´1s ‘Q_r´1sq,

Since the determinant of cohomology ofH˚pX̌q is identified with pdetQqb
pdetP qbpdetY ˚q, comparing (11.51) and (11.52) and checking the differen-
tials match will shows the desired identification

Ω
(
X̌
b pdetH˚pX̌qq » Ω

(
X̌_

of (11.47). To verify that the differentials match, we will write the differ-
entials in (11.51) in a way that is manifestly symmetric. To do this we will
write out things in a basis, which, in this case, shows a certain beauty of the
construction.
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Lemma 11.10.3. As above let C : Q Ñ Y Ñ P be a complex of free
R-modules in degrees r0, 2s. and write

d : Y Ñ P, d˚ : Y _ Ñ Q_

for the differential and dual differential from (11.49). Here Y _ “ HompY,Rq
and similarly for Q_. Fix a basis x1, . . . , xk, . . . for Y as an R-module with
dual basis x˚i for Y _.

Then, with reference to the identification just made
(11.53)

HomSymQ_r´1spSymC_r´1s, Sym Q_q » ^˚Y b SympP r´1s ‘Q_r´1sq

the differential on the right-hand complex may be characterized thus:
It is SympP r´1s‘Q_r´1sq-linear and given on a term x1^x2^xx3^ . . .

(where, as usual, a hat on top of xk means that it is omitted) by the following
rule:

‚ replacing any term xj by ˘ pxjpdxjq; here dxj P P ;
‚ replacing any term pxj by ˘xjpd˚x˚j q; here d

˚x˚j P Q
˚,

where in both cases the sign ˘ is given by p´1qj´1.

The presentation of the differential is manifestly symmetric under duality,
concluding the proof of (11.47).

Proof. We just need to write out (11.53) and compute. �

11.10.4. The spectral Weil representation. The isomorphism (11.47) can be
seen as a kind of “spectral Fourier transform,” and we may expect it to be
related to the Fourier transform that appears in the Weil representation;
indeed, that

the L-sheaf in the vectorial case is characterized, up to a pro-
jective ambiguity, as the unique irreducible representation of
a certain algebra.

i.e., a kind of Stone-Von Neumann theorem. This is indeed the case, but
since it will take us a little way from the central concerns of this paper,
we will report on the construction in separate work. This points us a way
towards both a more intrinsic way of understanding the self-duality, and
more broadly a way of understanding L-sheaf. This is closely related to the
“algebra of L-observables” that is discussed in §12.8 and at length in §18.

Let us at least see where the algebra comes from. In the situation above,
let

(11.54) V “ Cr1s ‘ C_r´1s,

where C is as in (11.49) a complex of sheaves on LocǦ in degrees r0, 1, 2s com-
puting the cohomology with coefficients in X̌; the complex V is represented
by a complex in degrees r´1, 1s. V has moreover a self-duality structure for
it computes the cohomology of the M̌ “ T ˚X̌-local system associated to a
Ǧ-local system, just as C computed the cohomology of the X̌-local system,
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and the self-duality structure arises from Poincaré duality pairing on coho-
mology. In particular, the resulting pairing VÑ V_ gives k‘V the structure
of a a differential graded Lie superalgebra. Moreover, this Lie superalgebra
acts on the L-sheaf constructed above and can be used to characterize it.

12. The global geometric conjecture

We will formulate the global geometric conjecture in multiple versions.
The general nature of the conjecture is that

the normalized period sheaf attached to pG,Mq matches un-
der geometric Langlands with the normalized L-sheaf at-
tached to pǦ, M̌q for a hyperspherical dual pair.

Before we go further, it may be helpful to say specifically the ‘data points’
on which are conjectures are based. The most important are:

(i) agreement with known numerical statements, to be discussed in §14,
(ii) the case of P1, to be discussed in §13.

What we present below should be regarded as a first attempt to formulate
global conjectures that are consistent with these data points and the known
formalism of geometric Langlands. We expect that, especially in regard to
technical details concerning the appropriate categories (see e.g. §12.4), they
may need further modification.

‚ In §12.1 we formulate the conjecture in the case whereM, M̌ are both
polarized (after discussing in what categories to place the period and
L-sheaves).

‚ In §12.2 we examine a few simple examples of §12.1. The examples
we present here are the much more restricted class where one can
compute explicitly with the sheaves, and should be regarded more as
illustrations than as evidence.

‚ In §12.3 we give a somewhat extended discussion of the “group case,”
and reformulate some cases of the conjecture in terms of functorial
transfers between different groups.

‚ In §12.4 we discuss the role of spectral projection in the Betti and
étale forms of the global geometric conjecture.

‚ §12.5 – §12.7 are an investigation of the role of parity (see §2.6 and
also §4.6). In §12.5 we explain why the parity condition §4.6 implies
that the conjecture is independent of the choice of spin structure.
§12.6 is probably the most detailed test of the parity condition. We
first explain how to shift between normalized and unnormalized ver-
sion of the conjecture. This in particular leads in §12.7 to another
implication of the conjecture related to parity, (12.20), which we ver-
ify by hand in many examples

‚ In §12.8 we study the situation with polarized M and unpolarized
M̌ . We achieve this generality at the cost of giving a less precise
conjecture, describing not the L-function but its “square” (this is
familiar in the automorphic literature). The version given in this
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section works only over a certain subset of the space of local systems;
we discuss how to extend this form of the conjecture to the whole
space in the concluding section §18 of this paper.

Remark 12.0.1. In a certain sense, the conjecture that follows is a ge-
ometrization of the “L-value equals period” philosophy well known in num-
ber theory. Let us describe how one would arrive at the conjecture, starting
from that philosophy; note that the purely numerical version of the conjec-
ture is studied in §14, and the relationship between geometric and numerical
is discussed in §14.7.

(a) Firstly, one must decide which L-function is attached to a given pe-
riod. The guiding philosophy of our paper is that this fits into the
duality framework of hyperspherical varieties.

(b) Next, one must understand the correct normalization of the conjec-
ture; i.e., describe it in a way where the “fudge factors” that appear in
a typical “L-value equals period” formula come from. This shows up,
for us, in the precise twists and shifts in the definition of normalized
L- and period sheaves.

(c) Thirdly, even in very simple settings such as the Hecke or Iwasawa–
Tate period, it is not in fact true that the relation “L-value equals
period” holds when paired against all automorphic forms: this is re-
lated to subtleties of Eisenstein periods where the L-function has
a pole (see Remark 11.8.6). This is a feature that is not even un-
derstood well in the numerical world. The correct conjecture must
reproduce this behavior. This point was emphasized to us by Tony
Feng and Jonathan Wang, who have studied the Hecke case in un-
published work. We do not discuss this point in isolation in this
paper, although it comes up implicitly a few times; however, to the
extent that we have tested it on this front, the conjecture passes.

(d) Finally, in geometrizing numerical statements, we must decide where
to use the dualizing sheaf, where to use the constant sheaf, and where
to use something in the middle. For example, these choices (in the
group case) must recover the fact (“miraculous duality”) of Drinfeld–
Gaitsgory that duality on automorphic and spectral sides are related
in a somewhat subtle way; see §12.3.1.

12.1. Normalized period conjecture: statement. We follow the general
notation set up in §10.1 and §11.1; in particular, Σ is a projective smooth
curve over the field F, and we consider sheaf theory with coefficients in k.

Before stating the conjecture, let us discuss the setting: what categories
do the L- and period sheaves live in? As has been studied in the work
[AG15] of Arinkin and Gaitsgory in the de Rham setting (and more recently
in [BZN18] in the Betti setting and [AGK`20b] in the étale setting), the
precise formulation of a geometric Langlands conjecture is quite a subtle
matter, because one must choose carefully which categories to work with on
both sides. We summarize the different forms of the geometric Langlands
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correspondence available in different contexts in Appendix C, cf. §10.1.5,
§11.1.2. We recall here that the de Rham and Betti settings are formulated
only over F “ the complex numbers; for us, the étale setting will be applied
with F the algebraic closure of a finite field. (In fact the étale setting applies
in greater generality, providing a common language for the finite setting of
`-adic sheaves and for the “common part” of the de Rham and Betti contexts
over F “ C.)

One of the curious features of our L- and period- sheaves is that, although
both definitions are very natural and parallel to one another, they do not
always live in the standard categories in terms of which geometric Langlands
has been formulated.

- Unlike in the de Rham setting, the automorphic sides of the Betti
and étale Langlands correspondences only take as inputs nilpotent
sheaves on BunG, a class that includes Hecke eigensheaves but not
in general period sheaves. This comes from the fact (Section C.4)
that the Hecke action is not automatically locally constant over the
curve, so only a subcategory of all sheaves can spectrally decompose
over LocǦ. Thus, to apply the correspondence to period sheaves we
must first take them out of their native habitat and apply spectral
projection P ÞÑ Pspec, which is a functor

(12.1) SHVpBunGq Ñ AUTpBunGq

from all automorphic sheaves to the spectrally decomposable subcat-
egory. Equivalently, this amounts to testing period sheaves – on the
left or right, depending on context – only against nilpotent sheaves.
The nature of the Betti and étale categories is substantially different
(for example because LocB is close to an affine variety while Locet

is close to an affine formal scheme) – as we illustrate in some detail
in Section 12.4, in the former the spectral projector gives the left
nilpotent projection (left adjoint to the inclusion), while in the latter
it is the right nilpotent projection.

- In all settings, the spectral side of the Langlands correspondence
is usually formulated (as in [AG15, AGK`20b]) for ind-coherent
sheaves with nilpotent singular support on the corresponding stacks
LocǦ of Langlands parameters, a class that does not include most
L-sheaves. To accommodate them we choose to work in all settings
with the larger (but less familiar) ind-finite 91 form of the correspon-
dence, whose spectral side consists of arbitrary ind-coherent sheaves.

As explained in Appendix C the distinction between the ind-finite
and more standard “safe” forms of the Langlands correspondence, on
the automorphic side, boils down to whether we treat sheaves on
BG “homologically”, as modules for H˚pGq (the ind-safe category,
as is the norm in the setting of D-modules and thus for example

91which we could also call “renormalized” or “cohomological”
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in [AG15]), or “cohomologically”, as modules for H˚pBGq (the ind-
finite category). The cohomological (ind-finite) conjecture is strictly
stronger than the homological (ind-safe) one but is not well docu-
mented or supported. In particular, the analogue of the projector
(12.1) is not documented in this setting, but we will proceed assum-
ing it is valid; in case of any concern, all of our statements can be
“projected” to the safe category, see §C.3.3.

We now formulate the matching of period and L-sheaves in all three set-
tings, using the spectral projectors that we will further discuss in §12.4.
Before stating the conjecture, we recall issues of rationality, only of rele-
vance in the finite case: In Definition 5.3.8 and after, we have specified a
rather clumsy working definition of a “split form of a hyperspherical dual
pair”, where the two sides are defined over fields F, k covering all our present
options for coefficients. We will use this notion here, but it can be avoided
by setting up the situation up a little differently; see Remark 12.1.3.

Conjecture 12.1.1. Take pG,M “ T ˚pX,Ψqq{F and pǦ, M̌ “ T ˚pX,Ψqq{k
be a split form of a hyperspherical dual pair with distinguished polarizations,
both sides admitting eigenmeasures92. Write

P “ Pnorm
X ,L “ Lnorm

X̌

for the associated period and L-sheaves as defined in §10 and §11 respectively,
p´qspec for the spectral projection on automorphic sheaves, and d for “dual-
izing twist”, i.e., for the effect of applying the dualizing involution (§2.5.2)
on G or Ǧ. Then in all three settings we conjecture

the spectral projection Pspec of the period sheaf and the dual L-sheaf Ld
match under the geometric Langlands correspondence.

In the finite case, when Σ is defined over Fq and assuming pG,M “ T ˚pX,Ψqq
to have a distinguished split form over Fq, this is moreover compatible with
the natural Frobenius-equivariant structures on both sides. 93

Since the Beilinson spectral projector has very different features in the
three settings, let us spell out separately what the conjecture amounts to:

de Rham: The period sheaf itself P “ Pspec and dual L-sheaf Ld
match under the de Rham geometric Langlands correspondence of [AG15]
– or, rather, its proposed ind-finite variant, see discussion above.

Betti: The left nilpotent projection of the period sheaf Pspec “ P̄B
l

and dual L-sheaf Ld match under the Betti geometric Langlands
correspondence of [BZN18].

92See Remark 12.6.5 for some first remarks on removing this.
93On the left, this arises from the definition (10.12), taking into account that the Tate

twist modifies the equivariant structure; on the right,it similarly arising from the Frobenius
action on LocX̌Ǧ covering the action (11.1.5) on LocǦ, again taking account that the Tate
twists implicit in (11.15) modify the equivariant structure.
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étale: The right nilpotent projection of the period sheaf Pspec “ P̄res
r

and dual L-sheaf Ld match under the étale geometric Langlands cor-
respondence of [AGK`20b].

“Left” and “right” refer to left and right adjoints to the inclusion of the
subcategory of nilpotent sheaves, see §12.4.2.

Remark 12.1.2. A few initial remarks on the statement:
(a) The P -and L-sheaves are independent of polarization (see §10.9,

§11.10), and correspondingly the conjecture depends only on pM, M̌q.
(b) At first sight it might appear unpleasant to have the dual Ld of the

L-sheaf appear in the conjecture rather than the L-sheaf itself. In-
deed, this is merely an issue of our (somewhat standard) choice of
normalizations and can be reversed in one of several ways. One could
change the normalization of the Hecke action in geometric Langlands,
or switch the roles of arithmetic and geometric Frobenius in passing
to the numerical conjecture, or absorb the twist in the duality be-
tween hyperspherical varieties, or switch left or right conventions...
Of course, each one of these choices would cause changes somewhere
else.

(c) Let us comment on the implied normalization of the geometric Lang-
lands correspondence. The above conjecture includes the matching
between automorphic Whittaker and spectral dualizing sheaves up
to an explicit twist, which is, up to this explicit twist, the standard
Whittaker normalization of the correspondence, see §12.2.1. We have
taken the point of view, however, that one should not privilege Whit-
taker normalization over the matching of other periods.

(d) We expect that in the étale setting there is a natural pro-L-sheaf
which matches the pro-automorphic sheaf given by the left nilpotent
projection P̄res

l (a pro-version of the spectral projection of P). This
“left” version is important for matching the conjecture with numerical
predictions, but we do not develop this version here.

Remark 12.1.3. (Alternate approach to rationality issues:) The conjecture
used the still tentative notion of distinguished split form in the case when
F has finite characteristic. This can be avoided by taking as starting point
a spherical variety over F, giving a conjecture that is in some ways more
general:

As usual, let G be the split group over F, and take a spherical G-variety
X over F, possibly endowed with a torsor Ψ, and without roots of type N .
Assuming that the characteristic of F is sufficiently large,94 the discussion
of §4 can be applied directly in this situation to obtain pǦ, M̌q{k, which we

94It would be nice to have a more explicit statement here, for which we need to examine
the various structural results that have been used in §4.8 and verify their validity away
from an explicit set of bad charcteristics. This can at least be done straightforwardly in
any specific case.
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assume moreover to be hyperspherical, and to admit a distinguished polar-
ization M̌ “ T ˚pX̌, Ψ̌q. In this setting, we may again conjecture that the
period and L-sheaves of Conjecture 12.1.1 match. Under further assump-
tions, one formulates a statement about Frobenius equivariance using the
Frobenius action on M̌ that has been specified in §4.8.

12.2. Some illustrative examples. We discuss a few illustrative exam-
ples. As we have already mentioned, the strongest evidence for the global
conjecture of course comes from the study of numerical examples, which we
examine in later sections. Both for this reason and because of the technical
difficulty of working out details in this situation, we make no attempt at
complete or rigorous treatment, simply sketching some computations that
seem to us likely representative of the true situation.

To avoid repeatedly having to mutter “spectral projection” in each ex-
ample, let us restrict ourselves to the de Rham context for this subsection
§12.2.

12.2.1. The automorphic Whittaker model. Take M “ T ˚ΨpUzGq the Whit-
taker model with dual M̌ “ pt. The conjecture says that, under the Lang-
lands correspondence, the Whittaker sheaf is exchanged with the dualizing
sheaf of LocǦ (up to a shift that will be examined below). This is a known
prediction (“Whittaker normalization”), due to Drinfeld. It often plays a
distinguished role because it can be used to normalize the Langlands cor-
respondence; from our point of view it is only one of many matching pairs.
The only point of relevance to examine is the normalizations, which we now
spell out. Pnorm

X differs from the “standard” Whittaker sheaf W by the shift
of (10.12), which is given here by (10.3) and (3.37):

Pnorm
X “Wxpg ´ 1q pdimU ´ px2ρ, 2ρ̌yqqy.

On the other hand, the L-sheaf is the dualizing sheaf now shifted by (11.19):

Lnorm
X̌

“ ωx´pg ´ 1qdimGy

In other words, in our normalization, the usual Whittaker sheaf and the
dualizing sheaf match after including a shift of xQy on the spectral side with

Q “ pg ´ 1q px2ρ, 2ρ̌y ´ dimU ´ dimGq .

In other words, this is the shift by which the normalization implicit in Con-
jecture 12.1.1 differs from the standard normalization.

12.2.2. The spectral Whittaker model. We now take M “ pt and M̌ “

T ˚ΨpǦ{Ǔq the Whittaker model. Recall that we have defined the correspond-
ing L-sheaf in §11.6. The conjecture says that, under the Langlands cor-
respondence, the constant sheaf on BunG is exchanged with the “spectral
Whittaker sheaf on LocǦ” again up to an explicit shift. The work of V.
Lafforgue [Laf09] can be seen as proving a version of this statement in the
case of the projective line; see also §13.
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12.2.3. The Iwasawa–Tate case. We consider the Iwasawa–Tate case: M “

T ˚A1, polarized by X “ A1, as a Gm-space, with the “neutral” Ggr-action
which acts by scaling on M 95 We already described the geometry of π :
BunXGm Ñ BunGm in §10.6.2. Let z : BunGm Ñ BunXGm be the zero section
and j : BunX,0Gm Ñ BunXGm its complement; we have an exact triangle (denot-
ing here by k just the constant sheaf – it should be obvious on which set)
j!k Ñ k Ñ z˚k, and correspondingly

(12.2) π0
! k Ñ PX Ñ k.

where π0 is the restriction of π to BunX,0Gm . Note also that the fibers of the
map π0 are Gm-torsors over projective spaces; and so π0

! k » π0
˚kr´1s.

Taking account of the various twists to pass to the unnormalized sheaves,
the conjecture amounts to the assertion that PXxg´1y and LdX match under
the Langlands equivalence (for a more general discussion of how to pass to
unnormalized sheaves from their normalized versions, see Lemma 12.13). Let
us check this stalk-by-stalk on LocGm , away from the trivial local system:

Let ρ be a nontrivial local system on Σ. Associated to ρ, there is (cf.
§11.1.8) a locally constant sheaf Gρ on the space BunGmpΣq, which has the
property that it pulls back to ρbr under Σr Ñ BunGm sending pP1, . . . , Prq to
the line bundleOp

ř

Piq. The normalization of the Langlands correspondence
relevant in the conjecture sends the perversely shifted version of Gρ, that is
to say Fρ :“ Gρxg ´ 1y, to the skyscraper sheaf δρ on LocGm (i.e., the ˚
pushforward from the point ρ). We then compute:

(12.3) HompFρ,PXxg ´ 1yq “ HompGρ,PXq “ HompGρ, π0
˚r´1skq

“ Homppπ0q˚Gρ, kqr´1s “ pSymH˚pΣ, ρ̌qq r´1s.

or strictly speaking a completion of this symmetric algebra, taking into ac-
count that the Hom is a product over components over BunGm ; and by
(11.32)

(12.4) Hompδρ,LXq “ a completion of Sym˚H˚pΣ, ρqr´1s.

Taking into account the duality twist in the conjecture, which inverts ρ, we
see that (12.3) and (12.4) do indeed match. It is not difficult to carry this
analysis out in families of ρ, except in the neighbourhood of trivial ρ, where
the situation is more interesting; Tony Feng, Jonathan Wang and one of the
authors (A.V.) have verified that the conjecture holds there too.

12.3. The group case and functoriality. Continuing our study of exam-
ples, we now discuss the group case, and then explain how to utilize the
group case to translate between the theory of periods and Langlands functo-
riality. We then briefly discuss a couple of instances of functoriality encoded
in the global period conjecture.

95Note, however, that G “ Gm is not acting by scaling on M : it scales X and acts by
inverse scaling in the cotangent direction.
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12.3.1. The group case and miraculous duality. Let us consider the group
case: M “ T ˚G as a GˆG-space. Unwinding the definition in this case, we
find that the un-normalized period sheaf PX » ∆!k is the !-pushforward of
the constant sheaf (equivalently: twisted dualizing sheaf) k » ωx´2bGy of the
smooth stack BunG under the diagonal embedding ∆ : BunG Ñ BunGˆG.

To obtain the normalized period sheaf we further twist by βX “ pg ´
1qdimG, i.e.,

Pnorm » ∆!kxbGy » ∆!ωx´bGy.

On the other hand, on the spectral side the dual Hamiltonian space is the
dualizing twist M̌ “ T ˚Ǧ, i.e., the action of one copy of Ǧ is twisted by
the duality involution (§2.5.2).96 Thus, denoting by ∆̌ the diagonal of LocǦ,
the un-normalized L-sheaf is ∆̌˚ω

d where the superscript d means that we
twist the diagonal inclusion ∆̌ (or, equivalently, twisting the sheaf ω) by
the dualizing involution in one factor. The normalized L-sheaf is given by
shifting this by bǦ “ bG:

L » ∆̌˚ω
dx´bǦy.

Thus, the global conjecture in the group case is the prediction that under the
geometric Langlands correspondence for G ˆ G, the sheaf ∆!ω corresponds
to the dualizing twist of ∆̌˚ω.

We now recall from §B.2.2 the notion of duality for categories, and from
§B.8 and §C.5 its explicit realization for categories of ind-coherent sheaves.
Namely, the sheaf ∆˚ω P QC

!pX ˆXq » QC !pXq b QC !pXq for any QCA
stack (quasicompact with affine diagonal, such as the stacks of local systems
of either de Rham or Betti flavor) encodes Serre duality QC !pXq » QC !pXq_

as its unit (and an analogous duality applies to the stack of étale local sys-
tems). On the other hand, as explained in Section C.5 it is a very special
feature of the stack BunGpΣq, Gaitsgory’s miraculous duality Theorem C.5.6,
that the very sheaf ∆!ω encodes a self-duality of the category of automor-
phic sheaves (of either de Rham, Betti or étale flavor). We thus deduce the
following:

The group period conjecture is equivalent to the assertion
(formulated as [Gai17, Conjecture 0.2.5] in the de Rham set-
ting) that the geometric Langlands correspondence (in de
Rham, Betti or étale versions) intertwines the miraculous self-
duality of automorphic sheaves and Chevalley-twisted Serre
duality of spectral sheaves.

12.3.2. Period sheaves as kernels for functoriality. We can use functions or
sheaves on a product space as kernels for “integral transforms.” In particular,
this can be done on either the automorphic or spectral side of the Langlands
correspondence. But – starting with matching automorphic and spectral
kernels – it is not clear how the resulting integral transforms are related.

96Since we are taking k to be algebraically closed here, the duality involution is the
“same” (i.e., conjugate) as the pinned Chevalley involution.
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The group period conjecture, in the form stated at the end of §12.3.1
permits us to analyze this issue. It asserts the compatibility of geometric
Langlands with “inner products” (i.e., self-dualities), and thereby allows us
to pass more readily between periods on product groups, and functoriality
statements.

As noted in Remark C.5.4, the geometric Langlands correspondence is
expected to be tensorial under products of groups, i.e., to produce a com-
mutative diagram of equivalences C.3. Applying the matching self-dualities
of automorphic and spectral categories, we find a commutative diagram
(12.5)

SHVpBunGˆHq //

��

QC !pLocǦˆȞq

��
HompSHVpBunHq, SHVpBunGqq // HompQC !pLocȞq, QC

!pLocǦqq.

Here the horizontal arrows are induced by the geometric Langlands corre-
spondences for GˆH, G and H, while the vertical arrows are constructions
of integral transforms from kernel sheaves (see Remark below for more dis-
cussion), provided by provided by the matching self-dualities of automorphic
and spectral sheaves for H: on the automorphic side, miraculous duality; on
the spectral side, Serre duality together with the dualizing involution. Under
this dictionary the group period is taken to the identity functor on Langlands
parameters.

Remark 12.3.3 (Relation to integral transforms). Explicitly, on the spec-
tral side of (12.5) we have the usual construction of !-integral transforms
associated to a kernel sheaf

K P QC !pX ˆ Y q;
´

F ÞÑ pY ˚pp
!
XFdH b! Kq

¯

,

where we include a pre-composition with the dualizing involution on LocȞ ;
while on the automorphic side we have a subtle “miraculous” modification
(see [Gai16b] for the D-module setting and [AGK`20a] for the subtler “en-
hanced" version in the étale setting).

In particular suppose

GˆH œ M “ T ˚pX,Ψq, Ǧˆ Ȟ œ M̌ “ T ˚pX̌, Ψ̌q

are dual hyperspherical varieties, for which the (normalized) period and L-
sheaves PX P ShvpBunGˆHq,LX̌ P QC !pLocǦˆȞq are defined. In other
words, we are in the setting of Conjecture 12.1.1 for product groups. Then
the conjecture predicts that Pspec

X and Ld
X̌
match under geometric Langlands.

Then we have the following corollary of Conjecture 12.1.1:

Conjecture 12.3.4. The geometric Langlands correspondence intertwines
the functors given as in (12.5) by the integral kernel Pspec

X and by Ld
X̌
, i.e.,
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we have a commutative diagram

SHVpBunHq //

PspecX

��

QC !pLocȞq

Ld
X̌
��

SHVpBunGq // QC !pLocǦq

,

where d denotes the dualizing involution.

Example 12.3.5. An interesting example is the “Eisenstein case”, by which
we mean a putative duality between

X “ UzG, X̌ “ ǓzǦ

asGˆT and ǦˆŤ spaces, both with trivialGgr-action. In this caseM,M̌ are
not affine hence do not fit our definition of hyperspherical variety. In many
ways this example fits well with the formalism of this paper nonetheless, but
it does present peculiarities, which we will draw attention to. The actions
are given by

(12.6) pg, tq : Ux ÞÑ Ut´1xg, pǧ, ťq : ǓxÑ Ǔ ťxǧ

(note the inverse; to see why something of this nature, take G a torus, where
this should reduce to the group case).

Conjecture 12.1.1 in this case predicts that the normalized Eisenstein pe-
riod sheaf PEis and Eisenstein L-sheaf LEis match (after applying the duality
involution d to the latter). However, numerical computation (§E) suggests
that the shifts (Tate and cohomological) of the global Conjecture are not
correct, and rather there should be an additional shift of dimpUq. This
discrepancy will also manifest itself in the study of parity (§12.7).

In any case, let us ignore this for the moment, and describe the relation of
this conjecture with the theory of geometric Eisenstein series. After switch-
ing X̌ to a left action by our general conventions §2.9, we can write the
spaces as:

(12.7) X » BzpGˆ T q, X̌ » pǦˆ Ť q{B̌,

and the map B Ñ T is the standard one, but the map B̌ Ñ Ť is the inverse
of the standard one. The duality twist of X̌ is identified with pǦˆ Ť q{B̌´,
again with inverted map B̌´ Ñ Ť . Now consider the diagrams:

BunB

qzz

p

$$
BunT BunG

. LocB̌´

q̌zz

p̌

$$
LocŤ LocǦ

We have a spectral Eisenstein series functor Eisspec “ p̌˚q̌
!, which is the

functor defined by the L-sheaf Ld using Serre duality, taking into account
the remarks before the diagram and (12.7). (In the above diagram, the map
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B̌´ Ñ Ť is just the standard map: in passing from kernels to functors, we
have implicitly used the dualizing involution on the source, and this has the
effect of removing the previous sign.)

We have two versions of automorphic Eisenstein series Eis˚ “ p˚q
! and

Eis! “ p!q
˚, which are (formally speaking) the !- and ˚-integral transforms

defined by the period sheaf PEis;97 up to sign issues mentioned below, the
Eisenstein desideratum formulated by Arinkin and Gaitsgory [AG15, §13] is
that the geometric Langlands correspondence intertwines the functors Eis!

and Eisspec. The identification of Eis! with the integral transform associ-
ated to PEis under miraculous duality – hence the compatibility between the
Eisenstein desideratum and the Eisenstein functoriality provided by Conjec-
ture 12.3.4, is precisely the subject of [Gai17, Theorem 4.1.2] (specifically
the first half of the proof).

As we see there are some issues that remain to be studied here. Most sig-
nificant is the unexplained shift remarked above and computed in §E. There
is also a matter of signs, i.e., on the right diagram B̌´ appears rather than
B̌; while this does not naively align with [AG15], it is probably a minor issue
related to the various possibilities for different sign normalizations implicit
in our discussion.

12.3.6. Geometric Gan-Gross-Prasad Period (GGGPP) and the Geometric
Theta Correspondence. An important example of using period sheaves as
functorial kernels is given by the θ-correspondence. This can be used not
only transfer automorphic forms, but to transfer interesting periods. 98

We discuss briefly perhaps the simplest example of this; it relates, in
classical language, to the relationship between Fourier coefficients of θ-series
and representation numbers of quadratic forms.

Consider the hyperspherical dual pair

(12.8) pSL2 ˆ SO2n, Stdb Stdq and pSO3 ˆ SO2n,Besselq,

The Bessel period on the left is, more precisely, defined by the subgroup
∆pSO3q ¨ pV,Ψq for a suitable unipotent subgroup.

Using the respective period and L-sheaves to define transforms as in (12.5),
we obtain

(12.9) sheaves on BunSL2 Ñ sheaves on BunSO2n .

and similarly on the spectral side. It is a familiar phenomenon in the theory
of Θ-correspondence that (12.9) “carries the Whittaker period on SL2 to the
period on SO2n defined by X “ SO2n{SO2n´1.” The numerical statement is
that the Θ-lift adjoint to (12.9) pulls back the Whittaker coefficient to the
SO2n´1-period; we have not verified the analogous phenomenon geometri-
cally.

97It is a nontrivial result of [DG16] that the latter functor is well defined in the de
Rham setting, where a priori only !-pullbacks and ˚-pushforwards exist in general.

98We thank Wee Teck Gan for this suggestion.
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On the dual side, this presumably manifests itself as follows, with reference
to (12.8): the symplectic reduction of the Bessel space by SO3 gives T ˚X̌,
with X̌ the SO2n-space defined by SO2n{SO3pU,Ψq; this is just the dual of
the SO2n-space X.

It will be interesting to study this further.

12.4. Spectral projections. In this section we return to the point that
has been raised at the start of §12.1, and explore the role of projection of
automorphic sheaves to nilpotent singular support in the global conjecture;
after an informal general discussion (§12.4.1 and §12.4.2) we explain in detail
the simplest case – the duality of the automorphic Whittaker model for
G “ Gm – i.e., G “ X “ Gm, “Dirichlet boundary conditions,” and the
trivial period Ǧ “ Gm acting on X̌ “ pt, “Neumann boundary condition”.

We refer to Section C.1.1 for an overview of the main features of the
different automorphic sheaf theories, and in particular to §C.4 for a discussion
of spectral projection.

12.4.1. General discussion: why do we want to project? One might want a
direct comparison between period and L-sheaves under the geometric Lang-
lands correspondence, and indeed we predict such a comparison in the de
Rham setting. However, we’ll see below that – even in very simple cases –
the endomorphisms of the period sheaf in finite or Betti contexts are much
smaller than those of the L-sheaf, so no naive comparison is possible. More
generally, in the constructible world (in any characteristic) there is no known
version of geometric Langlands that takes as input the entire category of (ind-
)constructible sheaves on BunG, so we must project the period sheaf into the
“spectrally decomposable” category in order to apply the correspondence.

Equivalently, we can only “test” – take homomorphisms to/from – the
period sheaf against a suitable subcategory of all automorphic sheaves in-
cluding in particular Hecke eigensheaves (which correspond to skyscrapers
on the spectral side).

- In the finite characteristic situation, and more generally in the set-
ting of the étale geometric Langlands correspondence, the available
automorphic test objects are ind-constructible sheaves with nilpotent
singular support, which correspond spectrally to sheaves with finite
(or equivalently proper) support.

- In the Betti situation we have access to arbitrary automorphic C-
sheaves with nilpotent singular support, which correspond to arbi-
trary support on the Betti stack of local systems (i.e., the Hecke
eigenvalues can vary in algebraic families).

The subtleties between the behavior of period sheaves in the different
formulations concern behavior “at infinity” in Loc, for example since the de
Rham and Betti functions on Loc 99 differ by their growth at infinity. Dually,

99That is: the ring of regular functions on Loc, but with respect to the differing
algebraic structures corresponding to the Betti and de Rham moduli spaces.
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on the automorphic side from a microlocal or symplectic perspective the
[compact] nilpotent sheaves correspond to objects living over finite subsets of
the base of the Hitchin system (in the semiclassical limit). Period sheaves are
typically very different – for example, the Whittaker period sheaf corresponds
to a section of the Hitchin fibration. Thus, spectral projection on period
sheaves is a violent operation some of whose properties remain mysterious.

12.4.2. Left, right, and spectral projections. We are interested in projecting
automorphic sheaves into the subcategory of sheaves with nilpotent singular
support.

In general, there are two ways in which we can attempt to project a cate-
gory into a subcategory: by taking the left or right adjoint of the inclusion.
We will refer to these as “left projection” and “right projection,” and will de-
note them by P ÞÑ P̄l and P ÞÑ P̄r when they exist. There are tautological
maps P Ñ P̄l and P̄r Ñ P. In our specific case, there is another projection
of interest, the spectral projector

P Ñ Pspec,

which, as we will see, corresponds to either a left or right projection according
to context:

The behavior of the two projections in our settings is as follows:
‚ In the Betti setting, both left and right nilpotent projection exist.
This left adjoint exists in the Betti setting, and in fact agrees with
the spectral projector, resulting in the Betti period sheaf

P ÞÑ Pspec “ P̄l, Betti setting.

‚ In the étale setting, the Beilinson spectral projector P ÞÑ P̄ “ Pspec

produces a nilpotent sheaf which conjecturally identifies with the
right projection P Ñ P̄r:

P ÞÑ Pspec ?
“ P̄r, étale setting.

On the other hand, the left adjoint does not exist except as a
pro-functor100 in the étale setting. We obtain thus a pro-object P̄l
in the étale setting, which can also be identified with the natural
pro-version of the Beilinson spectral projector coming from the ind-
structure of Locres. Thus, both (pro-)left and right projections in
the étale setting are given in terms of the spectral projection, so are
“not too far apart” in a precise sense.

100Note that the left adjoint to a colimit preserving functor must preserve compact ob-
jects, thus is much harder to represent in the étale setting where only constructible sheaves
can be compact. This is perhaps easier to see on the spectral side where QCpLocBettiǦ q has
lots of perfect complexes (like the structure sheaf) while in the étale setting (where Loc
is close to being a formal scheme) only sheaves with finite support (on the coarse moduli
space) can be compact.
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Matching the geometric conjecture with the numerical conjecture, as dis-
cussed in §14.7, requires studying homomorphisms from P and L to Hecke
eigensheaves. For this purpose it is useful to understand the left nilpo-
tent projection P̄l, corepresenting the functor HompP,´q on the category of
sheaves with nilpotent singular support. On the other hand, right nilpotent
projection P̄r will control, instead, homomorphisms to P and L from Hecke
eigensheaves; such homomorphisms are also classically interesting, and are
captured numerically by the more exotic star periods, see §14.8.

This plethora of projections gives rise to several possible candidates for
the geometric conjecture. The candidate we have chosen (to use the spectral
projection in each context) is based on some simple plausibility checks that
rule out the other options. As we discuss below, in the Betti setting the right
period sheaf P̄B

r fails to match the L-sheaf already in the first nontrivial
example, while the left version passes that test; in the finite context the
situation is reversed. It remains of interest – in order to reproduce standard
numerical statements, as in Example 14.7 – to understand what corresponds
spectrally to the pro-object P̄l in the finite context. For this one would need
a pro-version of the L-sheaf; we do not attempt this in this paper.

All in all, then, the situation involves many complications and is still an
evolving one!

Remark 12.4.3. Also, from the above discussion, we see that, although the
Betti right-projected period sheaf P̄B

r does not match appropriately with the
L-sheaf, this issue is rectified by projecting further to the étale category of
sheaves. In effect, this latter projection amounts to working only over finite
subsets of Loc (up to unipotents). Speaking informally, the problem with
the Betti right-projected period sheaf P̄B

r is therefore that its behavior at
infinity in LocǦ is bad.

12.4.4. The abelian Whittaker period: de Rham and Betti. We consider in
some detail the case G “ Gm and X “ Gm the Whittaker space.

Note that BunGm is a product of the Picard scheme with BGm, while
the derived stack of local systems, in either Betti or de Rham context, is the
product of the classical stack of local systems with the spectrum of an derived
exterior algebra, and the geometric Langlands correspondence respects this
decomposition (reducing to Koszul duality on the “nonclassical” factor).

For convenience, we will ignore the factor of BGm automorphically and
the derived exterior algebra spectrally. As we will explain in Remark 12.4.5
below, both the period sheaf and the L-sheaf will have the structure of an
external product along the decomposition

BunGm “ PicˆBGm and LocGm “ Locclassical
Gm ˆ Speckrx´1s,

and the second factors of these decompositions will match. So we restrict
our attention to what happens on the Pic and Locclassical

Gm .
The Whittaker period sheaf on Pic is simply a skyscraper (δ-function D-

module) at the identity, i.e., the pushforward of the constant sheaf under
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pt Ñ Pic. Thus, the endomorphisms of the period sheaf are simply scalars
in either setting. The singular support (or semiclassical limit) of the period
sheaf is the cotangent fiber to Pic at the trivial bundle.

On the other hand the L-sheaf on Locclassical
Gm is, up to a shift, the structure

sheaf. Since Locclassical
Gm is the product of a smooth variety by BGm these

endomorphisms are

O “ algebraic functions on LocGm .

These functions however differ drastically between the Betti and de Rham
setting. In the Betti setting we find O “ krH1s the group algebra of the first
homology of the curve (abelianization of π1) with coefficients in our structure
ring k; this is, equivalently, the ring of functions on the algebraic torus which
is the representation variety of homomorphisms π1 Ñ Gm (considered now
without derived or stack structure). In the de Rham setting on the other
hand LocGm is the universal vector extension of the Jacobian and admits no
nonconstant algebraic functions, so the endomorphisms of the L-sheaf are
just scalars.

Thus, in the de Rham situation the endomorphisms of period and L-
sheaves match, while in the Betti setting the former is much smaller than
the latter.

Remark 12.4.5 (Derived version). Let us mention the (matching) behavior
of period and L-sheaves over the “derived” factor we ignored above. The
period sheaf in both Betti and de Rham settings is the external product of
the skyscraper above with the “regular” sheaf on BGm (the pushforward of
k under pt Ñ BGm.) This regular sheaf corresponds to the free module over
the homology H˚pGmq » krx´1s.

On the spectral side the derived ring of functions on Loc carries an extra
tensor factor krx´1s. This contributes a free krx´1s-module to the dualizing
sheaf, matching the period sheaf.

12.4.6. Projection to local systems. Restricting now to the Betti context, we
now consider the left and right projections of the skyscraper sheaf P to local
systems on Pic, i.e., to automorphic sheaves with nilpotent singular support.

Left nilpotent projection P̄l replaces the role of δ in the discussion above
by the regular π1pBunGmq-module Or2gs where O “

À

π1
k is the group

algebra (considered as a local system on BunGm in the obvious way). In
other words, to make δ into a local system we replace the inclusion of the
trivial local system by the path fibration (in this case universal cover) of
BunGm and thus the compactly supported pushforward of the constant sheaf
becomes the “regular” local system.

Right nilpotent projection P̄r replaces δ by M »
ś

π1
k, where M is the

space of all functions π1 Ñ k. These statements simply record the fact that
taking fiber at the identity exhibits an equivalence of locally constant sheaves
on Pic with the category of π1-representations on k-vector spaces, and for
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such a representation V we have

V » Homπ1pO, V q, V ˚ » Homπ1pV,Mq.

Note, computing endomorphisms as O-module,

(12.10) EndpOr2gsq “ O, EndpMq “ “next question, please!”.

Corresponding, the endomorphisms of P̄l exactly match functions on LocGm
and indeed Pspec “ P̄l is exactly what corresponds to L under the Langlands
correspondence. However the endomorphisms of P̄r are far too large.

Remark 12.4.7. Despite their difference in size, P̄r and P̄l in the Betti case
are, in a certain sense, not far apart, as we now sketch. For ρ a point of Loc,
the restriction ι˚ρµ of the composite morphism µ : P̄B

r Ñ P̄B
l arising from

P̄B
r Ñ P Ñ P̄B

l

is an isomorphism. Let us illustrate the phenomenon in the case π1 “ Z
leaving the real-world case π1 “ Z2g to the reader. The short exact sequence
of krx˘1s-modules

krx˘1s Ñ kppxqq ‘ kppx´1qq Ñ formal series
ř

nPZ bnx
n

loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

R

gives rise to a morphism of the right hand group R to krx˘1sr1s in the derived
category of krx˘1s-modules. Clearly, this morphism – which is analogous to
P̄B
r Ñ P̄B

l – is not an isomorphism, but it is an isomorphism when pulled
back to any k-point of Gm, because kppxqq and kppx´1qq do not have support
there. The error is “supported at 0 and 8.” It would be interesting to study
the analog of this example for some semisimple G.

12.4.8. Projection to étale categories of sheaves. Let us carry through the
same discussion (G “ Gm and X “Whittaker) in the étale case. Recall here
that k is either C or the algebraic closure of Q`, and the allowable sheaves on
the automorphic side are ind-(locally constant constructible) sheaves. On an
irreducible F-variety X, such sheaves correspond to representations of π1pXq
on a k-vector space which are locally finite, i.e. each vector lies in a finite
dimensional π1-stable subspace. We are primarily interested in this context
when F is the algebraic closure of a finite field, but we will also remark on
what happens in the étale setting over C.101

Each k-point of LocGm , i.e., each rank one local system ρ : π1 Ñ kˆ,
admits a universal deformation to a map π1 Ñ Rˆρ for a certain smooth
complete k-algebra Rρ abstractly isomorphic to krrx1, . . . , x2gss ; and the
étale classical moduli space Locclassical

Gm is a disjoint union of the spectra of
Rρrx´1s, each quotiented again by the trivial action of Gm. (In fact, all of

101This should be distinguished from our default usage of the word Betti, where we con-
sider allow locally constant rather than only ind-(locally constant constructible) sheaves.
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these Rρ are isomorphic to one another by twisting.) In particular, we again
have

(12.11) EndpLq “
ź

Rρ

or, as in Remark 12.4.5, if we are to include the contribution of the derived
structure, we would additionally add a generator in degree ´1 in each factor.

In this case the left nilpotent projection of P is (up to a shift) the pro-
object corresponding to the complete k-algebra

À

Rρ, i.e., the structure
pro-sheaf of the formal stack LocǦ. Of course LocǦ (like any stack) carries
a structure sheaf as an object in QC, which is given by calculating the
limit of the pro-sheaf version of the structure sheaf (QC, being presentable
– see Appendix B.2 – is closed under all small limits by [Lur09a, Corollary
5.5.2.4]), however this object doesn’t corepresent the given left adjoint (as
can be seen for example by its lack of compactness). Thus, it is clear in
this case how to modify the L-sheaf to get a pro-version that matches P̄l.
Dually, this is the pro-local system associated to the complete (not locally
finite) π1-representation

À

Rρ.
On the other hand, the right nilpotent projection of P corresponds, on the

spectral side, to the object whose ρth component is given by Eρ “ the top
local cohomology of the local ring Rρ. In coordinates Rρ “ krrx1, . . . , x2gss

the module Eρ is given by “krx´1
i s” where, to define the module structure, any

expression involving xi to a positive exponent is regarded as zero. Observe
that forRρ-moduleM of finite length we have HomRρpM,Eρq » HomkpM,kq
via the “constant coefficient” map Eρ Ñ k (by exactness of the left-hand
functor we reduce to the case of M the augmentation).

In particular EndpEρq “ Rρ because Rρ is complete (see for example
[Hun07, Theorem 3.10]) and therefore the endomorphisms of P̄r are precisely
ś

Rρ (or the same adjoining x´1 if we compute on BunGm rather than Pic)
which, in contrast to (12.10), match the endomorphisms of the L-sheaf.

Remark 12.4.9. Over F “ C, we can think of the right projection P̄r
to the category of ind-constructible sheaves as “fixing” the behavior of the
right Betti period sheaf P̄B

r , by (speaking in dual terms) restricting to finite
subsets of k-points ρ of LocǦ. This makes sense: we already saw in Remark
12.4.7 that restricted to points P̄B

r and P̄B
l are actually the same thing.

12.5. Parity and independence of spin structures. We now observe
that parity conditions on our hyperspherical spaces implies that the validity
of the global geometric conjecture, Conjecture 12.1.1, is independent of the
choice of spin structure, or equivalently allows us to formulate it indepen-
dently of this choice. In the setting of Conjecture 12.1.1, we denote by

(12.12) η : GÑ Gm, η̌ : ǦÑ Gm, η : Gm Ñ Ǧ, η̌ : Gm Ñ G

the two eigencharacters, cf. (3.35), considered also as central cocharacters
into the dual groups. We get corresponding maps BunG Ñ BunGm and
LocǦ Ñ LocGm .
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In Remark 10.7 we noted that the dependence of the period sheaf on spin
structures can be summarized by defining the period sheaf inside

PX P HomBunZ{2pSpinΣ, ShvpBunGqq

where BunZ{2 acts on BunG through multiplication via the central homo-
morphism

z “ η̌e2ρ : Z{2 Ñ ZpGq.

The same is true of the normalized period sheaf, which involves no additional
spin twist. That is to say: modifying the choice of K1{2 by a 2-torsion line
bundle L on Σ modifies the period sheaf by “translation through L” via z.

Likewise in §11.7 we saw that the dependence of the normalized L-sheaf
on spin structures is captured by considering the normalized L-sheaf as an
element of

Lnorm
X̌

P HomBunZ{2pSpin_Σ , QC
!pLocǦqq.

Here BunZ{2 acts onQC !pLocǦq by tensor product with 2-torsion line bundles
which can be described as pulled back from LocGm via η̌ : Ǧ Ñ Gm. That
is to say, modifying the choice of K1{2 by a 2-torsion line bundle L has the
result of tensoring the L-sheaf with the pullback of L via η̌.

We now need to appeal to the compatiblity between the Langlands corre-
spondence and abelian duality for the center of G expressed in Remark C.3.7.
Namely, the translation action of torsors for the center BunZpGq on ShvpBunGq
matches under the geometric Langlands correspondence with the tensor
product action on QC !pLocǦq given by the canonical dual homomorphism
BunZpGq Ñ PicpLocǦq (see discussion before (11.29)). In particular for a
central involution z : Z{2 Ñ ZpGq the induced actions of BunZ{2 agree.

Now observe that the twists appearing in the period and L-sheaf differ
by a universal amount, i.e. independent of the period under consideration
– namely, the shift by the canonical parity element e2ρ : Z{2 Ñ ZpGq.
Therefore, the validity of the conjecture does not depend on the choice of
K1{2: If we change the choice of K1{2, it can be compensated by changing the
normalization of the Langlands correspondence, twisting by a line bundle on
the spectral side. See also Section C.7.

12.6. Parity and change of grading. In this section we study the inter-
action of change of grading (as in Sections 10.4.3 and 11.5.3) with Conjec-
ture 12.1.1. This is, more or less, just book-keeping.

Specifically, suppose that pG,Mq and pǦ, M̌q are a hyperspherical pair in
the sense of §5, with both M, M̌ polarized. What we will explain here is
how to twist the conjecture to avoid the normalizing factors on the L- and
period sheaf. This will introduce an extra and rather unenlightening Tate
twist as well as altering the Ggr-action on M and M̌ . The main feature
of the resulting “unnormalized” conjecture is that it has a more transparent
parity condition in the sense of §2.6, see (12.19). We use notation as in
(12.12); we will use the same letters for the induced maps BunG Ñ BunGm
and LocǦ Ñ LocGm
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Definition 12.6.1. If pG,M “ T ˚Xq and pǦ, M̌ “ T ˚X̌q are a dual hy-
perspherical pair, both sides equipped with a polarization and eigenmeasure,
we call the Ggr-actions on X and X̌ obtained by twisting the neutral actions
by η̌´1 and η´1 respectively the unnormalized Ggr-actions on X, X̌.

We denote the twisted spaces by

Xtw :“ Xrη̌´1s and X̌tw :“ X̌rη´1s,

i.e. Xr. . . s means that we twist the Ggr-action on X by the stated character.

Example 12.6.2. It should be noted that the unnormalized actions depend
on the choice of polarizations.

Here is an example. Take pG “ Gm,M “ T ˚A1q, with the scaling Ggr-
action. Then the dual space is the same pǦ “ Gm, M̌ “ T ˚A1q. With the
standard polarization we have

η “ η̌ “ standard character of Gm

and correspondingly the twisted spaces Xtw, X̌tw are given by A1 with trivial
action of Ggr.

The twisting process, however, depends on a choice of polarization. Had
we chosen, for example, the “other” polarization of T ˚A1, thus inverting
the G-action, then η would be inverted, and correspondingly the normalized
action on the dual X̌ “ A1 would be given by λ ÞÑ λ2. In words this
corresponds to various choices of “functions” or “forms” on either side.

Remark 12.6.3. “Un-normalized” refers loosely to the fact that these ac-
tions are adapted to consideration of sheaves and functions without incor-
porating L2-twists, that is to say, it is “arithmetic” in the general parlance
of §2.6.

The definition is somewhat strange: the twist involved in defining the
normalized action on X involves the eigencharacter on volume forms on X̌
and vice versa. Now the eigenform for X is not unique, but determined only
up to characters of X, i.e., G-eigenfunctions in OpXq; this dependence does
not matter by §3.8.2.

Regrettably, as far as global coherence of notation, although these “unnor-
malized” actions fall in the “arithmetic” side of the arithmetic/analytic divide
of §2.6, they do not quite coincide with the “arithmetic actions” defined in
§6.8.3.

Proposition 12.6.4. The following are equivalent:
(a) Pnorm

X and the dualizing twist of Lnorm
X̌

are dual to one another;
(b) The corresponding statement holds for X, X̌ with unnormalized Ggr-

action and unnormalized period and L-sheaves, i.e.:
PXtwxry and the dualizing twist of LX̌tw are dual to one another.

Here, with notation as in (10.3),

(12.13) r “ βX 1 ` βX̌ 1 ´ pg ´ 1qτ.

and τ “ xη, η̌y P Z.
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Proof. We start with the statement Ld,norm

X̌
ðñ Pnorm

X of the normalized
conjecture (the symbol ðñ here means “matches under the Langlands
correspondence”), and use (10.4.4) and (11.20).

If we abridge X̌ 1, X 1 for the spaces with twisted Ggr-actions we have
TPnorm

X “ Pnorm
X 1 where T is a translation by η̌pK1{2q; and similarly Lnorm

X 1 “

ŤLnorm
X with Ť now convolution with δ´1

( through η´1 (see (11.24)).
So the normalized conjecture is equivalent to

(12.14) ppηδ´1
( qb Lnorm

X̌ 1
qd ðñ pTPnorm

X 1 q

or, taking account of the effect of d on δ(,

(12.15) pηδ(qb pLnorm
X̌ 1

qd ðñ pTPnorm
X 1 q

Now spectral convolution with ηδ( corresponds on the automorphic side by
tensoring with xdegy, see after (11.21), so the above is equivalent to

(12.16) pLnorm
X̌ 1

qd ðñ pTPnorm
X 1 qx´degy

(10.15)
“ T pPnorm

X 1 x´degyqxpg´1qτy.

where we applied (10.15) with λ “ η̌, noting the presence of another minus
sign from the fact we have ´deg.

Now, T corresponds on the spectral side to tensoring by the pullback of
rK1{2s via η̌ : LocǦ Ñ LocGm , which in our notation is the line bundle ε1{2

on LocǦ, see (11.12) and (11.18), and the inverse of T corresponds to with
tensoring with εd1{2, so (12.16) becomes

(12.17) pε1{2Lnorm
X̌ 1

qd ðñ Pnorm
X 1 x´ deg`pg ´ 1qτy.

Taking into account ((10.12)) that Pnorm
X 1 “ PX 1xdeg`βX 1y and using

(11.19),
Ld
X̌ 1
x´βX̌ 1y ðñ PX 1xβX 1 ` pg ´ 1qτy.

thus

(12.18) pLX̌ 1q
d ðñ PX 1xβX 1 ` βX̌ 1 ` pg ´ 1qτy

See also (10.3). By (10.14) βX 1 “ βX ´ pg ´ 1qτ and βX̌ 1 “ βX̌ ´ pg ´ 1qτ
and thus

pLX̌ 1q
d ðñ PX 1xβX ` βX̌ ´ pg ´ 1qτy

�

Remark 12.6.5. By comparing to a suitable cover as in § 3.8.2, one can
directly define the unnormalized Ggr-action for the dual of a spherical variety
pX,Ψq without reference to Definition 12.6.1 – in particular, whether or
not pX,Ψq has an eigenmeasure. Then part (b) above gives rise to the
appropriate “arithmetically normalized” formulation of the global conjecture,
valid whether or not pX,Ψq has an eigenform.

For instance, returning to the example of pX, X̌q mentioned in Example
5.2.3, statement (a) of Proposition 12.6.4 is undefined; but statement (b)
makes sense and can be taken as the statement of the global conjecture,
where one takes the unnormalized Ggr-action on both sides to be trivial.
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This is related to the fact, already commented, that the parity condition is
“more transparent” when one works with unnormalized Ggr-action. Namely,
Proposition 4.6.1, if applicable, proves that pe2ρp´1q,´1q acts trivially on
Xtw and similarly for X̌tw. That is to say:

(12.19) the action of ǦˆGm on Xtw and X̌tw factor through CG

where CG is as in §2.7.

Example 12.6.6. Take the “Godement-Jacquet” example, where pG,Xq “
pGLn ˆ GLn,Mn,nq, with action by m ¨ pg1, g2q “ g´1

1 mg2. On the dual
side, X̌ “ GLn ˆ An with action pg1, g2q ¨ ph, vq “ pg1hg

T
2 , g2vq. 102 Here

the eigenform character on X is given by detpg2g
´1
1 qn, and correspondingly

η : z ÞÑ pz´n, znq P Ǧ. In particular, the normalized action of z P Ggr on X̌
is given by z ¨ph, vq “ ph, z1`nvq. We see in this example that the normalized
Ggr-action has no evident positivity property along the vectorial fibers of X̌.

Example 12.6.7. Here are a few more examples comparing normalized and
unnormalized Ggr-actions; the notation (u) refers to an unnormalized exam-
ple.

name pG,Xq Ggr pG,Xq Ggr
Iwasawa-Tate pGm,A1q scaling pGm,A1q scaling

Iwasawa-Tate (u) pGm,A1q trivial pGm,A1q trivial
R.-S. pGLn ˆGLn`1,Stdnpn`1qq scaling pGLn ˆGLn`1,GLn`1q trivial

R.-S. (u) pGLn ˆGLn`1,Stdnpn`1qq scaling pGLn ˆGLn`1,GLn`1q pxn`1, xnq
Whit pG,G{pU,ψq p1, e´2ρq pG,Gq trivial

A2 norm. pSL2 ˆGm,A2q scaling pPGL2 ˆGm, PGL2q trivial
A2 (u) pSL2 ˆGm,A2q scaling pPGL2 ˆGm,PGL2q e2ρ

Table 12.6.1. Some examples comparing the normalized
and unnormalized Ggr-actions.

12.7. Parity phenomena. Proposition 12.6.4 gives a useful mod 2 check
on our various shifts.

Namely, when doing computations involving extracting Frobenius traces,
it is best to (if we are using the analytic normalization of Satake) formulate
the global Langlands equivalence as an equivalence of supersheaves, see Re-
mark C.3.2 and the discussion of §2.6.2. Then both period and L-sheaves
should really be understood as supersheaves, these parity twists being in-
curred in the normalization process on both sides and reflecting half-integral
powers of q in the numerical theory, cf. §2.3.3).

Both normalized period sheaf and normalized L-sheaf have in general non-
trivial parity. Let us examine the relationship between these parities.

102up to possibly permuting some indices, which we didn’t check, but makes no differ-
ence to the point of the example.
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By construction, the unnormalized period sheaf has even parity. On the
other hand, Proposition 4.6.1 implies that the action of ´1 P Ggr on X̌

coincides with e2ρp´1q P Ǧ. Therefore the unnormalized L-sheaf has parity
determined by the action of e2ρp´1q P ZpĜq, this arising from the shearing
operation of (11.15). The only reasonable way for this to be valid for all
hyperspherical dual pairs simultaneously is the following:

Prediction: The parity of the integer r of Proposition 12.6.4
is independent of the choice of pX, X̌q.

which, in turn, implies the following statement

(12.20) dimpXq ` γX ` dimpX̌q ` γX̌ ` dimpG{Uq
?
” xη, η̌y mod 2.

which results by comparing a general pX, X̌q to the Whittaker case pX “

pt, X̌ “ Ǧ{Ǔq.
We do not have a general proof of this but it certainly holds in all examples

that we computed. See the table below. An interesting nonexample is the
Eisenstein case – formally outside the validity of our conjectures – X “

G{U, X̌ “ Ǧ{Ǔ , considered as G ˆ T and Ǧ ˆ Ť -spaces. This is another
indication that there remain some interesting issues to resolve in this case,
cf. Example 12.3.5.

name dimpXq γX dimpX̌q γX̌ xη, η̌y dimpG{Uq
Iwasawa-Tate (l.2) 1 1 1 1 1 1

Group (l.3) g 0 g 0 0 0
Whittaker (l.8) g ´ u 0 0 0 0 g ´ u

Godement-Jacquet (l.6) n n 0 n n 0
GL2n`1{GLn ˆGLn`1 (l.4) 0 0 n` 1 0 0 n` 1

Jacquet-Shalika (l.9) 0 0 n 0 0 n
Hecke. (l.1) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gˆ T,G{U g ´ u 0 g ´ u 0 0. g ` t´ u

Table 12.7.1. Some examples examining (12.20); dimen-
sions taken mod 2. g “ dimpGq etc. γ as in (3.36). Line
references, e.g. l.3, are to Table 1.5.1.

12.8. The L2 conjecture and the algebra of L-observables. Our con-
jecture thus far has required access to a polarization, i.e., M̌ “ T ˚X̌ or
a twisted version thereof, so as to construct an L-sheaf to match with the
period sheaf.

However, in §11.10.4 – we hinted that there is a natural algebra acting
by endomorphisms on the L-sheaf. This algebra is a deformation of the
“doubled” L-sheaf obtained by substituting M̌ for X̌.

This has a manifestation at the level of the period sheaf. Instead of at-
tempting to describe Pnorm

X or its spectral projection, we instead describe its
“square,” namely, the endomorphisms EndpPnorm

X q; we anticipate this object
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can often be described solely in terms of M̌ (even when M̌ is not polariz-
able). This corresponds to the fact, familiar in the theory of periods, that
access to M̌ alone still permits one to describe the square of the period. In
the physics language, it is also a manifestation of the passage from geomet-
ric quantization (which requires a polarization) to deformation quantization
(which doesn’t), or from states to observables.

It is therefore reasonable to ask:
Can we give a spectral description of the endomorphisms
EndpPspecq of the period sheaf in terms of M̌?

To discuss this in more detail, let us assume (as in §11.10.4) that M̌ is
a symplectic vector space. We will remark after on the formulation in the
general case, and the discussion will be revisited from a more general and
structured point of view in §18.

Let us moreover restrict ourselves to the locus Loc˝G of representations that
have a unique classical fixed point on the symplectic vector space M̌ . This
should be understand as the complement of the locus where the relevant L-
function has a pole. This means that the complex V encountered in (11.54)
is in fact cohomologically concentrated in a single degree and renders our
discussion extremely concrete.

Over Loc˝G we can form a vector bundle H whose fiber at a point ρ is
given by the cohomology H1pM̌q where M̌ is considered as a symplectic flat
bundle over the curve by means of ρ. Over the locus Loc˝G, then, LocM̌ is
the derived scheme obtained by p´1q-shifting of the total space of H.

Now, since the vector bundle H just mentioned carries an orthogonal struc-
ture H » H_ coming from Poincaré duality, we may form its Clifford algebra:

(12.21) O˝
M̌,Σ

:“ Clifford algebra of H with its natural quadratic form,

which is now a sheaf of algebras on Loc˝G.
103 It is very natural to suppose

that this O˝
M̌,Σ

is the “spectrally decomposed algebra of endomorphisms of
the period sheaf,” a notion we now explain.

The spectral action of quasi-coherent sheaves on LocǦ on automorphic
sheaves (the “automorphic to Galois” direction, see Section C.4 of Appen-
dix C) implies that the Hom-space HompF,Gq of spectrally decomposable
automorphic sheaves F,G P AutpBunGq can be disintegrated (or spectrally
decomposed) over LocǦ, or, more formally, enriches to a quasi-coherent
sheaf HompF,Gq on LocǦ. Namely, this sheaf is defined as inner Hom in
QCpLocǦq, i.e., by the universal property that for Q P QCpLocǦq we should
have

HompQ,HompF,Gqq “ HompQ ‹ F,Gq.

(Of course given the full geometric Langlands conjecture we may simply
take Q to be the internal sheaf Hom between the Langlands transforms of F

103This is closely related to the universal enveloping algebra of the dg Lie algebra
mentioned in §11.10.4.
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and G – note that the Hom of ind-coherent sheaves can be enriched to take
values in quasi-coherent sheaves.) In particular the endomorphism algebra
of Pspec enriches from a mere algebra to a quasi-coherent sheaf of algebras
over LocǦ. We now give a conjectural description of the restriction of this
sheaf of algebras to Loc˝.

Conjecture 12.8.1. (Algebra of L-observables): Suppose that we are in the
setting of the global geometric Conjecture 12.1.1 and M̌ is a symplectic vector
space, which we do not require to be polarized.

Then there is an isomorphism of quasicoherent sheaves of algebras on Loc˝
Ǧ

O˝
M̌,Σ

„
Ñ EndQCpLoc˝

Ǧ
qpPspecq,

where O˝
M̌,Σ

is the sheaf of algebras constructed from M̌ in (12.21), Pspec is
the spectral projection of Pnorm

X (and thus agrees with Pnorm
X in the de Rham

setting), and End is the internal endomorphisms valued in quasi-coherent
sheaves, as noted above.

In other words, over the locus Loc˝
Ǧ

we have deformation quantized the
fixed points of M̌ to the Clifford algebra O˝

M̌,Σ
which makes sense indepen-

dently of polarization data. Given a polarization, the spectrally decomposed
period sheaf provides a compatible geometric quantization.

For example, if M̌ “ T ˚X̌ for a vector space X̌, with scaling Ggr-action,
let us compute as in §11.8 (and using the same notation) some fibers of
the above statement. Let ρ be, as there, a Ǧ-valued local system with a
unique fixed point 0 on X̌. Under the global conjecture the fiber of the
right hand side is the same as as HompLnorm

ρ ,Lnorm
ρ q with Lnorm

ρ the fiber
of the normalized L-sheaf at ρ. As in (11.34) this space is identified up to
twist with endomorphisms of Sym˚H˚pT q “ ^˚H1pT q, where T » X̌ is just
the tangent space to X̌ at 0. 104 The assertion of the conjecture 12.8.1
just amounts to the fact that the Clifford algebra of the orthogonal space
H ‘H˚ – with H “ H1pTxq the cohomology group appearing above – maps
isomorphically to the endomorphisms of ^˚H; this is the usual realization
of the spin representation in presence of a polarization.

Remark 12.8.2. (The anomaly and spectral quantization) The conjecture
implies that Clifford algebra O˝

M̌,Σ
should in fact split (on Loc˝

Ǧ
) – i.e. it is

isomorphic as algebra to the endomorphisms of a vector bundle. This issue
is precisely the spectral analogue of the automorphic discussion in §5.1. Let
us spell out our expectations on this issue:

The obstruction to splitting the Clifford algebra is an element ofH2pLoc˝
Ǧ
,Z{2q,

which is closely related to the second Stiefel-Whitney class of the quadratic
vector bundle (see e.g. [Lam05, V.3]). It is reasonable to suppose that this
obstruction class arises from the second Chern class c2 P H

4pBGq from the

104Note that the H1
pT q appearing in the above statement really appears in degree

zero, because of shearing.
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embedding ǦÑ SppM̌q, i.e. c2 yields by pullback a cohomology class in the
space of maps from Σ to BǦ which can be integrated over fibers to give a
degree 2 class in LocǦ. This is related to the study of the “Maslov cocycle.”
105

In particular, this would indeed imply that the Clifford algebra is split so
long as M̌ is anomaly free in the sense of §5.1, that is to say, if c2 P H

4pM̌{Ǧq,
considered modulo 2, is the square of an integral class in H2.106

Remark 12.8.3. What if M̌ is not a symplectic vector space? There is a
similar discussion but with the cohomological degrees shifted, so it looks less
familiar from a classical viewpoint. For more details see §18.3.

A simple example is M̌ “ T ˚pǦ{Ȟq where (possibly after restricting to
an open subset of LocG) we suppose that i : Y :“ LocȞ Ñ Z :“ LocǦ is
a closed immersion. In this case, the endomorphisms EndOZ pi˚OY q can be
considered as a deformation quantization of the relative cotangent bundle of
Y Ñ Z. This relative cotangent bundle is in turn identified with LocM̌

Ǧ
; thus

we may regard the endomorphisms as a deformation of its structure sheaf.
We return to this in §18.

13. The case of the projective line

We consider now the case of P1 and discuss the relationship between the
local conjecture and the polarized global conjecture. It is our expectation
that the global conjecture should actually be a consequence of the local
conjecture, but we do not attempt to push this through here. Our goal is a
more modest one: we verify in various cases that

(13.1) Hompe1, period sheafq “ Homp0, L-sheafq,

where e1 and 0 are corresponding “basic objects” in the automorphic and
spectral category.107

These computations are sufficient to support various subtler points of the
conjecture (the choice of O versus ω, the precise Tate and cohomological
twists, etc.) In particular, in cases involving twisted polarizations on the
spectral sides, the computations here are the only evidence that we currently
have that the proposed shift in the global conjecture is correct.

We will work in the étale setting throughout this section. Both sides of
(13.1) are a priori complexes of k-vector spaces with a Frobenius action.
However, as we will see, this Frobenius action arises from a natural Ggr

105It should be able to prove a version of this statement, at least on any field-valued
point of Loc˝Ǧ, using the results of [PPS00] and the methods of Meyer [Mey73] (who worked
only over the real numbers). Cf. also [AV22].

106Then the degree 4 class on ΣˆLocǦ is the square of a degree 2 class. All that matters
for us is the p1, 1q-component of this class – call it c11 P H

1
pΣ,Z{2q b H1

pLocǦ,Z{2q.
Because the squaring map H1

pΣ,Z{2q Ñ H2
pΣ,Z{2q is trivial we get c211 “ 0 cf. Lemma

5.1.1, and this implies that the integrated class in H2
pLocǦ,Z{2q vanishes, too. All we

used, in fact, was that c2 was the square of a mod 2 class.
107The prime on the e is meant to remind of certain shifts in the normalizations.
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action (by letting Frobenius act by q´a{2 in Ggr degree a) and therefore we
will prove (13.1) as an isomorphism of graded complexes of k-vector spaces.

Remark 13.0.1. The reader with a background in the arithmetic Lang-
lands program who is only interested in numerical consequences may ask:
Why should one spend any time or effort on the “degenerate” case of P1?
The reason is that the numerical computations in the classical Langlands
program provide good evidence for our conjecture on the cuspidal locus.
However, from this point of view, the situation with (e.g.) the constant
automorphic form, or other forms constructed from residues of Eisenstein
series, remains is murky. The study of P1 provides a toy example where
these latter complications are still present, and can be studied without the
appearance of cusp forms. In particular, the issues we see in this Chapter
are not only geometrical in nature – corresponding complications would also
appear in the numerical study of automorphic forms on P1.

The contents of the section are as follows:
‚ In §13.1 we discuss the geometry of bundles on P1.
‚ In §13.2 we summarize the explicit geometric Langlands correspon-
dence in the case of P1.

‚ In §13.3 we review Koszul duality in the form that we will use it.
‚ In §13.4 we describe the geometry of LocX̌ .
‚ In §13.5 we compute the unnormalized L-sheaf. More precisely, we
compute its Koszul dual, and will find a very pleasant phenomenon:
this Koszul dual depends on X̌ only through its contangent bundle
T ˚X̌.

‚ In §13.6 we complete the computation of the L-sheaf in the Whittaker
case, highlighting the perspective of Atiyah bundles.

‚ In §13.7 we use the foregoing to compare normalized period and L-
sheaves in the case when X has no Whittaker twist.

Throughout this section we work in the étale framework, since the main
subtlety we hope to examine involve tracking cohomological and Tate twists.
Accordingly throughout this section, we use the notation

(13.2) Q`pa, bs :“ Q`p
a

2
qrbs

i.e., a Tate twist by a and a cohomological shift by b. These Tate twists will
actually be kept track of by a Ggr-action.

We also denote by lower case letters the dimension of the associated alge-
braic variety, e.g.:

g “ dimpGq, b “ dimpBq, x “ dimpXq.

In other contexts we have used g to mean the genus of the curve, but hope-
fully this will not cause confusion in the current section since we are working
only with P1.
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13.1. Example: PGL2-bundles on P1. To orient the reader (and more
importantly author) who has not studied this situation, we briefly describe
the simplest instance of the geometry, when G “ PGL2:

The Fq-points of BunPGL2pP1q are parameterized by non-negative integers:
up to twisting, each bundle is of the form

rns :“ O ‘Opnq
for a unique n ě 0.

But although the picture at the level of points is straightforward, the
algebraic geometry of this situation is already somewhat nontrivial; in fact
the closure of r0s contains r2s, the closure of r2s contains r4s and so on. To
draw pictures here we can pass to a smooth cover, and a convenient one is
the map

Ext1pOpnq,Oq Ñ BunPGL2 .

Then, for n ě 2 the preimage of the closures of rns, rn´ 2s, . . . gives an in-
creasing stratification of this n´1-dimensional vector space Ext1 by varieties
of dimension 0, 2, 4, . . . , which captures the “stratified topology” of BunG.

For example take n “ 4. We can identify Ext1pOp4q,Oq with sections
P :“ x´2y´2pa yx ` b` c

x
y q of Op´4q on Gm: use

´

1 P
0 1

¯

to glue O‘Op4q
on the complements of 0 and 8. In this identification, the closure of the
preimages of r4s, r2s, r0s are:108

origin Ă tb2 “ acu Ă A3.

Thus, various computations with on BunPGL2 will reflect the topology of the
singularity of this cone at the origin. If we go deeper, we see more involved
varieties defined by determinants.

13.2. Geometric Langlands for P1.

13.2.1. The automorphic side. As usual, the automorphic side will be a suit-
able version of the category of étale sheaves on BunG, see §10.1.5. The class
of the trivial bundle defines an open inclusion j : BGÑ BunG. Set e “ j!Q`;
it corresponds to the automorphic function whose value is 1 on the trivial
bundle and zero off it. We also put

(13.3) e1 :“ epb{2´ g,´gs

using the notation of (13.2), i.e., the first coordinate is a Tate twist and the
second a cohomological twist. The shifts in e1 are adapted to the normaliza-
tion of the Langlands correspondence needed for the conjecture – recall that
our conjecture asserts there is a choice of a shifts which makes period and
L-sheaves match for any choice of period.

We will use 8 P P1pFq as a basepoint.

108To see this, the vector bundle V attached to a polynomial P belongs to the closure
of of r2s exactly when V p´3q has a section, equivalently, when there are sections f1 of
Op1q and f´3 of Op´3q over A1, such that both f´3 ` Pf1 and f1 extend over 8. This
forces pa, bq and pb, cq to be linearly dependent, giving the cone b2 “ ac.
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13.2.2. The spectral side. The stack LocǦ of local systems on P1 is identified
with the quotient of the derived scheme ǧr´1s by the adjoint action of Ǧ:

LocǦ “ ǧr´1s{Ǧ » T r´2sppt{Ǧq

where T r´2sp. . . q denotes the shifted tangent bundle of pt{Ǧ; recall that the
tangent complex of pt{Ǧ is given by the adjoint representation in cohomo-
logical degree ´1, i.e., ǧr1s{Ǧ. The category of coherent sheaves on LocǦ is
then the category of Ǧ-equivariant differential graded modules for Sym ǧ˚r1s
with finite dimensional cohomology; here, Sym ǧ˚r1s is understood to have
trivial differential.

The derived geometric Satake correspondence then further identifies these
categories with the derived “small” spherical categoryH for G. This is Koszul
dual to the formulation of [BF08] that was recalled in Theorem 6.6.1; see
§13.3 for discussion of Koszul duality in this context.

With reference to this, the augmentation 0 of Sympǧ˚r1sq, considered as
a Sympǧ˚r1sq -module with its trivial Ǧ-equivariant structure, corresponds
to the unit of the spherical category.

13.2.3. The statement of the Langlands correspondence. The action by Hecke
operators at 8 on the sheaf e1 defines a functor

HÑ ShvpBunGq, T ÞÑ Te1

which is an equivalence of categories [Laf09, AG15] – see [Ber21b, Theorem
3.1.9] for a detailed treatment; that is to say, in this case, we have a fac-
torization of the Langlands correspondence, denoted by the dashed arrow
below:

(13.4) H

act8e

��

// Coherent sheaves on ǧr´1s{G

��
ShvpBunGq // CohpLocǦq

where the top vertical map is that of geometric Satake. On the left side, we
have the small versions of the categories of constructible sheaves109 and on
the right side we have categories of coherent sheaves; we can then pass to
Ind-categories everywhere to recover the “large” equivalence.

13.2.4. Incorporating Frobenius. The diagram (13.4) is compatible with Frobe-
nius structures, i.e., we have a corresponding diagram where we impose
mixed Weil sheaves on the left110, and Ggr-equivariant coherent sheaves at

109i.e., constructible sheaves !-extended from quasicompact substacks
110In other words, we consider on the left only those complexes of sheaves on BunG or

the affine Grassmannian which are equipped with an isomorphism Frob˚V » V , with the
property that each cohomology sheaf has a filtration whose associated graded sheaves are
pointwise pure, that is to say, with reference to an isomorphism k » C all the Frobenius
eigenvalues on stalks have absolute value qw{2 for some integer w.
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the right. Here Ggr is acting by x ÞÑ x´2 on ǧ (this will become more fa-
miliar after we pass to the Koszul dual picture, where it will be acting by
x ÞÑ x2 on ǧ‹). And with respect to this equivalence, Frobenius on the left
corresponds to q´1{2 P Ggr on the right; said differently, it acts by shearing.

13.3. Koszul duality and volume forms. In our later computations, we
will see that the L-sheaf becomes much simpler viewed through the lens of
Koszul duality: Let us write 0 for the augmentation of Sym ǧ˚r1s. Then
Endp0q » Sym ǧr´2s. More generally, the functor

M ù Homp0,Mq,

of Koszul duality carries differential graded Sympǧ˚r1sq modules to differen-
tial graded Sympǧr´2sq modules. We refer to §A.1 for a discussion of the
extent to which it is an equivalence (this depends on the precise finiteness
conditions on both sides).

It induces a similar functor on Ǧ-equivariant modules. It will be con-
venient to adopt the convention that ǧ‹ lies in Ggr degree 2. With this
convention, we can write

Symǧr´2s “ Opǧ‹q(.

It is useful to note that the Koszul dual symmetric algebra Symǧr´2s »

Opǧ‹q( to the exterior algebra Opǧr´1sq is naturally realized as the convolu-
tion algebra of volume forms ωpǧr´2sq on the group-stack Ωpǧr´1sq » ǧr´2s
of loops in ǧr´1s. Indeed from the point of view of derived algebraic ge-
ometry, the Ext-algebra of a skyscraper always appears as the convolution
algebra of volume forms on the based loop space. This realization comes
from proper adjunction and base-change for the diagram

ǧr´2s
p //

p

��

0

i

��
0

i // ǧr´1s

as follows:

Hompi˚k, i˚kq » Hompk, i!i˚kq

» Hompk, p˚p
!kq

» ωpǧr´2sq

We will need the following basic Koszul duality calculation that generalizes
the above:

Remark 13.3.1 (Functoriality for QC vs QC !). To eliminate potential am-
biguities in the discussion below, we will use boldface letters to denote the
sheaf functors on quasicoherent sheaves and distinguish them from our de-
fault, the ind-coherent sheaf functors. As elsewhere we use b both for the
symmetric monoidal structure on QC and for its action on QC !, not to be
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confused with the symmetric monoidal structure on QC ! for which we en-
deavor to distinguish as b!.

Recall [GR17, II.4.1], [Gai11a, 10.2] that for eventually connective Artin
stacks X the natural comparison functor Ψ : QC !pXq Ñ QCpXq has a left
adjoint Ξ : QCpXq Ñ QC !pXq. Next [GR17, II.4.2] that the pushforward
operations f˚ and f˚ for QC and QC ! are intertwined by the natural com-
parison functor Ψ, as well as by Ξ [Gai11a, 3.1.6]. In particular the global
sections of an indcoherent sheaf F P QC !pXq may be calculated unambigu-
ously via p : X Ñ pt

ΓpFq “ p˚pFq » p˚pΨFq P QCpptq » QC !pptq.

Moreover, the indcoherent pushforward and Ψ operation naturally intertwine
the actions of QC on QC ! and on itself [GR17, II.4.2]. We will also use the
construction from [GR17, II.4.3] that for f : X Ñ Y eventually coconnective
we have a ˚-pullback functor f˚ : QC !pY q Ñ QC !pXq which is intertwined
with f˚ : QCpY q Ñ QCpXq by Ψ and by Ξ [Gai11a, 3.3.11]. There is a
nonstandard form of the projection formula [GR17, Proposition II.4.3.3.7]
for an eventually coconnective morphism which identifies

f˚pEq b F » f˚pE b f˚pFqq P QC !pY q.

Lemma 13.3.2. Let p : V Ñ Z be an eventually coconnective morphism to
a Gorenstein derived stack and i : Z Ñ V a section which is proper. Then
we have an equivalence

ωpZ ˆV Zq » ΓpZ, p˚Endpi˚OZq b ωZq.

Note that for V a derived vector bundle, the self-intersection of the zero-
section i is a shift of V , Z ˆV Z » V r´1s and the endomorphism algebra
above is identified with functions on the shifted dual of V ,

p˚Endpi˚OZq » OpV ˚r1sq,

so that the lemma identifies volume forms ωpV r´1sq with a twist of functions
on V ˚r1s.

Proof. Consider the pullback diagram

Z ˆV Z
p //

p

��

Z

i
��

Z
i // V

.

The volume forms ωpZ ˆV Zq are calculated as global sections on Z of the
ind-coherent sheaf

p˚ωZˆV Z » p˚p
!ωZ » i!i˚ωZ .
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Thus we can rewrite

ωpZ ˆV Zq » HomQCpZqpOZ ,Ψi
!i˚ωZq

» HomQCpV qpi˚ΞOZ , i˚ωZq

» HomQCpV qpΞi˚OZ , i˚ωZq

» HomQCpV qpi˚OZ ,Ψi˚ωZq.

Using the identitiy p ˝ i “ idZ , the eventual coconnectivity of p and the
unusual projection formula from Remark 13.3.1 we can rewrite

i˚ωZ » i˚i
˚p˚ωZ » i˚OZ b p

˚ωZ .

We now rewrite Hom as global sections of inner Hom and use the dualizability
of ωZ (in fact it is invertible, by the Gorenstein assumption) to take it outside
the sheaf Hom:

HomQCpV qpi˚OZ ,Ψi˚ωZq » HomQCpV qpi˚OZ ,Ψ pi˚OZ b p
˚ωZqq

» HomQCpV qpi˚OZ , i˚OZ b p˚ΨωZq

» ΓpV,HomQCpV qpi˚OZ , i˚OZ b p˚ΨωZqq

» ΓpV,HomQCpV qpi˚OZ , i˚OZq b p˚ΨωZq.

Finally we apply the ordinary (quasicoherent) projection formula and the
QC-linearity of Ψ to complete the calculation:

ΓpV,HomQCpV qpi˚OZ , i˚OZq b p˚ΨωZq » ΓpZ,p˚HomQCpV qpi˚OZ , i˚OZq bΨωZq

» ΓpZ,Ψ
´

p˚HomQCpV qpi˚OZ , i˚OZq b ωZ

¯

q

�

13.4. The stack LocX̌ . Let X̌ be a smooth affine Ǧ ˆ Ggr-variety and
Ψ Ñ X̌ an equivariant A1-bundle where as usual Ggr acts on A1 by squaring.
As before, we may consider the derived stack

π : LocX̌ “ MaplcpP1, X̌{Ǧq ÝÑ LocǦ

of locally constant maps from P1 to the quotient stack X̌{Ǧ, or equivalently,
of Ǧ-local systems equipped with a locally constant section of the associated
X̌-bundle.

A useful description of LocX̌ , well adapted to the Koszul dual description
of sheaves on LocǦ, comes by taking the fiber over the trivializable local
system locus i : pt{ǦÑ LocǦ: we find a pullback diagram

(13.5) pT r´2sX̌q{Ǧ
ri //

π̃
��

LocX̌

π

��
pt{Ǧ

i // LocǦ

where the shifted tangent complex T r´2sX̌ is identified with the functor of
locally constant maps from P1 to X̌.
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Remark 13.4.1. Although we won’t use it, an alternate presentation which
makes clear the geometric nature is that LocX̌ is the quotient by Ǧ of the
fiber product

Y “ X̌ ˆIpX̌q X̌,

where IpX̌q is the locus (in the derived sense) of pairs pg, xq with gx “ x;
and the map X̌ Ñ IpX̌q sends x to pidG, xq. Informally, the two copies of X̌
give the section above lower and upper hemispheres and the class in IpX̌q
gives the gluing datum.

13.5. Computation of the unnormalized L-sheaf. We continue in the
generality of the previous section §13.4. Our goal in this section is to describe
the unnormalized L-sheaf of X̌, i.e., pπ˚ωLocX̌

q(, and its Whittaker version in
which ω

LocX̌
is replaced by a Ψ-twisted version (the pullback of the spectral

exponential sheaf). The answer is given explicitly in terms of the geometry
of the associated Hamiltonian Ǧ-spaces T ˚X̌ and T ˚ΨX̌.

Let us first of all observe that the moment map T ˚X̌ Ñ ǧ‹ is equivariant
for Ggr actions, where we modify the natural Ggr action by the action by
squaring along fibers of T ˚X̌. Therefore, we obtain a morphism

OT˚X̌r2s “ OpT ˚X̌q( Ð Opǧ‹q(,

where, on the left, the ring of functions on T ˚X̌ but sheared so that linear
functions on the fiber are taken in cohomological dimension 2. This will be
implicitly used in the following statement:

Proposition 13.5.1. (The Koszul dual to the L-sheaf is volume forms on
T r´2sX): The Koszul dual Homp0, LX̌,Ψq of the L-sheaf is given as the
p0,´gs-shift of the following Ǧ-equivariant module for Opǧ‹q(:

(13.6) ΓpX̌,OT˚ΨX̌
bOX̌ ωX̌q

(

that is to say, global sections of the line bundle p˚ωX̌ on T ˚r2sX̌ or the
twisted version thereof.

Moreover, the above isomorphism is Frobenius equivariant, where we have
endowed (13.6) with a Frobenius action through the shearing of the trivial
Frobenius action on OT˚Ψ

X̌, ωX̌ ,OX̌ through the Ggr action (see §2.3.8 for
generalities).

Note that, when we write Homp0, . . . q, we mean that we take Hom “rela-
tive to pt{Ǧ,” i.e., we take the sheaf-Hom and regard it by pushforward as
a sheaf on pt{Ǧ, so that the result is a Ǧ-representation.

Although the twisted case of the Proposition of course includes the un-
twisted one, we will prove them separately to try to distinguish twistedness
from other aspects.
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13.5.2. Proof of Proposition 13.5.1: the untwisted case. Consider the pull-
back diagram 13.5. Since i is proper we may rewrite the desired Homp0, LX̌q
as

(13.7) Hompk, i!π˚ωLocX̌
q » rπ˚ri

!ω
LocX̌

» rπ˚ωT r´2sX̌{Ǧ

since inner Hom from the trivial representation kpt{Ǧ is the identity, and
applying base change. In other words, the Koszul dual of the L-sheaf is given
by the p0,´gs-shift of volume forms on T r´2sX̌, as a Ǧ-representation. The
shift arises from the fact that what appears in (13.7) is the dualizing sheaf
of T r´2sX̌{Ǧ, rather than T r´2sX̌, and the dualizing sheaf of BG is not k
but rather kp0,´gs.

This proves the claim (13.6) as an isomorphism of Ǧ ˆ Ggr modules but
we must also check the structure as module for Opǧ‹q(. For this, we must
compute the module structure under

Endpi˚kq » pωpǧr´2sq, ˚q » pOpǧ‹r`2s, ¨q,

where the isomorphisms are as discussed in §13.3. In order to compute this
we now perform Koszul duality on X̌, repeating the argument of Lemma 13.3.2
with V “ pT r´1sX̌q{ǦÑ Z “ X̌{Ǧ, but now working equivariantly for the
action of additive groups over pt{Ǧ as follows:

ǧr´2s{Ǧ //

��

pt{Ǧ

��

œ T r´2sX̌{Ǧ
p //

p

��

X̌{Ǧ

i
��

pt{Ǧ // ǧr´1s{Ǧ œ X̌{Ǧ
i // T r´1sX̌{Ǧ

.

Here the vector group ǧrns (i.e., ǧrns{Ǧ Ñ pt{Ǧ) acts on T rnsX̌ (again
connoting T rnsX̌{Ǧ Ñ pt{Ǧ) by the (shifted) derivative of the Ǧ-action.
Each step of the identification of Lemma 13.3.2

ωpT r´2sX̌q » p˚Hompi˚OX̌ , i˚OX̌q b ωX̌

is now compatible with the action of ωpǧr´2sq as endomorphisms of the
functor i˚. In particular ωpǧr´2sq acts through its action on the first factor,

OpT ˚r2sX̌q “ p˚Hompi˚OX̌ , i˚OX̌q,

where it is identified (through the Ǧ-equivariant algebra isomorphism pωpǧr´2sq, ˚q »

pOpǧ‹q(, ¨q of Section 13.3) with the moment map action of pOpǧ‹q(, ¨q, as
claimed.

13.6. The Whittaker L-sheaf on P1. In the twisted case, we are going to
apply the equivariant version of Lemma 13.3.2 as in the untwisted case, but
now with the total space Ψ taking the role of X̌ and the group ǦˆGa taking
the role of Ǧ. To guide us in this argument, we will recall some facts about
Atiyah bundles: the Atiyah bundle AtP “ pTPq{H of a principal H-bundle
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P Ñ X̌ is, by definition, the quotient of the tangent bundle of P by H. It
fits into a fiber sequence

adP Ñ AtP Ñ TX̌.

By rotating this triangle we can realize the Atiyah bundle as the fiber of
the tangent map TX̌ Ñ adP r1s “ ψ˚T ppt{Hq to the map ψ : X Ñ pt{H
classifying P, i.e., as the following pullback:

(13.8) AtP //

��

TX̌

ψ

��
pt{H // T ppt{Hq

.

13.6.1. Proof of Proposition 13.5.1: the twisted case. Recall the definition
of L-sheaves in the Whittaker setting, Definition 11.6.4, in which the role of
ω

LocX̌
is taken up by the pullback pΨ!

q(exp of the spectral exponential sheaf
(combined with shearing).

As in the untwisted case, we first realize this L-sheaf as the sections of
the pulled back exponential sheaf (rather than dualizing sheaf) on T r´2sX̌.
Referring again to the diagram

pT r´2sX̌q{Ǧ
ri //

π̃
��

LocX̌

π

��

Ψ̄ // A1r´1s

pt{Ǧ
i // LocǦ

we compute, as in (13.7),

(13.9) Homp0, LX̌q “) ˝ pi!q(π
(
˚pΨ

!
q( exp ») ˝ rπ(˚pΨ ˝ ĩ!q( exp .

The) at the end is as in Definition 11.6.4: to remind us that the term
”

rπ
(
˚pΨ ˝ ĩ

!q( exp
ı

formally speaking lives in QC !ppt{Gq(, but since the Ggr

action is trivial, this is identified with QC !ppt{Gq itself (cf. Example 6.3.8);
we will however not explicitly mention this in the analysis that follows.

The right hand side of (13.9), said in words, describes the sections of
pΨ̄ ˝ ĩ!q( exp on T r´2sX̌; we shall prove

(13.10) sections of pΨ̄ ˝ ĩ!q( exp on T r´2sX̌ “ ΓpX̌,OT˚ΨX̌
bOX̌ ωX̌q

(.

We are going to compute the right hand side in terms of volume forms on a
suitable Atiyah bundle. Notice first that O(

T˚ΨX̌
correspond to functions on

the shifted hamiltonian reduction of T ˚Ψ by Ga and can be computed as
follows:

(13.11) OpT ˚ΨX̌q( » OpT ˚Ψq(,Ga bOpg˚a r2sq( k1.

where k1 is a skyscraper sheaf at 1 P g˚a, cf. Definition A.2.1.
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Consider now the derived vector bundle on X̌ “ Ψ{Ga defined as

AtΨr´2s :“ pT r´2sΨq{Ga.

We may think of it as a shifted version of the Atiyah bundle associated to the
principal Ga-bundle Ψ Ñ X̌. Using Lemma 13.3.2, applied to AtΨr´1s Ñ X̌
and its zero section, we find an identification of volume forms on AtΨr´2s
with sections of a line bundle on the shifted cotangent bundle

ωpAtΨr´2sq( » pOpT ˚ΨqGa bOX̌ ωX̌q
(.

Moreover this equivalence respects not only the the shifted Hamiltonian Ǧ-
action as before, but also the action of pωpgar´2sq, ˚q » pOpg˚ar2sq, ¨q. There-
fore, the right hand side of (13.10) equals

(13.12) ωpAtΨr´2sq( bωpgar´2sq( k1

(compatibly with shifted hamiltonian Ǧ-actions) and we will now prove that
the LHS of (13.10) is expressed by the same formula.

Via (a shifted version of) the discussion of (13.8), we have the pullback
diagram

AtΨr´2s
rq //

π

��

T r´2sX̌

ψ

��
pt

q // A1r´1s{Ga

.

The Ga-action on A1r´1s is trivial, hence A1r´1s{Ga “ A1r´1s ˆBGa, and
we will now discuss the exponential sheaf (an object in QC!pA1r´1sq() as
living on A1r´1s ˆ BGa, by tensoring with the trivial sheaf on BGa. The
exponential sheaf is defined as the twisted coinvariants q(˚k bωpgar´2sq( k1

of the sheared skyscraper q(˚k (considered as an object of the sheared, ind-
coherent category) by the action of its endomorphisms ωpgar´2sq(. By base-
change we have

pψ!q˚q
(k “ prq˚π

!q(k “ rq
(
˚ω

(
AtΨr´2s

and passing to twisted coinvariants we get:

ψ! exp “ prq
(
˚ω

(
AtΨr´2sq bωpgar´2sq( k1.

The left-hand side of (13.10) also coincides with sections of ψ! exp, and there-
fore coincides with (13.12), concluding the proof.

13.7. Normalized period and L-functions. We are now ready to com-
pare the normalized period and L-sheaf, or more precisely we want to com-
pare
(13.13)

Hompe1, normalized period sheafq
looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon

P 1

and Homp0, normalized L-sheafq
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

L

.
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We will also use P to denote the analogue of the left hand side defined
with e instead of e1. We also use a superscript or subscript “norm” for the
normalized analogue.

We will consider the following setting:
‚ X a vector bundle over a homogeneous affine G-variety, i.e., X “

G ˆH V for an H-representation V ; here we suppose that G,H are
split reductive over Fq.

‚ pX̌, Ψ̌q is as in §13.4, a smooth affine Ǧ-variety and A1-bundle, with
Ggr actions acting by squaring along A1;

‚ The consequence (7.15) of the local conjecture holds: theG-equivariant
cohomology of X is identified with the Ǧ-invariant functions on
T ˚pX̌, Ψ̌q(, compatibly with Frobenius where the Frobenius action
on invariant functions comes from shearing the trivial action.

We are, of course, interested in the case when pG,T ˚Xq and pǦ, T ˚pX̌, Ψ̌qq
form a hyperspherical dual pair; but the above is all we will actually use.

In terms of the larger scheme of this paper, the most important case of
the following computations is the case of spectral Whittaker (i.e., X “ pt):
this gives an important data point that the shift is correct, whereas (for
automorphic Whittaker) the corresponding fact is well-attested by numerical
computations e.g. §14.5.2.

13.7.1. The normalized period sheaf. The fiber of BunXG over the trivial bun-
dle is “the space of sections of X bK1{2,” which, here, amounts to a (nec-
essarily constant) map P1 Ñ G{H, and then a section of V bK1{2 over P1,
where V really means the pullback of the vector bundleX Ñ G{H to P1, and
is therefore a trivial bundle. Since K1{2 has degree ´1 the bundle V bK1{2

has no nonzero sections, and so the fiber of BunXG is simply X̄ :“ G{H.
Consequently, by the definition (10.12), we have

(13.14) P :“ Hompe, P norm
X q “ H˚c,GpX̄qx´hy

where we used βX “ ´hp“ ´dimHq in the case at hand, see (10.3), and we
write H˚c,GpX̄q for G-equivariant cohomology with compact support “along
X”, which is formally defined as the cohomology of BG with coefficients in
the compactly supported pushforward π!k along π : X̄{GÑ BG. Here, and
below, identifications such as that of (13.14) are understood to be Frobenius-
equivariant.

We will need to relate this H˚c,G to the usual equivariant cohomology, i.e.,
without compact support conditions:

Lemma 13.7.2. Continue with the notation X̄ “ G{H,h “ dimpHq, g “
dimpGq. So long that the residue characteristic of F is sufficiently large, we
have:

(13.15) H˚c,GpX̄q » H˚GpX̄qp
h´ g

2
`
rG ´ rH

2
, h´ gs.

Here rG, rH are the ranks (dimension of maximal tori) of G,H respectively.
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Proof. H˚c pX̄q is a H˚pX̄q-module, and we will first of all prove it is free of
rank one. By standard comparison arguments it suffices to verify this in the
singular setting and with X̄ considered over C. (This is where the assumption
that the characteristic of F is sufficiently large comes in. Presumably we
could sharpen this by using the compactification theory of X̄.)

By Poincaré duality – now working with singular cohomology of complex
points –

H˚c pX̄q » H2dimpX̄q´˚pX̄q

so it is sufficient to verify that homology of X̄ is free as a cohomology module.
Here we can replace X by the homotopy equivalent Gcpct{Hcpct, a compact
manifold (here a superscript cmpt marks the compact form of an algebraic
group over C), where the claim is simply Poincaré duality.

Returning now to the étale setting, let αX be a generator for H˚c pX̄q over
H˚pX̄q. Then αX is in degree g ´ h; for Hg´h

c pX̄q is one-dimensional and
there is no compactly supported cohomology below degree g ´ h.

In particular α is an eigenvector for Frobenius. We will show that its
eigenvalue is qw with

(13.16) w “
1

2
pg ´ h` rH ´ rGq.

In fact since cupping with αX gives an isomorphism of compactly supported
and ordinary cohomology we deduce, after taking Frobenius traces,

(13.17) trpFr|H˚c pX,Q`qq “ p´1qg´hqwtrpFr|H˚pX,Q`qq,

i.e., if we write Xpqq for the number of points of X over the finite field
with q elements, we obtain by (13.17) and Poincaré duality the numerical
consequence

(13.18) Xpqq “ p´1qg´hqwqdimXXpq´1q ùñ qw “ p´1qg´h
Xpqq

qdimXXpq´1q
.

To compute w from (13.18), we compare (13.18) with the parallel compu-
tations for G and H separately. We see that the similarly defined wG and
wH (i.e. if we replace the role of X above by G or H) are the dimensions
of the respective unipotent radicals, and then we get w “ wG ´wH proving
(13.16).

Observe that αX is represented by an equivariant class: it extends uniquely
to α̃X P H

g´h
G,c pX̄q; this follows from the Leray spectral sequence associated

to X{GÑ BG, because, for degree reasons, there is no differential that can
kill αX , and no other E2 term that can contribute. Let π : X̄{GÑ BG; the
action of compactly supported cohomology of fibers on cohomology of fibers
corresponds at the sheaf level to a product

π!k b π˚k Ñ π!k

Therefore α̃X P Hg´hpπ!kq defines a map π˚kp´w, h´gs Ñ π!k of sheaves on
BG, which is in fact an isomorphism. Taking cohomology gives the desired
result. �
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13.7.3. The normalized L-sheaf. We must first take into account the effect
of normalization on the L-sheaf, a truly depressing process because it is all
about signs. Recall the definition from (11.19): Lnorm

X̌
“ LX̌ b ε_1{2x´βX̌y.

This ε_1{2 is pulled back, via the eigenmeasure character η “ ηspec : Ǧ Ñ

Gm, from a line bundle on LocGm » gmr´1s{Gm, the quotient taken with
trivial action. This line bundle is seen to be the trivial bundle on gm with
the scaling action of Gm along fibers (interpreting e.g. ε_1{2 as the square
root of the determinant of cohomology, see Remark 11.2.8). From (13.5.1)
we deduce that

Homp0,Lnorm
X q “ ΓpX̌,OM̌ bOX̌ ωX̌q

( b ε_1{2x´βX̌yp0,´gs,

where as usual
M̌ “ T ˚ΨX̌.

The existence of a global differential form means that ωX̌ is trivial, but
it is not trivial equivariantly for the action of G. Indeed, fixing a global
differential form ω on X̌; we have g˚ω “ ηpgqω; the left action of Ǧ on forms
is via pg˚q´1 “ ηpgq´1, since Ǧ is acting on the left on X̌. On the other hand
Ǧ is acting on ε_1{2 through η. Therefore, as far as the G-action is concerned,
the twists coming from ωX̌ and ε_1{2 cancel with one another.

Now we consider the Ggr action. The left action of λ P Ggr on forms on
X̌ is given by pullback through λ´1. Therefore, cf. (3.35), the Ggr action
on ωX̌ is via λ ÞÑ λ´γ̌ .

The above discussion allows us to eliminate the role of ωX̌ :

Homp0,Lnorm
X q “ O(

M̌
p0, x̌´ gsx´γX̌ ´ βX̌y.

where the cohomological twist rx̌s, with x̌ “ dimX̌, arises from the cohomo-
logical shift in ωX̌ itself.

Recall from (10.3) that βX “ ´pdimG`γX´dimpXqq in the case of genus
zero and so ´βX̌ ´ γX̌ “ g ´ x̌. Thus

Homp0,Lnorm
X q “ O(

M̌
p
g ´ x̌

2
, 0s.

Now, pass to Ǧ invariants and use the fact that, as stated in the setup at
the start of §13.7, we are assuming (7.15) to be true, in order to compute
these invariants in terms of X. The result is

(13.19) L :“ Homp0,Lnorm
X q “ H˚GpXqp

g ´ x̌

2
, 0s.

13.8. Comparison of automorphic and spectral sides. Combining (13.14)
and (13.15) we get

P :“ H˚GpG{Hqp
´g

2
`
rG ´ rH

2
,´gs
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Because of our normalization, we want to instead use the twist P 1 of (13.13),
i.e., Hompe1, P norm

X q rather than Hompe, P norm
X q. The two are related via

(13.3):

P 1 “ P pg ´ b{2, gs “ H˚GpG{Hqp
g ´ b` rG ´ rH

2
, 0s.

The global conjecture asserts that this should coincide with L as computed
in (13.19):

(13.20) L :“ Homp0,Lnorm
X q “ H˚GpXqp

g ´ x̌

2
, 0s.

The cohomological shifts match and so all that remains is to check the
Tate twist:

(13.21) x̌
?
“ b´ rG ` rH .

We do not have a direct proof of this, but it can be checked case-by-case
in all examples. In fact, it would follow from the validity of our general
duality proposal (Expectation 5.2.1) i.e., the conjecture that applying the
construction of §4 to pǦ, X̌, Ψ̌q, when applicable, reconstructs pG,Xq. This
would imply that the unipotent radical of Ǧ acts freely on the open orbit
of X̌, and the quotient is identified with an rH -dimensional torus, proving
(13.21).

To be precise, then, we have verified that, starting from a pair pG,Xq{Fq
and pǦ, pX̌,Ψqq{k as described after (13.13), and further assuming that:

- the characteristic of F is sufficiently large and
- the equality (13.21) of numerical invariants is valid – which, as we
recall, would follow from the fact that our construction of M̌ from
X is in fact symmetric, cf. §5.2.2 (ii),

then, the consequence (13.1) is valid: the period and L-sheaf match “when
tested against e,” i.e.,

Hompe1, period sheafXq » Homp0, L-sheafX̌q

are Frobenius-equivariantly isomorphic.
While this seems very conditional, we regard it rather as a significant check

of the self-consistency of our overall pictures, in particular in relation to Tate
and cohomological shifts. It is also plausible that by very similar methods
one could prove that the local conjecture implies the global conjecture in the
case of P1, by testing against arbitrary Hecke translates of e1 and not just
e1 itself. (See [Ber21b, §3] where similar calculations are carried out in the
spherical Hecke category itself.)

14. Numerical conjecture

Here we shall explicitly formulate, as conjectures in their own right, the
numerical consequences suggested by the global conjectures, and compare
them to known statements in the theory of automorphic forms.
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These conjectures avoid the various technicalities of derived geometry that
we have encountered in the previous section. They are, to some extent,
consequences of the global geometric conjecture but we prefer to regard them
as free-standing statements with somewhat different ranges of applicability.
For further discussion of this point, see §14.7.

We restrict to the case of everywhere unramified automorphic forms over
a function field, i.e., an eigenfunction of all Hecke operators. The reader
familiar with automorphic forms will be disappointed with this restriction;
but the general picture here is already sufficiently complicated to suggest
that it would be foolhardy to go beyond this at an early stage, and in fact
we believe that even here the story offers several interesting features that
have not been properly explored (e.g. §14.3, §14.4, §14.8) in the classical
theory. Of course, it is a fundamental question to develop the conjectures in
greater generality, which should go hand-in-hand with a deeper development
of the ramified local conjecture.

The contents are as follows:
‚ §14.1 sets up general notation.
‚ §14.2 gives the numerical conjecture in the tempered case (the most
novel aspect of this for number theorists is the version about the ˚
period) and

‚ §14.3 discusses the conjecture in the nontempered case.
‚ §14.4 discusses the questions related to whether periods are real-
valued.

‚ §14.5 studies examples of the tempered conjecture (the main inter-
est here is to make sure the constants are right) and §14.6 studies
examples of the nontempered conjecture.

‚ §14.7 discusses the relationship between the geometric and numerical
conjecture.

‚ §14.8 give an introduction to the question of star periods. The star
period P ˚X is an unfamiliar object in the classical theory of automor-
phic forms, but has been studied in the geometric Langlands context
by Drinfeld, Gaitsgory, Schieder and Wang, and it is likely it plays
an interesting role in the numerical theory also.

Throughout this section we write:

bG “ pg ´ 1qdimG

for the dimension of the smooth stack BunG.

14.1. Some conventions about L-functions. Our general notation will
follow that of the previous sections, in the finite context. In particular we
have a finite field Fq and take for coefficient field the algebraic closure k of an
`-adic field. We work with a projective smooth curve Σ over Fq; we denote
by F the global functions on Σ, and use other notation as in §10 and §11.

To handle issues of rationality, we will work with split forms of hyperspher-
ical dual pairs, a still somewhat tentative notion postulated and discussed
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in § 5.3; a working definition of a class of such split forms is specified in and
after Definition 5.3.8. However, just as in §12, there is an alternate way to
handle issues of rationality which avoids this notion: see Remark 12.1.3.

We suppose that the G-side admits a twisted polarization over Fq:

pGˆGgr,M “ T ˚pX,Ψqq{Fq and pǦˆGgr, M̌q{k,

and, as elsewhere in the global part of this paper, we assume that X admits
an eigenmeasure; when M̌ is polarized, we will also implicitly assume that
this polarization, too, has an eigenmeasure. We will be writing Ǧ for Ǧpkq.

We will also fix an isomorphism k » C and use it to transfer results to the
complex numbers without comment; it also fixes a “positive” square root of q
in k, which gives us a root$1{2 of the cyclotomic character. We will therefore
apply language from complex coefficients to automorphic forms valued in k,
e.g., we will speak of an automorphic representation π being “tempered,”
which we will understand to mean that it is so when transported by any
isomorphism k » C. 111

Recall (§2.8) the notion of extended Langlands parameter, which we will
here understand to be a Frobenius-semisimple morphism

φE “ φL ˆ$
1
2 : ΓF ÝÑ ǦˆGgr

from the Weil group Γ “ ΓF to an extended version of the dual group. For
such φ we may consider the scheme of fixed points

X̌φ :“ tx P X̌ : φEpγqx “ xu, M̌φ :“ tx P M̌ : φEpγqx “ x.u.

considered as classical schemes. (Hence, our convention here is different
from the one of Section 11, where we used similar notation to denote derived
schemes of fixed points.) Note that by default the superscript φ always refers
to fixed points of the extended Langlands parameter.

To each fixed point x of φ on M̌ or X̌, let TxX̌ or TxM̌ be the tangent
space to M̌ or X̌ at x; for our current discussion we abridge both cases to
Tx. It carries a representation pφx,E , Txq of Γ obtained by linearizing the φE-
action of Γ at x, and we thereby obtain by differentiation a homomorphism

φx,E : Γ ÝÑ GLpTxq

which has an associated L-function which we shall denote by Lps, T(xq

(14.1) Lps, T(xq :“ L-function for extended parameter φx,E-action on Tx;

we similarly define the normalized version Lnormps, T
(
xq, according to the

general conventions introduced in §11.2.1.
We use the same notation if the role of Tx is replaced here by an arbitrary

ǦˆGgr representation: If ρ : ǦˆGgr Ñ GLpW q then

(14.2) Lps,W(q :“ L-function for ΓF -action on W via ρ ˝ φE .

111An eigenform is“tempered” when the associated automorphic representation is tem-
pered, that is to say, when its matrix coefficients lie in L2`ε modulo center.
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This usage of( notation is compatible with that introduced in (2.11) and
(11.9) and reminds us that we are dealing with an extended parameter, or,
equivalently, the L-functions above implicitly include shifts related to the
Ggr-action. Indeed, suppose that x is isolated, thus fixed by Ggr; then x is
fixed by φL and its tangent space is graded by the Ggr-action. Writing φpiqx,L
for the induced representation on the i-th graded piece of the tangent space,
we get

(14.3) Lps, T(xq “
ź

i

Lpφ
piq
x,L, s`

i

2
q, φx,E »

à

i

φ
piq
x,L b$

i{2.

In the case of M̌ , continuing to suppose that x is isolated, we have a sym-
plectic form on Tx that pairs the i- and p2´ iq-eigenspaces, and in particular
one gets

(14.4) Lnormps, TxM
(q “ Lnormp´s, TxM

(q, Lnormp0, TxM
(q “ Lp0, TxM

(q.

see Example 14.1.1 (3) below for explication of the last equality.
To help decipher these hieroglyphs we include:

Example 14.1.1. (1) Take G “ GLn and let W be the standard repre-
sentation with Ggr-action given by λ ÞÑ λn. Then for φL : ΓF Ñ Ǧ
we have

Lps,W(q “ Lps`
n

2
, φq,

Lps, pW ‘W ˚x2yq(q “ Lps`
n

2
, φqLps` 1´

n

2
, φ̌q.

where W ˚x2y here just means that we modify the Ggr-action on W ˚

by squaring, i.e., W ˚x2y “W ˚ with Ggr-action given by λ ÞÑ λ2´n.
(2) The following example looks a bit arbitrary at the moment but will

come up multiple times. Suppose that e2ρ has a square root eρ :
Gm Ñ Ǧ and define

φL “ eρ ˝$, $ “ cyclotomic character

so e.g. for SL3 this would be the representation $‘ 1‘$´1. Let Ǧ
act on its Lie algebra ǧ by the adjoint action, and Ggr act on it by
squared scaling. Then, writing e for a regular nilpotent compatible
with ρ, we have

(14.5) Lps, ǧeq “
ź

ζps` diq,

where ǧe denotes the centralizer of e, and the di are the exponents of
Ǧ, i.e., the ring of invariant polynomials for the Ǧ-action on its Lie
algebra is generated by homogeneous polynomials of degree di.

(3) Unravelling notation in 14.4: TxM is graded by the Ggr action as
TxM “ ‘TxM

piq, and then

Lnormps, TxM
(q “

ź

i

Lnormps`
i

2
, TxM

piqq “
ź

i

c

εps`
i

2
, TxM piqq¨Lps, TxM

(q.
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When s “ 0, we can split the ε-factors into pairs εp i2 , TxM
piqqεp1 ´

i
2 , TxM

p2´iqq and εp1
2 , TxM

p1qq, both of which are identically equal
to 1 – the first by duality, between TxM

piq and TxM
p2´iq, and the

second because, being symplectic, TxM p1q has trivial determinant.

14.2. The conjecture in the tempered case. The conjecture comes in
several variants, which apply in overlapping but slightly different situations.
We will formulate below all three forms for tempered Langlands parameters.
The nontempered conjecture will be discussed in §14.3.

As elsewhere, write bG “ pg ´ 1qdimG for the dimension of BunG. As
elsewhere in this paper, we are only considering everywhere unramified au-
tomorphic forms and representations. We suppose that M “ T ˚pX,Ψq is
(possibly, twisted-) polarized. Let PX , P ˚X , P

norm
X , P ˚norm

X be as previously
defined (see (10.8), (10.9), Remark 10.3.1 and after (10.12)) and put for f
automorphic form (i.e., a k-valued function on BunG)

(14.6) PXpfq “
ÿ

xPBunGpFqq

1

#Autx
PXpxqfpxq, etc.

Thus e.g. PXpfq in the case X “ HzG is the sum of f over H-bundles
weighted by inverse automorphisms as H-bundle.

Throughout this section we will encounter sums over x P BunGpFqq where
we count x with weight the inverse of the automorphism order; we abridge
this weighted summation by

ş

rGs, i.e., rGs should be regarded as the set
BunGpFqq with the measure where each bundle is assigned the inverse of the
number of its automorphisms.

The sum occurring in (14.6) may not be, in general, convergent. In the
divergent case – which does not occur for f cuspidal and G semisimple –
there are standard techniques to regularize those integrals as integrals of
asymptotically finite functions, see [Sak18, §5–6]. A priori these techniques
return a result valued in a certain finite-dimensional space; in the case this
space is one-dimensional it is canonically identified with k and one gets an
unambiguous value. We will regard the integral as undefined unless this
happens.

Conjecture 14.2.1. (Global conjecture, tempered case).
Suppose that π is an everywhere unramified, tempered automorphic repre-

sentation with 112 Langlands parameter φ (in particular, π has unitary central
character). Then we may choose a spherical vector f “ fφ P π in such a
way that fd “ f (where d is the duality involution, as in (2.5); and f refers
to complex conjugation, transported to k » C), and moreover the following
properties hold with reference to any split form of a dual hyperspherical pair
pM “ T ˚pX,Ψq, M̌q as in §5):

112In particular, the Hecke eigenvalues of π match with φ; in the case that π is cuspidal,
we can require more precisely that it be matched with φ under V. Lafforgue’s parameter-
ization, see [Laf18].
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(i) Suppose that M̌ “ T ˚X̌ is polarized, without any twisting, and that
the fixed points of the extended Langlands parameter φE on M̌ is a
finite (reduced) set of points; let tx1, . . . , xru P X̌ be the corresponding
fixed set on X̌. 113 Then, for f cuspidal,

(14.7) P norm
X pfq

?
“ q´bG{2

ÿ

i

Lnormp0, pTxiX̌q
(q

Without cuspidality conditions on f , the normalized star-period is
given by

(14.8) P ˚norm
X pfq

?
“ p´1qsq´bG{2

ÿ

i

Lnormp1, φd, pTxiX̌q
_(q

where s is the dimension of the centralizer of the Langlands param-
eter of f , the xi are now the fixed points for the dualized parameter
φd, and the Txi are considered as ΓF -modules through φd. (See also
(14.10) below.)

(ii) Without assumptions on M̌ , but assuming that f is cuspidal114

(14.9) P norm
X pfq

?
“ q´bG{2

ÿ

i

b

Lnormp0, pTmiM̌q
(q

the sum now being taken over fixed points tm1, . . . ,mru of φE on M̌ ,
again assumed finite.

On the right, each of the quantities LpTmM(q are real-valued and
positive115; the statement is that there is a choice of signs for their
square roots which makes (14.9) valid. Moreover, this choice is in-
variant by the action of the centralizer of the Langlands parameter
Zpφq P Ǧ, which permutes the fixed points.

Remark 14.2.2. A few comments on the statements:
(a) As we will see, in each individual case where the X-period has been

previously analyzed in number theory, the statements (at least the
ones about the usual period, rather than its ˚-counterpart) boil down
to known theorems or conjectures. However, even restricted to these
cases, there is some value in formulating it as above: It illustrates
how these known theorems or conjectures fit into the uniform duality
formalism of this paper, in particular it is far from obvious that
the various constants in the individual examples admit a uniform
description.

(b) To help process the ˚-period statement, it is helpful to restrict to
the (very common) case that all fixed points of φE on X̌ are in fact

113Although the statement below refers only to fixed points on X̌, discreteness of of
fixed set on M̌ , rathe than merely X̌, is needed to avoid poles of the L-function.

114but see §11.8.3 for discussion with this assumption relaxed
115This assertion is assuming – as is expected – the purity of the Langlands parameter;

see §14.4.
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Ǧ-fixed points. In this case, the statement becomes (see Remark
14.7.2):

(14.10) P ˚norm
X pfq

?
“ p´1qsq´bG{2

ÿ

i

Lnormp1, TxiX̌
)q

where) denotes shearing for the inverted Ggr-action. This now looks
more like (14.7), but observe that:
(i) the L-value has been shifted to 1;
(ii) there is an appearance of the interesting sign p´1qs

(iii) The Ggr shift has been inverted.
(c) Regarding the condition fd “ f̄ : At least if we suppose multiplicity

one, in that the line through f is uniquely specified by the Hecke
eigenvalues, we have fd “ tf for some t P Cˆ; and since tt̄ “ 1 we
can modify f so that t “ 1. The resulting choice is determined up
to a real scalar. Moreover, in this situation, the line of f is defined
over the field generated by Hecke eigenvalues; being a CM field, the
choice of isomorphism k » C does not affect the validity of fd “ f̄ .

(d) The normalization of fφ can be compared with standard ones by
using X “ Whittaker, or (up to sign) by using X the group case,
see Example 14.2.3. We have preferred however not to single these
cases out, regarding them as special (if particularly useful) cases of
the general duality phenomenon.

(e) It is a straightforward matter to pass between this conjecture and a
corresponding one for unnormalized periods, using the same type of
discussion as (12.13). The unnormalized period then involves various
powers of q depending on βX , βX̌ .

(f) Our discreteness assumptions in the theorem statement mean that
the L-functions appearing on the right hand side are always defined,
i.e., they are never evaluated at a pole point. 116

Correspondingly, we would expect that the left hand side can al-
ways be assigned an unambiguous regularization, cf. discussion after
(14.6).

(g) The phenomenon of obtaining a sum of L-functions is not common
but has been observed. As we will see in the discussion of the group
case below, it is sometimes “hidden” in sizes of centralizers of Lang-
lands parameters that appear in conjectures about periods.

One example is the “Eisenstein case” of X “ G{U , which we dis-
cussed from the geometric viewpoint in §12.3.5. It does not fit into

116Indeed, the quantity Lnorm
p0, pTxiX̌q

(
q can be evaluted by means of (14.3); it has

a pole precisely when one of the φpiqx,L b$
i{2 contains a copy of the trivial representation

or the cyclotomic character $; assuming, as one expects, each φpiqx,L to be pure of weight
zero, this can happen only for there is a φx,L-fixed vector in TxiX̌ lying in Ggr degree
i “ 0 or i “ 2. In the former case, there is a φE-fixed tangent vector at xi, contradicting
our supposed reducedness; in the latter case, the same happens for the “vertical” tangent
space for T˚X̌ above xi.
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the hyperspherical umbrella but has many features in common with
it. The relevant period computation is the constant term of Eisen-
stein series, which involves a sum of L-functions indexed by the Weyl
group; see §E.1 for an examination of how this fits with the conjec-
ture.

A more interesting example is the appearance of centralizer groups
in period formulas, as in Example 14.2.3 below; and a yet more in-
teresting example was given in the case of (a form of) X “ GL2zSO5

in the 2020 PhD thesis of X. Wan [Wan20].
(i) One case in which the integral diverges for trivial reasons is where

a central torus in G acts trivially on X. This is usually handled, in
the automorphic literature, by integrating on G modulo this central
torus. In the current case, this “trivial divergence” matches with a
similar trivial divergence on the dual side, and can be handled by
passing to an isogenous situation.

Example 14.2.3. The conjecture entails the normalizations

(14.11) normalized Whittaker period of f “ q´bG{2

(unnormalized Whittaker period “ q
pg´1qr´x2ρ,2ρ_y`dimU´dimGs

2 PX),

(14.12)
ÿ

rGs

|fpxq|2 “ p#ZφqLp1, ad, ǧq

with Zφ the centralizer of the Langlands parameter φ inside Ĝ.
To see the first statement, we apply the conjecture to the case of X the

Whittaker period; then X̌ is a point, and the result is obvious. For the
unnormalized Whittaker period, see (10.24).

For the latter, we apply the conjecture to the case of the group period
X “ G as a G ˆ G-space, where we twist the second factor of G to act
through the duality involution (we expect this to be the split form in general,
as in §5). The normalized period equals q´bG{2

ř

|fpxq|2 because fd “ f .
The dual space X̌ is the standard Ǧ as Ǧ ˆ Ǧ-space. The fixed points

are then precisely z P Ǧ which centralize φL, i.e., the centralizer. The L-
function appearing is orthogonal; recalling that the group is now GˆG, the
power of q on the right hand side of (14.7) is q´bG , and finally the term ε´1{2

that appears in the normalized L-function (11.9), after using the functional
equation to switch evaluation point to s “ 1, equals qbG{2; thus (14.12).

As is clear from this example, the sizes of centralizer groups appear natu-
rally from fixed point counts. The appearance of these sizes has been noted
in period conjectures before; see, in particular, the work of Ichino and Ikeda
[II10].

Example 14.2.4. (Nonlinear L-functions).
The right hand side of (14.7) can be considered as a “nonlinear” L-function

attached to X̌. It is a function on Ǧ-valued Galois representations – satis-
fying a mild discreteness condition. In the case that X̌ is a vector space, it
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recovers the usual L-function, evaluated at a point determined by the Ggr-
action. See [CV] for a more explicit development of this viewpoint in some
cases.

14.3. Nontempered representations. We shall analyze how to modify
part (iii) of our prior conjecture in nontempered cases.

14.3.1. Arthur parameters. We first set up notation for later use. Assuming
the Arthur conjectures [Art89] on the parametrization of the automorphic
discrete spectrum, let fφ117 be an L2 Hecke eigenform attached to the Arthur
parameter

φA : ΓF ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧpkq.

We will assume that φA|ΓF is pure of weight zero, i.e. all eigenvalues of
Frobenius elements, taken after any fixed embedding ǦÑ GLN , have abso-
lute value 1 after transport to C.118 We write ph, e, fq P ǧ for the sl2-triple.
In particular, for fφ to be L2, the parameter is discrete, that is, its centralizer
Zφ of φA is finite.

Associated to φA are a Langlands parameter φL, which should reproduce
the Hecke eigenvalues of fφ, and an extended Langlands parameter φE :

(14.13) φL “ φA ˝

ˆ

idˆ

„

$1{2 0

0 $´1{2

˙

: ΓF Ñ Ǧpkq,

(14.14) φE :“ φL ˆ$
1{2 : ΓF Ñ ǦˆGgrpkq,

where, as usual, $ is cyclotomic and $1{2 the square root defined using the
chosen square root ?q (see (2.2)). Let us also write ι for the restriction of
φA to SL2 and a “ ι|Gm for the associated cocharacter a : Gm Ñ Ǧ given by

(14.15) λ ÞÑ ι

„

λ 0
0 λ´1



By definition, the restriction of φA to ΓF is pure of weight zero and this
implies the following useful fact:

Lemma 14.3.2. Assume that φA|ΓF is pure of weight zero. Then the Zariski
closure of φE contains the image of pa, idq : Gm Ñ ǦˆGgr.

Proof. Consider

(14.16) φA|ΓF ˆ$
1{2 : ΓF Ñ ǦˆGgr

and let Λ be its image. Suppose that the Zariski closure of Λ did not contain
Ggr. Then this Zariski closure intersects Ggr in a finite subgroup, say µN Ă

117Although elsewhere in this section we use f for an automorphic form, we will try to
consistently use fφ here to avoid any confusion with the f of the sl2-triple.

118Note that, in [Art89], Arthur assumes the existence of the hypothetical Langlands
group LF and works with C coefficients. Above we have allowed ourself, in line with
our general setup, to work with k coefficients. Arthur assumes that the image of LF is
bounded; with k coefficients the purity condition is a reasonable substitute.
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Ggr, and then the Zariski closure itself must be contained in a subgroup
of the form tpq, λq : λN “ χpqqu where Q ď Ǧ is algebraic and χ : Q Ñ

Ggr a character. This contradicts purity, which asserts that all Frobenius
eigenvalues, for some fixed embedding Q Ă GLN and after transport via
k » C, all have absolute value 1. Indeed, fixing a maximal torus TQ Ă Q,
we can write χ|TQ as a linear combination of various characters occurring
in the embededing TQ ãÑ GLN , and it follows from this that χ at any
(semisimplified) Frobenius element also has absolute value 1 in C, which is
false – χ on this Frobenius coincides with the N{2th power of the cyclotomic
character. �

14.3.3. The overall slogan is that to compute the period for an Arthur form
fφ one uses not M̌ but a certain “Kostant” or “Slodowy” slice of M̌ ; that is to
say, rather than consider ΓF -fixed points on M̌ we consider ΓF -fixed points
on the (smooth) slice of M̌ given by

(14.17) M̌slice :“ preimage of f ` Zpeq under moment map µ : M̌ Ñ ǧ˚,

where e, f is the sl2-triple associated to the Arthur parameter; and the action
is through φE . Here, as in §3.4.1, we use a fixed invariant form to identify
f ` Zpeq to an affine subspace inside the dual Lie algebra ǧ˚.

Remark 14.3.4. M̌slice is not Ggr-stable, because Ggr doesn’t preserve f `
Zpeq. However, it is stable under the action of ΓF through the extended
parameter φE associated to φA (see (14.14)). This follows from the fact
that, with our previous notation, pa, idq : Ggr Ñ ǦˆGgr preserves f `Zpeq
under the adjoint action: apλq scales f by λ´2, and λ P Ggr scales f by
λ2. We also observe that the ΓF -action on M̌slice scales the symplectic form
through the cyclotomic character, i.e., γ˚ω “ $pγqω.

In §14.6.5, we will suggest a heuristic reason for the appearance of this
M̌slice (see also Remark 14.3.6 (b) for another point of view). By the theory
of the Slodowy slice, the morphism Ǧˆ pf `Zpeqq Ñ ǧ˚ is smooth (see e.g.
[GG02, §2.2]) and from this we readily deduce that M̌slice is smooth. Indeed,
M̌slice is a twisted Hamiltonian reduction of M by the unipotent subgroup
determined by the sl2-triple, and this is the point of view from which it will
appear in our heuristic discussion §14.6.5.

Observe that the fixed points of ΓF on M̌slice are, by Lemma 14.3.2, fixed
by the action of Gm acting via aˆ id : Gm Ñ ǦˆGgr, and in particular all
such fixed points map to f P ǧ˚.

Conjecture 14.3.5. (Nontempered periods are obtained by Slodowy-slicing
M̌ :) Take a split form of a dual hyperspherical pair pM “ T ˚pX,Ψq, M̌q as
in §5), with M polarized.

Let fφ be an everywhere unramified automorphic form belonging to the
discrete series with Arthur parameter φA, as above, and associated Langlands
and extended Langlands parameters φL and φE. Assume that the fixed points
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of φE on M̌slice form a finite set m1, . . . ,mr. Then for a normalization of
fφ with fdφ “ fφ, independent of M̌ , we have the equality:

(14.18) P norm
X pfφq “ q´bG{2

ÿ

m

b

Lnormp0, TmM̌
(
sliceq

where the L-function on the right is to be interpreted as in (14.1), and again
the signs on the right are invariant under the centralizer of ZpφAq.

Remark 14.3.6. (a) As a parallel to (14.12) we will compute later that
(14.18) implies in particular for the L2 norm that

(14.19)
ż

rGs
|fφpxq|

2 “ p#ZφAqLp1, ad, ǧeq

and will discuss the geometric interpretation of this later. The most
vivid example is when fφ is the trivial function; then the normaliza-
tion relevant for the conjecture is just fφ “ 1, and (14.19) is giving
the usual “Tamagawa number” formula for the volume of BunG – the
product of the order of the center of Ǧ, giving the number of com-
ponents, and a product of ζ-functions. See (14.5) or §14.6.3 for that
last deduction.

(b) Conjecture 14.3.5 can be considered a “regularization” of the prior
Conjecture 14.2.1. That is to say if we naively take the case (ii) of
Conjecture 14.2.1, and apply it to the nontempered case, we find that
the right hand side of (14.9) diverges. Nonetheless (as is familiar from
examples, such as those examined in [II10], or from the consideration
of Eisenstein series), if we take the ratio between (14.9) and (14.12),
and cancel formally divergent factors, the result is compatible with
Conjecture 14.3.5. The algebraic explanation lies in the following
diagram: Let O “ rǧ, es, so that O Ă ǧ is a complement to ǧf inside
ǧ. Then with ox : g Ñ Tx the orbit map, one has a commuting
diagram of isomorphisms of vector spaces:

O

„

��

‘ TxM̌slice
pX,Y qÞÑoxpXq`Y //

„ dµ

��

TxM̌

µ

��
ǧ{ǧf ‘ Zpeq

pX,Y qÞÑrX,f s`Y // ǧ,˚

so the ratio of (14.18) and (14.19) gives the same result as the ratio
of (14.9) and (14.12).

14.4. Real structures on normalized periods. We examine the L-functions
on the right hand side of (14.9).

The only case of interest here is where the SL2 associated to M̌ is trivial;
otherwise, one expects the period of all tempered forms to vanish identically.
Assuming this is so, M̌ has the form ǦˆǦX pS ‘ ǧKXq. We can, without loss
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of generality, suppose that a ΓF -fixed point mi P M̌ lies above the identity
coset of Ǧ{ǦX , and therefore that ΓF Ñ Ǧ factors through ǦX . The tangent
space TmiM decomposes, as a ΓF ˆGgr-representation, as

TmiM̌ “ pǧ{ǧXq0 ‘ S1 ‘ pǧ{ǧXq2

where the subscripts denote the Ggr-weight. Note that pǧ{ǧXq is an orthog-
onal representation of ΓF , S1 is a symplectic representation, and tempered-
ness of the automorphic form (for any isomorphism k » C) implies that the
representation of ΓF on TmiM̌ is pure of weight zero.

With this notation, the L-value Lp0, TmiM(q appearing in (14.9) can be
rewritten as

Lnormp1, pǧ{ǧXqq
2Lnormp

1

2
, S1q.

This is is real (because each Euler factor is real) and non-negative (by the
Riemann hypothesis). In particular, (14.9) entails that:

P norm
X pfq is real-valued, when f is chosen so that fd “ f̄ .

(since we have taken f to be k-valued, this statement should be interpreted
as holding after transporting via k » C.)

Curiously, this statement is not obvious, and not discussed explicitly in
the literature, at least in any generality. We think that it represents an
interesting phenomenon, and pause to discuss it here. In what follows, we
will often refer to eρp´1q; it is an element of the adjoint group of G and its
adjoint action defines an involution of G.

Let d : G Ñ G be the duality involution as in §2.5. Then d sends each
unramified representation to its dual. We write f ÞÑ fd for the involution
on functions on rGs induced by the duality involution d; for X a G-variety
we denote by Xd the same variety but with G-action twisted by means of d;
if X has a Ggr-action, we equip Xd with the same Ggr-action.

Then we have, with f normalized so that fd “ f̄ ,

P norm
X pfq “

ż

rGs
P norm
X ¨ fd “

ż

rGs
pP norm

X qd ¨ f.

and so PXpfq will be real-valued for such f if

(14.20) P norm
X

?
“ pP norm

X qd.

We have not verified this in general.

14.4.1. Some examples. Here are some examples; in discussing them, note
that by transport of structure, pPXqd “ PXd , and the same holds for the
normalized version.

(a) In the Whittaker case, P dX “ PX by the very way d is constructed.
This can be seen as one reason to prefer the duality involution over
the pinned Chevalley involution.
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(b) (Relationship between the normalized vectors for f and that for the
dual representation:) If f is normalized so that fd “ f̄ andW pfq “ 1
for the normalized Whittaker period W , then f̄ belongs to the dual
(=conjugate) representation, satisfies the same relationship with its
d-twist, and W pf̄q “ ˘1, where the sign is chosen according to the
action of Adpeρp´1qq upon f .

In other words, the “good” normalization of a vector in the dual
representation is ˘f̄ , the sign being taken according to the action of
eρp´1q upon f .

To see this, note that the split form of the group period is (presum-
ably, see §5) GzpGˆGq, where the embedding is not the diagonal, but
rather the graph of Adpeρp´1qq; and correspondingly the period of
pf,˘f̄q is given by

ş

rGs |f |
2, which is real and positive as desired. The

split form of the Chevalley-twisted group period is now GzpGˆGq,
where the embedding is via the duality involution, and correspond-
ingly the period of pf, fq is given by

ş

ffd “
ş

|f |2, again real and
positive.

(c) In the case where X “ HzG with H reductive. Here P norm
X is real

valued so we must show that it is fixed by the duality involution, and
this can be proved along the which would follow if Xd » X. This is
true, at least, for a split form as defined in Definition 5.3.8, and can
be proved along the lines of Lemma 14.4.3 below.

(d) For X vectorial the period is again real, and the statement is true
because of Fourier transform, cf. (10.22) for explicit computation
for the Iwasawa-Tate case. Here we use the fact that the duality
involution carries X to its dual space

Xd » X˚.

Indeed, this is true over the algebraic closure F “ Fq by highest
weight theory (at least if the characteristic of Fq is sufficiently large
relative to pG,Xq), and follows over Fq because the forms of a given
vectorial representation are classified by the Galois H1 of the con-
nected algebraic group AutGpXq. The Fourier transform then defines
an isomorphism

(14.21) SpXAq Ñ SpX˚Aq

commuting with summation over XF and over X˚F , as was discussed
in §10.28.

(e) (The role of
?
´1 P Ggr). Above we have considered reality of the

“spectral transform” of P norm
X ; but indeed P norm

X is often real-valued
itself. For example, in the Whittaker case, this is so if ´1 is a square
in Fq or if ρ̌ belongs to the cocharacter lattice. The role of a square
root of ´1 here is of interest and it seems to occur in several related
ways. We do not understand this at a deeper level, but we observe
that the action of

?
´1 P Ggr gives an equivalence between M and
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the same space with negated symplectic form and negated moment
map. Since P norm

X and P norm
X should be considered as quantizations of

M and the negated space, respectively, this reality is not unexpected.

14.4.2. Reality and the geometry of M . As we just mentioned, pP norm
X qd and

P norm
X should be considered, respectively, as quantizations of Md and the

space M where we negate the symplectic form and moment map. Therefore,
the following Lemma gives also some support for (14.20).

Lemma 14.4.3. Let pG,MqFq be a split form of a hyperspherical variety
over Fq in the sense of Definition 5.3.8. Then M̄ » Md as G ˆ Ggr-spaces
over Fq.

Before we give the proof, we emphasize that this is less interesting than it
appears– the notion of “split form” in Definition 5.3.8 is very restrictive, and
allows us to avoid serious subtleties. But the statement of the Lemma may
be a good desideratum for what the correct notion of split form should be.

To prove that the statement, we will use some facts about the theory of
Cartan involutions on real groups. This is not because of any special role
of the real numbers, but rather this is a context where involutions closely
related to the duality involution have been studied.

Proof. Let us pick data DC defining M over C as in (3.38). Thus D con-
sists in ι : H Ñ G, a commuting sl2-pair ph, fq, and ρ : H Ñ Sp2g. The
negated manifold M̄ is then defined by negating f and replacing ρ by ρ̄ (i.e.,
conjugating through an element of GSp2g that negates the form).

It will be enough to show that DC » Dd
C where a superscript d means

that we twist the datum through d : G Ñ G, and the bar means that we
negate the datum in the sense just described. 119 In fact, over C, ρ̄ and ρ are
automatically conjugate, but we will distinguish them for conceptual clarity.

Indeed assuming DC » Dd
C is valid any diagram DFq Ð DZ1 Ñ DC also

gives a diagram Dd
Fq Ð DZ1

d
Ñ DC. Since part of the very definition of the

split form is that any diagram of this form results in the same Fq-form, we
find Dd

Fq » DFq .
Let us recall that a Cartan involution of a real reductive group J is an

involution θJ with the property that the associated antiholomorphic involu-
tion g ÞÑ θpgq of JC has compact fixed set. (A general reference in essentially
this context is [AT18]). Moreover:

‚ All such involutions are conjugate by JpRq, which follows from [Mos55,
Theorem 3.1], see e.g [AT18, Theorem 3.12].

‚ If θJ is a Cartan involution, and J0 Ă J is a real reductive subgroup
stable under θJ , then the restriction of θJ to J0 is again a Cartan
involution, for it evidently has the same compactness property.

119Thus, if D is defined by pι, h, f, ρq, we write D “ pι, h,´f, ρ̄q, and Dd
“ pd ˝

ι, dphq, dpfq, ρq.
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‚ There exists such an involution which, taken with respect to a a
Chevalley basis inverts the split torus and sends the basis element
Xα to ´X´α, see e.g. §2.2 of [DFdG13]. In particular, the complex-
linear extension θCJ of the Cartan involution lies in the inner class of
the duality involution.

‚ Mostow [Mos55, Theorem 5.1] has proven that for an embedding
G1 Ă G2 Ă GLn of reductive groups over R there exists a quadratic
form on Rn with the property that the inverse-transpose θ : g ÞÑ
pgtq´1 fixes both G1 and G2. Then θ is a Cartan involution for GLn
and simultaneously induces one on G1, G2.

Returning now to our context, we may, by definition of split form, assume
that the datum DC defining M is in fact defined over R. Let us fix an
invariant bilinear form on gR, such that ph, fq arises from a morphism of real
algebraic groups SL2 Ñ G, whose image commutes with H. In what follows,
we will work with real algebraic groups.

We fix a Cartan involution θG of G that fixes H; call that restriction θH .
By direct computation, θG fixes the bilinear form on g. θG also induces also
a Cartan involution on the connected centralizer Z of H; by conjugacy of
such involutions, we can further conjugate by an element of ZpRq so that θ
preserves also the image of SL2 in Z, therefore inducing a Cartan involution
on it, which we can further assume to be the conjugation action of the

standard Weyl element w “
„

0 1
´1 0



. Write w˚ “ w ¨ e2ρp
?
´1q. Then

D “ pι, h,´f, ρ̄q, and

Dd » pθGι, θGh, θGpfq, ρq “ pιθH ,´h,´e, ρq “ Adpw˚qpιθH , h,´f, ρq » pι, h,´f, ρθHq.

Finally, we readily verify that ρθH and ρ̄ are conjugate inside Sp2g. �

14.5. Tempered examples: Whittaker, Gross-Prasad, Eisenstein,
Tate. We shall briefly examine (i) or (iii) of Conjecture 14.2.1 in various
cases. As observed at the start of the section, in each case the L-function
formulae are familiar in number theory; the main point is to check that the
constants are right.

14.5.1. The Iwasawa-Tate period. TakeX “ A1 and G “ Gm. We have com-
puted the normalized period in (10.22). An automorphic form is simply an
idele class character χ. The relevant normalization is taking f “ q´pg´1q{2χ,
as can be seen from (14.11). It is clear that fd “ f , and we get

xP norm
X , fy “ q´pg´1q{2χpK1{2q´1Lp

1

2
, χq “ q´bG{2Lnormp1{2, χq,

as required.
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14.5.2. The Whittaker case: compatibility with Lapid–Mao. Let X be the
Whittaker space with its twisted polarization. We will sketch that the ratio
of (14.12) and (14.11) is as predicted by the work of Lapid and Mao. The
main point here is to verify that the power of q is correct. To avoid some
minor issues with center, suppose G is semisimple. We follow notation as in
the conjecture, so that f is an automorphic form with Langlands parameter
φ.

Let W pfq denote the unnormalized Whittaker period of f ; with reference
to adelic uniformization:

W pfq “

ż

nPUpF qzUpAq
ψpuqfpua0qdu, a0 “ e2ρ̌pB´1{2q.

where the measure on UpAq is normalized to give mass one to the quotient.
Now, by Example 10.5.3

P norm
X pfq “ q´βX{2qβXW pfq, βX “ pg ´ 1qpdimpUq ´ x2ρ, 2ρ̌yq.

and combining (14.11) and (14.12) reads

|W pfq|2
ř

x |fpxq|
2
“

qβXq´bG

p#ZφqLp1, adq
“
q´pg´1qu`pg´1qx2ρ,2ρ̌y

#ZφqbGLp1, adq

and so our conjecture implies

|W pfq|2
ş

rGs |f |
2

?
“
q´pg´1qu`pg´1qx2ρ,2ρ̌y

#ZφLp1, adq

where now on the left, and also below, we take Tamagawa measure on rGs.
Let us now explain why this conjecture is compatible with that of Lapid

and Mao [LM15] (they also prove many cases). Their assertion, specialized
to the unramified case, says that the left-hand side above equals

prZφ : ZpĜqsq´1volprGsq´1

ż

nPNpAq
xna0f, a0fyψpnqdn

where the integral at the end is to be expressed as a product and regularized
in a standard way. Almost all the local factors in this product coincide with
the local factors of

ś

ζvpdiq
Lvp1,Adq , where di are the exponents of G, cf. §14.1.1.

The measure is chosen so that dn “ q´pg´1qu
ś

v dnv where each dnv assigns
mass 1 to the integral points of N . Note that in fact ψpnq “ ψ0pa

´1
0 na0q

where ψ0 is everywhere “unramified,” and a0 is as in (10.19). Making the
substitution n Ð a0na

´1
0 , so that dpa0na

´1
0 q “ |e2ρpa0q|dn, we compute the

integrand above to equal

q´pg´1qu|e2ρpa0q|

ż

xπpnqv, vyψ0pnq “ q´pg´1qu`p2g´2qx2ρ,ρ̌y

ś

ζpdiq

Lp1, adq

which upon computation of Tamagawa number gives the claimed equivalence
between our conjecture and that of Lapid and Mao.
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14.5.3. The reductive case and the Ichino-Ikeda conjecture. Again, avoid-
ing minor issues with center, suppose G is semisimple. Suppose now that
X “ HzG and that M̌ is defined by data ǦX Ă Ǧ and a symplectic ǦX -
representation SX , with trivial SL2.

In this case the numerical conjecture asserts that the H-period
ş

rHs fφpxq

vanishes if the parameter φ doesn’t factor through ǦX ; if it so factors
uniquely up to conjugacy, say as φX : ΓF Ñ ǦX , then

ş

rHs fφ is real and the
conjecture implies

(14.22) qbG{2´bH

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ş

rHs fφpxq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

ş

rGs |fφpxq|
2
“
qbG{2´bGX

#Zφ

Lp1
2 , SXqLp1, ǧ{ǧXq

Lp1, ǧX , φXq
,

where we write bGX “ pg ´ 1qdimǦX . The ratio of L-functions arises as
Lnormp0, TxM̌q{L

normp0, ad, φq where x is the unique fixed point determined
by the factorization φX . It is often in essentially this form that the conjecture
appears in the literature taking account that SX ‘ ǧ{ǧX » VX ; the paper
of Ichino and Ikeda [II10] was particularly influential. One must check the
constants, which we do not do here.

Many interesting examples fall in this case. See also §14.6.4 for the more
complicated analogous discussion in the nontempered case. Also, as noted
before, [Wan20] is one of the few examples of an analogous formula where
there are multiple fixed points on M̌ .

14.5.4. Eisenstein periods. As mentioned §12.3.5 the Eisenstein case (which
does not lie inside our general framework of dual hyperspherical pairs, but
has many formal similarities) presents peculiarities. We will compute in §E
the ratio of Eisenstein and Whittaker periods and show that it coincides
(formally, because there are some trivially regularizable infinities) with the
ratio of the right-hand sides of (14.7), multiplied by q´bU {2. As remarked in
§12.3.5 this is an interesting discrepancy which requires study.

14.6. Nontempered examples: trivial, diagonal, polarized homoge-
neous. We now analyze several examples of the nontempered conjecture
§14.3. A particularly interesting class of cases is when the SL2-type of the
form and the space X coincide. We conclude in §14.6.5 by considering some
geometrical consequences suggested by this.

The following Lemma will be useful at several points.

Lemma 14.6.1. Take an orthogonal vector space W with ΓF ˆ SL2-action
respecting the quadratic form. Then, notation as in §14.1,

(14.23) qpg´1qdimWLp1,W e(q “ Lp0,W(
e q

where e is the standard element of a sl2-triple; we have e invariants on the
left, and e coinvariants on the right; moreover, the shearing in the L-function
refers to the extended Langlands parameters obtained via the standard em-

bedding Gm
(14.15)
Ñ SL2.
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Proof. We write W as a sum of spaces E b V` where V` is the SL2 represen-
tation of dimension ` with weights tp`´ 1q{2, . . . ,´p`´ 1q{2u; and E is self-
dual. The L-values appearing on the left and right sides of (14.23) are now
Lp ``1

2 , Eq and Lp´ `´1
2 , Eq and the functional equation relating these takes

the desired form Lp ``1
2 , Eq “ q`pg´1qdimELp´ `´1

2 , Eq. Note that the root
number that intervenes, being a global ε factor attached to a self-dual un-
ramified representation of ΓF , is trivial, because the different is a square. �

14.6.2. The diagonal case and L2 norms. We explain why the predicted for-
mula for L2 norms (14.19) follows from the general nontempered conjecture
(14.3.5). Here, suppose that G is semisimple and let us work with the period
(cf.(b) of §14.4)

X “ ∆dGzG2,

where ∆d is the diagonal twisted by the duality involution. We will compute
the period of pfφ, fφq; since fdφ “ f̄ this computes the square of the L2 norm
of f .

The dual period is X̌ “ Ǧ as ǦˆǦ-space. Identify the tangent space TgǦ
with ǧ by means of left-invariant vector fields; thus X P ǧ is associated to the
derivative of getX ; we make a corresponding identification T ˚Ǧ » Ǧˆǧ˚. We
take the right action of Ǧˆ Ǧ on Ǧ, viz. pg, hqx “ g´1xh, and this induces
the action on T ˚Ǧ given by X ÞÑ Adph´1qX in the second cordinate. The
moment map is given up to sign in each factor by pg,Xq ÞÑ pAdpg´1qX,Xq.

Let us take an Arthur parameter φA for G associated to fφ with associ-
ated doubled Arthur parameter ΦA for G2 and associated doubled extended
parameter ΦE , these latter two now associated to fφ ˆ fφ. Take a ΦE-fixed
point

m “ pg,Xq P pT ˚Ǧqslice.

The moment image equals pf, fq, i.e., X “ f and g centralizes f . Now
(by Lemma 14.3.2) g also commutes with Gm Ă SL2; so g commutes with
SL2 and lies in the centralizer of the Arthur parameter; that is to say, the
whole fixed space is

ZpφAq ˆ f Ă Gˆ g˚ “ T ˚G.

We focus on the fixed point x “ pidG, fq; for all other elements of the
centralizer will contribute in exactly the same way. The tangent space at x to
fiber idGˆg

˚ Ă T ˚G intersects T slice
x in a Lagrangian: it is an (isotropic) copy

of the centralizer g˚,e, and it is Lagrangian by dimensional computations: the
Slodowy slice f ` g˚,e Ă g˚ has codimension dimpG{Zpeqq, and twice that
codimension inside two copies of G; and, accordingly, its preimage inside
T ˚G has the dimension 2dim Zpeq. The L-function attached to the sliced
tangent space T slice

x is therefore the product of L-functions for e-invariants
on ǧ˚ and for its dual e-coinvariants on ǧ˚. The Ggr-action on the former
is through squaring, and on the latter is trivial; therefore, the former L-
function is evaluated at 1 and the latter at 0. Therefore (14.18) gives upon
squaring
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q´bG

«

ż

rGs
|fφpxq|

2

ff2

“
p#ZφAq

2

q2bG
Lp0, ǧeqLp1, ǧ

eq
(14.23)
“ q´bGp#ZφAq

2Lp1, ǧeq2,

implying the desired formula (14.19) (taking into account that all the signs
in (14.18) are the same, and that the period is positive).

14.6.3. fφ “ 1 and X “ G{H homogeneous: We suppose now that H is
semisimple. Let fφ now be the trivial (=constant) form with Arthur packet
φA. We know from the computation of §14.6.2 that the appropriate nor-
malization is fφ “ ˘1; the computation that will follow will show that the
positive sign is the correct choice.

It is possible to verify that the local conjecture implies an identification

M̌slice » J̌H ,

the group scheme of dual regular centralizers for H, that is to say, the group
scheme over the Kostant slice whose fiber is the centralizer of a regular
element in the dual group. This identification will be discussed further in
a sequel to this paper (it is related to Proposition 4.7.1 as well as Example
8.4.5).

More precisely, writing cH , cG for the invariant theoretic quotients of the
Lie algebras of H,G respectively by conjugation action, the inclusion of
H into G induces a morphism f : cH Ñ cG. Now, cH is identified with
the invariant theory quotient of the dual Lie algebra for Ȟ, and via this
identification we obtain a group scheme of regular centralizers J̌H Ñ Ȟ over
cH , and similarly for J̌G. There is a morphism of group schemes f˚J̌G Ñ J̌H
over cH , which in particular gives rise to an action of J̌G on M̌slice.

For a parameter of M̌slice » J̌H to be fixed by the parameter of the trivial
representation for G, it must have image f under the moment map, so map
to 0 P cG, and so must also have mapped to 0 P cH ; that is to say, the fixed
points of ΓF acting via φA on M̌slice are contained in the centralizer of a
regular nilpotent on Ȟ, and in fact are precisely given by the center of Ȟ
(this by consideration of Gm-actions, see Lemma 14.3.2).

At each such point m the tangent space TmM̌slice admits the centralizer v
of a regular nilpotent in H as a Lagrangian space; φE acts on v through the
cyclotomic character raised to the power 2di, the di being the exponents of
H (see §2.5.1).

Now, the normalized period of fφ “ 1 is here given by q´bH{2#BunH and
using

ř

p2di ´ 1q “ dimH we get

q´bH p#BunHq
2 “ p#ZȞq

2qbH p
ź

ζpdiqq
2 “ p#ZȞq

2 ¨
ź

ζpdiqζp1´ diq.

This verifies Conjecture 14.3.5 here.
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14.6.4. The case when the SL2-types of X and fφ coincide; comparison with
[SV17]. We now examine the situation where SL2 type of the space X and
the automorphic form f are the same. This situation has several simplifying
features – it was for example the case in which [SV17] proposed a general
conjecture. Let us see how the Conjecture 14.3.5 recovers the period con-
jecture in a form close to that of [SV17]. We will again suppose that G is
semisimple.

We will follow the setup as in §4.1. Let the dual data for X be ǦX Ă

Ǧ, ι : SL2 Ñ Ǧ, and the symplectic ǦX -representation SX , so that

(14.24) M̌ “Whittaker induction of SX along ǦX ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ.

As before we put

(14.25) VX “ SX ‘ ǧe{ǧX .

Here VX is graded, i.e., VX “
À

i V
piq
X , where SX lies in weight 1, and ǧe

is graded via Gm Ă SL2 plus two, see e.g. discussion in §3.4.8. In the
terminology of automorphic forms, VX is the L-function attached to the
X-period.

To simplify our considerations somewhat we will assume that ǦX is the
centralizer of SL2. (Otherwise the considerations below can be modified in a
fairly straightforward way involving sums over possibly more fixed points.)

We are going to consider a parameter

φ0
L : ΓF Ñ ǦX ,

giving a Langlands parameter φL : ΓF Ñ Ǧ and an Arthur parameter φA “
φL ˆ ι : ΓF Ñ Ǧ, and will derive from the conjecture the following explicit
formula, which is essentially the proposal of [SV17] (cf. (14.22)):

(14.26)
|normalized X-period of fφ|2

xfφ, fφy
“
q´bGX

#ZφA

ś

i Lpφ
0
L, V

piq
X ; i{2q

Lpφ0
L,AdǦX ; 1q

,

Proof. (of (14.26)): M̌ is Whittaker induced from SX along ǦX ˆSL2 Ñ Ǧ.
In particular there is a morphism M̌ Ñ Ǧ{ǦX Ǔ where P̌ “ ĽǓ is the Levi
subgroup determined by sl2. We are going to check

Claim: Any ΓF -fixed point in M̌slice maps to the trivial coset
in Ǧ{ǦX Ǔ .

(14.27)

Assuming this for a moment we derive (14.26). Since any fixed point for
M̌slice has moment image equal to f , we see (see e.g. (3.17) and (3.18)) that
the fixed points of ΓF on M̌slice correspond precisely to fixed points of ΓF on
SX under φ0

E , the extended parameter corresponding to φ0
L. The only such

fixed point is the origin by similar reasoning to the proof of Lemma 14.3.2.
It remains to understand the tangent space T to M̌slice at this fixed point
m0 corresponding to the origin of SX .
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Referring to (3.19) we see that Tslice has a composition series whose asso-
ciated graded factors are120

W :“ ǧe{ǧX , SX ,W
_.

Here:
‚ The φE-action on SX is the action of φ0

L on SX multiplied by $1{2.

‚ The φE-action on W is φ0
L multiplied by the action through ΓF

$1{2

Ñ

Ggrpkq. Here Ggr acts through Gm Ă SL2 with a further shift by 2,
just as in §3.4.8.

‚ The φE-action on W_ is determined from that on W by means of
the duality, recalling (Remark 14.3.4) that the pairing W bW_ is
valued in kp1q.

Conjecture 14.3.5 and (14.19) therefore show that

(14.28)
P norm
X pfφq

2

xfφ, fφy
“

q´bG

#ZφA

Lp0,W_(qLp1,W(qLp1{2, SXq

Lp1, ad, ǧeq

(14.23)
“

q´bG

#ZφA
qpbG´bGX q

Lp1, ǧe{ǧXqLp1{2, SXq

Lp1, ad, ǧXq

where the shearing onW is now considered via theGm Ă SL2 without further
shift; and where we applied (14.23) to the space ǧ{ǧX , with pg ´ 1qdim “

pbG ´ bGX q. That is precisely (14.26).
We now give the proof of the claim:

Proof of Claim 14.27. By (*) in §14.3.1, any fixed point x P M̌ is also fixed
by the action of Ggr acting via aˆ id (with a the Gm inside SL2). If φE fixes
gǦX Ǔ (some g P Ǧ) it thus follows that

(14.29) agǦX Ǔ “ gǦX Ǔa

and we want to show g P ǦX Ǔ .
The moment image of any point of M̌ mapping to gǦX Ǔ lies in Adpgqpf`

uK`q, with u` the subalgebra of u whose Gm-weights are ě 2. Note that the
G-orbit of f intersects f ` ǧe precisely in f : if Adpgqf “ f ` X for some
nonzero X P ǧe, then Adpaλga

´1
λ qf “ f ` λ2AdpaλqX, and by taking λÑ 0

we would contradict the fact that G-orbits meet f ` ǧe transversally (see
[GG02, 2.2]). Therefore,

Adpg´1qf P f ` ǔK` ùñ g P Zpf̌qǓ

where we use the fact that the orbit map from Ǔˆpf` ǧeq is an isomorphism
onto its image f ` ǔK` [GG02, Lemma 2.1]. Modifying g on the right by Ǔ
as we may harmlessly do, we may suppose, then that g centralizes f . In

120The latter factor arises, if we follow the notation of (3.19), by noting that tX P g :
rX, f s P f`geu is precisely the centralizer of f , and taken modulo h (in the same notation)
is dual to ge{h.
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particular, g P P̌´, the parabolic opposite to P̌ with respect to the Levi
subgroup Ľ “ the centralizer of apGmq. 121

(14.29) implies that

g´1a´1ga P ǦX Ǔ Ă P̌ .

Given that ǧ P P̌´ “ ĽǓ´ this inclusion forces g P Ľ, and so centralizes a.
Then g centralizes both a and f , and so centralizes SL2 (cf. [Kos59, Cor 3.5])
so actually belongs to ǦX Ă P̌ by virtue of our assumption on centralizers,
stated after (14.24). �

14.6.5. Connection to geometry. In this speculative subsection §14.6.5 and
its sequence §14.6.6 we will make some suggestions of geometric interpreta-
tions of the formulas presented in the nontempered case. First let us consider
the formula (14.19) for L2 norms:

xfφ, fφy “ p#ZφqLp1, ad, ǧeq.

Let us mention a point of view on this equality which it would be inter-
esting to study in more depth. In the case #Zφ “ 1 the right hand side can
be interpreted as (trace of Frobenius) on the self-Hom of a Ǧ-derived local
system equipped with a Lefschetz operator. 122

This suggests a relationship between the category of sheaves on LocǦ,
and derived local systems. One attractive possibility would be to exhibit a
semi-orthogonal decomposition of the space of sheaves on LocǦ, indexed by
SL2-parameters, and the “subquotient” category associated to each block is
equivalent to a category of derived local systems.

14.6.6. Connection to geometry continued: Arthur functoriality and Whit-
taker coefficients. Now let us - continuing in the speculative vein of the
previous subsection – how our discussion should interact with a putative
geometric theory of “Arthur functoriality,” i.e., kernels that take tempered
forms to nontempered forms. We will formulate a slightly more precise ver-
sion of this discussion in §18.5.

We follow notation as in our nontempered section §14.3 and Conjecture
14.3.5. Let us fix a reductive subgroup

Ȟ Ă ǦX

121To see that g belongs to P̌´, we can use [McN, Corollary 20] or proceed as follows:
h1 :“ Adpgqh, f form part of a sl2-triple, and by [Kos59, Theorem 3.6], h1 must have the
form h ` u´ where u´ has has negative h weight. In particular, adph1q acting on p´ is
triangular with respect to a basis of h-eigenspaces, and all its eigenvalues are therefore
ď 0; thus, p´ is also the sum of negative weight spaces for adph1q. This implies that g
normalizes P̌´, and therefore g P P̌´.

122Informally, “derived” means here that the local system is spread across several dif-
ferent degrees: the model example of an object of such a category is the cohomology of an
algebraic variety over the curve Σ equipped with its Lefschetz operator. Formally, we can
consider functors from the category of representations of Ǧ to complexes of local systems
on Σ, but without any specification on how this interacts with t-structure.
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that commutes with the morphism SL2 Ñ Ǧ associated to M̌ . The reader
can freely take Ȟ “ ǦX ; we haven’t done this because it might cause some
notational confusion. To simplify assume that the adjoint action of SL2 on ǧ
has only even weights (although the other case offers interesting subtleties).

In §11.9 we have constructed a Whittaker induction functor

WI : spectral category for Ȟ ÝÑ spectral category for Ǧ

which by Lemma 11.9.2 interacts nicely with L-sheaves:

L-sheaf of Y̌ WI
ù L-sheaf of Whittaker induction X̌ of Y̌ .

A guess (based on similar phenomena in representation theory rather than
explicit calculation) is that that the left adjoint WJ to WI carries
(14.30)
WJ : L-sheaf of X̌ ???

ù L-sheaf of “Whittaker twisted quotient” X̌{pǓ , ψq

where Ǔ is the unipotent radical of the parabolic of Ǧ determined by the
SL2. ( In fact, even leaving aside that X̌{pǓ , ψq makes no formal sense, it
is by no means clear that (14.30) is even morally correct, but we may hope
that it is close enough to true for numerical purposes.)

Now, we cannot make sense of this Whittaker-twisted quotient as a space;
but we can make sense of its cotangent bundle:

T ˚pX̌{ψǓq “ (preimage of f ` Zpeq in T ˚X̌){Ǔ .

Now, we expect WI to realize Arthur packets, in the following sense: If σ
is a Langlands parameter for Ȟ, i.e., a homomorphism ΓF Ñ Ȟ, then the
skyscraper sheaf at σ (call this δσ) is carried to the parameter of the spherical
Arthur form parameterized by σ. The X-period of this form is categorified
by

(14.31) HompLX̌ ,WI δσq
?
“ HompWJ LX̌ , δσq.

Let gσ be the automorphic form on H – the group dual to Ȟ – with Lang-
lands parameter σ, fσ the automorphic form on G with Arthur parameter
that constructed from σ, and let Y be (if it exists) an H-space dual to the
Whittaker reduction T ˚ΨpX̌{Ǔq. As discussed in the next subsection, the
numerical statement corresponding to (14.31) should have the form

xP norm
X , fσy “ xP

norm
Y , gσy.

Therefore, (14.30) suggests – modulo finer issues such as normalization –
that the periods of “Arthur” forms behave like the periods of automorphic
forms on a group H (dual to Ȟ) for a period whose dual space is M̌slice. This
is just what Conjecture 14.3.5 says.
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14.7. How are the geometric and numerical conjectures related? Let
us now return to the question of how the geometric and numerical conjectures
are related. In short, the numerical conjecture should be a consequence of
the geometric one, but the deduction involves technical issues that we have
not studied (and, particularly in the nontempered case, may also involve
some new structures of independent interest).

We restrict ourselves to the polarized case: M “ T ˚pX,Ψq, M̌ “ T ˚X̌. In
the finite context, the geometric form of the conjecture, Conjecture 12.1.1,
asserts that a certain period sheaf P spec

X (the spectral projection of PX)
matches, under a suitable form of the Langlands equivalence, with the L-
sheaf LX̌ .

Let f “ fφ be a Hecke cuspidal eigensheaf on BunG, with Langlands
parameter φ, a k-point of LocǦ. Let us suppose that:

(a) φ , restricted to geometric π1, fixes a single point on X̌, and the same
is true for the dualized parameter φd.

(b) fφ is a pure self-dual perverse sheaf.

Let fpxq : BunGpFqq Ñ k be the associated function, and let rf be the
function arising from the Verdier dual, i.e., the conjugate of f after fixing an
isomorphism k » C. Numerically (b) has the effect that the L2-norm of f
is of size about 1. As in §2.3 let us write r. . . s for geometric Frobenius trace
on a vector space.

Since spectral projection in our context amounts (at least conjecturally, see
§C.4 and references therein) to the right adjoint to the inclusion of nilpotent
sheaves, we find
(14.32)
Hompf, P norm

X q “ Hompf, spectral projection of P norm
X q » Hompδφ,Lnorm

X̌
q.

Passing to Frobenius trace, and using Lemma 2.4.1 to evaluate the left-hand
side and (11.33) to evaluate the right hand side,

ÿ

fφpxqP
˚,norm
X pxq “ q´bG{2Lnormp1, φd, T_(q,

where on the left the sum is over BunGpFqq and we weight by inverse-
automorphisms; and T is the tangent space to X̌ at the unique fixed point
for the dualized parameter φd. On the far right, T_( is considered as a
ΓF -module through φd.

That is precisely (14.8) of the numerical conjecture Conjecture 14.2.1.
That is to say, the geometric conjecture, together with the anticipated iden-
tification of the spectral projection, implies the star period part of the nu-
merical statement in the case that φ has finite centralizer.

Remark 14.7.1. The same reasoning also suggests why the p´1qs in the
statement of (14.8) needs to be there when fφ is no longer assumed cuspidal:
it arises (eventually) from a cohomological shift by s. (In more detail, it
should arise for the same reason as the p´1qd in the second line of (11.33),
whose source can be seen at (11.38).)
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Remark 14.7.2. Suppose that Ǧ fixes the unique fixed point above. Then
we may rewrite

(14.33) Lp1, φd, T_(q “ Lp1, φ, T)q,

where on the right T) means that we shear by the negated Gm-action on T .
Indeed, the representation φdE of ΓE on T_ is obtained as the composite:

ΓF
pφ,$1{2q
ÝÑ ǦˆGgr Ñ GLpT_q,

where Ǧ acts on GLpT_q through its standard action precomposed with the
dualizing involution, and Ggr acts on T_ through its action arising from the
Ggr-action on X̌.

Now precomposition with the dualizing involution on both Ǧ and Gm

switches the isomorphism class of T and that of T_. Therefore, the action
of ǦˆGm on T_ that occurs above is isomorphic to the action of ǦˆGm

on T , which is the standard action on the first factor, but the inverse of the
action on the second factor. This explains (14.33).

However, the star period part of the numerical statement is also the least
well-attested part by classical computations! One certainly wants to carry
out the same deduction for the !-period, and for this we would want to
argue that (14.32) holds in the opposite direction, i.e., HompP norm

X , fq is
unchanged if we replace PX by its spectral projection. Assuming that is
valid, the argument above goes through to say

(14.34)
ÿ

x

P norm
X pxq rfφpxq “ q´bG{2Lnormp0, φd, T(q,

where we now used (11.35). But on the other hand the Langlands parameter
of f̃ should be the image of φ under the dualizing involution, and therefore,
replacing φ by φd, we get

(14.35)
ÿ

x

P norm
X pxqfpxq “ q´bG{2Lp0, T(q,

which is now (14.7) of Conjecture 14.2.1. On the right, T( is considered as
a ΓF -module in the “obvious” way, i.e., through φ and not through φd.

Consequently, for f normalized as above, and if we were to assume that
the left nilpotent projection exists and coincides with the right nilpotent pro-
jection, the geometric conjecture implies the numerical statement (14.35)
about the period of the form f . In general, this left nilpotent projection
need not exist, but we may hope that some suitable “interpretation” of it
does (cf. §12.4.2). At the moment, then, the numerical conjecture is not a
consequence of the geometric conjecture, but rather a parallel statement.
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14.8. Star periods and asymptotics. We will now discuss the star period
function P ˚X , formulating some conjectures.123

Recall from Remark 10.3.1 that the star version of the period sheaf is
defined as the ˚-pushforward of the dualizing sheaf from BunXG , and, by
definition, P ˚X is the function obtained by taking trace of Frobenius.

To simplify we assume that the Ggr-action on X is trivial throughout this
section. The work of Schieder and Wang suggests that P ˚X can generally be
computed in terms of the theory of asymptotics on X, which we now briefly
recall.

Assume, here, that X is affine and homogeneous. Recall that to each
subset Θ of the roots of ǦX we may attach a boundary degeneration XΘ of
X (terminology of [SV17] – in particular, XΘ is homogeneous). For every
(non-Archimedean) place F , there is an “asymptotics” map

asymp˚Θ : C8pXpF qq Ñ C8pXΘpF qq,

so that a function is equal to its image close enough to infinity “in the Θ
direction.”

Restricted to compactly supported functions C8c pXpF qq, the asymptotics
map is known to have image in a space of functions of moderate growth and
bounded support – “bounded” means that it has compact closure in an affine
embedding of XΘ. Taken over all places together, we obtain a map

asymp˚Θ : C8c pXpAqq Ñ C8pXΘpAqq,

whose image consists of functions of bounded support. Now let PΘ : C8c pXΘpAqq Ñ
C8prGsq be the theta series, that is to say, sending a function f to

ř

XΘpF q
fpxgq;

it extends to smooth functions of bounded support.

Conjecture 14.8.1. Suppose that X is affine homogeneous with point sta-
bilizer H (and trivial Ggr-action). Then the ˚-period P ˚X is obtained by
evaluating

(14.36) q´bH
ÿ

Θ

p´1q|Θ|PΘ ˝ asympΘ : C8pXq Ñ C8prGsq

at the basic vector δX P C8c pXq, that is to say, at the characteristic function
of integral points.

The factor qbH arises from the fact that the star period is obtained from
the dualizing sheaf and not the constant sheaf. It may be possible to use
a suitable variant of (14.36) as a definition of the ˚-period in the number
field case. One needs to give a suitable definition to asympΘ at archimedean
places.

123Our focus here will be not so much on Conjecture 14.2.1 itself, but rather about
even more basic formulas relating to the ˚-period. Tony Feng, Jonathan Wang and the
third-named author have carried out some computations supporting the ˚-period assertion
in Conjecture 14.2.1, but we will not describe such computations here, except for Example
14.8.3.
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In any case, Conjecture 14.8.1 allows one to explicitly compute the star
period fairly readily, and, where we have looked, it appears to be compatible
with our numerical conjecture Conjecture 14.2.1. The strange sign p´1qs in
Conjecture 14.8.1 is related to the alternating sum above, but in a subtle
and beautiful way, since several Θ will contribute to a given pairing.

We discuss here only the simplest example. Assume that X is wavefront
(terminology of [SV17]); then the only term in (14.36) that can have a non-
trivial pairing with cusp forms is the term for Θ “ H, and we get

xP ˚X , fφy “ q´bH xPX , fφy

for fφ a cusp form. Our assumptions guarantee that the eigencharacter η is
trivial, and therefore P ˚norm

X “ P ˚Xr´βXs, P
norm
X “ PXrβXs; since βX “ bH

here, we would also get:

(14.37) xP ˚norm
X , fφy “ xP

norm
X , fφy

According to Conjecture 14.2.1, the left and right hand are given (in the
unique fixed point case) in the general form Lnormp0, T(q and Lnormp1, T)q.
Although we do not have a general analysis, this equality arises in the ex-
amples we have looked at in the following way: T is a sum of components
T0 ‘ T1 in Ggr weights 0 and 1. Then (again, in examples we studied) T0

is self-dual as a G-representation, which gives Lnormp0, T0q “ Lnormp1, T0q;
and for T1 we have

Lnormp0, T
(
1q “ Lnormp

1

2
, T1q “ Lnormp1, T

)
1q.

Remark 14.8.2. Conjecture 14.8.1 generalizes [Wan18, Theorem C.7.2],
and we hope that it can be proven along the lines of Wang’s argument,
by compactifying the morphism BunX Ñ BunG, using an X-analog of the
Vinberg monoid.

Namely, consider the affine degeneration ofX: this is an affine family X Ñ

AX,ad, where AX,ad is the quotient of AX whose character group is spanned
by the spherical roots, and AX,ad is its toric embedding corresponding to the
dual of the cone of spherical roots. The family carries an action of GˆAX ,
and contains both X and an affine embedding of XΘ (for all Θ Ă ∆X) as
special fibers. See [Pop87], [GN10, §5.1], [SV17, §2.5] for the construction;
the precise base AX,ad is (probably) not very important for the argument
we are outlining, and one can replace AX,ad by a torus that is isogenous to
it. Let X ‚ be the open subset whose fiber over every point on the base is
the open G-orbit in the corresponding fiber of X . The torus AX acts freely
on it, and the quotient X ‚{AX is a compactification of X{ZpXq (sometimes
called the wonderful compactification, although this term is usually reserved
for the cases when it is smooth). As in [Wan18, Lemma C.8.2], we expect
that the morphism

Map‚pΣ,X {Gq{AX Ñ BunG,
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where the bullet denotes maps which generically land in X ‚, compactifies
the map BunX Ñ BunG, and can be used to address Conjecture 14.8.1.

Conjecture 14.8.1 fails when X is not affine homogeneous, as the argu-
ment that we outlined breaks down (e.g., the requirement for objects of
Map‚pΣ,X {Gq{AX to lie generically in X ‚ misses out a part of BunX , when
X is not homogeneous). An interesting example is the Iwasawa-Tate case,
with which we conclude:

Example 14.8.3. The Iwasawa-Tate case is of interest precisely because the
self-duality phenomenon described after (14.37) fails and the mechanism for
compatibility between star and ! conjectures is somewhat different.

In the Iwasawa-Tate case with neutral Ggr-action we have, for L a point
of BunGgr ,

(14.38) P norm
X pLq “ qh

0pLbK1{2q´ 1
2

degpLbK1{2q,

(14.39) P ˚norm
X pLq “ qdegpLq{2´pg´1q{2 ` q´degpLq{2´pg´1q{2 ´ P norm

X pLq

We readily verify the predictions of Conjecture 14.2.1: if we pair P norm
X

with a character χ we get χpK1{2q´1Lp1
2 , χq “ Lnormp1{2, χq, where we reg-

ularized the pairing in the unique G-invariant way; if we do the same for
P ˚norm
X we get ´Lnormp1{2, χq. It is instructive to consider the asymptotic

behavior. Write r “ degpLq. As |r| Ñ 8 we have

P norm
X “ q

1´g`|r|
2 , P ˚norm

X “ q
1´g´|r|

2 .

Therefore P norm
X blows up at 8 whereas P ˚norm

X decays.
We already proved (14.38), see (10.22). We sketch the argument to check

(14.39): we can split BunX here into the open Bun˝X and a closed zero-
section that is identified with BunGm . Each fiber of BunX Ñ BunGm is a
Gm-torsor over a projective space, and correspondingly the ˚-pushforward of
ω to Bun˝X can be checked to be a shift of the ! pushforward of the constant
sheaf, which can be numerically computed fiber by fiber. Observe that the
symmetric form of (14.39) is not seen by this way of computing: the first
term comes from the zero-section, and the remaining two terms come from
Bun˝X .
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Part 4. Local-to-global aspects

Our main goal in Part 4 of this work is to explain how to relate the local
theory from Part 2 with the global theory from Part 3. A one-sentence
summary is

the local categories (automorphic and spectral) provide Hecke
constraints satisfied by the period and L-sheaves, and these
constraints are intertwined by the local and global conjectures.

This can be compared with the picture developed in [SV17] in which X-
periods of automorphic forms are given by Euler products whose local factors
describe the Plancherel measure on spherical functions on XF .

We first describe the one-point form of local-global compatibility in §15,
asserting that the local and global period conjectures, Conjectures 7.5.1
and 12.1.1, are intertwined by Hecke-linear functors from the local to the
global categories: the unramified automorphic and spectral Θ-series.

This form of local-global compatibility can be significantly sharpened by
inserting the local category at many points txiu Ă Σ and allowing these
points to vary and collide. This is captured by the notion of factorization,
which we apply in §16-18.
The ideas of this Part are to a much greater extent than before

obstructed by technical issues, in particular issues of sheaf theory
in infinite type on the automorphic side and the de Rham spectral
side, so that the most complete picture we present is on the Betti
spectral side.

In §16 we introduce a factorizable form of the local category and of the
Plancherel algebra. The mechanism of factorization homology – a geometric
analog of Euler products – produces a global counterpart to the Plancherel
algebra, the RTF algebra RTFX,Σ, an algebra in the global Hecke category.
We also sketch the idea of a factorizable form of Θ-series, which realizes
the RTF algebra as a “locally defined” source of maps between the period
sheaf and its Hecke transforms, and indicate its relation to the relative trace
formula.

In §17 we discuss the spectral counterpart to the factorizable Plancherel
algebra, the L-algebra OM̌ , and its relation to the hyperspherical variety M̌
via the mechanism of spectral deformation quantization. This gives rise to a
factorizable form of the local conjecture, in the setting where both M and
M̌ are polarized.

In §18 we study the spectral counterpart of the RTF-algebra, the L-
observablesOM̌,Σ and its action on the L-sheaf. We are guided by the analogy
that the L-observables are to the L-sheaf as deformation quantization is to
geometric quantization, an analogy which we flesh out in a couple of ways.
The L-observables are a geometrization of the L-function of M̌ (the square
of the L-function of X̌) and its factorization homology construction is a geo-
metric counterpart of the corresponding Euler product. We conclude with a
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foray into the geometric study of Arthur parameters, whose construction is
closely related to the theory of L-sheaves for twisted polarizations.

15. Θ-series and local-global compatibility

In §7 we studied the local automorphic and spectral categories SHVpXF {GOq

and QC(pM̌{Ǧq and formulated the local conjecture, Conjecture 7.5.1, iden-
tifying the two. Among the consequences of this conjecture is that the local
automorphic category is controlled by the Plancherel algebra PLX studied
in §8, which is identified with the sheared coordinate ring OM̌ :“ O(pM̌{Ǧq
(the “L-algebra”) as algebra objects in the spherical Hecke category.

On the other hand we formulated in §12 a global conjecture on an algebraic
curve Σ when M̌ “ T ˚X̌ is polarized (or more generally twisted polarized
M̌ “ T ˚ΨX̌). This statement, Conjecture 12.1.1, relates the period sheaf
PX on BunGpΣq studied in §10 with the L-sheaf LX̌ on LocǦpΣq studied in
§11.124

In order to relate the local and global conjectures we first remove the
coordinate dependence in the local conjecture. We write the stack XF {GO “
BunXG pD,D

˚q as the moduli of G-bundles on the disc with a section of the
associated X-bundle on the punctured disc; when Ggr œ X is nontrivial,
we rather work with a “normalized” form where we twist the section by
K1{2. Likewise the Koszul dual form QC(pM̌{Ǧq » QC!pLX̌{Ǧq of the
local category admits a parallel coordinate independent formulation via the
identification LX̌{Ǧ » LocX̌

Ǧ
pD,D˚q. 125

The compatibility between the local and global conjectures captures the
relation between the four categories of sheaves involved (local and global,
automorphic and spectral) as modules for the unramified Hecke operators.
This compatibility has both one-point and factorizable formulations; this
chapter will study the one-point version.

Fixing a point x P Σ, we show that the Plancherel algebra PLX (as an
algebra in the Hecke category) acts on the period sheaf via the Hecke action
on the global automorphic category. This action is described in §15.1 as
a consequence of the construction of the (one-point, unramified) geometric
Θ-series functor, a Hecke-linear functor

ΘX,x : SHVpBunXG pD,D
˚qq ÝÑ AUTpBunGpΣqq

sending the basic object to the period sheaf. Likewise the L-algebra OM̌
acts on the L-sheaf via the spectral Hecke action. This action is described

124The conjecture depends on a choice of spin structure K1{2 on Σ, which can be
eliminated by the use of C-groups as in §10.7, 11.7, C.7.

125For simplicity we are assuming here that we are in the polarized rather than twisted-
polarized case, which we also handle. Moreover, in the case when the eigencharacter
η̌ : Ǧ Ñ Gm associated to X̌ is nontrivial, we must also twist the spectral category
QC!

pLX̌{Ǧq by a “half-epsilon gerbe” ε1{2,D, the local analog of the epsilon line bundle
correcting the normalized L-sheaf in §11.5, see Remark 15.2.4 for a brief discussion.
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analogously in §15.2 using a spectral Θ-series construction

LX,x : QC!pLocX̌
Ǧ
pD,D˚qq ÝÑ QC !pLocǦpΣqq.

Thus it is natural to enhance the global conjecture to an identification of
PLX » OM̌ -modules, which we express symbolically as an action of the
bottom row on the top row in the following diagram:

Modules: PX P SHVpBunGpΣqq
GL // QC!pLocǦq Q LX̌

Algebras: PLX P HG
Satake // QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq Q OM̌

This enhanced conjecture is formulated126 in Conjecture 15.2.3 as the
construction of a Hecke-linear commutative diagram intertwining the auto-
morphic and spectral Θ-series functors

(15.1) AUTpBunGpΣqq
GL // QC!pLocǦpΣqq

SHVpBunXG pD,D
˚qq

ΘX,x

OO

LX // QC!pLocX̌
Ǧ
pD,D˚qq

LX̌,x

OO

in which the horizontal arrows are the equivalences of the local conjecture
and geometric Langlands.

15.1. Automorphic Θ series. In this section we introduce (the one-point,
unramified version of) the Θ-series functor. The discussion applies in de
Rham, étale or Betti sheaf theories.

15.1.1. Setup. Fix a point x P Σ on a smooth projective curve, and let
O “ Ox Ă F “ Fx be the completed local ring at x and its quotient field,
respectively. We denote by D “ Dx Ă D˚ “ D˚x the spectra of these rings,
i.e., the formal disc and formal punctured disc at x. We omit the subscript x
when possible, i.e., until we begin to vary the point x P Σ. We restrict to the
case of X a smooth affine G-variety. The local unramified theory concerns
the stack XF {GO of G-bundles on the disc with a meromorphic section of
the associated X-bundle.
Caveat: It will be important for this discussion that we assume

that the the X-spherical category HX of !-sheaves on XF {GO is
identified with the category of ˚-sheaves SHV˚pXF {GOq.

The Caveat is here since we will need the theory of ˚-pullbacks, which is
only available for ˚-sheaves. Recall from Remark 7.5.4 that the theories of !-
and ˚-sheaves are expected to be equivalent on XF {GO and specifically such
an equivalence is provided by the Local Conjecture. The ˚-sheaf category is

126Again we omit for simplicity the case of twisted polarizations of M̌ , and refer to
Remark 15.2.4 for the normalized version for nontrivial η̌ involving epsilon lines.
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pointed by the basic (˚-)sheaf δX “ kXO , the constant sheaf on the substack
XO{GO where the X-section extends to the whole disc.

15.1.2. Normalizing the local category. Recall that the period sheaf PX was
defined (§10.3) using the stack BunX “ BunXG pΣq of G-bundles with a sec-
tion of the associated X-bundle twisted by a chosen spin structure K1{2. To
compare this construction with the local category SHVpXF {GOq we need to
twist the latter by a spin structure as well. This correction is not necessary
when the Ggr-action on X is trivial. In general this normalization does not
affect the local category SHVpXF {GOq up to equivalence (even as a Hecke
module), but is necessary to formulate coordinate-independent or factoriz-
able versions of the local conjecture as well as the Θ-series and local-global
compatibility.

Recall that the stack XF {GO (respectively, XO{GO) parametrizes G-
bundles on the disc D with a section of the associated X-bundle on the
punctured disc D˚ (respectively, the disc D). We fix a spin structure K1{2

(on the curve Σ, or for the purposes of the local category alone, just on the
disc). The group-scheme GgrpOq acts on XF {GO and we let

BunXG pD,D
˚q :“ XF {GO ˆ

GgrpOq K1{2pOqˆ

be the twist of XF {GO by the GgrpOq-torsor of trivializations of K1{2 over
the disc. We could, equally, describe this as a twist by the induced torsor of
sections of K1{2 on the punctured disc for the ind-group-scheme GgrpF q.

This definition follows the global paradigm from §10.2, i.e., BunXG pD,D
˚q

parametrizes G-bundles on the disc with a section of the associated XbK1{2-
bundle on the punctured disc, i.e., informally the fiber product

BunXG pD,D
˚q //

��

MappD˚, X
GˆGgr q

��
BunGpDq

idbK1{2
// BunGˆGgrpDq

.

Likewise we let

BunXG pDq :“ XO{GO ˆ
GgrpOq K1{2pOqˆ,

which is a closed substack i : BunXG pDq Ñ BunXG pD,D
˚q.

We define the normalized local automorphic category

HX,K1{2

:“ SHVpBunXG pD,D
˚qq,

with the basic object δX “ i˚k, and considered with the normalized Hecke
action of §7.4.

15.1.3. Θ-series. We now define the X-Θ-series at x, ΘX,x, as a functor
which categorifies the classical numerical theta series Φ ÞÑ

ř

xPXF
Φpxgq,

namely,

ΘX,x : HX,K1{2

“ SHVpBunXG pD,D
˚qq ÝÑ SHVpBunGpΣqq.
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As with the classical version, this will respect the action of H by Hecke
modifications at x.

For this let us introduce the stack BunXG pΣ,Σzxq of G-bundles together
with an X bK1{2-section away from x, where the latter is interpreted as in
§10.2. We may restrict such a section to the formal neighborhood of x; fixing
a trivialization of the G-bundle there, and so also of the X-bundle, we get
an F -point of X b K1{2 that is well-defined up to the action of GpOq. This
discussion gives the horizontal mappings in the diagram

BunXG pDq

i
��

BunXG pΣqπ
oo

ix
��

q

''
BunXG pD,D

˚q BunXG pΣ,Σzxqπx
oo qx // BunGpΣq

.

Note that the unramified morphism q is locally of finite type, and !-
pushforward along it was used to define the period sheaf. Its ramified variant
qx is of ind-finite type – i.e., if we bound the poles at x of the twisted map
to X we obtain finite type morphisms. As a result, the functor

qx! : SHVpBunXG pΣ,Σzxqq ÝÑ SHVpBunGpΣqq

is well defined, independently of the theory of sheaves in infinite type. (In
fact it agrees with the colimit preserving extension of the !-pushforward
along the finite type closed substacks with bounded poles.) We may then
compose with the (Hecke-linear) spectral projection (§C.4, §12.4) to land in
the “automorphic” global category:

Definition 15.1.4. The unramified Θ-series at x is the composition

ΘX,x : HX,K1{2 π˚x // SHVpBunXG pΣ,Σzxqq
pqx!q

spec

// AUTpBunGpΣqq

By base change on the pullback square above there is a natural identifi-
cation

PX » q!k(15.2)
» q!π

˚k

» qx!ix!π
˚k

» qx!π
˚
xi!π

˚k

» ΘX,xpδXq

between the period sheaf and the Θ-series of the basic object δX P H
X,K1{2

.
Moreover, ΘX,x admits a natural H-linear structure, for it “arises from GpOq
invariants on a GpF q-equivariant diagram.”

The functor ΘX,x has a normalized version

(15.3) Θnorm
X,x “ ΘX,xxdeg`βXy

obtained by including the shift xβXy as well as the degη-shear as in (10.12).
The constant shift by βX commutes with Hecke actions, and the deg shift
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has the effect of making Θnorm
X,x Hecke-linear for the standard action on the

target and normalized (deg-shifted) action on SHVpXF {GOq of §7.4. There
is a similar identification of the image of the basic sheaf by Θnorm

X,x and the
normalized spectrally-projected period sheaf pPnorm

X qspec.
The Θ-series description of the period sheaf provides it with an action of

the Plancherel algebra:

Proposition 15.1.5. The identification pPXqspec » Θnorm
X,x pδXq endows the

spectrally projected period sheaf pPXqspec, as an object in the HG-module cat-
egory AUTpBunGpΣqq with the structure of module for the Plancherel algebra
PLX P AlgpHGq, the inner automorphisms of the basic object.

Note a similar assertion holds before spectral projection, but we focus on
the spectrally projected version for comparison with the spectral side.

Remark 15.1.6. (Twisting by spin structures.) We can remove the de-

pendence of the local category HX,K1{2

and the Θ-series on the choice of
spin structure following the model of §10.7 (whose conventions we follow).
Namely we consider the stacks zBunXG pDq ãÑ zBunXG pD,D

˚q of CG-bundles
on the disc with associated Gm-bundle K and sections (on D or D˚) of the
associated X-bundle. The Θ-series construction defines a functor

SHVpzBunGpD,D
˚qq ÝÑ SHVpzBunGpΣqq

sending the basic object to the period sheaf, which is identified with the
version defined above for any choice of K1{2, and any two identifications
differ by the translation action of BunZ{2 on BunGpΣq.

15.2. Spectral Θ-series and local-global compatibility. We now dis-
cuss the spectral counterpart of the one-point Θ-series construction of Sec-
tion 15.1.

Fix a smooth affine Ǧ ˆ Ggr-variety X̌. Rather than working with the
symplectic space M̌{Ǧ with its shearing, i.e., morally on the shifted cotan-
gent T ˚r2sX̌{Ǧ, we work with a Koszul dual form. Namely consider the
stack

pLX̌q{Ǧ » pT r´1sX̌q{Ǧ

which classifies Ǧ-local systems on the disc with a flat section of the asso-
ciated X̌-bundle on the punctured disc. This is the natural spectral coun-
terpart of the stack XF {GO of G-bundles on the disc with a section of the
associated X-bundle on the punctured disc (as in Section 15.1).

The spectral category QC(pM̌{Ǧq has a Koszul dual description: we iden-
tify [ind-]coherent sheaves on T r´1sX̌{Ǧ, sheared to take into account the
Ggr-action on X̌, with sheared quasicoherent sheaves on T ˚X̌ by the shear
of Koszul duality

(15.4) KX̌ “ Hompi˚ωX ,´q : QC!pT r´1sX̌{Ǧq ÝÑ QCohpT ˚r2sX̌{Ǧq

K(
X̌

: QC!pT r´1sX̌{Ǧq( ÝÑ QCohpT ˚X̌{Ǧq(.
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On the right of the first equation, QCohpT ˚r2sX̌{Ǧq really means that we
shear QCohpT ˚X̌{Ǧq by the rescaling action on the cotangent bundle. The
shearing in the second equation involves the correction from the action on the
base. Koszul duality has been normalized here to identify the pushforward
i˚ωX̌ under the zero-section with the ring of functions OT˚r2sX̌ .

The spectral category (in either Koszul dual form) carries an action of the
(spectral) spherical Hecke category. Starting from Section 7.1 we have been
using the description of this action as the action ofQC(pǧ‹{Ǧq onQC(pM̌{Ǧq
given by pullback along the moment map. On the other hand the spectral
Hecke category has a Koszul dual description (discussed in Section 13.2) as
the category ind-coherent sheaves on the stack ǧr´1s{Ǧ » p0ˆǧ0q{Ǧ of pairs
of local systems on the disc equipped with an identification of the punctured
disc. This category is monoidal under convolution, and acts on sheaves on
LX̌{Ǧ by modifications of local systems at the origin.

15.2.1. The spectral Θ-series. We define a functor of H-modules, the (one-
point unramified) spectral Θ-series

(15.5) LX̌,x : QC(pM̌{Ǧq
K(
X̌
Ñ QC !pLX̌{Ǧq( ÝÑ QC !pLocǦq,

where in the middle we have the category of ind-coherent sheaves on LX̌,
but sheared through the Ggr action and KX̌ is the Koszul duality functor
of (15.4).

The functor LX̌,x is defined using the spectral counterpart of BunXG pΣ,Σzxq

from Section 15.1, namely the stack LocX̌
Ǧ
pΣ,Σzxq of Ǧ-local systems with

a flat section of the associated X̌ bundle away from x P Σ, via the resulting
correspondence

LocX̌
Ǧ
pDq

i
��

LocX̌
Ǧ
pΣqπ

oo

ix
��

q

%%
LocX̌

Ǧ
pD,D˚q LocX̌

Ǧ
pΣ,Σzxqπx

oo qx // LocǦ

where we recall that LocX̌
Ǧ
pDq » X̌{Ǧ and LocX̌

Ǧ
pD,D˚q » T r´1sX̌{Ǧ.

We define the spectral Θ-series as LX̌,x “)˝ q
(
x˚π

!(
x (in notation similar to

(11.28); in particular,) is the identification of QC !pLocǦq
( with QC !pLocǦq

from the trivialization of the Ggr action). This admits a natural H-linearity
from identifying the groupoid of Hecke modifications at x on LocǦ as the
pullback from the groupoid pt{Ǧ ˆǦ{Ǧ pt{Ǧ on local systems on the disc.
Again, there is a normalized version Lnorm

X̌,x
by incorporating the same ε and

β twists as in (11.19).
Just as in (15.2) there is a natural identification

LX̌ » LX̌,xpri˚ωXs
(
q
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between the L-sheaf of X̌ and the Θ-series applied to the basic object i˚ωX
(the base change calculation is identical to the identification of the period
and Θ-series in Section 15.1, with the roles of ˚ and ! exchanged). Here the
notation r. . . s( means the following: i˚ω a priori belongs to the unsheared
category, but we may regard it in the sheared category because the Gm-
equivariant objects are identified between usual and sheared categories.

The Hecke-linearity of the L-functor implies that the image of the basic
object i˚ωX carries an action of the enriched (or inner) endomorphisms of
the basic object, which is just the algebra of functions OM̌ :“ OpM̌{Ǧq P
QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq:

Corollary 15.2.2. Fix x P Σ and consider QC !pLocǦq as a module category
for the Hecke category QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq through modification of local systems at
x. Then the L-sheaf LX̌ P QC !pLocǦq carries the structure of module over
the algebra OM̌ P QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq.

We are ready, now, to state the one-point form of local-global compati-
bility in the case when both sides are polarized. Thus we assume given a
dual hyperspherical pair pG,M “ T ˚Xq and pǦ, M̌ “ T ˚X̌q. We further
assume that the spectral eigencharacter η̌ : Ǧ Ñ Gm is trivial (see however
Remark 15.2.4). In this case we do not need to introduce spectral epsilon
factors to normalize the spectral side, only to shift Lnorm

X̌,x
:“ LX̌,xx´βX̌y:

Conjecture 15.2.3 (Local-Global Conjecture, 1-point version). The equiv-
alence LX of the local conjecture (Conjecture 7.5.1) and the identification of
the global conjecture (Conjecture 12.1.1) are intertwined by the normalized
spectral and automorphic Θ-series:

SHVpBunXG pD,D
˚qq

Θnorm
X,x

��

LX // QC!pLocX̌
Ǧ
pD,D˚qqnorm

Lnorm
X̌,x

��
AUTpBunGpΣqq

GL // QC!pLocǦpΣqq

Equivalently, the conjecture asserts that the identification of period and L-
sheaves is linear with respect to the identification PLX » OM̌ and the actions
PLX œ Pnorm

X of Proposition 15.1.5 and OM̌ œ Lnorm
X̌

of Corollary 15.2.2.
(Again note that in our special case with trivial eigencharacter normalization
does not affect the local spectral category at all.)

Remark 15.2.4 (Epsilon factors and normalized local-global compatibility).
In the general case when we are given a nontrivial eigencharacter η̌ : Ǧ Ñ

Gm, we need to define the normalized form

QC(pM̌{Ǧqnorm “ QC(pM̌{Ǧq bReppǦq ε
_
1{2,DpǦq

of the local spectral category by tensoring with a half-epsilon gerbe, as we
briefly sketch. The half-epsilon gerbe on D˚, an invertible sheaf of cate-
gories over LocǦpD

˚q, is pulled back from a half-epsilon gerbe for Gm via
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η̌ : LocǦpD
˚q Ñ LocGmpD

˚q. The abelian half-epsilon gerbe in turn is con-
structed (by analogy with §11.2.6) out of the skyscraper sheaf of categories
at tK1{2u P PicpD˚q by applying local geometric class field theory. The local
and global half-epsilon factors are related by a functor

ε_1{2,Σzx : ε_1{2,D ÝÑ QC!pLocǦpΣqq

much as the local category and L-sheaf are related by the Θ-series, and this
functor allows us to twist the spectral Θ-series to its normalized form

Lnorm
X̌,x

: QC(pM̌{Ǧqnorm ÝÑ QC !pLocǦq.

16. Automorphic factorization

The theory of factorization algebras is an algebraic counterpart of the
theory of E2-algebras in topology first introduced by Beilinson and Drin-
feld [BD, BD04] to capture the commutativity of unramified Hecke operators
through a mechanism of colliding points on a curve. (We refer to §D.1 and
§D.2 for a brief overview of En-algebras, factorization algebras and factor-
ization homology.)

In particular, the spherical Hecke category HG has not only the structure
of monoidal category but that of monoidal factorization category. In the
constructible setting this results [Noc] in an E3-monoidal structure on HG

–a derived weakening of the notion of symmetric monoidal category. The
spectral form of the spherical Hecke category QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq correspondingly
has a well-understood E3-structure in the constructible setting; however,
the de Rham form and the factorizable geometric Satake correspondence are
unavailable at the time of writing (but expected in upcoming work [CR22]).

In this section we discuss, in the de Rham and étale settings, the con-
struction of a factorizable form of the local category SHVpXF {GOq and of
the Plancherel algebra PLX of §8. In particular, we explain that the structure
on PLX of associative algebra object of the Hecke category can be enhanced
to a locally constant factorization associative algebra object of the factoriz-
able Hecke category on any smooth curve Σ. In the étale setting over C this
makes PLX into an SOp2q-fixed E3-algebra object in HG, also known as an
associative oriented disc algebra.

These constructions are largely variants of familiar constructions in the lit-
erature, in particular the factorization structure of loop spaces of Kapranov-
Vasserot [KV04] and the relative Coulomb branch construction (ring object)
of Braverman-Finkelberg-Nakajima [BFN19], as seen through the formalism
of factorization (or chiral) categories as developed by Raskin and Gaitsgory
(see [Ras17a] and [Ras17c] as well as [Gai11b], which is closely related to the
construction of this section in the Eisenstein case).

A crucial output of the theory of factorization is the mechanism of factor-
ization homology (see §D.2.7) which “integrates” or globalizes factorization
algebras over Σ. Factorization homology appears to play a role in geometric
settings analogous to the construction of Euler products (as suggested for
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example in [Gai15a] and private communications by J. Francis and C. Bar-
wick). This notion is much better behaved and understood in the topological
setting of En-algebras, hence in the Betti spectral setting, to which §17 and
§18 are restricted, but we continue to provide an overview on both sides.

The factorization homology of the Hecke category (in both automorphic
and spectral forms) produces the global Hecke category HΣ through which the
actions of spherical Hecke functors on the global category factors. Likewise
we can “globalize” the Plancherel algebra to produce an object that we call
the RTF algebra RTFX,Σ, which is an associative algebra object in the global
Hecke category.

We sketch the idea behind a factorizable form of the Θ-series construction,
conditionally on the further development of sheaf theory in infinite type. The
existence of this factorizable Θ-series implies that the one-point action of the
Plancherel algebra on the period sheaf descends to the RTF algebra. Just as
the Plancherel algebra encodes maps between Hecke transforms of the basic
object in the local setting, the structure on RTFX,Σ of algebra in the global
Hecke category produces maps between arbitrary Hecke functors applied
to the period sheaf. Thus the RTF algebra plays the role of a geometric
counterpart (categorification) of the Relative Trace Formula, the self-pairing
of the period functional with arbitrary insertions of Hecke operators, as we
discuss in §16.3.5. We leave as an open problem the detailed study of the
RTF algebra and its relation to the more familiar forms of the relative trace
formula.

This part is included as motivation and for the benefit of a more complete
conjectural picture that ties in the local and global conjectures. We explain
the main ideas but do not verify all the technical details; we hope these can
be examined in a more thorough treatment of the topic. the next section we
present the spectral counterpart of this story in the Betti setting, which is
not plagued by the same technical difficulties.

The contents are as follows:

- §16.1 presents the setup of factorizable loop spaces, factorization cat-
egories and factorization homology.

- §16.2 discusses factorizable forms of the spherical Hecke category H,
the X-spherical category HX and the Plancherel algebra PLX .

- §16.3 introduces the RTF algebra, the factorization homology of the
Plancherel algebra, and sketches the idea of the factorizable Θ-series,
which endows the period sheaf with an action of the RTF algebra.

We will make use of some notions concerning sheaves of categories, ULA
objects and rigid tensor categories which are collected in Appendix §B.9. In
Appendix D we explain how the structures discussed in this chapter arise
naturally from the algebraic formalization of boundary conditions in topo-
logical quantum field theory. The constructions of this section work in the
de Rham and constructible (in particular étale) sheaf-theoretic settings as
described in Appendix B.
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16.1. Factorization Categories.

16.1.1. Factorization algebras from loop spaces. We first discuss the basic
geometric source of factorization relevant to us, the factorizable version of
arc and loop spaces as introduced in [KV04] – see [Ras17c, Section 2] for
an excellent overview. We defer to Appendix D for background material
including generalities on factorization and the Ran space.

For the purpose of this section, X can be an arbitrary smooth affine G-
variety. Of course, when we discuss the global conjecture, we need to make
the further restrictions on X used by that conjecture.

For a point x P Σ let Ox Ă Fx denote the complete local ring of Σ at x
and its field of fractions. Given an affine scheme X we have an ind-scheme
of loops and a subscheme of arcs

LXx “ XpFxq Ą LX`,x “ XpOxq

both of infinite type over k. As x varies, these spaces assemble to ind-schemes
LXΣ Ñ Σ (and likewise for arcs).

More generally, by [KV04, Proposition 3.5.2], given any finite set I the arc
and loop constructions, applied to the formal completions of finite subsets
of Σ, are representable by ind-schemes (of ind-finite, respectively ind-infinite
type) LX`,ΣI Ă LXΣI over ΣI . Moreover, forX smooth these multipoint arc
spaces are “pro-smooth”: LX`,ΣI Ñ ΣI can be represented as the filtered
inverse limit of smooth schemes under smooth affine morphisms over ΣI ,
see [KV04, Example 4.2.5] and [Ras17c, Lemma 2.5.1].

We also need a hybrid of the loop and arc constructions: given a map
I Ñ J and a J-tuple txjujPJ of points in Σ, we may consider the ind-scheme
of loops into X at the points xj which are required to be arcs (i.e., integral)
at the txjujPJzI (where JzI denotes the complement of the image). This
defines an ind-scheme LXΣJ ,`:ΣJzI over ΣJ (see also [Ras17c, Section 2.10]).
As discussed in §D.2.3, it’s convenient to extend these assignments over the
category of possibly empty finite sets.

These objects carry three additional structures, which make tLXΣI u (and
its arc subscheme) into a factorization algebra over Σ in the correspondence
category of ind-schemes:

‚ Ran’s Condition: For every surjection I � J we have an isomor-
phism

LXΣI ˆΣI ΣJ » LXΣJ .

‚ Factorization: For every decomposition I » I1
š

I2 we have an
isomorphism

LXΣI |UI1,I2
» rLXΣI1 ˆ LXΣI2 s|UI1,I2

of the restrictions to the locus UI1,I2 Ă ΣI of disjoint I1- and I2-
tuples.
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‚ Unitality: For every injection I ãÑ J we have a correspondence

LXΣJ ,`:ΣJzI

&&vv
ΣJ ˆΣI LXΣI LXΣJ

compatible with factorization data.
We can summarize the conditions as saying we have an ind-scheme LXfact

over RanΣ which is multiplicative, as well as an extension of this structure
over the unital Ran space (i.e., replacing surjections of finite sets by arbitrary
maps of possibly empty finite sets).

Replacing X by an affine group-scheme G over k, we have corresponding
versions of the loop group LGx, LGΣI and LGfact which are group ind-
schemes over k, ΣI and RanΣ respectively, and the subgroups LG` of arcs.
If X ö G is a G-variety, we obtain factorizable versions of the actions on the
loop spaces LG œ LX compatible with factorization structures.

16.1.2. Factorization Categories. We now pass from spaces to categories of
sheaves. Factorization categories are generalizations of E2-monoidal cate-
gories, which themselves are derived versions of braided tensor categories.
The theory of factorization categories is developed in [Ras17a, Gai10] in the
de Rham setting (see also [But20b] for a useful overview and applications in a
context very close to ours and [Noc] for the factorizable Hecke category). We
do not present the fully structured 8-categorical definition here, for which
we refer to the above references, but only a practical snapshot thereof. The
discussion below applies equally well in constructible sheaf theories but not
in the Betti setting – we crucially use the !-tensor product.

Definition 16.1.3. A faithful unital factorization category over Σ consists
of the following data

‚ For every finite set I, we are given a sheaf of categories CΣI over ΣI .
‚ Ran’s Condition: For every surjection α : I � J we have an
isomorphism

∆!
αCΣI » CΣJ .

‚ Factorization: For every decomposition I » I1
š

I2 we have a full
embedding

rCΣI1 b CΣI2 s|UI1,I2
ãÑ CΣI |UI1,I2

of the restrictions to the locus UI1,I2 Ă ΣI of disjoint I1- and I2-
tuples.

‚ Unitality: For every injection I ãÑ J we have a morphism

SHV pΣJq bSHV pΣIq CΣI ÝÑ CΣJ

of sheaves of categories compatible with factorization data.
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The unital structure on C is said to be ULA if the unit morphism

uΣI : SHV pΣIq Ñ CΣI ,

defined by the injection of the empty set to I, is ULA over ΣI for all I (i.e.,
has a SHVpΣIq-linear continuous right adjoint).

Again as noted the full unital factorization structure is best expressed as
an assignment I Ñ CΣI over the category of possibly empty finite sets, or a
multiplicative sheaf over the unital Ran space.

Define ωC
ΣI
“ uΣI pωΣI q. Thanks to the ULA property of the unital

structure we can consider its inner endomorphisms

AΣI “ EndpωC
ΣI
q “ uRΣIuΣI pωΣI q,

where uR and u are linear over sheaves on ΣI (so in particular the construc-
tion is compatible with restriction maps) This guarantees that the AΣI form
a factorizable sheaf valued in associative algebras, and in the constructible
setting we may further apply Lurie’s results summarized in Corollary D.2.6:

Proposition 16.1.4. Let F denote a faithful unital factorization category
over Σ, with a ULA unit.

‚ The internal endomorphisms of the unit object

AΣI “ EndpωC
ΣI
q P SHV pΣIq

form a factorization associative algebra on Σ.
‚ In the constructible setting over C, if we further assume that A is
locally constant, then the !-fibers Ax px P Σq form an associative
EΣ-algebra, or (for Σ “ A1) an SOp2q-fixed E3-algebra.

Recall from §D.2.4 that local constancy is the property of a factorization
algebra (as a !-sheaf on RanpΣq) that its !-restriction to the strata of RanpΣq
(configurations of I distinct points) are locally constant, together with a
hypercompleteness assumption (which is automatically satisfied for bounded
below cochain complexes such as we will encounter).

16.1.5. Factorization homology. The first two items in Definition 16.1.3 give
the definition of a (!-)sheaf of categories over the Ran space RanΣ (as in [Gai10]),
and we let

CRanΣ
:“ lim

Ð,∆!
α

CΣI

denote its global sections. However, since we are using !-sheaves, CRanΣ

behaves like a homology theory for Σ with coefficients in C: indeed by passing
to left adjoints we can rewrite this limit as a colimit over !-pushforwards,
which we consider the factorization homology of C:

ż

Σ
C :“ lim

Ñ,∆α,!

CΣI » CRanΣ
.

This is parallel to the definition of factorization algebras in topology (see §D.2,
especially Remark D.2.1) as factorizable cosheaves on the Ran space of a
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manifold, and their factorization homology is defined as the cosheaf homol-
ogy.

The Ran space RanpΣq is homologically contractible [BD, Lura], so that
C˚RanpΣq » k. However the Ran space of course still carries a large category
of constructible sheaves or D-modules SHVpRanΣq “ limÑ SHVpΣIq, which
is itself the factorization homology of the unit factorization category. As a
result the notion

ş

Σ C of factorization homology for a factorization category
is too large: a unital structure on C defines a functor u : SHVpRanΣq Ñ

ş

Σ C,
so rather than a single unit (a pointing by Vect) we have a SHVpRanΣq-worth
thereof. In particular the images of skyscrapers at distinct points of Σ will
not typically be isomorphic.

Therefore it is useful to refine the notion of factorization homology for
unital factorization categories to a unital or “independent” version [Gai14,
Gai10] by erasing the contribution of SHVpRanΣq. Namely the unital struc-
ture on C endows

ş

Σ C with the structure of module for the monoidal cate-
gory pSHVpRanΣq, ˚q of sheaves on RanpΣq with the convolution monoidal
structure (arising from the algebra structure on the Ran space in the corre-
spondence category). This monoidal category is augmented to Vect, and the
unital factorization homology

ż u

Σ
C “

ż

Σ
C bpSHVpRanΣq,˚q Vect

is defined as the coinvariants of the naive factorization homology. This
construction takes the place for factorization categories of the (Betti) fac-
torization homology of En-algebras, though is not as well behaved (see
e.g. [Ber19b]). By construction

şu
Σ C is pointed by Vect, in particular the

image of skyscrapers at distinct points of Σ have been identified.

16.2. The Factorizable Plancherel Algebra. In this section we present
the factorization categories associated to loop spaces and the factorization al-
gebras extracted from them, leading to the factorizable form of the Plancherel
algebra PLX .

16.2.1. Sheaves on loop spaces. Consider the factorization space LX over Σ.
Applying the functor SHV to the cosheaf LXΣI over ΣI we obtain a sheaf
of categories SHVpLXqΣI over ΣI . Varying I we have an assignment

I ÞÑ SHVpLXqΣI

from finite sets to sheaves of categories, which assemble to a sheaf of cat-
egories SHVpLXqfact over the Ran space of Σ. This assignment further
satisfies the faithful form of the factorization axiom above. In the D-module
setting, these maps are equivalences by the symmetric monoidal property
of the assignment X ÞÑ DpXq, producing the strong notion of factorization
category as it appears in [Ras17a].
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Proposition 16.2.2. [Ras17c, 2.10], [Ras17d, 6.3] The categories tSHVpLXΣI qu

define a unital factorization category SHVpLXqfact over Σ. The unital struc-
ture is given by the factorizable basic objects ΦX,ΣI “ i˚ωLX

`,ΣI
P SHVpLXΣI q

for varying I, which are ULA over ΣI .

Note the ULA property of the unit follows from the pro-smoothness of the
arc space and the preservation of the ULA condition under smooth pullback
and proper pushforward.

It follows from the proposition that in the constructible setting, the in-
ternal endomorphisms EndpΦX,Σq

fact “ tEndpΦX,ΣI q P SHVpΣIqu form a
locally constant factorization associative algebra on Σ. (Hypercompleteness
is automatic since the sheaf is bounded below, and constructibility for the
stratification by diagonals is evident). Therefore we may apply Lurie’s re-
sults from §D.2.4. The corresponding E3 algebra over C is the simply the
commutative algebra of cochains on L`X (equivalently on X). To get a
more interesting algebra we need to invoke equivariance.

16.2.3. Factorizable spherical category. In order to incorporate equivariance
we first recall the factorizable spherical category (see [Noc] as well as e.g. [Gai14]).
See [Noc] and [But20b] in particular for the notion of factorization monoidal
category (associative algebra object in factorization categories).

Definition 16.2.4. The factorizable spherical category Hfact is the unital
factorization monoidal category defined by the assignment

I ÞÑ HΣI “ pSHVpLG`,ΣI zLGΣI {LG`,ΣI q, ˚q P AlgpSHVpΣIqq

of the convolution category of LG`-equivariant sheaves on the Beilinson-
Drinfeld affine Grassmannian, with its natural unital factorization structure.

Note that (as discussed in §6.6,§B.6) we use the ind-finite (or “renormal-
ized”) form of the spherical category [AG15].

The factorization structure on the spherical category is naturally compat-
ible with the action of H on SHV pBunGpΣqq by Hecke modifications over
varying points – in other words, these actions assemble to an action of

ş

Σ H
on SHV pBunGpΣqq (which is compatible in a suitable sense with the unital
structure).

Remark 16.2.5. The factorizable spherical category satisfies a nontrivial lo-
cal constancy property [Noc], which results inH carrying an E3 (or in general
associative EΣ) monoidal structure in the constructible setting. This local
constancy uses the ind-properness of the affine Grassmannian in a funda-
mental way. See 17.1 for the spectral origin of this E3 structure.

Lemma 16.2.6. The monoidal category HΣI is rigid over ΣI .

Proof. The rigidity over ΣI follows, as for the standard rigidity of the spheri-
cal category H over a point, from the ind-properness of the affine Grassman-
nian, which results in the ind-proper convolution map having a continuous
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right adjoint. Note that the compactness of the unit in the spherical cate-
gory is a feature of working with ind-finite (renormalized) sheaves, and fails
eg in DpLG`zLG{LG`q. �

16.2.7. Equivariant version. We now consider the factorizable version of the
local category SHVpXF {GOq, by passing to the Hecke-module category of
LG`,ΣI -equivariant sheaves on LXΣI . The rigidity of the factorizable Hecke
category guarantees (through Proposition B.9.7) that the ULA property of
the unit (the basic sheaf ΦX,ΣI ) upgrades to the Hecke-linear setting as well,
and the following proposition is a formal consequence of the setup (though
again we do not present the details here):

Proposition 16.2.8. Let X be a smooth affine G-variety.
‚ The assignment

I ÞÑ HX,ΣI :“ SHVpLG`,ΣI zLXΣI q

extends to define a Hfact-module in faithful unital factorization cat-
egories HX,fact over Σ, with ULA unit given by the equivariant basic
object ΦX .

‚ The internal endomorphisms

tPLX,ΣI “ EndpΦX,ΣI q P HΣI u

form a locally constant factorization associative algebra PLfactX P

AlgpHfact
q in the factorizable spherical category, the factorizable Plancherel

algebra.
‚ In the constructible setting over C, this endows the Plancherel algebra
PLX,x with the structure of associative EΣ-algebra object in the Hecke
category, or for Σ “ A1 with an SOp2q-fixed E3-algebra structure.

Remark 16.2.9 (Normalized version). Just as in the one-point case ex-
plained in §15.1, the construction of Proposition 16.2.8 has a natural “nor-
malized” modification in our setting of spherical varieties. Namely we use
the Ggr-action on X to twist the stacks LXΣI of maps of punctured discs on
Σ into X by K1{2, and also shift the Hecke action by the degree degη as in
§7.4.

Remark 16.2.10. The local constancy of the factorizable Plancherel algebra
here is not a subtle geometric property, like the local constancy of the Hecke
category itself [Noc], but rather a formal consequence of the same local
constancy: any factorizable object in the Hecke category is locally constant
on strata. We view a factorization algebra in H as a (lax monoidal) functor
of factorization categories from the unit SHVpRanΣq. The former is not itself
locally constant but the inclusion of locally constant categories into sheaves
of categories admits a left adjoint (as in [AGK`20b, Lemma G.1.6]) through
which any morphism to a locally constant category factors. In particular
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stratum by stratum a factorization algebra in H is given by a functor from
local systems on the stratum.

Problem 16.2.11. For X a smooth affine spherical variety, and working in
the constructible setting over C, is the factorizable form of the X-spherical
category locally constant? In particular this would endow HX with an
SOp2q-fixed E2 structure (i.e., upgrade it to a balanced braided tensor cat-
egory).

Note that as discussed in §7.5.3, 7.5.11 this local constancy is in fact im-
plied by the local conjecture, since by the affineness of the spectral category
(§7.1.3) the entire Hecke category is given by modules for the Plancherel
algebra, hence inherits its locally constant factorization structure.

As discussed in §7.6, there is substantial recent progress in understanding
the categories HX in many examples. In particular the work on the Gaiotto
conjecture ( [BFGT21], [BFT20], [BFT22], [TY22] and [TY23]) provides an
explicit understanding of how to construct and describe monoidal structures
on HX in a series of examples, which one hopes will lead to an understanding
of the factorization structures on the automorphic category in general.

Remark 16.2.12. (The factorizable relative Grassmannian and the product
on the Plancherel algebra:) Let us sketch the factorization structure on the
Plancherel algebra in a more explicit way, in particular again making clear
its essentially finite-dimensional content. We also indicate explicitly how it
recovers a product structure on PLX , which we anticipate (but don’t check)
agrees with the one from [BFN16].

In §8.2 we introduced the relative Grassmannian GrX as the subvariety
of Gr ˆXO consisting, informally, of pairs px, gq with xg P XO. Now, both
XO and Gr extend to factorization spaces; and the relative Grassmannian
extends to a factorization subspace of the product space.

Let us explicate this in the case Σ “ P1, G “ GLn, X “ An; the same
discussion applies to the general case with only notational changes.

The fiber of XO and Gr over the point pz1, z2q P Σ2 are given, respectively,
are defined as the projective and direct limits over N of:

‚ Points x of An valued in the ring Crts{fN , with f “ fz1,z2 “ pt ´
z1qpt´ z2q;

‚ projective Crts-submodules Λ of
´

f´NCrts
fNCrts

¯n
.

Clearly, along the diagonal z1 “ z2, the fiber reduces to a similarly defined
family over Σ itself. Moreover, the factorization subspace corresponding to
GrX is defined by the condition that x P Λ; this is clearly compatible with
specialization to the diagonal.

Now let us spell out how this constructs the product on PLX . Recall
that PLpV qX denotes the V -multiplicity space of the Plancherel algebra. In
what follows, the role of the factorizable spaces can be replaced by the finite
dimensional versions sketched above.
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There exists sheaves TV,W on the factorizable affine Grassmannian over
Σˆ Σ whose fibers are TV b TW away from the diagonal and TVbW at the
diagonal. Working still over Σ ˆ Σ, take the !-pullback of this sheaf to the
factorization version of GrX , and then the ˚-pushforward to ΣˆΣ. Recalling
the computation (8.11) of the multiplicity spaces of the Plancherel algebra,
the resulting sheaf on Σˆ Σ comes with canonical identifications:

off diagonal !-stalks » PLpV qX b PLpW qX , diagonal !-stalks » PLpVbW qX .

Then a specialization map – which, for !-stalks, goes from the “nearby” stalk
to the “special” stalk – gives rise to the product

PLpV qX b PLpW qX Ñ PLpVbW qX

16.3. Factorizable Θ-series and the RTF algebra. Proposition 16.2.8
defines a factorizable version PLfactX of the Plancherel algebra, an algebra
object in the factorizable Hecke category. We now pass to factorization
homology, i.e., compactly supported sections of PLfactX over RanΣ, an algebra
object in the monoidal category HG,Σ “

ş

Σ Hfact given by the colimit of HΣI

over !-pushforwards (see [Gai10] for a discussion of monoidal structure on
factorization homology):

Definition 16.3.1. We define the RTF algebra to be the factorization ho-
mology of the factorization associative algebra PLfactX ,

(16.1) RTFX,Σ “
ż

Σ
PLfactX P AlgpHG,Σq

The constructions of the previous sections show the way to assemble the
one-point Θ-series ΘX,x : HX

Ñ SHV pBunGpΣqq as the point x varies into
an “adèlic geometric” object, the Ran version of the Θ-series. However to do
so one must face the following difficulty: the Θ-series is defined by ˚-pullback
on ˚-sheaves, while the factorization structure was defined using !-pullbacks
on sheaves of categories defined using !-tensor products. Thus in order to
carry out this construction we must assume that

‚ the categories of ˚ and ! sheaves on LG`,ΣI zLXΣI are identified for
all I, compatibly with !-pushforward along diagonal maps, and

‚ the !-pushforwards along diagonal maps satisfy base change with ˚-
pullbacks of ˚-sheaves.

This is beyond the scope of the current work, and we leave the following as
an open problem:

Problem 16.3.2. Fix X a smooth affine spherical G-variety. Show the
following:
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(1) The one-point Θ-series ΘX,x for any x P Σ factors through a HΣ “
ş

Σ H-linear functor

HX
x

ΘX,x //

ix,! ""

SHVpBunGpΣqq

ş

Σ HX

ş

Σ ΘX

88

(2) The period sheaf PX admits the structure of module for the RTF
algebra RTFX,Σ P AlgpHΣq extending the action of PLX,x for fixed
x P Σ.

The HΣ-linear functor actPX from RTFX,Σ-modules to the global category
SHVpBunGpΣqq can be interpreted as a coherent mechanism of constructing
maps HomBunGpV ˚PX ,W ˚PXq between arbitrary Hecke functors applied
to the period sheaf. Unlike the local situation with the Plancherel algebra,
in general this will not produce all such maps, however, but rather all maps
“of local origin”.

Remark 16.3.3. The compatibility between the PLX,x- and RTFX,Σ-actions
on the period sheaf can be expressed as a commutative diagram of pointed
categories

PLX,x-modHx

actPX //

ix,! ((

SHVpBunGpΣqq

RTFX,Σ-modHΣ

actPX

55
.

Namely the pushforward of PLX,x under the functorHx Ñ HΣ (insertion of a
point) maps to RTFX,Σ by the universal property of factorization homology,
which allows us to compare the (pointed) categories of modules for the two
algebra objects.

Remark 16.3.4. The spherical Hecke action on SHVpBunGpΣqq is unital,
in the sense that it factors the action of SHVpRanΣq on HΣ through the
functor Γc : SHVpRanΣq Ñ Vect. Likewise one can ask for the factorizable
Θ-series to be naturally unital, i.e., to factor coinvariants of SHVpRanΣq to
define a

şu
Σ H-linear functor

ΘX :

ż u

Σ
HX

ÝÑ SHV pBunGpΣqq

sending the unit (Vect-pointing) to the period sheaf.

Discussion. We sketch the main idea behind factorizable Θ-series, contingent
on the sheaf-theoretic hypotheses above. Let BunXG pΣ

Iq Ñ ΣI denote the
moduli stack of G-bundles on Σ with a section of the associated X-bundle
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on the complement of the universal I-tuple of points of Σ. This stack sits in
a correspondence

LG`,ΣI zLXΣI BunXG pΣ
IqπI

oo qI // BunGpΣq ,

and the Θ-series is defined for each finite set I as

ΘX,ΣI “ qI!π
˚
I : HX

ΣI Ñ SHV pBunGpΣqq.

By our sheaf-theoretic hypothesis, the Θ-series commutes with the diagonal
pushforward functors ∆ΣI ,! and so the ΘX,ΣI assemble to a functor out of the
colimit of the HX,ΣI , i.e., the factorization homology

ş

Σ HX . Moreover this
structure extends over the unital Ran space by inserting arc spaces (and the
corresponding objects, the basic sheaves Φ) as we saw in the one-point case:
for every injection I ãÑ J we have a commutative diagram with Cartesian
square

LG`,ΣJ zLXΣJ ,`:ΣJzI .

i

��

BunXG pΣ
Iqπ

oo

ix
��

q

&&
LG`,ΣJ zLXΣJ BunXG pΣ

JqπI
oo qI // BunGpΣq

The H-linearity follows as in the one-point setting, for example by lifting all
the diagrams to GpKqΣI -equivariant diagrams by picking full level structures
and then passing to the quotient by GpOqΣI .

In the second part, the functor PLX,x-modHx
Ñ RTFX,Σ-modHΣ

is given
as follows (see Lemma 18.2.9 for a related discussion on the spectral side).
The inclusion at a point defines a composite lax monoidal functor

Hx

ix,! // HΣ

∆1,! // limÑ,∆I,!
HΣI “ HΣ

from fixed one-point to varying one-point to global Hecke categories. The
image of PLX,x under the composite thereby maps to the image of PLX,Σ
under ∆1,! and thence to the colimit limÑ,∆I,!

PLX,ΣI “ RTFX,Σ. �

16.3.5. Relation to the Relative Trace Formula. We briefly comment on the
reasoning behind the nomenclature for the RTF algebra. We refer to [Yun18]
for an overview of the geometric interpretation of relative trace formulas
in the function field setting, and to [FN11] (see a review in [Fre13]) for a
study of a geometric version of the Arthur and Kuznetsov trace formulas
very close in spirit to our current work. In particular see op.cit. for the
interpretation of the spectral side of these trace formulas in terms of the
spectral side of geometric Langlands; the spectral analog of the RTF algebra,
the L-observables, is studied in §18.

The relative trace formula expresses the inner product of Θ-series, i.e.,
the inner products of Hecke operators applied to period functionals. Let
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us approach this problem in our unramified geometric setting, replacing the
inner product by a Hom pairing (cf. Lemma 2.4.1).

Given two spherical G-varieties X,Y we can consider the Hom space
HomSHVpBunGpΣqqpPX ,PY q between the corresponding period sheaves PX
and PY ; a geometric incarnation of this is the fiber product BunXG ˆBunG

BunYG. More generally we can insert Hecke functors HVi at finitely many
points txiu of Σ and evaluate HomSHVpBunGpΣqqp

Â

HVi,xi ˚ PX ,PY q. This
Hom space is related to the stack of pairs of G-bundles related by a Hecke
modification of prescribed type and sections of associated X- and Y -bundles
(whose point count is related to the relative trace formula as explained
in [Yun18, 2.2.4]).

As explained in §12.8 (in the discussion of the closely related L2 version
of the global conjecture), and in parallel with the characterization of the
Plancherel algebra in Remark 8.1.2, these twisted Hom spaces for varying
Hecke functors assemble into a single object, the inner Hom between the
period sheaves taking values in the global Hecke category. (Here we should
first pass from PX ,PY to their spectral projection to make the action of
Hecke functors vary nicely; for simplicity we will not explicitly keep track
of this in the notation.) This is, in other words, an enrichment of the usual
Hom – one recovers the usual Hom by taking morphisms from the identity
object of the global Hecke category; we will denote it by HomHΣ

pPX ,PY q
and call it the “RTF space.”

The RTF algebra RTFX,Σ comes with a morphism, in the global Hecke
category,

RTFX,Σ ÝÑ HomHΣ
pPX ,PXq.

We regard the left-hand side as an approximation to the RTF space in the
case X “ Y . More precisely, RTFX,Σ can be considered the part of the RTF
space which is “of local origin”, i.e., comes from integrating the local version
of the RTF provided by the Plancherel algebra

PLX
„
ÝÑ HomHpΦX ,ΦXq.

Based on the spectral description studied in §18, we propose the following
heuristic picture: when we localize the story at a Langlands parameter with
a unique fixed point on X̌, then the RTF algebra and full RTF space should
agree. This is closely related to the assertion of Conjecture 12.8.1. In general,
the former provides the “X̌-local part” of the later: on one hand, the RTF
decomposes as a sum over automorphic representations of periods squared.
On the other hand, the RTF algebra geometrizes the part of this sum which
is supported on the diagonal of X̌ – the sum of squares of contributions
associated to individual fixed points on X̌, rather than the square of the
sum.

Remark 16.3.6 (More general RTF). To put this construction in context, it
is useful to consider the following perspective: the RTF algebra is associated
not just to the pair pX,Xq of G-spherical varieties but to the identity map
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between them. More generally, given two spherical varieties X,Y together
with a G-equivariant correspondence X Ð Z Ñ Y we can ask to quantize Z
to an intertwiner, a HG-linear functor between the categories HX and HY

compatible with factorization. The “inner endomorphisms” construction then
produces a pPLX ,PLY q-bimodule PLZ . Passing to factorization homology
we find a pRTFX,Σ,RTFY,Σq-bimodule RTFZ,Σ together with a map

RTFZ,Σ ÝÑ RTFX,Y pΣq “ HomHΣ
pPX ,PY q

to the global RTF space, which can be considered a contribution to the RTF
from the intertwiner Z. This is part of the richer story of the higher category
of periods suggested by the interpretation as boundary conditions, which is
beyond the scope of this paper.

17. Local Spectral Quantization

In this section and the next we adopt the point of view that the construc-
tion of L-sheaves for a hyperspherical variety M̌ is a problem of quantization,
relative to the stack LocǦpΣq of Langlands parameters on a curve.

Namely, for each local system ρ, we aim to produce an associative algebra
(“observables”) and a module (“states”). The states are the fiber LM̌ |ρ of the
L-sheaf at ρ, while the observables are the fiber at ρ of a sheaf of algebras we
introduce, the algebra of “L-observables” OM̌,Σ, which provides the spectral
counterpart of the RTF algebra RTFM,Σ from the previous chapter. We view
the L-observables and L-sheaf at ρ as the output of deformation quantization
and geometric quantization, respectively, applied to a symplectic variety,
which for M̌ “ T ˚X̌ polarized is simply the cotangent bundle of the stack of
ρ-twisted maps from Σ to X̌, i.e., the (homotopy) fixed points of the Galois
group or fundamental group of Σ, acting on X̌ through ρ.

From the perspective of number theory, the L-observables and its action
as endomorphisms of the L-function provide geometric counterpart of the
L-function of the symplectic variety M̌ and its square-root provided by the
L-function on X̌. See also Remark 18.0.2 for a discussion from the perspec-
tive of shifted symplectic geometry, and Appendix D where this problem is
placed in the context of the problem of quantizing hamiltonian Ǧ-varieties
to boundary conditions for a 4d TQFT BǦ.

We restrict ourselves entirely to the topological setting over
C, so that local systems are always meant in the Betti sense,
and factorization algebras are meant in the locally constant
sense as En-algebras, see Appendix D.2. For the local con-
siderations of §17 there is no distinction between the Betti
and étale settings over C; the global considerations of §18 are
confined to the Betti setting.

In this section we focus on the local and factorizable origin of this deforma-
tion quantization problem, which we encode by introducing the notion of a
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spectral deformation quantization of M̌ : a rotation-invariant E3 (or factoriza-
tion associative) algebra OM̌ in the spectral Hecke category, the “L-algebra”,
which deforms the Opǧ‹q-algebra of functions OpM̌q. This notion recovers
in particular a deformation quantization in the usual sense of OpM̌q as a
Poisson algebra.

We shall then describe explicit spectral deformation quantizations in the
polarized and twisted polarized cases. We can combine this discussion with
the factorizable Plancherel algebra of the previous section to give a factor-
izable form of the local conjecture (contingent on a factorizable form of the
Satake correspondence, cf. [CR22]): namely, there should exist a a factoriz-
able identification

PLX
?
» OM̌ .

In §18 we will use the factorization structure (via the mechanism of factoriza-
tion homology) to describe the global deformation quantization obtained as
the factorization homology of the L-algebra, OM̌,Σ “

ş

Σ OM̌ and its relation
to geometric quantization, namely its action on the L-sheaf. From the arith-
metic perspective, the structure described in this section can be viewed as a
subtle extra structure on the Ǧ-representation OpM̌q needed to construct a
geometric form of the Euler product.

In more detail:
‚ §17.1 discusses the factorizable form of the spectral Hecke category;
‚ §17.2 gives the formal definition of a spectral deformation quantiza-
tion for a given pǦ, M̌q and discuss its relationship to the deformation
of M̌ arising from loop rotation;

‚ §17.3 constructs spectral deformation quantizations for polarized hamil-
tonian varieties M̌ “ T ˚X̌, while

‚ §17.4 extends that construction to the twisted polarized setting M̌ “

T ˚ΨX̌, and
‚ §17.5 explains how the spectral quantization of twisted cotangent
bundles produces a Whittaker induction functor on quantized Hamil-
tonian spaces;

17.1. The factorizable spectral Hecke category. As mentioned we will
work in the simpler Betti setting over C, where the tools of topological field
theory (specifically factorization homology and En-algebras) allow us to give
a precise and tight relation between the local and global conjectures. We
refer the reader to Appendix D, specifically Section D.1, for a brief review
of En-algebras and their relation to Poisson geometry. In particular we
take advantage of Lurie’s identification of En-algebras with locally constant
factorization algebras on Rn (see Section D.2.4) to go back and forth between
the two perspectives.

Terminology 17.1.1. For the rest of this chapter, we will often use the
term factorization algebra to denote
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an SOp2q-equivariant locally constant factorization algebra A
on R2,

where a factorization algebra is understood in the topological sense (§D.2.4),
i.e., a cosheaf on the Ran space of R2 with multiplicative structure, or equiv-
alently as an E2-algebra.

Such A then gives rise to a locally constant factorization algebra on any
oriented surface Σ, in a fashion that is compatible with morphisms of such.
In practice this is how we shall think of them, i.e. a “SOp2q-equivariant
factorization algebra” is a compatible collection of locally constant factoriza-
tion algebras on all oriented surfaces. From the En perspective, an SOp2q-
equivariant factorization algebra is an E2-algebra that is invariant (in the
derived sense) for the natural action of the rotation group on E2-algebras.
These are identified with the notion of “framed E2-algebra,” i.e., an alge-
bra over the operad of framed little discs, and give rise to algebras over the
colored operad of discs in Σ for any oriented surface Σ (see Section D.2.4).

We can also speak of “factorization categories,” which are factorization
algebras, in the sense above, now taken to be valued in DGCATk. Symmetric
monoidal categories give rise to factorization categories, see e.g. [Ras17c]. A
natural example is the abelian Hecke category of equivariant perverse sheaves
on the Grassmannian, which can be understood as a factorization category in
the sense above whose stalk at any point of R2 is identified with the “usual”
abelian Hecke category. Crucially for us, the factorization picture extends
to the entire derived Hecke category H, as has been carried out in detail by
Nocera [Noc]. This gives the Hecke category H an SOp2q-fixed E3 structure,
as we now discuss:

17.1.2. The E3 structure on the Hecke category. The convolution structure
on the Hecke category is compatible with the factorization E2 structure (as
first observed by Lurie), making H into a monoidal factorization category, or
equivalently an E3-category. It is important to note that unlike its abelian
version this is truly a noncommutative object, i.e., is not given by a sym-
metric monoidal (i.e., E8) structure.

This gives us the ability to talk about, e.g., a “factorization associative
algebra” inside H. Just as we can think of an associative algebra as (the
image of the unit under) a lax monoidal functor from Vectk, we can de-
fine a factorization associative algebra object as a a lax monoidal functor of
monoidal factorization categories from Vectk to the factorizable Hecke cate-
gory. Passing to a stalk at a given point, we get an algebra object of H in
the usual sense, and via derived Satake we also get a Ǧ-equivariant algebra
over ǧ‹r2s. By an abuse of notation we will say “A P H is a factorization
associative algebra in H” in this situation, i.e., we will use the same notation
for the factorization object and its stalk.

On the spectral side, the E3 structure on the Hecke category just described
is visible in the description of H (see [AG15]), which already arose in §13.2.2,
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as ind-coherent sheaves on the stack

MappS2, BǦq » ǧr´1s{Ǧ » BǦˆǧ{Ǧ BǦ

of local systems on S2. Here the fiber product description comes from the
decomposition of S2 into hemispheres. This mapping stack description makes
LocǦpS

2q into an SOp3q-fixed E3-algebra in the correspondence category,
whence a corresponding monoidal structure on ind-coherent sheaves thanks
to the formalism of [GR17], as explained in [Toe].

There is not to our knowledge a published proof that the “automorphic”
and “spectral” E3 structures match. We will however not be making formal
use of this.

Remark 17.1.3. A crucial point in [Noc] is the local constancy. This arises
from the following fact: if we let Gr be the affine Grassmannian – i.e., the
space of modifications of a G-bundle at a point – and define similarly GrpDq
to be the space of modifications of a G-bundle supported inside a disc, the
map

Gr Ñ GrpDq
is a stratified homotopy equivalence with respect to natural stratifications on
both sides. As we have noted in Problem 16.2.11, it’s an important question
to clarify when the corresponding local constancy holds for the X-spherical
category.

Remark 17.1.4. Note that we can regard stack ǧ‹r2s{Ǧ as the shifted cotan-
gent bundle T ˚r3sBǦ, which carries a natural 3-shifted symplectic structure.
The E3-monoidal structure on the Hecke category provides a deformation
quantization [CPT`17] of this structure on T ˚r3sBǦ (see also [BBZB`20]
for a discussion).

17.2. Spectral Deformation Quantization. We define the notion of “spec-
tral deformation quantization.”

17.2.1. Recall that the cohomology of an E3-algebra forms a graded Poisson
algebra of degree ´2 (graded P3-algebra). Now the sheared algebra O(pM̌q
has a graded Poisson bracket of degree ´2, i.e., is a graded P3 algebra, and we
would like to deform it into an E3 algebra, or equivalently a locally constant
factorization associative algebra on the Euclidean plane R2. Moreover we
would like to do this compatibly with two key structures:

‚ action of changes of coordinates (SOp2q-action on the plane): we
would like an associative factorization algebra defined on any oriented
surface Σ , and

‚ the Hamiltonian Ǧ-action: we would like to quantize M̌ compati-
bly with the E3-structure on the spherical category via the sheared
moment map µ : M̌ Ñ ǧ‹{Ǧ.

These desiderata are captured in the following definition:
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Definition 17.2.2. A spectral deformation quantization of the Hamiltonian
Ǧ-variety M̌ consists of the following:

‚ a locally constant factorization associative algebra object OM̌ in the
factorizable Hecke category H (see §17.1) and

‚ an identification of the cohomology of OM̌ with sheared functions on
M̌ ,

H˚pOM̌ q » O(pM̌q

as Poisson algebras in QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq.

In this situation, the M̌ -Hecke category HM̌
“ OM̌ -modH denotes the corre-

sponding quantum Hamiltonian Ǧ-space, by which we connote a factorization
H-module category.

Note that we can pass between the deformation OM̌ and the deformation

HM̌ of its module category: to pass from the latter to the former, we take
endomorphisms of the unit object.

Example 17.2.3. (Spectral deformation quantization in the presence of
the local conjecture): We already saw in §8 that, in the context of the lo-
cal unramified conjecture, OpM̌q( – considered as an algebra object in the
Hecke category – arises as the Plancherel algebra PLX , the endomorphisms
of the unit object in the X-spherical category. The discussion of Section 16
upgrades this construction to a locally constant associative factorization al-
gebra. Hence the Plancherel algebra is naturally an SOp2q-invariant E3

algebra, and gives a spectral deformation quantization of OpM̌q(.

Remark 17.2.4 (Comparing two forms of quantization). A spectral defor-
mation quantization of M̌ gives rise in particular to a deformation of the
commutative algebra O(pM̌q to an E3-algebra OM̌ :

This is a special case of a general construction that can be used to degen-
erate an object to its cohomology: the Postnikov tower construction (i.e.,
the t-structure on the dg category Vect of chain complexes) upgrades OM̌ to
a filtered object in Vect (cf. [Lura]). We then apply the Rees construction
(as in [Mou21]) to obtain a A1{Gm-object, with fiber at zero (the associated
graded) given by the cohomology, namely O(pM̌q.

On the other hand, there is another deformation of O(pM̌q of inter-
est. Namely, SOp2q-equivariance gives rise to a deformation of O(pM̌q
over krruss “ H˚pBSOp2q, kq, by considering derived SOp2q-invariants (i.e.,
SOp2q-equivariant cohomology). This deformation moreover acquires the
structure of associative krruss-algebra. This can be seen (after passing to co-
homology) by considering the SOp2q-invariants of the E3-algebra OM̌ , which
has one associative multiplication preserved by SOp2q.

There is a strong compatibility between these two deformations of O(pM̌q,
namely they give rise to the same 2-shifted Poisson bracket:
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Claim: the SOp2q-equivariant deformation defines a defor-
mation quantization of O(pM̌q, i.e., the associated Poisson
bracket is identified with the Poisson bracket arising from
the symplectic structure.

This justifies, in other words, the definition of the Poisson bracket given
in §8.5. The quoted can be proved by an argument of Ben-Zvi and Neitzke
(a version appears in [BBZB`20, Section 6], see [But20a, Proposition 25.1.1]
for a more precise general version) and amounts to a computation in the
SOp2q-equivariant homology of S2, which is indexing binary operations on
the cohomology. We briefly explain the relevant identity there. Consider
the cohomology of BSOp2q with coefficients in the homology of S2. This
is supported in degrees ´2, 0, 2, . . . ; and as a krus module (where u is a
generator for H2pBSOp2qq) is given by taking a free module on generators
L,R in degree 0 (corresponding to the inclusion of the two fixed points) and
adjoining the class P arising from the fundamental class of S2 satisfying
Pu “ L ´ R. This identity Pu “ L ´ R corresponds, after translating, to
the desired identity utx, yu “ xy ´ yx.

Return now to Definition 17.2.2. For a general (shifted) symplectic variety
(or Hamiltonian Ǧ-variety) the question of constructing a spectral deforma-
tion quantization poses a problem of shifted deformation quantization, as
studied (and solved using formality) in [CPT`17] – or more rigidly, invoking
the grading, a problem of filtered deformation quantization (as in [Los22]).
In the coming sections (§17.3, §17.4) we explicitly construct a spectral defor-
mation quantization in all polarized and twisted polarized cases. The general
case of our hyperspherical varieties is thereby reduced to the vectorial case,
i.e., to the spectral form of the Weil representation, much as automorphic
quantization can be achieved using the theory of the Weil representation
(Remark 10.9.3).

17.3. Spectral quantization for cotangents. We describe explicitly how
to give a spectral deformation quantization when M “ T ˚X is a cotangent
bundle and the Gm action on X is trivial:

Let i : X̌ Ñ LX̌ » T r´1sX̌ denote the inclusion of constant loops (zero
section). Thanks to the Koszul resolution we find an algebra isomorphism
Endpi˚ωX̌q » O(pM̌q, and we use the resulting Koszul duality equivalence

(17.1) Hompi˚ωX̌ ,´q : QC !pLX̌q ÝÑ QC(pM̌q,

which naturally upgrades to a monoidal equivalence with respect to convo-
lution on the source and tensor product on the target.

On the other hand, the monoidal category QC !pLX̌q naturally upgrades
to a factorization category, since LX̌ “ MappS1, X̌q carries a framed E2-
structure in the correspondence category of stacks, by considering maps from
complements of little discs into X̌.

This discussion can be upgraded to be Ǧ-equivariant. The action of Hecke
modifications on Ǧ-local systems on the disc induces an action on the stack
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LX̌{Ǧ of local systems with a section of the X̌-bundle on the punctured
disc, i.e., the basechange of the descent groupoid in the following diagram:

LX̌{Ǧ
ri //

��

LpX̌{Ǧq

π

��
ppt{ǦqS

2 //// pt{Ǧ
i // Lpt{Ǧ

.

Hence QC !pLX̌{Ǧq forms a factorization algebra object in modules for the
factorization monoidal category HǦ.

From this we can formally deduce that the internal endomorphisms of
the unit in QC !pLX̌{Ǧq defines a factorization associative algebra object
OM̌ in HǦ. It is easy to describe the underlying associative algebra object,
since as a mere module category for a monoidal category we can identify
the HǦ-module QC !pLX̌{Ǧq with the QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq-module QC(pM̌{Ǧq. The
internal endomorphisms of the unit O(pM̌q P QC(pM̌{Ǧq are identified with
the image of O(pM̌q under the moment map µ : M̌ Ñ ǧ‹, so it follows that
we have an equivalence OM̌ » µ˚O(pM̌q of algebra objects in the Hecke
category.

17.4. Spectral quantization for twisted cotangents. Next we show how
to spectrally deformation quantize twisted cotangent bundles. The construc-
tion is closely related to our calculation of Whittaker L-sheaves on P1 in
§13.6, in particular the calculation of Equation 13.11.

Let Ǧ œ pX̌,Ψq be as in Section 11.6. The twisted cotangent bundle T ˚ΨX̌
is obtained by Hamiltonian reduction by Ga from the cotangent T ˚Ψ of the
total space of Ψ, i.e., we have a Ǧ-equivariant identification

T ˚ΨX̌ » T ˚ΨˆGa
g˚a

pt1.

We thus will start from the spectral quantization of T ˚Ψ as constructed
above and apply a quantized form of Hamiltonian reduction, by quantizing
pt1.

To do so it will be important to keep track of gradings. First recall that
Ggr œ Ga with weight 2. Thus the category

HGa “ QC(pg˚a{Gaq » QCpg˚aq bQCpGa
(q

has a factor given by unsheared sheaves on the affine line, and in particular
contains a skyscraper object O1 at 1 P g˚a.

We would like to endow O1 P HGa with the structure of factorization as-
sociative algebra quantizing its evident commutative algebra structure with
respect to the symmetric monoidal structure on QC(pg˚a{Gaq. For this we
note that for any group H the category HH is linear over the SOp2q-fixed
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E4-algebra127

Endp1HH
q » O(ph˚qH

Thus we may specialize the entire Hecke category HGa over 1 P g˚a, and
recover O1 as the unit in the specialized category, whence its factorization
associative algebra (SOp2q-fixed E3) structure.

Now we suppose Ψ Ñ X̌ is a Ǧ ˆ Ggr-equivariant affine bundle, where
Ggr acts on Ga as above. It follows that the category QC(pT ˚Ψ{Ǧ ˆ Gaq

has the structure of quantum Hamiltonian Ǧ ˆ Ga-space. We now need to
impose the moment map condition for Ga in a factorizable fashion.

Proposition 17.4.1. The category QC(pM̌{Ǧq associated to a twisted cotan-
gent bundle M̌ “ T ˚ΨX̌ carries a canonical structure of factorization HǦ-
module through its identification with the category

QC(pM̌{Ǧq » O1-modpQC !pLΨ{ǦˆGaqq

of modules for the factorization associative algebra O1 P HGa in the factor-
ization HǦ bHGa-module category

QC(pT ˚Ψ{ǦˆGaq » QC !pLΨ{ǦˆGaqq.

The category QC(pM̌{Ǧq is pointed by the sheared structure sheaf of
M̌{Ǧ. This corresponds under Koszul duality (compare with the calculation
in §13.6) to the unit in the factorization category O1-modpQC !pLΨ{ǦˆGaqq.
This unit is given by O1 ˚ i˚ωX̌{Ǧ, the action of O1 P HGa on the unit of
QC !pLΨ{ǦˆGaq, itself given as the pushforward of the dualizing sheaf under
the inclusion of constant loops

i : X̌{Ǧ » Ψ{ǦˆGa ãÑ LΨ{ǦˆGa.

17.5. Spectral Whittaker Induction: Local Case. We now explain an-
other perspective on the quantization of twisted cotangent bundles: it pro-
vides the local, spectral counterpart of the Whittaker induction for hamil-
tonian actions and L-sheaves (Sections 3.4, 11.6, and 11.9).

As a warm-up let us consider the case when sl2 is trivial, so that Ȟ Ă

Ǧ – although we could equally well work with a homomorphism Ȟ Ñ Ǧ.
Classically, we define symplectic induction using the Hamiltonian bi-module
T ˚Ǧ for Ȟ and Ǧ.

Equivalently (taking the point of view of Hamiltonian spaces mentioned in
Remark 3.1.3) we have the Lagrangian correspondence between the coadjoint
quotients, which fits in the following commutative diagram with pullback

127This is in fact commutative, and is physically the ring of local operators in the field
theory, i.e., functions on the Coulomb branch ph˚{Hq(.
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square:

ǧ‹{Ǧ

��

ǧ‹{Ȟ //oo

��

ȟ‹{Ȟ

{{
pt{Ǧ pt{Ȟoo

We may “quantize” this diagram to produce a factorization algebra in bi-
modules HǦÐȞ :“ HǦ bReppǦq ReppȞq for HǦ and HȞ :

HǦ
// HǦÐȞ HȞ

oo

ReppǦq

OO

// ReppȞq

OO ;;

where as before HȞ denotes the local (spectral) Hecke category for Ȟ, i.e.,
the shear of quasi-coherent sheaves on ȟ‹{Ȟ, but now considered as a fac-
torization monoidal category. As a plain category the bimodule HǦÐȞ is
simply QC(pǧ‹{Ȟq as expected, but we have now written it in a manifestly
factorizable fashion: we are applying the functoriality of QC ! for correspon-
dences to the diagram

LocǦpS
2q

��

LocǦ,ȞpS
2, Dq //

��

oo LocȞpS
2q

ww
LocǦpDq LocȞpDq

oo

where LocǦ,ȞpS
2, Dq denotes Ǧ-local systems on S2 with a reduction to

Ȟ on one hemisphere.

Remark 17.5.1. The factorization bimodule HǦÐȞ is the 3-shifted form
of the familiar pDX ,DY q-bimodule DYÐX used to define D-module functo-
riality, where X “ pt{Ȟ Ñ Y “ pt{Ǧ.

We can now define quantized symplectic induction: given a factorization
HȞ -module S (the quantized analog of a hamiltonian Ȟ-space S) we have

indǦ
Ȟ
S :“ HǦÐȞ bHȞ

S.

The analogous definition in the Whittaker case is now clear. Fix Ȟ ˆ

SL2 Ñ Ǧ with even SL2.

Definition 17.5.2. The functor of Whittaker induction from quantized Hamil-
tonian Ȟ-spaces to quantized Hamiltonian Ǧ-spaces is given by

WIpSq :“
”

HǦÐȞˆSL2
bHȞ

S
ı$)

,
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where

HǦÐȞˆSL2
:“ O1-modpQC !p

LΨ

Ǧˆ Ȟ ˆGa

qq

is the bimodule of Proposition 17.4.1 quantizing the Hamiltonian ǦˆȞ-space
T ˚ΨǦ{U .

18. Global Spectral Quantization

In this section we study the global spectral quantization of hyperspherical
varieties M̌ . This consists of three ingredients, which can all be explicitly
constructed in the polarized and twisted polarized cases M̌ “ T ˚ΨX̌:

‚ geometric quantization: the L-sheaf LX̌ , an object of QC!pLocǦpΣqq;
‚ deformation quantization: the algebra of L-observables OM̌,Σ, an al-
gebra in the global Hecke categoryHΣ “

ş

Σ H which acts on QC!pLocǦpΣqq;
‚ compatibility: the action OM̌,Σ œ LX̌ encoded in the spectral Θ-
series, a functor of HΣ-modules

OM̌Σ
-mod ÝÑ QC!pLocǦpΣqq.

(We are indebted to Pavel Safronov for teaching us this tripartite point
of view on quantization in general and specifically of shifted symplectic ge-
ometry, cf. [Saf20].) To carry this out, we shall review and apply the theory
developed by Beraldo (building on work of Arinkin and Gaitsgory), which
describes the global Hecke category on the spectral side explicitly as a re-
finement of QCpLocǦq which captures not only support on LocǦ (Langlands
parameters) but also singular support (Arthur parameters). We conclude
with a deeper foray into the geometric study of Arthur parameters, whose
construction is closely related to the theory of L-sheaves for twisted polar-
izations.

The material of this chapter relates in particular to three prior sections of
the paper:

(a) In §11.10, and in particular §11.10.4, we discussed (in the case X̌ “

a vector space) how the L-sheaf in the vectorial case could be seen
as a representation of a certain algebra deforming the L-sheaf not of
X̌ but of M̌ .

(b) In §12.8 we examined the algebra of (a) in more detail over the locus
Loc˝

Ǧ
Ă LocǦ where there is a unique fixed point on M̌ and saw

that the deformation of (a) is simply a Clifford algebra deforming
an exterior algebra. In our current terminology, this Clifford algebra
is (an incarnation of) the algebra of L-observables, i.e., a deforma-
tion quantization; and the existence of geometric quantization is the
question of Morita trivialization of the family of Clifford algebras,
which, we anticipate, is controlled by the anomaly (Remark 12.8.2).

(c) The corresponding phenomenon in number theory is expressed by
(14.9): the endomorphisms of the period sheaf corresponds to the
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square of the period, and at the numerical level, there is no distinction
between OM̌ and its undeformed version LM̌ .

However, the discussion here refines all of these prior discussions in an im-
portant way, as we now explain – for OM̌,Σ has a structure finer than “sheaf
of algebras over Loc,” and we will now seek to construct it together with this
finer structure. Indeed, the global Hecke category provides a quantization of
T ˚r1sLocǦ, a higher analog of the sheaf of differential operators, and thus
OM̌,Σ will be equipped with a structure loosely analogous to a D-module and
the L-sheaf with that of a solution. See §18.1.1 for an informal discussion.

Remark 18.0.1 (Beyond the polarized case). In general quantization prob-
lems are very hard without the data of a polarization. However as in several
other points in this paper we can apply the rigid structure theory of hyper-
spherical varieties. We describe Whittaker induction functors for both the
local (§17.5 and global (§18.5) quantization problems, which reduce the three
quantization problems above to the linear case of a symplectic representa-
tion, i.e., to the spectral analog of the theory of the Weil representation. We
will discuss this case in more detail elsewhere.

‚ §18.1 reviews the notions (relative flat connections, shifted differen-
tial operators and microlocalization of coherent sheaves) needed for
global spectral quantization, mainly following Beraldo;

‚ §18.2 shows that a spectral deformation quantization gives a sheaf
of algebras – the L-observables OM̌,Σ – over Loc, and as alluded to
above, something more microlocal – an algebra over the Hochschild
cohomology of Loc. This generalizes the Clifford algebra encountered
in §11.10, and should be considered the global spectral deformation
quantization. The compatibility with global geometric quantization
is expressed by the condition that the L-sheaf be a module for L-
observables, which we interpret as a solution to a “categorified holo-
nomic differential equation”.

‚ §18.3 verifies the compatibility between our global spectral deforma-
tion and geometric quantizations in the polarized case. We apply
a result of [HL22a] to identify the L-observables in this case with
relative differential operators along LocX̌ Ñ LocǦ.

‚ §18.4 describes the modifications needed to describe L-observables
and spectral Θ-series in the twisted polarized case.

‚ §18.5 introduces the notion of Geometric Arthur Parameters: we
define a global Whittaker induction functor which takes Langlands
parameters into a geometric counterpart of Arthur parameters, com-
bining the singular support theory of [AG15] with an eigenproperty
for Hecke operators that is sheared by an Arthur SL2.

Remark 18.0.2 (Shifted Symplectic Geometry Perspective). The construc-
tions in this section and the previous fit very naturally into the framework
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of shifted symplectic geometry [PTVV13] and its origin as the semiclassi-
cal phase space geometry of the BV-AKSZ construction of quantum field
theories [AKSZ97], see [CHS22].

As discussed in Remark 3.1.3, 3.3.2 the equivariant moment map

µ : M̌{ǦÑ ǧ‹{Ǧ

gives the symplectic variety M̌ the structure of 1-shifted Lagrangian in
ǧ‹{Ǧ “ T ˚r1sBǦ. We instead want to consider the sheared version M̌(

which is a 2-shifted symplectic stack in the sense of [PTVV13]; for exam-
ple, in the polarized case when Ggr acts trivially on X̌, M̌( “ T ˚r2sX̌ is a
2-shifted cotangent bundle.

As we have noted elsewhere (see e.g. Remark 6.4.1,11.4.1) it is troublesome
to work with M̌( directly as a geometric object, and in this text we have
generally “simulated” it by carrying out constructions on M̌ and shearing
them.

Ignoring this issue for this discussion, the sheared moment map µ( :
M̌({Ǧ Ñ ǧ‹r2s{Ǧ defines a shifted Lagrangian in the 3-shifted symplectic
stack ǧ‹r2s{Ǧ “ T ˚r3sBǦ. In the AKSZ formalism, quantizing spaces of
maps into M̌( defines a 3d TQFT (Rozansky-Witten theory), while quan-
tizing spaces of maps into M̌({Ǧ Ñ pt{Ǧ (coupling maps to M̌ to Ǧ-local
systems) defines a boundary condition for a 4d TQFT (the 4d B-model BǦ).
We refer to [PV16, Saf20] for discussions of shifted deformation and geomet-
ric quantization, respectively.

The quantization of T ˚r3sBǦ is the E3-monoidal spectral Hecke category,
while the quantization of µ( is given by the spectral deformation quantization
OM̌ constructed in this section (and its category of modules, the factoriz-
able local category QC(pM̌{Ǧq), an E3-algebra object in (and E2-module
category for) the Hecke category.

Now we evaluate these constructions on an oriented compact surface Σ.
The mapping stack MappΣ, M̌(q carries a natural (unshifted) symplectic
structure inherited by integration over Σ from the 2-shifted symplectic struc-
ture on M̌(. In the polarized case M̌ “ T ˚X̌, this construction recovers the
cotangent bundle of the space of maps into X̌. More generally, the moment
map defines a shifted Lagrangian µΣ, and a relative symplectic variety qM̌ :

(18.1) MappΣ, M̌({Ǧq

��

µΣ //

qM̌

++

MappΣ, ǧ‹r2s{Ǧq » T ˚r1sLocǦ

��
MappΣ, X̌{Ǧq » LocX̌

Ǧ

qX̌ // MappΣ, BǦq » LocǦ

The shifted Lagrangian µΣ is the spectral counterpart (“BBB brane”) of
the Gaiotto Lagrangian “BAA brane” [Gai18, GR18, Li17], the Lagrangian
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given by the moment map of M :

MappΣ,M{GˆGgr Kq ÝÑ T ˚BunG,

whose quantization is the de Rham period sheaf of M .
Given a local system ρ, the fiber of qM̌ defines an (unshifted) symplectic

variety whose geometric and deformation quantization give the L-sheaf and
L-observables at ρ, respectively. As ρ varies, the L-sheaf assembles into
an object of QC!pLocǦq, the geometric quantization of T ˚r1sLocǦ, and the
L-observables assemble into an algebra in the global Hecke category HΣ “
ş

Σ H, which provides the deformation quantization of T ˚r1sLocǦ as described
below.

18.1. Relative flat connections and coherent microlocalization. In
this section, to provide technical background for what follows we review
the theory of relative flat connections, shifted differential operators and mi-
crolocalization of coherent sheaves following Beraldo [Ber19a, Ber21a]. This
theory provides a categorified or shifted128 analog of the quantization of the
cotangent bundle by differential operators and the corresponding theory of
singular support and wave front sets of distributions.

18.1.1. Coherent microlocalization and “shifted” differential operators. Now,
on any variety Y , the endomorphisms of any sheaf L are of course a OY -
algebra, but they also have a finer structure: There is a morphism of sheaves
of algebras

(18.2) HH˚pY q Ñ Ext˚pL,Lq,

from Hochschild cohomology of Y to the derived endomrophisms of L, For
Y smooth this arises from a canonical action (the “Atiyah class”) of the
tangent bundle TY be degree 1 endomorphisms TY ÝÑ Ext1pL,Lq arising by
associating to a vector fieldX the self-extension of L arising by infinitesimally
displacing L along X.

Said differently, the self-ext algebra on the right can be regarded as the
pushforward of a sheaf on the shifted cotangent bundle T ˚Y r1s. This de-
scribes a microlocal geometry for the coherent sheaf L 129 and is indeed a
shifted version of the usual versions of microlocalization, e.g. the ring of
functions on T ˚Y r1s, carries a Poisson structure with bracket of degree ´2,
which is the Gerstenhaber bracket when identified wit HH˚pY q.

128Categorification and shifting are meant to be roughly synonymous – n-shifted sym-
plectic spaces are the classical phase spaces of pn` 1q-dimensional quantum field theories,
whose topological aspects are captured by n-categories.

129This is an analogue of the following process in real analysis: for a function on a
smooth manifold M , there is a standard way (the “Wigner distribution”) to lift |f |2 to
a distribution on the classical phase space T˚M . This distribution expresses how the
mass of f is distributed microlocally, and bears a close relation to the action of quantum
observables on f , in particular the module over the algebra of differential operators on M
generated by f .
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When developed in a derived setting – replacing the graded algebraHH˚pY q
by the algebra of Hochschild cochains – it yields quite a fine invariant: endo-
morphisms of a sheaf that commute with the Hochschild action are automat-
ically locally constant. For example, if L1, L2 are line bundles, their O-linear
endomorphisms are so that EndpLiq “ O, coincidence of the associated mor-
phisms (18.2) at the derived level is equivalent to L1 bL

´1
2 admitting a flat

structure. See Remark 18.1.11 for a more precise formulation.
Return now to the general concern of this paper. Suppose that M̌ is

polarized. In e.g. §12.8 we have constructed a certain sheaf of algebras
OM̌,Σ over the “nonpolar locus” Loc˝

Ǧ
— essentially a deformation of the

L-sheaf of M̌ itself – acting on the L-sheaf, i.e., with a morphism

OM̌,Σ ÝÑ EndpLX̌q.

Now, according to our discussion above, we can seek to construct OM̌,Σ not
merely as an O-algebra, but as an algebra equipped with a morphism from
HH˚pLocǦq, compatibly with its action on the L-sheaf. In the remainder of
this section we will do this (in fact over the entire stack of local systems), if M̌
has a spectral deformation quantization. But the technical implementatiom
of all this is difficult because Loc is not a variety. We will now recall the
work of Beraldo [Ber19a, Ber21a], which constructs a suitable version of “the
category of HH˚pLocq-modules.”

18.1.2. Relative flat connections. Let f : Y Ñ Z be a morphism. Then
we can speak of the “completion ẐY of Z along f .” This is represented by
the functor sending a scheme U to morphisms U Ñ Z together with a lift
Ured Ñ Y of the induced morphism from the reduced subscheme of U . This
has a hybrid behavior: if f is a closed immersion, this will recover the formal
completion of Z along Y ; if Z is a point, it will recover the de Rham stack
of Y . In general the completion pZY is the fiber product pZY “ YdR ˆZdR Z
of Z with the de Rham space of Y .

The category of relative flat connections FlatpY {Zq “ Flatpf : Y Ñ Zq
was introduced by Arinkin-Gaitsgory and Beraldo [AG18, Ber21a] with the
notation IndCoh0p pZY q and is a modification of ind-coherent sheaves on the
completion of Z at Y .130. It is defined as the pullback

FlatpY {Zq //

��

QCpY q

ΥY
��

QC !p pZY q
pf !

// QC !pY q

where pf : Y Ñ pZY is the completion of Z along Y . In other words, relative
flat connections on f are ind-coherent sheaves on the completion of f which

130We only consider representable morphisms of bounded, locally of finite presentation,
perfect stacks, avoiding many of the key technicalities of [Ber21a] and [Ber19a]
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are quasicoherent131, i.e., in the image of the symmetric monoidal functor

ΥY “ ´b ωY : QCpY q Ñ QC !pY q,

when pulled back to Y .
Let us first illustrate two extreme instances of this notion: if Z is a point

we recover D-modules on Y , while if Y is smooth and f a closed embedding
we recover (ind-coherent) sheaves on the completion of Z along Y .

18.1.3. Relative flat connections as modules for relative differential operators.
In general [Ber21a, 0.3.8] relative flat connections FlatpY {Zq are identified
with quasi-coherent sheaves on Y equipped with a “compatible” action of the
relative tangent complex TY {Z , i.e., the fiber of TY Ñ f˚TZ . Here TY {Z is
identified with OZ-linear derivations of OY and as such can be regarded as
a sheaf of differential graded Lie algebras on Y , acting nontrivially on the
structure sheaf of Y .

Equivalently, then, we can regard FlatpY {Zq as modules in QCpY q for the
relative differential operators for Y {Z:
(18.3)

Dpfq :“ the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebroid TY {Z .

Just as with the ordinary sheaf of differential operators this is not an algebra
in QCpY q but a monad, i.e., an algebra object in endofunctors of QCpY q,
representable (via the mechanism of integral transforms) by a sheaf on Y ˆY
supported near the diagonal. We regard Dpfq (or rather its pushforward to
Z) as a deformation quantization of the relative cotangent complex T ˚Y {Z , as
a relative symplectic variety over Z.

Remark 18.1.4 (Enveloping algebras). A general definition of universal
enveloping algebra in the QC ! setting is given in [GR17, Volume 2, Chapter
8, Section 4.2], as the groupoid algebra of a formal groupoid. Namely given a
Lie algebroid T on Y one has an adjoint pair pInd,Forq of functors, induction
and the forgetful functor, between QC!pY q and T -modules in QC !pY q. We
then define UT :“ For˝Ind to be the resulting monad, i.e., an algebra object
in endofunctors of QC!pY q. One can think of UT geometrically as π!π˚ where
π : Y Ñ Y { exppT q is the quotient by the formal groupoid corresponding to
T .

In our setting (cf. [Ber21a, 0.3.8]) there is again an adjunction pInd,Forq
between QCpY q and FlatpY {Zq, and the quasicoherent sheaf underlying the
algebra of relative differential operators is Dpfq “ ForpIndpOY qq. For exam-
ple:

- For Z “ pt and Y smooth this recovers the usual induction / forgetful
adjunction between O-modules and D-modules, i.e., the description
of D as the underlying O-module of the induced D-module IndpOq.

131Our use of the term relative flat connections instead of relative D-modules is meant
to evoke this regularity condition – or to emphasize the role of FlatpY {Zq as relative left
D-modules, cf. [Ber21a].
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- For Y Ñ Z a closed embedding, again with Y smooth, the functor
For !-restricts a sheaf on a formal neighborhood of Y to a sheaf on
Y , whereas Ind is the pushforward. Correspondingly, ForpIndpOqq
recovers HomOZ pOY ,OY q.

Note that since we are taking the enveloping algebra of the relative tan-
gent complex of Y {Z, the algebra Dpfq is naturally QCpZq-linear, i.e., its
pushforward to Z defines an algebra object in QCpZq – a quasicoherent sheaf
of algebras – rather than just a monad.

We note for future reference that there is a “de Rham pushforward” functor
f˚,dR : FlatpY {Zq Ñ QC !pZq (again we’re assuming f representable), such
that the composition f˚,dR ˝ Ind » f˚ ˝Υ is the ind-coherent pushforward.

A little more on the two basic examples:
‚ When f : Y Ñ Z is a smooth morphism of smooth varieties, Dpfq
consists of differential operators on Y that are “along the fibers,”
which is to say, they commute with multiplication by functions on
Z; this quantizes the usual relative cotangent bundle of f .

‚ When f : Y Ñ Z is an LCI immersion, then Dpfq consists, as noted
above, Z-linear endomorphisms of OY . This can also be seen from
the Koszul dual description of sheaves on the formal completion in
terms of the monad i!i˚. In this case the relative cotangent bundle’
T ˚pY {Zq has fibers odd symplectic vector spaces N r1s ‘ N˚r´1s
where N is the normal bundle to Y ãÑ Z, and its quantization Dpfq
should be considered as its Clifford algebra quantization.

18.1.5. Shifted D-modules. Beraldo defines the category HpY q of shifted dif-
ferential operators as (suitably regular) integral transforms for ind-coherent
sheaves supported near the diagonal:

Definition 18.1.6. [Ber19a, Ber21a] The monoidal category HpY q of shifted
differential operators on a quasi-smooth stack Y is the convolution category
of sheaves on the formal neighborhood of the diagonal of Y ,

HpY q :“ Flatp∆ : Y Ñ Y ˆ Y q

By [Ber21a, Corollary 3.5.3]HpY q is in fact a rigidmonoidal category for Y
a perfect stack (such as all the stacks arising in this chapter). Locally (for Y
affine) the category HpY q can be identified Koszul dually with the category of
modules for the algebra of Hochschild cochains HC˚pY q on Y , the self-Ext of
the structure sheaf of the diagonal, i.e., with integral transforms generated
by the identity. Its monoidal structure comes in this realization from the
E2-algebra structure on Hochschild cochains. On the level of cohomology,
this E2 structure recovers the shifted Poisson (P2) algebra of polyvector
fields, i.e., functions on T ˚r1sY . Thus the algebra HC˚pY q and its module
category HpY q define deformation quantizations of the shifted symplectic
stack T ˚r1sY .
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Remark 18.1.7. Note the close parallel with Grothendieck’s definition of
differential operators as integral transforms for functions supported set-theoretically
on the diagonal. Indeed, for Y smooth, the subtleties of QC ! disappear and
HpY q-modules are precisely crystals of categories on Y , which are sheaves
of categories with a flat connection (sheaves of categories on the de Rham
space YdR) or equivalently DpY q-module categories. In general, to illus-
trate the rigidity of HpY q-actions, observe that a HpY q-linear functor F :
QCpY q Ñ QCpY q is determined by the object F pOq, which acquires the
structure of D-module, and thus if F is proper (preserves compact objects)
F pOq is in fact a local system. For Y quasi-smooth, HpY q-modules are sin-
gular generalizations of crystals of categories and admit a theory of singular
support in T ˚r1sY just as D-modules have singular support in T ˚Y . From
this perspective crystals of categories play the role of local systems – they
are characterized by having zero singular support.

The two natural HpY q-modules QCpY q and QC !pY q play the role of
smooth functions and distributions, and in the latter case Beraldo’s theory
recovers the notion of singular support of (ind-)coherent sheaves [AG15],
which is zero for quasicoherent sheaves. Namely given a coherent sheaf
F P QC !pY q we may consider its internal endomorphisms EndHpY qpFq as
an algebra object in HpY q, which we regard as a “chain-level microlocaliza-
tion” of F , or as the system of differential equations satisfied by F . Passing
to cohomology we find its classical limit, the classical (or cohomological) mi-
crolocalization, an algebra on T ˚r1sY as before whose support recovers the
singular support of F . There is a monoidal functor QCpY q Ñ HpY q with
a continuous and lax-monoidal right adjoint HpY q Ñ QCpY q (see [Ber20a,
0.3.4]), which means that we can “forget” an algebra object in HpY q to a qua-
sicoherent sheaf of algebras – in particular the algebra EndHpY qpFq refines
the usual sheaf inner hom EndQCpY qpFq, lifting it to a microlocal object.

18.1.8. Enhanced relative differential operators. The algebra of relative dif-
ferential operators Dpfq was defined above – after pushforward to Z – is a
sheaf of algebras on Z. However this pushforward has a richer microlocal
structure – it naturally defines an algebra in HpZq, as we now describe.

For a morphism f : Y Ñ Z, the category FlatpY Ñ Zq of relative flat
connections is itself a shifted D-module on Z, i.e., it has the structure of
module for shifted differential operators HpZq. In Lie algebra language this
action is given by the map of Lie algebras f˚TZr´1s Ñ TY {Z coming from
the relative tangent sequence of f . More formally, it is a consequence of
applying the functoriality of QC ! to the action of the formal groupoid given
by the completion of the diagonal ∆ : Z Ñ Z ˆ Z on that given by the
completion of f : Y Ñ Z, see also Remark 18.1.10.) We can use this to
make the following definition:
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Definition 18.1.9. The enhanced relative differential operators along f :
Y Ñ Z (for Z perfect) are the algebra object Dpfq P AlgpHpZqq given by
internal endomorphisms of IndpOY q P FlatpY {Zq.

Remark 18.1.10. The shifted D-module structure HpZq œ FlatpY {Zq is
part of the rich functoriality of the theory of shifted D-modules developed
in [Ber19a] (see [Ber20a, 0.3.4] for a useful summary). Namely FlatpY {Zq “
Hppt Ð Y Ñ Zq is identified as the “Gauss-Manin” sheaf of categories on
Z, the pushforward of the structure sheaf of categories QCpY q to Z in the
world of categories with flat connection,

FlatpY {Zq » QCpY q bHpY q HpY Ñ Zq œ HpZq.

Remark 18.1.11 (The center of H and microlocalization). To continue the
metaphor of coherent microlocalization from §18.1.1, we would like to un-
derstand the greater rigidity imposed by enhancing a QCpZq-module to an
HpZq-module. One way to measure this is to look at the functorial endomor-
phisms of modules for the two monoidal categories, i.e., their centers. The
center of QCpZq is identified [BZFN10] with sheaves QCpLZq on the derived
inertia, which contains QCpZq itself. On the other hand the main theorem
of [Ber21a] identifies the center of HpZq with [a subtle derived version of]
D-modules on the inertia LZ. In particular if Z is a scheme this is identified
with D-modules on Z itself, and the only coherent objects in the center are
local systems. Compare with the distinction between center of OpZq for Z
affine, which are (classically) functions OpZq or (derivedly) distributions on
LZ, and the center of DpZq which is (classically) locally constant functions
or (derivedly) the de Rham cohomology of Z. We interpret this loosely as
limiting the ambiguity in prescribing a coherent sheaf by the H-module it
generates to tensoring with local systems.

18.2. L-observables and Hecke constraints. Having recalled the neces-
sary technical preliminaries, will now define the algebra of L-observables.
Recall that in §12.8 we defined a quasicoherent sheaf of algebras O˝

M̌
on an

open Loc˝ Ă Loc in the vectorial case. In that setting the relative sym-
plectic variety of (18.1) is a symplectic odd vector bundle, equivalently the
data of a quadratic vector bundle and O˝

M̌
is its deformation quantization

to a Clifford algebra. Moreover Conjecture 12.8.1 (combined with the global
period conjecture) identifies this algebra with the inner endomorphisms of
the L-sheaf, in the cases where it has been defined. The construction of this
section, which depends on being given a spectral deformation quantization,
defines a sheaf of algebras on all of Loc, together with a microlocal refine-
ment (algebra in HpLocq). As we will see, it still acts on the L-sheaf, though
in general we do not expect it to give the full inner endomorphism algebra.

Fix now a smooth projective curve Σ over C, which we consider in its
Betti realization as an oriented topological surface, and LocǦ “ LocǦpΣq the
associated stack of Langlands parameters, a quasi-smooth algebraic stack.
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Recall (§D.2.7) that given a locally constant factorization category C on a
surface Σ, the factorization homology [AF15] , or topological chiral homology
in the terminology of [Lura], is the universal category equipped

ş

Σ C with
functors ix : Cx Ñ

ş

Σ C for x P Σ compatible with the unital factorization
structure. If C “ QCpZq is the symmetric monoidal category of sheaves
on a perfect stack, then

ş

Σ C » QCpMappΣ, Zqq calculates sheaves on the
mapping stack.

We can apply this to globalize the Hecke action. The global spectral
category QC !pLocǦq carries an action Hx œ QC !pLocǦq of the spherical
Hecke category for every x P Σ. These actions assemble together into the
action of the global Hecke category

HΣ :“

ż

Σ
H,

which was identified by Beraldo [Ber19b] with shifted differential operators
on LocǦ:

Theorem 18.2.1. [Ber19b] There is an equivalence of monoidal categories
between the global Hecke category HΣ, i.e., the factorization homology of the
spherical category, and shifted differential operators on LocǦ,

HΣ » HpLocǦq.

In particular HΣ is rigid, and the local Hecke actions factor through the global
action

Â

xPΣ H //

##

EndpQC !pLocǦqq

HΣ

77

18.2.2. L-observables. We are now in a position to define the “algebra of
L-observables,” and to define abstractly a notion of L-sheaf in terms of it:

Definition 18.2.3. Suppose given a spectral deformation quantization OM̌ .
The L-observables sheaf

OM̌,Σ “

ż

Σ
OM̌ P AlgpHΣq

is the algebra object of the global Hecke category HΣ that is defined by fac-
torization homology of the factorization associative algebra OM̌ in the Hecke
category.

That the L-observables sheaf is indeed an algebra object follows from
the lax monoidal functoriality of factorization homology [AF15] applied to
the functor from Vect associated to OM̌ . As noted in §18.1.5 that we may
consider such an algebra object in HΣ “ HpLocq as a “microlocal refinement”
of an underlying quasicoherent sheaf of algebras on Loc.
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Remark 18.2.4. One way of taking a semiclassical limit here is by replacing
the factorization structures by “naive” commutative multiplications:

Above we use the “sophisticated” factorization structure on the spherical
Hecke category. If we instead endow it with its naive symmetric monoidal
structure pQC(pǧ‹{Ǧq,bq coming from tensor product of coherent sheaves,
the factorization homology recovers the shear of QCpMappΣ, ǧ‹{Ǧqq (since
shearing commutes with factorization homology). The latter category – the
semiclassical limit of the global Hecke category – is a decompleted form of
the category of sheaves on the shifted cotangent bundle T ˚r1sLocǦ, where
the shift comes from the orientation class of Σ.

Similarly, the “semiclassical limit” of the algebra of L-observables can be
obtained by using the naive structure of OM̌ as a commutative algebra over
ǧ‹{Ǧ in place of the spectral deformation quantization. In this limit, the L-
observable sheaf degenerates to the structure sheaf of the “spectral Gaiotto
Lagrangian” from Remark 18.0.2, i.e., the pushforward of the sheared struc-
ture sheaf under the integrated moment map µΣ of 18.1. The underlying
quasicoherent sheaf on Loc, i.e. the pushforward qM̌,˚O, is a variant of the
L-sheaf of M̌ .

18.2.5. L-eigensheaves and shifted differential equations. The rigid monoidal
category HΣ acts on the spectral category QC !pLocǦq – an action we can
interpret as either by Hecke functors or by shifted differential operators.
Therefore, for an algebra object A P HΣ, we can consider A-module objects
L in QC!pLocq. This notion can be expressed equivalently as giving an
algebra map AÑ EndHΣ

pLq to internal endomorphisms of L, or as a pointed
H-linear functor

A-modHΣ
ÝÑ QC!pLocq, A ÞÑ L,

and refines the more familiar notion of module for the underlying quasico-
herent sheaf of algebras.

Definition 18.2.6. An L-eigensheaf for M̌ is a module object in QC!pLocǦq
under the L-observables OM̌,Σ. Equivalently, an L-eigensheaf is given by an
the data of HΣ-linear morphism

LM̌,Σ : OM̌,Σ-mod ÝÑ QC !pLocǦq.

We call such a functor a spectral Θ-series for M̌ and the category HM̌
Σ :“

OM̌,Σ-mod the category of L-observables for M̌ .

We are going to verify in §18.3 that this notion of L-eigensheaf is compat-
ible with the constructions appearing earlier in the paper (i.e., “an L-sheaf
is an L-eigensheaf.”) The terminology “L-eigensheaf” is meant to suggest,
roughly speaking, that it satisfies all Hecke constraints encoded by the L-
observables. This is a less flabby notion than it might appear (or than the
notion of module for the underyling quasicoherent sheaf of algebras): the
ambiguity in an L-eigensheaf is, roughly speaking, that of twisting by a flat
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bundle. Recall that by Theorem 18.2.1 the global Hecke category HΣ recov-
ers the shifted differential operators on the stack of Langlands parameters.
Thus the pointed HΣ-module HM̌

Σ is prescribing a categorified system of dif-
ferential equations, and an L-eigensheaf is precisely a solution of this system
inside QC !pLocǦq. This is a categorified analog of the problem of finding
a distributional solution of an algebraic system of differential equations as
a map from a cyclic D-module. Our expectation (cf. Remark 18.1.11) is
that the eigensheaf condition loosely speaking determines the L-sheaf up
to tensoring with local systems; it would be useful to formulate this more
precisely.

Remark 18.2.7 (Holonomicity). In fact the L-eigensheaf condition is the
shifted analog of a holonomic D-module, in the following sense: the semi-
classical limit of the L-observables form a shifted Lagrangian µΣ ( 18.1) of
Remark 18.2.4 in T ˚r1sLocǦ. It is a very interesting problem to establish
analogues of the strong finiteness properties of holonomic differential equa-
tions.

18.2.8. Affineness and categorical factorization homology. We spell out a
more abstract perspective we will need in §18.3 to interface with results
of [HL22a]. Namely, the given definition of HM̌

Σ is a “shortcut” made possi-
ble by the affineness of M̌ : the module category

HM̌
Σ “ OM̌,Σ-modpHpLocǦqq P HpLocǦq-mod

is the global counterpart to the local Hecke-module category

HM̌
“ OM̌ -modpHǦq P HǦ-mod.

Specifically, HM̌ is a factorization algebra object in HǦ-modules, hence its

factorization homology defines a global module
ş

Σ HM̌
P HpLocǦq-mod.

Lemma 18.2.9. The L-observable category HM̌
Σ is identified as HpLocǦq-

module category with the factorization homology
ş

Σ HM̌ .

Proof. The factorization homology is defined a colimit over disc embeddings
of the HǦ-module categories HM̌ . This is calculated as a colimit of the
induced HΣ “

ş

Σ HǦ-module categories HM̌ bHǦ
HΣ. Thus we are reduced

to calculating a colimit of categories of modules for algebra objects in a
fixed monoidal category. But the functor R ÞÑ R-mod taking algebras to
their pointed categories of modules preserves colimits (it is the left adjoint
of taking inner endomorphisms of the pointing), so the colimit category is
identified with modules for the colimit algebra. �

18.3. L-sheaves and L-observables in the polarized case. We now ex-
amine the polarized case M̌ “ T ˚X̌ for a Ǧ-variety X̌, and, in particular,
the compatibility of the constructions of this section with the rest of the
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paper. Specifically we shall verify that the L-sheaf as constructed previously
– i.e., the push-forward LX̌pΣq “ q˚ωLocX̌

of the dualizing sheaf under

(18.4) q : LocX̌ ÝÑ LocǦ

– is in fact a L-eigensheaf, with respect to the spectral deformation quanti-
zation constructed in §17.2. In fact we interpret the results of [HL22a] in our
case as giving a complete description of the L-observables and the spectral
Θ-series construction in terms of the theory of relative flat connection and
relative differential operators from §18.1.

This is all in accordance with the semiclassical picture described in the
introduction to the section. In the case at hand, the “relative” symplectic
variety over LocG described in (18.1) is the relative cotangent bundle of
LocX̌ Ñ LocG; as we discussed, the algebra of L-observables is a “relative”
deformation quantization of this, and it is therefore reasonable to expect
that it is described by relative differential operators.

18.3.1. Spectral Θ-series in the polarized case. We first give a direct argu-
ment for the eigensheaf property of the L-sheaf in the polarized case by ex-
hibiting it as the image of a spectral Θ-series functor (as in Definition 18.2.6).
In other words, we present the spectral counterpart of the argument of Propo-
sition 16.3.2.

Proposition 18.3.2 (Polarized L-sheaf). The L-sheaf LX̌pΣq P QC
!pLocǦq,

as defined in Section 11, carries the structure of L-eigensheaf attached to M̌ ,
given the spectral deformation quantization described in §17.2, that is to say,
it carries the structure of module for the L-observables OM̌,Σ P AlgpHΣq.

Prop. 18.3.2. In Section 15.2 (and more specifically (15.5)) we enhanced the
L-sheaf to the image of the unit under the one-point H-linear spectral Θ-
series

LX̌,x : QC !pLX̌{Ǧq Ñ QC !pLocǦq.

The construction is easily seen to extend to a factorizable morphism of H-
module, which automatically gives a global spectral Θ-series, hence an L-
eigensheaf.

More precisely, given an arbitrary collection of embedded discs ιI :
š

I DI ãÑ

Σ with boundary circles BιI :
š

BDI ãÑ Σ we consider Ǧ-local systems on
Σ with sections of the associated X̌-bundle on the complement of the discs,
with its natural action of Hecke modifications of local systems and forgetful
map to LocǦ:

pX̌{ǦqI

i
��

LocX̌π
oo

iιI
��

q

''
LocǦpιI , X̌ on BιIq LocǦpΣ, X̌ on ΣzιIqπιI

oo
qιI // LocǦ
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This correspondence defines the I-fold version of the Θ-series, and is easily
seen to be unital, sending the pushforward of the dualizing sheaf on the closed
locus LocX̌ to the L-sheaf, and compatible with the factorizable H-action.

It follows from the universal property of factorization homology (its con-
struction as a colimit) that these multipoint Θ-series descend to the factor-
ization homology. In particular this endows the L-sheaf with a factorizable
action of the local L-observables, hence an action of OM̌,Σ. �

18.3.3. L-observables and relative differential operators. We now turn to
the identification of L-observables with relative differential operators on q.
This identification will be deduced from (a special case of) a recent result
of Ho and Li [HL22a], which calculates factorization homology (and more
generally associated topological field theory structure) of a wide class of
Hecke categories generalizing Beraldo’s description of the global Hecke cat-
egory [Ber19b].

First recall that Lemma 18.2.9 allows us to identify the category HM̌ :“
OM̌,Σ-mod of modules for the factorization homology of OM̌ with the factor-

ization homology of the local category HM̌ , which is the object calculated
by [HL22a]:

Theorem 18.3.4. [HL22a, Theorem 3.3.1] Let M̌ “ T ˚X̌ equipped with
the spectral deformation quantization described earlier. The category of L-
observables is identified with relative flat connections, i.e.

(18.5) HM̌ » FlatpLocX̌{LocǦq.

To check compatibility of this identification with our constructions it is
useful to explain the translation between our notation and that of Ho and
Li. First recall that we are using Flatpf : Y Ñ Zq to denote what appears
in [HL22a] (as well as [AG18, Ber21a]) as IndCoh0p pZY q. We consider a
morphism Y Ñ Z of perfect stacks of locally finite presentation. Given a
manifold with boundary pBM,Mq (or more generally a morphism of Betti
spaces or anima N Ñ M) we consider the mapping stack pY,ZqpM,BMq :“
YBM ˆZBM ZM together with the morphism of stacks

qpM,BMq : YBN ÝÑ pY,ZqpM,BMq.

Moreover to an open embedding N ĂM of manifolds with boundary, Ho
and Li attach the correspondence

YN

��

YMoo //

��

YM

��
pY,ZqpN,BNq pY,ZqpM,MzNqoo // pY,ZqpM,BMq

We specialize this construction to our setting Y :“ X̌{Ǧ Ñ Z :“ pt{Ǧ
and to 2-manifolds as follows:
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‚ For pM, BMq “ pD2, S1q we obtain

qpD2,S1q : LocX̌pDq “ X̌{Ǧ ÝÑ LocǦpD, X̌ on S1q “ LX̌{Ǧ.

‚ For pM, BMq “ pΣ,Hq we obtain

qpΣ,Hq : LocX̌pΣq ÝÑ LocǦpΣq.

‚ For a disc embedding ιI : N “
š

I DI ãÑ M “ Σ as in Proposi-
tion 18.3.2 we obtain the correspondence used to define the spectral
Θ-series,

pX̌{ǦqI

��

LocX̌oo

��

“ // LocX̌

��
pLX̌{ǦqI LocǦpΣ, X̌ on ΣzNqoo // LocǦ.

[HL22a] then applies the functoriality of IndCoh0 under correspondences
from [Ber19a] to construct a functor from the category of manifolds with open
embeddings to dg categories, which on objects attachesM ÞÑ FlatpqpM,BMqq.
The main result of [HL22a] identifies the category attached to any n-manifold
with the factorization homology of the En-category obtained by restricting
the functor to embedding of discs pDn, BDnq.

When specialized to our setting, we find:
‚ For pM, BMq “ pD2, S1q we obtain an E2-category (H2pY,Zq of op.
cit. 3.2), which evaluates to the local category

FlatpqpD2,S1q : X̌{ǦÑ LX̌{Ǧq » HM̌
“ QC !pLX̌{Ǧq

since X̌{Ǧ ãÑ LX̌{Ǧ is a nil-isomorphism from a smooth stack, so
the relative construction simply encodes QC ! on the target.

‚ For pM, BMq “ pΣ,Hq we obtain the global “Eisenstein” category of
op. cit. as the factorization homology of the Hecke category, which
evaluates to the description of the global category in Theorem 18.3.4,

HM̌
Σ “

ż

Σ
HM̌ „

ÝÑ FlatpqpΣ,Hq : LocX̌ Ñ LocǦq.

‚ The pointing of HM̌
Σ is given by applying the functorality of Flat to

the unit of HM̌
“ QC !pLX̌{Ǧq, i.e., the pushforward of the dualizing

sheaf on YD “ X̌{Ǧ. We find the pushforward of O
LocX̌

under

FlatpLocX̌{LocX̌q “ QCpLocX̌q ÝÑ FlatpLocX̌{LocǦq,

i.e., the sheaf of relative differential operators.
In particular we highlight the following additional consequences of the

general construction of [HL22a]:
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Corollary 18.3.5. ‚ The algebra of L-observables OM̌,Σ P AlgpHΣq

(as endomorphisms of the pointing in HM̌
Σ ) is identified with the

enhanced algebra of relative differential operators Dpqq along q :

LocX̌ Ñ LocǦ (cf. Definition 18.1.9).
‚ The spectral Θ-series HM̌

Σ Ñ QC !pLocǦq of Definition 18.2.6 fac-
tors, with reference to the identification (18.5), through the relative
de Rham pushforward q˚,dR : FlatpLocX̌{LocǦq Ñ QC !pLocǦq (and
similarly for the factorizable version).

Concretely, we are thinking of the L-sheaf not as the pushforward q˚ ap-
plied to the ind-coherent sheaf ω

LocX̌
“ q˚ΥpOX̌

Locq, but as the relative de
Rham pushforward of the induced D-module of relative differential operators
IndpO

LocX̌
q P FlatpLocX̌{LocǦq (see Remark 18.1.4). It is this latter descrip-

tion that results naturally from the factorization homology of the spectral
Θ-series HM̌

Σ Ñ QC !pLocǦq and realizes the eigenproperty of the L-sheaf.

18.4. The twisted polarized case. We briefly discuss the modifications
necessary to carry out the construction of one-point and factorizable spectral
Θ-series and the description of L-observables in the case of twisted cotangent
bundles M̌ “ T ˚ΨX̌.

We follow the setup and approach of §17.4. Namely we first replace the
role of the Ǧ-space X̌ by that of the ǦˆGa-space Ψ Ñ X̌ to obtain one-point
and factorizable Θ-series functors

QC !pLΨ{GˆGaq //

''

QC !pLocGaq bQC
!pLocGq

HT˚Ψ

55

as in §15.2 and §18.3. Moreover the factorization homology HT˚Ψ is again
identified with relative flat connections for LocΨ over LocGa ˆ LocǦ. The
unit in HΨ is i˚ωΨ{GˆGa , and maps to the L-sheaf on LocGa ˆ LocǦ.

We now change perspective and consider this L-sheaf as representing the
integral transform

LocΨ
ǦˆGa

“ LocX̌
Ǧ

ww ''
LocGa LocǦ

which takes the spectral exponential sheaf on LocGa to the Whittaker L-sheaf
as in §11.6. This construction is linear for the (one-point or factorizable)
action of the Hecke category for Ga. Thus we may now pass everywhere
to modules for the factorization algebra O1 P HGa (the quantum version of
imposing the moment map value 1 for the Hamiltonian Ga-action on T ˚Ψ).
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This operation takes HΨ to the factorization HǦ-module

QC(pT ˚ΨX̌{Ǧq » O1-modpQC !pLΨ{ǦˆGaqq

as in Proposition 17.4.1. By Lemma 18.2.9 its factorization homology is
described by modules for the factorization homology O1,Σ of O1 P HGa in
the factorization homology of QC !pLΨ{ǦˆGaq. Thus the Θ-series functors
above become

HM̌ //

!!

HompO1,Σ-modpQC !pLocGaqq, QC
!pLocǦqq

HM̌

44

(where we have also used the Hecke-linear self-duality of QC !pLocq to turn
the tensor product into a functor category). Now observe that the spectral
exponential sheaf on LocGa is naturally an O1,Σ-module. Thus we may apply
the functors produced by the spectral Θ-series to the spectral exponential
sheaf, producing the desired Θ-series functors

HM̌ //

!!

QC !pLocǦq

HM̌

::

One can likewise carry out the quantum hamiltonian reduction by Ga

to identify the L-observables and their modules with the natural twisted
counterparts of relative differential operators and flat connections as in the
previous section. We omit the details.

18.5. Geometric Arthur Parameters. In the prior sections we have intro-
duced various constructions related to constructing the spectral analogues of
Whittaker sheaves. The basic situation for this section (as in §3.4 and §11.9)
is that we are given a subgroup Ȟ Ă Ǧ and a commuting sl2:

Ȟ ˆ SL2 Ñ Ǧ.

We restrict ourselves to even SL2s, i.e., we demand that the corresponding
cocharacter $ acts on ǧ with only even weights (see Remark 18.5.1 for a
discussion of the odd case). In the classical theory of automorphic forms
this situation is relevant to the construction of Arthur parameters: a Galois
parameter valued in Ȟ gives rise to an Arthur parameter valued in Ǧ. Let
us informally call this process “Arthur induction.”132

132It corresponds automorphically to a process that, starting with an automorphic
form on H, produces a new automorphic form on G, which is typically rather difficult to
construct but can sometimes be expressed in terms of residues of Eisenstein series.
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In §11.9 we constructed a spectral Whittaker induction functor from sheaves
on LocȞ to sheaves on LocǦ, while in §17.5 we constructed a local counter-
part from HȞ -modules to HǦ-modules. We now establish local-global com-
patibility and use it to identify the unusual Hecke eigenproperty of Whittaker
induction, with eigenvalues given by sheared local systems. In particular, we
check (Corollary 18.5.5) that Whittaker induction takes skyscrapers on LocȞ
to sheared skyscrapers on LocǦ, i.e., Hecke eigenvalues cohomologically re-
graded by the cocharacter $, as one expects from the theory of Arthur
parameters. This is a global counterpart of the “Arthur” properties of the
Hecke module QC(pM̌{Ǧq described in Section 7.5.9

In the current section, we spell out further a few details related to this,
which may be of independent interest, starting with the notion of sheared
local systems. We refer back to §14.6.5,14.6.6 and Conjecture 14.3.5 for a
parallel discussion on the numerical level.

Remark 18.5.1. [Odd SL2s] The case of odd SL2 triples is not covered by
our current construction. The essential issue is that of defining the global
spectral geometric quantization – i.e., L-sheaf – of a non-polarized symplectic
representation, in this case the action of the SL2 centralizer Ȟ onW “ u{u`.
Again, this question reduces to the case of the spectral Weil representation.

18.5.2. Sheared local systems. In Example 6.4.3 we discussed the equivalence
ReppǦq$( » ReppǦq, which does not respect the standard fiber functor. As
a result, the tensor category ReppǦq has many nonisomorphic fiber functors

p´q$( : ReppǦq Ñ Vect, V ÞÑ V $(

taking a representation to the shear of the underlying vector space by the
given cocharacter $ : Gm Ñ Ǧ. Geometrically, a cocharacter defines a map
B$ : BGm Ñ BǦ and such a map defines a sheared fiber functor

ReppǦq // ReppGmq
p´q( // ReppGmq

forget // Vect.

We will be interested in these functors primarily as defining ReppǦq-module
category structures on V ect – i.e., potential “eigenvalues” for ReppǦq-actions.
We denote Vect with this ReppǦq-module structure as Vect$( (or Vect

$(
ρ if

we keep track of twisting by a Ǧ-torsor).
This is a remarkable feature of Tannakian formalism in the derived set-

ting that diverges from classical experience: seemingly Tannakian categories
like ReppǦq have infinitely many non-isomorphic fiber functors due to the
phenomenon of shearing. Indeed Tannakian reconstruction in the derived
setting typically [Lurb, BHL17] requires that one impose connectivity (or
t-exactness) hypotheses to circumvent such phenomena (though see [Iwa18]
for a description of nonconnective fiber functors via correspondences). In
our current setting this bug is a remarkable feature: the sheared actions of
ReppǦq on Vect arise naturally as the Hecke eigenvalues for Arthur param-
eters (see e.g. [FN11, LL09]).
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Indeed, recall that Ǧ-local systems on a Riemann surface Σ are identified
with connective tensor functors ρ : ReppǦq Ñ LocpΣq to the tensor category
of local systems on Σ. If such ρ commutes with $ : Gm Ñ G this functor
can be sheared to give a new functor denoted ρ$(, which is no longer con-
nective and we think of as a “sheared Ǧ-local system.” Explicitly, for each
Ǧ-representation V we regrade the usual local system ρpV q P LocpΣqGm with
cohomological grading given by the $-grading of V .

These sheared local systems are not points of LocǦ in the usual sense,
but can be considered as “Tannakian points” of LocǦ, in that they give
non-connective tensor functors from QCpLocǦq to Vect. Namely, the Gm-
symmetry of the local system ρ defines a morphism iρ : pt{Gm Ñ LocǦ, and
hence a tensor functor

QCpLocǦq
i˚ρ // ReppGmq

p´q( // ReppGmq
forget // Vect.

Sheared local systems are closely associated with Arthur parameters. Given
an Ȟ-local system ρȞ and a homomorphism ȞˆSL2 Ñ Ǧ, the induced local
system ρ “ ρȞ ˆ

Ȟ Ǧ has in particular a reduction to the centralizer of the
induced cocharacter $ of Ǧ and we can form the sheared local system ρ$(,
which will play an important role in what follows.

18.5.3. Arthur induction. Recall that in §11.9 we used the L-sheaf for the
Whittaker space M̌ “ T ˚ΨǦ{U as the kernel for a spectral Whittaker induc-
tion functor

WI : QC !pLocȞq ÝÑ QC !pLocǦq

from sheaves on LocȞ to sheaves on LocǦ. On the other hand in §17.5 the
local spectral quantization of M̌ provided the kernel HȞˆSL2ÑǦ

for a local
counterpart, taking HȞ -modules to HǦ-modules. We now establish local-
global compatibility by applying the Whittaker version of spectral Θ-series
from §18.4:

Proposition 18.5.4. Local and global forms of Whittaker functoriality are
compatible:

‚ (One-point) Fixing a point x P Σ, WI lifts to a natural map WIH of
HǦ-modules

QC !pLocȞq
WI //

1bid ))

QC !pLocǦq

HǦÐȞˆSL2
bHȞ

QC !pLocȞq

WIH

55

‚ (Factorizable) More generally, WI lifts to a map WIH of HǦ-modules

HǦÐȞˆSL2
bHȞ QC

!pLocȞq ÝÑ QC !pLocǦq

where HȞˆSL2ÑǦ
is the factorization homology of HȞˆSL2ÑǦ

.
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Proof. Using the self-duality of QC!pLocȞq and the tensor product identifi-
cation

QC!pLocȞq bQC!pLocǦq » QC!pLocȞˆǦq

the desired functors are represented by integral transform constructions

HǦÐȞˆSL2
ÝÑ QC !pLocȞˆǦq

and
HǦÐȞˆSL2

ÝÑ QC !pLocȞˆǦq

linear for the one-point and global Hecke categories for Ȟ ˆ Ǧ, respectively.
Now observe that the source of these functors as the (one-point and factoriz-
able) spectral quantizations of the hyperspherical ǦˆȞ-space M̌ “ T ˚ΨǦ{U .
Thus the desired functors are provided by the (one-point and factorizable)
spectral Θ-series construction of §18.4. �

We will now apply Proposition 18.5.4 to establish “Arthur” properties of
the Whittaker induction functor, which are global analogues of the local
Arthur properties from §7.5.9. To do so we analyze HǦÐȞˆSL2

, a factor-
ization algebra in HǦ b HȞ -modules. Recall from Proposition 17.4.1 that
ignoring its factorization structure (fixing a point x P Σ), i.e., as a plain mod-
ule category for the monoidal categoryHǦbHȞ » QC(pǧ‹{ǦqbQC(pȟ‹{Ȟq,
we have an equivalence HǦÐȞˆSL2

» QC(pǦzT ˚ΨǦ{U{Ȟq, where the mod-
ule structure comes from applying QC( to the Ggr-equivaraint diagram

ǦzT ˚ΨǦ{U{Ȟ

xx &&
ǧ‹{Ǧ ȟ‹{Ȟ.

This identification does not respect factorization structures but it does re-
spect the SOp2q-action of changes of coordinates, so gives an equivalence
that is locally constant on Σ.

The Slodowy slice description of Example 3.4.10, provides an identification
of Ȟ ˆ Ǧ ˆ Ggr-spaces T ˚ΨǦ{U » ǧe ˆ Ǧ, where Ȟ œ ǧe via the coadjoint
action, compatibly with the moment map to ȟ‹, though not with the moment
map to ǧ‹. Thus we have an isomorphism

(18.6) HȞˆSL2ÑǦ
» QC(pǧe{Ȟq

as plain ReppǦq bHȞ -modules. Explicitly the ReppǦq action is given by

(18.7) ReppǦq » QCppt{Ǧq( Ñ QCppt{Ȟq Ñ QCpǧe{Hq
(

where the first isomorphism comes from the inner structure of the $-action
on Ǧ (see Example 6.4.3 and §18.5.2).

From this one can deduce the following

Corollary 18.5.5. Spectral Whittaker induction takes Langlands parameters
to Arthur parameters:
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(1) The functor WI produces f -antitempered sheaves

WI : QC !pLocȞq ÝÑ QC !
f´antipLocǦq Ă QC !pLocǦq,

i.e., sheaves annihilated by the local Hecke action at any x P Σ of the
sheared structure sheaf O(

Năf P QC
(pǧ‹{Ǧq.

(2) The functor WI is naturally $-sheared: for any x P Σ it inter-
twines the ReppȞq and ReppǦq-actions via the sheared forgetful func-
tor p´q$( : ReppǦq Ñ ReppȞq. Moreover the identification is locally
constant in Σ.

In particular for any smooth point tρȞu P LocȞ , the Whittaker induction
of the skyscraper WIpkρȞ q is an f -antitempered sheared Hecke eigensheaf
with eigenvalue the sheared local system pρǦq

$( of the induced Ǧ-local sys-
tem (cf. Section 18.5.2).

To make this more explicit, for fixed x P Σ, ρȞ determines an “eigenvalue”,
a HȞ » QC(pȟ˚{Ȟq-module VectρȞpxq, through

QC(pȟ˚{Ȟq
ev0 // ReppȞq

p´qρ
Ȟ
pxq
// Vect

and an eigensheaf, a HȞ -module functor

F : VectρȞpxq ÝÑ QC !pLocǦq.

Now apply Whittaker induction, which gives a map of HǦ-modules

VectρȞpxq bHȞ
HȞˆSL2ÑǦ

WIH˝F // QC !pLocǦq

By the Slodowy slice description above, as a plain ReppǦq-module this tensor
product is given by

VectρȞpxq bHȞ
QC(pǧe{Ȟq » QC(pǧ0

eq b V ect
$(
ρǦ

where ǧ0
e “ ǧeXhK is the moment map inverse of 0 P ȟ‹. In other words, the

induced module is given by the sheared local system ρ
$(
Ǧ

with multiplicity
space given by QC(pǧ0

eq.

Remark 18.5.6. We expect this construction, together with a description
of its adjoint, to provide an explicit description of the graded pieces of the
“Arthur filtration” of the spectral category by nilpotent orbits (as discussed
for example in [Lys]). See also §14.6.6 and Conjecture 14.3.5 for the numer-
ical counterpart to this picture.
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Table A.1.1. Modules under S, S(,Λ

S-mod S(-mod Λ-mod Ind-coherentpΛq
(a) S S( k k, see (A.4)
(b) k0 k( Λ Λ
(c) k1 See §A.2
(d) Srx´1s pSrx´1sq( (A.2)

Part 5. Appendices

Appendix A. Koszul Duality.

We discuss some examples of shearing in relation to Koszul duality and
the construction of a spectral analog of the exponential sheaf.

A.1. Koszul duality and sheaves on lines. We now examine in some
detail various categories of modules for symmetric and exterior algebras,
which arise throughout this work in many guises. As elsewhere, we work
with coefficients of characteristic zero, and all constructions are derived, i.e.,
take place in the relevant dg or 8-categories. (We recommend [GKM98] for
a thorough discussion of the basic issues of Koszul duality in the language
of triangulated categories, and [DG13] for the 8-categorical setting.)

The essential features are all visible in the case of the symmetric algebra
S “ krx0s in a single variable of cohomological degree 0, which we give Ggr-
weight ´2, and the Koszul dual exterior algebra Λ “ kry´1s on a generator
in cohomological degree ´1, which we give Ggr-weight 2. (We keep track of
cohomological degrees with subscripts and have x, y denote dual coordinates,
indicating Gm-weights. All algebras appearing in this section will be formal,
so we will often identify a dg algebra with its cohomology ring.)

Remark A.1.1 (Even shearings). Note that the Gm-weights appearing in
this section – and hence the associated shearings – are all even, so that we
do not encounter changes of parity and all vector spaces are considered even.

A.1.2. S-modules. The basic category we start from is the usual module
category for S, i.e., quasicoherent sheaves on the affine line A1 “ SpecpSq,

S-mod » QCpA1q.

We will keep track of four basic S-modules:
(a) the structure sheaf krx0s;
(b) the skyscraper k0 at 0, arising from S Ñ k sending x0 to 0;
(c) the skyscraper k1 at 1,arising from S Ñ k sending x0 to 1.
(d) the structure sheaf of the punctured line krx0, x0

´1s.
The first three objects are represented by perfect complexes of S-modules,
which categorically speaking form the small category of compact objects in
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the big category of arbitrary unbounded complexes of S-modules

PerfpSq “ pS-modqc ãÑ S-mod » IndpPerfpSqq.

A.1.3. S(-modules. Now let us shear, according to the Ggr-action: we have
S( » krx2s where u “ x2 has cohomological degree 2, which we identify
with the Gm-equivariant cohomology ring H˚pBGmq. Passing to categories
of modules, we have

S(-mod » QC(pA1q.

As discussed in § 6.3, QC(pA1q is not equivalent to QCpA1q itself, though
the corresponding categories of graded modules are equivalent, i.e., quasi-
coherent sheaves on A1{Gm is equivalent to its shear. The category S(-mod
has a topological interpretation as a form of the Gm-equivariant category
of a point. More precisely it is the ind-finite’ or “renormalized” form of
ShvGmpptq, defined as the ind-category ofGm-equivariant constructible sheaves
on a point.

We note three basic objects in QC(pA1q:

(a) the regular module S( “ H˚Gmpptq itself;
(b) the augmentation k(0 “ k “ H˚GmpGmq;
(d) the periodic module krx2, x2

´1s (the structure sheaf of the sheared
punctured line, or Gm-Tate cohomology of a point).

The first two are compact objects, i.e., objects of the small category PerfpS(q “

QC(pA1qc. These objects (endowed with evident Gm-equivariant structures)
are the shears of the correspondingly labelled objects (a), (b), (d) inside S-
modules. However, the ungraded S-module k1 does not have an analogue in
the sheared category.

A.1.4. Λ-modules. Let us consider the Koszul dual setting. Let

Λ “ kry´1s » HomS(pk, kq

be the Koszul dual (homological) exterior algebra, which is naturally identi-
fied with the homology H˚pGmq with its Pontrjagin product (i.e., the “topo-
logical group algebra” of Gm). We can also consider Λ as the ring of functions
on the affine derived scheme SpecpΛq » A1r´1s, the shifted version of the
dual affine line, so that Λ-mod » QCpA1r´1sq. Topologically, Λ-modules re-
alize locally constant actions of Gm, i.e., Gm-equivariant sheaves on a point;
indeed Λ-modules recover the standard notion of equivariant D-modules on
a point,

Λ-mod » DpBGmq.

We note two basic bounded coherent (finite dimensional) objects in Λ-mod:
(a) the augmentation k, and
(b) the regular module Λ.
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Again the small category of compact objects here is given by perfect com-
plexes of Λ-modules. The first object is not perfect (=compact), while the
latter is. In the realization Λ-mod » QCpA1r´1sq, k corresponds to the
skyscraper sheaf at the origin, a singular point.

We have functors switching the augmentation and regular modules for S(
and Λ

(A.1) ´bS(k : S(-mod ÐÑ Λ-mod : HomΛpk,´q

k ÐÑ Λr´1s

S( ÐÑ k.

i.e., they exchange equivariant and ordinary cohomology ofGm-spaces [GKM98];
Λr´1s can be thought of as the dualizing sheaf of Λ, or as the cohomology
of Gm.

In particular the functors can not be inverse equivalences on the full (un-
bounded) categories of modules, since the noncompact augmentation of Λ

is taken to the regular module for S(, and the latter is compact inside the
category of S(-modules. In other words, they don’t restrict to equivalences
of the categories of perfect modules for S( and Λ, though they do identify
perfect S(-modules with bounded coherent Λ-modules.

Another way to see the failure of (A.1) to be an equivalence is that the
periodic module krx2, x

´1
2 s P S(-mod vanishes under (A.1), for it is sent to

the acyclic complex

(A.2) Per : ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ kry´1s
y´1
Ñ kry´1s

y´1
Ñ kry´1s Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

In this equation, the various copies of kry´1s are placed in degrees that differ
by 2 from each other.

A.1.5. Ind-coherent modules for Λ. We can make Koszul duality (A.1) an
equivalence by “correcting” either side.

The solution we will adopt is to correct the side of Λ-modules: we en-
large Λ-mod “ QCpA1r´1sq to the ind-coherent category of Λ, i.e., the ind-
category of the category of Λ-modules with finite-dimensional cohomology.
We will denote this category by QC !pA1r´1sq. This enlarged category of
Λ-modules consists of formal colimits of finite dimensional (coherent) Λ-
modules. If we replace Λ by a usual ring (rather than a dg-ring) the ind-
coherent category can be equivalently described as the (dg-enhanced) homo-
topy category of injective complexes of Λ-modules [Kra05]; in such a category
acyclic complexes of the general form (A.2) need not be trivial.

Since the category of Λ modules is the ind-completion of the category of
perfect complexes, extending the inclusion of perfect into coherent complexes
gives

(A.3) Ξ : QC Ñ QC !.
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We warn that Ξ does not agree, when restricted to coherent sheaves, to the
tautological inclusion of coherent sheaves into QC ! – see examples (b), (b)’
below.

Remark A.1.6. We note that there is also a functor

Ψ : QC ! Ñ QC

in the opposite direction (we follow the lettering of [Gai11a]), which is right
adjoint to Ξ, and arises from the ind-completion of the inclusion of coherent
sheaves into QC. This functor is not fully faithful. (In the case when Λ is a
usual Noetherian ring, this Ψ is just the tautological functor from injective
complexes to the derived category and is denoted Q by Krause.)

The passage from usual modules to the ind-coherent category has the effect
of (in fact is designed for) forcing the augmentation of Λ to be a compact
object (in fact a compact generator) like S( P pS(q-mod, and indeed Koszul
duality now extends to an equivalence

S(-mod “ QC(pA1q ÐÑ QC !pA1r´1sq “ IndpΛ¨-modf.d.q.

Some examples:

(b) k as a Λ-module is coherent and thus gives an object of the ind-
coherent category (via the inclusion of the coherent category to the
ind-coherent). It will be convenient, for comparison with what follows
to represent k by the coherent complex of free modules

(A.4) k : ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ 0 Ñ kry´1s
y´1
Ñ kry´1s

y´1
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

(where the various copies of kry´1s are generated in degrees 1, 3, 5, . . . )
and under Koszul duality corresponds to S(.

(b)’ The image of k under the functor Ξ of (A.3) can be thought of as
the bounded above complex of free Λ-modules:

(A.5) Ξpkq : ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ kry´1s
y´1
Ñ kry´1s Ñ 0 Ñ 0 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

where the various copies of kry´1s are generated in degrees 0,´2,´4, . . . ,
and which we regard as being in the ind-coherent category by taking
only finitely many terms of the above, and then taking a direct limit.
Ξpkqr1s corresponds under Koszul duality to S(rx´1

2 s{S(, which is a
direct limit of torsion modules.

(c) The infinite acyclic complex encountered in A.2, understood as the
colimit of bounded-below truncations as above, now yields a nonzero
object Per of the ind-coherent category, which fits now into a sequence
k Ñ Per Ñ Ξpkqr1s. This Per is the image of S(rx´1

2 s under Koszul
duality. Under the functor Ψ of Remark A.1.6 it is carried to the
trivial object.
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A.1.7. Singular support. The distinction between the categories

Λ-mod » QCpA1r´1sq, S(-mod » QC !pA1r´1sq

can also be captured by the theory of singular support of (ind-)coherent
sheaves [BIK08, AG15].

Namely, the singular support of an object of QC !pA1r´1sq is a closed coni-
cal subset of A1 – i.e., either t0u or all of A1! Explicitly the singular support
is zero if and only if the Koszul dual module is torsion. “Quasicoherent
sheaves are ind-coherent sheaves with trivial singular support,” in the sense
that

Ξ : QCpA1r´1sq Ñ QC !pA1r´1sq

is fully faithful with essential image those objects with zero singular support.

Remark A.1.8. Care is needed with these notions! As we saw above, the
augmentation object k in Λ-modules can be considered in QC ! in two differ-
ent ways, giving the objects called k and Ξpkq above.

- The singular support of k is A1, but
- The singular support of Ξpkq is t0u.

A.2. The spectral exponential sheaf. We now define an exotic object on
the affine line which plays the role of the exponential D-module or Artin-
Schreier sheaf in the coherent setting. It can be considered a spectrally
quantized form of the Hamiltonian Ga-space

pt1 :“ a point with moment map value 1 P g˚a.

In other words, we are seeking an algebraic avatar of the exponential func-
tion, which defines a character of the Lie algebra

exp : ga :“ LiepGaq Ñ k

of the additive group – but not of the additive group itself. Correspondingly,
we are going to construct this spectral exponential not as a quasicoherent
sheaf on BGa, but rather inside a sheared version of that category. Indeed,
the category QCpBGaq “ ReppGaq of representations of the additive group is
identified by Cartier duality with sheaves on the dual additive formal group,
i.e., the formal completion of the dual Lie algebra g˚a at 0, and thus doesn’t
have an object corresponding to the skyscraper k1. However, we can perform
the decompletion formally using Koszul duality and shearing.

To formalize this, we use the same setting as the previous section, with
Koszul dual symmetric and exterior algebras S “ krx0s (where x0 has Gm

weight ´2) and Λ “ kry´1s (where y1 has Gm weight 2). To make the link
with what we just said, we adopt the following point of view:

- We view the y-line A1r´1s » ΩGa as the based loops in the additive
group.133

133Equivalently, the shift by 2 of the classifying stack BGa » A1
r1s (a coaffine stack,

cf.Remark 6.4.1).
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- We view the x-line SpecpSq » g˚a as the dual Lie algebra of the
additive group.

As discussed above, Koszul duality identifies ind-coherent sheaves on the
y-line

QC !pA1r´1sq » QC(pg˚aq

with the shear of ordinary quasicoherent sheaves on x-line. This is an equiv-
alence of Gm-categories, where, writing out the actions:

‚ the shearing Gm is acting on A1 by the inverse square character, and
on the coordinate y on A1 by the square character;

‚ dually, the shearing Gm acts on g˚a by the square character, and on
the coordinate x on g˚a by the inverse square character.

Now observe that since the Gm-weights of x and y are opposite, we find a
sheared Koszul duality equivalenc

QC !pA1r´1sq(,negated action » QCpg˚aq.

On the left, we are now shearing by the the inverse of the action just de-
scribed, i.e. the Gm-action on A1r´1s is through squaring. We are led to
the following definition:

Definition A.2.1. Let Gm act on A1 through squaring. The spectral expo-
nential sheaf

exp P QC !pA1r´1sq(

is the image of the skyscraper k1 at 1 (evaluation module at 1 P g˚a) by the
sheared Koszul duality equivalence QCpg˚aq » QC !pA1r´1sq(.

Here are a couple of different ways to think about this construction:
‚ Recall that by definition, the shear of a category has the same Gm-
equivariant objects as the original category, but with the enriched
graded Hom-spaces modified by a shear, and from this data one for-
mally reconstructs the whole category. Thus we start with the Gm-
equivariant skyscraper, the augmentation object k P QC !pAr´1sq,
which corresponds to S( P S(-mod. Thus its endomorphism algebra
is the symmetric algebra S(. Now, the sheared category QC!pAr´1sq(

is built so that (i) it has an object by name k( but (ii) this object
has endomorphisms the naive symmetric algebra S “ krx0s itself
(now entirely in degree zero), so that (iii) we can form the triangle
k(

x0´1
Ñ k(. This formal construction is exp.

‚ We can see exp as a deformation of O(, the shear of the struc-
ture sheaf O P QC !pA1r´1sq, in the sense that there is a functor
QCpA1q Ñ QC!pAr´1sq( carrying the skyscraper k0 at 0 toO and the
skyscraper at 1 to exp (this is just a rephrasing of Definition A.2.1).
With reference to this functor, the “deformation class” in Ext1pk0, k0q

is carried to the degree `1 endomorphism of O(, which comes from
taking y´1 : O Ñ O, and shearing: y1 “ y

(
´1 : O( Ñ O( has degree
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1. We can think of the pair of O and the self-map y´1 as a kind of
semiclassical limit of exp.

Remark A.2.2. Note that the exponential sheaf exp is naturally a character
sheaf on the group-stack A1r´1s “ ΩA1, i.e., a (commutative) algebra object
with respect to the convolution symmetric monoidal structure. This follows
from the commutative algebra structure with respect to tensor product on
the skyscraper sheaf under the symmetric monoidal functors of shearing
and Koszul duality (which identifies the convolution symmetric monoidal
structure with tensor product of modules for the symmetric algebra). A
similar observation was made by Hilburn and Yoo [HY].

Appendix B. Sheaf theory

In this appendix we survey the somewhat bewildering array of different
categories of sheaves that we encounter in the paper. Definitive reference
for many of the features we recall include [DG13, GR17, AGK`20b]. The
contents of the section are as follows:

‚ §B.2 recalls general features of the category theory we will use.
‚ §B.3 discusses categories of algebraic sheaves (“coherent sheaf the-
ory").

‚ §B.4 begins our discussion of categories of topological sheaves (“con-
structible sheaf theory").

‚ §B.5 continues by discussing constructible sheaf theory on stacks.
‚ §B.6 discusses the “finiteness versus safety” distinction for constructible
sheaf theory on stacks (also known as renormalization).

‚ §B.7 discusses constructible sheaves on infinite type objects.
‚ §B.8 discusses duality structures on categories of sheaves.
‚ §B.9 colllects some notions we will make use of concerning sheaves
of categories, the ULA condition and rigid tensor categories.

B.1. The format of sheaf theories: synopsis. Let us first start with
a synopsis of the overall format of sheaf theories. The (dg) categories we
encounter come in two general flavors, “small” (consisting of sheaves with
finiteness conditions, such as coherence or constructibility) and “large” (con-
sisting of unbounded complexes and closed under arbitrary direct sums). The
sheaf theories are divided into two archetypes: topological (A-side) (starting
in §B.4), appearing on the automorphic side of the Langlands correspon-
dence and algebraic (B-side), Section B.3, appearing on the spectral side.
The topological theories are further divided in three types: de Rham, Betti
and (intermediate between the two) étale.

The general format of the construction of sheaf categories is as follows.
One first defines sheaves on the basic building blocks – for example, finite
type schemes (see below for more precise discussion). This assembles into a
contravariant functor from such schemes to categories under (suitably cho-
sen) pullback. To incorporate pushforwards, base change and adjunctions, it
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is extremely convenient to use the formalism of correspondences as laid out
in [GR17] making sheaf categories a functor out of a category of correspon-
dences of schemes.

Next we need to define sheaf theory on more general objects in algebraic
geometry, such as stacks, infinite-type schemes, ind-schemes, and most gen-
erally prestacks (arbitrary “functors of points”, i.e., functors from affines to
simplicial sets). A unifying theme in sheaf theory is that we first define cat-
egories of sheaves on a class of objects which we take to be basic building
blocks. We then define the category of sheaves in general as the limit of the
categories of sheaves on building blocks under pullback – i.e., as a right Kan
extension.

So the question is: what are the basic building blocks? We will encounter
three basic variants of this idea in the “topological” setting.

‚ [Safe sheaves] Here we take the basic building blocks to be finite type
schemes. The resulting categories built by right Kan extension will
be called safe sheaf categories. These are the sheaf categories most
commonly used in the geometric Langlands program, eg [AGK`20b].
The corresponding compact objects in these categories on algebraic
stacks are the safe sheaves of [DG13] and hence we refer to objects
of the large categories as ind-safe sheaves.

‚ [Finite sheaves and “renormalization”].
There is an alternative which is often better adapted to equivari-

ant settings: take the basic building blocks to be finite type alge-
braic stacks and there we use the category of ind-finite sheaves, i.e.,
the ind-category of “finite” objects (constructible sheaves or coher-
ent D-modules). We then use these sheaf categories as the basic
building blocks to define the categories of ind-finite sheaves on arbi-
trary prestacks (still locally of finite type). These are referred to as
renormalized sheaf categories in the geometric Langlands literature.

The distinction between ind-finite sheaves and ind-safe sheaves on
stacks arises from the fact that, for example, the constant sheaf on
BG is certainly finite in a reasonable sense – for example, working
locally on covers – but is not a compact object of the safe sheaf
category. This is an aspect of the fundamental theme of comple-
tion/decompletion in equivariant topology, and plays the role on the
automorphic side that the distinction between perfect and coherent
complexes (an aspect of singularity theory) plays on the spectral side.

‚ [Sheaves in infinite type] Finally, in local Langlands we encounter
geometric objects of infinite type, such as the loop group GF , the arc
and loop schemes XO, XF for X an affine G-scheme and the quotient
stack XF {GO. To define sheaf theory in this context requires an op-
posite procedure: (affine, or quasi-compact quasi-separated) schemes
of infinite type are naturally constructed as limits of schemes of finite
type. One defines sheaf categories on such objects as colimits of sheaf
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categories on finite type schemes under pullback, in other words as a
left Kan extension. (Here again there’s a bifurcation, whether we use
!- or ˚-pullback, though the two theories give equivalent answers in
the placid setting.) We again can choose how to treat equivariance
for affine group schemes like GO (with safety or finiteness). Once
(equivariant) sheaves have been defined on all schemes in this fash-
ion we can use them as building blocks (under colimits) for general
stacks, ind-schemes and prestacks and use the same (right Kan or
limit) procedure as before to extend sheaf theory.

B.2. Higher categories: small and large. Let us begin by specifying the
world in which we take categories of sheaves as living. Recall that we work
over a fixed field k of coefficients, of characteristic zero. We work primarily
with k-linear differential graded (dg) categories, and often abuse notation to
refer to such objects simply as categories. Moreover our dg categories will
always be stable (or pre-triangulated, a property which implies that their
homotopy category is triangulated). An equivalent notion is provided by the
theory of stable k-linear 8-categories, and we use the terms “dg category”
and “stable k-linear 8-category” interchangeably. Eventually, of course, it
would be desirable to have a formulation of our conjectures in arbitrary
characteristic, in which case the language of stable 8-categories would be
more suitable, but in our present setting we find it conceptually easier to
speak of dg-categories.

We will use the language of homotopical algebra developed by Lurie in [Lur09a,
Lura], for which we refer to the exposition in [GR17, I.1.5-8].

We consider two main classes of dg-categories, informally referred to as
“small” and “large”. This refers to the size of the category in a set-theoretic
sense: the categories that we call “small” are essentially small (i.e., their
isomorphism classes are sets), while the large categories are not, and are
typically obtained ind-completing small categories. The small categories we
consider are closed under finite limits and colimits, while the large ones
are closed under all (small) limits and colimits. We will distinguish them
notationally using either lower case/upper case letters, or without/with an
overline;

example of notation: Shv or S (small) versus SHV or S
(big).

‚ The 8-category DGCatk has as objects small, idempotent-complete dg-
categories with morphisms given by exact functors. Such dg-categories are
closed under finite (homotopy) limits and colimits. Examples include (dg-
enhanced derived) categories of constructible sheaves, perfect complexes or
bounded coherent complexes or finitely presented modules over a ring.
‚ The 8-category DGCatk has as objects presentable dg-categories with

morphisms given by colimit-preserving functors. Presentability encodes that
these categories are cocomplete (closed under all small colimits - in particular
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infinite direct sums), but also accessible (are generated under suitably con-
trolled colimits by a small set of objects – a weaker notion than compact gen-
eration). They are automatically closed also under all small limits [Lur09a,
Corollary 5.5.2.4], and enjoy the 8-categorical form of the adjoint functor
theorem [Lur09a, Corollary 5.5.2.9]. Thus the large categories are much
more suited for formal categorical operations. Examples include the (dg-
enhanced) unbounded derived categories of quasicoherent sheaves or of all
modules over a ring.

Both DGCatk and DGCatk admit natural structures of symmetric monoidal
8-categories under the Lurie tensor product. In particular we may perform
higher algebra in these settings and speak of algebra objects (which are them-
selves monoidal dg categories and have their internal theory of algebras and
modules), modules, tensor products and so on, with all notions taken in the
homotopical (8-categorical) sense.

One can formally add filtered colimits to a small category C to obtain a
(compactly-generated) presentable category IndpCq, and this defines a sym-
metric monoidal functor

Ind : DGCatk ÝÑ DGCatk.

Conversely we may pass from a presentable category D to its small category
of compact objects Dc. These operations define quasi-inverse equivalences
between the category of small categories DGCatk and that of compactly gen-
erated presentable categories, with morphisms restricted to functors which
preserve compact objects. This allows us to pass back and forth between the
small and large settings when convenient, and indeed all large categories of
interest to us will be compactly generated.

Remark B.2.1 (Calculating colimits of large categories). An important
technique for working with large categories is that a colimit in DGCatk under
functors which have colimit-preserving right adjoints (i.e., in the compactly
generated setting, functors that preserve compact objects) can be identified
with the limit in DGCatk of the same categories under the right adjoints.
This is [Lur09a, Corollary 5.5.3.4], identifying the opposite of the8-category
PrL of presentable categories under left adjoints (where DGCatk is defined
as Vectk-modules) the 8-category PrR of presentable categories under right
adjoints.

B.2.2. Dual categories. Recall that a (presentable dg) category C is dualiz-
able if there exists another presentable category C_ and (colimit-preserving)
functors

u : Vect Ñ C b C_

(the unit or coevaluation) and

ε : C b C_ Ñ Vect

(the counit or evaluation) satisfying a standard relation. (See [Lura, 4.6] for
the general 8-categorical notion of duality.) Such duality data are uniquely
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determined in the higher categorical sense, i.e., up to contractible choices, if
they exist. Compactly generated categories C “ IndpCcq are automatically
dualizable, and the dual category can be described explicitly as the ind-
category of the opposite to the small category of compact objects,

C_ » IndppCcqopq.

Self-duality for a category is an identification C_ » C, which could come
from a contravariant autoequivalence of the generating category of compact
objects. Self-duality is equivalent to giving unit and counit maps

U : Vect Ñ C b C, E : C b C Ñ Vect

satisfying the same relation. Self-duality is additional data, but it suffices to
specify the unit U (which reproduces an isomorphism C_ » C by tensoring
with C_ and contracting by ε). In the presence of self-duality we can convert
bilinear forms to endomorphisms, i.e., we have an equivalence C b C Ñ

EndpCq.

B.3. Coherent sheaf theories. On the spectral side of the Langlands cor-
respondence we will make use of categories of coherent sheaves on derived
schemes and stacks of finite type over k, a field of characteristic zero. These
come in two main variants:

- On the one hand, the big category of quasicoherent sheaves QCpXq
and its small version PerfpXq consisting of perfect complexes;

- on the other hand the big category QC !pXq of ind-coherent sheaves
and its small version CohpXq consisting of coherent sheaves (bounded
coherent complexes).

Both have natural pullback and pushforward functors and symmetric monoidal
structures. The former enjoys f˚ functoriality without any restrictions and
plays the role of “functions”, with tensor unit O, while the latter enjoys f !

functoriality without any restrictions and plays the role of “distributions”,
with tensor unit the dualizing sheaf ω. The book [GR17] provides a com-
prehensive account of the general sheaf theory, while the articles [DG13,
BZFN10] provide convenient starting points and the articles [Gai11a, AG15]
develop the key properties of ind-coherent sheaves and the notion of sin-
gular support, which interpolates between the two sheaf theories. For the
convenience of the reader we provide a very brief synopsis.

B.3.1. Quasicoherent sheaves. The big category QCpXq of quasicoherent
sheaves on any derived stack is defined as follows. We first define QC as
a functor on affine schemes by assigning QCpSq “ OpSq-mod with pullback
f˚ given by tensor product. We can then use right Kan extension to define
QCpXq for any stack (or prestack) X, i.e.,

QCpXq “ lim
Ð
QCpSq
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where the limit is over the category of affines over X: “a quasicoherent sheaf
on X is a (star-pullback-) compatible system of quasicoherent sheaves on
affines mapping to X.”

By construction we have pullback functors f˚ : QCpY q Ñ QCpXq for any
morphism f : X Ñ Y . For X a QCA (quasicompact with affine diagonal)
algebraic stack of finite type, the compact objects QCpXqc “ PerfpXq are
given by the perfect complexes (locally representable by finite complexes
of vector bundles). Moreover QCpXq is dualizable, satisfies the Künneth
formula QCpX ˆ Y q » QCpXq b QCpY q and (as a result) is canonically
self-dual. For arbitrary QCA morphisms f : X Ñ Y the functor f˚ has a
colimit-preserving right adjoint f˚ satisfying base change and the projection
formula. Under the more stringent condition (satisfied in most common
stacks in characteristic zero, in particular every stack we’ll encounter) that
X is perfect we also have that

QCpXq » IndpPerfpXqq,

i.e., QCpXq is compactly generated by the perfect complexes. Finally, we
recall that ˚-tensor product of sheaves (˚-pullback of external tensor products
along the diagonal) endows QCpXq with a symmetric monoidal structure,
with unit the structure sheafOX (the ˚-pullback of k from a point), satisfying
the projection formula.

B.3.2. Ind-coherent sheaves. For a quasicompact scheme X, we have the
familiar small category CohpXq of coherent sheaves (bounded coherent com-
plexes), a full subcategory of QCpXq. We have an inclusion PerfpXq Ă
CohpXq which is an equivalence precisely when X is smooth. The corre-
sponding large category

QC !pXq “ IndpCohpXqq

is the category of ind-coherent sheaves. By construction it comes with a
unique colimit-preserving functor ΨX : QC !pXq Ñ QCpXq extending the
inclusion CohpXq Ñ QCpXq. This functor is an equivalence on the bounded
below subcategories with respect to standard t-structures, and can be recon-
structed purely from the t-structure on QC !pXq as left completion. For X
a bounded (eventually coconnective – i.e., the structure sheaf is supported
in a finite number of cohomological degrees) derived scheme this functor is
essentially surjective and exhibits QCpXq as a colocalization of QC !pXq.
Moreover QC !pXq can be recovered from QCpXq with its t-structure as
anti-completion [Lurb, C.5.5.]. The “difference” between quasicoherent and
ind-coherent sheaves, i.e., the kernel of ΨX , sits in cohomological degree ´8,
i.e., all the cohomologies of an object in the kernel of ΨX vanish.

Ind-coherent sheaves are extended to stacks in parallel fashion to the def-
inition of QC. First, ind-coherent sheaves on quasicompact schemes enjoy
a continuous !-pullback functor and ˚-pushforward functor, which form an
adjoint pair pp˚, p!q for proper morphisms and satisfy base change. In fact
they naturally assemble together to form a functor out of the correspondence
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category of schemes [GR17, Part III]. As with QC and ˚-pullbacks, we can
then right Kan extend QC ! (now with !-pullbacks) to all prestacks locally of
finite type. The full correspondence formalism also extends to this setting,
where we can !-pullback along any morphism and ˚-pushforward along any
quasicompact schematic morphism. Moreover pp˚, p!q adjunction holds for
any (ind-)proper morphism.

The correspondence formalism automatically encodes a symmetric monoidal
structure on QC ! – the !-tensor product b!, defined as !-pullback to the di-
agonal of the external product. Moreover this monoidal structure satisfies
the projection formula (see [GR17, Section 2, Introduction to Part III]). An
important further structure on QC ! is that of module over pQC,bq [GR17,
II.6]. The functors Ψ is naturally QC-linear, as is pushforward – one of
two “mixed” forms of the projection formula for the action of QC on QC !

(see [GR17, Proposition I.4.3.3.7] and §13.3). We will use the notation b for
both the tensor structure on QC and its action on QC ! and the notation b!

for the tensor of QC !.
For any QCA stack, QC !pXq “ IndpCohpXqq is compactly generated by

coherent complexes, satisfies the Künneth formula and is canonically self-
dual. This self-duality provides a natural general formulation of Serre du-
ality, and makes !-pullbacks and ˚-pushforwards dual functors. It carries a
symmetric monoidal structure, the !-tensor product, with unit the dualizing
sheaf ωX (the !-pullback of k from a point). It also carries the structure of
QCpXq-module category compatible with pushforwards (via the projection
formula). Acting on ωX defines a functor ΥX : QCpXq Ñ QC !pXq, which is
dual to the colocalization ΨX when the latter makes sense (for schemes or
algebraic stacks).

B.3.3. Singular support. The theory of singular support of coherent sheaves
on quasi-smooth134 stacks [AG15] allows one to quantify and control the
difference between perfect complexes and coherent sheaves, or equivalently
between their “large” counterparts, quasicoherent and ind-coherent sheaves.

Informally speaking, the notion of singular support of a coherent sheaf F P
CohpXq is a microlocal measure of singularity of sheaves (see Section 18.1.1):
it records not only the points x where F is not perfect, but also the 1-shifted
codirections ξ P H´1pT ˚xXq where this failure occurs. In the context of
the Koszul dual algebras Λ “ OpA1r´1sq, S( “ H˚Gmpptq, as in §A.1, the
singular support of a coherent Λ-module is the support of the corresponding
S(-module.

For a general quasi-smooth stack, the assignment x ÞÑ ξ P H´1pT ˚xXq
forms a classical stack, the stack of singularities SingpXq. We study local
deformations of X near x, governed by H1 of the tangent complex at x, and
record for which ones F is obstructed from deforming, as evidenced by a

134Quasi-smooth stacks are the “derived lci” stacks – for our purposes they are the
quotients by affine groups of schemes with tangent complex of amplitude r0, 1s, i.e., locally
isomorphic to the (derived) fiber of a map of affine spaces.
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corresponding class in Ext2pF ,Fq. This defines a conical closed subset of
SingpXq.

Conversely, given Λ Ă SingpXq we can consider CohΛpXq, the cate-
gory of coherent sheaves with singular support contained in Λ, and its ind-
category QC !

ΛpXq which sits between QCpXq “ QC !
t0upXq and QC

!pXq “

QC !
SingpXqpXq.

B.4. Topological sheaf theories on finite type schemes. On the auto-
morphic side of the Langlands correspondence we will make use of variants
of categories of constructible sheaves on schemes and stacks, as reviewed
in [GKRV19, Appendix A] and [AGK`20b, Appendix E,F,G]. As a general
convention we use Shv to denote small categories of sheaves of constructible
nature, and SHV for corresponding large categories. Our notation is designed
so that for finite type schemes X (but not for general finite type stacks!) the
large and small categories recover each other by passing to ind-objects and
to compact objects:

(B.1) SHVpXq “ Ind ShvpXq and ShvpXq “ SHVpXqc.

We generally refer to objects of ShvpXq as finite sheaves and objects of
SHVpXq as ind-finite sheaves.

We will consider three types of topological sheaf theories: de Rham, con-
structible and Betti. In each case, the sheaf theories have a microlocal aspect
– they admit a notion of singular support in the cotangent bundle. In fact,
our convention is that “Betti” always refers to sheaves with La-
grangian singular support, as discussed below.

B.4.1. Constructible/étale. Let k “ Q` and X be a scheme of finite type over
an algebraically closed field F with characteristic different than `. In this set-
ting we take ShvetpXq to refer to (the derived dg-category of) bounded con-
structible complexes of `-adic étale sheaves. (See [GL19] for an8-categorical
treatment of `-adic étale sheaves.) Its ind-category is the large category
SHVetpXq “ IndpShvetpXqq of ind-constructible étale sheaves.

For a scheme of finite type X{C and any k, we can consider the dg de-
rived category of constructible complexes of sheaves of k-vector spaces in the
analytic topology. We will also refer to this category as the “étale” category
of sheaves, ShvetpXq, although “constructible” is a more standard name, be-
cause the two can be treated simultanesously, in the context of the present
paper. We let SHVetpXq “ IndpShvetpXqq the corresponding category of
ind-constructible sheaves.

Étale sheaves (in either sense) enjoy the full six-functor formalism, in
particular have adjoint pairs pf˚, f˚q and pf!, f

!q of functors for arbitrary
morphisms.

In both settings there is a notion of singular support, which is a conical
Lagrangian Λ Ă T ˚X and one can consider full subcategories of sheaves
ShvΛpXq and SHVΛpXq with prescribed singular support. In the case of
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`-adic sheaves in positive characteristic, the notion of singular support is the
one coming from Beilinson’s definition in [Bei16].

B.4.2. de Rham. Let X denote a scheme of finite type over k. The de Rham
model of sheaf theory is given by D-modules: SHVdRpXq “ DpXq denotes
the large category of all quasicoherent D-modules on X (see [DG13]). This
category is most familiar (and realized as modules for the sheaf of differential
operators) for X smooth, but can be defined for any X either by embedding
X as a closed subscheme of a smooth scheme or intrinsically as ind-coherent
sheaves on the de Rham space XdR. It is compactly generated, with com-
pact objects ShvdRpXq “ DcohpXq forming the derived category of bounded
coherent complexes of D-modules. Thus we have DpXq » IndpDcohpXqq.
Note that coherence is (as usual) taken in the sense of D-modules, so that
e.g. D itself is coherent, though it is far from coherent as an O-module.
D-modules have f ! and f˚ functoriality in general, with pf˚, f !q adjoint for

proper morphisms and pf !, f˚q adjoint up to a shift for smooth morphisms.
Among these compact objects we find holonomic D-modules, which give

constructible sheaves under the “solutions” functor of the Riemann–Hilbert
correspondence. (The RH functor restricts to an equivalence on holonomic
D-modules with regular singularities.) They enjoy the full six functor for-
malism, with the same formal properties as in the étale sheaf theories above.

For example, fixing a conical Lagrangian135 Λ Ă T ˚X we have the full sub-
category Dcoh

Λ pXq Ă DcohpXq of coherent D-modules with singular support
(or characteristic variety) contained in Λ, which are in particular holonomic,
and its ind-category which is a full subcategory DΛpXq Ă DpXq.

Holonomic D-modules are far from generating all D-modules, and the
existence of coherent D-modules such as DX itself (with singular support all
of T ˚X) encodes useful phenomena such as algebraically varying families of
monodromies.

B.4.3. Betti. Finally for a scheme of finite type X{C and any k, we have
the rather wild large category SHVallpXq of all sheaves of k-vector spaces
on the underlying topological space Xan of X in the (Hausdorff) complex
analytic topology. This theory is far less familiar in algebraic geometry than
the de Rham and étale variants; we merely summarize the main facts the
reader can find in [AGK`20b, Appendix G]. This category is not compactly
generated, and for us only plays a role similar to the role played by this pa-
per to most readers: a giant storage bin in which to find objects of interest.
One can specify nice classes of sheaves by picking a stratification of X, or
by the closely related method [KS94] of fixing the allowed singular support
of sheaves – the codirections on X outside of which we require sheaves to
be locally constant. Namely, for any conical Lagrangian Λ Ă T ˚X there is

135Though we will only need smooth schemes X, the theory of singular support
for each of the constructible sheaf theories discussed extends naturally to singular X,
see [AGK`20b, E.6].
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a full subcategory SHVB
Λ pXq Ă SHVallpXq of sheaves with singular support

contained in Λ, which we refer to as Betti sheaves. Such sheaves are auto-
matically locally constant along an associated stratification, whose union of
conormals contains Λ. More generally we define Betti sheaves to be sheaves
with singular support contained in some Lagrangian Λ, i.e.,

(B.2) SHVBpXq “ lim
Ñ,Λ

SHVB
Λ pXq.

This is a compactly generated presentable dg category which we consider as
a less wild storage bin that in particular contains all constructible sheaves
on X.

An illustrative example comes by requiring zero singular support, i.e., Λ
is the zero section of T ˚X. In this case we find SHVB

t0upXq “ LOCpXq,
the large category of locally constant sheaves on X, representations of the
fundamental8-groupoid ofX (a derived refinement of the familiar categories
of representations of the fundamental group). For X connected, a compact
generator for this category can be given by choosing a point x P X and taking
the pushforward of the constant sheaf under the path fibration Px Ñ X
(in degree zero this is the “universal cover” local system). This sheaf is a
locally constant replacement for the skyscraper sheaf kx – it is obtained by
applying to δx the left adjoint to the inclusion of locally constant sheaves
into all sheaves. Note, however, that it is not a finite rank local system (i.e.,
it is not a constructible sheaf). For example for X » T a torus we find

LOCpXq “ krπ1pT qs-modules,

and its compact objects are

LocpXq » finitely presented krπ1pT qs-modules.

This is in contrast to the small and large categories of locally constant
sheaves in the étale (here meaning complex constructible) setting, which cor-
respond to finite and locally finite krπ1pT qs-modules, respectively. Cartier
dually, finite rank local systems are given by coherent sheaves with finite
support on the dual torus T_; compact local systems LocpXq correspond to
all of CohpT_q, and the large category LOCpXq corresponds to QCpT_q.
In other words, studying LOCpXq “ SHVB

t0upXq and its compact version
LocpXq “ ShvBt0upXq allows us to consider local systems whose monodromy
varies algebraically in families, while restricting to constructible objects only
allows formal deformation of monodromies.

In general the categories of Betti sheaves SHVB
Λ pXq are compactly gen-

erated, and we let ShvBΛ pXq denote the corresponding category of compact
objects

SHVB
Λ pXq » IndpShvBΛ pXqq,

and similarly for the full Betti categories SHVBpXq and ShvBpXq. Com-
pact generators can be given explicitly by enforcing the prescribed singular
support on skyscrapers on strata (applying the left adjoint to the inclusion
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SHVB
Λ pXq Ă SHVallpXq, compare discussion above in the case when Λ is

the zero-section.). As for local systems (or in the D-module setting), con-
structible sheaves with singular support Λ give compact objects of ShvBΛ pXq
(because of the finite type properties of the homotopy types of strata), but
they are far from generating the category – the compact objects will typically
restrict to infinite rank local systems on strata.

B.5. Topological sheaf theories on stacks. Next we would like to extend
our different flavors of sheaf theories to more general (pre)stacks (though we
only consider Betti sheaves on algebraic stacks).

First we can use the extension paradigm (as in §B.1) in the de Rham or
étale settings to define a large category of sheaves on any prestack locally of
finite type, the safe category (or category of ind-safe sheaves) SHVspXq, by
right Kan extension over !-pullbacks: we set

SHVspXq “ lim
ÐÝ

f :YÑX

pSHVpY q, f !q

as the limit over affine schemes of finite type Y mapping to X. 136 In
the next subsection, we will define a different “large” category, that we will
denote by SHVpXq, by changing the class of compact objects.

In the de Rham settting, SHVdR
s pXq “ DpXq is the standard big category

of all D-modules on a stack. On the other hand, in the Betti setting of
SHVall we don’t generally have a colimit-preserving !-pullback.

There are two main motivations for the use of !- rather than ˚-pullback.
One is practicality in de Rham setting, which only has f ! and f˚ functoriality.
A more substantial one is the desire to have a good sheaf theory for ind-
schemes X “ ]jXj , where the limit of categories over functors i! for closed
embeddings is identified with the colimit

SHVspXq » lim
ÝÑ
j

pSHVpXjq, i˚q

over the left adjoint functors i˚ (by Remark B.2.1). This allows one e.g. to
show the categories are compactly generated with compact objects coming
by extension from the finite type subschemes Xj .

In the étale setting, where we always have a pf!, f
!q-adjunction, we can

apply the same argument in general to write SHVspXq as a colimit over !-
pushforwards (which are defined for schematic morphisms). This establishes
SHVspXq as compactly generated by !-pushforwards of constructible sheaves
from affines. Also, since f ! preserves constructibility, we can define the

136Moreover this description guarantees that SHVspXq is dualizable, with dual given
by the colimit

SHVs,copXq » lim
ÝÑ

f :YÑX

pSHVpY q, f˚q

over ˚-pushforwards, the dual functors to !-pullbacks.
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(small) category of étale sheaves on an arbitrary prestack X as the limit

ShvpXq “ lim
ÐÝ

f :YÑX

pShvpY q, f !q

In other words, a sheaf on X is a system of sheaves on affines over X com-
patible under !-pullback.

B.5.1. Algebraic stacks. Now let us narrow our focus and assume X is an
algebraic stack (so that X has a smooth cover by an affine) with affine
diagonal (so that the pullback of affines is affine). In this case we can replace
the index category of all affines of finite type overX with that of affines which
are smooth over X and with only smooth morphisms. For such morphisms !-
pullbacks of Betti sheaves are colimit-preserving (and agree with ˚-pullbacks
up to shift). Moreover the resulting definition of sheaves (in any of our flavors
of sheaf theory) as a right Kan extension gives equivalent categories whether
we use !- or ˚-pullbacks (since the two differ by shifts for smooth morphisms).
See [AGK`20b, Appendix G.7] for Betti sheaves on stacks, including the
good behavior (in particular compact generation) of the categories of Betti
sheaves with fixed singular support.

Now observe that !-pullbacks for smooth morphisms preserve compact
objects, since f ! has a continuous right adjoint, a shift of f˚. (Note this is
not the case for arbitrary morphisms in the de Rham setting, e.g., restriction
ofD-modules along pt ãÑ An takesD to an infinite dimensional vector space.)
As a result we can define the (standard) small category ShvdRpXq “ DcohpXq
of coherent D-modules on an algebraic stack following the general format

ShvpXq “ lim
ÐÝ

f :SpecpRqÑX smooth
pShvpY q, f !q.

In other words, a sheaf on X is a system of sheaves on affines smooth over
X compatible under !-pullbacks.

B.6. Finiteness, renormalization and safety. We now come to a funda-
mental issue about sheaf theory on algebraic stacks which often goes by the
(somewhat unfortunate) name renormalization (see in particular [AGK`20b,
Appendix F.5].) This is an instance of the issue of completion / decompletion
commonplace in equivariant topology.

Namely, we have defined both large and small categories of sheaves SHVspXq
and ShvpXq as a limit over smooth atlases (in all three settings). However,
the finite objects (constructible sheaves, coherentD-modules or Betti sheaves
that are compact on smooth covers) ShvpXq Ă SHVspXq are not in general
compact objects. For example, for X “ BG, SHVspXq (in any of our sheaf
theories) is identified with modules for H˚pGq. In this category the constant
sheaf on BG, which corresponds to the augmentation module for the exterior
algebra H˚pGq, is not a compact object / perfect complex of modules. More
generally equivariant constructible sheaves are not compact in general. The
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compact objects
ShvspXq :“ SHVspXq

c Ă ShvpXq

form a full subcategory of finite sheaves, the safe sheaves introduced in [DG13].
One can fix this by “formally declaring” finite objects to be compact, i.e.,

passing to the ind-category:

Definition B.6.1. For a quasicompact algebraic stack X we define the cat-
egory of ind-finite sheaves as the ind-category

SHVpXq :“ IndpShvpXqq,

so that SHVpXqc » ShvpXq. For X an arbitrary stack locally of finite type
we define the category SHVpXq of ind-finite sheaves by right Kan extension,
i.e., as a limit over SHVpUq over quasicompact open substacks.

The ind-finite sheaf category automatically comes with a functor

(B.3) safe : SHVpXq Ñ SHVspXq

which is a colocalization, precisely analogous to the functor

(B.4) QC !pY q “ IndpCohpY qq Ñ QCpY q “ IndpPerfpY qq

induced from the inclusion CohpY q ãÑ QCpY q, on a stack of finite type. As
in that setting, SHVpXq and SHVspXq differ only “in cohomological degree
´8” with respect to the standard t-structure. Moreover the two categories
can be formally obtained from each other by manipulations (left completion
and anti-completion, respectively) of t-structures.

In the example X “ BG, ind-sheaves

SHVpBGq » H˚pBGq-mod

recover the Koszul dual picture to SHVspBGq » H˚pGq-mod, with the con-
stant sheaf corresponding to the compact generator given by the regular
module for H˚pBGq. (See §A.1 or [DG13] for further discussion of this ex-
ample). More generally, for quasicompact quotient stacks X “ Y {G the
difference between the theories is captured in the support theory of (com-
pact) objects as modules overH˚pBGq: ind-safe sheaves give torsion modules
(supported at 0) while the ind-finite sheaves have arbitrary support.

Ind-finite sheaves are arguably the natural choice in the constructible
world, where the focus is usually on the small sheaf categories and we just
define the large categories formally by passing to inductive limits. On the
other hand for D-modules we typically start from all D-modules and then
impose finiteness conditions such as coherence, and there ind-safe sheaves
recover the standard form of the large category (as defined e.g. in [BD]).

B.7. Sheaf Theory in Infinite Type. We now discuss some formal prop-
erties of constructible sheaf theories on schemes and stacks of infinite type,
following [Ras17d], see also [BKV22, Section 4]. Our primary application for
this material in the main text is to sheaf theory on XF {GO for X a smooth
affine spherical variety, as in §7.
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We will use the theory of !-sheaves, defined using the !-pullback functors.
As discussed in §B.5, this is well-adapted to the de Rham and étale settings
but not to the Betti setting of “all” sheaves, which don’t admit continuous
!-pullbacks for general maps.

Recall we have a (contravariant) functor X ÞÑ SHVpXq, f ÞÑ f ! from
the category of schemes of finite type. For X a scheme of infinite type,
we define SHV!pXq as the left Kan extension of this functor, i.e., SHV!pXq
is the colimit of SHVpUq for finite type schemes X Ñ U under X, under
!-pullbacks. Unfortunately, in general f ! doesn’t have a continuous right
adjoint, so this colimit cannot be accessed concretely by rewriting it as a
limit over right adjoints.

The resulting sheaf theory automatically comes with a colimit-preserving
pullback functor f ! : SHV!pY q Ñ SHV!pXq for any map f : X Ñ Y , and
a symmetric monoidal structure, the !-tensor product, from pullback along
diagonal maps. Moreover, the formalism of [GR17] can be used to enhance
the functor SHV to a functor out of the correspondence category, as shown
in the de Rham setting in [Ras17d, Section 3] (though the arguments apply
in the étale setting as well). In other words, we also have ˚-pushforward
functors – which we only consider for ind-proper morphisms – satisfying base
change. For ind-proper morphisms f , we also have the pf˚, f !q adjunction.
In general we don’t have a form of Verdier duality, though we discuss in
Section B.7.3 the enhanced features of sheaf theory for placid schemes of
infinite type such as GF for G a reductive group scheme and XF for X a
vector space.

Given the definition of sheaf theory on arbitrary schemes, we now right-
Kan-extend along !-pullback to define a sheaf theory SHV!

s for arbitrary
prestacks, equipped with !-pulbacks and left adjoint ˚-pushforwards for ind-
proper maps satisfying base change. We refer to the resulting objects as
ind-safe sheaves.

B.7.1. ˚-sheaves. There is a “dual” theory of sheaves in infinite type, the ˚-
sheaves [Ras17d]. It is defined in terms of the dual functor f˚ of f !. Namely,
we have a (covariant) functor X ÞÑ SHVpXq, f ÞÑ f˚ from the category of
schemes of finite type. We then define the functor SHV˚, f˚ on schemes
of infinite type as the right Kan extension, i.e., SHV˚pXq is the limit of
SHVpUq for finite type schemes under X, X Ñ U , under ˚-pushforwards. In
other words, a ˚-sheaf is a system of sheaves on finite type approximations
of X, compatible under ˚-pushforward. As noted in [Ras17d, Prop.3.19.1],
thanks to the (Verdier) duality between f ! and f˚ in finite types it follows
that if SHV!pXq is dualizable then its dual is given by SHV˚pXq. Moreover,
˚-sheaves enjoy a correspondence formalism and a b-action by !-sheaves
satisfying a strong form of the projection formula.

B.7.2. Ind-finite categories in infinite type. The discussion above concerns
large categories of sheaves on infinite-type schemes. If we wish to study small
categories we run into the difficulty in the de Rham setting that !-pullback
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does not preserve coherent D-modules for morphisms that aren’t smooth, for
example, the inclusion of a point in a scheme; and that ˚-pushforward doesn’t
have a left adjoint f˚ in general. Thus we will now restrict our attention to
constructible sheaves (either étale or Betti) or holonomic D-modules, all of
which are preserved by !-pullbacks. 137

In the étale setting !-pullback preserves finiteness, so we can define (by
left Kan extension again) a functor Shv! of finite (i.e., constructible) sheaves
with the full package of functoriality enjoyed by the large categories SHV!

s.
Moreover, the pf˚, f˚q-adjunction lets us rewrite SHV˚pXq as the colimit
of SHVpUq under ˚-pullbacks. As a result, SHV˚pXq for a quasicompact
scheme is automatically compactly generated by ˚-pullbacks from finite type
schemes (hence in particular dualizable). As a result, its dual SHV!pXq »

IndpShv!pXqq is also compactly generated (by !-pullbacks).

B.7.3. Placid setting. We now recall the notion of placidity of a scheme X in
infinite type, which is a very strong form of the notion that the singularities
of X are finite dimensional (again following [Ras17d], as well as [Dri06]).
Namely, a placid presentation of X is an identification X » lim

ÐÝi
Ui as a

filtered inverse limit of finite type schemes under smooth, affine transition
maps. We say X is placid if it admits a placid presentation. For instance,
if X is pro-smooth, so that all the Ui are themselves smooth, then X is in
particular placid.

On placid schemes we have a form of Verdier duality. Since for a smooth
morphism f ! forms a left adjoint of f˚ (i.e., agrees with f˚) up to a shift,
placid schemes allow for a very tight relation between !- and ˚-sheaves, in
which we absorb the (infinite!) shifts into the definition. Namely, for X
placid there’s a canonical object

ωrenX P Shv˚pXq,

the renormalized dualizing sheaf. It can be described as a suitable shift of the
˚-pullback of the dualizing sheaf of any of the Ui in the placid presentation.
In particular if X is pro-smooth then the renormalized dualizing sheaf is
simply the (unshifted!) constant sheaf ωrenX “ kX :“ p˚k (for p : X Ñ pt).

The tensor action of !-sheaves on ˚-sheaves (defined in general) now results
in an equivalence [Ras17d, Prop.4.8.1]

actωren : SHV!pXq Ñ SHV˚pXq

given by acting on the renormalized dualizing sheaf. In particular the equiv-
alence identifies the dualizing sheaf ωX “ p!k P SHV!pXq with the renor-
malized dualizing sheaf ωrenX P SHV˚pXq (i.e., the constant sheaf in the
pro-smooth setting).

The notion of placid morphism of placid schemes is introduced in [Ras17d,
Sec.4.10], as a morphism which factors through smooth coverings on placid

137Note that in our intended applications to XF {GO for X spherical all D-modules are
holonomic, so this restriction is harmless.
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presentations. For such a morphism, the equivalence of !- and ˚-sheaves
intertwines the !- and ˚-pullback functors [Ras17d, Prop.4.11.1] – i.e., the
equivalence absorbs the dimension shifts relating !- and ˚-pullback for smooth
morphisms.

B.8. Duality and Tensor products of sheaf categories. We now collect
some general facts about duality and tensor product theorems for categories
of sheaves.

B.8.1. Tensor products. To translate between geometry and category theory
it is often essential to know if the canonical tensor product functor

ShvpXq b ShvpY q Ñ ShvpX ˆ Y q

is an equivalence, in which case we say Shv satisfies the tensor product
theorem in this setting.138

Coherent sheaf categories andD-modules typically satisfy the tensor prod-
uct theorem. As explained in [DG13, Section 4.2], such a tensor product
theorem in any sheaf theory Shv follows formally from the combination of
two statements: the tensor product result for affine schemes, and the com-
pact generation, or more generally dualizability, of the categories of sheaves
on the factors. The dualizability of QC and D on affines is automatic from
their descriptions as categories of modules, and for QC ! it is [Gai11a, Propo-
sition 4.6.2]. Moreover QC,QC ! are compactly generated on QCA stacks
(quasicompact with affine diagonal) [DG13, 4.2], as are D-modules on qua-
sicompact stacks. Hence the tensor product theorems hold in these settings.

Compact generation (hence the tensor product theorem) of DpXq is estab-
lished in [DG15] for a class of non-quasicompact stacks including the crucial
case of moduli stacks BunGpCq of bundles on curves. The relevant class are
truncatable stacks X, which are those covered by open quasicompact sub-
stacks U for which the inclusion i! (the would-be left adjoint of restriction)
is well defined on all of DpUq. In this case DpXq is compactly generated by
such !-pushforwards of compact objects on opens.

In topology, tensor product theorems are far rarer. The enormous category
SHVallpXq of all sheaves on a locally compact Hausdorff topological space
satisfies the tensor product theorem by [Lur09a, Theorem 7.3.3.9, Prop.
7.3.1.11]. This stands in stark contrast to categories of (ind-)constructible
sheaves of different flavors, which (despite being compactly generated) es-
sentially never obey tensor product theorems: the Künneth formula implies
that we have a full embedding

ShvpXq b ShvpY q ãÑ ShvpX ˆ Y q,

138A more structured version of this statement is the assertion that Shv forms a strict,
rather than merely lax, symmetric monoidal functor out of a suitable category of stacks.
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however the constant sheaf on the diagonal is rarely in the essential image
(cannot be resolved by external powers of constructible sheaves on the fac-
tors). The Tensor Product Theorem of [AGK`20b] for étale sheaves with
nilpotent singular support on BunG is a striking exception, see Section C.5

B.8.2. Self-Duality. Let us recall some results about self-duality for sheaf
categories, see [AGK`20a] or older references (e.g. [DG13] or [Gai16b]). A
self-duality ShvpXq_ » ShvpXq is uniquely specified by either its unit u P
ShvpXqbShvpXq or its counit c : ShvpXqbShvpXq Ñ V ectk. Thus it suffices
to present a suitable functor out of ShvpX ˆ Xq (which receives a functor
from ShvpXq b ShvpXq), or, in the presence of tensor product theorems, to
specify a suitable sheaf on X ˆX.

Morally, self-duality comes from the diagonal: the diagonal correspon-
dence

pt Xπ
oo ∆ // X ˆX

and its opposite present any space as self-dual in the correspondence cate-
gory, so a suitably functorial linearization is canonically self dual. In other
words, the natural candidates for units are versions of the constant sheaf on
the diagonal, and for counits are versions of global sections of restriction to
the diagonal.

Depending on the sheaf theory, one finds two general flavors of self-dualities.
In the better-known one, the unit is ∆˚π

!k “ ∆˚ωX the dualizing sheaf on
the diagonal and the counit is π˚∆!pF bGq “ ΓpX,F b! Gq, the cohomology
of the !-tensor product of sheaves. Serre duality for ind-coherent sheaves is
of this form [DG13, 4.4], as is Verdier duality for D-modules or constructible
sheaves on a quasicompact scheme. A similar statement holds for D-modules
or constructible sheaves on quasicompact stacks, except that the global sec-
tions functor has to be replaced by a colimit-preserving version, the renor-
malized global sections. This is by definition the unique colimit-preserving
functor agreeing with global sections on compact objects. (Concretely, for a
quotient stack X “ Y {G this means we push forward to BG and then take
homology – tensoring with the trivial sheaf – rather than cohomology – Hom
from the trivial sheaf.)

On the other hand, we have another of self-duality, with unit ∆!π
˚k

the (!-extended) constant sheaf on the diagonal and counit π!∆
˚pF b Gq “

ΓcpX,Fb˚Gq the compactly supported cohomology of the ˚-tensor product.
This describes the self-duality of the category of all sheaves SHVallpXq on
a locally compact Hausdorff space. In the setting of D-modules, a scheme,
a quasicompact or truncatable stack is said to be miraculous if ∆!π

˚k is
the unit of a self-duality. As the name suggests, this is quite rare, and
encodes a form of homological smoothness. The miraculous duality for
BunG [DG15, Gai17] is a striking exception, see Section C.5.

B.9. Sheaves of categories, ULA and rigidity. We briefly review some
categorical notions that will be needed in the next section.
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For the purposes of this section it will be important to work with the
“large” versions of categories of sheaves. We will work in either de Rham or
constructible (e.g., étale) sheaf theory, so that we have a symmetric monoidal
category pSHVpMq,b!q of sheaves equipped with the !-tensor product. We
will require only a coarse “affinized” version of the notion of sheaf of categories
on a scheme M :

Definition B.9.1. A sheaf of categories over M is a pSHVpMq,b!q-module
category CM P DGCATk.

This notion is well-adapted to pf!, f
!q-functoriality rather than pf˚, f˚q;

indeed a better name might be !-sheaf of categories. In particular, for a
closed embedding i : Z ãÑ M let CZ “ CM bSHVpMq SHVpZq, the induced
sheaf of categories over Z. Then the adjunction pi!, i!q on sheaves induces an
adjunction which we also denote pi!, i!q between CZ and CM .

Remark B.9.2 (Quasicoherent sheaves of categories). In the de Rham set-
ting, as in [Ras17a], we can use Gaitsgory’s 1-affineness theorem to identify
sheaves of categories in this coarse sense with honest sheaves of categories
U ÞÑ CpUq P DpUq-mod which are quasicoherent.

We now consider the tensor product of sheaves of categories (see §B.8
for a discussion of tensor product theorems). The assignment SHV defines
a lax symmetric monoidal functor from ind-stacks over M to sheaves of
categories over M . Concretely, for Z Ñ M we have a sheaf of categories
SHVpZq P SHVpMq-mod on M , and external product defines a functor

(B.5) SHVpZq b SHVpW q ÝÑ SHVpZ ˆM W q,

of SHVpMq-modules.
Unlike in the D-module setting, this functor (B.5) fails to be an equiva-

lence in the constructible world. However, it does enjoy a weak variant of
the Künneth theorem, namely the comparison maps above are fully faithful.
In other words, while sheaves on a product are not generated by external
products of sheaves on the factors, the morphisms between external product
sheaves are given as external products.

B.9.3. The ULA condition. We give a brief description of the ULA condition
in its categorical formulation, see [Ras17b, Appendix B] and [GKRV19, Ap-
pendix D] for related treatments and [Zhu17, Appendix A.2], [Rei12, IV.16]
for more traditional treatments.

Definition B.9.4. Given a monoidal category A and a module category M,
an object F P M is said to be universally locally acyclic (or ULA) over A
if the functor actF : AÑM given by acting on F has an A-linear colimit-
preserving right adjoint. In this case the algebra object actRFactF p1Aq P A is
denoted by EndpFq, the internal endomorphisms of F in A.

The notion of ULA object derives from that of a ULA sheaf on a space
X with respect to a morphism p : X Ñ Y (taking A to be sheaves on Y
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and M to be sheaves on X); see [Del77, Arcata, §V] for this notion in its
original algebro-geometric context. The notion of ULA object is preserved by
colimit-preserving A-linear morphisms of A-module categories. In particular
it follows from adjunctions and the projection formula that the ULA property
for sheaves is preserved by smooth pullbacks and proper pushforwards of
spaces over a fixed base Y (see also [Zhu17, Appendix A.2])

B.9.5. Rigidity. We recall that the standard notion of “rigidity’ for a Tan-
nakian category asserts that (in a small-category setting) objects have duals,
which permits one to define internal Hom. We now recall a corresponding
notion of rigidity for a monoidal category in our setting, and one of its main
features, as exposed in [GR17, Section 1.9], adapted to the setting of sheaves
of categories. 139 We work relative to some symmetric monoidal category
R (e.g. in the k-linear setting we would take R “ Vectk, or for sheaves of
categories over M we would take SHVpMq.)

Definition B.9.6. Let R denote a symmetric monoidal category. A rigid
monoidal category over R is an algebra object pC, ˚q P pR-mod,bRq in R-
module categories for which

(1) the unit morphism RÑ C has a colimit-preserving right adjoint, i.e.,
the unit 1C P C is ULA over R; and

(2) the multiplication ˚ : C b C Ñ C has a colimit-preserving, C-linear
right adjoint.

Proposition B.9.7. Fix pC, ˚q rigid over R and M any C-module category.
(1) The action act : CbMÑM has a colimit-preserving, C-linear right

adjoint.
(2) For an object F PM over R (i.e., an R-linear functor RÑM), F

is ULA over R if and only if it is ULA over C.

For example, if R is itself rigid then F is ULA if and only if it is compact.

Appendix C. The geometric Langlands correspondence

In this section we briefly describe the different sheaf theoretic settings
for the geometric Langlands correspondence. The conjectures all have the
following general form:

A full subcategory AUT?
¿pBunGpΣqqof sheaves on the stack

of G-bundles is identified with a category of ind-coherent
sheaves on a stack of Langlands parameters QC!

¿pLoc?
Ǧ
pΣqq,

compatibly with actions of Hecke functors.
Here Σ is a smooth projective curve over a field F and the categories are

linear over a field k of characteristic zero. We will give a very brief sketch of
the notation now, and then proceed to more detailed definitions.

139In fact this formulation the notion and its main features are developed in a fashion
readily adaptable to a general symmetric monoidal 2-category – they do not refer to objects
of the category, but only adjunction properties of morphisms.
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C.0.1. Cheat sheet.
‚ SHV or Shv denotes all sheaves on BunG, defined by “general pur-
pose” definitions as in §B.

‚ AUT or Aut denotes the “largest subcategory on which it is reason-
able to study Hecke actions,” see §C.1.1 for explicit definition and
§C.4 for discussion.

‚ There are adornments ? “ dR,B, et and ¿ “ N , s for the various
categories, explained below. If we write AUT or Aut without adorn-
ment, it means that one should take ? to be dR,B, et according to
the context of the usage, and take ¿ to be empty.

C.0.2. ? = Betti, de Rham or étale. There are three “flavors” of the geomet-
ric Langlands conjecture – that is to say, three possibilities for the ? that
appears above:

‚ de Rham [BD, AG15], denoted by ? “ dR; here F “ k “ C.
‚ Betti [BZN18], denoted by ? “ B; here F “ C, k arbitrary.
‚ étale [AGK`20b], denoted by ? “ et; it makes sense in any sheaf-
theoretic context, and in particular both F “ k “ C, as well as F: of
positive characteristic and k: `-adic, are admissible.

C.0.3. ¿ = N or s – nilpotency or safety conditions. There is another pa-
rameter, the ¿, that we can vary in formulating the geometric Langlands
conjecture in each of its flavors, which has to do with how our sheaf the-
ories treat singularities on the spectral side and stackiness on the auto-
morphic side. Namely, on the spectral side we can allow all ind-coherent
sheaves QC!pLoc?

Ǧ
pΣqq or consider only sheaves with nilpotent singular sup-

port QC!
N pLoc?

Ǧ
pΣqqas in [AG15]. On the automorphic side, this corresponds

to allowing all ind-finite sheaves (the “renormalized” automorphic category,
which we denote simply AUT?pBunGq) or restricting to the “safe setting”
of ind-safe sheaves (which we denote AUT?

spBunGq), see §B.5, B.6 for the
definitions, and C.3.3 for further discussion.

We emphasize that the definition of the automorphic categories Aut, AUT
already includes a “nilpotent singular support” condition in the Betti and étale
settings, see §C.1.1. This condition is imposed by the spectral decomposition
(see §C.4), and is not related to the nilpotent support condition on the
spectral side.

Remark C.0.4 (Extended groups and spin structures). We refer the reader
to §C.7 for a discussion of formulations in a way that does not depend on
choices of spin structure.

C.1. Automorphic side. The automorphic categories in the de Rham,
Betti and étale conjectures consist of different classes of sheaves on the same
stack BunGpΣq of G-bundles on the curve Σ. We review the sheaf theory
and then define the automorphic categories.
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C.1.1. The automorphic categories. The sheaf theories on the automorphic
side considered are “constructible sheaf theories” as reviewed in §B follow-
ing [GKRV19, Appendix A] and [AGK`20b, Appendices E,F,G]. As we have
mentioned, there is an important subtlety in formulating the geometric Lang-
lands conjecture in each of its flavors, which on the automorphic side has
to do with how our sheaf theories treat stackiness – whether we allow all
ind-finite sheaves (the “renormalized” sheaf category, which we denote sim-
ply SHV?pBunGq) or restrict to the “safe setting” of ind-safe sheaves (which
we denote SHV?

spBunGq). Our default is to work with the larger ind-finite
categories and to restrict to safety when necessary, see §C.3.3 below.

Let us now describe AUT and SHV for each value of ?, freely using the
generalities of §B.5 and §B.6 to define the categories SHV on the F-stack
BunG.

‚ The de Rham automorphic category, when F “ C,
AUTdRpBunGpΣqq :“ SHVdRpBunGpΣqq “ DpBunGpΣqq,

consists of all (ind-coherent) D-modules, i.e., there is no distinction
between AUT and SHV in the de Rham setting.

‚ The Betti automorphic category, when F “ C,

AUTBpBunGpΣqq :“ SHVB
N pBunGpΣqq

ãÑ SHVBpBunGpΣqq defined as in (B.2),

consists of all (renormalized) sheaves of C-vector spaces on the un-
derlying topological stack, in the complex topology, whose singular
support is contained in the global nilpotent cone N Ă T ˚BunGpΣq,
the zero-fiber of the Hitchin map. Note that the global nilpotent cone
is Lagrangian [Fal93, Gin01], forcing these sheaves to have cohomol-
ogy that is locally constant along the strata of an associated strati-
fication, explicitly described in [BD] (see also [AGK`20b, §D.3]).

‚ The étale automorphic category

AUTetpBunGpΣqq :“ SHVcons
N pBunGpΣqq

ãÑ SHVetpBunGpΣqq “ SHVconspBunGpΣqq as in §B.4.1

is the category of ind-constructible sheaves of k-vector spaces with
nilpotent singular support, which is a full subcategory of the cat-
egory of ind-constructible sheaves, without singular support condi-
tions. The papers of Arinkin, Gaitsgory, Kazhdan, Raskin, Rozen-
blyum and Varshavsky develop the theory of the étale automorphic
category of nilpotent sheaves140 SHVN pBunGq (For example in the
case G “ Gm, the nilpotent cone is simply the zero section and
SHVN pBunGq is the category of locally constant sheaves.)

140The main results are proved under the assumption on the characteristic of the
ground field that there exists a non-degenerate G-equivariant pairing bilinear form on g,
whose restriction to the center of any Levi subalgebra remains non-degenerate.
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Remark C.1.2. We recall from §B.4.3 the substantial distance between
Betti sheaves SHVB

N pBunGpΣqq and nilpotent ind-constructible sheaves SHVet
N pBunGpΣqq:

both are locally constant along the same stratification, but the compact ob-
jects in the former need not have finite rank cohomology sheaves. For in-
stance in the case of G “ Gm, the nilpotent cone is the zero section and
we are in the setting illustrated in loc. cit., with Betti sheaves giving arbi-
trary locally constant sheaves on the Picard group of Σ, while étale sheaves
correspond to locally finite representations of the fundamental groups of com-
ponents.

Why restrict to nilpotent singular support in the Betti and étale settings?
There are several concrete answers based on convenience, matching with
examples and experience in geometric representation theory (going back to
Harish-Chandra’s study of distributional characters and Lusztig’s theory of
character sheaves). A “first-principles” answer is provided by the results
of [AGK`20b] on the spectral action (the “converse to the Nadler-Yun theo-
rem”), namely these categories are universally characterized by the require-
ment that Hecke functors depend in a locally constant way on points of Σ,
see §C.4 below.

Over F “ k “ C, the étale automorphic category maps naturally to both
D-modules (landing in ind-coherent D-modules) by forgetting the singular
support condition and applying the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, and to
the Betti automorphic category, by forgetting ind-constructibility. Crucially,
as proved141 in [AGK`20b, Theorem 14.4.4], the étale category contains all
Hecke eigensheaves in any of its ambient categories, and as such is a suitable
“core” for the geometric Langlands correspondence.

C.2. Spectral side. The spectral categories in the de Rham, Betti and étale
conjectures are given by applying the same sheaf theory (of coherent nature)
but on different versions of the stack of local systems. We first describe the
different versions of the stack, and then discuss the sheaf theory. The stack
of local systems is, in general, derived, and this has to be taken into account
for the coherent theory.

‚ The de Rham stack LocdR
Ǧ
pΣq is the moduli stack of flat Ǧ-connections

on Σ, equivalently Ǧ-torsors over the de Rham functor ΣdR or b-
functors

ReppǦq ÝÑ DpΣq
from representations of Ǧ into D-modules on Σ. That is to say,
R-points of this stack are given by tensor functors to R-modules in
DpΣq, R-modbDpΣq.

‚ The Betti stack LocB
Ǧ
pΣq is the moduli stack of (R-families of) locally

constant Ǧ-torsors on Σ, equivalently Ǧ-torsors over the underlying
homotopy type Σtop of Σ, representations into Ǧ of the fundamental

141Note that there are some assumptions behind that theorem which may not be sat-
isfied when the characteristic of F is “small” compared to G, see op.cit. §14.4.1.
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8-groupoid of Σ (or just the fundamental group when Σ has positive
genus), or b-functors

ReppǦq ÝÑ LocpΣq

from representations of Ǧ to locally constant sheaves on Σ.
‚ The stack of local systems of restricted variation Locet

Ǧ
pΣq intro-

duced in [AGK`20b] (which we denote with “et” because it matches
the étale sheaf theory on the automorphic side), parametrizes b-
functors taking finite dimensional representations of Ǧ to locally fi-
nite representations of the (8-)fundamental group(oid). (This can
be expressed in terms of big categories as b-functors from ReppǦq
to R-modules in “quasi-lisse” local systems, the t-completion of the
ind-category of finite rank local systems on Σ.) In particular this
ensures that the semisimplification of the resulting local systems are
(locally) constant in families, whence “restricted variation.”

In fact [AGK`20b, Theorem 4.8.4] establishes that, over C, Locet
Ǧ
pΣq is

the disjoint union of the formal completions of the Betti space LocB
Ǧ
pΣq over

semi-simple local systems (which form the coarse moduli space or affinization
of Loc) – indeed, when F “ C, we have embeddings

LocdR
Ǧ
pΣq Ðâ Locet

Ǧ
pΣq ãÑ LocB

Ǧ
pΣq

so that restricted local systems form the “common core” for the de Rham
and Betti spaces. The definition of Locet applies equally well in other sheaf
theories, in particular for `-adic local systems, and the general structure of
Locet is similar – it is a disjoint union of functors that are relative algebraic
stacks over formal affine schemes.

Next we discuss the category of sheaves. On the spectral side, all the
forms of the geometric Langlands conjecture concern the same sheaf theory
– namely the category

QC !pLoc?
Ǧ
pΣqq

of ind-coherent sheaves on the various versions of the stack of Ǧ-local systems
on Σ. In the “safe” version of the conjecture we further restrict to ind-
coherent sheaves with nilpotent singular support (see §B.3.3 for the notion of
singular support).

The condition of nilpotent singular support can be defined in all three
settings as follows. All versions of the stack of local systems have tangent
complex described as the cohomology of the associated adjoint local system,
shifted by 1. In particular the (´1)-st cohomology of the cotangent complex
is identified with locally constant sections of the adjoint local system, and
thus comes with a characteristic polynomial map to ǧ � Ǧ,with fiber over
t0u giving the spectral analog of the global nilpotent cone. For example, for
Ǧ “ Gm, coherent sheaves on LocǦ with nilpotent support are just perfect
complexes.
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C.3. Unramified Geometric Langlands Conjecture. The geometric Lang-
lands conjecture refines the spectral action, by seeking to precisely describe
the automorphic category as a sheaf of categories over LocǦ. Recall that
AUT?pBunGpΣqq refers to the full category of (ind-coherent) D-modules in
the de Rham setting and the categories of (all or ind-constructible) sheaves
with nilpotent singular support in the Betti or étale settings.

Conjecture C.3.1. Let ? denote Betti, de Rham or étale setting.
‚ ([AG15],[BZN18], [AGK`20b, Conjecture 21.2.7]) There is a Hecke-
equivariant equivalence of categories

AUT?
spBunGpΣqq » QC !

N pLoc?
Ǧ
pΣqq

between ind-safe automorphic sheaves on BunG and ind-coherent sheaves
with nilpotent support on local systems, in each of the three settings.

‚ More generally, there is a Hecke-equivariant equivalence of categories

AUT?pBunGpΣqq » QC !pLoc?
Ǧ
pΣqq

between ind-finite automorphic sheaves on BunG and ind-coherent
sheaves on local systems, in each of the three settings.

We will explain how the ind-safe version can be recovered from the ind-
finite one in §C.3.3 below.

Remark C.3.2. In certain settings (see §2.6.2 as well as [BD, Remark 5.4.6])
it is desirable to also consider the super-version of the conjecture, which is
as follows:

‚ On both sides of the conjecture, we consider sheaves of super-k-vector
spaces.

‚ Even sheaves on the automorphic side correspond to sheaves on the
spectral side whose parity coincides with the action of e2ρp´1q.

Note that this does not affect the underlying categories or their module
structure for the Hecke categories.

C.3.3. Safety, renormalization and singular support. As we have mentioned
there is an important subtlety in formulating the geometric Langlands con-
jecture in each of its flavors, which on the automorphic side has to do
with how our sheaf theories treat stackiness – whether we allow all ind-
finite sheaves (the “renormalized” sheaf category, which we denote simply
SHV?pBunGq) or restrict to the “safe setting” of ind-safe sheaves (which we
denote SHV?

spBunGq).
At the time of writing, all of the literature on (and evidence for) the geo-

metric Langlands correspondence concerns the safe version. For the purposes
of this paper, however, it is somewhat more natural to work with the stronger
ind-finite conjecture (since L-sheaves don’t naturally have nilpotent singular
support). Thus, our default is not to impose equivariant support conditions
automorphically or singular support conditions spectrally, while noting that
all our statements have nilpotently projected/safe counterparts.
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Recall that the category of ind-finite sheaves SHVpXq contains ind-safe
sheaves SHVspXq as a full subcategory, as does QC !pY q contain QC !

ΛpY q
for any singular support condition Λ. The pairs of categories are related by
a colocalization and differ only in cohomological degree ´8. Moreover, the
difference between the two flavors can be measured by a support condition
with respect to Z “ H˚pBGq, with the smaller (ind-safe/nilpotent support)
categories characterized by support at the origin. To see this, one can pick
a point x P Σ, obtaining actions of the Hecke category HG on both auto-
morphic and spectral categories, hence an action of the endomorphism ring
of the unit

Z :“ Endp1HG
q » H˚pBGq » pO(pǧ‹qqǦ.

(This action can be described automorphically and spectrally in terms of
the induced map BunGpΣq Ñ BG and the presentation of LocǦpΣq as a
derived fiber of the stack of local systems with ramification allowed at x,
respectively). Moreover we have:

Proposition C.3.4. [AG15, Proposition 12.7.3] The action of the (ind-
finite) Hecke category HG » QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq on QC !pLocǦpΣqq preserves QC

!
N pLocǦpΣqq,

and its restriction there factors through the colocalization functor QC(pǧ‹{Ǧq Ñ

QC
(
N pǧ

‹{Ǧq of (B.4). Vice versa, the action of the full subcategory QC
(
N pǧ

‹{Ǧq

maps QC !pLocǦpΣqq to QC
!
N pLocǦpΣqq.

In other words, QC !
N pLocǦpΣqq, as a full subcategory of QC !pLocǦpΣqq,

is characterized by its support as a Z-module, for any chosen point of Σ.
A similar result holds on the automorphic side (see [AG15, Remark 12.8.8]

for the support property for D-modules on BunG and [AGK`20b, F.5.6] for
the corresponding characterization of renormalization for quotient stacks142
Y {G). Hence, the ind-finite version of the Geometric Langlands Conjecture
C.3.1 strictly implies the ind-safe one.

From the perspective of topological field theory (cf. Appendix D), the
algebra Z is the E4 algebra of local operators in the theories AG » BǦ (which
however is in fact strictly commutative). The Z-linearity of the Langlands
correspondence (and hence the role of nilpotent singular support on the
spectral side) is interpreted in [EY19] as the dependence of 4d N “ 4 Yang-
Mills theory on its Coulomb branch parameters.

Remark C.3.5 (Nilpotent support and duality). We reiterate that the ap-
pearances of nilpotent support on the two sides of the geometric Langlands
correspondence do not correspond under duality. Indeed, nilpotence on the
spectral side corresponds – automorphically – to safety (the fact that ind-
constructible sheaves or D-modules on BunG are torsion for the action of the
ring H˚pBGq of equivariant parameters), and this condition can be removed
by “renormalizing”.

142To apply this directly to BunG we need to work on quasicompact opens and replace
the reductive G by GO{GpnqO for some congruence subgroup.
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By contrast, nilpotence on the automorphic side, in the Betti and étale
settings, is forced on us by the requirement that the Hecke action on the
spectral side factors through QCpLoc?

Ǧ
q, i.e., that Hecke functors vary locally

constantly along the curve. We will discuss this spectral action in §C.4.

Remark C.3.6 (Projecting to nilpotent support). Period sheaves on BunG
are not themselves nilpotent in general, so don’t naturally lie in the Betti
or étale categories of automorphic sheaves. However, if we are interested
in periods of automorphic forms, or geometrically in Hom pairings between
eigensheaves and period sheaves, we are implicitly studying the period sheaf
as a functional on nilpotent sheaves, or equivalently considering only its
image under the spectral projector (also to be discussed in §C.4 below).

Analogously, many natural sheaves on local systems, in particular the
L-sheaves that we study in this paper, do not have nilpotent singular sup-
port. One could similarly apply a (much less dramatic) nilpotent projection
functor to them, but it seems more natural not to do so and instead work
with the larger ind-finite (“renormalized”) version of the geometric Langlands
correspondence, which accommodates all ind-coherent sheaves on LocǦ.

For further discussion, see §12.4.

Remark C.3.7 (Compatibility with abelian duality and fluxes). We record
here a basic compatiblity between the Langlands correspondence and abelian
duality for the center of G, known in physics as duality between electric
and magnetic fluxes (see [KW07, §7.2]). We don’t know references in the
mathematical literature.

Namely, we can twist G-bundles by bundles for the center of G, giving rise
to a translation action of BunZpGq on BunG and hence on the automorphic
categories (the action of magnetic fluxes). We will encounter this action only
through the restricted action of BunZ{2 for a central involution z : Z{2 Ñ
ZpGq, in the context of making statements independent of spin structures
(see Remarks 10.4.2, 11.7.1 and §12.5).

On the other hand we have a dual homomorphism ǦÑ BZpGq_, arising
from a central extension of Ǧ by ZpGq_; for semisimple groups this map
comes from the identification ZpGq_ “ π1pǦq. Passing to stacks of local
system we obtain a BunZpGq_-torsor classifying lifts to this extension over
LocǦ. We now appeal to the abelian duality (Poincaré-Pontrjagin or Weil
pairing)

BunZ ˆ BunZ_ Ñ BGm

to define associated line bundles on LocǦ to ZpGq-torsors on Σ, i.e., a ho-
momorphism

BunZpGq Ñ PicpLocǦq.

This defines a tensor product action (by electric fluxes) of BunZpGq on
QC !pLocǦq. Again, we will encounter this action only through the restricted
action of BunZ{2 associated to a double cover Ǧz classified by z_ : Ǧ Ñ

BZ{2.
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The assertion is that these two actions are identified under the geometric
Langlands correspondence – indeed, they are identified unconditionally under
the spectral action (i.e., the spectral action of BunZ{2 Ñ QCpLocǦq on
the automorphic category agrees with the translation action). This is a
consequence of the geometric Satake correspondence, specifically of its effect
on translation by ZpGq.

C.4. Spectral action and the spectral projector. The spectral action,
or “automorphic-to-spectral” direction of the Langlands correspondence, es-
tablishes a sheafification or spectral decomposition of the automorphic side
over the corresponding stack LocǦ of Langlands parameters. Namely for
every x P Σ we have an action of ReppǦq by Hecke functors on sheaves on
BunG, equipped with factorization structure (compatibility as the points
vary and collide). In each of the three settings, a spectral action theorem
asserts that this action factors through an action of quasicoherent sheaves
on the stack of Langlands parameters:

‚ de Rham: Gaitsgory’s vanishing theorem [Gai15b, Theorem 4.5.2]
asserts that the spherical Hecke action descends to an action (the
spectral action) of quasi-coherent sheavesQCpLocdR

Ǧ
q on the de Rham

space of Ǧ-connections on AUTdR
s pBunGq.

‚ Betti: Nadler and Yun [NY19b] (see also [GKRV19]) proved that
QCpLocB

Ǧ
q acts on AUTB

s pBunGq.
‚ Étale: [AGK`20b] establishes an action of QCpLocet

Ǧ
pΣqq on the étale

automorphic category AUTet.
In each of these contexts, the spectral action sheafifies the automorphic

category over the stack of Langlands parameters, identifying it as the global
sections of a quasicoherent sheaf of categories (as studied in [Gai15c]) ob-
tained by localization. Concretely, it means that for any two automorphic
sheaves F ,G P Shv?pBunGq the Hom space HompF ,Gq localizes as a quasi-
coherent sheaf on Loc?

Ǧ
In fact [AGK`20b] establishes a much stronger form of the spectral ac-

tion which characterizes the automorphic categories AUT Ă SHVpBunGq.
Namely, given any category M with a factorizable action of ReppǦq depend-
ing on points of Σ, they define the spectrally decomposable part of M

ι : Mspec ãÑM.

This is the largest full subcategory ofM on which the ReppǦq action is locally
constant in Σ, i.e., factors through an action of QCpLoc?

Ǧ
q. Moreover, there

is a canonical idempotent projector

M PM ÞÑMspec ĂMspec,

the Beilinson spectral projector. This is a special case of a projector de-
fined from M to Hecke eigenobjects associated to any algebraic family of
eigenvalues, here applied to the “universal” family LocǦ. The definition is a
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factorizable (or Ran-space) form of a general construction of projectors for
modules over tensor categories, and is applicable in any of the sheaf theories.

In the de Rham setting, thanks to the spectral action encoded in Gaits-
gory’s vanishing theorem, we have

DpBunGq
spec “ DpBunGq

and the spectral projector is the identity.
A major result of [AGK`20b] establishes that in both the topological set-

ting of all sheaves and the setting of ind-constructible sheaves, the spectrally
decomposable parts of sheaves on BunG are precisely given by sheaves with
nilpotent singular supports:

(C.1) SHVet
s pBunGq

spec “ AUTet
s pBunGqp“ SHVet

s,N pBunGqq.

(C.2) SHVB
s pBunGq

spec “ AUTB
s pBunGqp“ SHVB

s,N pBunGqq.

This provides an intrinsic characterization of (and meaning for) nilpotent
sheaves in terms of the Hecke action.

Remark C.4.1. (Caveat about the spectral projector in safe versus ind-
finite categories:) We anticipate that the same statement will be true also
for the ind-finite categories, i.e., dropping the subscript s. In the text, we
have allowed ourselves to use P ÞÑ P spec in that setting without comment, on
the assumption that the corresponding results apply; it would be desirable to
prove this. For the purposes of the main text, however, the statements can
always be “projected” into the safe category by the colocalization functor, as
in §C.3.3, so this sloppiness should not cause any essential problem.

The spectral projector P ÞÑ P spec has very different properties in the Betti
and étale settings, arising fundamentally from the distinct geometry of Loc
in the two settings:

- In the Betti setting Loc is closely modeled on affine schemes, and in
particular its structure sheaf is a compact object. As a consequence
it is proved in [AGK`20b, Section 18] that p´qspec provides a left
adjoint to the inclusion of nilpotent sheaves in all sheaves (the left
nilpotent projection), which exists in general from the theory of mi-
crolocalization (see [AGK`20b, Section G.7]). (The inclusion also
has a continuous right adjoint.)

- On the other hand, in the étale setting Loc is modeled on affine for-
mal schemes, so that the structure sheaf is naturally a pro-object.
There is correspondingly a pro-counterpart of the spectral projec-
tor [AGK`20b, Section 17.1] which is identified with the pro-left
adjoint to the embedding of nilpotent sheaves. It is expected that
the spectral projector p´qspec itself provides a right adjoint to the
inclusion of nilpotent sheaves in ind-constructible sheaves. This is
shown to be equivalent to [AGK`20b, Conjecture 14.1.8] that the
subcategory SHVN pBunGq ãÑ SHVpBunGq is generated by compact
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objects that are compact in the ambient category, so that the right
adjoint to the inclusion(right nilpotent projection) is continuous.

C.5. Tensor product and self-duality. We now discuss special algebraic
properties of the automorphic sheaf categories, the tensor product and self-
duality properties (see §B.8 for a general discussion).

C.5.1. Tensor product. As one of the applications of the spectral projection,
we have the following unexpected tensor product theorem for étale sheaves:
Theorem C.5.2. [AGK`20b, Theorem 16.3.3] For a pair of reductive
groups G,H, there is an equivalence

AUTet
s pBunGˆHq » AUTet

s pBunGq bAUTet
s pBunHq.

Remark C.5.3. The theorem is stated for the safe categories of automorphic
sheaves. It would be desirable to establish the same for the categories of ind-
finite sheaves.

Remark C.5.4 (Langlands for product groups). The equivalence of The-
orem C.5.2 and its (much easier) counterparts for D-modules on Bun and
ind-coherent sheaves on Loc are all compatible with the spectral action of
quasicoherent sheaves on the stacks Loc of Langlands parameters. (Indeed
in the former case this action is used in the proof.) Thus we can deduce
the geometric Langlands correspondence for G ˆ H from those for G and
H (in the de Rham or étale settings).143 In other words we expect a natu-
ral commutative diagram of equivalences (in both the ind-safe and ind-finite
settings)

(C.3) AUT?pBunGˆHq //

��

QC !
N pLocǦˆȞq

��
AUT?pBunHq bAUT?pBunGq // QC !

N pLocȞq bQC
!
N pLocǦq

C.5.5. Miraculous duality. As recalled in §B.8, for quasicompact stacks, Verdier
duality provides a canonical self-duality for bothD-modules and ind-constructible
sheaves, with unit ∆˚ω and counit the (renormalized) global sections of the
!-tensor product.144 For non-quasicompact but truncatable stacks such as
BunG, Verdier duality fails to provide a self-duality [DG15]; rather it allows
one to concretely identify the abstract dual of the category of sheaves (as
the “co-category” SHVpXqco, the colimit of sheaf categories on quasicompact
opens under ˚-pushforward). Nonetheless, all three flavors of the automor-
phic sheaf category are canonically self-dual by the miraculous duality, with
unit the spectral projection of ∆!k and counit the compactly supported co-
homology of ˚-tensor product:

143The tensor decomposition also respects Whittaker normalization, so we can expect
a similar compatibility for the normalized geometric Langlands correspondence.

144See Appendix B.2.2 for a quick review of duality for categories.
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Theorem C.5.6 (Miraculous duality). In either of the de Rham [Gai17],
Betti [AGK`20b, G.9.3] and étale [AGK`20a] settings, the object ∆!k

spec is
the unit for a self-duality, the miraculous duality, of the category of auto-
morphic sheaves.

See [DW16, Wan18] (especially [DW16, A.8-A.9]) for a discussion of mirac-
ulous duality in relation to bilinear forms on automorphic forms in the classi-
cal setting of the Langlands correspondence. The corresponding duality can
be described explicitly in terms of the pseudo-identity functor (see [Gai16b]
for a detailed study in the de Rham setting and [AGK`20a] for the subtler
“enhanced” version in the étale setting). The pseudo-identity is the !-integral
transform represented by ∆!k,

PsIdBunG,! : F ÞÑ π2,‚pπ
!
1F b! ∆!kq

(where π‚ refers to the renormalized pushforward, see §B.8.2). For miracu-
lous stacks this functor is an equivalence,145 and its composite with Verdier
duality allows us to identify SHV with its dual.

C.6. From geometric to arithmetic Langlands. The tensor product and
self-duality theorems for the categories of nilpotent étale sheaves [AGK`20b,
AGK`20a] open the way to defining and evaluating categorical traces of end-
ofunctors. The main theorem of [AGK`21], the “Trace Conjecture,” calcu-
lates the trace of Frobenius, asserting that automorphic functions are recov-
ered precisely as the categorical trace of Frobenius on automorphic sheaves:

Theorem C.6.1. [AGK`21] The function-sheaf correspondence induces an
isomorphism

Frobenius trace pAUTetpBunGqq » compactly supported functions on BunGpFqq.

In [AGK`20b, 24.6] it is conjectured that the trace of Frobenius acting
on QC !

N pLocet
Ǧ
q agrees with the trace on all of QC !, which gives volume

forms ΓpLocarith
Ǧ

pΣq, ωq on the stack of arithmetic local systems (represen-
tations of the Weil group) on C{Fq. Thus Conjecture C.3.1, in combination
with Theorem C.6.1, implies the following form of the arithmetic Langlands
conjecture:

Conjecture C.6.2. [AGK`20b, Conjecture 24.8.6] There is an isomorphism

kcrBunGpFqqs » ΓpLocarith
Ǧ

pΣq, ωq

between unramified automorphic functions and volume forms on the stack
of arithmetic Langlands parameters (compatible with actions of unramified
Hecke operators).

145In the non-quasicompact setting we have the extra subtlety that this integral trans-
form defines not an endofunctor but rather a functor SHVpXqco Ñ SHVpXq from the
co-category of sheaves to the ordinary category of sheaves; this is the asserted equivalence.
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To normalize the isomorphism one must fix a spin structure on Σ and a
square-root of q; this dependence can be fixed by the use of extended groups
as in §C.7.

C.7. Extended groups and spin structures. The following discussion is
not used in an essential way in the main text, but is referred to at several
points in relation to making the statements more manifestly independent of
choices of square roots.

It is well-known in the classical Langlands program (see in particular [Del,
BG14, Ber20b, Zhu17]) that many statements become cleaner in terms of an
extended version of the Langlands dual group. The issue can be traced back
for example to the need to choose a square root of the order q of the residue
field in order to identify the spherical Hecke algebra with the representation
ring of the dual group. In other words the fundamental mechanism defining
the spectral action, and hence pairing Langlands parameters with Hecke
eigenvalues, needs to be modified to be made independent of choices.

Another well-known phenomenon is the need to make some choices in
order to normalize the Langlands correspondence. This usually appears in
the form of picking Whittaker data in order to normalize Hecke eigenforms.
In other words, given the spectral action we need to make choices to set up
the correspondence between eigenforms and Langlands parameters.

Both of these issues can be corrected by replacing the groups G and Ǧ
by extended versions, which gives what appears to be the most symmetric
formulation of the Langlands correspondence. Let CG be as defined in §2.7:
the quotient of G ˆ Ggr by the central element pe2ρ̌p´1q,´1q. We remind
that Ggr denotes the group Gm, but we use different notation in order to
refer to this distinguished instance of the group, and sometimes refer to it
as the “grading group”.

Definition C.7.1. (1) The space of twisted G-bundles ĆBunGpΣq is the
moduli stack of CG-bundles P equipped with an identification

P{G » KΣ

of the associated Ggr-bundle (equivalently, line bundle) with the canon-
ical bundle of Σ.

(2) The space of twisted Ǧ-local systems ĄLocǦpΣq is the moduli stack of
CǦ-local systems P equipped with an identification

P {Ǧ » $

of the associated rank one local system with the cyclotomic charac-
ter.146

146The “cyclotomic character” is simply the (trivializable) orientation local system on
the geometric curve, but when the curve is defined over Fq, we will also want to keep track
of the action of Frobenius, in which case we think of this local system as the restriction
of the cyclotomic character (2.2)
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Thus, for example, when dealing with SL2 on the automorphic side, one
deals instead with “GL2-bundles with determinant the canonical class” and
when dealing with SL2 on the spectral side, one deals instead with “GL2

local systems with cyclotomic determinant.”
The advantage of the moduli stack of twisted G-bundles is that it carries

a canonical Whittaker sheaf (i.e., without choosing a spin structure) and the
advantage of the moduli stack of twisted Ǧ-local systems is that the spectral
action is defined without choices in a Frobenius-equivariant fashion (i.e.,
without choosing a square root of the cyclotomic character, which comes
from the orientation sheaf). The twisted form of the geometric Langlands
correspondence, Conjecture C.3.1, then predicts the following.

Extended group formulation of the geometric Langlands equiv-
alence: Let ? denote Betti, de Rham or étale setting. In each
of the three settings, there is a equivalence of categories

(C.4) AUT?
¿p
ĄBunGpΣqq » QC !

¿p
ĄLoc

?

ǦpΣqq.

In this form of the conjecture, the various compatibilities characteriz-
ing the conjecture (e.g. the matching of Whittaker objects and structure
sheaves, or more generally the matching between period and L-sheaves) are
well defined independently of choices of spin structure or square root of q in
the finite setting. We can similarly define a twisted form of the arithmetic
conjecture as formulated in Conjecture C.6.2 (see also [BG14] over number
fields).

Consistently formulating the Langlands correspondence in this way would
mean that our treatment would depart from the literature, so we have not
done so. However, it is convenient to highlight the choices involved in un-
twisting both sides, since they arise naturally throughout the Langlands
program:

Automorphically: a spin structure, i.e., a choice of square root of the
canonical bundle KΣ or the different, defines an isomorphism ĄBunG »
BunG. Different choices will differ by a translation on BunG by a
two-torsion line bundle on Σ, acting via the central homomorphism
2ρ̌p´1q : Z{2 Ñ ZpGq.

Spectrally, in the finite context: a square root of the cyclotomic
character $, defines an isomorphism ĄLocǦ » LocǦ. Different choices
will differ by a translation on LocǦ by a central 2-torsion element.
Evaluating this square root at different points x of the curve gives a
choice of square root ?qx of the size of the residue field qx at x, i.e.,
a compatible choice of square roots. In our text we have chosen the
choice ?qx “

?
qdeg x for a fixed choice of ?q.
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Appendix D. Algebraic Quantum Field Theory

In this section we discuss some of the quantum field theoretic structures
visible in the Langlands program for function fields, as first observed in the
late 1980s by Witten [Wit88] and Beilinson-Drinfeld [BD], and the role of
periods and L-functions as boundary conditions. To express these structures
we formulate a notion of quantum field theory on algebraic curves valued in
a symmetric monoidal higher category, which is an outgrowth of the alge-
braic approach to Segal’s definition of conformal field theory [Seg87] (specif-
ically a chiral CFT or modular functor) pioneered in [BFM91] (see [BK01,
Gai99]), incorporating Beilinson and Drinfeld’s theory of factorization alge-
bras [BD04] and factorization homology, which provides a geometric counter-
part to the theory of adèlic restricted products. An algebraic quantum field
theory consists of an algebra of observables (a factorization algebra) and
a module of states (a functional on its factorization homology). We drop
the strong finiteness assumptions underlying modular functors (designed for
rational CFTs or 3d topological field theory) and let our field theories take
value in higher categories, so as to model aspects of 4-dimensional topological
quantum field theories. We explain how this bare-bones definition is already
sufficient to capture the field-theoretic aspects of the geometric Langlands
program following the ideas of Kapustin and Witten [KW07]. This formal-
ization also allows us to define boundary theories, and we explain how the
main structures appearing in this paper – in particular Hamiltonian group
actions and theta series – fit naturally in this framework. We do not attempt
to spell out all the higher categorical subtleties, but rather suggest parts of
the quantum field theory intuition which can be made rigorous with current
technology.

The contents of this appendix are as follows:

‚ §D.1 reviews the theories of En-algebras, and
‚ §D.2 reviews factorization algebras and factorization homology.
‚ §D.3 gives a quick motivational overview of the formalism of states
and observables in quantum field theory, as captured mathematically
by the Atiyah-Segal formalism of functors on bordism categories and
the Beilinson-Drinfeld-Costello-Gwilliam theory of factorization al-
gebras, respectively.

‚ §D.4 introduces a definition of algebraic quantum field theories, while
‚ §D.5 summarizes how the Langlands correspondence fits into this
formalism.

‚ §D.6 discusses boundary conditions in algebraic quantum field theory,
while

‚ §D.7 summarizes how relative Langlands duality can be viewed through
this lens. In particular we formulate our Meta-Conjecture D.7.1

ΘM P AG ÐÑ LM̌ P BǦ
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which encapsulates much of the formal structure (although not the
details) of this paper via boundary algebraic quantum field theories.

Terminology D.0.1. For a pointed p8, nq-category C Q 1C we use the nota-
tion C˝ “ Endp1Cq for the monoidal p8, n´ 1q–category of endomorphisms
of the pointing (or unit), and C˝˝ for the p8, n ´ 2q category of endomor-
phisms of the unit in C˝. In other words, C˝ “ ΩC is the based loops in
C and C˝˝ “ Ω2C is the two-fold based loops (endomorphisms of the unit
endomorphisms of the unit).

The class of examples we have in mind are given by the notion of k-
linear higher categories, constructed by iteratively passing to module cat-
egories: starting with C˝˝ “ V ectk “ k-mod we take C˝ “ DGCatk, i.e.,
V ectk-mod “ k-mod2 and

C “ DG2Catk :“ DGCatk-mod “ k-mod3

a category of k-linear 2-categories. (Here we are using the notation k-modn

for the iterated higher categories of modules, taken from [Ste20].) While
we only use this notion for motivation, to make precise sense of this one
needs to address size issues – in particular we think of DGCatk P PrL as a
presentable 8-category but its category of modules is no longer presentable.
These issues are addressed by the notion of n-presentable category developed
in [Ste20], where these objects are constructed not only as p8, 1q- but as
p8, nq-categories. The structures we discuss do not involve non-invertible n-
morphisms for n ą 1 so we stay in the world of p8, 1q-categories, specifically
enriched categories as developed in [GH15] (so one can for example replace
k-mod3 by the category of DGCatk-enriched categories).

Given an object M P C, we will refer to a morphism M : 1C Ñ M from
the unit of C as an object of M, denoted M P M. Dually we’ll refer to
a morphism M̌ : M Ñ 1C as a functional on M, which we think of as a
generalized object.

The “object” terminology is motivated by our motivating setting of higher
categories of categories. For example if C “ DGCatk then the unit 1C is
V ectk and morphisms F : V ectk ÑM (k-linear colimit preserving functor)
to a dg category M are identified with objects M “ F pkq PM. Likewise if
C “ k-mod3 then “objects” of C are k-linear 2-categories.

D.1. En-algebras. Let us first recall the notion of En-algebra, or algebra
over the little n-discs operad (which we will only need for n “ 1, 2, 3), fol-
lowing the treatment in [Lura, Chapter 5]. Fix a symmetric monoidal 8-
category C. An En-algebra in C is an object A equipped with operations
parameterized by the configuration space of disjoint discs in Rn,

ConfkpRnq Ñ HomCpA
bk, Aq

together with compositions corresponding to the embedding of discs inside
larger discs. (Up to homotopy ConfkpRnq is the configuration space of points
in Rn, and the compositions correspond to collisions of points.) In the case
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n “ 1, this structure is identified with that of an associative algebra object
in C (in the homotopical sense), also known as A8-algebra. The case n “ 2
is most closely related to the geometry of configuration spaces on the affine
line, or more general algebraic curves.

For A an En algebra in chain complexes, this structure amounts to maps
from chains on the configuration spaces to k-ary operations on A. We may
then pass to cohomology: H˚pAq carries operations labelled by the homology
of the same configuration spaces. For n ą 1 this produces a much simpler
structure than the chain version: all the operations are generated by binary
operations, i.e., by

H˚pConf2pRnqq » H˚pS
n´1q » k ‘ krn´ 1s,

and the degree ´2 class produces a Poisson bracket of degree ´2. Equiv-
alently, the unshearing H˚pAq) (with respect to the cohomological-grading
Gm) is a Poisson algebra, equipped with a Gm-action for which the bracket
has weight ´2. In our setting A “ OpM̌q( will arise as the shear of a graded
cochain complex, and our aim is to produce an E3-structure on A, whence
we deduce a Poisson structure on OpM̌q.

We also recall Lurie’s form of Dunn additivity:

Theorem D.1.1. [Lura] For k ` l “ n, the structure of an En-algebra on
A P C is equivalent to commuting structures of Ek and El algebra on A.

We will need the case 1 ` 2 “ 3: i.e., we will produce an E3 algebra
structure on A out of compatible associative (E1) and E2 structures.

D.1.2. En-algebras on manifolds. The group Opnq acts on the little n-discs
operad by changing the framing of Rn, and hence on the collection of En-
algebras. A framed En-algebra or oriented little n-disc algebra A is a [ho-
motopy] fixed point for the induced action of SOpnq. This equivariance for
changes of coordinates means an oriented n-disc algebra A defines a tensor
functor out of the category of all oriented n-manifolds which are disjoint
unions of discs with morphisms given by open embeddings [AF15]. We can
also twist the structure of En-algebra by the tangent bundle of any oriented
manifold M . The resulting structure, an EM -algebra in the terminology
of [Lura, Section 5.2], can be thought of as a family of En-algebras tAxuxPM
parametrized by points of M but twisted by the tangent bundle of M (i.e.,
the operations on Ax are given by discs embedded in the tangent space TxM),
or (via [Lura, Theorem 5.2.4.9]) as a functor out of the category of disjoint
unions of discs embedded in M .

We will also encounter a hybrid notion between orientation and framing,
namely SOp2q-fixed E3 algebras. These objects give rise by Dunn-Lurie
additivity to associative EΣ-algebras for Σ an oriented surface.

D.1.3. Factorization homology. Factorization homology, also known as topo-
logical chiral homology, of an (oriented) En algebra A (cf. [AF15] and [Lura,
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Sections 5.3.2-5.3.4]) is a globalization procedure, which produces a homol-
ogy theory defined on oriented n-manifolds. The factorization homology of
M with coefficients in A is defined by considering A as an EM algebra as
above, i.e., a functor on disjoint unions of discs embedded in M , and then
taking a colimit of this functor

M ÞÑ

ż

M
A :“ lim

š

DiÑM

â

ApDiq P C.

Informally, we take the tensor product of copies of A indexed by all discs
embedded in M , and when a unions of k discs in M factors through a larger
disc we factor through the corresponding k-ary operation Abk Ñ A. A key
theorem of [AF15] asserts that passing from A to its factorization homol-
ogy identifies oriented n-disc algebras (framed En algebras) with homology
theories defined only on oriented n-manifolds, i.e., tensor functors out of the
category of manifolds under open embeddings satisfying excision.

D.2. Factorization Algebras. We now give a highly impressionistic syn-
opsis of the theory of factorization algebras. This theory is an extremely
versatile generalization of En-algebras originating from the study of ver-
tex algebras [BD04, FBZ04], and more generally the algebraic structure of
observables in quantum field theory [CG17]. Just like En algebras, factor-
ization algebras have a local aspect, as describing multiplication operations
parametrized by the collision of points, and a global aspect, as attaching
measurements to open subsets of space covariantly functorial under embed-
dings (factorization homology).

We would like to consider factorization algebras in the setting of algebraic
geometry and valued in symmetric monoidal 8-categories C. This is moti-
vated by the (local geometric) Langlands correspondence, in which case C is
a category of 2-categories, and our goal is to give a feeling for some of the key
structures relevant to this setting rather than to give a detailed treatment.
Indeed, such a theory is not currently available in the literature. An informal
but more detailed discussion of this notion along similar lines is presented
in [But20b].

In the Betti topological setting of manifolds, the theory of factorization al-
gebras valued in an arbitrary symmetric monoidal8-category is developed147
in [Lura, Section 5.3] (see also [Knu18]), and crucially reduces to the theory
of En-algebras under a local constancy hypothesis (see §D.2.4 below). In the
étale setting in positive characteristic, factorization (on the level of chain
complexes) appears in the work of Gaitsgory and Lurie [GL14, Gai15a] on
Weil’s conjecture for function fields. In the de Rham setting there is ample
literature starting with [BD04] for factorization valued in chain complexes,
as well as the theory of factorization categories developed in [Ras17a, Gai10]
(see also §16.1). In practice factorization categories built out of constructible

147However, we’re not aware of a reference that explicitly compares the formulation of
unital factorization structures from [Ras17a, Gai15a] with that in [Lura].
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sheaves only satisfy a weaker lax-monoidal version of the factorization ax-
ioms, which we suppress here (see §D.6.2).

We will not specify precisely what properties we require for C-valued sheaf
theory on schemes over F. (We also lump in without comment the topological
theory of factorization on smooth manifolds from [Lura].) Such a theory
includes at the minimum the data of a lax symmetric monoidal functor

SHVC : Corr{F Ñ C
from the correspondence category of schemes over F to C, where we denote
the pullback functor for f : X Ñ Y by f ! : SHVCpY q Ñ SHVCpXq and the
pushforward by f˚.

Remark D.2.1 (Cosheaves). We emphasize that factorization algebras on
a space M are most naturally formulated as cosheaves on M , its powers
and its Ran space of finite subsets. This is evident for example from their
origin expressing observables in a field theory supported on a given patch of
spacetime [CG17], which are covariant under inclusion of opens. We recall
that the category of C-valued cosheaves on a topological space M is by
definition the opposite category of Cop-valued sheaves,

cShvpM, Cq “ ShvpM, Copqop,
which amounts to covariant functors from opens on M to C taking open
covers to colimit diagrams. The fundamental measurement associated to a
factorization algebra, its factorization homology, is naturally a homology in-
variant, given as global sections of a cosheaf, i.e., as a colimit, which receives
maps from costalks, rather than cohomology, given as global sections of a
sheaf, which maps to stalks. This cosheaf aspect is explicit in the topology
literature, in particular in [Lura], and factorization homology is character-
ized axiomatically as a homology theory in [AF15]. However, thanks to
the covariant form of Verdier duality [Lura, 5.5.5] (see also the exposition
in at [GL14, 9.4]), the theory of sheaves and cosheaves on locally compact
Hausdorff topological spaces is identified by the operation

sheaf F ÞÑ cosheaf of compactly supported sections of F .
This identification identifies the natural functoriality pf`, f`q on cosheaves
(given by the pf˚, f˚q functoriality on sheaves valued in the opposite cate-
gory) with the pf!, f

!q functoriality of !-sheaves.
The cosheaf aspect of factorization algebras (or the covariant form of

Verdier duality) is to our knowledge not discussed in the algebraic geometry
literature. Instead, factorization algebras valued in vector spaces (or chain
complexes) are formulated [Gai15a] as !-sheaves, and factorization homology
is given as !-pushforward (compactly supported cohomology). One level up,
factorization categories [Ras17a, Gai10] can be described as !-sheaves of cat-
egories with respect to !-tensor product (i.e., the value on a cover is given by
a limit under !-pullback), but passing to left adjoints expresses them equally
as cosheaves (the value on a cover is given as a colimit under !-pushforwards),
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and the global sections of a sheaf of categories is described either as a limit
(cohomology) or colimit (homology). (See also §B.9.)

Since we work primarily in the algebraic context we will default in §16
to the !-sheaf language and reserve cosheaves for the topological setting and
informal discussion.

D.2.2. The Ran Space and factorization algebras. Informallly, a factorization
algebra F over Σ valued in C attaches objects FS P C to finite subsets
S Ă Σ in a fashion that varies well in families, takes disjoint unions to
tensor products and is compatible with forgetting multiplicities, i.e., with
diagonal maps (or collisions of points):

‚ For every finite set I, we are given a C-valued !-sheaf FΣI P SHVCpΣ
Iq

on ΣI .
‚ Ran’s Condition: For every surjection α : I � J we have an
isomorphism

∆!
αFΣI » FΣJ .

‚ Factorization: For every decomposition I » I1
š

I2 we have an
isomorphism

FΣI |UI1,I2
» rFΣI1 b FΣI2 s|UI1,I2

of the restrictions to the locus UI1,I2 Ă ΣI of disjoint I1- and I2-
tuples.

The definition of factorization algebra [BD04] is formulated in terms of
the Ran space RanpΣq, the space of all finite subsets of Σ. In the algebraic
setting this forms a prestack, i.e., functor from [derived] rings to [simplicial]
sets, given as the colimit of ΣI over all diagonal maps RanpΣq “ limÑΣI .

Given an open subset U Ă RanpΣq, its support is the open subset of Σ
defined as the union of finite subsets of Σ parametrized by U (see [Lura,
5.5.4.3]). Open subsets U, V Ă RanpΣq are said to be independent if their
supports are disjoint. In this case U ˆV is naturally identified with an open
subset U ‹ V Ă RanpΣq.

The Ran space has a semigroup structure under union of subsets, but also
a partially defined operation of disjoint union of finite sets. Disjoint union
defines a correspondence

rRanpΣq ˆRanpΣqsdisj

tt ))
RanpΣq ˆRanpΣq RanpΣq

which makes RanpΣq a (nonunital) commutative algebra in the correspon-
dence category. This induces a symmetric monoidal structure, convolution,
on !-sheaves on RanpΣq.

A factorization algebra on Σ is then defined as a !-sheaf (morally, cosheaf)
F on RanpΣq which is multiplicative with respect to disjoint union [Knu18,
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Ras17a]. The multiplicativity amounts to compatible isomorphisms
â

I

FpUiq » Fp‹IUiq

for independent subsets. Formally, F has the structure of cocommutative
coalgebra for the convolution symmetric monoidal structure, whose comul-
tiplication map is an isomorphism on the disjoint locus. This can also be
expressed in terms of the colored operad of discs in Σ [Lura, Section 5.3.4].

D.2.3. Units. The notion of unital factorization algebra is developed in [Ras17a,
Gai15a] (one can also incorporate units in the operadic formulation in topol-
ogy [Lura]). Informally, a unital structure on a factorization algebra F is
an extension of the assignment I ÞÑ FΣI Ñ ΣI , functorial for surjections of
finite sets, to be functorial also over inclusions and the induced projections
πIãÑJ : ΣJ Ñ ΣI :

‚ Unitality: For every injection I ãÑ J we have a morphism

ΣJ ˆΣI FΣI ÝÑ FΣJ

compatible with factorization data.
A unital structure allows one to extend the assignment I ÞÑ FΣI Ñ ΣI to

the full category of possibly empty finite sets. This can be expressed elegantly
as an extension of the multiplicative sheaf on the Ran space RanpΣq to the
unital Ran space [Ras17a], a unital algebra object in correspondences over
RanpΣq.

D.2.4. Factorization and En-algebras. The crucial dictionary between fac-
torization and En structures is provided by a theorem of Lurie, identifying
locally constant factorization algebras on an n-dimensional manifold M with
EM algebras. A factorization algebra on M is said to be locally constant
if F is constructible with respect to the stratification of the Ran space of
M (or equivalently of the products M I) by diagonals, in the sense of [Lura,
Definition 5.5.11]. This entails that the !-restrictions to the strata are locally
constant (in the language of !-sheaves – this corresponds to the `-restriction
of cosheaves, opposite to the ˚-restriction to sheaves as in op.cit.), together
with a hypercompleteness hypothesis.

Theorem D.2.5. [Lura, Theorem 5.5.4.10] There is an equivalence of 8-
categories between C-valued locally constant factorization algebras on M and
EM -algebras in C.

The factorization algebra F on M attached to an EM -algebra A is char-
acterized by its costalks at points of RanpMq – i.e., finite subsets S Ă M
– given by the tensor product

Â

xPS Ax of A over S. (In the reverse direct
section we evaluate the factorization homology of F – see below – over disc
embeddings U ĂM .)

Let us spell out a special case (and its combination with Dunn-Lurie
additivity Theorem D.1.1):
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Corollary D.2.6. (1) There is an equivalence of 8-categories between
locally constant factorization algebras on A1

C and E2 algebras.
(2) Likewise there is an equivalence of 8-categories between locally con-

stant factorization associative algebras on A1
C and E3 algebras.

Here a factorization associative algebra is a factorization algebra valued in
associative algebras (or an E1 object in the symmetric monoidal 8-category
of factorization algebras).

D.2.7. Factorization homology. Factorization homology was introduced by
Beilinson and Drinfeld in the de Rham setting [BD04] as a way to cap-
ture correlation functions in conformal field theory, and in close analogy
with adèlic constructions. It forms a refinement of a restricted tensor prod-
uct

Â1
xPΣ Fx of the values of a factorization algebra over points of a curve

(pointed by the units 1x P Fx), in which we impose local constancy in x and
multiplicativity (factorization or OPE) under collision of points. Indeed fac-
torization homology is a geometric counterpart of the notion of Euler prod-
uct (as suggested by discussions with John Francis). This parallel is made
explicit in [Gai15a, Sections 0.2.2, 14.1.7, 20.1.2], where the cohomological
product formula for cohomology of BunG is interpreted as a categorified
Euler product, and shown to recover the Euler product for the Tamagawa
number upon taking trace of Frobenius.

From the factorizable cosheaf point of view, factorization homology is
simply the homology (global co-sections) of A

ż

Σ
A :“ ΓcpRanpΣq, Aq,

the colimit of values of A over opens of RanpΣq. In particular the canonical
map from any costalk Ax of A at x P Σ to the homology factors through the
colimit of the diagram of tensor products bxPSAx over finite subsets S Ă Σ
(defined via the unital structure of A), i.e., the restricted tensor product

1
â

xPΣ

Ax ÝÑ

ż

Σ
A

(where at all but finitely many points we insert the unit).

D.2.8. Universal factorization algebras. We have defined the notion of fac-
torization algebra on a fixed smooth curve Σ or manifold M , which are
generalizations of the notion of EΣ-algebra. However most factorization al-
gebras one encounters are defined “universally” on arbitrary smooth curves:
the notion of universal factorization algebra valued in vector spaces is studied
in [BD04, Gai99, FBZ04, Cli17, Cli19] and is equivalent to a factorization
algebra on the disc, equivariant for the action of changes of coordinates,
which in turn is identified with the notion of quasiconformal vertex algebra.
This is in precise analogy with the passage from an SOpnq-fixed En-algebra
to an EM algebra on any oriented manifold M . In physics this structure is
typically expressed through the mechanism of stress tensors, providing an
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inner action of [the factorization algebra describing] changes of coordinates
(see [CG17]). This richer version of universality (generalizing the notion of
conformal vertex algebra, one endowed an inner action of the Virasoro ver-
tex algebra) also encodes for example the [projectively] flat connection on
factorization homology over the moduli of curves [BD04, FBZ04].

For our purposes, we take the threadbare approach of defining a factoriza-
tion algebra on curves valued in C as simply a factorization algebra defined
on the universal smooth curve over the moduli stack of curves. We leave it as
an open problem define universal factorization algebras in our current gen-
erality, either following [Cli19] by attaching factorization algebras to curves
functorially for arbitrary étale morphisms (as a suitable algebraic analog for
the topological formulation as functors on manifolds with open inclusions),
or using the notion of stress tensor.

D.3. States and Observables. The mathematical structure underlying
quantum theories can be roughly broken up into three components: states,
observables and correlation functions (the link between the first two). This
trichotomy is familiar from mathematical approaches to quantum mechanics
(1-dimensional quantum field theory) via quantization of a symplectic man-
ifold M : one seeks to attach to M a geometric quantization – a Hilbert
space H (states), a deformation quantization – an associative algebra A
(observables), and a module structure A œ H, leading to a trace func-
tional x¨ ¨ ¨ yH : Abn Ñ C (correlation functions). We are indebted to Pavel
Safronov for teaching us this tripartite point of view on quantum theory, cf.
in particular [Saf20].

D.3.1. States. In the setting of n-dimensional topological quantum field the-
ories, the structure of states is captured by the Atiyah-Segal formalism of
functors out of bordism categories, and the more general notion of extended
topological field theories developed (among others) by Lawrence, Freed,
Baez-Dolan, Costello, Hopkins and Lurie. (For simplicity we only consider
the oriented version, so all manifolds will be oriented.) An n-dimensional
TFT Z is a representation of the symmetric monoidal p8, nq-category Bordn
of bordisms of n-manifolds, i.e., a symmetric monoidal functor

Z : pBordn,
ž

q ÝÑ pC,bq.

Such a functor takes the empty 0-manifold to the unit 1C , closed 1-manifolds
(as self-bordisms of the empty manifold) to endomorphisms of 1C , etc., so
that closed n-manifolds M are taken to n-fold iterated based loopsin C (en-
domorphisms of endomorphisms of. . . of1C) . The target C is typically taken
to be C-linear (a manifestation of the superposition principle), and in fact
an n-fold delooping of the complex numbers (in the sense that the iterated
endomorphisms of the unit in C are C, cf.Terminology D.0.1), so that Z
includes in particular the data of

‚ partition functions ZpMnq P C for closed n-manifolds,
‚ C-vector spaces of states ZpNn´1q for closed n´ 1-manifolds,
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‚ C-linear maps ZM : ZpδinMq Ñ ZpδoutMq associated to bordisms,
‚ C-linear categories ZpΣn´2q for closed n´ 2-manifolds,
‚ . . .

Moreover, all of these assignments are multiplicative under disjoint union
and locally constant over the classifying spaces of manifolds.

It is prohibitively hard to construct examples of this structure in its en-
tirety. For example, n-dimensional TFTs coming out of gauge theory are
essentially never defined on closed n-manifolds and at best “top out” at as-
signing vector spaces to n ´ 1-manifolds. When one can assign partition
functions to closed n-manifolds, it is typically through analytic and not al-
gebraic or categorical means. Likewise it is rare that we know how to extend
TFTs all the way down to a point (or even sometimes which higher delooping
C of C we should be working in).

For instance (as discussed in §1.2 and in more detail in§D.5) we are primar-
ily motivated by the Kapustin-Witten approach to the geometric Langlands
program, which is formulated as an equivalence

AG » BǦ
of four-dimensional oriented TFTs. In this case, neither side extends to 4-
manifolds. The B- (or spectral) side is much better understood (in the Betti
model), and in particular there are good candidates for extending the theory
all the way down to a point, but on the A´ (or automorphic) side the TFT
structure is much less evident and in particular we are not aware of any
promising candidates for extending down to a point.

Thus in practice it is convenient to work with a fragment of the full struc-
ture, not insisting on numbers in the top dimension or extending down to a
point. Namely we might consider symmetric monoidal functors

(D.1) Z : Bordrk´1,ks Ñ C
from the p8, 1q-category of k-dimensional oriented bordisms of k´1-manifolds
to some target symmetric monoidal p8, 1q-category C. Such a functor as-
signs objects ZpNq P C to closed k ´ 1-manifolds and ZpMq P C˝ to closed
k-manifolds. In the case k “ 2, the category Bordr1,2s can be described as
having objects labeled by natural numbers, with morphismsHompm,nq from
m to n given by the classifying space of oriented surfaces with m incoming
and n outgoing boundary components. Moreover we can “turn around” bor-
disms to make all boundary components incoming, i.e., identify morphism
spaces Hompm,nq » Hompm` n, 0q.

D.3.2. Observables. The theory of factorization algebras arose in [BD04] and
later [CG17] as a mathematical framework for the algebraic structure of ob-
servables (or equivalently symmetries) in quantum field theory (see [FBZ04]
for an introduction). In the Costello-Gwilliam formalism, we are given the
assignment U ÞÑ FpUq of observables on open subsets of spacetime. In the
Beilinson-Drinfeld formalism we are given instead an assignment S ÞÑ FS for
finite subsets S Ă Σ of spacetime, which we think of as encoding observables
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on the formal neighborhood of S in Σ. We then extract observables on open
subsets as the output of factorization homology.

Specifically, the theory of factorization homology arose as a formalization
of the notion of conformal blocks in 2d conformal field theory, which capture
the constraints (the Ward identities) satisfied by the partition function of a
field theory imposed by identifying a given algebra of symmetries (formu-
lated as a vertex, chiral or factorization algebra). In particular identifying a
factorization algebra F as observables in a given TFT Z means the partition
function ZpMq P C on an n-manifold refines to a functional

x´yF ,M :

ż

M
F Ñ C

on factorization homology of F (recovering ZpMq when applied to the unit).
Analogously, the vector space of states ZpNq P V ect on an n ´ 1-manifold
is enhanced to a module for the associative algebra

ş

Nˆp0,1qF .
Given a topological field theory Z : Bordrn,n´1s Ñ C we can extract a

factorization algebra A “ EndZ valued in C of local operators, as the value
of Z on the sphere Sn´1 “ BpDnq. By considering the bordisms obtained
from embeddings of discs, the object EndZ is endowed with the structure
of oriented n-disc algebra (or framed En-algebra) in C, with unit given by
a disc ZpDnq P ZpSn´1q, hence a locally constant factorization algebra on
oriented n-manifolds.

Remark D.3.3 (Theories of observables). More generally a theory of ob-
servables A for Z can be defined as a morphism of factorization algebras
A Ñ EndZ . Thus EndZ is the final factorization algebra of observables.
This generalizes the description of a module V for an associative algebra
A as classified by a homomorphism A Ñ EndpV q. As in the case of mod-
ules for associative algebras, we think of the states V and observables A as
independent variables linked by the morphism AÑ EndpV q – i.e., it is im-
portant to consider theories of observables different than the universal one
EndZ determined by states, and most examples of theories of observables in
physics are not of this tautological form.

Now let us restrict attention to a fixed oriented n-manifoldM . By consid-
ering discs embedded inM , the observables A “ EndZ define an EM -algebra
or factorization algebra AM on M , valued in C. The factorization homology

ż

M
AM “ lim

Ñ
ZpBDq,

the colimit of the EM algebra over all disc embeddings, provides the space
of global observables of the TFT on M .

The relation between observables and states is captured by the data of
correlation functions of local observables: by considering the complement of
a union of discs in M as a bordism we obtain
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- a morphism

x´yZ,DÑM “ ZpΣzDq : ZpBDq “
â

ZpBDiq ÝÑ 1C

attached to oriented disc embeddings D “
š

Di ãÑ Σ.
Thus if we label each boundary component by an object Mi P ZpBDiq, we
obtain an invariant

xtMiuyZ,D P C.
The data of all the correlation functions on M assembles into the data of

a state on AM : a single morphism

x´yZ,M :

ż

M
AM ÝÑ 1C

out of the factorization homology of AM over M (since a map out of this
colimit amounts to a compatible collection of maps for arbitrary disc embed-
dings). For example the global state ZpMq P C˝ is obtained from the empty
disc embedding, or equivalently by inserting the vacuum state on all discs.

We will be interested in the case n “ 2 of oriented surfaces. In this case
the data of correlation functions for varying surfaces Σ captures a great
part of the structure of the field theory. Namely the value ZpNq on any
closed oriented 1-manifold is given as a tensor product of copies of AZ .
Moreover AZ is automatically dualizable, in fact canonically self-dual, so we
can describe the action of Hompn,mq on AZ in terms of the m ` n-point
correlation functions Hompm ` n, 0q Ñ HompAbm`ncZ , 1Cq. However, note
that we have not encoded the composition of bordisms in this fashion.

D.3.4. Defects. Much of the rich structure of a quantum field theory is
provided by the notion of defects (and the corresponding operators or ob-
servables) of various dimensions. As observed by Kapustin and Witten,
unramified (spherical) Hecke operators in geometric Langlands arise nat-
urally from considering the ’t Hooft line defects in 4d Yang-Mills theory.
These are generalizations of the Dirac monopole, and by a generalization
of Gauss’ law are labelled by states in a 2-sphere linking the codimension
3 line singularity. Surface defects [GW06] (codimension 2) capture ramifi-
cation, local operators (codimension 4) capture the notion of singular sup-
port [AG15, EY19], while this paper contends that boundary conditions or
domain walls [GW09b, GW09a] (codimension 1) capture functoriality and
periods. (See [BZN18] for an exposition of some of this structure in the
setting of extended topological field theory.)

The functorial definition of TFTs naturally incorporates a notion of defect
operators (or nonlocal observables) of various dimensions, most elegantly
expressed via the Cobordism Hypothesis with Singularities [Lur09b]. First,
as we observed above, the local operators ZpSn´1q form an En-algebra, which
acts on the vector spaces of states ZpNn´1q on n´ 1-manifolds. Indeed this
action descends to the factorization homology

ş

N ZpSn´1q.
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Next come the line defects. These form the category ZpSn´2q, the value
of the theory on the link of an embedded line. The collision (or “oper-
ator product expansion”) of line operators endows this category with an
En´1-monoidal structure, and the categories of states ZpΣq on closed n´ 2-
manifolds form modules. Likewise, the surface defects are the En´2-monoidal
2-category ZpSn´3q attached to the link of an embedded surface.

Finally, the richest class of defects in topological field theory (and those
most relevant to our work) is given by those of codimension 1. The most
general class is given by interfaces or domain walls between two field theories
D : W Ñ Z, which provide the natural notion of morphism of field theories.
An interface can be described (thanks to the cobordism hypothesis with
singularities) as a functor out of the bordism category of bipartite manifolds
– manifolds with an embedded separating codimension one submanifold, and
a marking of the components of the complement by the symbols W and Z
(we’ll suppress details of framing or orientation). Such a functor defines in
particular two field theories W,Z by considering only manifolds with the
corresponding marking. Considering D on manifolds of the form N ˆ I
(separated into W and Z halves) gives rise to morphisms DpNq : WpNq Ñ
ZpNq.

An important special case of an interface is the notion of boundary con-
dition (or better boundary theory) for a field theory, a morphism Θ : 1 Ñ Z
from the trivial theory (taking any manifold to the unit) to Z. Variants of
this notion have been formalized as relative field theories [FT14] and twisted
field theories [ST11], see [JFS17] for a definitive treatment of the necessary
higher category theory. A boundary theory for a TFT Z (or a lax Z-twisted
theory in the terminology of [JFS17]) may be viewed a field theory of one
dimension lower, valued in Z – indeed if Z itself trivial then a boundary
theory is simply a field theory valued in C˝ [JFS17, Theorem 7.4].

Example D.3.5 (Boundaries and characters). A good example to keep in
mind is the 2d oriented TFT ZG associated to a finite group linearizing the
spaces of G-local systems, with

‚ ZGpΣq “ #LocGpΣq,
‚ ZGpS1q “ CrLocGpS

1qs “ CrG{Gs,
‚ ZGpptq “ VectpLocGpptqq “ ReppGq.

In this case a boundary theory Θ P ZG is determined by a finite dimensional
representation V of G, while the value on the circle

ΘpS1q “ χV P CrG{Gs

recovers the character of the representation. More generally, a boundary the-
ory Θ P Z in an n-dimensional TFT is determined by an object Θpptq P Zpptq
and determines invariants of this object, the “higher characters” ΘpNq P
ZpNq on n ´ 1-dimensional manifolds (invariant under diffeomorphisms of
N). It is natural to interpret the picture of the relative Langlands program
via boundary theories in this Appendix as realizing L-functions and periods
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as higher characters associated to hyperspherical actions of reductive groups,
evaluated on an arithmetic 3-manifold (a global function field).

Example D.3.6 (Conformal field theories and modular functors). The origi-
nal motivation for spaces of conformal blocks (hence factorization homology)
and modular functors was to express all the constraints (Ward identities) sat-
isfied by the partition function of a 2d conformal field theory that come from
knowing a chiral algebra of symmetries. This leads to the realization of con-
formal field theories as boundary theories for 3d topological field theories, the
most famous example being the relation of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model
to Chern-Simons theory. The framing anomaly of Chern-Simons theory it-
self is interpreted as making Chern-Simons a relative / twisted / boundary
theory for a 4d invertible field theory.

Remark D.3.7 (Boundaries vs. domain walls). Note that if we assume
enough dualizability then a morphism (or interface) W Ñ Z of field theories
is identified with a boundary condition 1 ÑW_bZ. This reduces the notion
of interfaces - but not of their composition - to that of boundary conditions.

D.4. Algebraic quantum field theories. We now imitate the structure
of quantum field theory in the setting of algebraic curves, inspired by the
work of Beilinson-Feigin-Mazur [BFM91] and Beilinson-Drinfeld [BD04]. We
begin with some motivating discussion; the eager reader may look ahead to
Definition D.4.2 and its explication.

The original definition of algebraic quantum field theory [BFM91] – see [BK01]
for a detailed exposition – captures algebraically the structure of r1, 2s-
dimensional part of a 3d topological field theory such as Chern-Simons theory
(or equivalently the chiral part of a rational conformal field theory such as
Wess-Zumino-Witten theory). Such a theory attaches a finite semisimple
abelian category Zx to [the punctured disc around] a point of any smooth
curve Σ, standing in for the circle. It also attaches a finite dimensional vec-
tor space x

Â

MiyZ,S to a curve marked with objects of the local categories
Zxi for a finite set S “ txiu Ă Σ (standing in for a 2-manifold with marked
boundary). The category Zx acquires the structure of balanced braided ten-
sor category, i.e., framed E2-category, and (in modern language) gives rise
to a locally constant factorization category on Σ (an EΣ-category in the
Betti version), and the spaces of conformal blocks respect this factorization
structure. One also has the crucial gluing law expressing the behavior of the
spaces of conformal blocks under semistable degenerations of curves. In par-
ticular the invariant of any curve can be described in terms of Zx by parallel
transporting to the boundary of the moduli space and using the gluing laws
to reduce to genus zero, as in the proof of the Verlinde formula [Fal94].

We are interested in algebraic models of four-dimensional topological field
theories, structures that are expected to attach vector spaces to 3-manifolds,
categories to 2-manifolds and a 2-category to S1 (the counterpart to Zx
above). Moreover these invariants have an inherently homotopic (8-categorical)
nature, as for example derived categories of coherent sheaves on derived
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stacks of Langlands parameters. (This homotopical aspect is a universal
feature of topological field theories arising – as almost all examples do –
from the process of topological twisting of supersymmetric quantum field
theories.) In other words, the values on 3-manifolds are chain complexes
over k (objects of C˝˝ “ k-mod “ V ectk following Terminology D.0.1), on
2-manifolds k-linear dg categories (objects of C˝ “ DGCatk “ k´module2)
and on 1-manifolds take value in an p8, 3q-category C “ k-mod3 of k-linear
2-categories.

Thankfully for us of low category number, we are only trying to model
fragments of 4d TFTs (as in D.1), which are symmetric monoidal functors

Bordr1,2s ÝÑ C

where in the source category there are only invertible bordisms between 2-
manifolds. Hence the source here is “only” an p8, 1q-category, i.e., has only
invertible n-morphisms for n ą 1. Any such functor lands in the underlying
p8, 1q-category of C (where we discard noninvertible higher morphisms), so
we will continue not to need any higher category theory. However since we
do have invertible higher morphisms we may have access to the analogues
of the invariants associated to certain 3-manifolds, namely mapping tori of
diffeomorphisms.

In fact we don’t come close to modeling the full category Bordr1,2s, with
objects n P N and morphisms Hompm,nq given by classifying spaces of bor-
disms. Instead we only consider correlation functions, i.e., the morphism
spaces Hompm, 0q where all boundary components are incoming (configura-
tion spaces of curves with m marked points). As discussed in §D.3 one can
use duality to encode the action of all bordisms. However the composition of
bordisms is largely missing from our definition: we only retain a local shadow
of it in the factorization structure, expressing bordisms given by collections
of discs inside larger discs.

D.4.1. The definition. Fix a symmetric monoidal 8-category C and a C-
valued sheaf theory as in §D.2.

Definition D.4.2. An algebraic quantum field theory Z consists of two sets
of data as follows:

‚ [Local:] a unital factorization algebra Z on smooth curves valued in
C, and

‚ [Global:] a state on Z – a natural transformation from the factoriza-
tion homology of Z (as a functor from curves to C) to the constant
functor 1C, i.e., a functional

x´yZ,Σ :

ż

Σ
Z ÝÑ 1C

on the factorization homology of Z functorial in isomorphisms of
smooth curves.
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The trivial field theory valued in C consists of the data of the unit fac-
torization algebra x ÞÑ 1C on every curve Σ, together with the identity map
ş

Σ 1C » 1C.

The “local” data may be thought of alternatively as the value of the theory
on 1-manifolds (objects) or as defining an algebra of observables, while the
“global” data may thought of as the value on punctured 2-manifolds (mor-
phisms) or as defining the states (a module over observables) and correlation
functions.

Remark D.4.3 (Missing pieces). We note some deficiencies in Definition D.4.2.
First, recall from §D.2.8 that by a factorization algebra on curves we mean a
factorization algebra on the universal curve. As noted in loc. cit., one might
insteadask for the observables to form a universal factorization algebra on
smooth curves, functorial for arbitary étale morphisms, or better yet to de-
fine Z as a factorization algebra on the disc endowed with a “stress tensor”
or inner action of changes of coordinates.

Another natural requirement is to ask for the state to factor through the
unital factorization homology of Z (cf. Remark 16.1.5).

More substantially, we do not attempt to address the key structure of
composition of bordisms. This can be expressed algebraically via the mech-
anism of gluing — the behavior of states under semistable degeneration of
curves (the “Verlinde formula”). A suitably general algebraic version of glu-
ing inspired by [BFM91] and especially [Fal94] is described in [Mur19] as
a formal consequence of the data of extending the factorization algebra Z
from algebraic to rigid analytic curves.

Remark D.4.4 (Algebraic TFT). Definition D.4.2 attempts to capture fea-
tures of quantum field theories depending algebraically on an algebraic curve
Σ. However, the quantum field theories relevant to the Langlands program
are topological, and thus one could try to strengthen Definition D.4.2 to cap-
ture some form of topological invariance. These algebraic TFTs come in
three flavors: Betti, de Rham and étale. Informally, we ask for the theory
Σ ÞÑ pZΣ, x´yZ,Σq to factor through the assignment Σ ÞÑ Σ? (? “ B, dR, et)
of the Betti, de Rham or étale spaces associated to smooth curves.

In a Betti TFT we ask for the factorization algebra Z on curves and its
state x´yZ,Σ to descend to the moduli of the Betti spaces of curves, i.e., the
classifying spaces of diffeomorphism groups or homotopy type of the moduli
of curves. Thus a Betti TFT amounts to (a small amount of the structure
of) a topological field theory in the traditional sense, a functor of (oriented)
topological manifolds, with invariants ZpΣq forming local systems over the
moduli of curves and carry actions of mapping class groups.

A de Rham field theory is a higher analog of the structure of topolog-
ical conformal field theory [Get94],[Seg99], i.e., a CFT with a homotopic
trivialization of the stress tensor. Indeed this is a general feature of “topo-
logical twists” of supersymmetric quantum field theories, explored in [ES19],
in which the action of changes of coordinates (and deformations of metrics)
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is made exact in a structured way (through the action of the supersymmetry
algebra). This gives a weak form of topological invariance – in particular
the categories ZpΣq attached to curves carry a flat connection over the mod-
uli of curves which is not integrable in general (i.e., parallel transport is
not defined) and do not inherit actions of mapping class groups. (This is
a major difference with the classical setting of rational CFT or 3d TFT as
in [BFM91, BK01].)

Likewise in the étale version for F “ Fq, we might ask an étale field theory
to be functorial for isomorphisms of the étale site of Σ. Let us point out one
important feature of this. For a curve Σ defined over Fq, the étale site of
Σ{Fq carries a canonical Frobenius automorphism. Hence the invariant ZpΣq
carries a Frobenius automorphism (the action of an “arithmetic mapping class
group element”), and if it is dualizable, we may evaluate its Frobenius trace
and consider it as the invariant attached to the corresponding “arithmetic
3-manifold”, the mapping torus of Frobenius.

D.4.5. Global states. We now spell out the key data encoded in Defini-
tion D.4.2, and in particular the motivating case where objects of C “ k-mod3

are dg 2-categories, of C˝ “ k-mod2 are dg categories and of C˝˝ “ k-mod
are vector spaces (following our Terminology D.0.1).

The most basic data associated to an algebraic quantum field theory is
the “space of states”:
‚ the states on Σ define an invariant ZpΣq “ x1ZΣ

yZ,Σ P C˝, i.e., a dg
category.

Explicitly, the unital structure of Z in particular endows the factorization
homology on any curve

ş

Σ Z with a pointing 1Z,Σ (morphism from 1C), and
ZpΣq is the value of the state x´yZ,Σ on the pointing.

If we assume ZpΣq is dualizable then we further get that
‚ any automorphism F P AutpΣq defines an invariant TrpF,ZpΣqq P C˝˝,

i.e., a dg vector space, which we think of as the states ZpMF,Σq of the theory
on the mapping torus of F (a 3-manifold).

D.4.6. Factorization algebra of observables / local data. The local data of Z
on a fixed curve Σ includes:
‚ an invariant Zx “ ZpD˚xq P C (i.e., a 2-category) to every point x P Σ,

which we think of as the states of the field theory on the “1-manifold” D˚x,
the punctured disc at x.
‚ The invariant extends multiplicatively to finite subsets S Ă Σ:

ZS »
â

xPS

Zx.

‚ We are given a unit: an object 1Zx “ ZpDxq P Zx (x P Σ), the “vacuum
state” at x, and
‚ we insert units to extend ZS to be functorial under all maps of finite

sets over Σ.
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The structure of factorization algebra glues together the objects Zx for
varying x, and most importantly encodes the “operator product expansion”
(OPE), i.e., behavior when points collide: namely the invariants ZS assemble
to a factorizable cosheaf over the [unital version of the] Ran space RanpΣq
of all finite subsets of Σ.

D.4.7. States / correlation functions. The global aspect of Z is given by
spaces of correlation functions:
‚ for every finite subset S Ă Σ we are given a functional

x´yZ,S : ZS Ñ 1C .

Concretely, applying this morphism to objects Mi P Zxi (i.e., composing
with morphisms Mi : 1C Ñ Zxi) we obtain an invariant

x
â

MiyZ,S P C.
These assignments are asked to be invariant under maps of finite sets, in
particular insertion of the unit at new points. Thus if we insert the unit
everywhere we obtain the global states ZpΣq.

We require that all of the assignments x´yZ,S to assemble to a single
state on Z, i.e., a morphism out of the global observables

ş

Σ Z, i.e., the
homology of the Ran space with coefficients in the cosheaf defined by Z.
This guarantees that the assignment of correlation functions respects the
factorization structure on the ZS , in particular varies well with x and is
compatible with collisions of points.

D.4.8. Defects in algebraic quantum field theories. Algebraic field theories
following Definition D.4.2 afford defect operators of various dimensions. We
continue to think of an algebraic quantum field theory as the r1, 2s-dimensional
part of a 4d TFT, and our terminology reflects this choice: as common in
physics we label defects by their dimension in space-time (although em-
phasizing codimension is more natural when thinking of an abstract r1, 2s-
dimensional field theory).
‚ Surface defects: the assignment x ÞÑ ZpD˚xq itself plays the role of the

2-category of surface defects in a 4d TFT, while its factorization structure
captures the operator product expansion (E2-structure) on surface defects.
They play the role of possible codimension 2 singularities (ramification data)
on Σ.
‚ Line defects: the “unramified Hecke category” HZ of Z plays the role of

the category ZpS2q of line defects. These are by definition endomorphisms
of the unit observable

1Zx “ ZpDxq P Zx “ ZpD˚xq,
i.e.,

HZ :“ Endp1Zxq P C˝.
(The algebraic avatar of the 2-sphere here being two discs joined along the
punctured disc.) The factorization algebra structure on Zx, with 1Zx as
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its unit, provides the Hecke category with the structure of an factorization
associative algebra on Σ valued in C˝ – in the Betti setting this amounts to
the structure of E3-algebra in C˝, as expected from line defects in 4d TFT.
‚ Observables from line defects: for any choice of point x P Σ we have

an action of HZ on ZpΣq by Hecke modifications. This is a consequence
of the unitality: we identify ZpΣq with correlation functions with the unit
inserted at x, whence an action of endomorphisms of the unit. More generally
x
Â

MiyZ,S carries an action of HZ at all points away from the ramification
set S. This action descends to the global Hecke category, given by the
factorization homology

(D.2) HZ,Σztxiu :“

ż

Σztxiu
HZ œ x

â

MiyZ,S

In particular for S empty we obtain an action of HZ,Σ on ZpΣq.
‚ Local operators: the point defects in a 4d TFT are captured in the

algebraic quantum field theory setting by endomorphisms of the unit line
defect, i.e., endomorphisms of the unit in HZ . These endomorphisms form
an E2 factorization algebra on Σ, i.e., the algebraic counterpart of the E4

structure on local operators in four dimensions.
‚ Domain walls and boundary theories: we postpone to Section D.6 the

discussion of the algebraic avatars of the richest class of defects in 4d TFT.

D.5. Langlands correspondence via field theory. We now outline how
the structure of algebraic quantum field theory is meant to apply in the
setting of the Langlands correspondence, in parallel to the discussion of the
previous section (see [BZN18] for a more limited discussion along similar
lines). Namely, we explain how the geometric Langlands correspondence
on a smooth projective curve Σ over an algebraically closed field might be
understood as an equivalence AG » BǦ between algebraic quantum field
theories, valued in k-linear 2-categories C “ k-mod3. Moreover in the étale
setting when Σ is defined over a finite field, we discuss how passing to Frobe-
nius traces following [AGK`21] – and assuming that we have available the
structure described in Remark D.4.4 – would recover a form of the Langlands
conjecture for function fields.

Remark D.5.1 (Categorical difficulties). The full structure of AG and BǦ
as algebraic quantum field theories is far from being precisely formulated.
For example we can ask: what is the precise target category C and the as-
sociated sheaf theory SHVC? This is part of the problem of formulating
the local geometric Langlands conjecture (being developed by D. Arinkin,
D. Gaitsgory, S. Raskin and others): what kind of objects are the “local
2-categories AGpD

˚
xq and BǦpD˚xq”? Just as ind-coherent sheaves are not

sheaves in a naive sense (projecting to QC kills some objects) it is not clear
we should consider them as actual 2-categories (i.e., objects of k-mod3) or
as more sophisticated objects constructed by a higher sheaf theory 2IndCoh
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and valued in the 3-category 3IndCohpptq (these objects are defined in forth-
coming work of Stefanich [Ste23]). However their unramified parts form a
“sub-field theory” that is fairly well understood and already contains a great
amount of structure (in particular all that is directly relevant to this paper),
and we hope our schematic overview of the general expectations is useful
regardless.

Remark D.5.2 (Topological invariance). The field theories BǦ on the spec-
tral side (and hence, by the Langlands conjectures, the automorphic theories
AG) in the Betti, de Rham and étale settings satisfy a strong “topological in-
variance” property: they are built from the corresponding stacks Loc?

Ǧ
pΣq of

(? “B, dR or et) local systems, which are themselves functors of Σ?. In other
words, they form algebraic TFTs as in Remark D.4.4. In the Betti setting,
this means we are in the traditional setting of topological field theory (which
was precisely the motivation for the Betti Langlands conjecture [BZN18]).
In the étale setting, we only note again that this form of topological invari-
ance implies that the value of the theory on curves defined over finite fields
inherit Frobenius automorphisms.

‚ [Global geometric] The global unramified automorphic invariantsAGpΣq “
AUT?pBunGpΣqq are given by the [étale, de Rham or Betti form of the] dg
category of automorphic sheaves on BunGpΣq (as in §C). On the spectral
side, BǦpΣq “ QC!pLoc?

Ǧ
pΣqq is given by ind-coherent sheaves on the [étale,

de Rham or Betti] stack of local systems on Σ. Thus the conjectured equiv-
alence AG » BǦ on Σ thus realizes the geometric Langlands conjecture.

‚ [Global arithmetic] If we assume a form of “étale topological invari-
ance” as in Remarks D.4.4 and D.5.2, we can see some of the structure of
the arithmetic Langlands correspondence for function fields. The categories
AGpΣq,BǦpΣq are dualizable, hence one can evaluate the trace of any au-
tomorphism of Σ. For Σ defined over Fq we may consider the categorical
trace of Frobenius, which defines the values of the field theories AG and BǦ
(in the étale setting of [AGK`20b]) on the “arithmetic 3-manifold” MF,Σ

corresponding to Σ, the mapping torus of Frobenius.
The trace TrpF,BǦpΣqq is identified with volume forms on the stack

Locarith
Ǧ

pΣq of arithmetic restricted local systems (Frobenius fixed points
on LocǦ) (see [AGK`20b, Section 24]). On the other hand, the Trace
Theorem [AGK`21] recovers the space of unramified automorphic forms –
compactly supported functions on BunGpΣqpFqq as the categorical trace of
Frobenius on AUTrespBunGpΣqq. Thus the conjectural isomorphism of vec-
tor spaces AGpMF,Σq » BǦpMF,Σq recovers the unramified Langlands con-
jecture for function fields, as formulated in [AGK`20b] following the work
of V. Lafforgue [Laf18].

‚ [Local geometric] The local automorphic 2-category AGpD
˚q is expected

to be given by categorical representations of the algebraic loop group GF ,
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i.e., by a suitable version of module categories for the convolution monoidal
category SHV pGF q.

The local spectral 2-category BǦpD˚q in the de Rham setting is expected
to be Stefanich’s 2IndCohpLocǦpD

˚qq, a modification (in the spirit of the
modification QC ; QC !) of the 2-category of quasicoherent sheaves of cat-
egories on the stack of local systems on D˚. The conjectured equivalence
AG » BǦ on D˚ is the local geometric Langlands conjecture.

‚ [Local unramified] While these 2-categories are poorly understood, their
unramified parts are quite familiar. The unit object (or vacuum)

AGpDq P AGpD
˚q

is given by the GF -category of sheaves on the affine Grassmannian Gr “
GF {GO. Its endomorphisms, the Hecke category of (’t Hooft) line operators
HAG , form the spherical Hecke category SHV pGOzGF {GOq. The (factoriza-
tion) 2-category of modules for HAG defines the well-understood unramified
part of the local 2-category.

On the spectral side BǦpDq is given by the category ReppǦq » QCppt{Ǧq
of representations of the dual group thought of as sheaves on the substack
pt{Ǧ Ñ LocǦpD

˚q of trivial local systems on the punctured disc. Its endo-
morphisms, the (Wilson) line operators HBǦ recover the derived spherical
category QC !pLocǦpS

2qq, and the Langlands duality of field theories on the
(factorization) monoidal categories of line operatorsHAG » HBǦ predicts the
derived Satake correspondence [BF08] (and its factorizable form [CR22]).

We may also pass to the Frobenius trace on the geometric Satake corre-
spondence and recover the classical Satake correspondence (as in [Zhu18]).
Namely, the Frobenius trace on HAG “ SHV pGOzGF {GOq produces the
spherical Hecke algebra, endomorphisms of the unramified representation
krGrs while the Frobenius trace on HBǦ produces functions on Frobenius-
twisted conjugacy classes in Ǧ.

‚ [Unramified Hecke action and shtukas] The Hecke categories HAG »

HBǦ act on the global states AGpΣq » BǦpΣq by modifications at any point
x P Σ( D.2). Thus the duality of field theories predicts the Hecke-linearity
of the geometric Langlands correspondence. Moreover this equivalence re-
spects the factorization monoidal structure of the Hecke categories, so that
we may integrate over x P Σ to obtain an equivalence as modules for the
unramified global Hecke categories HΣ “

ş

Σ H. In the Betti setting, the
global Hecke category HΣ,BǦ is Beraldo’s global Hecke category HΣ with its
action on BǦpΣq “ QC !pLocǦpΣqq. In general the global Hecke action de-
tects singular support of coherent sheaves on LocǦpΣq (the “sheafification”
of the automorphic category over T ˚r1sLocǦpΣq).

In the global arithmetic setting, we obtain likewise the action of the spher-
ical Hecke algebra on unramified automorphic forms. More significantly, for
any unramified Hecke functorHS acting at S Ă Σ we can take the categorical
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trace of Frobenius composed with H,

TrpF ˝H,AGpΣq » BǦpΣqq
– in other words consider the value of the field theory on the arithmetic 3-
manifoldMF,Σ with insertions of line defects along S. As explained in [AGK`20b,
AGK`21] this categorical trace recovers the Langlands conjecture for the co-
homology of moduli of unramified shtukas on Σ with prescribed legs at S.

‚ [Local operators and singular support] The local operators, i.e., endo-
morphisms of the unit in HZ , are identified on the automorphic side with the
equivariant cohomology ring H˚pBGq and spectrally with the shifted invari-
ant polynomials Opǧ‹r2sqǦ. The vanishing of these operators measures the
difference between ind-finite and ind-safe (renormalized and unrenormalized)
categories of sheaves on BunG on the automorphic side (cf. §B.6), and the
difference between ind-coherent sheaves with or without nilpotent singular
support on the spectral side §C.2.

‚ [Ramified global] The local Langlands 2-categories of surface defects
AGpD

˚q and BǦpD˚q control ramification: one may view the action of a
surface defect at x P Σ as modifying the ramification data considered at x.

Namely, given objects Mi P AGpD
˚q we can consider the correlation func-

tions, the automorphic categories xMiyAG,Σ P DGCatk. These give the cat-
egories of sheaves on the stacks of G-bundles on Σ with given ramification
data at points xi P Σ – for example taking Mi “ SHV pGF {Hq for a con-
gruence subgroup H corresponds to imposing H-level structure at x. On the
other hand inserting the unit surface defect, i.e., the unramified G-category,
captures the imposition of no ramification at x.

The colimit of all these assignments, the factorization homology
ş

Σ AG

(i.e., the global observables on Σ), is a version of a “restricted tensor product”
of the local automorphic 2-categories

ż

Σ
AG „

1
â

xPΣ

GF -cat,

and the “correlation function functional”

x´yAG,Σ :

ż

Σ
AG Ñ C˝,

plays the role of the functor of GF -coinvariants, or its representing object,
the geometric counterpart of the space of all adèlic automorphic forms.

Spectrally, for local ramification data M̌i P BǦpD˚q, the correlation func-
tions xMiyBǦ,Σ give the dg categories of ind-coherent sheaves on moduli of
local systems with prescribed ramification. The duality AG » BǦ on corre-
lation functions gives the ramified geometric Langlands conjecture.

Thus the equivalence of algebraic quantum field theory encodes a very
general and flexible form of the ramified Langlands conjecture in the setting
of curves. On the one hand, we recover the action of unramified Hecke mod-
ifications as the action D.2 of HAG,ΣzS “

ş

ΣzS HAG on spaces of correlation
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functions xMiyAG,Σ. On the other hand, passing to Frobenius traces is then
expected to give the ramified Langlands conjecture for function fields.

‚ [Local arithmetic] Finally, we note that the Frobenius trace on the local
geometric Langlands conjecture is expected to realize the categorical local
Langlands conjecture in the spirit of [Zhu18, FS21] (see also [BZCHN20] for a
discussion). Namely, the trace of Frobenius on BǦpD˚q “ 2IndCohpLocǦpD

˚qq

formally produces the category QC !pLocarith
Ǧ

pD˚q of ind-coherent sheaves
on the stack of local arithmetic Langlands parameters. Much more specu-
latively, as suggested in [Gai16a], the trace of Frobenius on the 2-category
AGpD

˚q is expected to produce the category of sheaves on the Kottwitz
space of G-isocrystals GF {σGF . In particular it should contain as a full
subcategory the local Langlands category of smooth representations of GF .

Thus the duality AG » BǦ on the “arithmetic 2-manifold” F is meant to
produce a full embedding

RepsmpGF q ãÑ QC !pLocarith
Ǧ

pD˚qq

of smooth representations of GF into ind-coherent sheaves on the stack of
local Langlands parameters.

D.6. Boundaries in algebraic quantum field theory. We now discuss
the formulation of interfaces (or domain walls) and boundary theories in the
setting of algebraic quantum field theory.

Definition D.6.1. Let pW, x´yWq and pZ, x´yZq be algebraic quantum field
theories on curves valued in C, as in Definition D.4.2.

(1) A morphism or interface D : W Ñ Z between field theories is a lax
morphism of unital factorization algebras on curves W Ñ Z together
with a specified natural transformation

x´yD,Σ : x´yZ,Σ ˝

ż

Σ
D ÝÑ x´yW,Σ

making the following diagram commute:

ş

Σ W

x´yW,Σ !!

ş

Σ D
//
ş

Σ Z

x´yZ,Σ}}
1C

(2) A boundary theory Θ P Z for the field theory Z is a morphism from
the trivial theory

Θ : 1C Ñ Z.

Remark D.6.2 (Lax structures). The structure of boundary theory we de-
scribe here is [an algebraic version of] a fragment of the notion of lax bound-
ary TFT from [JFS17]. The laxness is evident in two places: first, we ask
for a morphism of field theories only to commute with correlation functions
up to specified natural transformation rather than natural isomorphism.
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Second, we ask for the map of factorization algebras itself to be lax. It’s
useful to recall one role of lax monoidal functors. If we think of an object
M P C in a k-linear monoidal category C as the image of the unit k P V ectk
under a functor from the unit category M : V ectk Ñ C with M “ Mpkq,
then the structure of associative algebra object on M (in particular the map
M bM Ñ M) corresponds to a lax monoidal structure on the functor M
(so that we have a morphism Mpkq bMpkq Ñ Mpk b kq “ Mpkq which is
not required to be an isomorphism).

Let us spell out the notion of boundary field theory Θ P Z. It is very
helpful to refer back to the case when Z is trivial:

Lemma D.6.3. A boundary theory D : 1C Ñ 1C for the trivial theory is
equivalent to the data of a field theory D valued in C˝.

In general we find relative versions of all the structures of a field theory,
valued in the “bulk theory” Z rather than in C˝. Alternatively, it is useful to
refer to the next section where we identify these structures with (relatively)
familiar objects in the relative Langlands program.

D.6.4. Global state. The unital structure of Θ : 1C Ñ Z applied to correla-
tion functions produces
‚ the states on Σ define a “Θ-series” functional ΘpΣq : ZpΣq Ñ 1C˝ , i.e.,

a [representing] object in the dg category ZpΣq.
Given sufficient dualizability we can then pass to trace of any automor-

phism F of Σ to obtain

ΘpMF,Σq : ZpMF,Σq Ñ 1C˝˝ ,

i.e., a linear functional on the vector space cZpMF,Σq.

D.6.5. Local observables. Considering the morphism Θ at points x P Σ pro-
duces the following algebraic structures:
‚ a unital factorization algebra object tΘx P ZxuxPΣ of Z – i.e., a sec-

tion of the factorization algebra compatible with factorization [Ras17a], and
equipped with a unit morphism Φ : ZpDq Ñ Θ from the unit of Z.
‚ a unital factorization associative algebra object HΘ P HZ in the Hecke

category of Z.
(The latter, viewed as a lax morphism HΘ : 1C˝ Ñ HZ of unital factor-

ization associative algebras, comes by applying the lax morphism of unital
factorization algebras Θ : 1C Ñ Z to the endomorphisms of the unit.)

How should we understand these structures? Recall that from the point
of view of 4d TFT, the [factorization or E2] 2-category Z encodes surface
– i.e., codimension 2 – defects, while its [factorization associative or E3]
Hecke category HZ encodes line – i.e., codimension 3 defects. The relative
versions Θ and HΘ describe codimension 2 (line) and 3 (point) defects in
the boundary theory (and reduce to line and point defects, respectively in
the C˝-valued theory or “3d TFT” Θ in the case when Z is trivial). In this
language, Θ is the value of the 4d TFT on a cylinder S1 ˆ I with one end
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marked by the boundary condition Θ, while HΘ is the value on S2 ˆ I with
a similiarly marked boundary.

D.6.6. Unramified local observables. We may also consider the unramified
part of Θ,

Θunr :“ HomZpZpDq,Θq.

This forms a unital factorization algebra in C˝. Keeping track of linearity
over endomorphisms of the vacuum ZpDq we can further consider Θunr as
a unital factiorization algebra in modules for the line operators (Hecke cat-
egory) HZ . Topologically this is the value of the theory on a 2-disc ending
on the boundary, i.e., the link of a line in the boundary. Physically these
operators form the codimension 2 defects in the boundary theory. The unit
of Θunr is provided by the basic object Φ, i.e., the unit of Θ. (In the pres-
ence of sufficient dualizability assumptions to recover the ULA and rigidity
conditions as in §16 we recover

HΘ » EndHZ
pΦq

as its internal endomorphisms.)

D.6.7. Boundary correlation functions. We now consider the global data pro-
duced by a boundary condition. We can evaluate factorization homology of
the factorization algebra object Θ P Z to obtain an object

ş

Σ Θ P
ş

Σ Z, and
then apply correlation functions x´yZ :
‚ a functional on correlation functions with values in Θ, i.e., a morphism

x´yΘ,Σ : x

ż

Σ
ΘyZ,Σ Ñ 1C˝ .

This amounts to a compatible family of morphisms

x
â

S

Θxiy ÝÑ 1C˝ ,

which for S empty reproduces the “Θ-series” functional

ΘpΣq : ZpΣq Ñ 1C˝ .

Again if Z is trivial this amounts to the data of correlation functions in
the C˝-valued theory Θ.

Finally we observe that boundary observables on ΣzS act on boundary
correlation functions, in the boundary version of D.2 (for simplicity we for-
mulate this only in the everywhere unramified case):
‚ The boundary observable algebra HΘ,Σ :“

ş

Σ HΘ, an algebra object in
HZ,Σ, acts on the functional ΘpΣq on the HZ,Σ-modules ZpΣq.
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D.7. Relative Langlands duality via field theory. We now explain how
to match the structures underlying relative Langlands duality with those
of boundary conditions in field theory. To a hyperspherical G-variety M
we would like to attach its automorphic quantization, a boundary theory
ΘM P AG for the automorphic field theory. Likewise to a hyperspherical
Ǧ-variety M̌ we would like to attach its spectral quantization, a boundary
theory LM̌ P BǦ for the spectral field theory (see Definition 17.2.2 for a
weaker notion of spectral deformation quantization). We recount below some
of the expected values of these boundary theories. The relative Langlands
duality studied in this paper is organized by the following principle:

Conjecture D.7.1 (Meta-conjecture). The automorphic and spectral quan-
tizations of dual hyperspherical varieties are identified under the conjectural
Langlands correspondence of algebraic quantum field theories L : AG » BǦ:
i.e., there is a commutative diagram

1C

ΘM
��

„ // 1C

LM̌
��

AG
L
„
// BǦ

Let us spell out how this meta-conjecture encodes various structures that
we have encountered throughout the main text.
‚ [Local geometric] The local object ΘM P AGpD

˚q is given in the po-
larized case M “ T ˚X by the category of sheaves SHVpXF q with its GF -
action. Its unramified part Θunr

M is the unramified local category HX
G “

SHV pXF {GOq, a factorization algebra in HAG-module categories. The unit,
i.e., the basic sheaf Φ P Θunr

M , is the constant sheaf on XO.
The local object LM̌ P BǦpD˚q is given in the polarized case M̌ “ T ˚X̌ by

the category QC !pLocX̌
Ǧ
pD˚qq of ind-coherent sheaves on the stack of locally

constant maps into X̌{Ǧ, considered relative to the stack LocǦpD
˚q of Lang-

lands parameters. Its unramified form Lunr
M̌

is identified with QC !pLX̌{Ǧq »
QC(pM̌{Ǧq, the unramified local spectral category.

Conjecture 7.5.1 identifies ΘM and LM̌ as module categories for the line
operators (Hecke category) HAG » HBǦ , and is expected to upgrade to an
equivalence of factorization algebras in Hecke modules.

The ramified local geometric duality is the (currently imprecisely formu-
lated) expectation that ΘM and LM̌ are identified under the conjectural local
geometric Langlands correspondence (in fact compatibly with factorization).

‚ [Local observables] The boundary observables, the factorization associa-
tive algebra HΘM P HAG , recover the Plancherel algebra or relative Coulomb
branch algebra of §8. Indeed the description of HΘ in terms of the theory on
S2 ˆ I amounts to the description of the Plancherel algebra as homology of
the relative Grassmannian, while the description as internal endomorphisms
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of the basic sheaf (the unit) Φ P Θunr
M in the Hecke category recovers the

definition of the Plancherel algebra.
On the spectral side we find the local L-observables

HLM̌ » OM̌ ,

the spectral deformation quantization of functions on the Hamiltonian Ǧ-
space M̌ (Definition 17.2.2). This is a factorization associative algebra in
the Hecke Category HBǦ , quantizing the shear of the moment map M̌{ǦÑ
ǧ‹{Ǧ. In other words, we recover M̌ and its Hamiltonian Ǧ-action directly
out of its spectral quantization LM̌ by passing to cohomology of local ob-
servables.

‚ [Global geometric, unramified] The boundary condition ΘM P AG de-
fines a “Θ-series” functional

ΘM pΣq : AGpΣq “ AUT?pΣq Ñ 1C˝ ,

which is representable by an object in the automorphic category: the M -
period sheaf PM . Likewise LM̌ P BǦ determines an object

LM̌ pΣq P QC
!pLoc?

Ǧ
pΣqq,

the L-sheaf of M̌ . The duality between these recovers the global period
conjecture.

‚ [Global observables, unramified] The global observables HΘ,Σ “
ş

Σ HΘ P

HAG,Σ recover the RTF algebra, an associative algebra object in the global
Hecke category HΣ. The RTF algebra acts by endomorphisms of the period
sheaf ΘM pΣq P AGpΣq, compatibly with the HΣ-action.

Likewise the factorization homologyHL,Σ P HBǦ,Σ of the local L-observables
gives the algebra object of L-observables studied in §17, which acts as endo-
morphisms of the L-sheaf LM̌ pΣq P BǦpΣq.

‚ [Correlation functions and Θ-series] For a finite subset S Ă Σ, we may
consider the “M -ramified” global category x

Â

S ΘM,xiyAG,Σ, a module for the
global Hecke category away from S HAG,ΣzS . In the polarized caseM “ T ˚X
this is the category of sheaves on the stack of G-bundles with X-level struc-
ture along S (i.e., with a section of the associatedX-bundle on the punctured
neighborhood of S). The boundary state x´yΘ,S is then [represented by] an
object of this category, preserved by the S-RTF algebra

HΘM ,ΣzS “

ż

ΣzS
HΘM .

(In the case where S is empty, we recover [the functor represented by] the
X-period sheaf.)
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This object x´yΘ,S is an avatar of the Θ-series operation: assuming suffi-
cient dualizability, such an object is equivalent to the data of a functor

â

xiPS

ΘM,xi Ñ SHVpBunGpΣ, Sqq

respecting
ś

S GpFxiq-actions from the local X-category on S to sheaves
on the stack of bundles with full level structure along S. (See §16 for the
unramified version of Θ-series.) In the colimit over S, the factorization
homology

ż

Σ
ΘM P

ż

Σ
AG

is a geometric analog of the GpAΣq-representation L2pXpAqq, and the state
x´yΘ plays the role of the adèlic Θ-series.

We have a parallel story on the spectral side: the category x
Â

S LM̌,xi
yBǦ,S

is given in the polarized case M̌ “ T ˚X̌ by ind-coherent sheaves on the stack
of local systems with X̌-fixed points structure along S (i.e., with a flat section
of the associated X̌-bundle around S). The state x´yLM̌,xi

,S is represented
by an object of this category – a ramified generalization of the L-sheaf –
preserved by the action of the L-observables away from S

HLM̌ ,ΣzS “

ż

ΣzS
OM̌ .

The unramified part of this construction recovers the L-functor construc-
tion discussed in §17, while for S empty we recover the L-sheaf LX̌ P

QC !pLocǦpΣqq.

‚ [Arithmetic] We leave to future work to spell out the form of these
conjectures obtained by taking Frobenius traces everywhere. At the top
level, taking Frobenius trace of the period sheaves we obtain the period, as
a linear functional on the global space of automorphic forms, and taking
Frobenius trace of the L-sheaves we obtain a geometric avatar of the L-
function, realized as a derived volume form on the stack of arithmetic local
systems. However the necessary dualizability conditions to perform these
trace only hold if we localize (on the automorphic side via the Hecke action)
to the open locus Loc˝, away from the poles of the L-function, where the
map LocX̌ Ñ LocǦ is proper.

.

Remark D.7.2 (Interfaces and functoriality). More generally, it is an inter-
esting problem to understand Langlands functoriality and its generalizations
in terms of interfaces of field theory. For example, a group homomorphism
Ȟ Ñ Ǧ induces natural morphisms on moduli of local systems and hence a
natural interface BȞ Ñ BǦ. Applying the Langlands corresponds produces
a mysterious conjectural morphism AH Ñ AG of automorphic theories. But
there are many more interfaces BȞ Ñ BǦ – in particular, those coming from
spectral quantization of hamiltonian ȞˆǦ-spaces. In other words, we might
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think of the assignment ǦÑ BȞ as a “quantization” functor out of a higher
category of reductive groups and bihamiltonian actions, or equivalently (in
the language of Remark 3.1.3) shifted Lagrangian correspondences between
the 3-shifted symplectic stacks T ˚r3spt{Ǧ “ g‹r2s{Ǧ. As remarked in §12.3,
in a formal sense, i.e., ignoring problems with duality, and suppressing the
structure of composition, the study of functoriality can be subsumed in the
study of boundary theories. For example the theta correspondence can be
viewed either as an operation on spaces of automorphic forms or as the study
of a particular period for a product group.

Appendix E. Some miscellaneous computations

We gather here various computations that were postponed from the main
body of the text, to avoid disturbing too far the flow of proof.

E.1. Unnormalized Eisenstein periods. We carry out the computation
of the numerical period in the case of of minimal unramified Eisenstein series.
The computation is in fact completely straightforward, but it is delicate in
the matter of signs and shifts. The shift is interesting, and this is why we
explicate it, although we will be quite terse. This computation has been
alluded to in the main text at various points (§12.3.5, §14.5.4).

After setup, we derive in Lemma E.1.4 the usual formula for the constant
term of the Eisenstein series, adapted to our notation. In §E.1.5 we then
pass from this to the computation of the numerical period.

E.1.1. Notation. Let X˚ be the cocharacter group of the torus quotient A
of a Borel subgroup B Ă G, and let

(E.1) λ P X˚ b peverywhere unramified characters of idèle class groupq

(tensor product of abelian groups). Such a λ defines a character ApAq Ñ Cˆ.
For such λ, and α a root of G, we can form

λα :“ xλ, α_y,

which is now an everywhere unramified character of the idele class group.
In what follows we regard 2ρ both as an element of X˚ but also as an

element of the above group (E.1) via tensoring with the norm | ¨ | on the
idele class group which sends each uniformizer $v to q´1

v . Let B be an idele
representing the diiferent, as in (10.1), i.e. an idele of everywhere even local
valuation equal to nv, where the nv are the vanishing orders of a 1-form.
As in (10.2) this normalizes an additive character ψ : A{F Ñ Cˆ, which is
locally trivial on B´1

v but nontrivial on any larger open compact subgroup
of Fv. As an example of our notation x2ρ, α_ypBq “ |B| “ q´p2g´2q; In what
follows we write

D “ |B|´1 “ q2g´2

for the “discriminant.”
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E.1.2. Notation concerning completed zeta functions. Let ξp´q be the com-
pleted L-function of the global field; we have the functional equation ξp0, χq “
χpBqqg´1ξp1, χ´1q. As in (11.9) we put

ξnormps, χq “ εps, χq´1{2ξps, χq “ χpBq´1{2qps´1{2qpg´1qξps, χq.

so that
(E.2)
ξnormp0, χq “ χpBq´1{2qp1´gq{2ξp0, χq, ξnormp1, χq “ χpBq´1{2qpg´1q{2ξp1, χq.

If we omit s it means that we take s “ 0. Thus ξnormpχ1q “ ξnormpχq, with
χ1 :“ | ¨ |χ´1. Suppose now that s is any T -stable subspace of g{t; then we
write

(E.3) ξps, sq “
ź

ξpλα, sq

where the product is taken over roots α occuring in s. Similarly for ξnorm

etc.

E.1.3. The Eisenstein series. We briefly summarize the construction of Eisen-
stein series and compute the constant term after Whittaker normalization in
Lemma E.1.4.

We use the standard adelic uniformization of the rational points of BunG.
For λ in (E.1) we let

(E.4) ϕλ : GpAq Ñ C

be the unique left NpAq-invariant and right K “ Gppoq-invariant function
whose value on ApAq is given by λ`ρ (here, we interpret ρ as 2ρb|¨|1{2 inside
the group (E.1)). The standard Eisenstein series is obtained by summing this
over the F -points of G{B; this is convergent for λ sufficiently “positive,” e.g.
λ “ tρ for t positive and extends by meromorphic continuation to other λ.

Let us normalize Haar measure on UpAq so that the mass of UpF qzUpAq
is trivial. This measure equals D´dimpUq{2 multiplied by the measure which
assigns to each Upovq the mass 1.

The constant term of Eλ may be computed as usual using the Bruhat
decomposition of BF zGF into UF -orbits of the form wUF with stabilizer
UwF “ AdpwqUF X UF . This gives:

(E.5)
ż

rUs
Eλpugq “

ÿ

w

ż

UwF zUpAq
ϕλpwugq

GK
“

ÿ

wPW

ź

αą0,wαă0

D´1{2ξp0, λαq

ξp1, λαq
ϕwλ

(here the D´1{2 arises from normalization of measure, as explained above,
and “GK” stands for Gindinkin and Karpilevic). The Whittaker coefficient
has a similar formula with only the long Weyl element contributing; we
obtain

Eψλ pgq :“

ż

rUs
Eλpugqψpuqdu “

ź

α

D´1{2 1

ξp1, λαq
Wλ,
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with Wλ “
ś

Wλ,v, and Wλ,v is given by ξvp1, λαq ¨
ş

ϕpwugqψpuqdu, where
the integral is taken over UpFvq with respect to the measure assigning mass
one to Upovq.

We write ψpuq “ ψ0pa
´1
0,vua0,vq with (cf. (10.19)):

a0,v “ e2ρ_pπ´nv{2v q, a0 “ pa0,vqv “ e2ρ_pB´1{2q.

so that ψ0 is “unramified,” i.e. equal to one on Upovq but not on larger
compact subgroups; then

Wλ,vpgvq “ ξvp1, λαq

ż

ϕpwa0,vua
´1
0,vgqψ0puqdpAdpa0,vquq(E.6)

“ |xλ` ρ´ 2ρ, ρ_ypπnvv q|W
0pa´1

0,vgq,(E.7)

where W 0 is the unramified local Whittaker function with W 0p1q “ 1, ex-
plicitly given as

ş

Uv
ϕpwugqψ0puqdu. Globally we get

Eψλ pgq “

˜

ź

α

D´1{2ξp1, λαq
´1

¸

xλ´ ρ, ρ_ypBqW 0pa´1
0 gq.

By Example 10.5.3 the normalized period xP norm
Whit , Eλy thereby equals the

value of this at g “ a0, multiplied by qβ{2 where β “ pg ´ 1qrdimU ´

x2ρ, 2ρ_ys. Since xρ, ρ_ypBq “ q´2pg´1qxρ,ρ_y we get

xP norm
Whit , Eλy “ qbU {2

˜

ź

α

D´1{2ξp1, λαq
´1

¸

xλ, ρ_ypBq

with bU “ pg ´ 1qdimU , as usual. Taking into account that D´dimU{2 “

q´pg´1qdimU “ q´bU we get, in the shorthand of (E.3):

(E.8) xP norm
Whit , Eλy “ q´bU {2ξp1, nq´1xλ, ρ_ypBq

Lemma E.1.4. Write Eλ :“ Eλ
xPnorm

Whit ,Eλy
. Then the constant term of Eλ, for

the Haar probability measure on UpAq{UpF q, is given by

(E.9) EUλ “
ÿ

wPW

ξnormp0, w´1nq.ϕwλ,

where on the right we again use the shorthand of (E.3).

Proof. Dividing (E.5) by (E.8) we get
(E.10)

EUλ “ qbU {2
ÿ

wPW

x´λ, ρ_ypBq¨cwϕwλ, where cw “
ź

αą0

#

D´1{2ξp0, λαq, wα ă 0

ξp1, λαq, wα ą 0
.

We must check that

(E.11) x´λ, ρ_ypBq ¨ cw “ q´bU {2ξnormp0, w´1nq.
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for which we rewrite the definition (E.10) via (E.2) and the functional equa-
tion.

cw “
ź

αą0

D´1{4

#

λαpBq
1{2ξnormp0, λαq, wα ă 0

λαpBq
1{2ξnormp0,´λαq, wα ą 0

.

Our result follows after observing that the set tα : α ą 0, wα ă 0u Y t´α :
α ą 0, wα ą 0u is precisely the set of roots of the form tw´1β : β ă 0u, and
that DdimpUq{4 “ qbU {2.

�

E.1.5. The numerical Eisenstein period. The space of interest is X “ UzG
as a Gˆ T space (i.e., via the right action pg, tq : Ux ÞÑ Ut´1xg); the point
stabilizer is T∆U ãÑ Gˆ T with T∆ the diagonal copy of T :

(E.12) X » pT∆UqzGˆ T.

The putative dual space is

X̌ “ Ǧ{Ǔ

with action (expressed on the left given by pǧ, ťq : xǓ ÞÑ gxtǓ , that is to say
X̌ “ G{T´∆U in evident notation).

We take the Ggr action on both X and X̌ to be trivial. The modular
characters are given by ηaut : pg, tq ÞÑ e2ρptq and the same for X̌.

Example E.1.6. Here is an example, to help with figuring signs. In the
case G “ SL2, we have X “ A2 ´ t0u where Gm, identified with T via the
positive coroot, acts by scaling and SL2 acts by right multiplication, and
X̌ “ A2´t0u{µ2, where Gm, identified with Ť via the posiitve root, acts via
scaling and PGL2 acts by left multiplication.

Now consider the automorphic form on Gˆ T given by ϕ “ Eλ b pwλq´1,
for λ as in (E.1), and some w PW , the Weyl group for G. We now compute
the ratio of periods

(E.13)
xP norm

X , ϕy

xP norm
Whit , ϕy

The denominator equals one by choice of Eλ as in Lemma E.1.4, for the
normalized Whittaker period is the same computed on G or on Gˆ T . For
the numerator we use (E.12) as well as (10.10); im the notation of the latter
we have

xP norm
G{U , ϕy “ q´pbT`bU q{2

ż

UFT
∆
F zpTˆGqA

Φ0pgq|ηautpgq|
1{2ϕpgq

where Φ0 is the characteristic function of UAT
∆
A pGˆ T qppoq and the measure

on T ˆ G assigns mass 1 to the maximal compact. The modular character
here is given by η : pt, tq ÞÑ e2ρptq, cf. discussion of §3.8.1: the right adjoint
action of T∆ on the tangent space at the identity coset of pT∆UqzpT ˆ Gq
is given by Adpt´1q on b´. Using Iwasawa decomposition and noting that
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the integrally normalized meausre du is qbU multiplied by the probability
measure, we rewrite the above as:

qpbU´bT q{2
ż

TF zTA

EUλ ptqpwλq´1ptq|e´ρptq|

where dt is now the Haar measure on T corresponding to the standard mea-
sure on BunT where each bundle is weighted by inverse-automorphism; the
factor e´ρ arises from e´2ρ from the measure in Iwasawa decomposition,
combined with the square root of the modular character.

In fact, the right hand side of (E.13) will diverge, since it involves (in
effect) integrating a character over T . We treat this purely formally: we
regard it as nonzero only when the character is trivial, in which cae it will be
given by the ζ-value computing the volume of rT s, which we shall formally
understand to qpg´1qrξp1qr “ qbT ξp1qr with r “ dimpT q (this is only a formal
expression, for ξ has a pole at 1).

Computing formally thus, (E.13) equals

(E.14) qbU {2qbT {2ξnormp0, w´1nq ¨ ξp1qrank “ qbU {2ξnormp0, w´1bq.

We compare this with what we would expect starting from (14.7) (which
is of course formulated only for cusp forms). The dual space is X̌ “ Ǧ{Ǔ
with left action given by pǧ, ťq : xǓ ÞÑ ǧxťǓ ; the parameter of ϕ is given
by pλ, pwλq´1q, and fixes precisely x̌ “ w´1Ǔ . The adjoint action of π1

on the tangent space Tx̌X̌ corresponds to the adjoint action of λ on w´1b.
Therefore, taking the ratio of (14.7) for both G{U and the Whittaker period
we would be led instead to a prediction of ξnormp0, w´1bq; that is to say,
(E.13) is in line with (14.7) except for the factor qbU {2. This discrepancy
– which, geometrically, would manifest itself as a shift xbUy – was already
mentioned in the text, and would be interesting to undersatnd.

E.2. Numerical derivation of the effect of twisting.

Example E.2.1. We revisit Lemma 12.6.4 from a numerical standpoin,
examining the effect of twisting the choice of K1{2. This computation serves
solely as a sign-check on that Lemma. We put ourselves in the situation of
Conjecture 14.2.1. Returning to (10.9)

(E.15) P norm
X : g P GpAq ÞÑ q´βX{2|ηautpgq|

1{2
ÿ

xPXpF q

g ¨ pB1{2 ¨ Φpxqq, .

and replace X by X 1 “ Xrη_,´1
spec s. Then βX 1 “ βX ` τ with τ “ pg ´

1qxηaut, ηspecy we get the result is

PX 1 “
ÿ

x

pg, B1{2q ¨1 Φpxq “ η_specpB
´1{2q

”

qβX{2|ηautpgq|
´1{2P norm

X

ı

.

Pairing this against f with central character ωf gives can be computed in
terms of the same pairing for the normalized period:

PX 1pfq “ qβX{2ωf pη
_
specpB

1{2qqP norm
X pf 1q
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where f 1 is f twisted by |ηaut|
´1{2. This has the effect of twisting the Galois

parameter of f through the composite cyclotomic1{2 ˝ η_,´1
aut . Applying Con-

jecture 14.2.1 we find

PX 1pfq “ qpβX´bGq{2ωf pη
_
specpB

1{2qqLnormp0, T(,
1

q

where T( is the tangent space sheared by the twisted action for X̌ 1 “
X̌rη_,´1

aut s.
Now ωf pη

_
specpB

1{2qq is the square root of the central ε-factor for the Galois
parameter of f acting on detpT q. We apply (11.42) which says

εp0, T(,
1

q “ εp1{2, T qqbG´βX̌1

to rewrite
PX 1pfq “ qβX{2`βX̌1{2´bG Lnormp0, T(,

1

q

and using βX̌ 1 “ βX̌ ´ τ this becomes

PX 1pfq “ q´bGqβX{2`βX̌1{2´τ{2Lnormp0, T(,
1

q

which can be compared with (11.34), i.e. the conclusion is that X 1 and X̌ 1
are dual, but one has to twist the period sheaf by βX ` βX̌ ´ τ .

�

E.3. Proof of Proposition 5.1.1.

Proof. (sketch) Soulé’s etale Chern class [Sou79, II] defines a morphism

(E.16) c22 : H2pSp2rpF q,Z{2q Ñ H2pF,Z{2q
which can be verified (comparing with the discussion of [Del96b] and [Pra04])
to define the metaplectic extension of Sp2rpF q, that is to say, the unique
topological double cover thereof.

Now consider the two representations of H defined by

H Ñ Sp2r and H θ
Ñ Gm ãÑ SL2,

where the last map is the inclusion of a maximal torus. It follows from
(5.1) that these two representations of H have the same second Chern class.
Therefore the two maps

H2pHpF q,Z{2q Ñ H2pF,Z{2q
arising from pulling back (E.16) via H Ñ SpV or H Ñ SL2 must coincide.

We claim that the latter pullback of c22, via H Ñ SL2 is trivial. Indeed,
this factors through GmpF q, and our claim follows from the fact that the
metaplectic cover of SL2pF q splits over GmpF q “ Fˆ. 148 Therefore, the
pullback of the metaplectic cover under H Ñ Sp2rpF q does too.

�

148At the level of cocycles, this amounts to fact that the Hilbert symbol FˆˆFˆ Ñ ˘1

is trivialized as 2-cocycle by the 1-cocycle η : u$n
ÞÑ ūn ¨ p´1,´1qp

n
2q where we write, for

short, ū “ ˘1 according to whether u is residually a square or not.
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The construction above globalizes: if F is a global function field, then the
metaplectic cover of SppAF q splits upon pullback to HpAF q compatibly with
its standard splitting on SppF q. Moreover, if we push out the metaplectic
cover by ˘1 Ñ S1, the result above remains valid for F “ R or an extension
of Q2. In relation to rationality issues we note at least the following:

Lemma E.3.1. Suppose ρ : H Ñ Sp is a homomorphism of split Z-groups,
and that after base change to C the Chern class condition of Proposition
5.1.1 is satisfied (for some character θ : H Ñ Gm, which we may as well
suppose defined over Z).

Then the metaplectic cover pulled back to HpF q splits over any field F in
which ˘2 are both squares.

A similar assertion holds for Zr1{N s, with identical proof, but now addi-
tionally requiring prime divisors of N to be squares.

Proof. We are going to verify that the condition of Proposition 5.1.1, i.e.

c2pρq “ c1pθq
2

in absolute étale cohomology over F .
To do so we will first compute in étale cohomolgy over Zr1{2s and first

show that there the difference is decomposable:

(E.17) c2pρq ´ c1pθq
2 P H1 YH3,

from which we will readily deduce the result in the final paragraph.
Let P be a Borel subgroup of H over Z. Note that c2pρq ´ c1pθq

2 dies in
the mod 2 étale cohomology of BPZr1{2s (i.e., the classifying space of P as a
group scheme over Zr1{2s, which can be constructed as a simplicial Zr1{2s-
scheme). To see this, we note that P can be replaced by a maximal torus,
and the cohomology BTZr1{2s is a polynomial ring over H˚pZr1{2sq generated
by the Chern classes of a basis of HompT,Gmq. Both c2pρq and c1pθq can be
expressed as polynomials in these Chern classes (with coefficients in Z{2Z);
the subring of such classes inH˚pBTZr1{2sqmaps isomorphically toH˚pBTCq,
and therefore the coincidence of c2pρq and c1pθq

2 in BTC implies the same
over Zr1{2s.

Now consider the map in étale cohomology induced byBPZr1{2s Ñ BHZr1{2s.
We will show its kernel is decomposable, and in fact belongs to the right
hand side of (E.17), concluding the proof. By the Serre spectral sequence
(applied in H-equivariant cohomology with mod 2 coefficients for the fibra-
tion π : H{P Ñ SpecZr1{2s) we get a spectral sequence converging to the
étale cohomology of BPZr1{2s and whose Epq2 term is given by

HppBHZr1{2s, R
qπ˚Z{2q.

The Rqπ˚ terms are vanishing only for q even; we will repeatedly use this
without comment. The only possible obstruction to the injectivity of the
edge map H4pBHq Ñ H4pBP q comes from the differential d3 : E12

3 Ñ E40
3 .

But E12
3 “ E12

2 “ H1pBHZr1{2s, R
2π˚Z{2q and the action of π1pBHZr1{2sq “
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π1pZr1{2sq on R2π˚Z{2 is trivial (in fact, this is the mod 2 reduction of
R2π˚Z2 which is a sum of copies of Z2p1q, indexed by Schubert cells of
codimension 1).

Consequently, each class in E12
2 is a product of a class in E10

2 “ E10
3 and

E02
2 “ E02

3 . Since the differential d3 is a derivation, we conclude that the
image of such a class under d3 has the form E10

3 Y E30
3 . However, E10

3 “

E10
2 “ H1pBHZr1{2s,Z{2q and E30

2 “ E30
3 “ H3pBHZr1{2s,Z{2q, so the image

of such a class under d3 corresponds to a class in H4pBHq that decomposes
as H1 Y H3, i.e. is decomposable as in (E.17). The kernel of H4pBHq Ñ
H4pBP q consists entirely of such classes, and so we are done with the proof
of (E.17).

Finally, the claimed result follows from (E.17), because the natural map
H1pZr1{2s,Z{2q Ñ H1pBHZr1{2sq is an isomorphism; the source group co-
incides with the group of square classes in Zr1{2sˆ, and this is killed by
passage to any F as in the statement. �

E.4. Proof of Proposition E.4.1. In the main text, we used the following
perhaps intuitively obvious manifestation of the rigidity of homomorphisms
between reductive groups:

Proposition E.4.1. Suppose that G1, G2 are split groups over Z and F
a conjugacy class of complex homomorphism pG1qC Ñ pG2qC containing a
homomorphism defined over Q. For any sufficiently large p, the following is
valid:

There exists, up to conjugacy, only one homomorphism fq :

pG1qFp Ñ pG2qFp of the associated reductive groups over Fp
which fits into a diagram

F Q fC Ð fQ Ñ fQp Ð fZp Ñ fFp

Here the fR : pG1qR Ñ pG2qR denote homomorphisms of
group schemes over R, and arrows fR Ñ fR1 denote base
change by a ring homomorphism RÑ R1.

Proof. By assumption there is a Q-homomorphism f0
Q in the conjugacy class

of f . We will fix such an f0
Q once and for all. The constants p0, N coming

out of the argument are going to depend on the choice of f0
Q.

Suppose given diagrams

(E.18) fC Ð fQ Ñ fZp , f
1
C Ð f 1Q Ñ f 1Zp

where f 1C, fC are conjugate. Let fp̄, f 1p̄ be the base-changes of fZp , f 1Zp along
Zp Ñ Fp. We will first of all show that fp̄, f 1p̄ are conjugate to one another
so long as p ě p0.

We will need a version of “the scheme of homomorphisms from G1 to G2.”
We fix a G2ˆG2-stable subspace subspaceW2 Ă CrG2s such thatW2XZrG2s

(integral lattice defined by the Chevalley form) generates ZrG2s. Let us fix
a similarly stable W1 Ă CrG1s with the property that f˚0,QW1 Ă W2. The
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same inclusion is then holds true for both fQ and f 1Q: both fQ and f 1Q send
W2 XQrG2s to W1 XQrG1s.

The functor that sends a ring A to homomorphisms of A-group schemes
θ : G1,A Ñ G2,A with the property that θ˚W2,A Ă W1,A is representable
by a finite type Z-scheme that we will call Y . 149 Indeed, θ˚ defines an
element of the affine space HompW2,A,W1,Aq, thus realizing the functor as a
subfunctor of this affine space. The condition that θ define a homomorphism
of group schemes amounts to imposing the condition that it extend to a Hopf
algebra homomorphism, which is seen to be the A-points of a Z-subscheme.
Moreover, there is an evident action of G2 on Y by post-composing a homo-
morphism with conjugation on G2.

Now, fQ, f 1Q both define Q-points of Y . They lie in the same irreducible
component of YC, comprising the pG2qC-orbit of either one. Let Y0 denote
its Zariski closure of this irreducible component inside Y (that is to say, the
Zariski closure of the corresponding set of closed points in the underlying
scheme Y ). We equip Y0, a priori a closed subset, with the reduced scheme
structure.

By general principles, our “reference” morphism f0
Q extends to a Zr1{N s-

point of Y for someN ; necessarily, the resulting morphism Spec Zr1{N s Ñ Y
factors uniquely through Y0. To simplify typography write Z1 :“ Zr1{N s.
thus, f0

Q extends to a Z1-point f0
Z1 of Y0. Acting on this f0

Z1 we get a morphism
of schemes over Z1

(E.19) pG2qZ1 Ñ pY0qZ1

whose image is, by Chevalley’s theorem, a constructible subset, and it con-
tains all points on the generic fiber pY0qQ. The complement of this con-
structible set is itself constructible, and so has constructible image in Spec Z1,
disjoint from the generic point of Spec Z1. Therefore, enlarging N , we can
suppose that this orbit map (E.19) is surjective at the pointwise level. This
implies, in particular, that each fiber Y0 ˆ Fp is a single orbit of pG2qFp for
sufficiently large p.

Return now to (E.18). Observe that fZp and f 1Zp correspond to maps
Spec Zp Ñ Y ; the condition that f˚ZpW2,Zp Ă W1,Zp and its analogue for f 1

follow from the statement over Q. The image of these maps Spec Zp Ñ Y
lie inside Y0, and therefore the maps themselves factor uniquely through
Y0 ãÑ Y . In particular, so long as p does not divideN , the maps SpecFp Ñ Y
classifying fp̄, f 1p̄ have images belonging to the same G2-orbit, i.e. fp̄, f 1p̄ are
conjugate to one another by G2pFpq.

�

149In SGA3, [DAG70, Corollaire 7.2.3,XXIV] there is a more systematic treatment of
the Hom-scheme. However, the “full” Hom-scheme is much bigger, because it includes, e.g.,
Frobenius morphisms in characteristic p. By imposing the condition that θ˚ map W2 to
W1, we eliminate the Frobenius morphism in almost all characteristics thereby producing
a finite type scheme.
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